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t'OREWORD
(fust EDlTlOir)

A study of the Constitutional Law of India and England is of paipmount

importance to every Indian Lawyer and Statesman. The subject has hitherto

received very little attention and has failed to arouse the interest which it

deserves. It is a matter of satisfaction to find that the usefulness of the study

of this subject is recognised by the University by its incorporation in th^

courses of study for certain Examinations in Arts and in Law.

To a Constitutional Lawyer and to a practical Statesman the constitution of

India with the impending changes has come to occupy a very prominent place ii^

study and application. The present work» whose authors have done me th^

honour of asking me to write a foreword, supplies a real want for the study of

the essential principles underlying the constitutions of India and England antJ

the outlines of their statutory and other provisions.

The recent lectures which are being delivered by Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Ayyat'

under the Kamala Lecture Series in Madras, the efforts which are being made

in re^settling the constitution of India, the Bill introduced in Parliament on

account of the efforts of Dr. Beaant and the undertaking of the drafting of a

new constitution for India to be presented for discussion when the Reforms

Commission is constituted and begins its work are only some of the indication^

ol the necessity of understanding the constitution of India as it exists.

1 have great pleasure in finding that although this work is modestly

conceived, it is well executed in its own proper proportion. I would like to cali

particular attention to its grouping and accuracy and lo the useful comments on

some of the detailed aspects of the constitution, particularly as regardi the share

and responsibility of Ministers in Provindal Governments. 1 hope the author#

of this book will undertake to write a fuller and more comprehensive work a#

soon as the Report of the next Royal Commission is embodied either in F

consolidated or an amending Statute.

Bokbat Bab Ij3BABt
Ath bKtmiBAJt 13HI7 BHULABHAl J. DESAI
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FOREWORD.

I have had much pleasure accepting the invitation tendered

to me hy the Authors to write a Foreword to this work on the Consti^

tutional Law of India and England. The fact that the work has

already passed through three Editions shows that there is a keen

demand for such a hook; and it is of particular value at the present

juncture when the constitutional position of India is engaging the

attention of the British Parliament' It is most important that those

who attempt to take any part in framing the new constitution, or who

wish to understand problems to which its framing must give rise, should

have a clear idea of the existing Constitution of both countries. The

present work appears to present a lucid and impartial account of the

existing position, free from political bias or prejudice, and on that

account, it seems to me to deserve every success

aiBff, UN.





PREFACE

(Fourth Edition)

The unexpectedly rtpid sale of the third edition of this work has encou.

raged us to issue this fourth edition though at this moment the new

^^Constitution Act’' is on the anvil of Parliament. We do not hesitate to

express our feelings of gratefulness for the very warm reception the third

edition has had. Responsible authorities inform us that students reading for

the I. C. S.| Provincial Service and M.A. Examinations also use this book.

As usual» we have made every attempt to bring the book upto date.

On the advice of our friend Mr. K. M. Munshi, to whom we are obliged

we have numbered each para in this edition in order to facilitate reference.

The Part dealing with the English Constitutional law is placed at the end

in this edition. As It is found necessary we wish to make it clear that this part

»

in no way, attempts to take the place of Prof. Dicey’s standard and classical

work ^^Law of the Constitution.” Prof. Dicey’s book presupposes knowledge of

certain subjects on the part of its readers, and It is with these subjects mainly

that this Part of our book deals. We have thus attempted to make this Part

Supplementary to Prof. Dicey’s work. Experience shows that such a book is

greatly needed, particularly by the students.

We hasten to express our deep feeling of gratitude to The Right Hon’bll

THR Viscount Hailshau, who at the cost of his valuable time and inspite of his

multifarious engagements, has honoured us by writing the Forswobd. It is

needless to add that we have been thereby much encouraged.

We express our thanks to our friends for making various suggestions for

the preparation of this edition.

80, Esplanade Road, Fort, 1

Bombay; June 26th, 1934. J

J. N. V.

M.M.G.



PREFACE

(thiri) edition)

We veiw with feelings of gratefulness the inclusion of our book by t^^

University of Bombay in their list of books recommended for the study

Constitutional Law at the 1st LL B. Examination, It is also gratifying to ntf^^

the warm reception this Work has had from the public and the studen^^*

pankulatly the latter.

We have made every effort to cany out the desire of Mr. Bhulabhai J*

Desai as expressed by him in his Foreword to the first edition. As the sA^d

Foreword has, to a certain extent, become out of date, we had a desire to inv^^^

him to write a fresh one', but, unfortunately his incarceration has made it imp^'

sible. We are, therefore, obliged to put in the same old Foreword even in th*^

edition.

We have brought the book upto date, particularly the Part which deals w^^k

the Constitutional Law of India. We have, to a certain extent, elaborately'

discussed Federalism as it is embodied in the seven (federal) constitutions
‘

the World, and as it is sought to be made applicable to India. We have, al^^
discussed the case-law on the Government of India Act.

We have made some changes in the arrangement of the Book. The P^i^t

dealing with the English Constitutional taw is placed first; then follows

portion of the other Part which deals with the Indian Constitutional La^*

The text of the Government of India Act is given at the end; and, after ea^k

section of the Act, the appropriate references to the commentary are giv^"*

We hope this arrangement will be useful to the practitioners and to the studeit^^r

as well. fjl

We express our thanks to our friends at the Bombay Bar for makl^S

various suggestions for the preparation of this edition*

80 Esplanade Road, Fort, Bombay:
The New Year's Day,
October 30th, 1932. }

J.N. V.

M. M.G*



PREFACE

(Second Edition)

We owe ftn expression of our sense of satisfaction to the public in geneit.

and to the students in particular for the warm reception they gave to the

first edition of this Work. We also owe an apology to them for being g Httle

late in bringing out the second edition inspite of their demand for the same.

The delay in that behalf occurred as we waited for the publication of the

Report of the Indian Statutory Commission (commonly known as Simon*

Commission) appointed by the then Parliament in 1928 under the Covern.

ment of India Act.

As desired by Mr. Bhulabhat J. Desa! in his foreword to the first edition of

this treatise, we have ventured upon a fuller and detailed discussion of various

subjects in both the parts hereof*

Our Mr. Gharekhan had, after the publication of the first edition, occasion

to lecture to students of the Sir Lallubhai Shah Law College, inter alia^ on thi$

very subject. His experience as a Piofessor of law has enabled us to realise the

practical difficulties of the students end with the benefit of the said experience^

we have revised and enlarged the Book; we have re'written many portions in the

first parti and practically we have re-written the second part hereof dealing

with the CoflstitutioflaJ Law of England. We have also added new chaptefe

and enlarged many points on Parliament, the various types of Unitary Cons,

titutions, €, g,, those of France and Italy, on Federal Constitutions like those of

the United States of America and Switzerland and on the various types pf

Constitutions of the self-governing Dominions of the British Empire, e» g.,

Canada, Australia, South Africa, e/C.; thereby we have brought this Book

to date. Owing to such additions and alterations, the size of the Volume has^

almost, become double.

We have spared no pains to make this Volume intelligible to those for

whom is directly intended and we trust that it will create an interest in th^

study of law relating not only to the Indian and English Constitution.^ but alsc)

to the Constitutions of other countries and self governing Dominions. W^
also hope that this treatise will provide interesting and intelligible reading tp

the public.

As we are dealing with the Constitutional Law, as such, we have refrained

from introducing politics; but at the same time, we have not hesitated to point

out various chief merits and demerits (whidi out^number merits), anomalies,

Inconsistencies and practical difficulfies in the actual working. We have also



.ssed various recommendations made by the Indian Statutory Commission

ventured to point out the various difficulties that are likely to arise if the

.id recommendations are adopted by Parliament without substantial variatioti.

imilarly, we have discussed the various announcements made in connection

with the new constitution^making.

We express our thanks to our friends at the Bombay Bar for making

various suggestions for the preparation of this edition. In particular, we at-e

indebted to Mr. Bhulabhai J. Desai for allowing us to use his Foreword for this

edition; also, to Prin. Dara S« Sethna and Mr. Hiralal D. Nanavati for having

afforded us various facilities.

80, Esplanade Road, Fort{ 1 J. N. V.

Bombay, October 22nd, 1930. / M. M. G»

PREFACE
(First Edition)

It is an accepted principle that students of Law should be tamiliar wit^

the law of the Constitution. Adopting this principle, the University of Bombay

and other Universities'have rightly prescribed Constitutional Law as part

their curricula for the LL. B. Examination. But we go further and say th^t

not only the students but the other citizens of the country also should have ^
working knowledge of the Constitution of the Land.

Xhe ohiect of the^oresent Work is to state in a clear and xoncise J&Km '4^
principles of the Constitutional Law of India and England. The Book is divide^

into two parts, the first dealing with the Indian Constitution and the secon^

with the British Constitution. The text of the Government of India

1919 together with all the amendments upto date is also given.

This branch of Indian Law is mainly embodied in the Government

India Act (the main Act of 1915, the amended Act of 1919 and subsequerK

amendments thereto) and Rules and Standing Orders made thereunder for th^

purpose of actual working of the administrative machinery. The principles qf

this Constitution are stated under separate headings in order that students may
have a clear and speedy grasp of the subject; the individual sections are n^t

reproduced verbatim but references are given in the margin.

Wherever necessary, special attention is devoted to the elucidation an^j

discussion of important principles. As this work is mainly meant for student^

of Law, we have refrained from entenng into detailed discussionsi but at the



same time» we have net hesitated to point out the chief merits and demerits

(which out-'number the merits) in the Constitution. We have also pointed out

the changes that are required to be made in accordance with the concensus of

public opinion in India*

In India there are very few bo^a available to students as well as to the

public, on the subject. Ours is a modest attempt to supply the want. As we
have discussed the subject from the constitutional and legal points of view*

we hope the general public will also be able to take advantage of the work

and if this is done, we will be more than satisfied for our humble efforts in this

direction.

After this book Was printed, we heard of the resolutions of 'no-confidence’

in the Ministers of Madras and Bengal being moved in the respective Legisla^

tive Councils. As the principle of joint liability is operative in Madras there

was only one resolution against the Ministry as a whole. Though the majority

of non>officials favoured this resolution*!! was lost by opposition of the Govern

ment bloc» In Bengal, the resolutions were carried and on the Governor accept-

ing them the Ministers have resigned according to the established omvention*

The Governor is, therefore, obliged to take up the administration of the Trans-

ferred Subjects. This illustrates the trend of public opinion towards Diarchy

in the country.

The public press also informs us that a resolution in the Council of State

for establishing a Supreme Court in India, replacing substantially the Privy

Council in England, was similarly lost by Government opposition.

The General Index is exhaustively prepared; as it is common to both the

parts of the Book, the readers can simultaneously refer to topics common to

both the Constitutions*

We express our thanks to our friends at the Bombay Bar for making

various suggestions for the prepartion of this work. In particular, we are

indebted to Mr. Bhulabhai J. Desai for having accepted our invitation to write

a Foreword to this Book*

80 , Esplanade Road, Fort, )

Bombay; August, 1927. J

J. N. V.

M.M.G.
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MTITDTIOML UYi OF lElk & E.\QLMD

PART I

THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OP INDIA

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY

Development of Indian Constitutional Government

1. It Is a matter of common knowledge that Britishers first came to India

in the 17th century, principally as traders and in course of time acquired a terri-

torial government of India. In this small treatise, however, we are not dealing

with that branch of history. What we have to consider here is the growth of

British constitutional government in India, the various stages through which it

passed and the nature and extent of the present system of government

For a proper understanding of this question, it is necessary to cast a

cursory glance at the various periods in the constitutional history of India, and

to mark the constitutional developments that have taken place therein from

time to time.

2. The constitutional history of India cAn be divided into four periods : (1)

The period of Charters from ab^t 1600 to 1765
; (]])the period of Territorial

Sovereignty from about 1765 t6 1857 ; (III) the period of Soverign Govern-

ment by the Crown from 1858 till 1909, and the beginning of a Constitution-

al Government by the Crown from 1909 to 1919 j
end (IV) the present period

of the beginning of the representative and partially responsible government

loosely called "Home Rule*’, but strictly speaking a 'dual government.* The

new constitution that will hereafter be framed is expected to add an important

period in the development of the Constitutional Government of India.

3.

(1), Period of Charters (16004765)* During the first period, several

charters were granted by Queen Elizabeth and her successors to the East India

Company for the purpose of exclusive trade with India. There were in all
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thirteen charters granted durinf The first Charter of 1^0 deserves I

some attention. The whole aim and object of Btitain was to monopolise the!

trade in India. A very strong Dutch East India Company was formed in those

days with the similar object of monopolising the trade in India. The said Charter

of 1600 desired to meet the said competition and it being the first Charter which

established the British association with India deserves some notice. The said

Charter granted the necessary permit to 'traffic and use the trade of merchaii<'

dise/ 'to assemble themselves in any convenient place» to make reasonable laws

and ordinances for the good government of the East India Company and of all

officers employed or to be employed, for the better advancement and continuance

of the said trade and traffic/ ‘to impose such pains, punishment and penalties

by imprisonment or by fine as mi^t seem necessary or convenient for obser-

vation of the laws and ordinances and to have exclusive right to such traffic

and trade/

It may be noted that a very important restriction was imposed on the

Company's powers of making laws and ordinances. It provided that the laws

and punishments were “ to be reasonable and not contrary to the laws,

statutes or customs of the^English reajni? .

4. Conatitiitional point : This Charter deals with some important cons- *

titutional points. At present, we have nothing to do with the constitution or
the privileges of the Company. We have to note only the legislative powers

conferred upon the Company. The main provisions of such legislative powev
with their significance have been referred to hereinabove. .

In effect* the roots of the British Government in India can be said to

have been laid with the powers contained in the Charter of 1600.

5. Charter of 1661 : Another important Charter of the said period to

which attention must be drawn is one of 1661. This Charter gave powers to

the Company for the purposes of (1) coining money, (ii) administration of

justice, and (iii) punishing interlopers.

6. Constitutional point : It also empowered the Company to appoint

Governors' Councils and other officers for their government. The Governors

and Councils were empowered with the administration of justice in all causes,

whether civil or criminal, according to the laws of the Kingdom and to execute

judgement accordingly.

It empowered the Company also to make peace or war with non-Christians,

to erect fortifications and to seize interiors.

7. Ita Conatitational aignificance was that it extended the various regal

and legal powers conferred upon the Company by the first Charter of 1600.

With these extended powers, the root of the British Government in India

gained strength of a better and permanent nature.
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9.

BriUth (bora) Safaieett: Every Charter, which gave the Company

power to administer justice, made special provisions and reservations in favour

of British (born) subjects.

9. The Charter of 1669 granted the port of Bombay to and enlarged the

administrative, judicial and ^ther powers of the Company. It also invested

the Company with civil and military government.

10. Rupees : The Charter of 1677 granted to the Company the power

to establish a mint at Bombay for the purpose of coining money to be called

Rupees.

11. w^Th* Chyrtgr of 1683 gave the Company the powers of declaring war

and making peace with heathen nations; and the King established a Court of

Justice with marifime jurisdiction. The Courts were empowered to adjudge

and determine the cases according to rules of equity and good conscience and

the laws and customs of merchants.

12. Jodge^Advocate t During the Court-Martial trial of Gahrwalli Military

Soldiers held in June 1930, a Judge-Advocate was appointed and therefore it is

necessary to invite the attention of the reader to the provision made for the

appointment of a Judge-Advocate in the said Charter of 1683. The President

of the Council at Madras was appointed Judge^Advocate till the arrival of the

permanent incumbent of the said office. It is needless to state here that the

said arrangement caused dissatisfaction.

13. The Charter of 1687 empowered the Company to establish a Munici-

pality and a Mayor*s Court at Madras. Jt also established a Court of Record

with power to try civil and criminal cases.

Various subsequent Charters extended the powers of the Compafiy,

established Municipalities at Bombay and Calcutta, empowered them to

establish Courts of Requests (similar to the present Small Causes Courts) at

various places, gave powers to cede territories, and created Probate and
Testamentary jurisdiction.

jT As the Company derived its powers, privileges, rights and liberities by
Charters-the_geriodjs known as that of Charters.

"
•

14. ConsMtatloiial potiUoa: The question arose whether the various

rights and privileges which were conferred upon the East India Company by the

Charters granted by the Crown were within the powers of the Crown. Some
persons contended that Parliament alone had the power of conferring such rights

and privileges. This point was for the first time decided by Lord Chief Justice

Geffreys (the East India Company vs. Sandys), whereby two principles were
laid down, vig., (1) that by the Laws of Nations, the regulation of trade and
commerce are reckoned interJuris regalia the prerogative of the Qrown);
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and (2) that though by the laws of the realm monopolies are prohibited, certain

monopoly is permitted by the usages and practice of the country. Subsequen-

tly, the Privy Council also decided the same point laying down that the Crown

can grant such Charters.

However, in 1694 the matter came up for discussion before Parliament.

They, in effect, resolved **that all subjerts of England have equal rights to trade

with the East Indies unless prohibited bv Acta of Parliament.’’ Macaulay,

thereafter, expressed himself by saying **it has ever since been held to be

sound doctrine that no power but that of the whole legislature can give to any

person or to any society exclusive privilege of trade with any part of the world.*’

Practically, owing to the aforesaid resolution of Parliament, the practice of

giving monopoly of trade exclusively to any one corporation or society by a

Royal Charter ceased. Whatever steps were taken subsequently in the direc-

tion of giving monopoly, rights, privileges, or powers, were taken by an Act of

Parliament.

15. (11). Period of AeU (17^1^7)t This period is known as that of the

Acts, the reason being that the said period was regulated by variousJActs of

Parliament, whereas the first was regulat^by Charters granted by the Crown.

The important Acts were those of 1 77 SfT7 8 4, 1800
, 1833, and 1853.

16. Territorial Sovereigntyt In the year >6^, Clive obtained the Sanad

of Divant from the Mogul Emperor, Le., the right to collect revenues in Bengal

with control over Divani Adalat; and this gave them the power of ’purse.’

They had already acquired the power of sword and this additional power marks

the /erri/or(af sovercfgnfy with a legal basis. At that time, the Company was

placed almost in insolvent circumstances though it had a decent income. The

reasons are well known. This confusion led the Home Government to make

confidential inquiries as a result whereof the Regulating Act of 1773

passed.

17.

Th« Regulating Act of 1773: By this Act, a Governor.GgneraLand

•our Councillors were appointed for the government of the Presidency of

whole ot the civil and milUacy ^vernment of all the territosiai

icquisitions in Bengal. Bihar and Orissa was vested in the said Governor-

General and Council.^ It also invested the said Governor-General and Council

with the powers of superintending and conttiSlling the government and

administration in the Presidencies of Madras and Bombay. >The government

at Bombay and Madras could not, under the provisions of the said Ad,
commence hostilities or make or declare war or conclude treaties with any

Indian Ruler or Power without the previous consent of the Governor -General

and Council unless for so doing there was not sufficient time to obtain the

previous permission.

Before this Act, the Presidencies of Bengal, Bombay, and Madras had for the
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purposes of the administration of each Presidency a separate and independent

Governor and a Council ; each Government was autonomous within its owr
Presidency and only subject to the control of the Directors at ^Home’*

18. Federalism and Unitarianism Before the Act of 1773, there were

elements of federalism in the constitution of the Company as each Presidency

was absolutely independent of the other and autonomous within its own
territorial limits. In an unitary type of government, there is always conceti^

tration of the powers of government in a central body. I'he Act of 1773 created

such centralisation and vested centralised power in a Governor'General and
Council at Fort William. This provision in the Act introduced the unitary

type in the British Government in India.

19. Courts of Judicature : The said Act empowered the Crown to

establish, by Royal Charter, a Supreme CcMirt of judicature in Bengal. This

provision deprived the Company of its power to have its own Court and estab'

lished a King's Court. Civil, criminal, admiralty, ecclesiastical and testamen-

tary jurisdictions were granted to the Supreme Court of Judicature. But it was

provided that the said Court had no jurisdiction over the Governor General or

any Councillor. A provision was made for an appeal to the Privy Council/

20. Ordinances and RflguUdons : This Act empowered the Governor-

General and Council to promulgate necessary Ordinances and Regulations for

good government as should (1) be deemed just and reasonable, and (2) not be

repugnant to the laws of the Realm. (Ss. 36 3 37 ).

In short, and principally by the said Act, a Governor^Gcneral with four

Councillors was appointed and to him the whole civil and military government

was entrusted : the relations of the Governor-General and other Governors

were defined, the Crown was empowered to establish by Royal Charter a

Supreme Court of Judicature in Bengal with powers to exercise civil, criminal,

testamentary, admiralty and ecclesiastical jurisdictions \ powers were granted to

the Governor-General to frame necessary rules, issue Ordinances and Regula-

tions for good order and better government and limitations were placed on the

Company’s servants on receiving bribes and engaging themselves in private

tra^

JThe Act of 1781 1 In its working, the Act of 1773 created various

difficulties and on many occasions the Judiciary and the Executive Govern,

ment came into conflict. Another Act, being the Act of 1781, had to bypassed

whe^by'the necessary difficulties were removed and the relations between the

Executive Council and the Judicial Courts were defined. Certain other altera-

tions therein also removed {^sibUltieTofconfusioAi

22. Move towards centralisation; The ^t of 1784 : This Act emfxv
wered the Governor-General in Council at Fort William in Bengal to
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superintend, control and direct the several Presidencies and Governments ( then

existing or thereafter to be created or established in the East Indies by the

United Company ) in all such points as relate to any transaction, powers, war,

peace or to the application of the revenues or forces of such Presidencies and

settlements in times of war or any sudi other points as would from time to

time be specially referred to the Court of Directors of the Company for their

superintendence and control. In effect, the constitution was almost entirely

changed both in the Home Government and the Government of India*

Indirectly, at Home, the Government was placed much \indtt subordination to

a body representing the British Government. In India, the system resembling

the present system of Executive Councils and their subordination to the Home
Government was started. It can be said that the germs of **doiible Govern*

ment** originated from the said Act.

23. Further pieces of Legislation till 1807 made certain alterations. By
theEast India Company Act, 1784, otherwise known as the Pitt's Act,

six Privy Councilors were appointed to act as Commissioners for the affairs of

India* The Act of 1807 gave powers to the Governor in Councilat Bombay
and Madras to frame rules, make Regulations, etc. The Act of 1815 also

effected certain changes in the internal administration. The only additional

change was that of providing Church Establishment in India. The Act of

1823 established a Supreme Court at Bombay almost similar to one at

Calcutta.

24. Various Regulations were made and promulgated in the year 1817,

pursuant to the powers conferred upon the Government by the Act 1813*

Occassionally, action is taken even now under some of those Regulations.

25. CoDstitntional issue : Leg«l Opinion is divided on the question

whether the Regulations referred to in para 24 anfe can be said to have been .

impliedly repealed by the Royal Proclamation of 1858 which has the same

effect in law as an Act of Parliament. (Halsbury, Vol. 7, para 18; Haiisham

Edition, Vol. 6, para 776X There is an old Bengal decision which, in effect,

lays down that such a Regulation cannot be said to have been repealed by such

Royal Proclamations. This question, however, has not been brought promi. '

nently before any Court of Law and therefore in the absence of any recent

authority the matter does not appear to be free from doubt.

26. By diB Charter Act of 1793, steps were taken towards complete

centralisation. Even penalty was impmed on Governors for disobedience.

27. By die Govemment of India Act, 1800, provisions were made for

establishing, by Charter or Letters Patent, a Supreme Court of Judicature at

Madras with full powers with civil, criminal, admiralty and ecclesiastical

jurisdictions, and some other minor provisions were made fqr the better

administration of India.
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28L By the Act of 1832» knovra as the Indian Bishops g ^
1832^ provision was made for the appointment of Bishops and

a Superme Court of Judicature at Bombay in the same form and
ivith

powers and authorities as were then enjoyed by the superme Con <

ture at Fort William in Bengal.
^ ^ Judica-

29. By the Act of 1833, the territorial possessions Were si^j

trust for His Majesty^ His fteirs, etc.^forthe services of the Gov
India**, Monopoly of trade w« abolished,; the Governor-Gen^^^^''^^^^^
title of Governor-General of Indiai changes were made
Governor^CienerAl ; a separate Law Member was for the first tim

Coundli but the said Law Member was not allowed to sit and
at meetings for making Lawa and Regulations; a separate Preside
«mraa aataU m„A < mjk.* am 4- Ml*a.>afaAna taraaa

*acncy of Aarawas established and important alterations were made with

legislative powers of the Government.
*‘®fftrence

Agra

to the

The section relating to the creation of the new Presidency
ts(

repealed by the subsequent Act (5 S 6 Will. 4, ch. 52X was

The Act designated the said Govemor^General of Bengal
anr4 r

the Governor'Gene%' of India in CoundU ** The Governments
of

**

Bombay were drastically deprived of their powers of legislation
and i

with the right of proposing to the Governor'General in Councj] n
•

laws which they thought expedient.'' By this provision,
the^^p

General of Bengal became the Govemor-General of India with
the

of making laws for British India. TTie superintendence^
^'^*ciion^

P®Wers

of the whole civil and military government in India was vested
in h"*^

nors and their Councils were deprived of their powers of cr* f
office, granting any salary, etc., without the previous .

Governor^General in Council, Similar restrictions arc found
in” h

”

ment of India Act. The Local Governments were merely
th-

" Govern-

Governor-General in Council. ®8*nt5 of the

These provisions,

centralisation.

to a very great extent, completed
the process of

It is important to note that the powers and privileges of

tions on the Indian Legislatures (Act of 1833) were practically restric-

exist at present. The history of Indian Legislature really
dat

* ^
Some of the provisions of this Act exist even in the present Ac*^

^833,

30. Position of the Compai^ sammarised $ In Gibson -r
^

(5 Bing. N. C. 262) Tindcl, C J. summarised the position ^ Go,

in the following words : Company
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**The Statute 9 and 10 WilL ch. 44 and the Charter of incorporation

granted by the King under the powers of that Act form the foundation

of the privileges of the present United East India Company. And» from the

provisions made by that Statute, it is evident that the Company was established

originally and in the first instance for the purpose of trade only; namely, exclu-

sively trafficking and using the trade of merchandise to and from the East

Indies and in all places between the Cape of Good Hope and the Straits of

Magellan, and with no other object or design.

**But, without adverting to various enlargements by the Legislature in

subsequent reigns of the term for which the Charter was originally granted, it

will be sufficient for the present purple to observe that about the conunetn

cement of the reign of George lU, a question arose between the Government

and the Hast India Compdny as to the darm set up by the latter to the posses^

sion of the territorial acquisitions in India which had been made by them—-a

claim inconsistent with the general principle prevailing in the law both of

this and other States, namely, that all conquests made by subjects must

necessarily belong to the Crown. And, in consepuence of this contention an

agreement was entered into between the Company and the public that the

territorial acquisitions and revenues lately acquired in the East Indies should

remain in the possession of the Company and their successor during the • term

therein mentioned, an agreement which was carried into effect by the Statute

7 Geo. 3, ch. 57. The term therein mentioned was afterwards enlarged and

the poeaesxon and government of the territorial acquisitions continued in the

said United Company by subsequent Acts of the Legislature, down to the

present time; without prejudice, however, as declared by the preamble to the

Statute 53 Geo. 3, ch. 155, s« 61 to the undoubted sovereignty of the

Crown of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland in and over the

same, or to any claim of the said United Company to any rights, franchise,

or immunities.

“Upon this legislative authority, subject, however, to such control of the

Crown as is provided by several statutes, does the right of the Company to the

possession and government of the territories acquired in the East Indies depend.

And from the same legislative authoriiy without referring to many express

provisions in the subsequent statutes, it is manifest that the East India Com-
pany have been invested with powers and privileges of a two-fold nature, per-

fectly distinct from each other; namely, power to carry on trade as merchants

(subject only to the prerogative of the Crown to be exercised by the

Beard of Commissioners for the Affairs of India) and power tp acquire

and retain and govern territory, to raise and maintain armed • forces
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by sea and land» and to mike peace or war with Native Powers of

India.”*

31. Tbc Act of 1fiS3 was the last important Act of the said period where*

by the Government was authorised to create a separate Presidency. The Law
member was allowed to sit, to be present and to vote at all meetings of the

Executive Council. Important alterations were made in the machinery of the

Indian Legislature by the said Act. The beginning of the Legislative Council

was made by appointing a council of 12 persons for the purposes of legislation.

The sittings of this Legislative Council were made public and their proceedings

were published. Various restrictions were imposed on the said Council, many
whereof prevail even to* day.

Another marked feature of that Act was that the covenanted Civil Service

was thrown open to general competition.

32. The Act of 1854 is the first Act of the said year which empowered
the Governor-General lo Couucil with the previous sanction of the Home
Government to create Chief Commissionershipa.

33. The lest Act of this period was the Act known as the Government of

India Act, 1854. By the said Act, provision was made for the mode of passing

Letters Patent and other Acts by the Crown relating to India. The said

Act also invested the Governor«Generai of India in Council with certain

powers.

34. (111). Period of Sovereign Government by the Crown t The Govern-

ment of India Act, 1858: The mutiny of 1857 knelled the curf^ bell of the

EasMndia Company and the system of ” Double Govc^nmenV'^* The Crown
took over The Government of India. After the Proclamation of 1858 was
issued, the Government of India Act, 1858, was passed. Thereunder the

reign of the Imperial Government began.

At present, the Royal Proclamation of 1858 has raised many constitu-

tional issues.

* And it was held that a oontract relaiiog to the paDdon of a retiring ofBoec

was made by tiie Company In their politioal oharaoter as govemors and not in their trading

oharactet as meiohaoti.

In the Secretary of State In Council va. KamaObec Boye Bahaba, 7 M.iJt, 476; 13 tioo.

P.C. 22, their Lordships of the Privy Gonnoil folloi\ed the rulings in former oases which

^Mided that the East India Company had powers of sovereignty which were distiaot from thefr

powers to carry on trade, and added that the Statute 3 and 4, Will. 4, ch. 85 in no degree dimi*

nibhed the authority o! the Company to czorolbe on behalf of the Crown of Great Britain and

lubjecl to the oou truJ thereby provide, there delegated powers of aovereignty.
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35. The Government of Indie Act, 1858, declared that India was

thenceforth to be governed directly by and in the name of the Queen and Her

successors, technically called the Crown, through one of the principal Secretaries

tp^ be named the Secretary of State for India, to whom the powers of the

Board of Control and Directors of the East India Company were transferred*

The Secretary of State for India was to be assisted ^ a Council of 15 members,

to be termed the Council of India, 8. whereof were to be appointed by the Crown

and the rest to be elected by the Directors of the East India Company* The
only reason of giving a Council to the Secretary was to satisfy the East India

Company by giving them some representation in the Government; the Council

so started yet exists, though on different lines, apparently without the same

powers, privileges or rights, but to all intents and purposes with a great voice

in the administration. Vacancies were to be filled in by the Crown in cases of

Crown appointments* The members were entitled to remain in office during

good behaviour, i.e., they were liable to be removed on an address by both

Houses of Parliament. They had no right to sit in Parliament and to vote*

They were denied this right on the ground that they should be non-party men
and should not involve themselves in politics* The Council had powers

somewhat similar to those of the present Council which shall be discussed

while dealing with the Government of India Act as amended by the Act

of 1919.

36* This Act (of 1858) laid the foundations of the present Government of

India Act. In the year 1861, important Acts of Parliament were passed, they

being the Indian Civil Service Act. the Indian Councils Act and the High Courts

Act. The Indian Civil Service Act properly regulated the services and validated

the various irregular appointments in the past* By the said Act, several appoint**

ments were reserved for the members of the covenanted civil service*

37. By the Indian Councils Act, the constitution of the Governor-

GeneraPs Executive Council was modifi^ and the Indian Legislatures were

remodelled but out of the five members in the Govemor-Generars Executive

Council, three were to be appointed from the Services and one was required to

be either a Banister or an Advocate.

By this Act, the Governor-General got the powers of appointing the Presi-

dent of the Council in his place and stead with all his powers when he was to

leave the headquarters; he was also empowered to invest himself with all the

powers of the Govervor-Gencral in Council when he was out of the capita] ;

however, he was not allowed to use such powers with reference to legislation* It

is needless to state that the Governor-General has ^t similar powers eveU

under the present constitution*

38* By Uie Indian Conndb Act, 1861, various changes Were made* The

[]
Presidencies of Madras and Bombay got back their powers of legislation but

with iwo limitations: ’(1) They could not make or take into considera*
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tion certain laws without the previous sanction of the Governor-General;

and (2) the Acts passed by Local Councils could not be valid unless they have

received the assent of the Governor^General in addition to that of the Governor*

These restrictions prevail in one form or another even at present- The Legis-

latures under this Act were not deliberative bodies- They could not inquire

into grievances, caU for information or examine the conduct of the executive-

They were merely advisory bodies and sowed the seed of Representative

In^tutiOTs. That character prevailed till the Minto-Morley period and the

official majority in the Imperial Legislative Council was maintained.

39. By the High Courts Act, 1861, the Crown was empowered to

establish by Letters Patent, High Courts of Judicature at Calcutta,‘Bombay and

Madras in place of the old Supreme and Sadar Courts. The tenure of office of

the Chief Justice and Judges was one during pleasure which continues even

now. Such tenure of office for judges is objected to on the ground that they

cannot have full judicial freedom. The High Courts of Bombay and Madras are

under the Local Government but the Indian Statutory Commission appointed

in 1928 has recommended the transfer thereof to the Central Government.

It must have been noted that various alterations made in the respective

Spheres were to a certain extent on broader lines, but in consonance with

the principles of Imperial Government. By this Act, better provision was

mode for the Executive Councils of the Governor.General and other Governors-

In the Governor^General's Executive Council, the Commander.in Chief was

appointed an additional member. In cases of emergency, the Governor-Genetal

pow«ca of Qcdinuvces, whvdv were to remoio to foroa

for six months (section 23). Such emergency legislative powers still remain

vested in the Viceroy, (section 72 of the Government of India Act, 1919). This

subject will be further discussed under section 72 of the present Act. The years

1930 to 1933 will remain as eventful years during which the Government
^as practically carried on under such emergency legislation. Bombay and

Madras Governments got back their powers of legislation which were abolished

during the second period by the Act of 1833. The Local Legislatures were

not empowered to control, by their Acts, the jurisdiction or procedure of the

High Courts. This was left partly with Parliament and partly with the Central

Legislative Ouncil-

Various Acts were, thereafter, passed making alterations whereby the

Indian High Courts Act of 1861 was amended, the legislative powers of the

Governor.'Generars Council were extended and the Secretary of State was
empowered to fill in vacancies in the India Council. On special reasons being
shown, he was also empowered to appoint any person having special knowledge

any subject or having either special or professional qualifications, in
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the Legislatures. The period of the office of the Council was fixed at 10 years

but official members were to continue during good behaviour. Various addi<

tionSf alterations and reductions were made in their own spheres. The important

Acts herein referred to were the Indian High Courts Act, 186 5t the Govern-

ment of India Act, 1865, similar Act of 1873, the Indian Councils Act, 1874,

the Councils of India Act, 1875, the Royal Titles Act, 1876, the Indian Marine

Service Act, 1884, the Council of India Reduction Act, 1889, the If^di^ Council

Act, 1892, and the Indian Councils Act. 1^ 4.

The Act of 1873 formally dissolved the Hast India Company; the

Indian Councils Act added one more member to the Executive Council of the

Governor-General; and the Royal Titles Act, 1876, empowered the Queen to

assume the title of Queen-Empress of India.

41. Minto-Morley Reformtt The third Period includes the Minto Morley

Reforms as a result of the liberal policy of the then Governor General and the

Secretary of State and important Acts were passed by Parliament. This piece

of legislation marks the period of the b^inning of a *Constitutional Government.'

It was impossible for the statesmen to take a long leap and therefore they gave

powers which they possibly could; but it made a good beginning. Obligations

are, alse^ due to Indian politicians for their wise and guarded propaganda

for achieving the object. The indian__Le_gislative Councils Act, 1909,
introduced changes both in the constitution and functions of Indian Legislative*

iCouncils. The most important elements in a Council arc? (1) number of

(n5Smbers, (2) proportion of official and non-official members and (3)
methods of election and appointment. Changes were made in all these three

spheres. The following table will show the number of members at various

'stages:

Maximum Number
Councils of members

bdore 1892

Similar under the
Act of 1892

Similar under the
Act of 1909

Governor-General's

Council 12 16

Council of Bombay,

T

Madras and Bengal^ 8 each 20 each 50 each

United Provinces so* 15 50
The Punjab ••a 30
Burma • •• 30
E. B. @ Assam 50

42. It may be noted that after the well-known Partition of Bengal was re-

moved by a declaration made by His Majesty the King-Emperor at the Durbar

held in December 1911, a separate Province of Bihar and Orissa (was formed.
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43* (i) For ascertaining the total strength of each Council ex-officio

members should, also, be considered* (1) For the Governor-Generars Council,

there were eight ex-officio members^siz being the members of his Cabinet, the

Command^ih*Chief and the Lieut. Governor or the Chief Commissioner of

the province in which the Council assembled. (2t At Bombay and Madras,

there were ^such members—-3 being the members of the Executive Council

and the 4th ‘being the Advocate^GeneraL (3) For Bengal and Behar & Orissa,

there were 3 such members of their respective Executive Councils* The
Governor>General and the Governors were appointed Presidents of their res-

pective Councils*

tii) Proportion of non-official and offfcial element: The Act of 1861

required both these to be equal in the Imperiid Council and in those of Bombay
and Madras and one-third of the additional members of the other Councils

were required to be non officials. An official^ majority was, almost alvicays,

maintained. By the Acts of 1902 an(rT9r2^ non-official majority was
required to be maintained in the provincial councils, but official majority was
maintained in the Imperial CounciL

1 (iii) Mode of Representation t This Act introduced the principle of election.

Is until then there had been no element of election in the constitution of the

Councils, and all the members were ^minated. Though this element of

election was in'troducced, (fie franchise was not placed on as liberal a basis as

at present. Several public bodies, like ^al Boards, were given a right to

send representatives ^ thwr"" own. A separate electoral right was given to

Muslims; end to secure the representation'‘6r'* some minorities, the Govern-

ment were authorized to nominate their representatives ^ this way the

representation of the parties and classes was secured* There were certain

restrictims—-somewhat similar to those existing at present—placed on the

eligibility of candidates for election. ^
44* Fanctiooa of LegUlative Coundt t So much for the changes in

constitution of Councils. Now, we shall deal with their functions* Mainly,

there are three functions of a Legislative Council, viz., (i) Legislative, (ii)

Deliberative and{\i\) Interrogatory,

In respect of (i) /egis/afive /u/zcfia/i, no changes were made. (i^J^I^ber-

ative function was strengthened on the popular side. Power of discussio/i over

budget was granted, but the right of moving resolutions and dividing Councils,

thereon was not given* Matters of general public interest were allowed to be

demanded, (iii) The right of asking supplementary questions for the purposes

of getting explanations or elucidating further facts in respect of the original

question, was granted. But the President was armed with powers of refusing

to reply without a previous notice.

The said Act also gave powers to moke changes in the Executive
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Government of the Provinces* By the said Act* it was, inter alia^ provided that

in Bombay and Madras, maximum four members may be appointed to consti^

tute the Executive Council; but a condition was imposed that two of them must

have been in Che service of the Crown, at least, for 12 years prior to their ap.

pointment in the Council. An executive Council was created for Bengal,

and a right was given for creation of such Councils in other provinces

after having previously laid a draft of any Proclamation proposed to be

made in connection with the creation of such Councils before each House of

Parliament.

. Another step forward was token during this regime by appointing Mr*

hate Lord) Sinha a Law Member of the GovernoroGenerars Executive Coupc^
and two Indians in the Council df India in England.

The other important piece of legislation in this period was the Indian High

Courts Act, 1911. The said Act raised the maximum number of Judges,

empowered the Crown to establish <Nher High Courts by Letters Patent and

empowered the Government of India to appoint temporary additional Judges

for not more than two years.

45. Tbe Govan&ment of India Act, 1912, carried out the changes declared

by His Majesty the King on December I2th, 1912. The seat of Government
was transferred to D^lhi from Calcutta, the partition of Bengal was cancelled,

a new province of Bihar & Orissa was created and Assam was constituted a new
Chief-Commissioner’s province. The following provisions arc also noteworthy.

A Governor in Council of Bengal were appointed; certain powers were reserved

writ the Gjv'erfrof-General in Cnuad} ia respect of the Ptesidettcy of Bengal;

the appointment of {ex-officio Member) the Advocalc-General in the Legis.

lative Council of Bengal was kept optional, and the establishment of Legislative

Councils for provinces under Chief^Commissioners was authorised*

The Government of India Act of 1915 was merely a consoHdating Act

and that of 1916 amended merely the het of 1915 in some minor particulars.

This brings us to the end of the period of Imperialistic Government.

"^We now propose to marshall the Acts that were passed with reference to

the constitution of executive government, legislature, etc.

In the first period, really speaking, there were general Charters, each

Charter dealing with many points.

Relating to the Constitution of the Council of India (1869-1907), the

important Acts were (1) the Government of India Act, 1869(32 © 33 Viet,

ch. 97); (2) the Council of India Act, 1876 (39 S 40 Viet. ch. 7); and (3)
the Council of India Act, 1907 (7 Edw. 7, ch* 37),
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Relating mainly to the Constitution of Imperial and Provincial Execu,

five Governments (1865-1912). the important Acts were: (1) the Government

of India Act, 1865 (28 @ 29 Viet. ch. 17); (2) the Indian Councils Act, 1874

(37 8 38 Viet. ch.91>, (3) the Indian Councils Act, 1904 (4 Edw. 7, ch.

26h And (4) the Government of India Act, 1912 (2 8 3 Geog. 5, ch 6).

Relating mainly to the Constitution of Imperial and Provincial Legis.

latares (1861-1918), the important Acts were: (1) the Indian Councils Act,

1661 (24 8 25 Viet. ch. 67); (2) the Indian Councils Act, 1869(32 8 33 Viet,

ch. 98); (3) the Indian Councils Act, 1870 (33 8 34 Viet- ch. 3); (4) the

Indian Councils Act, 1871 (34 8 35 Viet. ch. 34); (5) the Indian OunciU
Act, 1892(55 8 56 Viet. ch. 14); and (6) the Indian Councils Act, 1909

(9 Edw. 7, ch. 4). By section 8 of the said Act, it was laid down th^t.,

it shall be read with the Indian (Councils Acts, 1861 and 1892. It was,

also, provided that these Acts, together with the Indian Councils Act,

1869, the.Indian Councils Act, 1871, the Indian (Councils Act, 1874, the

Indian CouMs Act, 1904, may be cited together as the Indian Councils

_^t8, 1861 to 1909.

Relating to the Constitution of the Indian Judiciary^ (1833-1916), the

important Acts were: the Act of 1833 (3 8 4 Will. 4, ch 41); (2) the

Indian High Courts Act, 1861 (248 25 Viet. ch. 104); (3) the Letters Patent

for the Calcutta High Court, 1865; (4) the Indian High Courts Act, 19)1

(13 2 Geog 5, ch. 18); and (6) the Letters Patent of 1916 for the Patna

High Court and similar Letters Patents for various other High Courts.

47. (IVX The PreaoBt Period: The AnnouncemeDt of August 1917: The
beginning of the present system of Government was made by the famous at;d

nTiporOnrC i^irnocnTcmTTerrr msdc the then Seccetiscy’ af Stete far ArdVk

Montagu) with the full concurrence of the British Cabinet, in the British Parlig,.

ment on the 20th August, 1917. The said Announcement was in the follov^

ing terms: ‘‘Policy of His Majesty’s Government with which the Governmcht'
of India are in complete accord, is that of the increasing association of Indians Jn
every branch of the administration and gradual development of setf-governihg

institutions with a view to the progressive realisation of responsible govern*
ment in India as an integral part of the British Empire. They have decided

that substantial steps in this direction should be taken as soon as possible, and
that it is of the highest importance as a preliminary to considering what these

steps should be that there should be a free and informal exchange of opinion

l^etween those in authority at Home and in India. His Majesty’s Government
have accordingly decided, with his Majesty’s approval that 1 should accept the

Viceroy’s invitation to proceed to India to discuss these matters with the Viceroy
^nd the Government of India, to consider with the Viceroy tju views of Local

Governments, and to receive with him the suggestions of representative bodies

®od othersi’*
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Owing to the political situation (not only in India but also in other parts of

the World) created by the Great War» foresighted politicians and statesmen in

England thought it wise to make that Announcement. It eased, to a certain

extent the political tension in India; some persons in England cried 'Halt^ but the

late Lord Curzon silenced such short-sighted ’conservatives’ by giving an effec-

tive reply to their cry in the House of Lords in the following words: ^^It is all

very well to say that you ought not to raise these matters in time of war. My
Lords, it is the war that raised them. You cannot unchain the forces which

are now loosened and are at work in every part of the world without having a

repurcussion which extends over every hemisphere and every ocean, and believe

me, the events happenning in Russia, in Ireluid, in almost every country of*

Europe, the speeches being made about little nations and the spirit of nation^

ality have their echo in India itself.”

48. In the said Announcement, the phrase **Responsible Government** is

used. “Self-Government”, “Home^rule”, etc., are, almost, convertible terms.

“Responsible Government** means and implies that the executive government

ef the country must be responsible for their acts of commission and omission to,

and must be under the control of the public through their elected non-official

majority; in short, there must be popular government and if it loses the confi-

dence of the public, it must give place to another popular government. If there

is a majority of elected non-official representatives of the public in the legislature

but if the executive government is not responsible to and under the control of

such a legislature, the form of the Government is known as “Representative

Government*** Under the present Act, we have a combination of both; we shall

discuss this subject while considering the Act.

49. With a view to take practical steps towards carrying out the pron^se

given in the famous Announcemenf of the 20th August, 1917, Mr* Montagu

and some other politicians came out to India towards the end of the same ye^.

After having consulted various bodies in India, the then Viceroy Lord

Chelmsford and Mr. Montagu submitted a joint report on Indian Constitutional

Reforms to His Majesty’s Government at Home in the following year As
a result of the recommendations contained in the said Joint report, a Bill was
introduced in Parliament in 1919, and the same was referred to a joint Select

Committee of both Houses of Parliament. After mature consideration, the

same was passed into Law.

The present Government of India Act is really a consolidating Act. Till

1919, its various provisions were spread over many Acts.

SO- Salient Features of the Act. By the Minlo-Morley Reforms of 1 909,
some important constitutional changes were made: some provincial governments

were to a certain extent, made representative ones; and the Imperial Legisl&tive

Council was granted some voice in the administration. The Mont^Ford Reform
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of 1919 went a step further and introduced a system of representative govern-

ment in the Government of India and a partial system of responsible Govern-

menTTn the Provinces. The changes wrought by this Government of India

AcrofT919 are mainly as follows x

(1) The Government of India or the Central Government; It continued to

be irresponsible to the Indian Legislature} it remained, as before, responsible to

the Home-Government which is resjM^nsible to Parliament} but some other

important changes were made. Though not placed under the control of the

Indian Legislature, circumstances are created whereby it is placed under

popular influence. Such popular i/i/fuence is created by changes (i)in the!

personnel and strength of the Central Government, (ii)in the rights, liberties

and functions of the Central Government or Government of India and (iii) in

the constitution, powers, privileges, functions and procedure of the Central

Legislature.

(2) Proviodal Govaeameat: From the status of a representative

\geyernment it was raised to the joint status of representative and somewhat

responsible and autonomous government. It must be noted that full respon^

sible government can not be said to have been granted by the said Act The
language df the Act is much guarded, and a strong Governor may construe it

in his favour. As it is only a beginning of such government, which according

to English opinion is foreign to Indian sertiiments, the Home Government

will cautiously construe the sections of the Act and thereby may unwittingly

agree with any unscrupulous Governor. For the purposes of administration of

^e Provinces* various heads of administration were reserved for the Governor

in Council subject to supervision and guidanedof the Government of India and

subject to the control of the ^‘Home Government^'; and some heads were trans-

^erred to ministers and the Governor subject to the control of the Legislature.

Sec. 52 cl. (3) provides t relation to transferred subjects, the Governor

shall be guided by the advice of his ministers, unless he sees sufficient cause to

dissent from their opinion, in which case, he may require action to be taken

otherwise* than in accordance with that advice/' The former heads are techni-

cally known as *‘R«sewed-§ubj«cts*'. In respect of the former, there is only a

representative form of government, and in respect of the latter, to a certain

extent, “responsible government”. Thus, it must have been noted that in

practice two forms of government prevail*, it is loosely called **dual govern-

tnenCl or “diarchy". The consensus of public opinion is against “Diarchy'’;

^me opine th^tthe system should be ^ven a trial though it is both unworkable

and unaecessary- Even for these purposes, several heads of administration

are reserved with the Government of India ; they are termed central heads,

and those for Provinces are termed provincial heads. Revenues, also, arc divided,

some having been allocated to the Indian Government and some to Provincial
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Governments. As in the Central Government, so in Provincial Governments

also, changes were effected in (i) the constitution of the Executive Government,

(ii) the powers and functions of Provincial Governments and (Hi) the constitu-

tion, powers, privil^es and functions of Provincial Legislative Councils.

(3) Provisions relating to public Services in India were greatly modified.

,
These are the provisions regarding Government in India.

(4) Changes were made in the constitution, powers, privileges, rights,

liberties and functions of the '*Home Government'^ in England. Salaries of the

Secretary of State for India and his Parliamentary Under>Secretary were made

chargeable to the British treasury: this change made Parliament to take more

interest in Indian debates.

(5) Provision was made to appoint a Statutory Commission/ to enquhe

into the present working of the Reforms, and to consider how and what further

instalment should be granted, as laid down in the Announcement of August

20th, 1917.

We will deal with these subjects in detail when we will deal with the Act:

We have noted in what respects changes were effected by the Act* Now
we will consider the scheme of the Act.

51. The Scheme of the Act: The Act is divided into various parts, each

part dealing separately with each head either executive, legislative, or judicial.

These parts could be grouped together for the purpose of explaining or under-

standing the working of the Act.

Group 1: The first three parts deal with the powers, functions, etc., of the

**Home Government.” We will explain these terms while dealing with the Act.

The “Home Government’' in England consists of “The Crown”, ** T he Secretary

of State for India'* and “The Council of India'*.

Group II: Parts IV and VII deal with the Government of India and it's

powers, functions, etc*

Group.III: Parts V and VII deal with Provincial Governments.

Group IV.* Part VI deals with L^’slatures, both Central and Provincial.

Group W: Parts VII and VIII deal with Civil Services.

Grogp VI.' Part IX deals with Indian High Courts.

Group VII: Part VI deals with Ecclesiastical subjects.

The lost parts Xi and XU of the Act are general.
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VARIOUS ROYAL PROCLAMATION5

52* It seems various complications arose owing to the several Royal Pro-

damations. We propose to discuss sudi various constitutional complications

arising therefrom at the respective places while discussing the Act* The conveni*

ence requires that all Royal Proclamations and all Royal Utterances with refer-

ence thereto should be compiled at one place. We propose to give here all such

Royal Proclamations and Royal Utterances.

ROYAL PROCLAMATION OF 1858

(Novambar, laL 18S8)

Victoria* by the Grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland* and of the Colonies and Dependencies thereof in Europe* Asia*

Africa, America and Australasia* Queen* Defender of the faith*

1* Whereas, for divers weighty reasons* We have resolved* by and with

the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal* and Commons* in

Parliament assembled to take upon ourselves the government of the Territories

in India heretofore administered in trust for Us by the Honourable East India

Company!

2. Now therefore, We do by these Presents notify and declare that by
the advice and consent aforesaid* We have taken upon ourselves the said Go-
vernment} and We hereby call upon all Our Subjects within the said Territories

to be faithful and to bear true Alle^ence to Us* Our Heirs and Successors and

to submit themselves to the authority of those whom We may hereafter* from

time Co time see fit to appoint Co administer Che Government of Our said Ter-

ritories, in Our name and on Our behalfs

3. And We* reposing especial trust and confidence in the loyalty* ability

and judgment of our right trusty well and beloved cousin and councellor, Charles

John Viscount Canning do hereby constitute and appoint him the said Viscount

Canning, to be Our first Viceroy and Govemor*-GeneraI in and over our said

Territories and to administer the Government thereof in Our name and gene*

rally to act in Our name and on Our behalf* subject to such Orders and RegU'

lations as he shall from time to time receive from us through one of our
principal Secretaries of State;

M' X X X X X x'x
5. We hereby announce to the Native Princes of India that all Ireaties

and Engagements made with them by or under the authority of the Honourable
East India Company are by Us accepted and will be Scrupulously maintained
and We lo^ for the like observance on their part:

t Thifl pan deals with Oompaii7's MrTsate.
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6. xsxxxxic
X " X ' X We shftll respect the Rights^ Dignity and Honour

of Native Princes as Our own ; and we desire that they* as well as Our o>vn

Subjects, should enjoy that prosperity and that social advancement x . x

7. We hold Ourselves bound to the Natives of Our Indian Territories by
the same obligations of duty which bind Us to all Our other Subjects and those

Obligations, by the Blessing of Almighty God, We shall faithfully and consd>

entiously fulfil.

’"8. X X X . X X X X

9. And it is Our further Will that so far as may be, Our Subjects of

whatever Race or Creed, be freely and impartially admitted to Offices in Our
Service, the duties of which they may be qualified, by their education, ability,

and integrity duly to discharge.

10. We know, and, respect the feelings of attachment with which the

Natives of India regard the Lands inherited by them from their Ancestors ; and
We desire to protect them in all Rights connected therewith, subject to the

table demands of the state
}
and We will that generally, in framing and admire,

tering the Law due regard be paid to the ancient Rights, Usages and Customs

of India
‘ '

til to 16- X X X X',<I » X icn.

17. When by the Blessing of Providence, internal Tranquility shall 'be

restored it is Our earnest Desire to stimulate the peaceful industry of India,'to

W’SvJfs cf FifhJSc

Government for the benefit of all Our Subjects residing therein. In their

Prosperity will be Our Strength } in their Contentment Our Security, aijd in

their Gratitude Our best Reward. And may the God of all Power graqt to

Us and to those in authority under Us, Strength to carry out these Our wishes
for the good of Our People.

The Proclamation explained $ This Proclamation was explained by Her
Majesty the Queen herself in a letter written by her’ to Lord Derby? ifnfer

she states : Such a document should breathe the feelings of generosity, bene-

volence, and religious feeling, pointing out the privileges which the Indians will

receive in being placed on an equality with the subjects of the British Crown
and the prosperity following in the train of civilisation

Note: English Constitottonal Doctrines mode applicable: It must have

been noted that the Royal Proclamation of 1858 invited the Indian people to

*IhiB para deals with Religions Toleratioc,

tTbese parae deal mth the Hatlny aod Royal Pardon,
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bear allegience to the Crown on the strength of various promises ^ven therein*

It may be contended that no specific mention is made of any doctrine in the

said Proclamation; but such a contention might be met with by the words and

statements of H. M* the Queen herself* The Letter hereinabove quoted clearly

shows (the important statement in the said letter being ‘pointing out the privi-

leges which the Indians will receive in being placed on an equality with the

subjects of the British Crown*) that the British constitution^written and un-

written— (these words occur even in sec* 65) is made applicable to India. Con>

sequently, Acts like Magna Charta, Bill of Rights and such other important

constitutional Charters, doctrines and conventions are made applicable to and

form part of the Indian Constitution*

ROYAL PROCLAMATION OP 1 90S*

November, 2Dd. 1908

EdiWard the Seventh x x x x xxxxxxxxx
' .(1) X X X X X X X

t (2) X X X X X X X

t(3)x X X V X X X

(4) In the great Charter of 1858 Queen Victoria gave you noble assur-

ances of Her earnest desire to stimulate the peaceful industry of IndiOt to

promote works of public utility and improvement, and to administer the

Government for the benefit of all residents therein* x x

^(5)x X X X X X X

§(6)k X X X X X X

^(7) X X X X X X X

8(8) X X X X X X X

(9) X X X X X X X

XX X X Important classes among you, represent-

ing ideas that have been fostered and encouraged by British Rule, claim equality

of citizenship, and a greater share in legislation and Government. The politic

* This proclamation was made at the time of oelehration of the Golden Jnhilee of the

Royal Ptoolamation of 1856.

t Recital of the Crown having taken over the admlnletratlon of Government of Indii

I This para statei that all promlaea regarding religious toleration eto. are observed.

S Thii*pate rdfeie toterroiist pattlea

% Tbia para refers to Royal Oiemency.

t This pan refen to removal of racial distlnotlons.
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satisfaction of such a claim will strengthen* not impair* existing authority and

power« Administration will be all the more efficient x x xxxxxxxxx
t (10) X X x X X X X

5 (11) X X X X X X X

(12) X X X X X X X

H. I. M. George V*a letter dated 24th Itfay* 1910t H. I. M. George

V ascended the throne in 1910* He sent a Message to the Indian people and

Princes by his letter of 24th May* 1910. After referring to the Royal Pro*

clamations of 1858 and 1908* He sayst These are theCharters of the noble and

benignant spirit of Imperial Rule* and by that spirit in all My time to come I

will faithfully abide **. This expression confirms the views of those who con-

tend that the said Royal Proclamations should be construed as Charters and real

effect should be given to the expressions and promises given therein.

Announcement at the Corenatien Darhar* 1911: On 12th December, 19n«

an Announcement was made. In para 9 thereof it is stated: ^Tinally* I rejoice

to have this opportunity of renewing in My own person those assurances which

have been given you by My predecessors of the maintenance of your rights

and privileges and of My earnest a>ncern for your welfare, peace and

contentment*'^

The para 10 runs as follows: **May the Divine favour of Providence xXXV assist Me in My utmost endeavour to promdtr

their happiness and prosperity."

ROYAL PROCLAMATION OP 1919

George the Fifth, by the Grace of God of the United ‘Kingdom of Gre^t

Britain and Ireland and of the British Dominions beyond the Seas* King*

Defender of the Faith, Emperor of India To My Viceroy and

Governor-Generai; to the Princes of the Indian States and to all My
Subjects in India of whatsoever race or creed, Greeting/

I. Another epoch has been reached to-day in the Annals of India. I have

given My Royal assent to an act which will take its place among the great

historic measures passed by the Podiament of this Realm for the better

government of India and for the greater ointentment of her people The Acts

of 1773 and 1784 were designed to establish a regular system of administra-

tion and justice under the Honourable East India Company. The Act of

1883 opened the door for Indians to public office and employment. The
Act of 1858 transferred the administration from the Company to the Crown

t Tbit paza rafect to fidelity of Indiaa Troops.

1 Tbit paift ref«n to 'vititt ot H. B. H the Prinoe of WoIm.
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and laid the foundations of public life which exist in India to-day. The Act

of 1861 sowed the seed of representative institutions; and the seed was

quickened into life by the Act of 1909. The Act whichhas now become law

entrusts elected repressntatives of the people with a definite share in Govern-

ment and points the way to full representative Government hereafter. If, as I

confidently hope, the policy which th^ Act inaugurates should achieve its

purpose, the results will he momentous in the history of human progress; and it

is timely and fitting that 1 should invite you to-day to consider the past and

to join Me in My hopes of the future.

2. Ever since the welfare of Indie wes confided to Us it hes been held as

a sacred trust by Our Royal House and Line. In 1858, Queen Victoria of

revered memory tolemnly declared herself bound to her Indian subjects by the

same obligations of duty as to all her subjects; and she assured them religious

freedom and the equal and impartial protection of law. In his message to the

Indian people in 1903, my dear father, King Edward Vfi announced his

determination, to maintain unimpaired the same principles of humane and

equitable administration. Again, in his proclamation of 1908 he renewed the

assurances which had been given fifty years before, and surveyed the progress

which they had inspired. On My accession to the throne in 1910, 1 sent a

massage to the Princes add Peoples of India acknowledging their loyalty

and homage, and promising that the {xosperity and happiness of India should

always be to Me of the highest interest and concern. In the following year, I

visited India with the Queen-Empress and testified My sympathy for her

people and My desire for their well being.

3. While these are the sentiments of affection and devotion by which I and

My predecessors have been animated, the Parliament and the People of this

Realm and My officers in India have been equally zealous for the moral and

material advancement of India. We have endeavoured to give to her people

the many blessings which Providence has bestowed upon Ourselves. But there

is one gift which yet remains, and without which the progress of a country

cannot be consummated t the right of her people to direct her affairs and

safeguard her interests. The defence of India against foreign aggression is a

duty of common Imperial interest and pride. The control of her domestic

concerns is a burden which India may leghimet^y aspire to taking upon her

shoulders The burden is too heavy to be borne in full until time and experience

have brought the necessary strength; but opportunity will now be given for

experience to grow and for the responsibility to increase with the capacity for

its fulfilment*

4. 1 have watched with understanding and sympathy the growing desire of

My Indian people for representative institutbns. Starting from small beginnings

this ambition has steadily strengthened its hold upon the intelligence of the
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country* It has pursued its course along constitutional channels with sincerity

and courage; it has survived the discredit which^ at times and in places, lawless

men sought to cast upon it by acts of violence committed under the guise of

patriotism; it has been stirred to more vigorous life by the ideals for which the

British Commonwealth fought in the Great War and it claims support in the part

which India has taken in our common struggles, anxieties and victories. In

truth, the desire after political respoasibilkies has its source at the roots of the

British connection with India. It has sprung inevitably from the deeper and

wider studies of human thought and history, which that connection has opened

to the Indian people. Without it the work of the British in India would have

been incomplete. It was, therefore, with a wise judgment that the beginnings of

representative institutions were laid many years ago. This scope has been

extended stage by stage until there now lies before us a definite step on the

road to responsible government.

5* With the same sympathy and with redoubled interest, I shall watch the

progress along this road. The path will not be easy and in marching towards

the goal there will be need of perseverance and of mutual forbearance between

all sections and races of My people in India. 1 am confident that those high

qualities will be forthcoming. I rely on the new popular assemblies to interpret

wisely the wishes of those whom they tepresent, and not to forget the interests

of the masses who cannot yet be admitted to the franchise. I rely on ih?

leaders of the people, the Ministers of the future, to face responsibility and

endure to sacrifice much for the common interest of the State, remembering

that true patriotism transcends party and commUnal boundaries ; and while

retaining the confidence of the Iegis)«tu7e5, to co-operste with My officers for

the common good in sinking unessential differences and in maintaining the

essential standard of a just and generous government' Equally do I rely on

My officers to respect their new colleagues and to work with them in harmony
and kindliness ; to assist the people and their representatives in an orderly

advance towards free institutions , and to find in these new tasks a fresh

opportunity to fulfil, as in the past, their highest purpose of faithful service to

My people.

6 It is my earnest desire at this time that so far as possible any trace of

bitterness between My people and those who are responsible for My govern^

ment should be obliterated. Let tht^e who in their eagerness for political

progress have broken the law in the past respect it in future. Let it become

possible for those who are charged with the maintenance of peaceful and

orderly government to forget extravagances they have had to curb. A new era

is opening. Let it begin with a common determination among My people and

My officers to work together for a common purpose 1 therefore direct my
Viceroy to exercise in My name and on My behalf My clemency to political

offenders irt the fullest measure which in his judgment is compatible with public
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safety. I desire him to extend it on this ^condition to persons who for offences

against the State or under any special or emergency legislation are suffering

from imprisonment or restrictions upon their liberty. I trust that this leniency

will be justified by the future conduct of those whom it benefits and that

My subjects will so demean themselves as to render it unnecessary to enforce

the laws for such offences hereafter.

7. Simultaneously, with the new constitution in British India, I have

gladly assented to the establishment of a Chamber of Princes. I trust that its

counsels may be fruitful of luting good to the Princes and States themselves,

may advance the interests which are common to their territories and to British

India, and may be to the advantage of the Empire as a whole. I take the

occasion again to assure the Princes ^ India of My determination ever to

maintain unimpaired their privileges, rights, and dignities.

8. It is My intention to send My dear son, the Prince of Wales, to India

by next winter to inaugurate on My behalf the new Chamber of Princes and

the new constitution in British India. May he find mutual good.will and

confidence prevailing among those on whom will rest the future service of the

country, so that success may crown their labours and progress and enlightenment

attend their administration. And, with all My People 1 pray to Almighty

God that by His wisdom and under His guidance India may be led to greater

prosperity and contenment, and may grow to the fulness of political freedom.-*

DECEMBER the 23rd, 1919.

53. Preamble to the Act of 1919: The preamble of the Government of

India Act, 1919, is in these terms t

** Whereas it is the declared policy of Parliament to provide for the increas>'

ing association of Indians in every branch of Indian Administration, and for

the gradual development of Self-Governing institutions, with a view to the

progressive realisation of responsible government in British India as an
integral part of the empire

:

And whereas progress in giving effect to this policy can only be achieved

by successive stages, and it is expedient that substantial steps in this direction

should now be taken t

And whereas the time and manner of each advance can be determined only

by Parliament, upon whom responsibility lies for the welfare and advancement
of the Indian peoples $

And wliereas the action of Parliament in such matters must be guided by
the co-operation received fioin those on whom new opportunities of service

will be conferred, and by the extent to which it i^ found that confidence can be

reposed in their sense of responsibility:

And whereas concurrently with the gradual development of self-governing

institutions in the Provinces of India it is expedient to give to those Provinces

4
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in provincial matters the lai^est measure of independence of the Government

of India which is compatible with the due discharge by the latter of its own
responsibilities

:

Be it therefore enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and

with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and

Commons, in this present Parliament assembled and by the authority of the

some, as follows t

54. Interpretation of the Preamble : According to Maxwell, preamble is

on important part of the Act for finding out connotations of the sections. The
Bombay High Court (22 Bom. 321 P. B.) lays down that when the words are

clear, one cannot look to the preamble for interpretation. The Allahabad

High Court (11 All. 262) and the Calcutta High Court (14 CZal. 176) agree

with the view of the Bombay High Court. Recently (on 31.8-1932), the

Bombay High Court discussed the said question in Official Assignee vs

Chimniram Motiram. See, also, Emperor vs. Ismail, 35 Bom. L. R. 886 (F.B.)
a

The various phrs&es used in the preamble invite particular attention in

view of the events that have subsequently happened. Those phrases ore

''declared policy", "increasing association of Indians", "gradual development of

self.governing institutions", "progressive realisation of Responsible Govern*

ment" and " as an integral part of the Empire".

We do not, at present, propose to discuss various implications arising out

of the Preamble. We will discuss the same at the various relevant places while

discussing the Act

We may generally state that an important question may arise whether a

certain Act of an Indian legislature or whether a certain Ordinance which has

a force of law is ultra vires of any of the Royal Proclamations. (It may be

contended on behalf of the Crown that the Proclamations may be construed

as general preambles.)

The Interpretation Act, 1889 (52 S 53 Viet. ch. 63), is also important

while construing and interpreting the preamble. "The general rule to be, that

the general words in the enacting part of the statute were not to be restrained

by the recital." (Drummond vs. Drummond, 2 Ch. 44; Copeman vs. Gallant,

IP. Will. 314'320
; King vs. Athos. 8 Mad. 144; VeerRaghav vs. The

Secretary of State, 49 Mad. 237-242; Damodar vs. Deoram. I Bom, 567.
P. C ; The Secretary of State vs. Moment, 40 I. A. 48; Hamabai vs. The
Secretary of State, 39 Bom. 279. P. C; 40 Cai 391-399 P. C; Bhagchand
vs. The Secretary of State, 29 Bom. L, R. 1227. P. C ; In Re : Annie Besent

49 Mad 1045. b. B,; 45 Bom. 196; 47 All. 338. See, also, Emperoi v^.

Ismail, 35 Bom. L. R. 886 (F, B.).

As by the Royal Proclamation of 1858, the Indian subjects were called

Upon to bear allegiance to the Crown on certain promises therein given, the
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question may arise whether any Act passed or any Ordinance promulgated

violates the said promises and thereby the allegiance is affected or not; and jf

the allegiance is affected the question may arise whether such an Act is

ultra vires of the said Proclamation.

It should not here be discussed that the Royal Proclamation has the same
value as an- Imperial Act of Parliament.

55. Whether the preamble prevents the grant of Full Dominion Status i

In the opinion of Sir Chimanlal Setalvad, the preamble does not prevent grant

of even full Dominion Status. No doubt, in his opinion, the preamble as well

as other provisions of the Government of India Act, being part of the statute,

cannot be altered or modified except by Parliament. If, therefore, Parliament

desires to amend the statue in such a way as to grant full Dominion Status,

there is nothing in the way. The preamble as it stands doe's not prevent the

Imperial Parliament to so amend the Act that full Dominion Status may be

granted.

S& The New Period ; lodlan Stetniory Commisaion } As provided

for in section 84A of the Government of India Act, the Indian Statutory

Commission was appointed for the purpose of inquiring into the working of

the system of Government, the growth of education, and the development of

r^esentative institutions and matters o^nnected therewith and to report the

extent of desirability of establishing the principle of responsible government,

or extending, modifying or restricting the degree of responsible government

then existing therein including the question of desirability of establishing

second chambers in the local legislatures.

We shall discuss the various questions that arose with reference to the

interpretation of the section and the selection of the Personnel in Chapter VU
thereof on Statutory Commission. We shall discuss the report and recom-

meodations of the Commission on various points while dealing with the

Government of India Act.

57. AaaoaUy'a Veto ea the recommendeUena of the Statutory Com-
Bdation : At its July (1930) Sessions, the Legislative Assembly, by an

overwhelming majority, expressed an (pinion that the recommendations of the

Statutory Commission were inadequate and unacceptable. The debate arose

out of the demand of the Government for a supplemental grant for defraying

the expenses of the Round Table Conference. When this grant was asked for

by the Government, one of the Honourable Members, Mr. Miya Shah Navaz,
*oved a cut to raise the debate on the recommendations of the Statutory

Commission. The said cut was passed and the recommendations were declare

ed to be inadequate and unacceptable by the Assembly,

58. Round Table Conference » Practically all schools of political thought
in India disagreed with the interpretion of the said section, the selection of
Personnel and the procedure laid down in connection therewith. When those.
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events took place, the Conservative Government was in power in England.

The general elections in 1929 defeated the Conservative Government and the

Labour Party was returned to Parliament with a majority though it was not

a clear majority against the combination of the two opposing parties» viz,,

Conservatives and Liberals. Mr. Baldwin^ the then Premier and leader of the

Conservative party* tendered resignation and advised the King to invite

Mr. Macdonald to accept the responsibility of forming the Ministry. The
Labour Government thus came in power and they desired to allay the Indian

feelings which were then very acute. In consultation with some leaders in

India and in England the Labour Government found the via media of

inviting some Indian Leaders and Indian Ruling Princes or their ministers to

meet the representatives of the British Government at a Round Table Con-
ference to be held in London after the publication of the report of the Statutory

Commission.

59. AnneuncemeDta In connection tlkere%Fltfi t Lord Irwin* the then

Viceroy* felt the pulse of the Indian feelings and therefore he decided to go

Home with a view to acquaint the * Home* Government and leaders of other

parties with the political situation in India. According to his announcement* it

was presumed that he really acted as an Indian Ambassador and pursuaded

the various parties and the *Home* Government to accept the vffl media of the

Round Table Conference for the solution of the delicate situation in India.

The terms of the announcement to be made by him on behalf of the Imperial

Government were settled in London ; and he made the necessary announce-

ment in India on October 31st, 1929. The important portion of his announce-

ment was worded in the following terms :

60. The Announcement of 31et October 1929 : 1 have just returned

from England, ^where 1 have had the <^portunity of prolonged consultation

with His Majesty’s Government. Before 1 left this country* I said publtdy

that as the Government’s representative in India* 1 should hold myself bound
to tell my fellow countrymen as faithfully as 1 might of India’s feelings, an-

xieties and aspirations ....I have never felt any doubt that opinion

in Great Britain* puzzled as it might be by events in India or only perhaps 1

was informed as to their true significance in determination that Great Britain

should redeem all the full pledges she has given for India’s future

It is unprofitable to deny the right of Parliament to form its free and deliberate

judgment on the problem as it would be short-sighted of Parliament to underrate

the importance of trying to reach a solution which might carry the willing

assent of political India,....

61. Suggestion of the Round Table Conference : Continuing Lord Irwin

said :

** He (Sir John Simonj suggests that what might be required after the

reports of the Statutory Commission and the Indian Central Committee have
been made, considered and published but before the stage is reached to the
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Joint Parlinmentary Committee, would be the setting up of a Conference in

which His Majesty's Government should meet Representatives of British|

India and of the States for the purpose of seeking the greatest possible measure

of agreement for the final proposals ‘ which it would, later, be the duty of

His Majesty's Government to submit to Parliament..."

B2, DoMwaioa Stalna, the deflaita gaaJ / Proceeding further, JLord Irwin

said: '‘the goal of British policy was stated in the declaration of August 1917

to be that of providing for the gradual development of self-governing institu-

tions with a view to the progressive realisation of Responsible Government

in India as an irtegral part of the British Empire. As T recently pointed out,

my own Instrument of Instructions from the King^Emperor expressly states

that it is His Majesty's wish and pleasure that plans laid down by Parliament

in 1919 .Should be the measures by which British India may attain its due

place amongst Dominions...... jbut in view of the doubts which have
been expressed both in Great Britain and India regarding the interpretation to

be placed on the intentions of the British Government in enacting the Statute

of 1919. / am authorised on behalf of His Maiesty'sGovernment to state

clearly that in theirjudgment, it is implicit in the declaration of 1917
that the natural issue of India's Constitutional progress as there con-

templated is the attainment of Dominion Status

63. Terms of Round Table CoofereBoo t And proceeding fnrther, Lord
Irwin made the necessary announcement for the Round Table Conference

in the following words $ *‘when therefore, the Commission and the Indian

Central Committee huve submitted their reports snd these have been published

and when His Majesty's Government have been able in consultation with the

Government of India to consider these matters in the light of all the materi-

al then available they will propose to invite representatives of the Indian
States to meet them seperately or togather as the circumstances may
demandfor the purpose of conference and discussion in regard both of the
British India and the AlUIndia problems,"

References were made to this announcement in the House of Commons.
Mr. Wedgwood SBenn, the then Secretary of State for India, made, also, an
important speech on the various constitutional issues involved. His speech is

important from various constitutional vieW'points.

We will discuss the various constitutional issues raised therein at their

proper places while dealing with the AcU

Lord Irwin, thereafter, invited the various Indian leaders to meet him
for the purpose of considering the various announcements made. The
leaders representing the Indian National Congress which was then accepted to
be the largest political oreanixation in the country having the greatest follow,

ing, demanded of the Viceroy to make it dear that the Conference to be held
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in London should be for the purpose of devising a constitution on the basis of

Dominion Status and that the Imperial Government will submit the bill embo'

dying huch a constitution to Parliament The Viceroy is reported to have

expressed his inability to meet with the demand and it is further reported that

he only expressed his ability to give an undertaking that the Conference would

be free and unfettered. Under these drcumtances, the Indian National Con-

gress decided not to have anything to do with the proposed Round Table

Conference, (n lune 1930, the leaders representing the Indian National

Congress* in substance, expressed their willingness to loin the Round Table

Conference, if their original proposals were accepted. In the month of June,

the recommendations and the report of the Statutory Commission were

published and no school of political thought in India accepted the said recom«

mendations; on the contrary, almost every one opined that the recommend

dations were reactionery and retrograde. We shall however discuss the recom-

mendations from the constititutional view-point at ‘ots proper place, on eat^h

point, while discussing the Government of India Act.

Thereafter on July 9th, the Viceroy with the authority of the * Home *

Government made the announcement with reference to the Round Table

Conference on the floor of the Indian Legislature in the following terms:

‘‘'After very careful consideration, His Majesty's Government have
reached the conclusion that it will not be right to prescribe for the Conference

any terms more limited than are modified in my statement of November 1st

last and that the Confercce should enjoy full freedom that those words connote*

'‘The Conference accordingly will ’be free to approach its task greatly

aasrsted, indeed, but with the liberty unimpaired by the Report of the Simon
Commission or by any other document which will be brought before it.

“ It is a belief of His Majesty's Government that by way of the Con-
ference it should be possible to reach solution which both the Countries

and oil parties and interests in them can honourably accept and any such

agreement on which the Conference is able to arrive will form the basis of the

proposals which His Majesty's Government concede to.

‘The Conference will not be held as a mere meeting for discussion and
debate but as a joint Assembly of Representatives of both (he Countries
on whose agreement the precise proposals to Parliament might be founded.

“I see no reason why from a frank discussion on all sides a Scheme might

not emerge for submission to FatUareenU which would confound the pessi.*

miSiii of those who would tell us that it is impossible for Great Britain and
India or for various interests in India to reach an agreement."

64. DiffeTonce b«twe«i ibc October 1929 and Jnly 1930 Aiuiou(ic«-<

WpnU: U the terms of both the Anitounc^ents are properly -exfunlned> one
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WfU find material change in the terms of the said two annoencemeirts. According

to the October Announcement* it was proposed that the British Government
^

would meet all the representatives and interests in India and the representa-

tnres of the Indian States after the recommendations of the Settutory Com-

mission were published. According to the July Announcement, it was ,

announced that parties and interests in England would meet sdl the repre-
j

sentatives of Indian political thought and interests and the representatives

of the Native States. The changes, it will be noted* are very material.

On July 29th, 1930, the Premier announced in the House of Commons
that the members of the Opposition will be represented at the London

Conference.

65. Geoeral consideration : The British Cabinet is really speaking the

representative of the British Nation so far as the conduct of the government is

concerned. The cabinet has to shoulder the responsibility in all cases of the

conduct of the government; and so far as one can see* it is never heard of the

members of the Opposirion being represented along with the Government at

such Conferences. However, as the Labour Government had not clear

majority in the House of Commons, the exposition must have been invited to

share the responsibility by electing their representatives.

Important Statements were made by the Premier in the House of Com-
mons and by Lord Russeltn the House of Lords on July 29th» 1950. One of

the important statements was that the representatives of the Opposition will

be represented But, the statement of a very far-reaching importance was

made to the effect that the Government would retain complete freedom with

regard to the proposals to be laid befm'e Parliament as the outcome of the

Conference. Lord Russel on behalf of the Government in the Hou^e of

Lords, amplified the said statement by stating that he was not aware that the

Conference would bind Parliament any more than Parliament was bound by
the Simon Commission. It would be for Parliament to decide what was to be

done after the Conference. Lord Russel did not consider the size of the British

(delegation very important as matters could not be decided by a counting of

votes. Legally, this statement shows that all those who attended the Confe-

rence (of course excepting the British Government) were merely witnesses and

defbaters and no amount of words giving contrary assurances could change the

position of the delegates from that of witnesses Witnesses and Counsel have

the right only to submit the cose, there being no ultimate responsibility with

them. And obviously, that is the position of the delegates because nothing shall

hind the Btitish Government who shall retain the absolute Freedom and

responsibility of submitting their own proposals to Parliament. However,
constitutionally, the position would be different. If the Government and the

(Opposition agreed* there would be no difficulty in putting those agreements on
the Statute Book.
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66* Pint India Round Table Conference: Pursuant to the said Announce*

ment, the first India Round Table Conference met in November, 1930.

Practically, it ended on 19th January, 1931. Various plenary Sessions of the

said Conference were held whereat general discussion took place. Thereafter

various sub*committees were appointed to consider particular subjects and they

were asked to submit their reports. Those sub-committees were t (1) Federal

Structure Sub-Committee, (2) Provincial Constitution Sub*Committee, (3)

Minority Sub-Committee, (4) Burma Separation Sub-Committee, (5) North

Western Frontier Province Sub Committees; (6) Franchise Sub*Cammitlee; (7)

Defence Sub-Committee; (8) Services Sub-Committee, and (9) Sindh Separation

Sub-Committee. Regarding the separation of Burma, the whole conference was

converted into a Committee and in the said committee the separation of Burma

was discussed on the 1st December, 1930.

At the Plenary meetings held on the 12th, 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, and

2l6t November, 1930, general discussion took place.

The various sub^committees heremabove referred to^ met and submitted

their reports to the Conference.

The various plenary meetings were held for considering reports of various

bub.committees and for generally reviewing the work of the Conference. For

these purposes, plenary Sessions were held on the 16th and the 19th January,

1931. At the said meetings, winding up the Conference, the Premier made a

statement on behalf of his Majesty's Government. The important portions of

his said statement are as follows

:

67. *^he view of his Majesty's Government is that the responsibility in

the Government of India should be placed upon the legislatures, Central and

Provincial, with such provisions as may be necessary guarranteeing, during the i

period of transition, the observance of certiun obligations and to meet other

bpecial circumstances and also with such guarantees as are required by

minorities to protect their politics, liberties and rights."

2. X X X X X

3. X X X X X

His Majesty's Government have taken note of the fact that the deliberations

of the Conference have proceeded on the basis acceptable by all the parties that

the Central Government should be a Federation of all India. x x x

With a legislature constituted on the Federal basis His Majesty^s Govern-

ment will be prepared to recognise the principle of the responsibility of the

executive to the legislature.

Under the existing conditions the subject of defence and external affairs

'Will be reserved. x x x x
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X XXX Moreover as the

Governor-General himself as a last resort be able in an emergency to maintain

the tranquility of the state and must similarly be responsible for the observance

of the constitutional rights of minorities, he must be granted the necessary

power for these purposes.

As regards finance^ the transfer x x x x

must necessarily be subject to such conditions x x x

This will mean that under the emsting conditions the central legislature

and the executive will have some features of dualism which will have to be

fitted into the constitutional structure.

The provision of reserved powers is necessary x x x

X X X X It is, for instance, undesirable that

ministers should trust to the special powers of the Governor-Genera) as a

means of avoiding responsibility whidi is properly their own.

The Governor's Provinces will be. constituted on a basis of full responsibility.

These ministers will be taken from the legislature and will be jointly respon-

sible to it. The range of pro/incial subjects will be so defined as to give them

greatest possible measure of self-government. The authority of the Federal

Government will be limited to provisions required to secure its administration

of federal subjects and so discharge its responsibility for subjects defined in

the constitution as of all-India concern.

There will be reserved to the Governor only that minimum of special

powers which is required in order to secure in any exceptional circumstance,

the preservation of tranquility to guarantee the maintenance of rights provided

hy statutes for the public services and minorities.

X x

of removing those unfortunate

x x x

X X X

X X X
>

X X X

X Personal contact is the best

differences and misunderstandings.

. li)

way

6B. Sab-Committces' ReporU % We do not propose to discuss the reports

of all Sub'Committees as they have no binding character.

69. Eveata of 1931 ; Wiih a view to avoid politics, we, dp not desite to

refer to the stale of feelings between the Governnrent and the Congress.
Suffice it to say that the Congress did not consider the statement regarding the

first Round Table Conference to be adequate and therefore the Congress
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declared noR'CCMsperation with the Gavemment. Unhappy feelings existed

during the period beginning from March 1930 to January 1931.

After the work of the first Round Table Conference was .over, steps were

taken to bring about friendship between the Indian National Congress^nd the

Government.

Lord Irwin, the then Viceroy, conferred with Mr. M. K* Gandhi the accre^

dited leader of the Congress and arrived at a certain agreement which is

'generally known as the Gandhi^lrwin Pact. Pursuant to the said agreement,

'inter alia, the truce was declared and the political prisoners were released.

Many difficulties were overcome by mutual agreement and toleration, and

the co-operation of the Congress was made certain.

70. The second Round Table Conference, as announced at the end of the

first Round Table Conference, was held in London. The Federal Structure

Sub-Cammittee first started deliberations before the plenary Conference was

held. Mr. Gandhi and others were appointed members of the various Sub-

Committees including the said Feder^ Structure Sub-Committee.

No final conclusion was arrived at at the conclusion of the second Round
Table Conference* It may be incidentally noted here that there was a change

In the Government in England between the first Round Table Conference and

the seeond Round Table Conference.

In September, 1931, the National Government was formed in England.

The Cabinet was a curious combination. It was mainly composed of the

Tories ; and Sir Samuel Hoare was assigned the office of tha Secretary of State

for India.

Practically, no conclusions were reached and no agreements were arrived

at at she said Conference.

71. Tha second Statement of the Premier: On December 1st, 1931

the Plenary session met. Mr. Macdonald the Premier made a statement on

behalf of His Majesty's GovemmeiU. The important features of the said

Announcement are: (1) the Government re-affirm the policy laid down in the

Premier's Declaration of January 19th; (2) the Government will take

immediate steps for getting the said statement ratified by the House

of Commons; (3) His Majesty's Government will arbitrate on the

Communal question if the parties will not arrive at a mutual agreement ;

(4) the Government will give statutory guarantee of their rights to minorities;

(5) the Standing Committee in the luUure of a consultative and various other

Sub-Committees will be appointed; (6) a third Hound Table Conference will
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beheld for renewing the work of the several Sub«Comniittee8> and (7) the

North-Western Frontier Province will be converted into a Governor's Pro-

vince* (This has been carried into effectX

The Sub-Committees were accordingly appointed (1) to examine Federal

Finance, (2) to formulate proposals regarding Franchise and (3) to examine

the treaty rights of the Indian Princes.

The Conference was then brought to an end with a hope to meet at the

third Conference.

72. Instead of the third Round Table Conferenaat On 2 7th June, 1932,

Sir Samuel Hoare, the Secretary of State for India, made a statement in the

House of Commons regarding the procedure to be adopted for settling the new
constitution for India. He declared that the third Indian Round Table

Conference will not be held, contending that it was a cumbrous procedure and

thereby the matter was unneecssarUy delay^.

The Government shall prepare a Bill formulating its proposals for the

revision of the constitution. But thereafter, they will not follow the usual

Parliamentary procedure. Instead, the Government will invite Parliament

to set up a Joint Select Committee of both Houses to consider the said porposals

and the Government will give further powers to the Committee to confer with
the representatives of Indian opinion. Such representatives will have the status

of English assessors.

The Proposals will be contained in one single Bill containing the

provisions: (1) for autonomous constitution in the Provinces and Federation of

Provinces and States and (2) for introducii^ Provincial Autonomy without un-

necessarily waiting for the inauguration of the Federation.

The Secretary of State declared that there shall neither be a formal session

of the Round Table Conference nor of the Federal Structure Sub-Committee.

When an objection was taken to the abandonment of the Round Table
Conference, Sir Samuel Hoare explained his new procedure by stating: **More-

over at the Joint Select Committee Indians will have a great advantage they
never would have at the Round Table Conference, (namely) of seeing the

specific proposals of the Government*

**Specific proposals of the Government will be put before the representatives
of India, and discussion of that kind will be far more profitable than unneessa-
^Iv delaying by discussion of a large body like the Round Table Conference.'^

He also declared that Parliament will be the supreme authority. If his

statement is properly analysed it means that the new Act would not confer
the same rights which are conferred upon Dominions.
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Instead of a Bill, the Government have issued the *White Paper* and have

set up a Joint Parliamentary Committee to examine the Proposals cantained

therein,

73. Change of Principle h When the Indian Statutory Commission was

appointed in 1927, India objected to it on the ground that Indians were not

prepared to appear as mere witnesses and petitioners before any Commission

appointed in that way. The crux of the contention was that India was

prepared to cO' operate, if Indians were invited to do so on the footing of

equality. Seeing great force in their contention, the principle of Round Table

Conference was evolved by the then Government. The principle underlying

the Round Table Conference was that Indian and English representatives were

to meet and discuss the various problems on the footing of equality and the

agreed conclusions were to be made the basis of the Government of India Bill.

India co-operated with England on that basis at the two Indian Round Table

Conferences.

Whatever may be said by the Secretary of State, the fact remains that on

the basis of constitutional principles, the proposed Joint Select Committee will

be the body who cannot enter into any agreement with Indians. Whoever

may appear before such Committee will be a witness— or may be better than a

witness—but in no event be will be the colleague of the Committee, and

consequently, his opinion cannot have any binding effect on the Committee.

As it is said, he will be in the position of an English assessor.

The Premier made it clear in his statement of 1st December, 1931, that the

Third Conftttnce will be held. By Sir S&muel Hoare's etalemervl the

Premier’s said statement seems to have been negatived.

74, Constitutional PofitloDt We will now discuss the constitutional

position. In Parliament, there are various responsible parties. Representatives

of these parties were appointed on the Round Table Conference. Indian

representatives were called upon to meet such British representatives. It was

made clear that the agreement arrived at between such representatives shall

form the basis of the future Government of India Bill. If the representatives

agree, Parliament naturally would agree and therefore indirectly the Parliament

would be bound to give a legal and statutory effect to the said agreement.

The Joint Select Committee which is now appointed will not be bound by

any opinion of the Indian representatives. Further, members of the Jofnjt

Select Committee are not empowered to make any agreement with the Indian

representatives who may appear before them to give evidence, or who may he

invited to confer with the Committee. That being so, there shall be no agreed!

conclusions between the British and the Indian representatives and therefore

Parliament will not have the benefit of having any agreed conclusions before'

them.
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It can, therefore^ be contended that Sir Samuel Hoare’s statement lays

down a substantial change in principle.

75. White Paper As foreshadowed at the end of the third Round Table

Conference, His Majesty's Government issued a White Paper in March 1933

embodying therein the Government's proposals for the future constitutional

reforms in India. The said proposals will be considered at their proper places.

Suffice it to observe at this stage, that many political and communal parties in

the country, have expressed their opinitm that the proposals fell much short of

their expectations. By a majority, the Patna Legislative Council passed a reso-

lution, in July 1933, to the effect that the proposals were such that they were

not acceptable.

76. Joint Parltomentary Committee : Pursuant to what transpired at the

third Round Table Conference, it was pretty certain that Parliament would set

up a Joint Committee from amongst themselves to consider the proposals of the

Government laid down in the White Paper. Sir Samuel Hoare, the Secretary

of State for India, accordingly brought a motion before the House of Com-
mons on March 27th, 1933, the text of the resolution being: 'that before

Parliament is asked to take a decision on the proposals contained in the White

Paper, it is expedient that a Joint Select Committee of the House of Lords and

the House of Commons, with power to call into consultation representatives of

the Indian States and of British India, be appointed to consider the future gov-

ernment of India, and, in particular to examine and report upon the proposals

contained in the White Paper.’* A debate followed on this motion. After a

storm in a tea cup, the said motion was passed with an over-whelming

majority. A similar motion was also moved in the House of Lords by Lord

Sankey. A debate thereon followed for three days, but ultimately the same
was adopted without a division.

77. Indian " AoaoMora " t The wcN'ds "with power to call into consulta-

tion representatives of Indian States and of British India in the text of the

motion adopted by both the Houses of Parliament are worth noting. The first

question that is suggested to one is what would be the position of the said

Indian representatives who would be called for consutation ? It was evident

that in view of what was stated on behalf of His Majesty’s Government and
the Way in which the text of the said motion was worded, the status of the said

Indian representatives would not be one of equality. It was, however, subse-

quently made clear that the status of the said representatives was to be that of

English Assessors.

A Joint Parliamentary Committee was, then, appointed composed of several

members from the House of Commons and some representing the House of

Lords.

The said Joint Parliamentary Committee started taking evidence and con-
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sidering the said proposals. ’ That work is ovrer. They will present their report

to Parliament in due course of time.

78. Self-Government : It must have been noted, para one of the Pream-

ble to the Act of 1919 mentions Responsible Government in British Indio.

79. The Characteristic of a responsible government is the executive which

I's responsible to the popularly elected 1^‘slature which in its turn is responsible

to a popular electorate.

80. Sir Malcolm Hailey s When Mr. Rangacharier, in 1924, moved a

resolution in the Legislative Assembly, seeking to secure to India full self-

governing Dominion Status, Sir Malcolm Hailey, the then Home«Member and

Leader of the House opposing the said motion addressed as followst
**

If you

analyse the term
*
full Dominion Self-Government ’, you will see that it is to

some extent conveying that not cmly will the executive be responsible to the

Legislature, but the Legislature will in itself have the full powers, which are

typical of the modern Dominion. I say there is some difference of substance

because Responsible Government is not necessarily incompatible with a Legis-

lature with limited or restricted powers. It may be that full Dominion Self-

Government is the logical outcome of Responsible Government
;
nay, it may

be the inevitable and historical development of Responsible Government
; but It

is a further and final step.*’ The members of the Legislative Asse nbly and the

Indian public repudiated the implicatioDs of the argument. They found it hard

to believe that responsible British Statesmen, in 1917 and 1919, could make

statements of this importance with mental reservations.

81. Sir Malcolm's argument should, however, be considered strictly from

the legal and constitutional point of view. In the Dominions, where the powers

of the Legislature are exceedingly wide, there are a few matters, merchant

shipping for instance, in which they are subject to restrictions imposed

in the interests of the Imperial Government, This shows that there may
be a ministry responsible to the legislature and yet there may not be full

Dominion self government. The Dominion statesmen, however, contended

that responsibility carries with it full self-government. It will not be out of

place here to quote General Smuts. His statement is summarised thus: *'He

claimed that the Imperial Parliament h^ no longer the right to legislate for the

(South African) Union except possibly on the express request of the Union, in

order to extend its powers which are still limited by the South African Act;

he asserted that the right of disallowance of the Union Acts by Imperial

Government had disappeared ; he asserted also that the GovernoroGeneral

must be assimilated in powers and position of the Crown in the United

Kingdom and must cease to represent in any sense the Imperial Govern-

ment; and he maintained the right of the Union to appoint and receive

diplomatic agents if it desired.*’ In view of this position of the dominion
constitution there cannot be a limited meaning’, of sel^government and Sir
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l&ilo^fn’s interpretation cannot be upheld. Some time back, Gen. Hertzog

<gq)ressed the view that the dominion has the right to secede from England*

(Ve have already referred Co the opinion expressed by Sir Chimanlal Setalvad

on the interpretation of the preamble.)

92. Dominion Stataa : We have used the term ^Dominion Status' and

we shall have to deal with the same in the following chapters. It is, therefore;,

necesaary to define Dominion Status. Before 1926, there was no clear and

concise definition of the term, but after the Imperial Conference of 1926, it

was made perfectly clear and it is now a well understood phrase in constitu^

tional law. At the meeting of the said Conference, i.e., the Imperial Conference

of 1926| the position of the group of self-governing communities composed of

Great Britain and Dominions was defined as follows : '*They are autonomous

communities within the British Empire, equal in status, in no way subordinate

one to another in any respect of the domestic or external affairs, though united

by common allegiance to the Crown and freely associated as members of

the British Commonwealth of Nations.^* While criticising this definition,

iProf. Keith says ‘that tlie definition may be admitted for its intention

icather than for its accuracy, as a description of fact as opposed to ideal.' He
even includes India amongst Dominions on the ground that the position of the

latter (i.e., India) being motived by the fact that she has been assured indue

course self-government on the dominion model.

'Dominion Status In action’: While speaking in the House of Commons
pn .December 18th, 1929, Mr. Wedgwood Benn speaking on the position of

India expressed that there was 'Dominion Status' in action in India. Mr. Benn
is reported to have said as followst "My Hon. friend and I are in agreement ..

on two things at least; First of all to one definite, ascertained and advertised

goal, i.e., the difficult task of .the Government is not merely a harsh and
barren negative the 2nd point. when constitutional changes of the great*

est magnitude are being considered, it is essential that public order should be

maintained but I recognise..... that the real basis of order is not police. The
1‘eal basis of order is public goodwill- It is not uniformed constable who keeps
the order but every citizen ;and the Government is maintained on the basis

‘pf co-operation andgoodwillof the people...the goal of British policy in India has
been declared to be the achievement of Dominion Status,., and must trace

briefly in outline the history of some Indian events, in the course of the last ten

years. In 1919, plenipotentiaries on bdralf of India signed the treaty of Verssai-

lea and India became a separate entity and original membei of the League of

Nations.." Thereafter Mr, Benn, in his said speech, referred to the (alleged)

relaxation of control by the Secretary of State, over tariff autonomy, store

purchasing, abandoned idea of exploitation of India and such other subjects and
said: *‘now let us show Dominion Status in action. India...has an Indian
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Acting AS High Comfnissioner«.,IndiA...sent out to south AfricAt to negotiAte

in regard to Indians in South Africa, one of the most distinguished members

of their Government, Sir Mahomed Habibulla. India has played a large part

in international labour matters; has a seat on the governing body of the inter*

national labour office.’* Thereafter he referred to separate representation of

India at the five Naval«Power*Confemce in London and saidt ^just as in the

history of every dominion, it has not been a matter of legislative change but

of use, custom, want and tradition which have built up these powers; the same

procedure is proceeding rapidly in the case of India tO'day .. We have tried to

prove the sincerity of our pledge when we said 'we desired to see India reach
* Dominion Status* **.

Mr. Amery, ex-Colonial Secretary, presiding over a meeting on December

5th, 1929, said: "India has enjoyed Dominion Status during the past decade

both as a member of the Imperial Conference and of the League of Nations.

What India does not possess is full respemsible government~a very different

matter,**

These responsible expressions of opinion lead us to learn that it is alleged

that India has Dominion Status in external affairs but not in internal

affairs.

Negation t Mr. Wedgwood Benn's speech and other responsible utterances

In England have negatived the unwarranted and unjustifiable interpretation of

self-government by Sir Malcolm Hailey.

The subsquent events that happened in India have, however, negatived the

various expressions and utterances of Mr. Wedgwood Benn and others.

83. Lord Willingdon and Dominion Statna forlndfa; In September 1935,

Lord Willingdon the present Viceroy of India, while addressing the Indian

Legislature, inter aliUf s»idi "it was the Governments policy to rush with the

reforms as hard as they could go so as to help India forward into Dominion

Status and absolute equality with the other Dominions.*’ This statement is

nothing else but a repetition of what Lord Irwin, Lord Willingdon’s predeces-

sor in office, said regarding the future reforms for India.

There was greet agitation, in England, on this statement. As explained

above under the para, "Dominion Status in action** the political opponents of

the present British Cabinet expressed that India was given a Dominion Status

during the World-War of 1914. They further explained that even that status

cannot be compaied with ihr :>tatu& enjoyed by other Dominions. It may,
howevei.be again noted that dutitig the war and afiei, whenever any conference

took place llie said self governing Dominions elected their own representatives,

whereas the Indian delegates were the chosen nominees of the Government and

not the elected representatives of the Indian Nation,
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84. The Stetnte of Wettmlnttor id 1931 end Dominionst Till now there

was no legal sanction given to the various resolutions of the Imperial Confer*

ences held in 1926 and 1930. With a view to give legal sanction to the 'said

resolutions^ the Statute of Westminster of 1951 (22 Geo. V* ch. 4} was passed.

As there ore many implications in the preamble of the said Act we propose

to reproduce the same herei

"Whereas the delegates of His Majesty^s Government in the United

Kingdom, the Dominions of Canada, the Commonwealth of Australia, the

Dominion of New Zealand, the Union of South Africa, the Irish'Free State ^nd

New Foundland, at Imperial Conferences held at Westminster in the year^ of

1926 and 1950 did concur in making the declarations and resolutions set fcfrth

in the reports of the said Conferences

:

" And whereas it is neat and proper to set out by way of preamble to this

Act that, inasmuch as the Crown is a symbol of a free association of the

members of the British (Zommonwealth of Nations, and as they are united by

common allegience to the Crown, it would be in accord with the established

constitutional position of all the members of the Commonwealth in relation

to one another that any alteration in the Law, touching the Succession to

the Throne or the Royal Style and Titles shall hereafter require the assent

as well of the Parliament of all the Dominions as of the Parliament of the

United Kingdom i

"And whereas it is in accord with the established constitutional position

that no law hereinafter made by the Parliament of the United Kingdom shall

otherwise than at the request and with the consent of that Dominion x

" And whereas it is necessary for the ratifying, confirming and establishing

of certain of the said Declarations and Resolutions of the said Confereit^es

that a law be made and enacted in due form by authority of the Parliament

of the United Kingdom :

" And whereas the Dominions x x x x

X X X X requested and consented to the

submission of the measure to the P^liament of the United Kingdom for

making such x x x x x x**

Provisions: The Act does not define "Dominion'* but enumerates those

Dominions which are mentioned in the preamble. By sections 2 & 4, i( is

provided that any Act of Parliament shall not thenceforth be applicable to any
Dominion unless the Parliament of any Dominion concerned so decided. By
section 5, the Parliament of a Dominion has been given Extra-Territofial

Jurisdiction. *

6
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In short, Dominions are made almost independent of the British Parliament.

8S. Right to Secede: On the due interpretation of the statute of West-

minster, Ireland, South Africa and sucholher Dominions contend that they

have been given a right to secede from the British CommooAvealth. In support

of their contention they rely upon the speech made by N)r. Bonar Law, the then

Prime Minister, which he made in 1920, when the Government of Ireland

Bill was on the anvil. He contended that if India were granted a dominion

status she would certainly have a right to secede from the Btitish Common-
wealth. In 1926, this question was pertinently brought into discussion an(hno

British Minister \bas in a position to assert that Dominion Status did not carry

with it the right of secession.

Prof. Keith refers to the preamble of the Statute of Westminster and

contends that the right of secession is not thereby granted. But he is faced with

the contention pertinently raised by General Hert2og in 1926 at the Imperial

Conference which Was neither repudiated nor contradicted by any British

Minister. Prof. Keith himself now feels that so far as the Dominions covered

by the said Statute of Westminster are <x>ncerned, the right of secession may
not be successfully disputed. The learned Professor, however, warns the British

Government from committing a similar blunder in connection with India.

CHAPTER 11

HOME GOVERNMENT

Sec. 86. **Home Governuent^' is a part of the government which

consists of the highest executive in England under whose control,

guidance and supervision the Government of India (consisting of the

Central and the Local Governments in India) exercise their respective

powers and functions. Such highest executive authorities in England

(i.e., the Home Government) are: (1) **the Crown'', (2) “the Secretary

of State" and (3)
** the Council of India."

J. S. Mm expressed the opinion that " the principal function of the

" Home Government" is not to direct the details of administration but

to scrutinise and revise the past acts of the Indian Government, to lay

down principles and issue general instructions for their future guidance,

and to give or refuse sanction to grant political measures which are re-

ferred Home for approval.” According to him, the executive Government

of India must be seated in India itself.

1 87. The Crown technically means the King-Emperor reigning for

the time being* The constitutional significance of the title of the
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Crown ta discusaed in the second part of this treatise. In this part, we Sec.

are concerned only with the legal position of the Crown as laid down 1

in the Government of India Act.

The territories for the time being vested in His Majesty the King-

Emperor in India are governed by and in the name of His Majesty the

King<'Emperor of India. By statute, very independent and extensive

powers are vested in the Crown regarding the Government of India.

Such powers are called statutory powers which could be enumerated

under two heads: (A) Executive, and (B) Legislative,: Judicial 3
Ecclesiastical, as follows:

(A) Execntive

(1) By Warrant under the Royal Sign Manual H15 MAJE5TY*Can
Appoint (o) the Govemor>General of India and (b) the members of the

Governor.General's Cabinet, (c) (i) the Governors of Bombay, Bengal

and Madras and (ii) those of the five minor provinces of the U. P., the

Punjab, Bihar and Orissa, the C. P. and Assam after previous consul-

tation with the Governor'General of India, (d) Members of the

Governor's Executive Coundls and (e) Advocates General for Bombay,

Bengal and Madras, (/) (by Warrant under the Royal Sign Manual

but with the counter^signature of the Chancellor of the Exchequer,)

an Auditor of Indian Accounts in England and (g) pensions and gra-

tuities could be granted to any member on the establishment of the

Secretary of State for India in Council; ^similarly, bat with the counter

signature of the Secretary of State for India, pensions could be gran^

ted to Bishops out of the Revenues of India.

(2) Subject to His Muiesty’s sanction, (i) a new province of a S2A
Governor can be constituted; (ii) a part of a Governor's province

can be placed under the administration of a Deputy'Governor; (iii) S3
a new province can be constituted under a Licut.*Governor; (iv) a 60
district can be transferred from one province to another; end (v) a TT
new local Legislature can be created.

(2) Subject to His Mojusty's approval, (i) the appointment of a 54
Lieut.-Governor can be made and (ii) members of his executive coun- 55
cil can be appointed ; and (iii) such approval is necessary for namee 64A
of persons to serve on the Statutory Commission as provided for by

the Part VIA.

(4) Daring His Mi^esty’s pleosur*, (i) *11 persons, in the Civil 8QB
Service of the Crown in India, hold Office; it has also been provided

(ii) that nothing in this Act shall derogate from any rights vested in the 131
Crown relating to the Government of IncUa and (iii) that all treaties 133

34
36
46

47

27
18

120
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Sec» made by the East India Co« being in force at the commencement of

1 this Act» shall be binding on the Crown.

3(7) (5) The Crown may (I) remove any member of the Council of

the Secretary of State for India on an address of both Houses of Parlia>

36 ment ; (ii) fix the number of the Members of the Cabinet of the

Governor.General and (hi) make such rules as to the leave of absence

pf the Bishops of Bombay* Bengal and Madras.

(B) Logialative, Jadieial and Bccleaiaatical

67* (6) The assent of the Crown is necessary^ for an Act passed

72 with the powers of certification, of the Governor-General or those of

of a Governor, before, such Act can have effect.

113 (7) By Letters Patent, the Crown may if he sees fit, (i) establish

an additional High Court of Judi^ture in any territory in British India,

whether or not included within the limits of the local jurisdiction of

106 another High Court with such jurisdiction, power or authority as he

118 thinks fit* (ii) amend* from time to time, the Letters Patent and (ifO

llS appoint Bishops of Bombay, Bengal and Madras and determine

one's jurisdiction and functions.

102 (8) The Crown pppom/s Chief Justices and other Judges of High

IOS Courts who hold office during his pleasure.

(9) His Majesty may signify* through the Secretary of State for

109 India in Council, his disallowance of the Order of the Governor.

General in Council altering or transferring the local limits of jurlsdic.

tion of any High Court.

98. Th« Crowa and Hit Conititntloaal Powers t So far we have

dealt with the statutory powers of the Crownj but the question remains

who in practice exercises such powers. To determine this question, it

is not necessary to go into details of the Constitutional Law of

England in this part of the treatise
;
suffice it to say that His Majesty

is a Constitutional Monarch and as such he always acts on the

advice of his responsible minister who, in this ca.‘«e, is the Secretary

of State for India.

100. The Position of the Crown as foreshadowed in the WHITE
PAPER : The proposals in the White Paper will revolutionise the

position of the Crown vis a vis the Government of India, a Federation

of Indian States and the Province in British India. If that conception

is fructified, the present Government of India Act will be repealed in

* ThNS Baotiom have be«ii r«p«Bl«d: but Bimilar szovistons hav* been Inoorporatcd

Into the Indian Chareh Aot, U7A18 Geo. 7* oh. 40).
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ioto and will be replaced by an absolutely new Act which is for the S«e>

present 'described as the ^Constitution Act’ in the said WHITE I

paper. (Para 5 of the White PaperX On repeal of the present

Government of India Act, all powers appertaining and incidental to

the Government of British India will vest in the Crown in whose

jume and as whose representatives the Governor-General and the

Viceroy and other Provincial Governors will act in exercise of the

necessary powers and functions under the Cc^stitution Act.

It is proposed that by Letters Patent and Instrument of Instruc-

tions, the Crown will delegate various powers to Viceroy, Governor-

General and various Provincial Governors. These points will be

discuseed while considering the position, powers and functions of

Governor-General and Governors. It may, however, be mentioned that

two distinct terms Governor-General and Viceroy are used. As proposed,

one p erson shall be both a Governor-General and Viceroy but with

different powers and functions as a Governor-General and as a Viceroy.

These different powers and functions will also be discussed later.

It may be noted for the present that it is proposed to declare that

the executive power and authority of the Federal Government will be

vested in the Crown, and, the same in each of the Governor's Provinces

will also be similarly vested in the Crown and will be exercised by the

Governor as the King's representative. (Paras 9, 10 3 11 of the White

Paper).

101. British Indiat We meet with the word 'British India' in the

provisions of the Act; it means that part of India which is governed by
and in name of the Crown through the constitutional machinery; where-

as, India includes ether parts of the country which are net under such

regime. India in its wider sense includes territories of Native States,

but does not include Portuguese and French Indian Territories.

102. British India and White Paper: The term British India shall

have to be differently understood if the plan of Federation as conceived

in the White Paper is carried out. The States— the Indian States— though

they -arc under the suzerainty of the Emperor, arc no part of His

Majesty's Dominions. Their contaa with British India has hitherto

been maintained by the conduct of relations with their Rulers through

the Governor-General in council. Moreover, since Parliament cannot

legislate directly for their territories, the range of authority to be

conferred upon the Federal Government and Legislature in relation to

the States must be determined by agreement with the rulers. The
position will, therefore, necesssarily be that in the Indian Federation

the range of powers to be exercised by the Federal Government and
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S«c« Legislature will differ in relation to the two classes of units which

1 compose it. (Para 7, Introduction^

Para one of the Proposals requires to be carefully read as that

proposal makes the position very clear. The general principle underly.

ing all these proposals is that all powers appertaining or incidental to the

Government of India and all rights, authority and jurisdiction posses-

sed in that, country—whether flowing from His Majesty’s Sovereignty

over the territories of British India, or derived from treaty, grant,

usage, sufference or otherwise in relation to other 'territories^^Ate

vested in the Crown and are esercisahle hy and in the name of the

Kiog-Emperor. (Para 1, Proposals),

8 103 Tb« Secretary of State t It must be remembered that the

King in England has his Cabinet. The members of such Cabinet are

constitutional advisers of the King and they are responsible to Parlia'

ment in accordance with the constitutional practice for their official acts.

The principle of the joint responsibility of the Cabinet is discussed in

the second part of this treatise. One of the principal members of the

Cabinet is entrusted with the portfolio of India; and this principal

member is called the Secretary of state for India, Subject to the pro^

visions of this Act, the Secretary of State for India has and exercises

all such or the like powers over all officers appointed or continued under

this Act; in particular, he may, subject to the provisions of this Act or

rules framed thereunder, superintend, direct and control all acts and

operations relating to the government or revenues of India.

104. Colonial Secretary asd Secretary of State for India : The

powers of these Secretaries—though both members of the Cabinet—are

different. The Government of India not being responsible to the

Indian Legislature, the Secretary of State for India has wider powers of

superintendence* control, etc., on the ground that the Secretary of State

for India is responsible for the administration in India to Parliament.

105. His Powarsi The Secretary of State has certain statutory

powers with reference to (A) the Government of India and (B) to his

Council, technically, called the Council of India. Before enumerating

his such powers, it may be noted that his powers with reference to his

Council are somewhat elastic^ except in eight cases which shall be

considered while dealing with sec, 9 of the Act, and he is not bound to

follow the majority. He can disregard the majority, and follow his

own opinion.

CA]

8 ( 1 ) The Secretary of State may, subject to the provision of this

Act, superintend, direct and control the entire administrative machinery

in India as hereinbefore stated under sfc. 2«
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(2) He is empowered with all the powers and authority relating S«c»

to the Government of India and its revenues which were previously 2
exercised by the East India Co^ its Court of Directors and Proprietors*

(3) He is authorised to issue orders to the Governor^General in 33
Council as he thinks fit and the Govemor.General in council is bound

to obey the same.

(4) The Govecnor.General in Coundl is bound to inform the 44
Secretary of State of any hostilities or treaties made by them.

( 5 ) He may, if he thinks fit, by onler, revoke or suspend for such 46
period as he may direct, the appointment of a Council for any or all

of the Governors* provinces

(6) Subject to his approval, the Governor#General in Council 59
may take any part of British India under their immediate authority and

management.

(7) His sa/zc/fo/z is required to be taken if the period between the 6SD
dissolution of the Indian Legislative Assembly or the Council of State 72B
or a Governor's Legislative Council and its next Session is prolonged

beyond six months.

(8) He may appoint Indian Civil Servants from amongst persons 87
domiciled in India* subject to the Rules and with the concurrence of

a majority of votes at a meeting of his Council*

(9) The Governor.General in Cwmcil are bound to transmit to 108
him an authentic copy of their every order altering the local limits of

jurisdiction of Indian High Courts.

GO) He may direct the Rules to be laid before Parliament as 129A
required by sec. 129A.

CB]

(11) He is required to submit for the approval of His Majesty the 84A
names of persons to constitute the Statutwy Commission as contemn

plated by sec, 84A, with the concurrence of both Houses of

Parliament.

(12) He is the President of his Council, z'.e«» the Council of India 7
with power to vote; and he ordinarily presides at the meetings of the

Council.

(13) He fixes meetings of the Council of India. 8
(14) He prescribes the quorum for the meetings of the Cxsuncil of 6

India.
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(15) He is empowered to appoint any member to be the Vice-

President of the Council of India and to remove any person so ap.

pointed.

(16) He fills up any vacancy in the Council.

(17) For any special reason of public advantagCthe has powers

to reappoint any member of the Council for a further period of 5 years,

though his term of office has expired.

(18) He has in writing to approve of all acts done at a meeting of

the Council held in his absence,

(19) He must set forth his <^inion and reasons therefor in the

minutes of the proceedings of the meeting of the Council, in case of

difference of opinion, on any question decided thereat.

(20) He may form small committees of the members of the

Council for the more convenient way of transacting business.

Some of the powers of the Secretary of State referring to control

over the administrative machinery in India are relaxed and thereby

the Central Government is allowed to be more of a Represintative

Government,

106. Under-Secretaries: The Secretary of State has two Under-

secretaries % one Parliamentary and the ether permanent^ ’the former

is a member of Parliament end is generally a member of the British

Cabinet If the Secretary of State sits in the house of Commons, his

Parliamentary Under^Secretary sits in the other house or Vice versa.

The Secretary of State gets a salary £5,000 p. a. and the Parliamentary

Under^Sccretary gets £ 1,500 a year. Both being members of Parlia-

ment and the Cabinet, are liable to lose their office with the change

of Government or dissolution of Parliament. Salaries of both these

officers are made payable out of the British revenues. It was cont-

ended in India that unless the British Treasury is made responsible

for the salary of these officers, members will not take interest in the

debates on India in the said »igust House. The other permanent Und.

er-Secretary gets a salary of £ 2000 p. a.; this Under-Secretary is app-

ointed on a service^qualificaiion. It is also necessary to,note that this

Act has wrought another imp<M'tant change in respect of expenses be-

yond the payment of salaries of those two officers from the British

Treasury. The expenses of that portion of the India office in England,

L e., establishment meant for political and administrative functions)

were, also in addition, placed on the British Estimates. Such expenses

almost, amount to £ 130,000 annually.
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At this stage, It may be noted that there was much of agency work,

required to be done by the India office and the establishment expenses

for this agency Work remain payable as before.

107. Under'Secretaries of State : The Act of Indemnity

(20 St 21 Gee. V, eh. 9) t When the Labour Government was formed

in England (in 1929), seven Under. Secretaries of State took their seats

in the House of Commons in contravention of the provisions of sec.

4 of 21 @ 22 Viet. ch. 106, as amended by 7 & 8 Geo. V, ch. 51 and

sec. 3 of 16 @ 17 Geo. V, ch. 18 which laid down that only (any) six

principal Secretaries and (any) six Under^'Secretaries can take their

seats in the House of Commons. The Act (16 & 17 Geo. V, ch. 51)

provides penalties for the breach of the said provision. The said seven

Under^Secretaries had offended against the said provision and therefore

had incurred liability To indemnify them, the Under'Secretaries (ind'

emnity) Act was passed. Dr. Drumond Shiels was then the Under-

secretary of State for India; and he wa& indemnified by the haid Act.

However, he had to resign his office and Lord Russel was appointed

in his place, he having his seat in the House of Lords.

106, Coondl of India t It is already observed that the Council

In England was brought into existence with a view to guide and

advise the Secretary of state. It was originally consituted under the

Act of 1858 under the circumstances discussed in Chapter I ante.

The constitution of the Council has been altered from time to time

under various Acts of Parliament, being Acts of 1869, 1876, 1889,

1915, and the present Act. It Is not necessary for our purpose to go into

the details of the past changes ; suffice it to say that the present cons«

titution is the result of experience and great agitation.

109. ProvUlons of the Section ; (al The Council of India shall

consist of such number of members~not less than 8 and not more than

12—as the Secretary of State may determine; provided that the Council

as constituted at the time' of passing this Act, shall not be affected by

this provision, but no fresh appointment thereto shall be made in excess

of the maximum prescribed by this section.

(6) The right of filling any vacancy in the Council shall be vested

in the Secretary of State.

(c) One half of the members of the Council must be persons who
have served or resided in India for at least 10 years, and have not last

left India niore than 5 years before the date of their appointment; the

person appointed to fill the vacancy must possess the aforesaid

qualifications.

7
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Sec* {d) Every member of the Council shall hold office, except as by

3 this section provided, for a term of 5 years,

(e) The Secretary of State may, for special reasons of public

advantage, reappoint for a further term of 5 years any member of the

Council whose term of office has expired. In any snch case the reasons

for the reappointment shall be set forth in a minute signed by him and

laid before both Houses cA Parliament.

(f) Any member may, by writing signed by him, resign his office.

(g) Any member mr.y be removed by His h^ajesty from his office

on an address by both Houses of Parliament.

(h) Each member shall be paid the annual salary of £1,200,

provided that any member domiciled in India at the time of his appoint-

ment, shall be paid an additional sum of £600 annually. It is made

optional for the payment of such salary either out of the Indian

Revenues or out of the monies provided by Parliament.

(/) Such service shall be considered 'service under the Crown’ for

the purposes of determining question of annuity, pension, etc.

110. Object of AppoSniment of the India Council t When the

Government of India Act, 1858, was on the anvil of Parliament,

Lord Derby stated i
** inasmuch as it was impossible to conceive

that any person (i. e., the Secretary of State for India) so appointed

would have sufficient knowledge and experience to discharge duties so

various and so complicated. it was necessary for the good

government of India to associate with the Minister a Council., by

whom he might be assisted and advised.” According to the Crew

Committee, the Council was to act as a counterpoise to the centralisa-

tion of powers in the hands of the Secretary of State. It may be noted

here, that the majority of the members of the Crew Committee have

recommended the abolition of the Council of India and the creation of

a Statutory Advisory Committee in its place and stead. Prof» Keith

(a member of that committee) opined in a dissenting minute that he was

opposed both to the continuation of the Council and substitution of a

Statutory Advisory Committee. According to him, the conservatism

natural to retired officials had acted sometimes as a barrier in the

way of useful reform/ He also expressed the opinion that the natural

tendency to delay in the action of Government of India had been in-

juriously fostered by the delfty of the India Office under the Council

system. He also pointed out many instances in which the Secretary

of State Was moved to overrule the Government of India even in petty

matters. Bhupeiidranath Basu opposed the continuation of the Council
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in the following terms: *Tirstly» the abolition of the Council will See.

naturally result in the Secretary of State leaving things more and more 3
to the Government of India and interfering only in matters of Imperial

concerns; and secondly, it will thus throw a much greater responsibility

on the Government of India which in its own interest will have to

share it, with the representives of the people apart from any question

of statutory obligation. We shall thus bring about greater co operation

and responsible association between the Government and the people

and a greater reliance upon their conjoint action and pave the way to

the attainment of self-government in India without much dislocation of

machinery I am also opposed to an Advisory Committee with no

responsibility and no statutory functions.'' According to Sir John

Strachey, also, the Council was not a necessity.

111. Except io Eight Cases, the Secretary of State has powers to

disregard the opinion of this Council.

112. Whether Necessary t This Council finds room for retired

members of the Civil Service. This method of recruitment of its

members is open to objection on several grounds. We shall refer to

one of the important objections. During the course of their long service

in India, they may have some grievance against the Government of

India to whom complaints might have been made by the contending

parties. The Government of India in its own turn would be required

to refer such matters to the Secretary of State who is to be advised by

his Council which has for its members the originally aggrieved or

prejudiced party or a member thereof. In actual working, therefore, such

members will be called upon to sit in Judgment upon their own actions

or the actions of their party. Many objections have been discussed

hereinabove also. It is necessary to invite attention to one important

anachronism. By a convention (which we shall discuss later) it is un-

derstood that the duty of safeguarding Indian interests in financial

matters should rest with the Government and the Indian Legislature.

The India Council would not be called upon to interfere on account of

such convention. Under those circumstances and because of the powers

of the Secretary of State to overrule his Council, it is contended in India

that this Council is unnecessary and a burden on India. The con-

census of opinion in India is for the abolition thereof.

113. Recommendations by the Indian Statutory Commission :

(Vol. 11, Paras 355, 356 and 357.) The Commissioners think it to

be necessary to maintain its existing powers for some time longer. One
of the reasons is the protection of the services, because under sec. 96E
of the Act, the Civil Officials could be employed with the

concurrence of a majority of votes at a meeting of the Council. Com«
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Sec. missioners consider it absolutely essential to reassure officers in regard to

3 their position under the new oKistitution. They assure that the council

will) in the future as in the past, contain distinguished officials whom
the general body of officers would regard as adequately representing

their interests. The Commissioners recommended that the Council

21 should not retain the power to veto expenditure given by section 21 of

the Act on the ground that the provincial expenditure will be mainly

voteable by and will be subject to the control of the provincial council

as recommended by them in that behalf.

With a view to appease Indian agitation on the question of the

present practice of having retired officials, the Commissioners recom-

mended that the interval between leaving India and appointment to

the Council should not exceed one year. It may be noted that they

attach great importance to securing the members appointed from India,

whether they are officials or nomofficials who should have recent

experience of the country.

114. Proposals in White Paper: India Council: The Secretary of

State's Advisors: Services: Kia Majesty^s Government do not regard

a Council of the kind which has been associated with the Secretary of

State for India since 1858 as any longer necessary in, or appropriate

to, the conditions of the new Constitution. They deem it necessary,

however, to have a Board of Advisors to advise the Secretary of State

on certain heads. (Para 67, Introduction).

His Majesty's Government regard “the Secretary of State in

Council of India" and the present powers of veto, etc, incom-

patible with the proposed Federation and with Provincial self-Govern-

ment. The proposals, therefore, contemplate the vesting in the Crown
on behalf of the Federal Executive and the Provincial Executives

respectively of all property now held in the name of the Crown which

is required for their respective purposes, and these authorities will be

endowed with the right to enter into all contracts, etc.. (Para 68, Intro*

duction).

As regards the Secretary of State in Council, it is proposed to

enable him to appoint some advisors (at least two of whom must have

served the Crown in India for not less than 10 years) to hold office for

5 years, (Para 69, Introduction).

It is proposed, therefore, that on the commencement of the Consti*

tution Act the Council of India as at present constituted will cease to

exist. But the Secretary ' of State will be empowered to appoint

AdvieoTB as stated herein. Any person who is so appointed will hold

office for a term of five years, will not be eligible for reappointment,
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and will not be capable, while holding his appointment, of sitting or

voting in Parliament. The salary of the Advisors so appointed will ^
be fixed by the Act and will be defrayed from monies provided by Par*

Uament. The Secretary of State will determine the matters on which

he will consult them, either individually, or collectively. However, with

reference to the control of any members of the Public Services, he will

be required to lay before his Advisors and to obtain the concurrence of

the majority of them (1) before drafting any rules which he proposes to

make for the purposes of regulating amditions of service, and (2) any

order which he proposes to m&ke on en appeal admissible to him under

the Constitution Act from any such member. (Paras 176, 177, 178

6 179, Proposals).

It is submitted that even the Board of Advisors as proposed is

unnecessary owing to the reasons discussed in the next para.

115. Whether JustiBable^! It is already discussed whether the

India Council is a necessity or not. The grounds on which the Com-
missioners recommend are such that the recommendations are bound

to raise a great controversy over the subj^t* The concensus of Indian

opinion is bound to be against the ground on which the council is pro-

posed to be retained owing to the reasons stated hereinabove.

116. Tenuret By the Act of 1858, members held office during

good behavioatt but were removeable on an address by both Houses of

Parliament, By the Act of 1869, this term was changed to a period

of 10 years with similar powers of reappointment as provided for in

:his Act; by the Act of 1889, the period of office was reduced to that of

7 years; and the present Act fixes 5 years’ period, so that there may be a

continuous flow of fresh experience whidi, it is alleged, is much needed

h this progressive stage.

117. Number of Members: By the Act of 1858, the number of

members was fixed at 15; by the Act of 1889, it was reduced to 10; by ^
the Act of 1907, the minimum was fixed at 10 and the maximum at 14;

and the present Act fixes the minimum at 8 and the maximum at 12.

118. Changes: (o) The maximum strength of the Council was

fixed at 12 and minimum at 8; (h) one-half of the members (and not 9 ®
as before) were required to be persons who have cither served or resided

in India (instead of Britrah India as before provided) and have not last

left India more than 5 years before the date of their appointment; period

of office is reduced to 5 years instead of 7; and (c) the salary is fixed at

£1,200 a year and the Indian Members are given an additional allowance

of £ 600 a year. Besides these prominent changes some other changes

have taken place cither by convention or by rules ;
{d) The salaries are
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Sec* being paid out of monies provided by Parliament and not out of the

3 Indian Revenues ; (e) some of the agency functions are transferred to

the High Commissioner newly appointed under this Act ^ and (/) 5

Indian Members are appointed on the Council instead of 2.

119. Agency Function t We have several times used this techni.

cal phrase meaning whereof should be clearly understood. The Govern-

ment of India has to perform certain acts and deeds in Europe, e. g.,

purchasing stores, etc. The Government of India has supreme voice t.i

these matters. There must be somebody in Great Britain to carry out

the Government of India's proposals. This was, hitherto, done by the

Secretary of State in Councih who were to carry out the proposals

without their interference; as they had to act as mere agents of the

Government of India; this part of their work is known as agency work,

4 Any member of the Coundl of India is capable of neither sitting

nor voting in Parliament. The reason of the bar is that the Council

should not be allowed to be divided on party lines. This restriction

was first introduced by the Act of 1858 on the same ground.

5 120. DuHea, Functiona, Procedure, etc., of the Council : The
Council of India shall under the directions of the Secretary of State,

and subject to the provisions of this Act, conduct the business trans-

acted in the United Kingdom in relation to the Government of India

and the correspondence with India. The power vested in the Secre*

tary of State in Council and in the Council of India shall be exercised

at the meetings of the Council at which such number of members are

present; quorum may be prescribed by general direction of the Sec-

retary of State. The Council may act inspitc of any vacancy therein.

8 It must be convened and held as and when the Secretary of State

directs* but one such meeting at least shall be held in every month.

7 The Secretary of State is the President of the Council with power

to vote. He may appoint any Member of the Council to be Vice Presi.

dent thereof, and similarly he can remove such Vice-President from

the office at any time.

8 121. Procedure: The Secretary of State, when present, presides at

every meeting of the Council; in his absence, the Vice-President appo-

inted by him as provided for in this Act, presides; if he, also, is absent,

one of the members elected by the members present at the meeting,

presides. In the event of the ooundl being equally divided at a meeting,

the presiding person has a casting (f.e., a second) vote. Any act

done at a meeting of the Council in the absence of the Secretary of

State^ requires the approval in writing of the Secretary of State for itg
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valMity. In case of difference of opinion on any question decided at SeC.

tke meeting, (i) at which the Secretary of State is present* his decision Sf

shall be final except in those (eight) cases* where the concurrence of a

majority of votes is expressly required by the Act. In such cases of

difference of opinion, the Secretary of State and any other member

who may be present, may require their individual opinion with the

reasons to be recorded in the minutes of the proceedings.

122. The eight cases in which the Secretary of State is hound to act

in concnrrence with a msjority In the Conncil: (1) The expenditures

of the Revenues of India, both in Britain and elsewhere, shall be subject

to the control of the Secretary of State in Council and no grant or 21
appropriation of part of the Indian Revenues shall be made without the

concurrence of a majority; (2) sale, purchase, mortgage, etc., of any

movable or immovable property! (3) making any contract; (4) making 2S
any change affecting salaries of the Viceroy's Cabinet; (5) making 29
rules regarding leave, absence, etc., of persons serving under the Crown
in India; (6) making rules as to distributing powers amongst several 94
authorities for making appointments, etc., to offices under the Crown; ( 7 ) 95
sanctioning any rules, regulating appointments to offices in the Indian

Civil Service as provided for in sec. 99; (8) approval of provincial 99
Appointments as required by sec. 100. lOO

123. Committees of the Council t For the purposes of division

of work and more convenient transaction of business, it has been

provided that the Secretary of State may constitute small commit-

ments. He may also generally direct the manner in which the business

of the Secretary of State in Council or the Council of India shall be

transacted, and any order made or act done in accordance with such

directions shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, be treated as being

an order of the Secretary of State in Council. To these committees,

matters connected with the various branches of administration are

referred before being finally placed before the Secretary of State in

Council.

Committees referred to hereinabove aretfl) Finance, (2) Political

and Secret, (5) Military, (4) Revenue and Statistics, (5) Public Works,

(6) Stores, and (7) Judicial and Public.

124« Corretpondeuce : The Secretary of State in Ck>uncil may 1

1

prescribe, subject to the provisions of this Act, the procedure for corres-

pondence between India Office and the Government of India or any
Local Government (t.e., Provincial Government) in India- During the

prc 'Reform period, the correspondence proposed to be sent to India was
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Sec* required to be placed before the Council or on the Council Table» for

11 7 days prior to its issue unless it was Very urgent* or 'secret' in the

opinion of the Secretary of State*

125. Effect of the Chaiiga : Ho doubt, to simplify the procedure

this change is made ; but that does not absolve the Secretary of State

from his obligation to consult the Council before the correspondence

is despatched and specially in those cases in which he is bound to act

with the opinion of the majority of the Council. However, he continues

to be the sole judge of 'secret* matters and he can avoid consultation

with his Council in such matters as he thinks to be secret, before the

t
corrrespondence is depatched to India. The section is made more

elastic.

126. Communication to Parliament regarding Hostilities : When
15 any order is sent to India directing the actual commencement of

hostilities by the Crown's forces in India, the fact of the order having

been sent shall, unless the order has in the meantime been removed or

suspended, be communicated to both Houses of Parliament within three

months, after the sending of the orders, or if Pailiament is not in

sessions at the expiration of those three months, then within one month

after the next meeting of Parliament.

The reason of this provision is explanatory of the fact that Parlia-

ment must have the earliest opportunity to discuss the situation and to

call upon the Government for explanation. Sec. 2 2 of the Act provides

a safe-guard against abuse of powers as it requires previous sanction of

Parliament for defraying the expenses of any militaty operations carried

on beyond the frontiers of India, except, in very emergent cases.

17 127 Establishment of Secretary of State t No addition may be

made to the establishment of the Secretary of State-in-Council nor to

the salaries of persons of that establishment without Order of His

Majesty-in.Council (i.c„ the British Cabinet) and without the same

being laid before both Houses of Parliament within 14 days after the

meeting thereof; subject to this provision, the Secretary of State in

Council may make all appointments, etc., in the same establishment.

18 128. PeniioDs and Gratuittet: The Crown may, by warrant

under the Royal Sign-Manual and countersigned by the Chancellor^ of

the Exchequer, grant any officer, appointed on the establishment as

hereinabove provided, compensation, pension, etc.

18 129. Military Appointments: The same provisions apply to mili-

tary appointments* The tenure of all Military appoinments is during

pleasure of Hie Crown*
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ISO* **DiiriDg Pleasure*’ means that the employee continues in his S«e.
office until the Crown so desires, he being liable to be dismissed with<' I9
out any reason being assigned, if the Crown so wills it* **During

good behaviour** means that an employee is not liable to be dismissed

or removed from his office, except, for such misconduct as would, in the

opinion of a Court of Law, justify his removal* Auditor of Indian

Accounts holds his office during good behaviour.

131. The Seertary of State’s Control Over Tranaferred Snbjeetat

It has been noted above that some of the heads have been reserved by
the Government for administration, subject to the control, guidance and
superintendence either of the Government of India or the Secretary of

State; whereat* some heads are transferred to ministers (by whose
advice the Governor shall be guided) res{wnsible to the local Legislature.

In the Joint Report it was recommended; ^'Now that His Majesty’s Go-
vernment have declared their policy of developing responsible institu-

tions in India we are satisfied that the Parliament must be asked to

assent to set certain bounds to its own responsibility for the interna]

administration of that country. Parliament must be prepared to forego

the exercise of its own power of control and that this process must
continue pari-pasu with the development of responsible government

in the provinces andeventually in theGovemment of India.’^ The Joint

Select Committee also recommended that over transferred subjects the

control of the Governor-General In Council and the Secretary of State

ought to be restricted in the narrowest possible limits. Pursuant to this

by the Government of India notificatitms No* 835G dated the

14th December 1920, was mode;

*'The powers of the superintendence, direction and control vested

in the Secretary of State and the Secretary of State in Council under

the Act or otherwise shall, in relation to transferred subjects be ex-

ercised only for the following purposes, viz ;

( 1 ) to safeguard the administration of central subjects
;

(2 ) to decide questions arising between two provinces in cases

where the provinces concerned fail to arrive at an agreement

;

(3) to safeguard Imperial interests ;

(4) to determine the position of the Government of India in res**

pect of the questions arising between India and the other parts of the

British Empire ;
and

(5) to safeguard the due exercise and performance of any powers
and duties possessed by or imoosed on the Secretary of state or the Se«

8
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Sec. cretary o£ State in Council^ under or in connection with or for the pur>

19A poses of the following provisions of the Act* viz»t section 29At 30 (lA),

part 7A or of any rules made by or with the sanction of the Secretaty

of the State in CounciL'*

As required by the Devolution Rule 27, the Local Government

the Government of a GovemcM^s province), will have power to sanction

the expenditure on tonsferred subjects to the extent of any grant voted

AQl Legislative Council; but there are some cases mentioned in

Schedule 3 in Devolution Rules in which the previous sanction of

the Secretary of State in Council or that of the Governor-General in

Council is required to include a proposal for expenditure on the trans*

ferred subjects. Similarly, with reference to transferred subjects rela-

ting to non-votable heads of expenditure enumerated in section 7 2D,
approval of the Secretary of State in Council or that of the Governor

General in Council is required to be taken to authorise any expenditure*

The reason for reserving the control over expenditure on transferred

subjects is that the question is likely to affect the prospects or the rights

of the All-India Services, and other Imperial questions.

The following are the cases In which previone aoncCioB of the Se-

cxataiy of State in Connell !• neceoeary

:

(1) The creation of any new or the abolition of any existing

permanent post or to make any change in the pay of the incumbent

of any permanent post of an AlMndia Service; (2) the creation of a

permanent post on a maximum grade of pay exceeding Rs. 1,200 a

month, (3) the creation of a temporary post with pay exceeding

Rs* 4,000; (4) the grant of an allowance, etc., to any Government

servant or his family not allowed under the rules with certain except-

ions; and (5) any expenditure on the purchase of imported stores or

stationery otherwise than in accordance with such rules as may be

made in this behalf by the Secretary of State in Council* In the last

three cases, the Governor-General in Council, if they agree with the

recommendations, may grant the same, but if they disagree they must
forward the recommendations with their opinion to the Secretary of

State.

132. The Recommeiidations of the Indian Statutory Commioslon in

that behalf (Vol. 11, Para 3S0)i (n view of the Commissioners having re-

commended in the Governor’s provinces that the administration of the

whole provincial field should be by Governments responsible to provincial

legislatures (which recommendations we shall discuss later), they opine

that it should no longer be open to the Secretary of State to issue orders

on matters which are of no concern outside the province itself other than
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the limited class in regard to which special powers are leserved to the See.

Government. But he should be authorised to require the Provincial 19A
Government to furnish such information as he thinks necessary. If the

constitution broke down in any province^ the responsibility for its

government would again fall upon Parliament and it is essential that

the Secretary of State should be able to keep himself fully informed of

everything that may concern this ultimate responsibility of Parliament.

Would’ be effect in aetnal working: If these recommendations

are accepted, with the past experience and knowledge, it is apprehended

that with the powers proposed to be given, the provincial autonomy

might not be established in effect and in actual working.

133. Hia control over the Central and Reserved Subjects

:

There is nothing to be added to what has been stated previously with

reference to the powers of the Secretary of State over the administra-

tive machinery of India. In respect of these heads the control, etc., of

the Secretary of State are not relaxed; but in actual working, the Secre.

tary of State is not expected to constantly interfere in the ordinary

work of the Indian Administration. It is not the principal function of

the Home Government to direct the details of administration but to

scrutinize and revise the past acts of the Indian Government and to lay

down the principles and issue general instructions for their future guid-

ance. But the Home Government would generally interfere in politi-

cal problems of great importance and may give or refuse sanction in

great political and financial measures which are referred to them for

approval In theory, the Governor-General has get wide powers, but

in practice, he does not exercise them to avoid responsibility, and con-

sequently in matters even of ordinary importance, the Government of

India invite the opinion and instructions from the Secretary of State.

Sir John Mill and others have expressed opinion almost in the aforesaid

terms with reference to the relations of the Government of India and the

Secretary of State. It, also, sometimes depends upon the Secretary of

State who is then in office. Some Secretary of State of conservative

disposition might meddle with the administration in India even in the

most trifling and unimportant affair. The Right Hon'ble Sir Tej Baha.

dur Sapru who was a member of the Viceroy^s Cabinet under the

reform period says: ^*The policy ior Indian. and sometimes even

in unimportant ones the policy in India is formulated not at Delhi,

norat Simla, bai in Whitehall** Rules under section 21 of the

Act are framed by the Secretary of State in Council to the effect

that the previous consent of the Secretary of State in Council shall

be taken in certain classeas of expenditure relating to such subjects, by
the Government of India or the Local Governnaenti as the case may
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S«c« be. Such previous sanction is required to be taken before the demands

19a for grants are submitted either to the Indian Legislative Assembly

or to the local Legislative Couodl except in cases of extreme urgency

when such consent can not be c^tained even by cable.

134. Rscommendations of the Indian Statutory Commissioners in

that behalf (Vol. II para 35I)b The Commission has not recommended

responsible form of Government at the Centre. According to them,

therefore, the Government of India remains responsible to Parliament*

That being sO| the Governor>General and the Governor-General in

Council must continue to be subject, as at present, to the orders of the

Secretary of State. The Commissioners go a step further and state

that Parliament being ultimately responsible, it ‘ is incumbent on the

Government of India not only to keep the Secretary of State continu-

ously and closely informed about it but to take his orders before

decisions are made, for he may be held responsible for them in

Parliament.

la actual working : If must have been observed that for the last

about five years, the Whit^all is reported to have dictated to the

Government of India even in petty matters, e.g., the collection of

revenue, arrest of any individual, etc. The powers that are now pro

posed to be given to the Secretary of State by the Indian Statutoiy

Commission are wider and may, therefore, strengthen the hands of any

imperialistic Secretary of State. It would, therefore, be not surprising

if the consensus of the Indian responsible opinion would be against the

present recommendations.

135, Fiscal Policy and the Home Government : The Secretary

of State should as far as possible avoid interference on this subject when
the Government of India and the Indian Legislature are in agreement

and it is considered that, his intervention when it does take place should

be limited to safe-guard the international obligation of the Empire or any

fiscal arrangments within the Empire to which His Majesty's Govern-

ment is a party.". In these wc^ds the Secretary of State in a dispatch

dated 30th June 1921 had axpressed his views on behalf of His Maje-

sty's Government on this subject. The appointment of a Tariff Board

and the recent enactment of a protective measure, protecting the Indian

Steel Industry, show that India enjoys some amount of fiscal freedom*

India wants fiscal autonomy—at least in the provinces, but it is not yet

granted.

One of the speofic recommendations made by the Committee on

the Home Administration of Indian affairs w&s as follows s "Where
the Government of India are in agreement with 9 majority of non-
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official members of the Legislative Assembly either in regard to Sec.

legislation or in regard to resolution on the budget or on matters 1 9A
of general administration, assent to their Joint discussion should

only be withheld in cases in which the Secretary of State states

that his responsibility to Parliament for the peace, order and good

government of India for paramount consideration of Imperial policy

refuses him to secure recommendations of the matter at issue by

the Legislative Assembly.*^ The Joint Select Committee, inter alia^

stated: ^'Nothing is more likely to endanger the good relations bet-

ween India and Great Britain than a belief that India's fiscal policy is

dictated from Whitehall in the interests of the trade of Great Britain.

That such a belief exists at the moment there can be no doubt. That

there ought to be no room for it in the future is equally clear It

cannot be guaranteed by a statute. It can only t herefore be assured by

an acknowledgment of a convention whatever be the right fiscal policy

for India for the needs of her consumer as well as for her manufact.'

urera, it is quite clear that she should have the same liberty to consider

her interests as great :Britain, Australia, New Zealand, Canada and

South Africa. After this expression of opinion, the fiscal convention

was laid down in the terms hereinabove stated.

136. Fiscal Antonomy Convnetion In Actual Working: Whether
Operative? In March 1930, there was an important question raised

with reference to the fiscal authonomy convention on the debate on the

Tariff Bill in the Legislative Assembly. Sir George Rainy, speaking on

behalf of the Government, is reported to have addressed on the 8ub>

ject to the following effect. He said that he would define what exactly

the fiscal autonomy convention was in the opinion of the Government of

India. At that stage, the Speaker pulled up Sir George Rainy

by questioning him as to who was to interprete the convention* Sir

George Rainy stated that he was merely to submit the opinion of the

Government of India and leave it at that. Proceeding he said : **The

first was that the Government of India should devise those Tariff ar>

rangements which best fitted for India's needs as an integral part of the

British Empire* It was for the Government of India to take the initiative

for devising such tariff arrangements. So, under the Convention the Go-
vernment is to devise arrangements and place them before the Legislature.

Thereafter , it was laid down in the Mont-Ford Report that the Secre-

tary of State should not, as far as possible, interfere, when the Govern-
ment of India were in agreement. The Committee did not pursue the

point further, as it assumed that the Government of India and the

Legislature would discharge their respective functions according to

constitutional practice on the British model. The fiscal autonomy
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See. convention means this that while there is always previous consul.

19A tation with the Secretary of States the fiscal decision as to the

proposals to be placed before the Legislature rests with the Government

of India and none else«^ Continuing Sir George said : ^*In this case

apart from previous consultation with the Secretary of State the

Government of India's position is that of a Dominion Government

which places proposals before the Legislature. To that extent the

Government of India is independent But how long does this position

of independence continue ^ It M>ntinueB till the Legislature pronounces

on them. In the Dominions^ if the Legislature does not agree there

is a change of Government which restores harmony. In India, under

the present constitution, no suck result is provided for so that if

the Government and the Legislature do not agree the convention

ceases to operate," Referring to the speech of the Secretary of State

in the House of Commons in that behalf, Sir George Rainy said that

his speech in the Commons referred not to any new convention but to

the one which had been in the operation for 10 years^ which showed

that whenever there had been agreement between the Government and

the House, the Secretary of State refrained from interference. **If (he

Government and the Legislature are not in agreement there is no

means of resolving the deadlock under the present constitution till

by persuasion one side wins over the otherf* While, therefore, in the

sphere of tariffs, India already *possesses Dominion Status, it does

not yet possess a Dominion constitution*

If according to Government, the last word remains with the

Governor.General in Council or with the Viceroy with the powers of

veto, it would not be difficult to submit that the statement that the

fiscal autonomy convention prevails is an anachronism and contrary to

all intents and purposes. When the said convention was laid down the

authors did know of the present constitution of the Executive Govern*

ment; and therefore constitutionally it would be a question whether

Government is justified in construing the said convention in the way
in which Sir George Rainy did. Till his said interpretation, all

schools of political thought in India were of opinion that when the

majority of the elected non-offida! members of the Indian Legislative

Assembly expressed a certain opinion with reference to the fiscal

question the Govornment of India was bound to obey and in that event

the Secretary of State could not interfere.

Technically, Sir George Rainy may be right in his interpretation

but the interpretation was against the intent and prevalent feeling

regarding the said convention. If one looks to the Selboume

Report, Crew Committee's recommendations, the Report of the Joint
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Select Committee on the Government of India Bill and the Report of Sec.

the Indian Fiscal Commission, 192l'22» one could not agree with Sir 19A
George Rainy 's interpretation* Sir George Rainy confuses the two

issues (1) of Dominion Status and (2) of Dominion Constitution.

If India has Dominion Status in the sphere of fiscal autonomy, it is

not absolutely necessary to have a dominion constitution* It may
be noted that Mr. Wedgwood Benn in the House of Commons
while speaking on the Fiscal Autonomy Convention said, -the

final discussion (regarding fiscal questions) rests with the Assem-

bly. If that is the opinion of the Secretary of State, Sir

George Rainy's interpretation could not be upheld. If that inter-

pretation was to prevail, there was no necessity to lay down any

fiscal convention. The fact that such a convention was required to be

laid down clearly shows that the Government was to follow the vote

of the Assembly* Founders of the convention .knew very well that

India had no Dominion Constitution and therefore the Executive

Government was not responsible to the Legislature ; and with this

knowledge, they laid down the convention; and when Sir George admits

India's Dominion Status in fiscal affairs, his interpretation is subject

to grave doubts. If the authors of the said convention intended it to

mean what Sir George Rainy said, the said convention would have been

worded in the following terms; ^'The true state of the (alleged) fiscal

autonomy is nothing more or less than a recognition of only Govern^

ment proposals with regard to finance which are accepted by the Indian

Legislature and by the Secretary of State*'' In effect, it 'wmes to this

that the Secretary ofJState would favourably consider the fiscal ques.'

tions which would neither affect the Imperial interest nor the British

Treasury.

Currancy Policy—Gold Standard—Financial Conventton—Two
Ordinances of 1931 relating thereto, etc.: In 1927, an Act was

Passed known as the Currency Act, 1927, being Act No. V of 1927*

Se& 5 thereof laid an obligation upon the Government to sell gold at a

certain rate (approximately at Rs* 21-3-10 per tolaX Owing to the said

provision, the price of gold remained much controlled.

In 1931, there was a financial crisis inEngland* A provision simi.'

l&r to the said sec. 5 also existed in England. The Government of

Bngland thought it necessary to abandon the gold standard for the pur-

pose of meeting the emergency. The Parliament therefore passed the

necessary Act for that pupose. Following a similar policy which was in

Ihe best interests of India, the Governor-General promulgated the

Ordinance (deriving his power from sec. 72) being Ordinace VI of 1931, *73

^hereby the said sec. 5 of the said Currency Act, 1927, was, tempora*
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Sec. rily, reeled and made inoperative. However, only a few days there.

19A after, another Ordinance being Ordinance VII of 1931 was promulga-

ted whereby the previous Ordinance was r^ealed and the sec. 5 was

re-enacted in another form.

The constitutional convention regarding fiscal autonomy has been

discussed hereinabove. U is contended that Ordinance VII of 1931

was not passed in consonance with the financial policy then adopted

by the Government of India as desired in the best interests of India.

The financial policy underlying Ordinance VI of 1931 was in the

interests of India and was one persued by the Government of India.

If there was no outside influence, no occassion could have arisen to

repeal the said Ordinance and promulgate another instead, laying down
a contrary provision and policy.

137. Constitutional question t An important constitutional issue

arises from the financial policy pursued by the Government, and (he

said Ordinance promulgated by the Viceroy. The said issue is whe«

ther the said financial policy and the Ordinance are ultra vires and

unconstitutional.

We have given the texts of various Royal Proclamations since

1858, (pages 19 to 25 ante)* The attention is particularly invited

to paras 2, 6, 7 and 17 of the Royal Proclamation of 1858; (pages

19 3 20 a/ile). It is explained by H. M. the Queen's letter dated the

15th August 1858 ( page 20 ante ) and further confirmed by the

subsequent Royal Proclamations of 1908 and 1911. These Royal

Proclamations have, it is contended, the same effect in law »as an Act

of Parliament (Hals., Hailsham Edn., Vol. VI, pages 600 & 601,

para 776.) By His letter dated the 24th May 1910, H. M. the King

described the previous Proclamations as Charters; (page 22 ante).

It is contended that by para 7 of the Royal Proclamation of 1858,

the written and unwritten constitutional doctrines, duties and obligations

prevailing in England have been made applicable to India. By para 1

7

thereof, the Crown undertoc4c obligations regarding industry and works

of public utility; thereby H. M«’b Government undertook to administer

the government in India for the benefit of all the subjects of the

Crown resident therein.

If these provisions have the same legal effect as contended, the

question that arises is whether Che present financial policy and the acts

of Viceroy are ultra vires of the said Royal Proclamations and sec. 65

of the Government of India Act.
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It may be argued on behalf of the Crown that the said Royal Pro- Sec.

clamations can, at the most, be construed as general Preambles. We 19A
have discussed this question on page 61 ante* It may be contended that

a Preamble cannot restrain the operation of any enacting clause,

meaning thereby that the operative clause may be wider than the

Preamble; (Copeman vs Gallant, 1 P. Williams, 314); but, this clause

can, it can be contended, be neither inconsistent with nor contrary to

the Preamble. And, if it is found either inconsistent with or contrary

to it, it may be held to be ultra v/res of the said Proclamation and sec.

65 of the Government of India Act.

There are some cases which may be found useful in considering

such questions. (King vs. Authos, 8 Mad. 144 ; /n re

:

Annie Beseant,

39 Mod. 1085 ; an appeal was filed in the Privy Council against it, but

it seems that their Lordships have not expressly overruled the observa-

tions of the Ag. C. J. : 49 Mad. 237, 242 j 1 Bom. 367 P. C.
;
39

Bom.279,P.C.
;
45 Bom. 196 ; 45 Bom. 1161; 48 Bom. 43; 15

Bom. L. R. 27 ; 22 Bom. L. R. 609, P. C. ; 23 Bom. L. R. 492 ; 28
Bom.L.R. 1498, 29Bom.L.R. 1227. P.C.; 29 Bom. L. R.1511;
29 Bom. L. R. 1551-7

;
37 All. 338 ; 40 Col. 39L9, P. C )

Another argument, that may be advanced in favour of the same

being ultra vires is whether the same affects the allegiance of the

subjects of the Crown. By para 2 of the said proclamation of 1858,

Indians were asked to bear allegiance to the Crown on certain promises

therein given and duties and obligations undertaken by the Crown*
If by any Act or Ordinance, the said ^legiance is affected, it can be

contended that it is ultra vires, (Empress vs. Burah, 4 Cal. 172, P. C ;

40 1. A. 48 ; 39 Mad. 1085 ; Bugga vs. Empress, 22 Bom. L. R.

609.17, P. C ; 6 Beng. L. R. 459.)

If, therefore, it is proved to the satisfaction of the Court that any
Act, Ordinance or policy relating to currency, finance, etc., does not

stimulate the peaceful industry of India, promote works of public utility

and improvement and if it is further proved that owing to any Act,

Ordinance or policy, the Government is not administered for the benefit

&nd in the interest of H. M.*s subjects resident in India, it may be held

that such an Act, Ordinance or policy is ultra vires of the said Royal

^Proclamation and sec. 65 of the Government of India Act. Or, if it is

proved that by such a policy, Act or Ordinance, the allegiance of the

subject is affected it may be held ultra vires*

138. Indian statatory Commiasion and Ftocal autonomy Convent!^
on

: ( Vol. II, Para 362) t According to the Commission, the Secretary
of State has bound himself not to interfere if the Government of India
Q
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Sac. and the Assembly are agreed upon a particular policy. They do not sug*'

19A gest any modification in the convention itself, but according to them the

assumption underlying such delegation (of the fiscal powers by convene

tion) is that the Governor-General*s approval of the course proposed is

arrived at independently of the views of the Assembly; and that it takes

account of all Indian interests and not merely of those for which a

majority of the Assembly speaks Such a statement of the Commission,

to a certain extent, upholds Sir George Rainy's views. But the Commis.

sioners regard it as inevitable that the Government in India will in fu«

ture become more and more responsible to the views of the Legislatures;

and when it so happens the Government's power to resist the view of

the Assembly will decrease. They do not recommend any extention of

the principle of the fiscal convention. They propose that any extension

of the principle, if at all it is required to be extended, should only be

made with the approval (by Resolution) of both Houses of Parliament.

139. Relaxation of Control ofSecretary of State: This section pro-

vides that the Secretary of State in Council may by rule regulate and

restrict the exercise of the powers of superintedence, direction and control,

notwithstanding anything in this act,so that sufficient effect may be given

for the purposes of these refotnis. However, rules affecting reserved

subjects are required to be placed before both Houses of Parliament for

(heir approval With reference to rules affecting transferred subjects

made under this section, they shall be laid before both Houses of Par^

liament as soon as after they are made, and if an address is presented

to His h^ajesty by either House of Parliament praying that the rules or

any of them may be annulled. His Majesty in Council may annul the

rules or any of them and such rule shall thenceforth be void ; the same
shall not have the retrospective effect, ( e

,
it shall be void without

prejudice to the validity of anythii^ previously done thereunder. Such

relaxation of control, etc*, does not affect administration of Central

subjects, as reponsibility to Parliament in respect of such administration

stands. It should also be noted that the Act does not lay down how
far the control, etc., of the Secretary of State are to be relaxed but it is

almost entirely left to the discretion of the Secretary of State ; conse

32 quently, it depends upon the personality of the Secretary of State.

It is impossible for the Indian public to rest satisfied with this change

It Is argued by the Government that some convention shall be estab-

lished whereby there shall be substantial relaxation of control of the

Secretary of State, but India has not had benefit of such convention as

yet. Everything that is brought is almost brought under the stipulated

phrase t
** The Secretaty of State feels that his responsibility to Parlia-

ment for the peace, order, and good Government of India or paramount
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considerations of Imperial policy^ require him to secure reconsideration

of the matter at issue by the Legislative Assembly/'

Even as regards budget, the Legislative Assembly can express its

view thereon only by way of resolutions which are merely advisory in

character and without having legal binding. The Government is not

bound to accept such resolutions.

140. The Transferred Snbjeetst The transferred subjects are en-

trusted for administration to Ministers (by whose advice a Governor is

bound unless he has sufficient reasons to disagree), who are responsible

to Local Councils; the cases in which the Secretary of State and his

Council have the power of control, etc, are already discussed.

Inspite of this provision, the Government of India are bound to

furnish the Secretary of State with such information as the India

Office may call for with a view to submit such information to Parlia-

ment to whom he (the Secretary of State) is responsible.

We have referred to the rules and conventions by means of which

the control of the Secretary of State over the Government of India and

the Local Governments is relaxed
; such rules and conventions, in short,

are as follows: Purely Indian Interests : Regarding budget or matters

of general administration, when the Government and the majority of

non^offtcial members of the Indian Legislative Assembly are in agree-

ment, the Secretary of State would not intervene save in exceptional

cases, viz*f when he finds that his responsibility to Parliament for the

peace, order, and good government of India or paramount considerations

of Imperial Policy call upon him to reconsider the matter or matters at

issue. (2) Fiscal Policy : In this behalf also, the Secretary of State

should not interfere when the Government of India and the Indian

Legislative Assembly are in agreement; his intervention should be

limited only in the exceptional circumstances stated hereinabove, or for

safeguarding the international obligations of the Empire or any fiscal

errangnments to which the British Cabinet is a party. The Joint

Parliamentary Committee in recommending this convention, observed :

**

Nothing is more likely to endanger the good relations between India

And Great Britain than a belief that Indians Fiscal Policy is in

the interests of the trade of Great Britain. ” (3) Local
Governments: In purely Provincial matters, where the Provincial

Government and the Legislature are in agreement their view should

ordinarily be allowed to prevail.

141. Imperial Interference in Dominions : It would be interest-

ing to note as and by way of contrast the extent of Imperial interference

See.

19A
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Sec* with the administration of a self-governing dominion* According to

l&A Prof. Keith, the Governor never refuses his assent to any Bill save on

ministerial advise even though he has absolute discretion to refuse to

assent to any and every Bill. The Governor in the dominions has no

real control of any public officer... in effect cannot do any executive

act effectively without ministerial aid/* In his opinion, the degree to

which the Imperial Government interferes in the affairs of a self«

governing dominion has steadily decreased and now has probably

reached its minimum, as it may safely be said that interference

is so restricted as to render further restriction incompatible with

paramounicy,

142. The Imperial Conference of 1926 has defined the Term
Dominion Status, according to which, the dominions are absolutely

independent within their own territories; they have even the right

to remain neutral when England may be at war with any country.

The Imperial Government has expressed its readiness to grant

to a dominion the power to amend the constitution if it is so

desired, i>c>t they can amend the Act of Parliament granting the

constitution.

143. The Statute of Westminster, 1931, has given the legal

meaning and sanction to the term Dominion Status and the various

resolutions passed by Imperial Conferences of 1926 and 1930. Sec

page 41 ante,

20 144* The Revennes of India and their applications Part 11 of the

to Act (sections 20 to 27) deal with the revenues of India and their appH>

27 cation. As the Secretary of State has to deal with this part of the

administration, we shall here consider this part of the Act.

20 The revenues of India shall be received for and in the name of the

Crown, and shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, be applied for

the purposes of the Government of India alone. These revenues

include all the territorial and other revenues of or arising in British

India and in particular (i) all tributes and other payments from the

Indian States : (ii) all fines, penalties and forfeiture levied by the sen-

tence or order of any Court of Law in British India ; and (iii) all

movable or immovable property in British India or lapsing

for want of an heir or successor or devolving as bona vacantia for

want of a rightful owner.

There shall be charged on the said revenues alone (i) all the debts

of the East India Company, (ii) all sums of money ; costs, charges and
expenses which would have been payable by the East India Company
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out of the revenues of India in respect of the treaties^ covenants* con- See.

tracts, grants* etc.* existing at the passing of the Act of 1858* (iii) all 20
expenses* debts and liabilities lawfully contracted and incurred on

account of the Government of India* and (iv) all payments under this

Act except so far as is otherwise provided for under this Act.

All property vested in the Crown under the Act of 1858 or this

Act, to be received or disposed of by the Secretary of State in Council

under this Act* shall be applied in aid of the revenues of India.

145 Roles In that behalf $ Under section 2 1 of the Act* the neces> 21
sary rules have been framed by the Secretary of State in Council. The
effect of such rules is that the Govemor..General in Council or the Go
vernor in Council* as the case may be, may not sanction certain classes

of expenditure relating to Central and Reserved subjects without the pre-

vious consent of the Secretary of State in Council. Such previous"

sanction is to be obtained before calling upon either the Legislative

Assembly or Legislative Council* as the case may be* to vote thereon.

However, a provision is made for a dejuuture from this rule which is

when an extreme urgency arises and when there is not sufficient time

to obtain the necessary previous sanction even by cablegrams. As usual

a provision is made to submit to the Secretay of State in Council* in

such urgent matters* a statement showing all schemes for which supply

has been asked before sanction has been obtained*

146. Application of revonuet to nUlltary oporationa t But* except 22
for preventing or repelling actual invasion of the Crown's Indian pos-

sessions or under other sudden and uigent neeessity* the revenues of

India shall not* without the consent of Parliament* be utilised for defray-

ing the expenses of any military operations carried on beyond the

axterior frontiers of those possessions by the Crown's forces main*

tained out of these revenues.

147. Note: The phrase ^*or under other sudden and urgent

necessity" is an undesirable phrase in sk» 22 of the Act. It is appre'

bended that with the help of this provision the revenues of India

could be applied without the sanction of Parliament* to defraying

expenses of the operations carried on with the help of Indian troc^s

beyond the Indian frontiers and in any part of the world.

148. Secretary of State and the Bank : Such parts of the reve- 23
nues of India as are sent or remitted to the United Kingdom and all

money arising or accruing in the United Kingdom from any property
or rights vested in His Majesty for the purposes of the Government of

India or from the sale or disposal thereof shall be paid to the Secretary
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Sec, of State in Council to be applied for the purposes of this Act. All

S3 suck revenues and money shall, except as provided by sec* 23 of

the Act, be paid into the Bank of England to the credit ot an

account which shall be opened in the name, **The Account of the

Secretary of State in Council of India/’ The money so placed

shall be paid out on drafts or orders which are required to be

signed by two members of the CcMincii of India and countersigned

by the Secretary of State or one of his Assistant Under'Secretaries

or his Under^Secretarys The same may he signed in the alternative

by the Accountant-General on the establishment of the Secretary of

State in Council or by one of the two Senior Clerks in his department

and counter-signed in such manner as may be directed by the Secretary

of State in Council

The whole revenue is received in India, but about 25% of the same

is spent in Great Britain in respect of what is technically called the

'‘Home Charges”, which means payments which the Government of

India makes in that country fm* interests on debt, pensions, annuities,

furlough allowances, etc* These remittances are effected by means of

council-bills, telegraphic transfers and transfer of gold*

24 The Secretary of State in Council are empowered by sec* 2 4 to au-

thorise by a power of attorney, all or any of the cashiers of the Bank of

England (0 to sell and transfer all or any part of any stock standing in

the books of the Bank to the accmint of the Secretary of State in Cou -

ncil; (ii) to purchase and acc^ stock for any such amount; and (iiO to

redeve dividends on any stock standing to any such account; and(iv) to

direct the application of the money to be received in respect of any such

sale or dividend.

SS 148* Securities*. All securities held by or lodged with the Bank of

England in trust for or on account of the Secretary of State in Council

may be disposed off as may be authorised and the sale proceeds thereof

may also be accordingly applied.

21 150. Control of the Secretary of State : Subject to the provi-

sions of this Act and rules made thereunder the expenditure of the

revenues of India, both in British India and elsewhere, shall be subject

to the control of the Secretary of State in Council, and no grant or

appropriation of any part of these revenues sftalf 6e made wKAout the

concurrence t?/ a majority of votes at a meeting of the Council of
India*

It is already noted above that the Council of India have very

little voice in the control over the administration of India; it is also
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nbted that there are about eight cases in which the majority of the Sec*

Council of India have a voice and this is one of those instances* However, 2

1

in actual practice, it is said that this strict provision is not stirctly enforc-

ed* When expenditure is incurred on account of peace, war, etc, by the

previous decision of the British Cabinet, the Council has merely to obey

the Cabinet by the establishment of some convention*

151. Aecounta beforo ParUamcnt and audit : Within the first 28
28 days during which Parliament is sitting next after the 1st day of 27
May every year, the Secretary of State in Council are obliged to lay

before Houses of Parliament an account of the revenues of India under

the respective heads and an account of all the annual receipts and dis^

bursement ai Home and abroad {or the purposes of the Government of
^

India under such heads. Similarly, he is bound to lay estimates of the

same for the financial year last completed and accounts of all stocks, 28
debts, etc , chargeable on the revenues of India. He is also obliged to

submit a list of the establishment of the Secretary of State in Council

with the details of salaries, allowances, etc* The account shall be

accompanied by a statement from the detailed reports from each pro-

vince in such form as best exhibits (he .moral and material progress

and condition of India,

His Majesty may by warrant under His Royal Sign Manual coun- 27
ter-signed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, appoint a fit person to

be an auditor of those accounts. Such auditor is empowered to exami-

ne and audit the accounts of the receipts, expenditure, etc., and the Sec-

r^ary of State in Council are bound to produce and lay before him all

such accounts accompanied by proper vouchers, etc. The Auditor has to

report to the Secretary of State with such remarks and observations as

he thinks fit and state his approval or disapproval of such accounts*

Moreover, he rau5t.5pecify therein any defects, inaccuracies or irregulari-

ties which may appear to him in those accounts or in vouchers, etc.,

relating thereto. He is also under an obligation to submit oU his reports

to Parliament. The Auditor holds office during good behaviour and

his salary is payable either out of Indian revenues or out of monies pro-

vided by Parliament. Besides, he is in respect of super-annuation,

pension or gratuity, in the same positicm, as if he was on the establish-

ment of the Secretary of State in Council.

152. Seo'etary of State's power—Property, contracts and liabilities 28
—Power to sell, mortgage and buy property: The Secretary of State in

Council may, with the concurrence of a majority of votes at a meeting 30
the Council of India, sell and dispose off any movable or immov*

able property for the time being vested in the Crown, and raise money
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Sec. on any such property and purchase and acquire any profierty; tXi

28 properties so acquired shall vest in his Majesty for the purposes of the

Government of India.

This is one of the instances where the Secrtary of State is bound

to follow the opinion of the majority of his Council.

A covenant by the Secrtary of State guaranteeing the performance

of a decree by a private party is not an agreement within ss. 2 @ 40

of the Act. The security given by the Secretary of State for an

applicant in order to be valid must be shown to have been sanctioned

by him with the concurrence of a majority of votes. Srinibash vs,

Kesho Prasad, 38 Cal. 754*

28 153. Contracts of the Secretary of State: Subject to the provisions

of this Act regarding the appointment of a High Commissioner for India,

the Secretary of State may, with the concurrence of a majority of votes

at a meeting of the Council of India, make any contract as required by this

Act
; such contracts are to be signed and executed as law requires other

men to sign and execute. When a statute lays down certain mandato^

ry provisions in regard to a form of contracts between the Secretary of

State and a private individual, it is no answer to say that because the

provisions were ignored on particular occassions and payments were

r made on contracts which were not in conformity with the statute*

that should be taken as a precedent which will be binding upon the Se«

cretary of State in every case To bind him, contracts must be mode

in strict conformity with the provisions laid down in the statute. A
mere Commandeering Order is an act of the Sovereign and is not a

contract. (Kessoram vs. Secretary of State, 54 CaL 969),

154. New Change x In the pre-reform period, the local Governments,

the Provincial Governments had no seperate sources of revenue allot-

ted to them but under the present period Local Governments are en^

trusted with certain heads— called Provincial Heads—for the purposes of

revenue; and revenues under such heads are allotted to them. Sec. 30

30 of the Act provides for the powers of Local Governments to borrow

money on xh& security of revenues so allocated to them,

155. Case Law : If the Government acquires land under the

Land acquisition Act, and if thereafter the owner wants to gift it away
to the Government, the Government must reconvey the property to

the owner to enable him to make a valid gift
;
(Secretary of State vs,

Chettiar, 4 Rang. 291). Sec. 30(2) is mandatory and not merely

directory. Therefore, the act of an unauthorised person is ultra vires

and the contract entered into by him is not binding on the Secretary of
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State. (Secretary of State vs. G. T. Sarin & Co., A. I. R* 1930 Sec.

Lah. 364). 30
The following are the purposes for which loans may be used t ( 1

)

to meet capital expenditure on the construction of any work, etc., of

lasting public utility ; such work must be so large that the expenses

cannot be met from current revenues and the Governor^General in

Council must be of opinion that sudi work shall yield a sufficient

return ; (2) to meet expenses of irrigation ; (3) to open or to maintain

relief works during famine, and (4) for repayment of previous loans.

Before raising loans in India sanction of the Governor>General in

Council is required, and if the loan is required to be raised outside India

the sanction of the Secretary of State in Council is required.

156. Rights and liabilities of the Secretary of State in Coundl ! The 32
Secretary of State in Council may sue and be sued in the name of the

Secretary of State in Council as a body corporate^ neither the Secretary

of State nor any member of his Council shall be personally liable in respect

of any contract or assurance made by or on behalf of the Secrerary of

State in Council, or any other liability so incurred in his official capaci.^

ty. All such liabilities and all costs and damages in respect thereof shall

be borne by the revenues of India.

In India, the Secretary of State can be sued in an ordinary way
by filing a suit after complying with the provisions of the Civil Procedure

Code ;
but such an action does not lie in England where the procedure

is somewhat different. In England, the procedure is by a Petition of

Right. Such a Petition of Right could be made for damages, for breach

of a contract or for any other action at common law, but it does not lie

for a tort, on the ground that ‘*the King ran do no wrong.’^ However,
in respect of a tort the official can not plead the orders of his

superiors.

157. Case Law: A suit cannot be filed against the Secretary of

State for the wrong assessment of Inc^me^tax. Sec. 67 is not Ultra vires

in that behalf ; (R N. Singha vs. Sec. of State, 5 Rang. 825). The Indian

Legislature can limit the liability of the Government for loss or dam^e
caused by its servants? and sec. 80 of the Burma Forest Act is not ultra

^ires>, (Maung Po Keji vs. Secretary of State, 3 Burm. L. T. 150). How^
«ver, if any Act adds to or takes away from the liability of the Scacta-
ry of State in Council, it is alira vires\ (A. M. Ross vs. Secretary of
State, 37 Mad. 55).

158. High Cofflmissioner : There was agitation in India that a 29A
High Commissioner should be appointed to carry out that part of the
agency work, which was, hitherto, done by the Indie office. When this Act
^as und^ consideration, the said point was pressed and the principle

10
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Sm. was accepted^ the result being that a provision is made for audi an

29A appointment. The High Commissioner can be appointed by the

Governor^General in council with the approval of the Secretary of

State for India in Council. He is made subordinate to the Government

of India» and his salary and the expenses of his establishment ore made

chargeable on the Indian revenues. At present* he has not got all the

powers enjoyed by other High Commissioners of Colonial Govern*

meats*

Hie Datiee : Subject to the provisions of the Government of India

Act* the High Commissioner has(i)to act as an agent of the Governor*

General in Council in the United Kingdom; (2) to act on behalf of

Local Governments in India for such purposes and in such cases os the

Governor-General in Council may prescribe ; and (3) to conduct such

business relating to the Government of India* hitherto conducted by the

office of the Secretary of State in Council.

Power to sealt He is empowered to sign* seal and deliver a docu-

ment. If it is necessary to seal every contract in the name of and for

and on behalf of the Secretary of State in Council* he is empowered so

to do.

Hla accoante : He is under an obligation to lay all his accounts of

the receipt^ expenditure and disposal of all monies* stores and property,

accompanied by all necessary papers and vouchers before the auditor

appointed by the Secretary of State in Council. He must send a

true copy of the report of the auditor to the Governor General in

CounctU

India Houea is very recently built to accommodate -the offices of

the High Commissioner.

159. Indian Statutory Commitaion’s recommendations (Vol. 11*

Para 361): The Commission hopes that after the Indian Constitu.

tion is changed in the light of their recommendations* the position of

the High Commissioner will be established on the basis of the High

Commissioner for dominions. They make no specific recommendations

in this behalf.

160. Fundamental Rights: White Paper: The question of

including in the Constitution Act a series of declarations commonly
described as statement of Fundamental Rights^^ which would be

designed to secure either to the community in general or to specified

sections of it* rights or immunities to which importance is attached*

has been much discussed during the proceedings at the Round Table

Conference. His Majesty's Government see serious objections to

giving statutory expression to any large range of declarations of this

character* but they are satisfied that certain Provisions of this kind such
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as, for instance, respect due to personal liberty and rights of property, dec»

etc. His Majesty's Government think it probable that in the Royal 29A
Proclamation which will be issued while inaugurating the New Con-

stitution Act, a place maybe found for such a declaration; (para 75,

Introduction.)

CHAPTER ni

THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

161* Viceroy and Govemor-GeBeral t The Head of the Govern- 34
ment of India is the Viceroy and Governor-GeneraL The title Viceroy

has no statutory basis but the said title was granted in the year 1858 by

the Royal Proclamation. The only statutory designation is that of

Governor-General; however, in all Government notifications, warrants

of precedence, etc., the title Viceroy is used, apparently because the

Governor-General is the sole representative of the Crown in India

The office of the Governor.>General was first provided for by the

Regulation, Act of 1775. Gradually, powers of the said office were

increased and consequently the superintendence, direction and control of

the whole civil and military government were entrusted to the Governor.

General. The Governor.General occupies a unique position in the

Indian constitution. Mr. Ramsay Macdonald, the Labour Prime

Minister, described the Viceroy as '‘The Crown visible in India, the

ceremonial head of the Sovereignty, the Great Lord." He is appointed

by the Crown by Warrant under the Royal Sign Manual for a period

of five years. He is not subject to the jurisdiction, either civil or

criminal, of any High Court in India. He has immense powers,

even, under the present Period.

He was described by President Lowell as *as great an autocrat as

the Czar of Russia in the modern worU.’ The events that happened in

the years 1930 and 1932 might justify to a certain extent, the state-

ment made by President Lowell. His powers under section 72 are very

wide and arbitrary. The powers which cannot be exercised even by the

Crown in England, can be exercised by his (constitutional) Agent in

India, namely, the Viceroy,

162, Governor-General : Vic^oy : Two Diatinet ORiceat White
Papert The White Paper suggests that there should be two distinct

Offices, one of the Governor-General and the other of the Viceroy both
to be held by one person but with distinct powers, responsibilities and
privileges. The person while executing the rights and powers as a Go-
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See* vernor General will then act as a Governor* General; and while execu-'

34 ^ ting the powers, rights and privileges as a Viceroy, he will be known
a Viceroy.

The office of the Governor-General of the Federation will be con'

stituted by Letters Patent which will set out the powers which the

Governor-General will exercise as the King^s representative ;
it is pro-

posed that the King will be pleased to delegate, by that document, some

powers to him. He will also receive the Instrument of Instructions

from the King and will exercise and perform the powers and duties

as he (the King) may thereby direct ; (para 10, IntroductionX

The same arrangements matatia mutandis are contemplated in the

case of the Governor of each Province.

It is intended that the Viceroy shall in future be recognized as*

holding a separate office which will also be constituted by Letters'Patent

and the latter will serve as the means of conferring on the Governor-

General, in the capacity of Viceroy, the powers of the Crown in relation

to the States outside the Federal sphere.

72 163. The following, in short, are hit Statntory powers: (1) In

cases of emergency, he can make and promulgate ordinances for the

peace and good government of British India or any part thereof which

will have the force of law for a period not exceeding six months*

4t (2) He may over-ride the majority of his Council and act on his own
responsibility with regard to any measure whereby the safety, tranqui-

lity or interests of British India or of any part thereof, are or may be

in his judgment essentially affected. He has similar powers of vetoing

43 any statute passed by any legislature in India. (3) Whenever the

Governor General in Council declares it to be expedient that the

Governor-General should visit any part of India without his Council,

he may be empowered by the former to excercise alone any of the

powers of the Governor-General in Council. (4) During his absence

from the Executive Council he may issue on his own authority and

responsibility any Order which might have been issued by the

Governor-General in Council; however, in any such cases, he is bound,*

forthwith, to send a copy of the Order so issued to the Secretary of

State. (5) For other powers see sections 50, 31, 33, 38, 39, 40, 43,

43A, 44, 45, 46, 52A. 53, 55, 57. 59, 60, 63A, 63B, 63C, 63D,

67,67B, 68, 71, etc.

He is in charge of the Foreign and Political Department which

transacts all business connected with external politics, with frontier

tribes and with the native states. He also enjoys the powers of Royal
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prerogative except in cases of the major provinces of Bombayt Bengal Sac.

«nd Madras. Governors of minor provinces are appointed by the 34
Crown after consultation with him He can appoint a Deputy Gover-

nor to administer a part of a Governor's province with the approval of

the Crown. He is empowered to a|^oint Lieutenant-Governors and 43A
members of their Executive Councils if necessary. At his discretion^ he

is also empowered to appoint from amongst members of the Indian Le^

gislative Assembly, Council Secretanea who would hold office during

his pleasure and discharge such duties in assisting the members of the

Executive Council as he may assign to them.

164* Hie duties and raeponeibilitiees With the powers and privile-

ges, the Governor-General has certain duties and obligations. He has

to remain in constant and intimate communication with the admins

strative machinery in the country and with the Secratary of State in

England. He is responsible for the discharge of diplomatic business.

Constitutionally, he is subordinate to the Secretary of State, and he is

responsible to him for the initiative taken by him on his own authority

and responsibility.

41(2)
165 His apecial power: He can(l) override his Council, (2) 71

veto any Bill, l3) promulgate Regulations and (4) Crdinanccs. 72
166. Head of Foreign Department: The portfolio of the foreign

and political department remains with him under his personal control.

He has generally one Secretary called the Foreign and Political Secretary

to assist him. This d«partment transacts all business connected with

external politics, frontier tribes and Indian States.

167. Hit prerogative: Under the Instrument of Royal Instructions

issued to him at the time of his appointment he enjoys the prerogative

of mercy. Clause 5 of the said Instrument runs as follows^ “And we
do hereby authorise and empower Our said Governor-General in Our
name and on Our behalf to grant clemency to any offender convicted

in the exercise of its Criminal jurisdiction by any Court of justice with-

in our said territories, .. either full or subject to such lawful conditions

as to him may seem fit.*'

The Crown, by the above delegation of its prerogative, is not

fettered in any way and it should be perfectly justified in exercising the

said prerogative on the advice of the Imperial Minister.

168. Hia Position regarding Indian oppointmenta t (a) After

consultation with the Viceroy, the Governor of a Province (and not

that of a Presidency) is appointed by- the Crown; (b) he can appoint a

Deputy-Governor; (c) with the approval of the Crown, he can appoint ^
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Sec* Lieutenant>GovernoT{ (d) with such approval, he can appoint members

34 of his Executive Council; and (e) he can appoint Council Secretaries.

169. Whether aebordisate to the Secretary of State : Constitu*

tionally and legally, he is subcM'dinate to the Secretary of State; but in

actual working of the constitution, much would depend upon their per-

sonal relations. By the Instrument of Royal Instructions this subordi-

nate position of his is made dear. The important portion in the said

Instrument is as follows : have by Warrant under OurRoyal Sign

Manual constituted and appointed a Governor^General to exercise the

Office subject to such instructionsanddirections as he, or any Governor-

General for the time being shall from time to time receive or have

received under Our Royal Sign Manual or under the hand of one of

Our Principal Secretaries of State....

170. Wfchee cf the People $ By the Instrument of Royal Instruct

tions he is required to carry on the Administration of the Central

subjects in harmony with the wishes of the people as expressed by their

respresentatives in the Indian Legislature so far as the same will appear

to him to be just and reasonable*

134 171* Dcfhutiont The Govemor'Generalin Council is defined as

meaning the Governor-General ,in Executive Council Similarly,

a Governor in Council is defined as meaning the Governor in Executive

Council.

36 172. CcHutitution of Governor-GeDeraPe Executive Conndl t (1)

The members of the Governor-GeneraPs Executive Council shall be

appointed by the Crown by Warrant under the Royal Sign Manual. (2)

The number of members of the Council shall be such as the Crown
may think fit to oppoint. (3) At least three of them must be persons

who have served the Crown in India at least for 10 years ; •and one

must be a Barrister or a Pleader of a High Court of not less than 10

years' standing.

At present, there are eight members in*the Viceroy's cabinet. The
Governor-General is the President of his Council ; the eight members

are:!- TheCommander-in-Chief, 2. The Finance Member, 3. The
Law Member, 4. The Home Member, 6. The Education Member,
6. The Member for Revenue and Agriculture, 7. The Member for

Commerce, and 8. The member for Industry. To each of these eight

members certain departments are assigned for administration. The
foreign department is under the immediate superintendence of the Vice-

roy. The Viceroy, as a foreign member, has two Secretaries, one

Political Secretary dealing with questions of native states, and the other

Foreign Secretary dealing with foreign affairs.
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173» Departanental Syatem in the Cabinet! Sir John Stratchy, Sec*

in 1903, expressed his views regarding the system in the following 3S
words: **Although the separation of departments in India is less

complete than in England and the authority of a Member in Council

much less extensive and exclusive than that of English Secre-

tary of State, the Members of Council are now virtually Cabinet

Ministers, each of whom has charge of one of the great departments of

the Government. Their ordinary duties are rather those of adminis-

trators than those of councillors. The Governor-General regulates the

manner in which the public business shall be distributed among them*

...While the Member of the Council takes the place of the English

Secretary of State, there is in each department a Secretary holding a

position analogous to that of a permanent Undersecretary in England.

It is the duty of these Secretaries to place every case before the Gover-

nor-General or Member in charge of his department in a form in which

it is ready for decision* He submits with it a statement of his opinion.

In minor cases the Member of Council passes orders which are final. If

the matter be one of greater importance, he sends on the papers with his

own minutes to the Governor-General for approval. If the Goucrnor-

General concurs and thinks further discussion unnecessary the orders

are issued. If he does not concur he directs that the case shall be

brought before the Council, just as in England an important case might

come before the Cabinet. The duty rests upon the Secretary apart

from his responaibUity towards the Member of Council in charge of

* the department of bringing personally to the knowledge of the Governor-

General every matter of special importance. All orders of the Govern -

ment are issued in the name of the Governor-General in Council.*’

At Present, the system and the practice are substantially the same*

In actual working, the Members* orders are final, unless they disagree

either with the heed of the department or with the Local Government:

in those cases of disagreement the papers are submitted to the Governor-

General and subsequently the orders are passed either by him alone or

by the whole Council In questions of policy, the papers are always

submitted to the Governor-General with the opinion of the Member in

charge of Che portfolio and of all other officers who are otherwise con-

cerned with the same; thereafter, the Governor'General notes his own
minutes and orders that the papers may be submitted to the Council.

The Council then discusses the question and then orders are issued in

the name of the Governor.General in Council.

All the members are appointed by a Warrant under the Royal Sign

Manual, i«e*, they are appointed by the Crown with the advice of the

Secretary of State* There is no Diarchy in the Government of India
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Se& and the members are not responsible to the Indian Legislative Assembly.

36 However^ owing to non-officioi majority in the Indian Legislature^ the

Members of the Council and the Government of India are obliged

to keep themselves under some restraint.

174. Principle of Appointment of the CaUnet : It must have been

noted that the Government of India is not responsible to the Indian

Legislature and therefore the principle of responsible government does

not exist. That being so, the constitution and the character of theCabi.'

net are neither based on the principles of the British Cabinet nor on the

Cabinets in Dominions. The Government is said to be representative

on the ground that the Indian Legislature has now an elected non offi-

cial majority and therefore at the most a sane Cabinet may be influenc-

ed by the vote of the Legislature. All the same, it remains irresponsible

to the people of the country.

175. Fanction and powers of the Government of India: (1)

Regarding Central subjects, the Government of India is invested with

the powers of administration. (2) Regarding Reserved subjects in the

Provinces, the Government of India have powers of superintendence,

direction, and control (3) Regarding Transferred subjects, the Govern-

ment of India's power of intervention is restricted. They can intervene

only for the purposes of safe guarding the administration of Central

subjects and for deriding disputes between two Provincial Governments

176. Power* «ad Control of Governor'General In Council : Sub-

ject to the provisions of this Act and Rules made thereunder, the

superintendence, direction and control of the civil and military

Government of India arc invested in the Govcrnor-Gcncral in Council,

who are required to pay due obedience to all such orders as they may
receive from the Secretary of State.

37 177. Rank and precedence of Commander-in-rbief : The Com*
mander-in-Chief of the Indian Forces shall have rank and precedence in

the imperial Executive Counril next to the Govcrnor-General if he is a

member of such Council.

38 178. Vice-prc*ident of a council: The Governor-General shall

appoint a member of his Executive Council to be a Vice-President

thereof j the Coramander-in-Chief is not alluwed, by the Statute, to be

the vice-president.

38 179. Mootings: The Imperial Executive Council shall meet at

such place in India as the Governor^General in Council appoints

40, 160. Busioess of and procedure in the Cabinet : We have already

41 noted above that the Viceroy acts as President of the Council and a
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member thereof is appointed to be its vice-president by the Governor.

GeneraL All orders and other proceedings of the Governor-General

in Council shall be expressed to be made by the Governor-General in

Council and shall be signed by a Secretary to the Government of India

or othefVFise as the Governor-General may direct and when so signed

shall not be called into question in any legal proceedings on the ground

that they were not duly made by the Governor-General in Council*

In substance when an order is so issued all Courts of Law are bound to

take judical notice thereof. The Governor-General is empowered to

make rules and orders for (he more convenient transaction of business

in his Executive Council and every order made or act done, in accord-

ance with such rules and orders shall be treated as being the order of the

Governor-General in Council.

If any difference of opinion arises on any question brought before

ihe Council, the Governor-General in Council is ordinarily bound by
the opinion and decision of the majority of those present, and, if they

are equally divided the president (whoever he may be, whether the

Governor-General or any other person presiding) shall have a casting

((.C«, a second) vote, but, as hereinabove noted, the Governor-General

is empowered to act on his own authonty and responsibility to disagree

with the majority of his Council, provided in his opinion, the measure

proposed is such that either it ought to be adopted or suspended or

rejected either in whole or in part, with a view to safeguard peace, tran-

quility or interests of British fndia or of any pait thereof, fn every

jvucb case any two members of ihe dissenting m^iority may re^iure ih»^

the adoption, suspension, or rejection of the measure and fact of their

dissent be reported to the Secretary of State, and the report shall be

accompanied by copies of the minutes which the members of the

Council have recorded on the subject. It must be noted that the

Governor-General is not empowered to do anything which he otherwise

can not lawfully do with the concurrence of his Council.

181, If the Governor-General Is obliged to absent himself from

any meeting of the Council, the vice-president or in his absence the

senior member (other than ihe Commander-in-Chief) present at the

nieeti^ig shall preside thereat. Such president, shall have the like powers

as the Governor-General would have had, if present, but if the Gover-

nor-General is at the time present at the place where the meeting is

convened, he is required to sign the proceedings if he is not prevented

from so signing owing to indisposition, etc., but if he declines or refuses

to sign the act, it shall be construed as if the Governor-General was
present at the meeting and dissented from the niajorily at a meeting of

n
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Sec. the Couflcilf the result being in such cases that the act becomes null

42 and void.

43 We have dealt with the powers of the Governor-General, when he

is required to visit any part of India unaccompanied by his Executive

CounciL

162* Supremacy of Civil Powert It must have been noted tjiat

though the commander^in-chiefThnki in precedence over other members»

he is not allowed to preside over the Executive Council in the absence

of the Governor-General, on the principle of the supremacy of

Civil power,

163. The Army Department deals with all questions connected

with the administration of the army, the formation and execution of

the Government’s military policy and the responsibility for maintaining

every branch of the army. It has also to deal with the administration

of the Royal Indian Marine and the Air Force in India, in so far as

questions requiring the orders of the Government of India are concerned*

The Commander.in-Chief is both the chief executive officer of the army

and the Army Member of the Executive Council. In his administration

he is under the authority of the Governor^General.

184. The Home Department deals with all business connected with

the general internal administratbn of British India, e, g., internal

politics, Indian Civil Service, law and justice, jails and police. The

Home Member p^ays an important roie in the administration. Oenera*

lly, he is the leader of the Assembly. This constitutional convene

cion is abondoned since the days of Sir James Crerar. Sir C. F.

Ramswamy Iyer, though an Acting Commerce member, was appointed

the leader.

165. The Law Member deals with the legislative department.

The chief function of this department is to prepare drafts of all bills,

introduced into either the Indian Legislative Assembly or the Council

of State. The Law Member has to advise the other departments of

the Government of India and the Local Governmenti on questions of

Law. This department is required to be consulted before Statutory

Rules (i.e., rules having the force of law) are issued.

166. The Deportment of Railways and Commerce deals with

railways, shipping, trade and commerce, tariffs, import and export

regulations, statistics, life assurarce, etc.

167 The Statutory Railway Board t White Paper t His Majesty’s

Government Consider it to be essential that, while the Federal

Governmeni and Legislature will necessarily exercise a general central
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over railway policy, the actual control of the administration of the $ec.

state railways in India should be placed by the Constiution Act in the ^3
hands of a Statutory Body which can function upon the business

principles alone. It is also proposed to preserve such existing rights as

the Indian Railway Companies possess including the right to have access

to the Secretary of State in regard to disputed point?, and if they desire

to proceed to arbitration. The Statutory Railway Board, therfore, is

proposed to be set up on these principles ; (para 74, IntroductionX

188. The department of Industries and Labonr deals with labour

legislation, factorii^s, international labour organisation, petroleum and

Explosives Acts, patents, designs, steamboiling and eletricity, stores, pest

and telegraphs public works, etc.

189. The department of Education deals with education, land

revenue, agriculture, etc.

190. The Finance Member deals with the general administration of

central finance and supervision of provincial finance.

191. Nature of reiponaibiUly of the Council t The Governor.

General and the Executive Council are not responsible to the Indian

Legislative Assembly and (o the Indian public for their acts of com*
mission and omission. Even if the Indian Legislative Assembly passes

a vote of censure against any member of the Executive Council, that

member is not bound to tender his resignation. In short, all of them are

irresponsible to the Indian nation. The Government of India is respon-

sible only to the Parliament in England. As the said body cannot

remain in touch with the affairs of India from a distance of 5,000 miles,

it is but natural that it cannot supervise and control the destinies of

this country. The reform period has brought about only this much
change, (which is insignificant) that the Indian representatives can

give vent to their feelings in the Legislature. Consistent and per-

sitent speeches in the Indian Legislature may inform Parliament of

the grievances ; but it is said, the chance is very remote, and the time

has now come that the Executive Government should be made respon-

sible to the Indian Legislature.

Joint ResposnibiUty of tbe Counsil i The principle of liability of

the Viceroy's Cabinet is somewhat simibu to that of the British Cabinet
v/z., of united and indivisible responsibility.” The Mont-Pord
Report lays down very clearly that this principle of united and indivi-

sible responsibility, which guides the Imperial Cabinet, applies equally to

administrative and to legislative action. AU the members are bound by
the opinion of the majority of the CZouncil, unless the dissenting mem^
bera resign. The policy adopted is the policy of the Government as a
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S«6» whole, and as such, must be accepted and promoted by all who decide

43 to continue members of that Government.

Emergency in England t National Government t Joint ReeponrilnU-

ty : In August 1931, a very delicate situation arose in England. Labour

Party was not there, in clear majority, but commanded the largest num-
ber of votes in the House of Commons. The Labour Government was,

therefore, in office. England was faced with a financial crisis and it was

apprehended that the Labour Government would not be able to tide over

the critical situation. The King, therefore, used his benevofent influence
’ and pursuaded all the parties —Labour, Conservative ana Liberal^lo

form a National Government (not coalitionX This fcM'm of govern^

ment is different both from the party-government and the coalition,

there being no precedent in the constitutional and legal history. The
Government was obliged to issue a WHITE PAPER explaining why
and how the National Government was formed. In the said National

Government, Mr. Ramsay Macdonald was asked to accept the office of

Premier and Mr. Baldwin (the ex-premier in the ex-Conservative Gove-
rnment) and other leaders of Conservative and Liberal parties were

asked to accept other offices.

Each party had conflicting principles and programmes. The Con-

servatives believed in tarifff, whereas the Liberals believed in free trade.

In January 1932, differences arose amongst members of the then

National (Government) Cabinet on the question of the Tariff Bill. It

may be mentioned here, that after the general elections in December

1931, Conservatives were returned to Parliament in a large majority.

However, to meet the emergency that had arisen, a National Govern-

ment was formed on the basis of one that was formed in August 1931.

It may be also mentioned that the joint responsibility existed and the

Cabinet was jointly responsible for all their Acts. In spite of the

existence of this principle, members of the Cabinet decided to tide over

the dificulty by resolving '*that individual ministers dissenting from the

pro-tariff majority, should have the freedom of speech and vote on that

issue both in and out of Parliament''. Many Conservatives outside the

Government held the view that the doctrine of joint responsibility was

thereby being gravely undermined, while the Liberals held that the

solution was the best way out of a very delicate and difficult situation.

It seems the same thing happened on the issue of Ottava Agreements.

44 War and Treaties: Restriction on Powers of the Governor-

General in Council s The Governor-General in Council may not,

without the express orders of the Secretary of State-in-(^uncil (except

where the hostilities have actually begun) either declare warorcom-
mence hostilities or enter into any treaty for making war against any
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Prince or state in Indiai or enter into any treaty for guaranteeing (he Sec

possessions of any Prince or State In India* 4-3

But» he will not be subject to this restriction, when hostilities have

been actually commenced or preperation for their commencement have

actually been made against the British Government or against

any Prince.

The Governor-General in Council shall forthwith communicate the

same with the reasons thereof to the Secretary of State, if he is obliged

to commence any hostility or make any treaty.

193 The Control Exercisad by the Government of India over 33
Local Govemmentt: The unitary system of the Government is not

altered inspite of the devolution of powers under the Mont-FordReforms.

The attention of the readers is invited to the provisions of section 33 43
and 45 of this Act. The Government of India Act and the Rules made
thereunder have provided for the classification of functions of the Go'
vernment, as Central and Provincial, and for the division of the provin*

cial subjects into Reserved and Transferred. The Central subjects are

under the direct administrative control of the Government of India and

subject to legislation by the Legislature. It is already pointed out that the

Government of India is responsible to the Setretary of State, who, in his

own turn, is resposible to Parliament for the administration of the

Central subjects. The Provincial subjects are under the control of the

Provincial Government and subject to legislation by the respective Legi-

slative Councils, except in case where a omtrary provision is made in

the sMi iff the jgoade thereujoder- Sowe eif’-the proyMrieJ ob-
jects are subject to legislation by the Indian Legislature.

194. Ad«iii By an Imperial Act, 20 Geo. V, ch. 2, the Govern- 33
ment of India (Aden) Act, 1929, ss. 33 and 45 of the Government 43
of India Act were amended ; and the Military Government of Aden
was placed directly under the superintendence of the Government of

India.

Efforts are being made to separate Aden from India and to place

it under the administration of the Colcmial Office,

195* Nature of the present Control $ Sec. 33 lays down : 33
“ Subject to the provision of this Act and Rules made thereunder, the

superintendence, direction and control of the Civil and Military Govern-
ment of India is vested in the Governor-General in Council, who is

required to pay due obedience to all such orders as be may receive from
the Secretary of State.”

196. Its Relation to Local GoveromanUt Snbject to the provision

of this Act and Rules made thereunder, every Local Government shaU
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See* obey the orders of the Governor-General in Council and keep him

4S constantly and diligently informed of its proceedings and of all matters

which ought, in its opinion, to be reported to him, or as to which he

requires information; the Local Government is under the superinten-

dence, direction and control of the Government of India, in all matters

relating to the government of its province.

197. Control over Transferred SnhlecUt Except in certain cases,

which have been discussed before, the Government of India have no

control over the transferred subjects. The nature of such control is (1)

to safeguard the administration of Central subjects;(2) to decide questi-

onsi arising between two provinces in case where the provinces con-

cerned fail to arrive at an agreement ; and ^3) to safeguard the due

exercise and performance of any powers and duties possessed by or

^ imposed on the Governor-General in Council under or in connection

with, or for the purpose of the following provisions of that Act, viz., sec.

29 (A), 30 (lA), the Part 7th A, or of any Rules made by or with the

sanction of the Secretary of State in Council.

It la true that the assent of the Governor-General is required to

validate a Provincial Act. whether relating to the Reserved or the Trans^

ferred subjects, and, therefore, it may be said that he has, in theory, con-

trol over provincial legislation by the exercise of that right; it would,

however, not be possible for the Governor-General to refuse his assent

to any Provincial Act which has already received the assent of the Go'
vernor of the province ; such a refusal may precipitate a grave crisis.

Sir John Simon described this procedure of obtaining the assent,

before and after the Dill is introduced and passed, as ingenious.

198. Coatrol over Reserved Sofcjecte: The Provincial Govern,

meats are responsible to the Government of India for the administration

of the Reserved subjects. The Majority Report of the Joint Select

Committee stated :
** We recognize that in so far as the provincial

governments of the future will still remain partly bureaucratic in

character, there can be no logical reason for releasing the control of the

superior official authority over them, nor indeed would a general relaxa-

tion be approved by Indian opinion
; and that in this respect the utmost

that can be justified is such modification of present methods of control

as aims at getting rid of interference in minor matters which might very

well be left to the decision of the authority which is closely acquainted

with the facts." By the Instrument of Royal Instructions issued to the

Governor.General the following directions are given to the Governor.

General : In particular it is Our will and pleasure that the powers
of superintendence, direction and control over the said Local Govern-
ments vested in our said Governor-General... .....shallf unless
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Brave reason to the contrary appears, be . exercised with a view to Sec*

^rthering the policy of the Local Governments of all Our Governors' 4S
provinces, when such policy finds favour with a majority of members

of the Legislative Council of the province/*

We do not know how far these R^al recommendations are carried

out in practice* If the reports are to be trusted, the recommendations

are more honured in breach than in observance.

Duty of Local Government t Devolution Rule 5 requires every

Local Government to submit to the Governor*General in Council from

time to time all information relating to the Administration of provincial

subjects as required by the Governor.General in Council

200* Powers regarding boondaries of provinces: The Governor
General in Council may by notification declare, appoint or alter the

boundaries of any of the province into which British India is for the

time being divided, and distribute the territories of India among the

several provinces thereof in such manner as may seem expedient except

in the following cases, viz,, (1) an entire district may not be transferred

from one province to another without the previous sanction of the

Crown signed by the Secretary of State in Council
; (2) any such

notification may be disallowed by the Secretary of Stale.

The Recommendations of the Indian Statutory Commission Regarding

The Government of India

201. Position of the Govemor^Geiioralx (Vol. 11. para 167): In

the opinion of the Indian Statutory Commission, the Governor-General

must continue to be not only the representative of the King'Emperor in

all formal and ceremonial matters, but also the actual and active head

of the Government* They do not desire the range and importance of

his present functions be narrowed to any extent. The Commissioners

require him to assume the responsibility which is at present constitu-

tionally discharged by the Governor-General in Council with reference

to the provincial executive. They <^ine that the influence, advice and

discretion of the Viceroy for the time being will certainly be needed for

many years to come if the constitutional progress of India is to be sue*

cessfuUy promoted.

202* He to Choose hie Executive Council : (Vol* 11, para 168.)

One change which we think should now be made is to place upon the

Governor-General himself the responsibility of selecting and appointing

the members of his Cabinet. At present, members of the Governor-
General’s Executive Council are appointed under the advice of the

Secretary of State by Warrant under the Royal Sign Mannual and the
Secretary of State in making these recommendations is of course largely

guided by the Governor-General's advi^"
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Sec* 203* Whether the Chasge Desirable : One fails to understand

the principle on which the aforesaid recommendations are made* The
ostensible grounds seem to be that because in actual working the

Governor*General proposes the names of appointees he shduJd be

empowered to make the appointments himself. The Premier is entitled

to name his own colleagues ;
if on the same principlet the Viceroy is

empowered to choose his own colleagues there is no proper analogy.

The Premier and his colleagues are responsible to Parliamentt whereas

the Viceroy and his colleagues are not responsible to the Legis.

lature. When the grounds given in the recommendations are closely

examined, one is obliged to come to the conclusion that they are both

unsound in theory and in practice. If there is either an autocratic os a

weak Viceroy, he will generally, appoint members of reactionary

views. If there is a really goodminded and strong Viceroy and if he

appoints men of his views, there will otherwise be a great difficulty.

According to reports, all schools of thought have expressed an opinion

against this proposal.

204. Executive Couoeil : (Vol. II, para 169.) They recommend

amendment of sec 36 which provides that at least 3 members of the

Council must be persons who have been for at least 10 years In the

service of the Crown in India. By no means they are disposed to

suggest that the time has come to dispense with this provision. They
desire to have a statutory rule framed instead of having a statutory

provision in the Act, so that there may not be any necessity to call

upon Parliament to amend the Act.

206. The Commander'in'Chief t (Vol. 11, Para 170): They
desire that the Commander-in-Chief should cease either to be a member
of the Executive Council or the Legislature. They desire to place the

subject of the defence of India in the hands of the Viceroy himself, who
may act in closest collaboration with the Commander-in-Chief, He
should himself retain his present rank and precedence. The Army
Secretary may be appointed but the leader of the Legislature may be

called upon to deal with important questions raised in the Legislature.

206 AAlitary and PoUtica : During the 'course of Martial Law
regime in Sholapur, a military officer (at Poona) had indulged in

politics. General Sir Phillip Chetwode, the then Commander-in.chief-

desfgnate of India is reported to have spoken at the British Legion in

England as follows : If we kept a firm hand in India and did what

we should do, there Was no danger whatever... The British should

either show that what they intended to do was right or chuck it

;

otherwise, there was a risif of disloyalty among Indian troops and

police
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On this apeechf Mr. Wedgwood Benn, the then Seffetary of State, Sec.

waa, on July 24th» 1930, questioned by various members in the House 44
of Commons* On being asked whether in view of his utterances Sir

Philip Chetwode would be sent to India as the Commander-in-Chief,

Mr. Benn Said t Sir Phillip is not at present on the Indian estab-

lishment Questions of policy are decided by his Majesty's

Government and the Governor-General in Council, to whose superin-

tendence, direction and control Sir Philip, when he takes up his position

os Commander-in-Chief, will become subject. The Policy which it is

contended to pursue in India is a policy authoritatively stated by the

Viceroy on July 9th Questions of policy have nothing to do

with soldiers. They are settled by Civil Goveriiment*'.

The statement of Mr. Benn settles the constiutional issue that

soldiers cannot meddle in politics, because the Civil Government is

supreme and soldiers have merely to obey their orders.

207- Leader of the Legielatnra : (Vol. 11, para 171.) They recom-

mend that a separate member may be appointed whose duty it may be

**to lead the House**. They desire to relieve Home Member of this

onerous duty in view of his other wide and multifarious responsibilities.

The convention, that a Home member should generally, /ead is not

followed since the time of Sir James Crerar. The question is discussed

on page 82 ante*

206. Whether the proposal deeirable 7 1 In England, the Premier is

the Leader of the House. It cannot be denied that the range and burden

of multifarious responsibilities of the Premier are wider and greater

than those of the Home Member. Inspite of this fact the Premier

tends the House. One, therefore, fails to understand why this addi-

tional burden is recommended. The grounds stated in the Report

cannot justify the recommendation.

209. To appoint elected Members as Councillors : (Vol. II,

Para 173 ) They make a proposal which would be described as unsound

in principle. They recommend one or more elected members in the

Indian Legislature to be appointed as members of the Executive Council.

The Government on various occasions laid temptations by appointing

Ministers of Local Governments either as Executive-Councillors or as

Members of the India Council. The public has constantly opposed this

principle on the ground that Ministers and such other officers would,

under those circumstances, look to higher promotions and be conse-

quently subject to the orders of the Executive. On the same principle,

it will be highly undesirable to draw Executive Councillors from the

Assembly unless the Ministers so appointed are made responsible to the

Legislature.

12
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Secr 210. IrrespcmsiUe $ They express the opinion thut the Executive

Council in the next stage cannot be made responsible to the Indian

Legislature.

211. Proposals made by the Federal Structure Committee at the

Indian Round Table Conference : At the end of the first Chapter of

this Part we have referred to the Indian Round Table Conference and

the various Committees appointed by the said Conference. One of the

important Committees was the Federal Structure Committee to which

the following points were referred s viz., (1) the component elements of

Federation (2) the type of the Federal Legislature and members

of Chambers of which it should omsist, (3) the powers of the Federal

Legislature and (4) the consitution, character, powers and responsibi'

Hties of the Federal Executive Council.

At the Plenary Session of the Round Table Conference it was

resolved that the future Government of India shall be on the basis of'

Federal Constitution, the component parts being the various Pro'

vinces of British India and the various Native States.

The sud Committee submitted their interim report to the Con*

ference held on the 16th December, 1930. On the first point refened

to them, viz,, component elements of Federation, they reported that the

component elements should be on the one hand the federating provinces

of British India and on the other hand such Indian States or groups of

States as may enter the Federation.

Regarding the second point, viz,, the type of Federal Legislature,

the said Committee submitted their recommendations as follows} (1)

the Federal Legislature should consist of two Chambers, each con-

taining representatives of both British India and;the States (2) The

methcxl whereby the representatives of the States should be chosen

must be a matter left to the State themselves. (3) Differences within

the two Chambers might be determined either at the joint session or

by any such other means.

Regarding the third point, viz., the powers of the Federal Legislature,

their recommendation was as follows : They submitted a Provincial

list of Federal subjects on the cuisumption that the Federal Legislature

will be clothed with the powers ro legislate upon all subjects included

in it. They did dot include the subjects like External.Affairs, as in their

opinion they raised the Question of relations between the Executive

in India and the Crown.

Regarding the fourth point, viz,, the constitution, character, powers

and responsibilities of the Federal Executive, their recommendations
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Ere os foHowa t The responsibility for the Federal Government of Sec*

India must in future rest upon the Indians themselves, i.e., they re-

commended a form of Responsible Government. (Note : It seems that

while making these recommendations they were relying upon precedents

as laid down in sections 9 to H of the British North America, (i.e.,

Canada) Act, 1867 ; sections 8 3 9 of the Union of South Africa Act.

1908, and sections 61 and 62 of the Commonwealth of Australia

Constitution Act, 1909). They recommended also the principle of joint

responsibility of the Cabinet, pointedly drawing attention to the estab-

lished Parliamentary practice and convention prevailing in the United

Kingdom and throughout the British Commonwealth. They further

recommended some safeguards during the transitional period. So much
for the Transferred subjects. They recommended defence and some ex-

ternal affairs, as Reserved subjects, with reference to which, they recom-

mended some Advisors to be appointed to assist the Governor-

General. They, in effect, recommend diarchical form of Govern-

ment at the Centre. In the event of the situation unhappily arising in

making the constitution unworkable, adequate powers were recomme-

nded to be vested in the Governor-General for the purpose of enabling

the King’s Government to be carried on.

The said Committee has made certain recommendations regarding

the Legislature, its structure and composition. Very recently His

Majesty’s Government have published their decision regarding the Pro-

vincial Legislatures, but they have differed to arrive at any conclusion

with regard to structure and composition of the Central Legislature^ End

therefore, we feel that it is useless to deal with the recommendations of

the said Committee in that behalf.

212. Nature of the Federal Constitation t It seems that the future

Government of India will be based on federalism. It is neces-

sary for that purpose to consider several federal constitutions of

the World. They are discussed in the second Part of this treatise.

The requisites and incidents of such a institution are also discussed in

the second Part as well as under Chapter Vil of this Part. Wc have

also discussed the main characteristic featuring in each of the said

seven constitutions, in Chapter VIL The attention of the reader

is therefore particularly invited to the said discussions while studying

the recommendations of the Federal Structure Committee, and the pro-

posals made in the White Paper*

Proposals in the White Paper regarding the Federation and the Federal

Government, Replacing the present Government of India.

213. The conception of a Federation of States and Provinces, and

the process involved in its formation n^essitates a complete reconstruc-
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Sec. tion of the existing Indian Constitution. The existing Government of

W«P* India Act will be repealed in toio and will be replaced by the Act

described in the White Paper as the Constitution Act. (Para 5,

Introduction.)

214. Basis of Federation : Principle : Federation elsewhere

has usually resulted from a pact entered into by a number of

political units, each possessed of sovereignty or at least of autonomy,

and each agreeing to surrender to the new central organism, which their

pact cn'ates, an identical range of powers and jurisdiction, to be exercised

by it on their behalf to the same e^Uent for each one of them individu-

ally and for the federation as a whole. India, however, has little in

common with historical precedents of this kind. In the first place,

British India is a unitary state, the administrative control of which is

by law centered in the Secretary of State in some respects in a statu,

tory corporation known as the Secretary of State* in Council—in whom
are vested powers of control over all acts, operations and concerns

which relate to the Government or revenues of India.’'

215. Indian Native States enil Federation : The States on thd

other hand, though they are under the suzerainty of the Ktng'Hmperor

form no part of His Majesty*s dominions, Parliament cannot legislate

directly for their territories, yet all rights, authority and jurisdiction

possessed in India, including those derived from treaty, grant, usage,

sufference or otherwise in relation to other territories, are vested in the

Crown and are exercisable by and in the name of King*Emperor.

However, the range of authority to be conferred upon the Federal

Government and Legislature in relation to the States must be deter,

mined by agreement with their Rulers. To meet the situation, it is

proposed to set up a Federal Legislature consisting of elected represen.

tatives of Indian States to be appointed by the Rulers, and a Federal

Executive consisting of the Governor-General representing the Crown,

aided and advised by a Council of Ministers, who would be responsible

only regarding the Federal subjects. Full liberty will, of course, be

reserved to the Crown to refuse to accept the accession of any State to

the Federation, if it is so sought on terms incompatible with the scheme

of Federation embodied in the Constitution Act. (Paras 5 to 8,

Introduction ;
para 1, Proposals.)

216. Form of the proposed Federation : The Federation of India

will be a union between the Governors' provinces and those Indian

States whose Rulers signify their desire to accede to the Federation by

a formal Instrument of Accession* By this instrument, the Ruler will

transfer to the Crown for the purposes of the Federation his powers and
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jurisdiction in respect of those matters, which he is willing to recognize Sec.

as Federal matters, which will be administered and governed by the W«P«
Federal Executive and the Federal L^slature in accordance with the

provisions of the Constitution Act.

217. Anomaly: The authors of the White Paper themselves

admit that the proper basis for the formation of Federation as con<

ceived in the White Paper, does not exist. If all powers are to vest in

the Crown and if both the Governor^General and the Governors are to

represent the King as Executive heads, the real legal and constitutional

basis for the formation of Federation does not exist. The guiding princi>-

pie has been well propounded in the White Paper and on proper scrutiny

of the proposed formation of the Federation, one cannot find the obser<'

vance of that principle. The position will, therefore, be legally and cons-

titutionally anomalous If the proposed provincial units are also made
independent, at least to the extent the Indian States are, a Federation, in

the real legal and constitutional sense of the word, is feasible. The con-

sequences which will arise by the Instrument of Accession may, also, be

noted. On the State-members agreeing to transfer their power of

administration over the Federal subjects to the Federal Government,

the Crown will be seized of the ultimate responsibilities for the proper

administration of those subjects according to the proposed Constitution.

The proposals will create a peculiar position t and therefore, the term

Federation shall have to be understood differently and distinctly

from what it has been so far defined and cannoted, both legally and

constitutionally.

218. laatrument of Acceaaloa : It has been observed in the fore-

going paras that for the purposes of Federation, State-Members will

forego their rights with reference to the administration of the Federal

subjects. Such abandonment of their rights in favour of the Federal

Government will be embodied in a document known as an Instru-

ment of Accession which will play an important role in the future

Federal Government and will be one of the important Constitutional

Documents. It is proposed to set up a Federal Court and perhaps an
occasion will arise for such Federal Court to interpret the various Instru-

ments of Accession executed by various State-Members.

219. Right to secede from Federatioat In para 215, it has

been observed that the Crown reserves the right to refuse to admit

any State in the Federation. The States, therefore, propose to

claim a right to secede from the Federation. At the Joint Parliamentary

Committee, Sir Manubhai Mehta on behalf of the Princes formulated

such a right. According to him, the right of secession had been the sine

qua non of the Indian States in regard to Federation. The Princes would
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S«e. be entering the Federation by a treaty of accession^ otherwise known as

W*P« the Instrument of Accession, and would, therefore, be transferring certain

portion of their internal Sovereignty to the Crown in order that the

latter might delegate those powers to the Federal Government''. ^'The

Crown had power to protect them and if their interests were not being

properly safeguarded, they should be entitled to ask the paramount

power to relieve them of their Federal obligations.'’ Sir Manubhai

claimed, under the drcumstances. ''that the new treaties of accession

are expected to be bilatteral in character." The Princes, therefore, must

have the *Vight to revise the said treaties and claim secession if the

other party was not carrying out its own obligations and encroaching

upon the rights of the Princes". Naturally, the Princes would be

anxious according to him, to see that their rights were not either system-

atically or otherwise jeopardized.

220« Viceroy and Indian Native States t It has been already

observed that one person will lusld two distinct and separate offices

of GovernoT'General and Viceroy. When the holder of that office

will have to deal with Indian States to the extent to which the

Rulers have not transferred powers and jurisdiction, he will be called

Viceroy. So also, when he has to deal with Indian States who have not

at all transferred their powers and jurisdiction, he will be acting as the

holder of the office of Viceroy, who will be representing the Crown.
Accordingly, all powers of the Crown in relation to the States which

are at present exercised by the Govemor.General in Council, other than

those, which fall within the F^eral sphere will, after Federation, be

exercised by the Viceroy as the Crown's representative; (para 3,

Proposals).

The Governor-General shall not have any special powers vis^a-vis

the States in relation to the matters arising in the Federal sphere

proper. (Para 28, Introduction.)

221. Royal Proclamatioa: The Federation will be brought into

existence by the issue of a Proclamation by His Majesty. (Para 4, pro-

posals.) This Proclamation will also be one of the important Consti-

tutional Documents, the others being Letters Patent, Instrument of

instructions issued to the Governor-General and the Governors and the

Instruments of Accession.

222* Federal Executive : The Executive power and authority of

the Federation will be vested in the King and will be eurcised by the

Governor-General as his representative, aided and advised by a Coun-
cil of Ministers responsible to a Legislature, containing representatives

both of British India and of the States. The supreme command of the
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Military* Naval and Air Forces will be vested in him. He will hold Sec.

office during His Majesty’s pleasure. All Executive Acts will run in W«p,
the name of the Governm‘>GeneraL

The Ministers referred to in the foregoing paras will not have the

power to aid and advise the Governor-General in matters pertaining to

departments concerned with the Defence* External Affairs and Ecclesi-

astical Administration^ which will be entrusted to the Governor-General

personally and for these matters he will be responsible to His

Majesty's Government and Parliament. The Governor'General will

not also be bound to consult his Ministers with reference to the matters

regarding which special responsibilities of the Governor-General are

created. Provision will also be made enabling the Governor-General to

disregard their advice, if in his judgment such advice be inconsistent

with the fulfilment of any purposes for which he will be declared to be

charged with “special responsibilities*** in which case the Governor-

General will act notwithstanding the advice tendered to him. in such a

manner as he deems requisite for the discharge of those special responsi.

bilities.” (Para 14, Introduction} Para 6, Proposals.)

223. Sonrcet of Powers: The sources of powers of the Governor-

General will be the (1) Constitution Act, (2) Letters Patent. (3) Instru-

ment of Instructions and (4) Instrument of Accession. (Para 8*

Proposals.)

224<> Bodice tliat will play a role in the Administration t The
King* His Majesty in Council. His Majesty's Government* the Gover.

-nnr-GB.OBCal jand Govamnrs in diachautff of thfjr j’B;^)on.sihiUtuts

and the Federal Executive will be the various bodies playing a distinct

and an important role in the administration of the proposed Peder*

ation of India.

225. Governor-General and Reserved Departments : For the

purpose of assisting in the administration of the Reserved Departments

the Governor-General will be empowered to appoint at his discretion

not more than three Coundllors whose salaries and conditions of service

will be prescribed by His Majesty in Council. The Governor'General

will be entitled to choose such Counsellors, without any restriction

and from wherever he may find suitable persons.

This suggests that the Viceroy will be able to choose even English

politicians as his Counsellors.

Such Counsellors will be ex-officio members of both the Chambers
of the Federal Legislatures* but without a right to vote.

226. Note t The various provisions regarding the special respon.

sibilities of the Governor-General can, strictly, he said repugnant to
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Sec. the well established constitutional principles of Responsible Govern*

W.'P* ment* The proposals' also incorporate Diarchy in another form. The
present objections to the said form of Government will also apply to

the proposed form*

227. The workiag of the Federal Executive : The system of

portfolio will continue as at present.

226. (Federal) Reserved Subjects : The Governor*General will

himself direct and control the administration of certain departments of

state, viz. Defence, External Affairs and Ecclesiastical Affairs. In the

administration of these Reserved Departments, the Governor<General

will be assisted by not more than three Counsellors who will be

appointed by the Governof*General, and whose salaries and conditions

of service will be prescribed by Orders in dlouncil. (Paras 113 12,

Proposals.)

229. (Federal) Transferred Subjects : For the purpose of aiding

and advising the Governor*General in the exercise of powers conferred

upon him by the Constitution Act for the Government of the Pedera'

tion, other than the powers connected with the matters mentioned in

para one (of the Proposals), and matters left by law to his discretion^

there will be a Council of Ministers, who will be chosen and summoned
by the Governor.General and will hold office during his pleasure.

The persons so appointed must be, or become within a stated period*

members of one or the other chamber of the Federal Legislature.

230. Appomtiucnt of Ministers: Constitutional ConventioDt In

his Instrument of instructions the Governor-General will be enjoined,

inter qUu, to use his best endeavours to select his .Ministers in consul-

tation with the person, who in his judgment, isjikely to command the

largest following in the Legislature, and to appoint those persons (includ

ing members of minority communities and representatives of State-

members, who will best be in a position collectively to command the

confidence of the Legislature. Their salaries will be regulated by the

Act of the Federal Legislature. (Paras 14 & 15, Proposals.)

231. Pruaideut of the Mlnlatry: Contrary to the principles of

Responsible Government and the Constitutional Convention, the chief

Minister will not be the President of the Ministry or the Cabinet. The
Governori'General will, whenever he thinks fit, preside at meetings of

his (Council of Ministers. In consultation with them, he will frame Rules
to regulate the disposal and pro^dure of the* Government business both
oi the Reserved and Transferred Departments. (Para 16, Proposals.)

232. Finance Departmeat and Financial Adviser: The Finance

Pcpctrtmcnt is not specificaliy made a Reserved Department, but the
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Governor-General has been charged with special responsibilities for the Sec.

new administration of the Finance Department. The provision is. W.P«
therefore, proposed to be made to appoint after consultation with his

Ministers, a Financial Adviser to assist him in discharge of his special

responsibilities in that behalf. He will hold office during Governor-

Generals pleasure and his salary will not be subject to the vote of the

Legislature*

233* Various kinds of responsibilities of the Governor-General and

Viceroy : Governor^Generai and Viceroy is charged with various

kind of responsibilities, viz,, exclusive responsibility with reference to

the administration of the Reserved Departments, (2) Special Responsi-

bilities mentioned in para 18 (of the Proposals^ and (3) the Ordinary

Responsibilities regarding the administrative departments of the

Transferred subjects.

234 The Govamor-General and speeial Responsibility t The
Governor.General will have full discretion to act as he thinks fit in

discharge of his special responsibilities but in so acting he will be guided

by any direction which may be contained in his Instruments of Ins-

tructions or in any other Constitutional Document. (Para 19. Proposals.)

The ^'special responsibilities'' of the Governor-General are almost iden-

tical with such responsibilities of the Governor. This subject is discus*

sed in para 222 post.

235* The Governor-General and exclnaive responsibilities , T he

Governor.General will act in discharge of his exclusive responsibilities

ill administering the Reserved departments under his own directions

and control and he will act as he thinks fit. But in so acting he will

be guided by any discretion vested in him by the Constitution Act and
in accordance with such directions if any, not being inconsistent with

anything in his Instruments of Instructions as may be given by a

principal Secretary of State.

236. Instruments of Instmctiona t As observed before, an Instrument

of Instructions will play an important role in future. It is proposed,

therefore, to include the following clauses in the said document!
* In mattiTs arising in the Departments which you direct and control on
your own responsibility, or in matters the determination of which is

by law committed to your discretiem. it is Our will and pleasure that you
should act in exercise of the powers by law conferred upon you in

such manner as you may judge right and expedient for the good
government of the Federation, subject, however, to such directions as
you may from time to time receive from one of Our principal Secre-

taries of State."

13
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Sec. matters arising out of the exercise of powers conferred upon you

W*P» for the purposes of the government of the Federation other than those

specified in the preceding paragraph it is Our will and pleasure that you

should in the exercise of the powers by law conferred upon you, be

guided by the advice of your Ministers^ unless so to be guided would,

in your judgment, be inconsistent with fulfilment of your special respon«

sibility for any of the matters in respect of which a special responsi-

bility is by law committed to you; in which case, it is Our will and

pleasure that you should, notwithstanding your Ministers' advice, act

in exercise of the powers by law conferred upon you in such manner as

you judge requisite for the fulfilment of your special responsibilities,

subject, however, to such directions as you may from time to time

receive from one of our principal Secretaries of State."

237. Validity of InstnimeBt of lostnictloBat It has been contended

that the Instrument of Instructions as contemplated will be void as

against and ultra vires of the Constitution Act. At the meeting of the

Joint Parliamentary Committee, in July 1^33, Lord Reading contended

that it was the prerogative of the Crown to issue Letters of Instructions

on the advice of a principal Minister responsible to Parliament. If

therefore anything was done contrary to such prerogative or to any Act

of Parliament, the Letters of instructions would be void and ultra vfres^

Lord Sankey, the Lord Chancellor, agreedwith the view of Lord Reading.

Sir Samuel Hoare, the Secretary of State for India, promised to consider

the legal and constitutional questions raised and would see that the pro.

posed Instrument of Instructions would neither infringe any Constitu-

tional prerogative of the Crown nor any Act of Parliament.

238. Govenor.General’s Relations with bis Ministers: Reserved

Departments: Although the Reserved Departments will be administered

by the Governor^Gencral on hk sole responsibility, it would be

impossible in practice for the Govemor.^General to conduct the

the affairs of these departments in isolation from the other activities

of his Government, and undesirable that he should attempt to do so, even

if it were in fact possible. A prudent Governor^General would, there-

fore, keep his ministers and advisors in the closest contact ; he

Would, therefore, so arrange the conduct of executive business that he

himself, his Counsellors and his responsible Ministers, are given the

fullest opportunity of mutual ronsuitation end discussion of all matters

which call for co-ordination of policy. His Majesty's Government

intend to secure the embodiment of this principle in appropriate terms in

the Governor-General's Instrument of Instructions. They propose to

insert a clause therein to the following effect:**... ...you shall encourage

joint deliberations between yourself, your Counsellors, your Ministers,
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cAd in particular you shall rAake I't your endeavour to secure that the See.

views of your Ministers iA relation to Defence expenditure shall be

ascertained and duly weighed......**. (Para 23, Introduction.)

239. Note : It may be noted that such a recommendation was

made in the Mont'Ford Reforms regarding the Diarchy that was intro*

duced in Provincial Governments. The working of the Diarchy and our

experience in that behalf have shown how far the recommendations

were carried out. The observations mode on the Diarchy and its

working in the Chapter on the Provincial Government may also

be noted here.

240. His RelatloiM with Miiusteri : Transferred Departments i In

the matter of Transferred Departments, i.e., the Departments the ad-

ministration whereof is transferred to tl^ Ministers responsible to the

Legislature, the Ministers will have a a>nstitutional right to tender

advice to the Governor'General, who will, except to the extent and in

the circumstances explained below, be guided by that advice.

241. Exception: Wherever the Governor-General is charged

with a special responsibility, he will be entitled to act on his own
judgment, if he feels that the advice tendered by his Ministers is

contrary to or inconsistent with such s|^cial responsibility. (Paras 23,

24, 25, 26 and 27, Introduction.)

242. Govarnor Ganeral’s Relation wid» the Legislature will be

considered while discussing the Proposals regarding the Federal Legisla-

ture. (Paras 34 to 38 and 41, Introduction.)

243. His discretioiiary powers will, also, be considered while dis-

cussing the proposed Federal Legislature. (Para 33, Introduction.)

244. Admioistrative Relations between the Federal Government
and the Units will be considered while discussing the proposed Provin-

cial Government.

245. Relation with the State-Members of the Federation: It will

be the duty of the Ruler of a State to secure that due effect is given

within his territory to every Act of the Federal Legislature applicable

to that territory. The Governor-General will be empowered and
required to see that due effect is given ; and in that behalf he will be

entitled, by inspection or otherwise, to satisfy himself that an adequate

standard of administration is maintained. Similarly, he will be

empowered to ensure the successful fulfilling of the Federal obligations

of the State. (Paros 127, 128, 129, Proposals.)

246. Sommafy : It is perhaps desirable to summarise very briefly

the effect of the Proposals. The Governor.General will be the repre-
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Sec. sent&tisre of the Crown in whom the Government will be vested* The
W «R responsibilities to be imposed on the Governor-General by the Constitu-

tion will be of two kinds—exclusive responsibility for the admlnistra-

tion of the Reserved Departments and a special responsibility for certain

defined purposes outside the range of the Reserved Departments*

Regarding the Reserved Departments, Ministers will have no constitu-

tional right to tender advice, nor will they be so empowered where the

Governor-General has to act on his own discretion.

247. Proposals regarding Finance, * Governor-GeneraPa Act*

and 'Ordinance* will be discussed in the Chapter on Indian Legislature

246. Break-down of Constitution t The proposals indicated above

have no reference to situations where a complete break-down of the

Constitutional machinery has occured. It is the intention of His

Majesty's Government that the constitutions should contain separate

provision to meet such situations, should they unfortunately occur

either in the Province or in the Federation as a whole, whereby the

Governor-General or the Governor, as the case may be, will be given

plenary authority to assume all powers that he deems necessary for the

purpose of carrying on the King’s Government.

If the principle underlying these provisions is scrutinised, one has to

conclude that neither the proposed constitution is federal nor is it

autonomous. It may, at the most, amount to 'Monarchy with (certain

specified) delegated powers.* If the conveyancing language can be made
applicable, the proposed constitution can be described as partial
**
responsible government at wilU” (Para 44, Introduction.)

CHAPTER IV

PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS

134 249. Defiidtion of Local Coverniueat : Local Government means
in case of a Governor’s Province, Governor in Council or the Governor

acting with Ministers (as the case may require), and in the case of a pro-

vince other than a Governor's province, I leutenAnt-Governor in Coun-
cil, Lieutenant-Governor or Chief Commissioner. It also means a per-

son authorised by law to administer executive government in the part

of British India in which the Act containing the expression operates and
to include a Chief-Commissioner*

For the purpose of administration, British India has been divided
1

1

; provinces, each having its own Local Government* They are
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divided again into major provinces and minor provinces. Some of the Sec.

major provinces are known as Prasidencies. Govarnors of Presidencies 134>
are appointed by the Crown by a Warrant under the Royal Sign

Manual. The minor provinces are again divided into two parts -^one

part having a Governor, who is appointed by a Warrant under the

Royal Sign Manual but after consultation with the Governor-General*

and the other part having a Chief-Commissioner.

250. Preaideaeiee, major and minor Provincaa t The Presidencies

of (1) Bengal, (2) Bombay and (3) Madras have Governors. The fol-

lowing minor provinces also have Governors: (4) The U» P.» (5) The
Punjab, (6) The C. P., (7) Bihar and Orissa, (8) Assam, (9) Burma,

and (10) The N. W. Frontier Provinces. Governors of these provinces

are appointed by the Crown after consultation with the Governor-

General, os stated before. Governors of these minor provinces are

generally members of the L C. S. Governors of the major provinces of

Bombay, Bengal, and Madras are usually English statesmen sent from

England.

The remaining provinces are : (11) British Baluchistan, (12) Delhi,

(13) Ajmer-Merwara, (14)Coorg, ^d (15) The Andaman and Nikobar

Islands. These provinces have a Chief^Commisstoner.

This distinction is sought to he repealed by the White Paper.

251. Duties and relatione of Provtoeial Governments : Subject to 48
the provisions of this Act and Rules made thereunder, every Local

Government shall obey the orders of the Governor-General in Council,

and keep him constantly and diligently informed of their proceedings

and of all matters which ought, in their opinion, to be reported to him,

or as to which he requires information and are under his superinten-

dence, direction and control and all matters relating to the government

of their province.

The obligation of the Local Government does not cease even if the

Govtrnor*General happens to be personally present in their province.

Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of duties of a Provincial

Government: (1) The administration of Provincial subjects—Transfer-

red subjects on autonomous lines and Reserved subjects on unautono*

moua lines—under the direct control of the Government of India as

hereinbefore stated. ( 2 ) The performance of agency work for and on
behalf of the Government of India regarding Central subjects as requir-

ed by the Devolution Rule 46.

Administrattve relation between the Federal Government and the
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Units as proposed in the ^hite Paper are considered at the end of

this Chapter.

2S2. Agency wdrk t We have hereinbefore stated that the Local

Government is required to carry out the agency work under the Devo-

lution Rule 46 The cost of an establishment exclusively employed by

the Local Government for the purpose of carrying out such agency

work is to be borne by the Central Government. If the Local Govern-

ment does not require such exclusive establishment, and carries out the

agency worK jointly with its own work, part of the cost of such es-

tablishment may be borne by the Government of India.

2S^. Governor's Providee : '*We propose, therefore, that in each pro^

vince the Executive Government should consist of two parts, one part

woutd comprise the head of the province and an Executive Council. In

all provinces, the head of the Government would be known as Governor.

The Governor in Council would have charge of the Reserved subjects.^'

These were the remarks of the Joint Report. With reference to the other

half the Joint Report's recommendations were that the Governor should

have such number of ministers to be chosen from elected members of the

Legislative Council according to the number and importance of the

Transferred subjects. They would be members of the Executive Govern-

ment but not members of the Executive Council. This, in brief, is

the history of the partition of the domain of the Provincial Government

- ^ into two fields, one of which remained irresponsible and the other be^

came somewhat popular or responsible to the legislature.

There is some difference between a Presidency and a Province. We
have already noted the difference in the appointment of Governors.

Moreover, the Presidency Govemors have privilege of direct correspon-

dence with the Secretary of State for India and have a right to appeal to

him against the orders of the Government of India. If a vacancy occurs

in the office of the Viceroy and if the Vjceroy<'designate is not in India

to take over charge, the Governor of a presidency who was first ap-

pointed to the office of the Governor has a right to hold and execute the

office of the Viceroy until the successor arrives. There is also a

rence in salaries of such Governors. Governors of Bombay, Bengal,

Madras and U P. are each entitled to the maximum salary of

Rs. 1,28,000 per annum; those of the Punjab and Bihar and Orissa to

Rs. 1,00,000 per annum; those of the C. P. and Assam to Rs. 72,000
and Rs. 66,000 per annum respectively.

254. Partition of Provincial Governments Into two heads : The
memorable announcement of August 20th, 1917, followed by various

events; brou^t about the division of Provincial Governments into two

Sec.

45
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halves. Under the Mont«>Ford Report, the recommendations were Sec*

made in the following terms t ''The provinces are the domain in which 45
the earlier steps towards progressive realisation of responsible govern*

ment should be taken. Some measure of i«$pensibiiity should be given

et once and our aim is to give complete responsibility as soon as con-

ditions permit. This involves at once-^viog the provinces the largest

measure of independence, legislative, administrative and finaneiaU of

the Government of India; which is compatible with a true discharge by

the latter of its own responsibilities ’X^e do not believe that

there is any way of satisfying these governing conditions, other than

by making a division of the function of the Provincial Governments

which may be made over to popular control and those which for

the present must remain in official hands We may call these the

Transferred and Reserved subjects respectively We propose

therefore that in each Province the Executive Government should consist

of two parts. One part would comprise of the head of the Province and

an Executive Council of two members one of the two Executive

Councillors would in practice be a European qualified by experience

and the other would be an Indian. The Governor in Council would

have the charge of the Reserved subjacts.*«...The other part would

consist of one member or more than one member chosen by the

Governor from the elected members of the Legislative Council* They
will be known as Ministers. They would be members of the Executive

Government but not the members of the Executive Council/'

'2S&. OuXiea and eoagonatb^Ultoa of a Governor t Tbe Gavecoot

of a province has almost the same duties and responsibilities in respect

of his province as the Viceroy generally has* By the instrument of

Royal Instructions issued to him by the Crown at the time of his

appointment, the Governor is charged with certain duties and

obligations*

The Governor enjoys the same legal immunities as the Viceroy llO
and he is also required to take oath of allegiance and of office*

The Governor's speical powers and responsibilities as proposed in

the White Paper are discussed at the end of this Chapter.

f

256. The Governor in Coancil should, since the Government of India 45
Act, be read as the Governor acting with Ministers as provided in sec*

46 ; and the said form does not now necessarily mean the Governor in

Executive Council. (T. Ekambara vs. Madras Corporation, 1926 M*
W. N* 842* The orders of the Government-Tranferred subjects.can

only bechallenged by Writs of ceriiorari, 32 M. L. W, 425X
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Sec. 257. Governor'! ExecntSve Council t The members of the Go^
47 vernor's Executive Council shell be appointed by his Majesty by

Warrant under the Royal Sign Manual and shall be of such number not

exceeding four, as the Secretary of State in Council directs.

One of them, at least, must be a person who at the time of his

appointment has been for at least twelve years in the service of the

Crown in India.

Provision may be made by Rules under this Act as to the qualifica-

tions to be required in respect members of the Executive Council of

the Governor of a province.

48 The Governor appoints a member of his Executive Council to be

its Vice^Preeideat.

In the Executive Council of all Governor's Provinces there is the

same number of Indian and European members.

258. Execative Coondh The Executive Councillors are appointed

47 by the Crown fay warrant under the Royal Sign Manual, as explained

in the foregoing para.

According to the Committee's recommendations, the normal

strength of an Executive Council in the smaller provinces does not

exceed two members^ and in the Presidencies four Councillors are

appointed.

In the year 1931-32, there was a financial crisis owing which all

the provinces were affected, as a result whereof, in all provinces the

strength of all the Executive Councils was reduced by SOX. Ail the

major provinces have two Councillors, and minor provinces have one,

at present.

259. Poet folio Syetoni! As in the Central Government, in Provi'

ncial Governments also, the system of portfolio, i. e», the department

system prevails) the various Councillors are entruated with separate

port folios. In Bombay, each of the four Councillors is entrusted with

a separate portfolio, namely (a) Home Department, (b) Revenue, (c)

Finance and (d) General portfolb. In Madras and Bengal where there

are the same number of Councillors an almost similar department system

exists. Sometime back in Madras, when a new Indian Councillor was

appointed, the then Governor reshuffled the various departments in con^

travention of the division of departments prevailing before his appoint-
*

* ment. The Councillor took an objection to the same, and on principle,

he resigned his office. In provinces, there are fewer Councillors but a

similar system prevails.

Each Minister is entrusted with a certain portfolio. In Bombay,
there were three Mtnisters-one for,Educa^ion, the other for Local Self-

Govemctioni and the third for Agriculture and Excise.
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Owing to financial dtfficuUiea, retrendtment was recommended^ as Sec*

a result whereof the strength of the Ministry was reduced. There 47
remained two Ministers in major Provinces and one in minor Provinces*

260. Batlness in and procadare at meetings of the Ezecatfre 49
Council: All orders and other proceeding of the Government of a

Governor's Province shall be expressed to be made by the Government

of the Province! and shall be authenticated as the Governor may by rule

direct, so that provision shall be made by rules for distinguishing orders

and other proceedings relating to Transferred subjects from other orders

and proceeding. Every Court of Law shall be bound to take judicial

notice of the orders and proceedings so authenticated.

The Governor may make rules and orders for the more convenient

transaction of business in his Executive Council, and with his Ministers,

and every order made or act done in ac(x>rdance with those rules and

orders shall be treated as being the order or the act of the Government

of the Province.

The Governor may also make rules and orders for regulating the

relations between hia Executive Council and his Ministers for the pur-

pose of the transaction of the business of the Local Government.

When certain powers are given by Statute to the Governor acting

with the Ministers! one of two things must be clearly establiahedt either

that the power was as a matter of fact* exercised only by the Governor

with the Ministers, or else that the power is notified as having been so

exercised as to make it incapable of being called into question. The

Government may in the course of its administration of executive fun*

ctions, delegate many things to subordin^e officers. But no such

delegation is proper or possible when the right, more especially in the

nature of discretion, is created and given by Statute, in a particular

manner.

261. Case Law: The requirement of Rule 5 under the Madras City

Municipality Act, that the dispensing with shall be, by the special

Older of the Governor with the Ministers must be strictly complied with.

It is not power that can be delegated or that can be exercised under any

departmental rules by any person other than the person constituted as

the proper authority. (42 Mad. 885. Rel* on: Ekambara vs. Commis^
sioner of Madras Corporation, 1926 M, W, N. 842. Md, Reza vis,

Sadashiva Rao, 49. Mad. 49.)

262. In cose of difference of opinion i If any difference of opinion 0O
arises on any question brought before a meeting of a Governor’s

Executive Council, the Governor in Council shall be bound by the

14
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opinion and decision of the majority of those present, and if they are

equally divided the Governor or the other person presiding shall have a

' second or casting vote If, however, any measure is proposed at the

Council meeting whereby the safety, tranquility or interest of his Pro*

vince or of any port thereof, are or may be in the judgment of the

Governor essentially affected, and if he is of opinion, either that the

measure proposed ought to 1:^ adopted and carried into execution, or

that it ought to be suspended or rejected, and the majority present at a

meeting of the Council dissent from that opinion, the Governor may on

his own authority and responsibility, by order in writing, adopt,

suspend or reject the measure in whole or in part. In every such case

the Governor and the members of the Council present at the meeting

shall mutually exchange written communications (to be recorded in the

secret proceedings) stating the grounds for their respective opinions, and

the order of the Governor shall be signed by the Governor and by those

members. But, however, the Governor is not empowered to do anything

which he could not lawfully cNherwise do.

81 263. Abaence of Governors If a Governor is obliged to absent

himself from any meeting of his Executive Council, the Vice-President

or if he is absent, the senior member present at the meeting shall preside

thereat'with the like powers as the Governor would have had if present;

if, however, the Governor is at the time resident of the place where the

meeting is held, and is not prevented from signing any act of the

Council made at the meeting, the act shall require his signature. But if

he declines or refuses to sign it, the act will become null and void

264. Joint RospoiMibilitj: It has been previously noted on page

83 ante with reference to the Viceroy and his Executive Council,

whether they are jointly liable for an order issued by the Viceroy in

Council. The same observations apply to the Governor and his

Cabinet. All of them (including the dissenting members) are jointly

liable for the order issued or act done by the Governor in Council, un*

less the dissenting members resign their office previously.

265. Repreaentative; but Irrosponsible; Executive Councillors

are not responsible to Provincial Legislatures, and therefore, by votes

• thereof they are not bound. If they desire they may allow themselves

to be influenced by the vote and the opinion of the Legislative Council.

In that behalf, the principle oi representative form exists.

^ 266. Remnneratloa of Executive Cooneillors in all Provinces is

not uniform. In the Presidencies of Bengal, Madras and Bombay and

in the United Provinces, an Executive Councillor gets on annual salary

Sec.

SO
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of Rs. 64fOOO/<} in the Provinces of the Punjab and Bihar and Orissa^ Sec.

they get Rs. 60,000/-; in the Central Provinces they get Rs. 48,000/- SO
and in Assam Rs. 42,000/.

267. The Ministers : Theory : In our general observation, we have 62
^'stated that the theory of Responsible Government in India was first

declared by Mr. Montague, the then Secretary of State for India, in

Parliament in August, 1917. Pursuant thereto, inquiries were made,

committees appointed and consequently recommendations were made by
Mr. Montague and Lord Chelmsford.

The Joint Report of those two personages is known as the Mont-

Ford Report. They were of opinion that the theory of Responsible

Government should be first applied in the Provinces. Pursuant thereto,

they singled out some heads of provincial departments for the purpose of

carrying out their recommendations. They called these heads * Trans-

ferred Subjects’. They desired that from amongst the non'official

members of the Legislative Council sr»ne persons should be appointed

to administer the Transferred subjects. They termed such persons Mi-

nisterSf as distinguishable from the members of the Executive Council.

The principle of appointment of Miniatera seems to be, in short,

this: The Ministers are made responsible for their acts and deeds, while

administering Transferred subjects, to the Legislative Council There

fore, those who command confidence and respect of the Council should

be appointed Ministers. It is, now, well-known that there are various

political parties in the Country and those parties put up their own can-

didates at the time of general elections. Sometimes, some political ptr*

ties have their members returned in a majority; sometimes, no party

carries any majority in the Legislative Council; but some parties have

their creed and policy similar, and they, therefore, combine for the

purpose of carrying on business in the Legislative Council Such a com-

bination is sometimes called 'coalition'. Some party or parties in com-

bination oppose the acts and bills of the Government, which are, in their

opinion, not beneficial to the Country. Owing to this way of their

doing business they are known as the OppooJtioo. If this Opposition

is in a majority, undoubtedly, it commands confidence and respect of

the Legislative Council. In theory, therefore, the Government should

call upon this Opposition in a majority to form a Ministry. If the

Ministry is formed from amongst this 0{^osition, all the members of the

Ministry would be either members of the same political party or at least

of the same political thought, policy and creed. It being so, all the

Transferred subjects would be administered by the same policy and the

Legislative Council (their parties being in a majority) Would support

them. If, however, no one party is in a majority in the Legislative
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Sec. Council, the Ministry is formed not out of one group, but out of the

SZ parties or groups which may command some strength in the Council.

268. Party lines and stalHlity t From what has been observed

above, it con be noted that the principle of Ministry on party lines has

'

been introduced. The party, which commands a majority, must ordina-

rily get into power, os otherwise the members of the minor parties

could not carry on their business in the Council. If the Ministers do

not get support in the Council by a majority of votes, they could not

administer the Transferred subjects, and therefore, they would be obliged

to resign. If the majority in the Council passes a vote Tof no-confidence

(i.e., a Vote of Censure) the Ministers must resign according to the

established convention. This happened in Bengal on two occassions in

the years 1927 and 1928.

The result is that if the Ministry is appointed from the party which

is in a majority in Counci), there would be a stable Ministry; other.*

wise the Ministers may be obliged to resign at any time and the

Ministry would be an unstable one.

Party Govarnmcnt : The principle of appointing Ministers from

amongst the party, which commands a majority in the Council, is

known os the principle of Party Government*

The reader can, with some interest, note the departure from this

principle, which, for the first time, took place in the year 1931, in

England. This question is discussed on page 84 ante* It is, also, a

question, whether Ministry in Provinces will be formed in future on

the basis of 'a patty government/ owing to H.M.^s Government's

decision regarding Provincial Legislatures.

SOB 269. Mioiater, Whether an official : After the appointment of an

elected member os Minister, he continues to be the elected member, and

Js neither liable to resign his membership from his political party, nor is

he liable to be termed * official'*. His seat in the Council after accept-

ance of office is therefore not liable to be filled in by a fresh

by-election.

270. Teniirei According to the provisions of the Act, a Minis-

ter holds office during the Governors pleasure ; but owing to the

theory that we have just explained, the Governor can not deprive

him of his office if he commands a majority in the Council. If the

Governor desires to deprive him of his office, he would be obliged to

dissolve the whole Legislative Council, pursuant to the extraordinary

powers with which he is armed.
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271 Appointment of Ministers aaii Connell Secretaries} The Se^.

Let provides that the Governor of a Governor's province mayt by noti- 52
ication appoint Ministers, not being the members of the Executive

Council or other officials, to administer Transferred subjects and any
nember so appointed shall hold office during his pleasure. The Minis*

er so appointed is entitled to the same salary as is payable to a member
)f the Executive Council, unless the Legislative Council otherwise

decides by vote. There is a provision in the Act for the appointment of

Council Secretaries, who would occupy the position of an English

Under-Secretary.

We have so far dealt with the question of Ministers generally; now
we propose to deal, in short, with each point specifically.

272. Joint liability^ Appointmanti We have generally described

how the appointments are made; after the general elections are over and
iihe results are officially declared, a^ording to Parliamentary prac-

tice, the Governor would invite the leader of the party which is in majo-

rity, to accept the responsibility of forming the Ministry. If the leader

accepts such responsibility, he would be called upon to submit three (or

less as the case may be) names to the Governor for his approval; if the

Governor has any objection to any one of them there would be a dis*

cussion with the leader and eventually three (or less as the case may
be) persons would be appointed Ministers by the Governor, during

.

whose pleasure, the Ministers would hold office. If the appointments

are so made, all the Ministers would have the same policy and would be

responsible to the same party, and therefore the principle of joint liabi-

lity, inter se, would exist. In that event, whenever the question of

policy or responsibility arises, they would deliberate jointly and would

take a joint action. This principle, at present, exists in the Madras

Ministry.

If the appointments cannot be made in the aforesaid manner,

the Governor would call upon other three leaders (or less as the case

may be) who command respect, confit^nce, and some support in the ''
*

Council, to accept the responsibility of Ministership. The Ministers so

appointed cannot have the same policy and therefore they cannot take

a joint action. The principle of joint liability would, therefore, not

exist. Each Minister is responsible for his own policy and action, but

is responsible to his party, if the party is well organised They are,

however, responsible to the Council.

273. Mfaietor'a Salary; To any Minister so appointed the same S2(t)
salary may be paid as is payable to a member of the Executive Council

in the province, unless smaller salary is provided for by a vote of the

Legislative Council of the province.
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Sec< Pursuant to this provision, the Bombay Legislative Council has,

S2 by an Act, fixed the salary of Ministers at Rs. 4,000/' per month*

274* Mmiaten : Raaponaible to whom? Section 52 gives the

Governor a wide power to appoint Ministers from amongst the elected

members of the LegislativeCoundI,andfurtherprovidesthat **Ministers

so appointed shall hold office daring his pleasure” By the same

section, the salary of the Minister is made a subject of vote of the

Legisletve Council of the Province. Such being the legal and consti^

tutional position, the Minister has to satisfy and secure the assistance

of both the Governor and the Legislative CounciL

275* Who it the adromistrator of Transferred SnbjecU ? By

Statute, the Minister, with the support of the Council, is the administra-

tm of Transferred subjects, and the Governor has a right to interfere

only when he sees sufficient cause to dissent from the Minister's opinion.

The proviso to the section does not empower the Governor to interfere

even in trifling cases. It is submitted, that he has a tight to interfere

only in the cases in which the Secretary of State has a right so to do.

Those cases are enumerated at page 57 ante.

By Statute, the Minister iSt no doubt, the administrator, but the

Governor, owing to his superior constitutional position, can, if he so

desires, dominate over the administration of Transferred subjects. The

observations of the Joint Select Committee on the question have

been quoted at page 111 post. Moreover, owing to the principle that

any action of the Governor cannot be criticised by the Legislative
,

Council, whereas the adininistrati m of Ministers can be freely criticised,

the view that the Minister should be considered the administrator of

Transferred subjects is strengthened. Similarly, this legal and consti*

tutional position lends support to the construction that the Minister

should he allowed to shoulder the responsibility of the administration of

Transferred subjects with the support of the Council and the Governor

should interfere only in exceptional cases referred to at page 57 ante.

62(2) If the Minister appointed is not a member of the Legislative Council

at the time of his appointment, he must seek election and be an elected

member within six months from the date of his appointment.

In relation to Transferred subjects the Governor shall be guided by

the advice of his Ministers, unless he sees sufficient cause to dissent

from their opinion, tn which case he may require action to be taken

otbeiwlse than in accordance with that advice.

Council Secretaries: The Governor of a Governor's Province

may at his discretion appoint, fmm among the non^officiai members of

the Local Legislative Council, Secretaries, who shall hold office during

his pleasure and discharge such duties in assisting members of the
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Executive Council and Ministers as he may assign to them. The salary Se^»

of such Council Secretaries would be fixed by the Legislative CounciL 52
If the Governor does not follow the advice of his Minister the

Minister can resign his office after having made a statement on the floor

of the House (Legislative Council). But it would be a difficult task for

the Governor not to follow his Minister’s advice if the Legislative

Council, by a majority, support him.

The Joint Committee lays down the relation between the Governor

and his Ministers as follows % “Ministers who enjoy the confidence of

a majority in the Legislative Council, will be given the fullest opportU'

nity of managing this field of Government which is entrusted to their

care. In their work they will be assisted and gaUei by the Governor,

who will accept their advice and promote their policy whenever possible.

If he finds himself compelled to act against their advice it will only be

in circumstances roughly analogous to those in which he has to over«

ride his Executive Council, circumstance^ whici will be indicated in the

Instrument of Instructions furnished to him on his appointment by His

Majesty. It will be for him to help with sympathy and encourge the

popular side of his Government in their new responsibilities. He
should never hesitate to point out to Ministers what he thinks is the

right course or to warn them if he thinks they are taking the wrong
course. But if after hearing all the arguments. Ministers should decide

not to adopt his advice, then in the opinion of the'Committee,

Governor should ordinarily allow Ministers to have their way^ fixing
the respvnsibility upon them* It is not possible but that in India^ as in

all other countries, mistakes will be made by Ministers acting with the

approval of the majority of the L^slatfve Council» but there is no
Way of learning except through experience, and by the realisation of

responsibilities.”

276. Ministers yis*Q*vis the CoiuicU t Vote of no^confideBce •

It has been stated above that the Legislative Council may pass a vote
of no^’confidence in a Minister. If the Minister desires to do a certain act

or deed, the Legislative Council may express their opinion against such
policy, act or deed by moving a resoluttcm expressing no-confidence in

that particular Minister and by carrying the same by a majority.

There is another way of expressing their want of confidence in the

Minister; this can be done when the grant for the Minister’s salary is

demanded; when such a demand is mode the Legislative Council may
refuse the demand or may move a token ”cuC’* reducing the salary of
the Minister. If such a refusal or cut is carried by a majority of
votes, it amounts to Vant of confidence’ in the Minister, When a
Minister moves for any grant, any member can move a token cut
making it clear that the same is moved to express Vant of confidence*
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Sec. in the Minister. Under any of these circumstances, the Minister should

52 resign his office. It is not absolutely necessary to refuse the demand
in tOtQ» It will be quite ^uffident even if a 'cut’ or refusal ot a rupee

Is passed by a majority of votes.

Every 'cut* that may be moved does not necessarily amount to a

vote of no confidence. Sometime with a view to raise a debate on
and discuss the policy of a Minister in the Legislative Council, a cut

may be moved and under those drcumstances even if the cut is passed

a Minister would be under no obligation to resign. But in such cases,

the matter is not. generally, pressed to a 'division*, the purpose having

been served by raising a general debate.

277. Canatitutional qaesHon: At the February (1929) Budget

Session of the Bombay Legislative Council. Mr. Jog moved a token *cut’

of Rs. 100/* when the Hon'ble the Excise Minister demanded a grant for

the Excise Department, and it was passed with an overwhelming ma*

jority. The Mont-Ford lieport ^ntemplated that the Legislature "will

have full means of controlling their (Ministers*) administration by

refusing them supplies or by means of votes of censure the carrying of

which may in accordance with established constitutional practice

involve their quieting office**. On a very strict interpretation of this

recommendation, the Councirs v^^e ought to have led to a result dif-

ferent from the one adopted by the Hon’ble Minister concerned. The
Constitutional Head of the Province should have, under the circurd*

stances, invited the attention of the Minister to the constitutional impro*

ptiety of his continuing in office. However, on Mr. J. C. Swaminarayan

rising \.o a point of ‘order’ Iwhlch was construed as reaWy a pmnt of

‘information’), the Hon’ble the President informed the House of the

procedure and practice as follows: "I have just informed the Hon*ble

members that the practice which has been followed is, that a Re, 1/' *cUt'

or a ‘cut* of a very small amount l&e that would always be taken as a

censure motion but a cut of any bigger amount would be taken as &

motion for general discussion. It would depend upon what the total

amount is. In this particular case it was suggested just now that the

Rs. 1,000/- cut proposed by Dr. Guilder should be taken as a motion for

general discussion as it was smaU in comparison with the total amount,

but I have allowed this 'cut* of Rs. 100/- for general discussion’*. In

view of this practice, nothing can be said serioustly against; the Minister

concerned. The Governors and the Ministers seem to view such a ‘cUt

as merely an expression of pinion by the Legislatures. The V/hite

Paper seeks to make a very strict and clear provision in that behalf

which is considered at page 123 posf.

278. Governors and Ministers: By the Instrument of Royal Instru-

ctions, the Governor is instructed in the following terms : "Inasmuch as

certain matters have been referred for the administration according to

t>aw of the Governor in Council in respect of which the authority of
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Our Governor in Council shall remain unimpaired; while certain other See»

matters have been transferred to the administration of Governor acting S2
with a Minister^ it will be for you so to regulate the business of the

Government of the Province, that so far as may be possible,the respon-

sibility for each of these respective classes of matters may be kept clear

and distinct/*

*'
Nevertheless you shall encourage the habit of joint deliberation

between yourself, ‘your Councillors and your Ministers in order that

the experience of your official advisers may be at the disposal of your

Ministers and that the knowledge of your Ministers as to the wishes of

the people may be at the disposal of your Councillors/*

The Joint Select Committee s Report made the following recomo

mendations. will also be for him to kelp with sympathy and
courage the popular side of his Government in their new responsibili-

ties. He should never hesitate to point out to Ministers what he thinks

is the right course or to warn them if he thinks they are taking the

wrong course. But if after hearing all the arguments Minister should

decide not to adopt his advice, then, in the opinion of the Committee
the Governor should ordinarily allow ministers to have their way
fixing the responsibility upon them even if it may subsequently be

necessary for him to veto any particular piece of legislation. It is not

possible but that in India as in all other countries mistakes will be

made by Ministers, acting with the approval of a majority of the Legis'

lative Councillors ; but there is no way of learning except through

experience and by the realisation of responsibility/’

279. Matters a£Fecting both Reserved and Traniferred Sohjects t

Devolution Rule 9 : Devolution Rule 9 is framed with a view to en^

able the Governor to do the needful in the matter* The Rule runs as

follows :
** When a matter appears to the Governor to affect substan*

tially the administration both of a Reserved and of a Transferred sub-

ject and there is disagreement between the members of the Executive

Council and the Minister concerned as to the action to be taken, it shall

be the duty of the Governor, after the consideration of the advice ten*

deredto him to direct in which department the decision as to such action

shall be given ;
provided that important matters... be con*

sidered by the Governor with his Executive Council and his Ministers

together.*'

280* Revenues and Transferred Subjects: The Joint Select Com-
mittee did apprehend that difficulty would arise in the matter of

revenues. They, however, did not like to allocate certain sources of

revenue to Rebcrved and certain sources to Transferred subjects. In

15
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S«c. their opinion* they thought it necessary to recommend that the Cover
52 nor should allocate the revenue in a definite proportion. They added

the following recommendations! ^'The Committee desire that the

relation of the two sides of the Government in this matter as in all

others, should be of such mutual sympathy that each will be able to

assist and influence for the common good of the other* but not to exer«

else control over it,.....But on the other hand the Executive Council

should be helpful to Ministers in their desire to develop the departments

entrusted to their care. The Governor personally will devolve the

task of holding the balance between the legitimate needs of both sets of

his advisers.”

On these recommendations the necessary Devolution Rules are

framed in that behalf.

281. Caae of emergency and temporary adminiatration of Trana*

ferred Subjecta : Where the minister is obliged to resign owing to a

vote of no-confidence in him having been passed by a majority of the

Legislative Council* the question arises how to deal with the adminis.*

tration of Transferred subjects. It has been provided that rules may be

made for the temporary administration of the Transferred subjects in

such cases'.of emergency. Aca^rdingly* rules to the following effect

have been made t in case of emergency* where* owing to a vacancy*

there is no Ministry In charge of a Trassferred subject* the Governor

(1) must, if another Minister is available and willing to take charge of

the subject, appoint him to administer the subject temporarily; or (2)

may* if the vacancy cannot be provided for in the above way* himself*

temporarily administer the subject* and while so doing* must exercise

in ^relation to it* all such powers in addition to his own powers as

Governor, as he could exercise if he were the Minister in charge thereof.

If the Governor himself undertakes temporarily to administer a Trans-

ferred subject* he must certify that an emergency has arisen* in which*

owing to a ministerial vacancy* it is necessary for him to do so and

must forthwith forward a copy of such certification to the Governor-

General in CounciL

According to these provisions practically the Governor will stand

in the position of a Minister. The Transferred subject does not cease

to be such because the Governor has to administer the same.

Such a case of emergency had arisen in Bengal and N^pur in

the year 1924. Ministers in those provinces, were not formed from

among the political party in power* t, c., in majority in the respective

Legislative Councils.
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The respective LegisUtive Councils^ by a majority succeeded in pass. Sec.

ing a vote of no-confidence in the Ministers, and consequently they were 52
obliged to resign their offices. No other party was prepared to form a

Ministry: the result was that the respective Governors had to take upon

themselves the administration of Transferred subjects.

Even after 1924, in Bengal and Nagpur, votes of no-confidence

were successfully passed by the respective Legislative Councils.

282. Ministers and th^r following: Constitutional issue: The
principle of the appointment of Ministers has been hereinbefore discus*

sed. It must have been noted that either a leader of one party or lead-

ers of various parlies are appointed Ministers. That shows that whett

they are appointed Ministers they have a certain following in the Coun-
cil. U may so happen subsequently that the members of the parties

may either resign or vacate their seals; if it so happens, the Minister

loses the original strength of his folfowing. Constitutionally, under

these circumstances the Minister in question should resign his office. In

Nagpur, Mr. Deshmukh offered to resign his office on that ground, in

July 1930. In view of the events that happened in the country in the

year 1930, such constitutional position arose almost in every province.

Mr. Deshmukh was the only Minister who acted strictly according to

the constitutional method.

283. Pai-liameak and MlaUkeret The Mont-Pord Report recom-

mended that Parliament must he prepared to forego the exerche of its

own power of control over matters, responsibility whereof has been

transferred to representative bodies in India. By a well established con-

vention the House of Commons has held that Parliament would not

interfere in the administration of Transferred subjects.

On February 23rd, 1921, Mr. Montague, the then Secretary of

State for India, was questioned re $ the appointment of Mr. Harkishan

Lai as a Minister in the Punjab, who was convicted on a charge of con-

spiracy to wage war against the King. On thb question, various sup.

plementary questions were asked and ultimately, the Speaker of the

House of Commons intervened and gave a Ruling in the following terms:

is highly undesirable that this House should interfere in any way
with the control by those Provincial Legislatures of tneir own affairs.

The Ministers are responsible to Legislative Councils .M-even

if this House were to pass some censure either direct upon such a Minis-

ter upon the questions of Transferred subjects, 1 still hold that

there is no right of interference by this House.**

There is no reason to doubt the ^eptance of this principle by the

House of Lords. It can safely be stated that the principle is accepted

by Parliament.
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Sec» . On 50th November 1931, Major Milner asked in the House of

S2 Commons for the grounds on which the Bombay Government had with-

drawn the exemption of the Dawoodi Bohra Community from Che

operation of the Mussalman Waquf Act. Sir Samuel Hoare (the Secre-

tary of State) in a written answer stated that as ^religious charitable

endowments* is a Transferred subject under the Government of India

Act» it is dealt with by the Governor acting with his Ministers and he is

unable to interfere with their discretion.

284. Provliii^al Finance Department end MlnUtere: The Finance

Department in a Governor's Province is controlled by a member of the

Executive Council. Such a member has got one Financial Secretary

subordinate to him. If the Ministers desire a )oint Secretary may be

appdnted by the Governor after consultation with them. Such Joint

Secretary would be entrusted with the work of dealing with and exami-

ning financial questions relating to Transferred subjects.

After grants have been voted by the Legislative Council, the Finan-

ce Department is empowered to sanction any re-appropriation within a

grant from one major, minor or subordinate head to another. The
Member or Minister in charge of a department can authorise re-appro-

priation only within very narrow Umits.

It has been noted above that the Ministers have to consult the

Finance Department for carrying out their policy, where the question of

expenditure arises.

There is *a complaint against tlie Finance Department that the

Finance Member being an Executive Councillor is not able to do justice

to the Transferred Departments.

In the July (1923) Session cd the Bombay Legislative Council, this

question was rwsed on the subject of primary education in the Presi-

dency, Mr. Pahalajani set the bail roiling by moving a resolution on the

subject. The Hon'ble Minister for Education while replying stated*

"funds permitting is the basis of (he whole show**. If this is the posi-

tion of the Minister, he has merely to frame schemes and therefore it is

contended that the Minister shoulij resign and ask the Government to

wind u^ the separate Education Depariment on the Transferred side. It

is also contended, under those circumstances, that it is the constitutional

duty of the Minister to inhsrm the Government that it would be

unconstitutional for him to continue in office. It is the duty of the

Finance Member to find out ways and means to raise the neccessary

revenue for the administration of Transferred subjects and it is un-

constiiutionAl to oak the OpposiU'on to suggest ways and means in that

behalf. In the opinion of U^d Goschen (Ex-Governor of Madras)

diarchy, under the circumstances, encourages irresponsibility*^
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285. In Actual working* the procedure is as follows: The Depart.' Sec.

I

ients concerned make certain recommendations and forward the S2
ame to the Minister in charge thereof; these papers first go to the

iecrctory of the Minister; the Secretary notes his minutes either

greeing or dis^reeing with the recommendations of the Department and

in case of disagreement offers his own recommendations. The papers

then go to the Minister. If he agrees with his Secretary, orders are

issued accordingly, if the Minister disagrees, the papers are submitted

to the Governor together with the minutes of all those ccncerned. The
order of the Governor on such papers is considerd final, unless in cases

of interpretation of the Act or of policy, the Minister demands the ruling

either of the Government of India or of the Secretary of State.

Though the Act provides that the Governor shall be guided by the

advice of his Ministers, unless he sees sufncient cause to dissent from

their opinion, the reports are to the contrary. At this stage, it may,

however, be noted that the Secretaries are members of the Indian Civil

Service; Council Secretaries are not appointed though provided for by

the Act. We have considered this question, somewhat in detail, under

various heads hereunder.

So, the actual position is In substance as follows t The Minister

receives the papers, makes his own minute and either forwards them to

the Governor or returns the same to his Secretary, and when there is a

disagreement between the Minister and his Secretary* the Governor has

Che last word even in Transferred subjects unless the Minister appeals as

stated before.

286. Diarchy and Its defects : The dual form of Government is

known as Diarchy^ It has some inherent defects and we propose, in

short, to point them out. Observations of the Joint Select Comniittee

and the Royal Proclamations indicate that joint deliberations between

the members of the Execuiive and the Ministers should be en-

cour^ed. Various provincial Governments have failed to do so. Another

defect is the provision that the Executive Council and Ministers should

not oppose each other in the Legislative Council either by speech or by

vote. Now suppose the Ministers do not approve of the measure adopt,

ed by the Executive Council, what should they do? They cannot oppose

owing to the provision stated above. They cannot support because it is

against their policy. In any event, the Ministers would be unable to

discharge their duty both towards their electors and their Council. The
third defect is the present relations between the Ministers and the public
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Sec, services. The Ministers*:Secret«ries ere members of the 1, C* S, end have

52 not been what they should have been. Moreover, they are empowered
with the right of access to and pre-audience with the Governor. They
have* thus, the opportunity of influencing the Governor before the Mini-

sters can present their case. In England, Under-Secretaries have no such

right and it is surprising to Indian constitutionalists why such rights

are given to the Secretaries in India, The Secretaries can even challenge

the decision of the Ministers. It is submitted, and perhaps rightly,

that the Ministers being responsible to the Legislative Council (and not

to the Secretary of State) should have the freedom of arriving at a

dedsion -and the executive authorities should give effect to the same,

it has been held by Parliament that the Ministers are responsible to the

Local Legislatures and that it has no right of interference; it would be

futile for it (Parliament) to pass some censure, either director indirect,

upon a Minister, If the Legislative Council, to whom the Minister is

responsible, shall not approve of the action, the same shall be thrown

out by it; but there is no reckon why the Executive should interfere i

when they are not responsible. The next defect is that owing to the *

present way of the working of the diarchy, the Ministers are treated as
|

members of the official bloc, which consists of the Executive members *

of the Government, Secretaries, other officials and nominated non offt- <

cials, and has tended to obscure the responsibility of the Ministers to the

Council. An unpopular Minister can carry his day in the Council with

the help of the official bioc; he may also become an instrument in the

hands of the Executive. The suuh defect is the relation between the

Minister and the Finance Department. These relations are described

somewhat in details above. Because the power of purse remains with

the Finance Department, /*e., with the Executive branch, the Ministers

can have very little freedom in respect of their pockets. The time

has, now, arrived that a system of separate purse should be introduced

There is another defect in the provision that previous and subsequent

sanction of the Viceroy in respect of the proposed Acts of Legis-

lature must be obtained. Sir John Simon has described this as an

ingenious scheme. Another defect is the existence of the official

bloc* There is one more defect created by the Government in the actual

working of diarchy. Ministers are promoted to higher offices, e.£.,

Councillorship or Membership in the India Council. The Ministers

have to come in conflict on many occasions with the irresponsible side

of the Government; and therefore, such promotions cannot be justified

according to a sound constitutimial theory; if the Ministers desire

to carry out their responsibilities towards their country and the electo*
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r»tet they should refuse acceptance of such offices. The very fact that

some of the Ministers did not succeed in resisting the said temptations

held out by the Government^ shows that a really sincere Government

should not hold out such temptations to Ministers. In actual working,

the principle of joint responsibility is not preserved either by appointing

Ministers from the majority party or a Coalition Ministry from

different groups.

287. la Diarchy desirable and workable?: Under these circum*

tances, it has been contended by Indian constitutionalists that this

dual form of administration which is technically called the Diarchyt is

both unsuitable and unworkable. It is impossible for the Governor to

keep two minds—one absolute and the other popular. He cannot ad-

minister two contradictory halves of his Government. There are

various defects in the actual working of the Act—some of them have

been actually discussed— and it is absolutely impossible to find out a

way of succssfully working the diarchy under the present constitution* If

the principle of ^‘Responsible Government** has to be introduced in the

Provincial Government, there should be one form of government, viz,,

autonomous government.

S. Sioha'e inawa on varloiu problems relating to Diarchy: Mr.

Sachidanand Sinha» ex-Financ< Member of the Government of Bihar

and Orissa, while discussing the report submitted by the Governor in

Council of that Province to the Government of India on the working of

the reformed constitution expressed his views on various diarchical

problems in the following terms t

Dependent position of Ministers :
** To begin with, we are assured

that there have been no constitutional difficulties in relations between

Sir Henry Wheeler and the members of his Government By the

phrase,
* members of the Government * the obvious reference from the

context is to the Ministers and not to the Executive Councillors. The
latter are practically the equals of the Governor, who cannot either

appoint or dismiss them, as he does his Ministers, and as was done, for

instance
, sometime back by the Government of Madras and on the

other occasion by the late Government of the United Provinces, inspite

of the facts the Ministers had, in each case, the support in their policy

of the majority of the non-official elected members of the Legislative

CounciL In case of difference between the Government and the Execu-

tive Councillors, the former cannot over-rule the Latter. Unlike the

Government on the Transferred side—the Governor in Ministry—the

principles of joint responsibility of the Governor in Council are too well

established both by law and convention* The papers have, therefore,

to be circulated amongst the other Exe^live Councillors and the final
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See* decision arrived at is that of the majority of the Members of the Gov-

52 emment on the Reserved side That being so, it is quite clear

that no constitutional differences can possibly arise between the Governor

and his Executive Councillors. They can do so only between him and

his occasionally strong Ministers, although the latter being the Gover-

nor's creatures and altogether d^endent upon him, alike for appoint-

ment and dismissal, are not likely to prove assertive enough to create

deadlocks He has the dominant or rather predominant power and

exercises by reason of his full status and power, an amount of influence

over his Ministers which makes them* in effect, dependant upon—if not

subservient to his will.**Tkere has been given effect to in province

after province the sinister and insidious policy wholly indefensible

because gravely unconstitutional, of the promotion of Ministers, to the

Executive Council* ..

'^Both Sir Mahomed Faknidin and Sir Ganesh Dutla Singh were

Ministers throughout the period..*5peaking so recently as in March

1927, in the Legislative Coundl, Sir Mahomed declared that the Miois»

ters were impotent and they are certainly powerless as they have to

serve under various restrictions and limitations. He added that 'without

the power over purse others consider as if he was simply a clerk to pre^

pare a certain scheme and after that scheme is ready, the Finance De-

partment was entitled to knock it down on the ground of want of fund*

Sir Ganesh...expresses himself as follows; 'The recommendations of

Ministers in certain matters are restricted by the suggestions of local

officials, who serve under the Reserved side of Government, and

frequertly Government is, therefore, hampered by consideration of

prestige of Officers of these services ..* Thus on the testimony of two

Ministers themselves it is clear that there has been (on the Transferred

side) a govevnment on sufferancOt pure and simple But unfortuna^

tely that is not all. The opinions of the various department Heads and

Secretaries are reflecting upon the work of the Ministers I hasten

lo quote the words of the Ministers themselves j
* The relations

between the Ministers and the Public Services were generally smooth

as far as practicable .....The orders passed by us were carried out with-

out any apparent resentment. There were occasional protests from

the Local Officers when the Reformed Government, did not act accord-

ing to their wishes . ^That the opinions of the Secretary of the

Education Department, the I^rector of Public Instruction, the Director

of Agriculture, all constitutionally and theoretically direct subordinates

of the Ministers, have been quoted with evident approval by the

C^vernor in Council, taken as text for their own comments,...,,.

brings into prominent relief the mockery of the position in which the

oooi MinibCers bland in the Scheme known as Diarchy
**
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288. Constitutioii of New Produce!, ete.s Provision has been Se^,

made in the Government of India Act for constituting a new Gover.* 5lil^

nor's province. The Governor-General in Council may after obtaining

the expression of opinion from the Local Government and the Local

L^isJature affected, by notification, with the sanction of the Crown,

previously signified by the Secretary of State in Council, constitute a

neiv Governor's Province, or place part of a Governor's Province under

the administration of a Deputy Governor to be appointed by the

Governor-General.

Pursuant to this Provision, The N. W. Frontier Province was, in

April 1932, converted into a Governor's province and the Mont-Ford 'Sf)

Reforms were made applicable thereto.

Provision has been made to exclude juri^iction of a Court of Law 62Q
questioning the validity of any order made or action taken after the

commencement of this Act by the Governor-General or the Local

Government if they were empowered so to do previously.

289. Lieuteaant'Governorahip and appointmenta : The Govcr.

nor-Ceneral In Council may, by notification with the sanction of the

Crown previously signified by the Secretary of State in Council cons-

cltuce a new Province under a Lieutenant-Governor, who shall be

appointed by the Governor-Geneiat with the approval of the Crown.
A Lieutenant-Governor must have been at the time of his appoint-

ment al least 10 years in the service of the Crown in India.

The Governor-General in Council with the approval of the Secre-

ary of State in Councifore empowered to create a CounciT in any Pro-

vince under the Lieutenant-Governor. They are also empowered to

fix the number of members (not more than four).

The Lieutenant-Governor has got the same powers to appoint a

vice-president as the Governor of a Province has.

Business of Lieutenant Governor in Council is almost similar to sv
that of a Governor in Council.

British Baluchistan, Delhi, Ajmer-Merwara, Coorg, and the Anda-

man and Nicobar Islands shall be luiministreed by their respective

Chief-Commissioners.

The Governor-General in Council may, with the approval of the SQ
Secretary of State and by notification, take any part of British India

Under the immediate authority and management of .the Governor-

General in Council and thereupon give all necessary orders and direction

regarding the administration of that part, by placing it under a Chief-

Commibsioner or by otherwise providing for its administration.

Id
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Sec* We have dealt with in a previous Chapter, powers of the Governor^

60 General in Council to declare and alter boundaries and provinces.

61 An alteration pursuant to the foregoing provisions, shall not affect

the law for the time being in force in that part*

290. Case Law t Alternation of the jurisdiction of the Local

Government does not affect the jurisdiction of civil courts. (Kesso

Prasad vs. Nirbal, 5 Pat L. J. 451X Re-distribution of territories does

not by itself make an Act inapplicable in a place iti which it was already

in force* (Satya Narayan v& Annapurna, 40 Cal, L* J. 523).

62 291. Extension of boundaries of Presidency Towns : The Gover-

nors of Bombay, Bengal and Madras in Council are empowered with

the approval of the Secretary of State>in>Council> to extend the limits

of the towns of Bombay, Calcutta and Madras respectively.

292. Recommendations of the Indian Statutory Commission t

(Vol. If, Paras, 37 to 65): Unitary Government'. The Commission

recommend establishment of Unitary Government in provinces. They
propose that the rigid division into Reserved and Transferred subjects

should disappear.

293. Joint Responsibliityt They propose the principle of Joint

Responsibility, /. e., members of the Provincial Cabinet should be re^

Quired and prepared to take responsibility for the whole policy of the

Provincial Government*

294. Formation of the Cabinet t The Governor is empowered

to form a cabinet after general election, which will include in it one

non^elected person or more (who would thereupon become ex officio

member of the Legislative Council) and ought to be known as Minister

like his colleagues. Ordinarily, such persons would, they conceive, be

experienced officials; but on occasions, a non*official Indian or English*

man, not belonging to the Legislature, may be appointed. The Gover*

nor has to decide acting under the superintendence and control of

the Governor^'Oeneral. All oth^ members of the Cabinet would be the

elected members of the Provincial Legislature. They propose that there

should be no statutory classification of subjects such as would make it

legally impossible for a Minister chosen from the elected members to be

in charge of any of them.

295. Inclaaion of officials in a cabinet under the suggested provin-

cial autonomous constitution is opposed to the constitutional principles

of ^Responsible Government’. It may, at present, look simple, but in

actual working 'it would subvert the honest and pious intention of

granting provincial autonomy and it might prove worse than diarchy

.
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The position of such an official mecnber as a Minister will be anoma.

lous. Such an officer would generally be an [.C»S* Statutorily^ he

would be under the control of the Secretary of State* Any vote of

no-confidence in the Ministry could not, therefore, compel him to resign.

And, his continuance in spite of a vote of no-confidence will be against

all constitutional principles of Responsible Government.

296. Statutory Reatrictioos : Pr<^)osals of far-reaching conse-

quences in the history of constitutional law are made : Firstly, it is

proposed that it should be provided in the constitution that Ministeri^'

salaries are not liable to be reduced or denied by a vote in sum^^;
the existing scale of salaries should be alterable only by a Provj^ial

Statute regularly passed through all its stages. Secondly, it is prof^ett^

that it should be constitutionally established that the only of

censure which would be proposed would be one against the Ministr^^^^

a whole carried after due notice; the practice that has grown up in some
provinces of claiming to censure one Minister without thereby involving

his colleagues is destructive of the principles of joint responsibility. It

seems the Commissioners forget that under the Mont Ford Scheme

majority of the Governors did not carry out the recommendation of

joint responsibility, and in the absence of such joint responsibility

there was nothing which could destroy the principle of joint responsibi-

lity. If anybody is to be blamed, It is the Governors who did not act

according to the recommendations and did not appoint Ministers on the

principle of joint responsibility. They recommend this grave uncon-

stitutional change on the ground of stability and a Jess precarious tenure

297* Note: Coostitational positioo: The aforesaid proposals seek

to have a statutory denial of the right of a legislator. It is discussed

hereinabove how a member of the’Legisiative Council can express want
of confidence in a Minister in three different ways. This right is

sought to be statutorily denied. When there is such statutory denial it

would be very difficult to remedy the proposed evil because the Govern-

ment of India Act would be then required to be amended by another Act

of Parliament, which we have found by experience to be almost an im-

possibility. It may be contended that when a complete provincial auto-

nomy is in the stage of an experiment there must be come safeguard

;

but this safegurd can be well provided for either in the Rules or in the

Standing Orders, that shall have to be framed under the Act so that the

Rule or Standing Order can be amended without any difficulty when
We have reached a stage at which such a grave transitional safeguard

may not be needed. In view of these facts, this statutory denial (/, e,,

denial of the constitutional right to express want of confidence in a
Minister embodied in the Government of India Act) is highly

objectio nable.

Sac*
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Sec* 288. Ministry and cabinett In the second part of this treatise,

‘Ministry* and ‘Cabinet* are discussed. The Commission have proposed

the appointment of Ministry and Cabinet on the British constitutional

principles.

299. Governor hia Cabinet! In the opinion of the Com-

mission, the intensity of communal division, the general absence of sta-

ble parties with assured majorities in the Legislature and the lack of ex-

perience of the working of a fully responsible system of government,

present insuperable obstacles in recommending the position of a Gover-

nor as a constitutional head. They, therefore, recommend a statutory

power to be given to the Governor to direct that action should be taken

otherwise than in accordance with the advice of his Ministry only for

certain purposes such as the preservation of peace, good government,

safety and tranquility of the province and to prevent serious pre-

judice to a minority community. They also recommend reserved

powers for the Governor in matters relating to financial safeguards and

in respect of certain classes of legislation. They also propose that the

Governor should have over-riding powers in respect of due fulfilment

of any liability of Government, not subject to the vote of the Legisla-

ture, securing the obedience of any order from either the Government of

India or the Secretary of State and carrying any statutory duty im-

posed on the Governor personally*

300. Objection ! In view of the events that happend in 1930
and 1932 all these over-riding powers, though they look simple and

even necessary will make a Governor autocratic and will amount, in

actual working, to denial of provincial autonomy.

301. Police, tbe C. 1. D. aad tbe Sereicea i They propose that

the Police Department may be placed under the control of a Minister

;

but the C. I* D. should be made an All-India subject and it should be

placed under the Government of India. Under this recommendation,

a member of the C. 1. D. can shadow and ‘outwit^ a Minister because

he would not be under the control of the Ministry. Services—the

I, C. S. and such other Imperial services—would he controlled by

the Secretary of State.

302. Provincial autonomy wbether elective In actnal working :

It should now be considered Irow the proposed and the so called pro-

vincial autonomy would work. In view of the following points there

would not remain even a shadow of Responsible Government! (1) In-

clusion of an official in the Cabinet; (2) formation of the Cabinet; (3)
statutory powers of the Governor to override the Ministry; (4) the posi-

tion of the l.C« S. and such other Imperial services; (6) the C*I.D. under
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the government of India ; (6) statutory denial of the present constitu. Sec.

tional rights of an expression of want of confidence in a Ministry j (7) W.P«
Governor's position not merely as a constitutional head ; (8) right of pre>

audience of a Secretary with the Governor; (9) relations of Ministers

with the finance department and the recommendations ret fiscal and

such other conventions; (10) preservation of non^votable items; (11)

power of the Governors re: restoration of rejected bills; (12) recom>

mendation of taxation on new lines, e.g., income-tax on agricultural land,

excise on ^bidies* and Indian matches, etc., and thereby the creation of a

Provincial fund; and (13) irresponsible position of the Central Govern-

ment. These recommendations would tighten the hands of the Central

Government and Provinces would be at their mercy.

Proposals in the White Paper Regarding Provincial Govarninentt In

British India.

303. It has already been observed that a Federation of the British

Indian Provinces and Indian States has been proposed. The principles of

Federation have already been discussed at pages 91 to 95 ante, A Pro.*

Vince therefore should either be a sole governing or an autonomous body.

Accordingly, an attempt has been made to create a Province on the

basis of a self-governing or autonomous unit.

It may here be observed that hitherto there were three Presidencies

viz,, Bombay, Bengal and Madras. It is now proposed to discontinue

the distinction of a Presidency and even these Presidencies will thence-

forth be known as Governor's Provinces along with others.

It is proposed to create eleven Provinces, viz,, Bengal, Madras,

Bombay, the United Provinces , the Punjab, Bihar, the Central Pro-

vinces (excluding Berar, if necessary), Assam, the North West Frontier,

Sindh and Orissa.

304. Executive Government to vest in the Croivn : T^e seven

Provinces mentioned in the foregoing para will become autonomous

units; the government of each to be administered by a Governor repre-

senting the King; and such a Governor will hold office during his

Majesty's pleasure. All executive acts will run in the name of the

Governor.

The Governor will exercise the powers conferred upon him os the

executive head of the Provincial Government and such powers of His

Majesty as His Majesty may be pleased by Letters Patent to delegate

to him. Instruments of Instructions will also be issued to them in the

same way in which it has been proposed to be issued to the Governor-

General. The constitutional and legal position of such Instruments of
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Sec. Instructions will also be the same as chat of one that has been proposed

W.P. to be issued to the Governor-General. (Paras 61, 64, Proposals
;
para

45, Introduction.)

Censtitational question: The proposal is, it must have been noted,

that the Governor will act as the King's representative and therefore it

is clear that the fountain of the authority will be the King. It has already

been observed, that the constitutional question therefore arises hotv can

such a Province be termed in the strict legal and constitutional sense an

autonomous Unit. Technically, such province^ can be described, with

great doubt, as Autonomous Units.

305. The Provincial Executive t Ministers ; Formation of Minis-

try: The Governor will be aided, advised and guided by a Council of

Ministers responsible to the Legislature of the Province. These Minis-

ters will he entitled to tender advise to the Governor on all matters

which fall within the Provincial sphere other than the use of powers

described by the Constitutional Act as excercisable by the Governor at

his discretion. The Governor will be entitled to overrule his Ministers’

advice if in his judgment the same is inconsistent with fulfilling the

special responsibility with which he Is charged.

3Q6 Appointment of Miaistert t The Ministers will be chosen

and summoned by the Governor and sworn as members of the Council,

and will hold office during his pleasure. Such persons must be, or

become within a stated period, members of the Provrincial Legislature*

(Para 66, Proposals
;
para 45, Introduction*)

The principle on which the Federal Ministers are to be appointed

will, also, be observed in the case of Provincial Ministers (Para 67,

Proposals.)

The salary of the Ministers will be regulated by an Act of the Pro-

vincial Legislature. (Para 68, Proposals.) The salary will not be made
a subject to express * no confidence.'

307. Pretideot : The proposals in this’ behalf are the same as

those made for the President of the Federal Executive.

The constitutional objection to the Governor presiding over the Pro-

vincial Executive is the same as the one in respect of the Governor-Gc-
neral presiding over Federal Government.

306. Govomor'e Special Responsibilities: In the administration

of the Government of a Province the Governor will be declared to have
a ‘special responsibility' in respect of (a) the prevention of any grave

menace to the peace or tranquility of the Province or any part thereof j
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(b) the safeguarding of the legitimate interests of minorities ; (c) the se^ Sec.

curing to the members of the Public Services of any rights provided for V^«P»

them by the Constitution and the safeguarding of their legitimate inte-

rests ; (d) the prevention of commercial discrimination
; (e) the protection

of the rights of any Indian State ; (f) the administration of areas declared,

in accordance with provisions in their behalf, to be partially excluded

areas; and (g) securing the execution of orders lawfully issued by the

Governor-General. (Para 7 0, Proposals.)

It must have been noted that these special responsibilities of the

Governor are almost identical with those indicated in the case

of the Governor-General with the exception that the Governor^

General’s special responsibility will apply to the whole of India.

(Para 47, Introduction.)

309. Diseretioa of the Governor: It will be for the Governor to

determine in his discretion whether any of the "special responsibilities’’

here described are involved by any given circumstances. (Para 70,

Proposals.) The Governor will be entitled to use his own discretion

and act as he thinks fit in spite of a contrary advice given by his Minis-

ters in respect of the matters for which special responsibility has been

imposed upon him. (Para 71, Proposals.) But while sodoin^, he will

not act contrary to or inconsistent with Instructions, contained in the

Instrument or as may be given CO him by the Governor-General or by
a principal Secretary of State. (Para 72, Proposals.)

Note : It is unnecessary to repeat what has been observed in

paras 286 and 287 ante. It is apprehended, and perhaps with justi-

fication owing to the experience in the past, that a strong Governor

with these powers may nullify the principle of Provincial Autonomy,
It has, also, been proposed to vest special legislative powers in the

Governor Mr. S. Sinha opines that with all these powers the Pro-

vincial Autonomy will be reduced to the Governor’s autocracy.

310. faittrunentf of InstrnctiotM has been referred to in the fore-

going paras. It will be almost similar to one which is proposed to be

issued to Che Governor-General. This subject has been discussed in

paras 236 and 237 ante.

311. Mioistera’ Salaries ; Whether Votable t In paras 220 and
230 ante, the question of the appointment of Ministers has been
discussed. Nothing is specifically made clear in the White Paper itself

whether the salary of the Minister will be subject to the vote

of the Provincial Legislature once it is fixed by an Act of that

Legislature. Para 66 (Proposals) merely lays down that the salary will
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Sec. not be vcTted during his term of office once it is fixed by the Act.

W*P* During the course of the proceedings before the Joint Parliamentry

Committee, it was, however, suggested by Sir Samuel Hoare, the Sec-

retary of State for India, that the Legislature should not be given the

usual constitutional right of expressing no-confidence in a Minister by

disallowing the item of the salary at the time of the discussion of the

budget. The Secretary of State desires that a resolution directly ex-

pressing a vote of no-confideoce in the Minister must be moved and

passed for the purpose of calling upon him to I esign his office A half

wmy measure, according to him. is not advisable at this stage of reforms.

By this proposal, one of the constitutional weapons of compelling the

Minister to resign, will be removed from the armoury.

312.

AdminUtrative RelatiMt between the Federal Government

and the nnits, i. e., the Provindai Governments s While exercising its

executive power and authority it will be the duty of a Provincial Go-

vernment to secure that due eff^t is given to every act of the Federal

Legislature applicable to the Province. The Federal Government will

also be authorised (1) to give dimrtions to a Provincial Government .
in

that behalf and (2) prescribe the manner in which'the latter's executive

power and authority shall
,
be e^rcised in any matter which affects the

administration of a Federal subject. The Governor'General will also

be empowered to use his discretionary powers and issue instructions to

the Governor as to the manner in which the Provincial Government has

* to act for the purpose of preventing any grave menace to the peace

and tranquility of India or any part thereof.

313. Break down of the Provinci^ Government: In para 248
ante, this subject has been discussed. (Para 44, Introduction.)

314. Ordiaance by the Governor: HU Spedal Legislative powers:

The Governor will, also, be empowered to promulgate Ordinances. This

subject will be diseased while considering the Proposals regarding the

Provincial Legislature. (Para 103, Proposals.)

CHAPTER V

INDIAN Legislation

INDIAN LEaiSLATURE

63 315. Legislaturet Technically, the Indian Legislature consists of

the Governor-General and two Chambers, viz:., the Council of State and

the Legislative Assembly. Oidinarily, a bill shall be deemed to have

been passed by the Indian legislature, if it is agreed to by both the

Chambers.
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316. The Council of State: The Council of State consists of not See*

more than sixty members of whom thirty three are elected and the rest 63^
are nominated* Out of the non->elected members not more than twenty

shall be official members and one must be a member nominated as the

result of an election held in Berar.

317. Feature of the Council of State : The original intention

of the auothors of the Report on the Indian constitutional reform

was to create a Council of State which could be the supreme

legislative authority in India on all critical questions and also a

revising authority upon all Indian legislation. It was desired that

this Council should develop something of the experience and dig-

nity of a body of clever statesmen. With this view in mind» they

prposed to keep an official majority in the Council of State and this

Council was meant to help the Government in cases of emergency by
passing the Bills which may have been thrown out by the legislative

Assembly. Still, however, the Joint Select Committee of both the

Houses of Parliament appointed to consider the bill (relating to thi^ Act)

did not agree entirely with the recommendations of the Mont.Ford

Report, relating to the constitution of the Council of State. Their

opinion was that there was no necessity to retain the Council of Stale

a& an organ for Government Legislation and they held that it should

be constituted as a true second chamber fiom its very inception. They,

however, agreed so far that this Chamber should be so constituted as

to enable the Government to get the necessary piece of legislation pass*

ed in cases of emergency. The Indian Public, however, is not satisfied

with the present composition of the Council of State, as they believe,

and rightly, that it is a Government Section created with a view to

carry out their arbitrary wishes, and consequently, is a big show and

a burden on the Indian purse.

Special representation is given to Moslems, Sikhs and the European

Commercial Community in the Council of State.

The Governor-General always nominates non-official members to

complete the necessary strength of the Council. A nominated non-

official member holds office for the duration of the Council of State

or for such shorter period as the Governor-Gcneral may determine at

the time of his nomination.

318. Duratioti and Session of the Council of State t Every Council d30
of State shall continue for 5 years unless it is sooner dissolved by the

Governor-General, or unless the period thereof is extended by the Go-

vernor^General, if in special circumstances he so thinks fit. After it is

dissolved, Ihc Governor-General shall appoint a dale not more than six

17
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Sec* months or with the sanction of the Secretary of State not more than*

63D nine months from the date of dissolution* for the next session of

that Chamber. The Governor-General may appoint such time and
places for holding the session of the Council of State* as he thinks fit,

and may also from time to time by notification and otherwise prorogue

such session.

The president may adjourn any meeting*

All questions in the Council of State shall be detei minad* by a majo-

rity of votes of the members present* other than the President who
shall give a casting vote in the case of a tic. The powers of this

Chamber may be exerdsed notwithstanding any vacancy in the

Chamber.

63A 319. Presidentt The Governor-General is empowered* to appoint

(2) President of the Council of State* Besides* the Governor-General
is also empowered to appoint other persons to preside* in such circum-

tances as he may direct. Pursuant to this provision* at the beginning of

every session the Governor-General nominates from among the mem-
bers of the Council of State, a panel of not more than four Chairmen,
any one of whom may preside over the Council, in the absence of the

President* Such presiding member shall have all the powers of

the President.

Anomaly: Of course, according to the scheme devised, the Go-
vernment would like to have their nominee as the President of this

Chamber. But, it would be a constitutional anomaly to have a Pteal*

dent appointed by the Government. As will be teen hereafter* the Legis-

lative Assembly and the Legislative Councils had nominated Presidents

only during the period of transition and thereafter they have elected

Presidents; but it is provided that this Chamber shall have a nominated
President for all time to come under the present Act. It is really surpris-

ing that in the Chamber of Elder Statesmen with an official majority, it

would not be safe for the Government to introduce the constitutional

principle of an elected President. In Australia and the Union of South
Africa, there is an elected President of the Second Chamber It is pro-

vided in the Act, that the salary of elected President will be fixed by
the various Legislatures ; but we do not find any provision in the Act
with reference to the salary of the President of the Council of State*

63(3) 320. Right of Address t The Governor-General shall have the
right of addressing the Council of State and may for the purpose require
the attendance of its members.

63E 321. Membership ? An official shall not be qualified for election

as a member of the Council of Slate and if any non-official mernber
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acc?pts service under the Crown, his seat shall become vacant. Similarly^ S«e>

any member who becomes a member of the Legislative Assembly, his 63E
seat in the Chamber shall become vacant* If one is elected to both the

Council of State and the Legislative Assembly, he shall have to elect

between the two and signify in writing the Chamber of which he desires

to be a member, and thereupon his seat in the other Chamber shall

. become vacant.

Every member of the •Governor-General’s Executive Council, shall

be nominated as a member of only one Chamber of the Indian Lagisla-

ture and shall have the right of attending in and addressing the other

Chamber, but shall not be a member of both the Chambers* Also, he

cannot vote in both the Chambers.

Member of the Executive Council; Hie right to take part in the

proceedings : Sir B. L. Mitter, the permanent Law Member, had gone on

leave and therefore he had, temporarily, vacated his seat both in the

Executive Council and in the Legislstive Assembly. He resumed his

office in the Executive Council in November 1933 when the Legisla*

tive Assembly was in sessions at Delhi. Before he took oath and was
formally sworn tn, he took part in the proceedings on the floor of the

House. A point of order was raised to the effect that the Law Mem-
ber had no right to participate in the proceedings of the Assembly

until he was formally sworn in and admitted as a member of the

House, as required by the Rules. The President (Sir Shanmukham
Chetty), however, ruled that an Executive Councillor has been, pursuant

to sec. 63 (4) of Che Act, authorised to attend and address either 63(4)
Chamber.

With great respect to the Chair, the ruling seems to be doubtful.

As contemplated by the section, an &cecutive Councillor should be

first nominated as a member of any one Chamber of the Indian Legisla.

ture. After such nomination, he acquires the right of attending

either Chamber ; but such right is subject to the Standing Orders and

'

Rules of the Legislature. The Rules provide that before a member takes

part in the proceedings he should, formally, take oath. Unless all

these provisions are strictly complied with, it is doubtful whether an

Executive Councillorcan validly take part in the proceedings.

Special interest represented ; Special representation has been

given to Mahomedans, Europeans, Sikhs and others.

322 Term of offleet Elected members are entitled to continue to 63D
be members of* the Chamber till the end of the life of the Chamber*
Non-official nominated members are also ordinarily entitled to continue

in office for the full period of the duration of the Chamber* A nomi*
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Sec. nated official member can continue to be in office as the Governor

General may determine*

03B 323, Indian LegiaUtivo Assemblyi Compoalttont The Legislative

Assembly has a great significance in the constitutional history of our

country* U consists of members nominated and elected in accordance

with the rules made under this Act* At present, the Legislative Assemb-

ly consists of a hundred and f^ty four Members of whom a hundred

and three are elected and the r^t are nominated.

The Section is uery elastic, inasmuch as the rules made under the

Act provide for increasing the number of members of the Legislative

Assembly and for varying the proportion which the various classes of

members bear to one another, so that at least five sevenths of the mem*

bers of the Legislative Assembly shall be elected members and at least

oneothird of the other members shall be non.official members*

324. In Other Countries St DomiiUons t It must have been noted

(hat in the present Indian Legislative Assembly there are nominated

official, nominated non^offidal and elected members. Whereas in

England, Canada, Australia, South Africa and France, there are only

elected non-official members.

63B 32S. Right of Addroaa s The Governor-General shall have the

right of addressing the Legislative Assembly and may for that purpose

require the attendance of its members.

63D 326. Duration and Seations of the Legislative Assembly t The
normal duration of every Legislative Assembly shall be three years

from its first meeting. Other previsions as to duration and sessions are

similar to those relating to the Council of State, which are discussed at

pages 129 @ 130 ante.

Whether President can fix tiie venae of the Sesslonst An impor-

tant legal question arose in November 1933. When the Legislative

.
Assembly met at Simla, the President adjourned the Sessions upto No*
vember 1933 and fixed Delhi as the venue for the Sessions. When the

Sessions was held at Delhi in November 1933, a point of order was
raised contending that the holding of Sessions at Delhi pursuant to the

order of the President was not valid. The contention was that sec. 63(d)

provided that the Governor-General alone had the Power of authority

to appoint such time and place for holding the Sessions; and therefore,

the President was not competent to pass such orders. The Governor
General had, however, before the meeting was held, passed the neces-

sary orders and had complin with the provisions .of sec. 63 (d).

During the discussion on that point of order, Sir B. L. Mitter, the Law
Member, agreed with the question raised but contended that the Gove-
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rnor-General having issued the necessary orders under sec* 63D, the . Sec.

point of order did not arise* The President (Sir Shanmukham Chetty) 63D
agreed with the Law Member and over-ruted the point of order on that

ground* He* however, made it clear that the President had no autho'

rity to fix the venue of the Sessions.

Extentions In 1929, the Governor-General extended the life of

the legislature.

Allocation t The elected members of the Indian Legislative

Assembly are alloted to the different provinces as follows : Bombay

16, Madras 16, 'Bengal 17, the U. P. 16, the Punjab 12, Bihar and

Orissa 12, the Central Provinces 5, Assam 4, and Delhi 1.

327* Nomioated Membera and Daration of their Ofiftee t A noini' 63B
nated member is either an official or a non official, nominated in the

Assembly by the Governor-General. Tliey hold their office for the

duration of the Assembly or for a shorter period fixed by -the Governor*

General at the time of their nomination.

Members of the Viceroy's Cabinet are nominated as members in 63(4)
this Chamber of Legislature, as some of them are nominated in the

Council of State, L c., some are nominated in the Upper Chamber and

some in this Chamber. They have, however, the right to attend and

address both the Chambers, but they have a right to vote only in the

Chamber in twhich they are nominated.

The Governor-General is neither a member of the Council of State 63(3)
nor that of the Legislative Assembly but he has a right to address both

the Houses as hereinbefore stated.

Special interst repreeeotedi Mahomedans, Europeans, Landhol-

ders, the Commerce, Sikhs,'non-Europeans, etc., have got special repre-

sentation.

328. President of the Aasembly: The Joint Select Committee 63(C)
stated in its report that the President of the Legislative Assembly should

be appointed by the Governor..Gcncral for the first four years. The qua-

lification of such an appointed President was that he should have expe-

rience of the House of Commons and the knowledge of Parliamentary

procedure, precedence conventions. He should be the guide, philo-

sopher and adviser of Presidents in various Provincial Legislatures,

Thereafter, the President of the Legislative Assembly and the Presidents

of various Local Legislatures should be elected from amongst the non-

official members. These recommendations, as embodied' in the Act.

>iere carried out*
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Sec» ' He is a representative of the House itself in its powers, its proceed*'

63C ings and its dignity.

Who can propose nomioatioa t In the House of Commons of the

British Parliament, it has been laid down that any Minister occupying

the Treasury Benches can neither propose nor second the nomination

of a candidate for the Chair* in 1925, a similar question arose in the

Punjab Legislative CounciL The then outgoing President admitted the

principle of Parliamentary procedure but pointed out that nothing in

the Rules or Standing orders rendered the nomination papers invalid.

President and PoUtieat Before a member is elected to the Chair

he may belong to any political party in the House, but it is the estab-

lished Parliamentary convention that he should ceasp to belong to any

party as soon as he is elected to the Chair This convention has been

zealously followed by the occupants of the Presidential Chair. The

late Mr^ V. J« Patel was the fifJt elected President of the House. On his

election he had declared that he was no more a party man and had no

connection whatsoever with any party in the House or outside. Sir

Ibrahim Rahimtoolla and Sir Shanmukham Chetty, his successors, also

followed the said convention. They also believed in and followed the

constitutional maxim **
the office of the Speaker has become a

synonym with dignity and impartiality'*.

Parliamentary practice t It is a Parliamentary tradition that the

newly elected President would pay a tribute to the retiring President.

Mr. Patel and other Presidents in the Provinces did follow this Parlia.

mentary practice when they were first elected to the respective Chairs

in 1925. The same practice was also followed when fresh elections took

place in 1926, when new Presidents were elected. However, when the

then President vacated the Chair in 1930, neither the in-coming Presi-

dent, nor the Leader of the Opposition, nor the Leader of any other

opposing party, nor the Leader of the House followed the long establish-

ed Parliamentary practice,

63C Deputy Prealdent : There shall be a Deputy President of the

(2) Legislative Assembly who shall preside at meetings of the Assembly in

the absence of the President and who shall be a member of the Assemb*
ly elected by the Assembly and approved of by the Governor-General,

The elected President and the Deputy President shell cease to hold
office if they cease to be members of the Assembly. They may resign

office and may be removed from office by a vote of the Assembly with
the concurrence of the Governor-General. They shall receive such
salary as may be fixed by an Act of the Legislature.
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Power* of President t The President, the Deputy President, or Sec*

the perspn presiding shall have the following among other powers : ( 1) 63C
To decide all points of order which may arise and his decision shall be

final. Any member may at any time submit a point of order tot the

decision of the President. (2) To direct a member to discontinue his

speech, where, notwithstanding his attention being called to it, he

persists in irrelevance, or in tedious repetition of either his own argu>

ments or of the arguments used by other members during the debate,

and ^3) to preserve order. To this end and to be able to enforce his

decision on points of order, he can (a) direct any member whose conduct

is in his opinion grossly disorderly, to withdraw immediately from the

Council. Any member so ordered to withdraw shall do so forthwith and

shall absent himself during the remainder of the day^s meeting; if such

a member is ordered to withdraw a second time in the same session,

the President may direct him to absent himself from the meeting of

the Council for any period not longer than the remainder of the session

and the member so direct^ shall absent himself accordingly, (b) In

case of grave disorder arising in the Chamber, the President may sus-

pend any sitting for a time to be named by him.

His Rttlinga and various eonstitational issues : Many interesting

constitutional points often arose in the Indian Legislative Assembly.

When (in April 1929) the Public Safety Bill was before the Legislative

Assembly, Pandit Motilal Nehru, the then Leader of the Opposition,

raised an important constitutional ‘point of order' end invited the

President to give his ruling thereon. In view of the Government's

previous enactments, the President held that the Government could not

proceed with the said Bill. The Government had to obey the President's

ruling, which is always final; and the Viceroy had to use his special

powers under sec. 72 of the Act and promulgate the Public Safety

Ordinance*

Another important ruling of the President was invited by Pandit

Modan Mohan Malaviya (in March 1930) on the question of the

Traiff Bill and the fiscal autonomy convention. There were three points

of order, viz., (1) whether it is for the President to interprete the fiscal

convention, (2) whether the vote of the House is final and binding on
the Government regarding fiscal mactere, and (3) whether the Govern-

ment members can vote on the fiscal «>nvention. With reference to

the first point, the President ruled that he had an authority to give the

House an authoritative interpretation. With reference to the second

point, the President said : “In the considered opinion of the Chair,

the Government were not within their rights in taking up that attitude

having regard to the terms of the convention. A free vote of the House
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See* is essential in all measures under the convention. It is therefore clear

63C that the statement^ that the Government (in case the amendment in

opposition to the Government proposal was carried) would not proceed

with the Bill, is not warranted by the constitutional position and is also

calculated seriously to interfere with the free vote of the House.* On
the 3rd point. Mr. Patel held that the official and nominated non^official

members were entitled to vote*

Other questions relating to the /facai co/tven/fon are discussed at

pages 61 to 65 ante.

The President and presence of the Member t The member who
initiates the debate or on whose statement the debate is initiated, should

remain present in the House either to reply or to give explanation at the

end of the debate. The Pre^dent had to refer to this convention when

in 1929, the Commander-in-chief was absent from the Legislative

Assembly.
^

The question of a similar oatuK occured in the House of Common^
^

on July 28th, 1930; <the case of Sandham) i

At the August (1933) Sessions of the Assembly at Simla, the

Speaker (Sir Shanmukham Chetty) ruled that even at the question hour,

the member asking (he question ought to remain present as the notice of

question, puts the Government and its machinery to great trouble. Such

absence, he said, ought to be deprecated.

President and the PreclneU of die House t An important consti"

tutional question arose on the Government's alleged right to get the

inner precincts of the House (the Assembly building) guarded by the

Police force on the ground that they were responsible for the safety of

the President and the members. The proximate cause which led to the

discussion of the said constitutional question was the throwing of a

bomb from the gallery of the House while it was in session in 1930.

The President contended relying upon the constitutional practice fol*

lowed in England, that he was the Keeper of the House and it waa

within his rights to take sudi steps as may be found necessary for

guarding the inner precincts of the House. On this dispute of confli-

cting rights, a Committee was appointed with a view to arrive at a

satisfactory solution. It was thereafter decided to entrust the matter

to the * Watch and Ward * Committee of the House presided over by

the President.

The Watch and Ward Committee sanctioned the appointment of

ten men for internal policing. Inspire of this, the Government posted

various police-men in galleries and the inner precincLs. On January
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20thf 1930^ the President announced that posting of police in galleries, S«e«

etCn a deliberate defiance of the President's cK'ders and accordingly 69C
ordered the public galleries to be clears off all persons until further

orders. Accordingly, Sir Arthur Proom, a member of the Council of

State^ who then happened to be in the gallery had also to vacate It* It is

now settled that there shall be * watch and ward ’ officers under the

control and superintendence of the President assisted by a previously

fixed number of policemen, to guard the inner precincts of the Assembly

building. If one looks to the precedents of Parliament, the Speaker has

got the right to decide what steps should be taken to guard the inne*

precincts of Parliament. The British Cabinet does not claim that right.

The President was, therefore, constitutionally justified in rising and

settling the said issue.

Assembly Secretariat : Till 1930, the Assembly had no separate

Secretariat but its Secretatariat staff was under the direct control of the

Government. The then President of the Assembly pointing out the

anomalous and unconstitutional position, raised the question that there

should be separate and independent Secretariat attached to the Assembly

and under the direct superintendence and control of the President.

The said question was settled and the Assembly Secretariat was sepa-

rated from the Legislative Deparment and placed under the direct control

and superintendence of the President

IQght to expelt The President has got the right to expel any one

from the Press Gallery who commits «>ntempt of the Chair on the

necessary motion being brought. The President was called upon and

had to exercise these powers at the January (1930) Sessions.

Though only one incident occured in a Provincial Legislature, it is

vvorthy of note at this place as it lays down a principle. At the Poona
Sessions of the Bombay Legislative Council in August 1933, one

member made a serious allegation against the Education Minister

(Diwan Bahadur S. T. Kembli). The Chair called upon him to

withdraw that allegation. On his refusing so to do, he was expelled

from the House for the day.

* Catching Preeident’a eye ' A member desiring to address the

House must rise in his place and keep standing until the President gives

him permission* If more members than one get up simultaneously to

spe^k, the President would be guided by the desire of the House. At
the same time, the President is entitled to give priority to one who has
first caught the President's attention. The member desiring to speak
should therefore be vigilent to try to catch the President's attention,

technically called 'catching the President's aye'. A claim for priority is

Id
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Sec» not a matter for agrument. If, however, a member has been mentioned

63C by another, during the debate, he will, as a rule, be given priority in

speaking next* Except under such circumstances the rule of rising and

hatching the President's eye* prevails.

PretJdent vis-a-Vis die Executive i As soon as the President is

elected, constitutionally he becomes a non-party man. It was a tacit,

ancient and invariable practice of the House of Commons for the

Speaker and the Deputy Speaker to be above all controversy when once

they had accepted the office **. W^hen Mr. Patel was first returned to

the Assembly he was returned on the Congress Ticket. During the life

of the second Assembly under the Reforms, the question of electing

the President arose. Mr. Patel was elected to the Chair. After taking

the Chair, he explained the constitutional position and declared that he

would, thenceforth, be a non.party man. That Assembly was dissolved

in 1926. At the general election in that year he sought election on an

independent ticket and as a non-party man* After 1929 and early in

1930, the Indian National Congress called upon the members to resign;

and, Mr. Patel though pressed, refused to resign on the constitutional

ground that he was a non-party man.

In April 1930, he offered his resignation and addressed a letter to

the Viceroy giving reasons for his action. By his said letter, he made

the position of the President v/s-o.v/s the Executive very clear. He
wrote, amongst other things, that he had in his conduct of the Chair

observed strict impartiality and absolute independence and was not

actuated on any occasion by any personal or political feeling. His

unflinching adherence to the (said) two principles brought down on

his head- the wrath of the bureaucracy,., 'Persecution was my lot at

least for the last three years. The Chair has been a bed of thorns for

me all throughout. They went to the length of organising and carrying

out social boycott of the President of the Assembly. They condoned

all sorts of attacks in the Press and otherwise on the impartiality of

the Chair They tried to undennine the authority of the Chair—

a

clique of underlings determined on a campaign of vilification, abuse and

misrepresentation of the President was allowed to thrive My move-

meats have been constantly watched and 1 had been shadowed**.

329. Definitioiiei SeMimi} Session means the sittings of the

House until it is prorogued or dissolved. There are various sessions,

g„ Winter Session, Summer Session, and Autumn Session.

Adiourament : Adjournment is a continuauce of the session from

day to day after short intervals. Such adjournment does not end the

continuance of the session.
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Prorogation t When the session is adjourned from one session to Sec*

the other it is said to hAve been prorogued. Prorogation puts an end to 63C
the continuance of the session but does not end the life of the

Assembly*

Dissolution : Dissolution or dismissal of the House means the

civil death of the House. The Legislature ceases to be in continuance

and a new one must be formed by fresh elections.

330* Legislative Procedure : It is already noted under sec. 63 of the

Act that ordinarily a Bill shall not be deemed to have been passed by the

Indian Legislature unless it has been agreed to by both the Chambers

either without amendments or with such amendments only as may
be agreed to by both the Chambers. A Bill so passed requires assent

of the Governor-General before it becomes Law. A Bill may be intro-

duced in either Chamber, and after it is passed by the originating

Chimber it is referred to the other Chamber* If the latter passes the

said Bill without amendments, the former shall be informed of the same;

but if the other Chamber passes the original bill with amendments it

shall be returned to the originating Chamber to consider the amend-
ments and to concur with the same. On the former, disagreeing with

the amendments the bill is allowed to be lapsed or the fact of disagree^

mem is submitted to the Governor*GeneraL

Differeace x There is some difference between the British Parlia-

mentary and the Indian Legislative Procedure* The first reading of a
Bill in the Indian Legislature is * equivalent to the second reading of a
Bill in the House of Commons. The British Parliamentary procedure is

explained in the second part of this treatise,

331. Joint sitting of both Cbambers: Where the fact of disagreement

has been reported to the Governor.Gencral, the Governor-General
shall within si* months after the passsg of the Bill by the former

convene joint sf//i/igs of both the Chambers. The President

of such joint sittings is the President of the Council of State and the

Same procedure as far as possible applies, in such a 'joint sitting all

members would vote together on the amendment* If the amendments
*re affirmed by a majority of votes of the members present of both
the Chambers at such sitting, the Bill, with the amendments, shall be
deemed to have been passed by both the Chambers*

332* Procedure after a Bill is pasted by both Chambers ; After a 88
Bill is passed by both the Chambers of the Indian Legislature, the Bill

8o®s to the Governor-General who may (l)give his assent to it, and
upon such assent given, it becomes an Act, and takes effect on the day
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Sec. specified by him or otherwise immediately^ or (2) return it to either

68 Chamber for re-'consideration. After the bill is re<considered by both

the Chambers in light of the Viceroy^s recommendation it is again sent

to the Governor-General who may give his consent? or (3) withhold

his assent in which case the Bill does not take effect. If both the

Chambers have refused to reconsider the Bill as desired by him, he may

withhold his assent in that event also: or (4) reserve the Bill for the

signification of the Crown's pleasure thereon. The Bill becomes an

69 'Act when the Crown signifies his assent and when the Viceroy notifies

that assent. The Crown is emjK^wered to disallow Acts of Indian

Legislature (/. e., passed by both Chambers and assented to by the

Viceroy). If the Act is so disallowed, it ceases to have effect from the

date notifying disallowance.

67B 333. Powers of Certification t Procedure for extraordinary

essential Government Legislation t If one Chamber passes a certain

Bill but the other refuses to do so, or if one Chamber refuses even leave

to introduce the Bill as recommended by the Governor-General and the

Governor-General expresses his opinion that the passage of the Bill is

essential for the safety* tranquility and public interest of British India or

any part thereof, and if the Governor^Gencral certifies to this effect, ( 1

)

the Bill shall be considered to have been passed by both Chambers and

assented to by the Governor General, notwithstanding the same having

been thrown out by one Chamber; and *2) the bill would be placed be-

fore the other Chamber and if that Chamber passes the Bill, it shall be

considered to have been passed by both Chambers though assented to

by one chamber. The Bill does not taiic effect, immediately after the

above procedure has been followed ; in both the cases an Act so passed,

should first be laid for at least eight days before both Houses of

Parliament; thereafter it is present^ to the Crown for approval After

such assent is signified by the Crown, the Act would become the Law

of the Land.

If the Viceroy feels that the Act is so urgent and essential that for

the sake of public safety, tranquility and interest, no time could be

allowed in going thiough the ceremony and procedure of obtaining the

trown's assent, the Viceroy is empowered to declare the Act passed on

his own responsibility by the process of certification and the Act shall

come into operation immediately. But His Majesty-in-Council can sub-

sequently disallow it if it is found by them that the same is not proper,

334A. White Paper: GoverBor-GeneraPs Powers of Certification to

be replaced by 'Govemor-General'e Act': The details of the Legisla-

tive procedure as proposed in the White Paper will be discussed at the
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end of this Chapter. Suffice it to observe for the present, that the Skc*

provision regarding the Governor-Generars dowers of certification will 07B
be repealed and the Governor-General will be empowered at his discre-

tion to enact *a Bill recommended by him to both Chambers of the

Federal Legislature, as a
* Governor-General's Act/ either with or with-

out any amendment made by either Chambers. The Act so enacted

will have the same force and effect as an Act of the Legislature, and

will be subject to disallowance in the same manner^ but the Governor-

General’s competence to legislate under this provision will not

extend beyond that of the Federal Legislature as defined by the

Constitution Act. It is accordingly proposed that measures enacted by
the Gavernor-Generai without the consent of the Legislature should be

described as ''Governor-General's Act", and that a special form of

"enacting words should be employed to distinguish them from Acts

enacted by the Governor-General by and with the consent of both

Chambers of the Legislature." It will be specifically mentioned that

such an Act is enacted on the Governor-General’s own responsibility.

(Paras 42 and 43, Proposals*, Para 37, Introduction.)

Some poiats of Procedure : When a member in charge of a bill

asks for leave to introduce it, none can discuss the principle embodied

therein. The principle of the bill can only be considered, at the

time of a motion for consideration. However, one can do so only

if he opposes the bill.

Reference of a bill to the Select Committee does not necessarily

commit the Legislature to the principle of the bill.

334. Motion for ' Adjournment ' t A motion for an adjournment

of business of either Chamber for the purpose of discussing a definite

matter of urgent importance may be made with the consent of the

President and subject to the previous allowance by the Governor^

General (if there is sufficient time to obtain the (3overnor-General's

allowance). The President sHali not refuse his consent, except for

reasons which would justify him to disallow a resolution. The
Governor-General, also, would not ordinarily disallow the motion for

adjournment unless he feels that the discussion on the proposed motion

Would be detrimental to public interest.

335. Freedom of Speech; Subject to the Rules and Standing 07
Orders that may be made, Members of both Houses shall have complete

freedom of speech when made on (he floor of the House and no
member shall be liable in any Court of Law by reason of his speech

or vote, in either Chamber. He is, similarly, not liable by reason of

anything contained in any report of the proceedings. The rules in this
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Sac, behalf are made by the Gavemof*General in Council with the consent

67(7) of the Secretary of State and the approval of Parliament*

The Members are not given the same freedom of speech as is

enjoyed in England^ France^ Germany* etc*, because the Standing Order

lays down the following restrictions;

member while speaking shall not <i) refer to any matter of fact

which is sub-judice (i.e., pending under judicial decision) i lii) make a

personal charge against a member ; (iii) make use of offensive expres*

sions regarding the conduct of the Indian or any Local Legislature :

(iv) reflect upon the conduct of tl^ Crown or the Governor<General

or any Governor or any Cmirt of Law in the exercise of its judicial

functions ; (v) utter treasonable* seditious or defamatory words ;
or

(vi) use his right of speech for the purpose of wilfully and persistently

obstructing the business of the Council.*'

A member is held liable for his speech if he exudes piblication of

his speech ; in such a case* **previlege" is forfetied.

If a member uses any unparliamentary expression or if he speaks ofl

matters which are not strictly relevant to the subject before the Housa^

he may be promptly called to order and may be even censured by the

House and thereupon he may be obliged to offer an explanation or

apology* If he persists in irrelevant or tedious repetitions he may be

directed by the President to discontinue his speech*

Member's speeches t Press t Press Ordinances i In 1952* the

Press Ordinance was promulgated re-enacting the Press Act of 1910*

with some more rigorous provisions Even Sir Lawrence Jenkins was
shocked by the provisions of the Press Act of 1910. However* the

question arose in February 1932* whether the press should be penalised

for publishing any speech made by any member of the Legislature on

the floor of the House. Sir James Crerar, the then Home Member*
opined the press could be so penalised* as protection to members for

their speeches did not extend to their publication"* On this contention#

the Speaker of the House called upcm the Law Member to assist the

House by expressing his opinion. He said ' in my opinion the

Ordinance has made no change in the ordinary law of the land in the

matter of publication in the press or otherwise of the proceeding^

of the L.egislature"« This opinion was interpreted by the Speaker ae

meaniog that under the Press Ordinance the powers of the Press were

not curtailed.

An important judgment was delivered by Full Bench of the

Calcutta High Court on a point arising under the Press Ordinance*
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Their Losdships (The Hon'ble the Acting Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Sec.

Mukerji and Mr. Justice Panckridge) <^served, inter alia, that the paper 67
The Advance **) had given publicity to the views of a particular indi*

vidual only as a news item, pure and simple, without associating itself

with it in the least through its editorial comments ; as such, a mere

publication of that item did not come within the mischief of the Indian

Press Emergency Act, under which the security had been demanded*

Accordingly, their Lordships set aside the order of the Presidency Magis«

trate demanding security from the press.

336. Supidementaiy ProviaioiM] Subject to the provisions of this Act 64
provision may be made by rules under this Act as to (a) the term of

office of nominated members of the Council of State and the Legisla-

tive Assembly; and the manner of filling casual vacancies occuring by

reason of absence of members from India, inability to attend duty,

death, acceptance of office, or resignation duly accepted, or otherwise;

(b)the conditions under which and the manner in which persons may
be nominated as members of the Council of State or the Legislative

Assembly; (c) the qualifications of electors; the constitution of consti-

tuencies and the method of election for the Council of State and the

Legislative Assembly and any. matter inddental or auxiliary thereto; (d?

the qualifications for being nominated or elected as members of the

Council of State or the Legislative Assembly; (e) the final decision of

doubts or disputes as to the valdity of an election; and (/) the

manner in which they are to be carried into effect.

Subject to any such Rule any person, who is a Ruler or subject of

any State in Indiar may be nominated as a member of the Coundl of

State or the Legislative Assembly.

337. Election Petitiom When a candidate at any (general or bye)

election, feels himself aggrieved, he may petition to the Governor*

General questioning the validity of tbesdd election within 14 days of

the date of the publication of the result of such election in the Official

Gazette; such a petition is known as an election petition. The peti-

tioner is required to deposit Ra. 1,000/- wth his petition. The Gover-

nor-General thereupon appoints three Commissioners (who are, or have
been or are eligible to be appointed judges of a High Court) to inquire

into the subject-matter of the petition. Such an inquiry shall be con**

ducted as in a Court of Law. On the Commissioners submitting the

report to the Governor-General, he shall pass orders in accordance

therewith.

338* Powers of Indian Legjdatnre: Division of powers: The 65
powers of the Indian Legislature can be divided into 3 heads; Powers
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See* regarding (i> legislation* (ii) budget and (iii) interpellations*

65 resolutions, et&

It should be noted that the aforesaid provisions provide in what

matters the Indian Legislature have powers to make laws and in what

67 matters they have not* It has been further provided by section 67 o^

the Act that it shall not be lawful without the previous sanction of the

Governor General to introduce ^ any meeting of either Chamber of

the Indian Legislature any measure affecting (a) the public debt or public

revenues of India, or imposing any charge on the revenues of India ; or

(b) the religion or religious rights and usages of any class of British

subjects in India ; or (c) the discipline or maintenance of any part of

His Majesty's Military, Naval or Air Forces ; or (d) the relations

of the Government with foreign Princes or States ; or any measure

0) regulating any provincial subject or any part of a provincial subject,

which has not been declared by rules under this Act to be subject to

Legislation by the Indian Legislature
; or (ii) repealing or amending any

Act of a Local Legislature ;
or (iii) repealing or amending any Act or

Ordinance made by the Governor-GeneraL

339- Legislative powers t The Indian Legislature has powers to

make Laws (a) for all persons, f<»' all Courts, and for all places and

things within British India ; (6) for all subjects of His Majesty and str-

vants ai the Crown within other parts of India\ (c) for all Native

Indian subjects of His Majesty, w/Mouf and beyond as well as within

British India
; (d) for the Government Officers, Soldiers, Airmen and

followers in His Majesty's Indian forces wherever they are serving in

so far as, they are not subject to the Army Act, or the Air Force Act,

(e) for all persons employed or serving in or belonging to the Royal

Indian Marine Service and (/) for repealing or altering any law which

for the time being is in force in any part of British India or applies

to persons for whom the Indian Legislature has power to make Laws

65(2) The Indian Legislature has not power, unless expressly so autho-

rised by an Act of Parliament, to make any Law repealing or affecting

(i) any Act of Parliament passed after -the year 1869 and extending to

British India; and any Act amending the same or (ii) any Act of Parlia

ment enabling the Secretary of State in Council to raise money in the

United Kingdom for the Government of India
;
and has not power to

make any law affecting the authority of Parliament, or any part of the

unwritten law, or the constitution of the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland, or affecting the Sovereignty, or dominion of the

Crown over any part of British India*

The Indian Legislature has not powerf without the previous appro
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val of the Secretary of State in Council to make any law empowering Sec.

any Court, other than a High Court to sentence to the punishment of 65
death any of His Majesty's subjects born in Europe, or the children of

such subjects, or abolishing any High Court.

Whitepaper: Proposals: In paras 110, 111 and the subsequent

paras of the White Paper, the proposed powers of the Federal and
Provincial Legislatures have been (aid down. The same will be con-

sidered at the end of this Chapter while discussing the proposed Federal

Legislature.

340. Case Law : The Indian Legislature can limit the liability of

the Government for loss or damage caused by its servants, such a

provision is not ultra Vires of the Legislature, Maung Po Kyi vs.

Secretary of State, 3 Bur. L. T. 150. Any enactment which adds to

or takes away from the liability of the Secretary of State in Council is

ultra vires* A. M. Rosa vs. Secretary of State, 47 Mad. 55, Even
the exercise of jurisdiction of a High Court under the Charter Act in

British India is subject to the general legislative powers of the

Governor-General in Council. 4 Cal. 172. 1828 Sindh 149.

The *
person * as used in section 65 includes any body of persons

corporate or incorporate. 1930 A. L. J. 579. If a party has a

cause of action against the East India Co their right cannot

be taken away by any Act passed ftfter 1858. 23 Bom. L. R.

492,(186U 5Bom,H. C. R. Appx A; 15 Bom. L. R. 27 , 22 Bom.
L. R, 607 ; 40 Cal. 49; 45 Bom. 1167, Similarly, the Secretary of

State in Council is liable to be sued, but a tort is not such a liability.

24 Mad. L* T. Ill ; 3 S. L. R. 59. The Indian Leeislalure can invest

the High Courts with the original jurisdiction even in cases which do

not strictly arise within the limits of their original jurisdiction. 39
Mod. 1085: 20 Mad. ,L. J. 382. Rights to personal freedom and

property are the rights referred to in the phrase unwrittin laws **
in

section 65 i.2) of the Act. 6 B. L.R. 392,* 40 Cal. 391; 39Mad J085.

341 Viceroy's Special power Regarding Legislation ; When in 67
either Chamber of the Indian Legislature any bill has been introduced or (2a)

is proposed to be introduced or any amendment to a bill is moved or

proposed to be moved, the Govemor^General may certify that the bill

or any clause of it or the amendment affects the safety or tranquility

of British India or any part thereof and may direct that no proceedings

or further proceedings shall be taken by the Chamber in relation to the

bill, clause, or amendment and effect shall hi given to such direction.

It has already been discussed in what case the joint sitting of both

Chambers could be convened.
19
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Sec* Without prejudice to the powers of the Governor-General under
67 section 58 of this Act» the Governor-General may* where a bill has

been passed by both Chambers of the Indian Legislature return the bill

for reconsideration of either Chamber.

We have already dealt with the extra ordinary powers of the

Governor-General in case of urgency.

Proposed Govemor-Generai’a Act: In para 334A ante the

Proposal in the White Paper regarding the Governor-General's Act has

been referred to.

67A 342* Powers Regarding Indian Budget : Indian Budget : The
estimated annual expenditure and revenue of the Governor-General in

Council, commonly known as Budget, is laid in the form of a statement

before both Chambers of the Indian Legislature every year. The pro^*

posals of the Governor-General in Council for the appropriation of the

revenue or money, except relating to certain heads^ which shall be

notedihereafter, shall be submitted to the vote of the Legislative Assem-

bly-but not to the vote of the CtHincil of State~in the form of demands

for grants* The Legislative Assembly may assent to any demand or

may move any *cuV and successfully carry the same and thereby reduce

the amount referred to in any demand or may refuse the whole grant.

Non-votaUe Grants : We have above referred to certain heads

with reference to which the Legislative Assembly can give its assent or

withhold the same for the purpose of expenditure, but there are certain

heads with reference to which .the Legislative Assembly has no vmce

unless the Viceroy otherwise directs. These heads are called non-

votable grants: (1) Interest and sinking fund charges on loans; (2)

expenditure of which the amount is prescribed by or under any Law

;

(3) salaries and pensions of persons appointed by or with the approval

of the Crown or the Secretary of State in Council; (4) salaries of Chief-

Commissioners and Judicial Commissioners ; and (5) expenditure classi-

fied by the order of the Governor-General in Council as (t) ecclesias-

tical, (ii) political and (iii) defence.

Difference of opinion as to whether a certain item falls under the

votable or non->votable head shall be settled by the Governor-General

and his opinion shall be final.

343. Procedure : The changes brought about by the Mlnto-

Morley Reforms regarding the decision of the year's finance were brief-

ly these: (1) that the discussion extended over several days instead of

one or two ; (2) that it took place before the Budget was finally settled;

(3J that the members got the right to propose resolutions and to divide

the councils upon them* The procedure, according to the Rules made,
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was as follows : At the first stage a *'fiQancial statement'* (meaning S^c.

thereby a preliminary financial estimate prepared by the Government

for the next year)^ was presented with an explanatory memorandum*
Thereafter some time was given to the members to study both the

financial statement and the explanatory memorandum* Then, a

day was appointed for considering the said financial statement. On
the first day so appointed, a general dtcussion on the financial statement

followed* The members had the liberty of offering general observations

both on principle and on the statement* After the general discussion

was over, there was a second stage for the discussion thereof. That

stage began by the statement of the Finance Member explaining

Government Financial Statement. Resolutions were then allowed to

be moved thereon* The second sti^e was over when those resolutions

were disposed of. At the third stage a Councillor in charge of the

department would explain heads or the heads of the financial state>

ment relating to his department- Resolutions then followed on such

head or heads*

The Budget, i, e
,
the official statement was required to be present-

ed to the Imperial Council on or before the 24th of March. If the

Government had accepted any of the resolutions, and if consequently,

any change was made in the financial statement, the Finance Member
would explain the same and would also explain why a resolution was
not accepted*

The rules were also made for allowing discussion on matters of

general public interest*

The rules also provided for asking questions and for putting

supplementary questions for the purpose of further ellucidating the facts

regarding which a request for information might have been made in the

original question-

The budget is first circulated amongst the members and then the

Government makes '‘demands" under each head which is votable*

Such heads contain several items and they are accordingly considered

by the House ;
members are at perfect liberty to criticise the said

expenditure. Motions for reduction more commonly known as 'cuts'

are moved and put to vote* These questions are decided by a majority

of votes of the members present. The Legislative Assembly only has

got these powers* After the demands are voted by the Legislative

Assembly, they are submitted to the Governor-General in Council* If

the Governor-General declares that he is satisfied that any demand
which has been refused by the Legislative Assembly is essential to the

discharge of his responsibilities, he shall act as if it has been assented
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Sec> to, notwithstanding the withholding of such assent or the reduction of

67A the amount therein referred to by the Legislative Assembly.

Notwithstanding anything in this section (L e., 67A) the Viceroy

is empowered in cases of emergency to authorise such expenditure as

may in his opinion be neces^ry for the safety or tranquility of British

India or any part thereof. These extraordinary powers of the Viceroy

are known as powers of certification^

These
'

powers of certification have been conferred on the Viceroy

on the ground that at the present stage, the principle of full responsible

government is not yet introduced. It is urged that such extraordinary

powers shall be removed while re-considering the present Act*

344. Conatitatlonal laaiiet A Finace Act is required to be annually

passed for the purpose of levying and recovering certain taxes. The
official year is from 1st April to 31st March of the next year.

As hereinbefore explained, after discussions on the budget are over, a

finance bill is introduced. Such a finance bill could either be accepted or

thrown out in tofo. If this new finance bill is not passed into an Act

before 31st March, unless special measures adopted, it would be illegal

for the Government to recover certain taxes.

An interesting constitutional dead-lock was anticipated in March

1929. It was then anticipated that the finance bill would not be

passed before March 31st, 1929. Three courses were then open to the

Government 1 Firstly, to accept the Salt Tax reduction (the second

alternative was for the Viceroy to recommend the bill and send it to

the Assembly immediately in the recommended form. That course

would have, with an all night »tting of the Assembly, enabled the bill

to become law before March 31st. The third course was to let the bill

be passed in the normal way and be dealt with by the Council of State ;

but under that process the Viceroy would have been obliged to promul-

gate an Ordinance embodying the said bill.

Interesting political developments, subsequently, arose and the

things got themselves adjusted.

7 1,72 345. The special legislathre Powers of the Viceroy : Regolations :

Though the Indian Legislature has been formed with powers to make
laws, etc., yet the Viceroy in Council arc empowerd with extraordinary

powers to make Regulations, A “Regulation” is distinct from an

“Act,” Acts are pieces of legislation and they are called laws. Regula-

tion is a measure not passed by the Legislature but is a measure

amounting to law passed by the Executive Government,
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The Local Government of any part of British India to which S«e

sec. 71 is made applicable for the time being may propose to the Gove- T

1

mor-General in Council the draft of any Regulation for the peace and

good government of that part with the reason for proposing the Regu-

lation. Thereupoot the Governor-General in Council may consider the

said proposals; upon the Viceroy assenting to the semet '^hall be

published in the Gazette of India and the local Official Gazette (if any).

Upon such publication, the said measure gets the like force of law and

is subject to the like disallowance as if it were an Act. The Governor-

General must immediately thereafter send an authentic copy of every

such Regulation to the Secretary of State in CounciL The Secretary

of State may, by a resolution in the Council, apply these provisions

to any part of British India or by such resolution may withdraw the

application of such provision.

346. Ordinaneeat When the Viceroy in Council act upon the 72
motion of the Local Government and pass a measure, that measure

is called a Regulation; but when the Viceroy acts on his own initiation

and promulgates such a measure it is known as Ordinance. The Vice-

roy may, in case of emergency, make and promulgate Ordinances for

the peace and good government of British India or any Part thereof

and any Ordinance so made shall, for the space of not more than six

months from its promulgation, have the like force of law as an Act

passed by the Indian Legislature. But the power of making Ordinances

is subject to the like restrictions as that of the Indian Legislature to

make Laws, and any Ordinance made under this provision is subject
.

to (he like disallowance as an Act passed by the Indian Legislature and
may be controlled or superceded by any such Act.

Origin : Alms and Objects : The origin of this section could be

traced to section 23 of the Indian Coundls Act, 1861 (24 S 25 Viet,

ch 67). By the said section similar powers were given to the

Governor.'General. The said provision is embodied in almost similar

terms in section 72 of the present Act. The said power was given to

the Governor General when there was some chaos and unsettled state

in the country. The Legislative Council was merely in a stage of for-

mation and there was neither a full-fleged legislature nor a representa-

tive nor a responsible form of government. There were certain other

forces also ; the chaos prevailing in the country required the Governor.

General to be armed with such sp^ial powers to meet immediate

emergency, Now, when there are full-fledged Legislatures and there is

an established Government in the country, it is a question whether

there is any necessity of such powers.

Bven when the India Coundl Bill ( 186U embodying such a provi-
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Sec* sion was on the anvil of Parliamentt it was stated by Sir Charles Wood,
72 the then Secretary of State for India, while piloting the said Sill In the

House of Commons : "The BUI also gives powers to the Governor-'

General in cases of emergency to pass an Ordinance having the force

of law for a limited period. Question might arise about the Arms Act

or the Press Act as to which it would be very injudicious that delay

should occur ; and we, therefore, propose to empower the Governor-

General on his own authority to pass an Ordinance having the force of

law to continue for a period of 5 months* unless disallowed by the

Secretary of State or superceded by an Act of the Legislature Lord

Ellenburough^ while speaking on the said provisions expressed his views

as follows: It is now proposed that the Governor-General should be

enabled to make an Ordinance which for a limited period of time should

have the effect of Law. This opens a question of gravest constitutional

importance* The Law had been that whatever executive power might

be granted to the Governor-General, he should have no legislative pow-

ers without the concurrence of his Legislative Council. It was the Magna

Charca of India. It has been adhered to throughout and beneficially.

I am unwilling to trust, except under peculiar circumstances of emergency

to any individual man whatever, however much I may respect him or

whatever personal confidence I might place in him, the absolute power

of making a law to bind a great Empire, not only without the con

currence of his Legislative Council but perhaps even without having

consulted them.*’

Such an expression of opinion by those who were responsible for

introducing such a provision for the first time show very clearly that

the Viceroy was empowered with such extraordinary powers only to

meet such emergency as expressed by the then Secretary of State. It

was not at all necessary (it can be safely co.itended) to meet any situa-

tion which may arise out of any political propaganda Moreover, it was

also anticipatsd that such eme^ncy was only to continue for the maxi

mum period of six months; in no way it was contemplated that the

Viceroy was getting the powers of renewal even. He was expected to

submit the proposals to the Legislature at the earliest possible oppor-

tunity, if he desired the Ordinance to continue even for the full period

of six months. The spirit of the provision seems to find a remedy to

meet an ^emergency' which might arise when the Legislature may not be

in session. The last portion of sec. 7 2 contemplates a shorter life of

the Ordinance; in no event, it contemplates its renewal. It may be con-

tended that the wording of the section is not definitely clear either way;

but in that event, the spirit of the section should guide and control

the construction of the section; and the spirit, certainly, seems to be

contrary to the re-promulgation of Ordinances.
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Public Safety Ordinance of 1929 is referred to hereinbefore.

347. Varions Ordinances of 1930 1 Ordinance 1 of 1930, Bengal

Criminal Law Amendment Ordinance (19'4«30). Ordinance 11 of

1930, Indian Press Ordinance (27.4-30X Ordinance III of 1930,

Lahore Conspiracy Case Ordinance (1-5 30X Ordinance IV of 1930,

Sholapur Martial Law Ordinance (1 5'5-30). Ordinance V of 1930,

Prevention of Intimidation (PicUetting) Ordinance (30-5-30). Ordi-

nance VI of 1930, Unlawful Instigation (No-tax) Ordinance (30-5-30),

Ordinance VII of 1930, Unauthorised News-sheets and Newspapers

Ordinance (2-7-30) Ordinance VIH of 1930, Peshawar Martial Law
Ordinance (15-8-30). Ordinance IX of 1930, The Unlawful Asso-

ciation Ordinance (10-10-30). These were the Chief Ordinances

promulgated by the Viceroy in pursuance of the powers vested in him

under section 72.

Opinion is divided on the point whether some of these Ordinances

are constitutionally justified.

Some of the Viceregal Ordinances came up before the Bombay
High Court for discussion in recent cases.

Sholapur Martial Law Ordinance was first brought before the said

Court on an application for the issue of the writ of Habeas Corpus on
behalf of some of the persons who were sentenced by the MiJitary

Court at Sholapur The Bench which heard the said application con-

sisted of three Honourable fudges of the said Court, namely, the Chief

Jtttice, Mr. Justice Madgaoker and Mr- Justice Blackwell* All the learn-

ed judges gave different judgments but the result was in effect the same.

According to the Chief Justice, all that the C3ourt could do was to con-

sider whether there was any evidence upon which the Viceroy could

^ve considered whether an emergency had arisen. The Court could

*tot substitute its own appreciation of the sufficiency of that evidence in

place of the discretion of the Viceroy. It was therefore not necessary

determine whether the promulgation of martial law in Sholapur was
justified. According to Mr. Justice Madgaokar, the responsibility to

^sider whether there was an emergency or not is placed under sec. 72
^Pon the Viceroy and not upon the (^ourt; but, in his opinion, the said

Power could not be said to violate the liberty of the subject. He also

expressed the view that the arguments cannot be based on the English

Constitutional Law which is different in that behalf from the

Indian Constitutional Law; there is no analogy between the

^Wo. In England also, the Defence of the Realm Act existed giving

arbitrary powers to the executive in cases of *emergency% and therefore
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Sec. «ec« 72 cannot be said to be strictly unconstitutional. The learned

72 Judge did not agree with the arguments of the Advocate-General and
opined that the civil authorities must make it clear that a state of

war exists before the civil authority of the Government handing
over the same to the control of the military authority. There must

slso exist the necessity of abolition of the ordinary courts. According

to him, court had the right to consider the question of necessity. He
also added that the man on the spot was not endowed with supers’

human attributes \ he may exaggerate a mere riot into an armed

rebellion. The abdication of the civil authority was not the firsti but

it was really the iMt stage. He, therefore, opined that it was for the

Crown to prove the necessity of martial law. Mr. Justice Blackwell expre*

ased almost the same view. However, in Bhagatsing^s case the Privy

Council held that the Viceroy was the sole judge of an ‘emergency*.

The other question before the court in that behalf was whether the

court could ^revise' the orders and sentences. The court held that the

military court under the Ordinance was not the 'court' as contemplated

by the Criminal Procedure Code and therefore the same could not be

revised.

There was one very important question with reference to the said

Ordinance. It was "whether the Viceroy can give indemnity in the

Ordinance itself and whether that part of the Ordinance was ultra

vires This important question was not raised and therefore there

is no adjudication thereon. According to the ordinary constitutional

pcoceduce, the legislature should be called upon, after the expiry of the

Ordinance, to pass an Act of Indemnity. Such indemnity ought to be

given, it is submitted, by an Act of Legislature and not by the Ordi-

nance* If an Indemnity Bill is brought before the Legislature, it gives

an opportunity to discuss the acts of the executive The incorporation

of 'indemnity' in the Ordinance itself deprives the Legislature of such

an opportunity* Apart therefrom, it is a question whether such an in'

corporation is constitutional. Another question is whether the 'inde

mnicy* contained in the Ordinance which lapses after six months, will

also lapse with it or survive the said Ordinance. It is submitted that

legally an Act of Indemnity is necessary* There was the Mopla Riot

in Malabar which was followed by the declaration of martial law which

was embodied in an Ordinance which was somewhat similar to the

Sholapur Martial Law Ordiance. An Act of Indemnity was subsequent-

ly passed by the Indian Legislature* 'Indemnity* was not then incor"

porated in the Ordinance itself.

The other Ordinance before the court was one generally known a>

'PSrUpttina Ordinance' One Mrs. Lukmani had posted herself before
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s liquor shop with a view to dissuade intending customers from Sse*

'drinking ;
the magistrate held that the accused was 'loitering' and from '^3^

that fact he concluded that it was with a Wew to ‘molest'rthereuponf he

convicted and sentenced her under the Ordinance. This case was

brought before the High Court on the ground that the mere fact of

'loitering' did not necessarily prove the intention to 'molest' the shop*

keeper or his customers and did not prove any 'offence' as contemplated

by the Ordinance. Three important principles were laid down by the

court (Madgaoriker and Barlee, JJ.) namely (1) 'peaceful' dissuasion’ is

not 'molestation.' (2) 'apprehended’ loss to the shopkeeper is not

'molestation/ and f3) unless there is 'molestation' as defined in Sec* 3,

the Ordinance did not apply. Mr. Lukmani was acquitted and ordered

to be released.

Various Ordinances of 1930, 1931 & 1932 1 Various Ordinances

were made and promulgated by the Viceroy in the years 1930, 1931

and 1932 to meet the unconstitutional propaganda and programme of

the Indian National Congress.

Some of these Ordinances also came up before the Bombay High

Court for discussion in recent cases.

Case Lawt In the "Emergency Powers Ordinance’' provision was
made that the Governor*General In Council and the Local Government
may apply the said Ordinance or a part thereof to any particular

Province* In Re: Phansalkar, it was contended that such a provision

amounted to 'delegation' of the powers by the Viceroy to another body,

it was further contended that the Viceroy alone was the sole judge of

the emergency as decided in Bhagatsing's case, (33 Bom* L. R. 950)
and therefore, if it was left to any other body to apply the Ordinance it

amounted to 'delegation' of the judgment to decide whether there was
sufficient emergency which necessitated the application of the Ordinance.

It was contended on behalf of the Crown that the said provision did

not amount to any 'delegation' but it merely provided the administra-

tive machinery. The Advocate-General relied upon 4 Cal. 172 and
51. A. 178. The Court (Beaumount C. J.,

Broomfield and Nanavaty
1 1* ) held that such a provision did not amount to any 'delegation* but

merely laid down the administrative machinery. They therefore held

that the Ordinance was validly promulgated under sec. 72.

The said case (4 Cal. 172) was under section 22 of the Indian

Councils Act, 1861 and was not under section 23 of the said Act which
• alone is similar to sec. 72. This fact and other observations of their

Lordships were not pointedly brought to the notice of the Court
during the course of arguments.

348* Other Questions: whether eonstitutional Sc Ultra Vires:
20
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Sec* Various other constitutional and legal questions were not raised before

72 the said Full Bench of the Bombay High Court during the course of the

of the argument on behalf of the petitioner in the said case. They

important question is whether the said Ordinance is ultra vires of

section 65 (clause 2) and of the Royal Proclamations of 1858 and

1919. Section 65 (2) runs as followsi '*That the Indian Legislature...

has not power to moke any law affecting the authority of Parliament

or any parts of the unwritten laws or constitution of the United

Kingdom whereon may depend in any degree the allegiance of any

person to the Crown/^ The attention must also be invited to H. M.

the Queen's RoyalProclamation of 1858. It infer a/ta states t We
hold ourselves to the Natives of our Indian Territories by the same

obligations of duty which bind us to all our other subjects and those

obligations, by the blessing of Almighty God. We shall faithfully and

conscientiously fulfil.'' This Royal Uttrrance was repeated,by the

Royal Proclamation of 1919. The said Proclamation of 1858 also

states: '‘We hereby call upon all Our subjects within the said Territo*

ries to be faithful and bear true allegiance to Us, Cur Heirs and Succe«

ssors and submit themselves to the authority of those When these

provisions are read together one comes to the conclusion that Her

Majesty the Queen called upon the Indian subjects to bear allegiance to

the Crown on Her having promised to "hold the Indian subjects by the

same obligations of duty which bound Her to all other subjects*' » U e.,

She thereby applied the 'written and unwritten’ constitutional laws

and conventions of Great Britain to India and upon such obligations

She asked Indians to bear true allegiance to the Crown. This has been

incorporated, in a way, in clause 2 of sec* 65. The position of Royal
Proclamations in law, has alerady been discussed. One can be referred

to Halsbury Vol. 7 ,
para 18, (Hailsham Edition, Vol. VI, para 776X

The decisions in 6 B. L. R, 392, 40 Cal 391, and 39 Mad. 1085 are

important too Also, the phrase " Unwritten Laws** occuring in sec.

65 (2) is therein construed as meaning 'Rights to personal freedom and
property.' If, therefore, any Act or Ordinance is enacted whereby either

the allegiance of Indians or sec. 65 (2) is adversely affected, the Act
or Ordinance may become ultra vires of sec. 65 (2)and the Royal Pro-

clamations. We have also discussed this question while considering the

Financial Ordinance and the pc^cy of the Government of India at page
65 ante. Those comments may be read herewith.

Whether Ordience can be renewed ? : There is also a constitu^

tional question whether any Ordinance can be renewed after the first

period of six months is over. Owing to reasons hereinabove stated,

and according to the opinion of a large section of constitutional lawyers,

it is contended that from a very strict constitutional point of view.
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the Viceroy could not promulgate the expiring Ordinance even with See»

some modifications. But, it can be rightly contended on behalf of the 7^
crown that in absence of any restraining clause in the section itself it is

perfectly legal to renew any expiring Ordinance.

Similar Provision, whether in Dominion Conttitotlone ? t We
have already discussed what is meant by ‘Dominion Status* and the

nature of the constitutions of the various dominions, Australia,

Canada, South Africa, Irish Free State, etc. Sources of the constitU'

tions of the said dominions are the various Acts of Parliament. No
provision similar to sec. 72 exists in any of the said Acts.

Proposals regarding Ordinances in the White Paperi It has been

proposed to empower the Governor-General to issue an Ordinance at

his discretion if he is satisfied that the requirements of the reserved

departments, or any of the “special responsibilities** with which he is

charged, render it necessary to make and promulgate Ordinances. Ordi'
narily, such Ordinances will lapse at the end of the period of six months

but the Governor-General will be empowered to renew any Ordinance

for a further maximum period of six months, if he deems it necessary.

It is also proposed to empower him to issue Ordinances on the ad-

vice of his Ministers, if such an occasion arises, when the Assembly is

not in session.

The details and the necessary implications of these provisions will

be considered at the end of this Chapter while discussing the Federal

L^islalure.

It seems that the power of revewal has been proposed to be given

in view of the doubt that had arisen regarding the power in that behalf

under the existing sec. 72.

349 The Crown and the Viceroy: The Powers similar to those

given under sec. 72 can neither be exercised by the Crown nor'by the

Cabinet in England. In effect, therefore, what even the Crown can

not do in England, the Viceroy (his i^ent) can do .in India.

350 Case Law: In Bhagatsing's cose, (33 Bom. L. R. 950-953),
it was laid down by their Lordshjps of the Privy Coundl that “the pow-
er given to the Governor-General by section 72 is an absolute power,
without any limits prescribed, except only that he cannot do what the

Indian Legislature would be unable to do, although it is only to be used

in extreme cases of necessity, where the good Government of India

demands it.
** “The Governor.General is the sole judge of determining

the emergency and deciding that the Ordinances conduce to the peace

And good government.” “If the Ordinance is stich that the Indian Legis-
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S0O»' lature connot pass and contains some provisions, which would be repug*

7» Dant to section 82 (IX it msty he unlira vires of that section.** 1930
Lahore 781} 41 Bom. 390; 20 M. L. f. 387;39 Mad. 1085. The Mar-

tial Law Ordinance is considered in a case reported in 32 Bom. L. R. at

page 1613,

351. The Phraae *
Un^written Laera * was considered in 6 B. L. R.

392 and 40 Gal. 391. The Court held that *‘thc rights to personal

freedom and of property **
are the rights referred to in the phrase ^ Un-

written Laws * occuring in clause 2 of section 65. The phrase and the

interpretation thereof are important while construing and considering

any Ordinance, if at all such an Ordinance offends against rights to

personal freedom and of property conferred by the unwritten laws of

England. With this phrase, there is another inter-related question, the

question of allegiance to the Crown. 22 Bom. L R. 609, P. C.

352, Sapremacy of the Rule of Law: It must have been noted

that martial law—suspension of all civil authority— could be promul-

gated only by an Ordinance which can only be justified under the

Government of India Act. All such extraordinary measures were taken

by the Government only by promulgating the necessary Ordinances.

This shows the supremacy of the Rule of Law. The attention of the

readers is also invited to pages 82 & 88 ante^

67 353. Powers Regarding Interpellation!, Resolutions, etc.

:

(1) Qaettiona : The first hour of every meeting of either Chamber is

available to members for asking questions and inviting explanations

from the Government. A member may put any question for obtaining

information on any matter of public concern to the Member of the

Government concerned with the department, to which the subject

matter of the question relates. A member can also put a question to any

other non-official member relating to some bill, resolution, etc., for

which he is responsible. The member asking the question or any other

member has a right of asking supplementary questions with a view to

further elucidate the matter. The Member of the Government, how^

ever, has a right to ask for a previous notice of ** ten clear days **
if he

has not got sufficient material with him to answer the question there

and then.

The supplementary question would be disallowed by the President

if he finds that the same relates to (1) any matter affecting the relations

of His Majesty's Government or of the Govcrnor-Gcneral in Council

with any Foreign State, (2) any matter affecting the relations of any
of the foregoing authorities with any Prince or Chief under the Sove-

reignity of His Majesty, or relating to the affairs of any Prince or

Chief, or the administration of the territory of such Prince or Chief and
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(3) any matter which is sub-Jtidice, i.e*, under consideration of any S%e.

Court of Law. On a difference of opinion as to whether any question 67
falls within those three restrictions or not, it shall be decid^ by the (1)

Viceroy and his decision shall be final.

The questions could be asked with reference to matters of fact only.

They could neither bring in any name nor could they contain any argu^

ments, inferences, ironical expressions or defamatory statements. No
hypothetical question can be put.

354. ReaoluUona: Besides questions, resolutions also can be

moved by members. Resolutions can be moved only in cases in which

questions can be put. The resolution affords an opportunity to the

members (1) for criticising the acts ^ omissions of the Government,

(2) for bringing forward a favourite project of one^s own, and

(3) generally on budgets, etc. The discussion on a resolution must be

strictly confined to the subject matter of the resolution.

These resolutions are regarded as mere recommendations to the

Governor-General in Council who can deal with them as carefully

as they may think fit. A resolution is not binding upon the

Executive Government.

For some time past, the practice of sending answers to questions

individually to those members who asked them, had grown up in the

Legislative Assembly. Such pracrice came up for consideration before

the Legislative Assembly at its February Session in 1932. Sir Allen

Parsons Finance Commissioner of Railways, attempted to dispose of

some questions by sending written replies to the member who had asked

them on the jacund that the questions were of an ephemeral nature.

The President intervened and took exception to such procedure. In his

opinion, the whole House had the r^ht and privilege of learning

answers and therefore he ruled that the answers must be given on the

floor of the House. It may be noted here that the members have got

the right of putting supplementary questions which right cannot be

exercised if the answers are not given on the floor of the House.

355. Motion for Adjoaroment t We have already dealt with this

subject.

356. General diieiusion : The Governor.General appoints the

dste and place fora session for each Chamber; the members are

wcordingly informed of such time and place. The House sits on such

dates as the President decides. The House is from time to time ad-

journed for short intervals either on the ground of public holidays or

otherwise by the President. Such adjournments do not terminate a
session. A session is brought to a close when the Viceroy, either by
notification or otherwise prorogues the same. On prorogation, all.

ponding notices lapse but bills are carried over to the next session.
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Sec* The presence of at least seventy>five members is required to form

67 a quorum in the case of the Legislative Assembly' and at least fifteen

members in the case of the Council of State. Mo House could transact

any business without a quorum and in the absence of such quorum the

President adjourns the meeting*

Members have to address the President {Le,, other members, through

the President) and must rise when they speak.

The official language is English, but any member with the permis.

sion of the President may address the House in vernacular.

The President takes votes either by ascertaining by Voice' or by

taking votes in writing. When the President puts any matter to vote,

members say either *Aye' or No*- The President decides on such

voice* If a member, however, is not satisfied with this result, he

demands a poll* The members thereupon sign the rolls separately kept*

The President counts the votes in favour of the proposal and again-

st it, and thereupon announces the result. This announcement is con-

sidered final.

When any member is addressing and if it is found that he is either

using unparliamentary language oris irrelevant or is repeating, etc., any

other member may call upon the President to decide whether the mem-
ber is in order. This is called rising to a point of order. The Presi'

dent decides such points of order and his decision is final.

When the debate is going on and if either too much time has been

taken up oi members are indulging in tedious repetion, any member

may apply to the President for dosing the debate. Such an applicatimi is

said to be an application for cloures. ThePresident generally takes the se-

nse of the house and decides whether the debate should proceed or close.

356. Recommendations of the Indian Statutory Commission x

(Vol II; Paras 135-163*} federal Assewhlj: They recommend the

new Legislative Assembly on the basis of a federal type of constitution.

One of the reasons why they desire this to be done is that the electo-

rate is unwieldy and one representative for several millions is not

desirable. They recommend introduction of the principle of indirect

election by the method of proportional representation. The Local

Councils Would be called upon, under the new scheme, to elect mem-
bers to the proposed Federal Assembly, not necessarily out of the

Local Council. Any man or woman standing on the electoral roll for the

Province might seek election to the Federal Assembly representing that

Province. The Commission further recommend that one can be both

a member of the Local Council and the Federal Assembly, if he is pre-

pared to discharge the double duty. The allowance to be provided for
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Dembers of the Federal Assembly are recommended to be charged on

he provincial funds and remain non^votable. Five years' life is reco^

amended for the Federal Assembly. They propose that the Federal

Usembly need not be disturbed even though its electors, Le,^ Provincial

i^uncils may be dissolved earlier by the Governor. Objections are

liscussed in the following para.

356 Objectiooe: We have, in Chapter III hereof, discussed

he feasibility or otherwise of a federal constitution. If, ultimately, a

ederal constitution cannot be devised for British India, it is illogical to

ntroduce a Federal Assembly at the top The proposed Federal Assem-

bly cannot represent all parts of British India. It is unpractical to

suppose that a member belonging to any part of a Presidency or a Pro*

vince will be conversant with the ne^s and questions of all parts of

the Presidency or the Province. Moreover, there is nothing to ensure

that all the parts of a Presideney or Province will be represented in

an indirect election. Their mein object in recommending such a system

of election and the type of the Assembly seems to be that one member

cannot represent the millions. It is submitted that the same objection

stands to a certain extent against the proposal; instead of obviating the

said objectionable ground, it is strengthened. In an indirect elec-

tion, the people can have no control over their supposed represen-

tatives. Their recommendation to continue the Assembly even

though their electorate, f.e., the Provincial Council may be dissolved,

is highly objectionable on the ground that the Assembly ceases to

be representative as soon as their electorate is dissolved. They must

remain representatives of the Coundls. It is also highly improper

for a member to be a member in two Legislatures. The position of

such a member, will be anomalous when the Local Council is dissolv-

ed earlier, and the Assemby is allowed to function. On a vacancy

occuring in the Assembly, it is proposed that a bye-election should not

be held but it is recommended that the Governor-General should be

called upon to nominate a member. It is needless to state that such a

method seems to be unconsititutionaU The object of such a proposal

is that in the system of proportional representation, it will be diffi-

cult to assure election of a minority group or a community. Why then

introduce an undesirable principle and then find out another undesirable

means to work it ?

356(h). Minto-Morley Refomis : It must have been noted that

during the Minto-Morley Period there was a system of indirect

election. When some progress was made towards constitutional re*

forms, such a system was found highly undesirable and therefore the

principle of direct election was introduced under the Mont-Ford scheme.
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Sec. 356(c). Council o£ Sute : (Vol /I, Paras 147*I55)x They re-

commend retention of this Chamber in its present form even though

they admit that it is incompatible with the proposed Legislative

Assembly.

356 id). CoDsfcitutional h In a federal system of government, the

Lower House is generally composed of representatives elected by constlo

tuencies formed on some basis, such as. population, whereas the

Upper House or the Senate contains an equal number of representatives

from each of the a>nstitueot unit without reference to their size* The
Commission's recommendations seem to be quite contrary to the

established federel principle. They recommend the Assembly on the

basis of the Senate and then they find the difficulty to frame a compa*

tible proposal; eventually they recommend the retention of the Council

of State. Thus it will be found that the recommendations ate prlma

facie un*constitutional«

3S6(6j« Powers of the Central Legislature . The Federal Assembly

will inherit all the powers of its predecessor and the proposed change

does not contain any alteration in: its constitutional authority. They
indicate some additional functions to be performed by the Federal

Assembly in the sphere of finance. The powers of the Central Legisla-

ture will be almost the same.

356 (/). Whether retrogressioD ?: The (Commissioners are obliged

to discuss whether there is retrogression at the Centre. Such a considera-

tion presupposes retrogression. On carefully reading their observations

one is obliged to come to the conclusion that their recommendation, in

effect, is retrograde at the centre.

357. Proposed Federal L^slature, Its Powers, Procedure And
Relations With Other Bodies: White Paper.

Powers of the Federal and Provincial Legislatoress Non-Powerst

Exceptions: It will be outside the competence of the Federal and

the Provincial Legislatures to make any law affecting the Sovereign or

the Royal Family, the Sovereignty or Dominion of the Crown over any
part of British India, the law of British Nationality, the Army Act,

the Air Force Act, the Naval Discipline Act and the Constitution Act

,

(except in the cose of the last mentioned Act, in so far as that Act itself

provides otherwise). The Federal Legislature will, to the exclusion of

any Provincial Legislature, have power to make any laws for the peace

and good Government of the Federation or any part thereof with res-

pect to the matters which will be settled hereafter. Federal laws so

made will be operative both in British India and in the Indian States

which will join the Federation. They will also be made applicable
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to the British Subject and Servants of the Crown within any part of Sac*

India and to all Indian Subjects of His Majesty outside India* (Paras 110

and 111, proposals.)

Ho Legislature will have power to make laws subjecting in British

India any British Subjects (corporate or incorporate) in respect of certain

matters referred to in paras 122 and 123» (Proposals) of the White

Paper.

Provincial Acts will be made applicable only within the Province.

(Para 112, Proposals.)

The Federal Legislature will be empowered to delegate its powers

to any Provincial Legislature. (Para 113, Proposals.)

In certain matters both the Federal and Provincial Legislatures will

have concurrent powers. And, in cert^ matters the Federal Legisla-

ture will have the power to impose financial obligations on the Provinces.

In the event of a conflict between a Federal Law and a Provincial

law in the concurrrent field, the Federal law will, ordinarily, prevail

except under the circumtances mentioned in para 113 of the Proposals.

' 3S7(a), Conflict between Laws of the States and the Federal

Lew in respect of a Federal Subject: The Federal Law wil prevail in

cose of such conflict* (Para 117, Proposals.)

357(6). Limitation: Questioning the validity of any Act: It is

proposed to prescribe the period of limitation within which any Act

can be called in question in any Court of Law.

357(c). Consent of the Governor General will be required to the

introduction of a bill in any Legislature
; but the same will be without

prejudice to his power of withholding his assent to, or, of reserving the

bill when passed. However, an Act will not be invalid by reason

only that prior consent to its introduction was not given, provided that

it was duly consented to either by his Majesty or by the Governor-

General or the Governor, as the case maybe* (Paras 119, 120 and

121, Proposals.)

3S7(d). Bounty or Subsidy: It is proposed to make provision

for a bounty or a subsidy in the proposed Constitution Act. (Para

124, Proposals.)

357(cX Composition of the Federal Legislature: The Federal

Legislature will consist of the King represented by the Governor-

General and two Chambers, to be styl^ the Council of State and the

House of Assembly, and will be summon^ to meet for the first time

not later than a date to be specified in the Proclamation establishing

21
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Sec. the Federation. Every Act will be expressed as having been enacted

W.P. ** by the Governor-General, by and with the consent of both the

Chambers.** (Paros 36 and 37, Introduction ; para 22, Proposals.)

3S7(/}. Power to SmnmoBi etc. : Power to summon, and to

appoint places for the meeting of the Chambers, to prorogue them, to

dissolve them, eirher separately or simultaneously, will be vested in the

Governor-General at his discretion, subject to the limitation that they

shall meet at least once in every year. (Paras 23, Proposals )

357(^). Right to address t The Governor-General will be

empowered to summon the Chambers for the purpose of addressing

them. (Para 23, Proposals.)

357(/tX ITorations Each Council of State will continue for seven

years, and each Assembly for 5 years, unless sooner dissolved. (Para

24, Proposals.)

357(/). lUght to Vote t A member of the (Council of Ministers

will have the right to speak, but not to vote, in the Chamber of which

he is not a Member. A Counsellor will be an ex-officio additional

member of both Chambers for all purposes but without the right of

voting. (Para 25, Proposals.)

357(/)« ElecUon of MlnUtera and atreogth of Chambent Various

provisions have been proposed to be made regarding the age and other

qualifications of the members of the Chambers. (Paras 26,27,
Proposals.)

It has been proposed to introduce the principle of an indirect

election with ‘‘preference'* verting. The “preference** voting will

create great hardship at the time of a bye>election t that principle,

at present, exists in the Bombay University and the experience has

shown what hardships and difficulties it creates. (Paras 28, Proposals.)

357(4:), Penalty for Voting In the Legislature without authority t

A person sitting or voting os a member of either Chamber when he is

not qualified for, or is disqualified from, membership, will be made
liable to a penalty to be fixed hearafter, in respect of each day on which

he so sits or votes. (Para 35, Proposals.)

Following a provision which exists in the British Constitution,

this provision is sought to be made. An important incident occurred

in the British Parliament in 1930, when some members voted even

though they were not so entitled; ultimately an Act of Indemnity had

to be passed. This subject has been discussed in part 11 of this

treatise.
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3S7(/). L«giilatlve Procedura: Money-bills will be initiated only Sea

in Lower Chamber. All other bills wilt be introduced in either Chamber.

The Governor-General will be empowered at his discretion, but subject

to the provisons of the Constitution Act and to his Instrument of Ins-

tructions, to assent in His Majesty’s name to a bill which has been

passed by both Chambersi or to withhold his assent, or to reserve the

bill for the signification of the King’s pleasure. But before taking any

of these courses, it will be open to the Governor-General to remit a

bill to the Chamber with a Message requesting Its re-considecation in

part, whole or together with such amendments, if any, as he may
recommend' No bill will become law until it has been agreed to by

both Chambers, and has been assented to by the Govemor/General, or

in the case of a reserved bill, until His Majesty in Council has signified

His assent. Any bill assented to by the Governor^General will within

twelve months be subject to disallowance by His Majesty in Council.

(Paras 38, 39 and 40, Proposals.)

Note : Important variations are sought to be made by these

Proposals. Certainly, they look more dignified. But, on properly

scrutinising them, one finds that (1) the Governor-General is being

vested with wide discretionary powers, and (2) His Majesty in Council

will, also, have the right of interference with the work of the Federal

Legislature. In para 40, it has not been made clear on whose advice

His Majesty in Council may disallow any bill assented to by the

Governor-GenerjL According to the English Constitutions] Conven-
tion, that would happen on the advice of one of the principle Secretaries

of State. In this case, the Secretary of State for rndie would, natur-

ally, tender his advice to His Majesty in Council. That will lead the

vesting of even the legislative powers in the Secretary of State. Such
powers may. in the end, interfere with the partial principle of responsi-

ble Government which is being introduced by the present Proposals,

With a view to avoid entering into the domain of politics, further

comments arc reserved.

357(m) Joint Sittings : The Governor-General will be empower-
ed, in the case of disagreement between the Chambers, to summon the

two Chambers to meet in a joint sitting for the purpose of reaching a
<Iecision on a bill. The vote at such jmnt sitting will decide the

question; and, the bill, cither with or without amendments will be taken
to have been duly passed by both Chambers. In the case of a money-
bill, (ii) or in the case of a Reserved Department, (ii) or in the case

where the Governor-General is charged with special responsibility, the

Governor-General will be empowered in his discretion to summon a
joint session forthwith (Para 4), Proposals.)
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Sec* 3S7(/i). Govemor-Generars Act: Regarding the mattehi in which

W*P* the Governor-General is charged with special responsibilities, A^pecial

provision is sought to be made. If any Chamber does not pa^ any
bill or any amendment thereto, the Governor-General will be etipo.

wered to declare by Message that it should for stated reasons be( >me
law before a stated date in a form specified in the Message* If in pite

of this Messe^e the bill is not passed, the Governor-General wi [ be

empowered at his discretion to enact it as a Governor-Generals /Act,

cither with or without any amendments made by either Chamber|4fter

receipt of his Message. Sudi Act will have the same forccj and
effect asM Act of LegisUturct snd wj}} be subject to ()) djselhwa/tce

in the same manner and (2) the ix^wers and competence of the Federal

Legislature. (Paras 42 3 43, Proposals.)

The observations in this behalf in para 334A a/i/e should also be

noted.

357(o). Power regarding the atappage of any bill : If the Go-
vernor-General is of opinion that any bill or any amendment thereto

would affect the discharge of his ''special responsibility,'^ he will be

empowered to direct that the bill or any amendment thereto shall not

be further proceeded with. (Para 44» Proposals.)

357fp). Procedure In the Federal Legitlatnret The Governor-

General will be empowered at his disaetion, after consultation with the

President or the Speaker as the case may be, to make rules (a) regulat-

ing the procedure, etc., {b) regulating any discussion and (c) inter-

pellation, etc.

Each Chamber will also be empowered to make rules regarding the

procedure and the conduct of business in the Chamber.

In the event of conflict between the Rules so made, one made by
the Governor-General will prevail.

357(9). Ordinances: Eoiergency Powers of the Governor-Gene-

ral in relation to Legislation i The Governor-General will be empower-

ed at his discretion, if at any time he is satisfied that the requirements

of the Reserved Departments, or any of the "Special Respnsibilities'’

with which he is charged by the Constitution Act render it necessary, to

make and promulgate such Ordinances as, in his opinion, the circumstan-

ces of the case require, containing such provisions as 'it would have
been competent, under the provisions of the Constitution Act, for the

Federal Legislature to enact. Such Ordinances will remain in operation

for such period, not exceeding six months, or for lesser period as may be

specified therein. He will also be empowered to renew any Ordinance
for a second period not exceeding six months, but in that event it will

be laid before both Houses of Parliament. (Para 53, Proposals.)
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Observations in this behalf in paras 347 & 348 ont€ snould also See*

be noted. W.P»
Ultimate .Sovereignty of Parliament is sought to be clearly made

out in the Constitution Act itself by providing that in case of renewal,

it must be laid before both Houses of Parliament*

3lS7(r), Also, od the advice of MloUterst In addition to the pro-

visions made as indicated in the foregoing para, the tGovernor-General

will further be empowered if his Ministers be satisfied, at a time when

the Federal Legislature is not in sessions, that an emergency exists which

renders such a course necessary, to make and promulgate any such

Ordinance for the good government of British India, or any part

thereof, containing such provisions as, under the Constitution Act, it

would have been competent for the Legislature to enact*

Such an Ordinance shall have the same legal effect as the other

Ordinances as provided for in the foregoing para* But every such

Ordinance (a) will be required to be laid before the Federal Legislature

;

and (f)) will cease to operate at the expiry of six weeks from the date

of the re assembling of the Legislature, unless both Chambers have in

the meantime disapproved of it by a resolution, in which case it will

cease to operate forthwith; (c) will be subject to the provisions relating

to disallowance of any Act passed by the Federal Legislature ;”and (d)

will be subject to withdrawal at any time by the Governor>General.

(Para 54, Proposals.)

Notei It must have been noted that the Govemor.General is

sought to be empowered with three kinds of special Legislative measures.

Two such measures will be absolutely new and the third (L e. regarding

the Ordinances) will be with wider powers than those given under the

present sec* 72*

Short duration and other qualifications regarding the Ordina**

nces on Ministers* advice seek to have regard to the welLestablished con<

stitutional convention.

3S7(s). Procedure vdth regard to Floanclal Proposals t Eighty per

cent of the Financial matters will be in charge of a Reserved Department,

Measures in this behalf are therefore proposed in a way for which no pre •

cedent can anywhere be found Contrary to the usual procedure, the

Lord of the Exchequer or a Finance Minister will not prepare the Budget

in the Federal Legislature; but the Governor>General will cause a

Budget to be prepared and laid in respect of every financial year,

before both Chambers of Legislature. Such a Budget will be so

provided as (a) to distinguish between the votable and non-votable

Proposals and (b) to specify separately those additional proposals,

whether votable* or non-votable, which are necessary for the discharge

of any special responsibilities of the Governor-General,
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5«e« In the Budget* the propouls will be submitted in the form of

W»I%' Demand for Grants to the vote of the Assembly which will be em-

powered to assent to or refuse or reduce any Demand. The whole

Budget with the Demands as passed or modified by the Assembly will,

thereafter^ be laid before the Council of State. Provision is made for

holding the joint session of both the Chambers to pass certain Demands
if the Government deems it necessary.

In respect of non-votable Demands, the Governor-General will be

empowered to decide finally and conclusively, for all purposes, any

question whether any particular item falls under the votable or non^

votable heads. (Paras 45, 46, 47, 48 and 49, Proposals.)

The authority of the Governor-General alone will be sufficient for

certain disbursements.

At the conclusion of the Budget Proceedings, the appropriations so

made and authenticated by the Governor-General, will be laid before

both Chambers of Legislature but will not be open to discussion.

(Para SO, Proposals.)

3S7(/X Ultimate responsibility of Govemor-Gonoral and Gover-

nors to ParUament i It remains only to explain that in so far as the

Governor^General or the Governor is not advised by his Ministers, the

general requirements of constitutional theory necessitated that he

should be made responsible to His Majesty’s Government and Parliament

for any action he may take, and that the Constitution should make

this position clear. In the case of the Governor the chain of responsi-

bility must necessarily include the Governor-General. (Para 43, Intro-

duction.)

3S7(U)« Hu Majesty : Tha Crown $ His Portion and powers nnder

the New Conatitntion : Under the New Constitution (1) by Letters

Patent, His Majesty will make the appointment of the Governor-

General, the Viceroy and the Governors; (2) He will issue a Royal

Proclamation bringing into existence the proposed Federation ; (3) No
Legislature will be able to make any law affecting the Sovereign, or the

Royal Family or the Sovereignty of the Crown ; (4) the Governor-

General will be empowered to reserve any bill for His Majesty’s signifi-

cation
; (5) His Majesty will be empowered to disallow any‘bill passed

by either the Federal or any other Legislature
; (6) His Majesty will be

empowered to disallow any Ordinance made and promulgated either by
the Governor-General or the Governor

; ( 7 ) every Public Office held in

India will be said to be under the Crown ; (8) Incumbents of Public

Office, excepting the Chief Justice and the Judges of the Federal Court,

the Supreme Court and the Proyindal High Courts, will h^d office
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during His Majesty's pleasure ; (9) the executive power and authority Sac*

of the Federal Government will vest to the Crown; (10) the Gov- W*P*
ernment in India* either Federal or Provincial will be the King's

Government ; (11) by Letters Patent* the Crown will delegate various

powers to the Governor-General, the Viceroy and the Governors ;

similarly, by Instrument of Instructions tui Crown will give the

necessary directions to those p^sons for carrying oi; his (the King's)

Government ; (12) Instruments of Accession wilt bt executed by

the States entering into the Federation* in favour of the Crown ;
'

(13) Viceroy will be the King's representative and as such iie will

exercise all the powers of the Crown in rel^ion to States which will

enter into the' Federation ; (14) the Crown will be represented by the

Governors in the Provinces, / the Governors will be the Crown's

representatives in the Provinces; (15) His Majesty will appoint the Chief

Justice and Judges of the Federal Court (para 151, Proposals); (16) on

considering any Address from the Federal Legislature submitted to him

by the Governor«General, His Majesty may increase the number of

Judges in the Federal Court (para 151, Proposals); (17) His Majesty

will be empowered to grant special leave to appeal to the King in Coun-

dt from a decision of the Federal Court; fpara 158, Proposals); (IS) His

Majesty will be empowered to appoint the President and the Judges

of the Supreme Court ; and (19) the Chief Justice and Judges of

Provincial High Courts will be appointed by His Majesty* (Para 169,

Proposals)*

357(V). Hia Majesty in Council t Orders in Council t Their

position and powers under fhe T9ew Constitution t In the Reserved

Departments provision is made for the appointment of Counsellors*

( 1 ) Their salaries and conditions of service will be prescribed by Orders

in Council; (2) Orders in Council will be issued determining (a) the

composition of and the method of election to the legislature and (6)

such other consequential matters regarding the re^constitution of the

Provincial legislature; (3) by orders in Council, His Majesty in Coun-
cil, will designate another authority to make’appointment of the I* C- S*

and analogous services, instead of the Secretary of State, (4) the salaries,

pensions, leave and other allowances of the Judges of the Federal Court

will be fixed by (Orders in Council; (5) similarly, those of the Supreme
Court and (6) of the Provincial High Courts will be fixed by orders in

Council (Paras 152, 164 and 171, Proposals.)

357(wX Parliament t Ita poaitieu and relation with the Gerera-

>nent of India under the New ConatituUon $ It has been laid

down in the Proposals that the ultimate responsibility of the Govern-

ment in India (both Federal and Provincial) will rest with Parliament;
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Sec* (2) it has been proposed to empower the Governor-General and the

, W«P« Governors to renew the Ordinances; such renewed Ordinances will

have to be laid before both Houses of Parliament $ (3) it has been made

clear that the Governor^General* thft Viceroy and the Governors will

be ultimately responsible to ParJiamenU (Para 43, Introduction); (4)

on an Address of both Houses of Parliament, His Majesty by Order in

Council, will designate another authority for the purpose of making ap-

pointments of the I. C* S. and analogous services (Para 187, Proposals);

( 5 ) A Statutory enquiry is proposed to be set up at the expiration of

five years, to consider the question of future recruitment of the services;

(6) the decision on the results on this enquiry will rest with His

Majesty's Government end be subject to the approval of both Houses

of Parliament ; (Para 189, Proposals); (7) His Majesty's Government

will have also voice in the future Government of India in connection

with the reconsideration of the question of the recruitment for those

services.

It must have been noted that (1) His Majesty (the Crown) ; (2)

His Majesty in Council ; (3) His Majesty's Government, and (4)

Parliament will have direct and effective voice in the future Govern-

ment of India under the proposed Constitution Act.

3S7(x)* Roaolt s Conatitutional Position t Real Rulers under the

Constitution Act t In view of the observations made in the Introduc-

tion of the White Paper as stated In the foregoing para, a constitu-

tional question arises whether the proposed Constitution can either be

siudtobe, in any way. Federal or Responsible Government. As

observed before, it can either be called "Monarchy with (certain

specified) deligated powers", or "Partial Responsible Government at-

will"* The ultimate Rulers under the Constitution Act, will be His

Majesty in Council (by Orders in Council), His Majesty's Government

and Parliament*

3S7(y). Goveroor-Gencral'a Relatlont with the Legislataret The
necessary relations in this behalf have already been discussed while

considering the powers and non-powers of the Federal Legislature.

The general scheme underlying the proposals is that wherever the Go*
vernor-General’s responsibilities for the Reserved Departments, or his

"Special Responsibilities" are involved,he should be empowered not only

to act without, or as the case may be, contrary to, the advice of his

Ministers, but also to take action notwithstanding an adverse vote of

the Legislature, whether such a vote relates to the passage of legislation

or to the appropriation of funds. The necessity for the use of the Go-
vernor-Gcncral's legislative power may arise through the ^lefusal of the
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Ministers to be parties to a bill, or to provisions in a bill, which the See*

Governor-General regards as essential to the discharge of his responsi- W«P*
bilities* (Paras 34, 35 and 36, Introduction.)

3S7(Z), His relations in Finandal Matterst The corresponding

•powers proposed for the Governor'General in the matter of supply are

based upon the same principles. The decision as to the appropriations

required for the Reserved Departments and for the discharge of the func-

tions of the Crown in relation to the Indian States will, of course, be

taken by the Governor-General on his own responsibility. If the Go-
vernor General regards his Minister’s proposals for appropriations as

insufficient to enable him adequately to fulfil any of his ^‘Special Res-

ponsibilitie:>** he will be entitled to overrule those proposals and include

them in the Governor-General's Act. The Legislature will not be invited

to vote upon any of those items The Legislature will be invited to vote

only on those votable items proposed by the Ministers. After this stage,

the Governor-General will be called upon to authenticate by his own
signature the Appropriations. While so doing, he will be entitled at his

own discretion and on his special responsibilities to include additional

proposals and distinguish as such in the Budget, in his authentication,

any sums not in excess of those by which the Legislature may have

reduced the grant submitted to it* The purpose seems to be to secure

that the Governor-General does nol make any Appropriations under his

special powers without the Legislature being made cognisant thereof.

36,37,38, and 39, Introduction.)

CHAPTER VI

THE INDIAN LEGISLATION {continued)

LOCAL LEQI5LATURB5

358. ConstitBtion of Goveraor’s Lei^slatlve Council: There shall 72A
be a Legislative Council in every Governor’s Province, which shall

consist of the members of the Executive Council, and of the members
nominated or elected as provided by this Act.

The Governor shall not be a member of this Council, but shall have
the right of addressing the Council, and may for that purpose require

the attendance of its members.

The number of members of the Governor's Legislative Council

shall be in accordance with the table set out in the first schedule to this
^

Act

;

and of the members of each Council nol more than twenty pe^-

22
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S«G* cent, shall be official members and at least seventy per cent, shall be

elected members
;
provided that subject to the maintenance of the

above proportions, rules under this Act may provide for increasing the

number of members of any council as specified in that schedule.

72A %9. Nomination of Experts : The Governor may, for the

2(b) purposes of any bill introduced or proposed to be introduced in his

Legislative Council, nominate in the case of Assam one person and in

the case of other provinces not mote than two persons, having special

knowledge or experience of the subject matter of the bill, and those

persons shall, in relation to the bill, have for the period for which they

are nominated all the rights of members of the Council, and shall be in

addition to the members above referred to.

The powers of a Govemor^s Legislative Council may be exercised

notwithstanding any vacancy in the Council*

Sir Lallubhai Samaldas was nominated as an expert when there was

a question of the Land Revenue Code Amendment before the Council.

Similarly Khan Bahadur Fardunji Dastur was nominated when the

Bombay University Bill was on the anvil of the Bombay Legislative

Council. Miss Ida Dickinson was also nominated when the Bombay
Prevention of Prostitution Act, 1923, was to be amended. Subset

quently, also, on many occasions several persons were nominated as

experts.

360. Rules to be meder Subject as aforesaid, provision may be

made by Rules under (his Act as to(aj the term of office of nominated

members of Governor’s Legislative Councils and the manner of filling

casual vacancies; (6^ the conditions under and the manner in which

persons may be nominated as members of a Governor’s Legislative

Council f
(c) the qualifications of electors, the constitution of consti-

tuencies, and the method of election for the Governor's Legislative

Councils including the number of members to be elected by communal

and other electorates, and any matter incidental to or auxiliary thereto;

(d) the qualifications for being nominated or elected member of any

such councils (e) the final decision of doubts or disputes as to the

validity of any election, and(/) the manner in which the rules may be

carried into effect* The powers of making such rules may be delegated

to the Local Government.

361. The Bombay Legislative Council: It consists of the mem-
bers of the Executive Council who are members ex-officio, and about

2 1 members nominated by the Governor, so as to make up the number
of 26 (including the members of the Executive Council), and 86
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elected members4 Out of the nominated members^ not more than 16

can be official and the rest non-offtctals to represent the following

special interests} (1) labour classes, (2) depressed classes, (5) the Indian

Christian Community, (4) the Anglo-Indian Community and (5) the

Cotton Trade. Out of the elected 86 members, 46 are non*MahoBie>

dans, 2 Europeans, 3 representing ]aad.holders, 1 representing the

University of Bombay, and 7 representing Commercial and Industrial

Community. Out of the 46 non-Mahomedan seats, 7 are reserved

for Marathas (though no seat is reserved for the purpose of any

election.)

H. M's Governmant'a decision regarding constitntion of future

Provincial Legislature} On page 180 posi, we have referred to the

decision arrived at by His Majesty^s Government regarding the consti'

tution of the future Provincial Legislature.

362. Sessions and duration of Governor’s Legsilative Councils

Every Governor*s Legislative Council shall continue for three years

fiom its first meeting
;
but {a) the Council may be sooner dissolved by

the Governor than at the expiry of the said period} (6) the said period of

three years may be extended by theGo/ernor for a period not exceeding

one year, if in special circumtances he so thinks fit
;
and (c) after the

dissolution of the Council the Governor shall appoint a date not more
than six months or with the sanction of the Secretary of State not more

than 9 months from the date of dissolution for the next session of the

Council.

A Governor may appoint such times and places for holding the

session of his Legislative Council as he thinks fit and may also prorogue

the same.

The President may adjourn the sessions for short intervals owing
to holidays, etc.

All questions in Governor's Legislative Council shall be determin-

ed by a majority of votes of the members present other than the person

presiding, who shall, however, have and exercise a casting vote in case

of a tie.

364. President: For the first four years from the commencement 72C
of the Act, the President of a Governor’s Legislative Council was to be

appointed by the Governor. Thereafter, it is provided that the Council
should have an elected president from amongst the members of the

Council, subject to the approval of the Governor. Similarly, the

Council will have an elected Deputy President. The other provisions

with reference to the elected President and Deputy President of a

Governor’s Legislative Council are the same as those relating to the

elected President and Deputy President of the Legislative Assembly*

Sec.

72A

72B

ST
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Sec* if a vacancy occurs in the office of a Deputy President during the con^’

72C tinuation of a Councilt a fresh election takes place to elect a new
Deputy President. If the ratification of a particular Deputy President's

election is withheld by the Governor, he shall not be eligible to stand

at afresh election.

Salaries of the President and the Deputy President shall be fixed

by the Legislative Council by passing the necessary Act.

Powers of the President, etc: The powers, etc., of the President

and those of the Deputy President are the same as those of the Presi^*

dent and Deputy President of the Legislative Assembly.

Chairmen : The President In a Governor's Legislative Council,

also, nominates at the beginning of every session from among the

members of the Council a panel of not more than four chairmen, any

one of whom may preside over the Council in the absence of the Presi-

dent or the Deputy President, as is done in the case of the Legislative

Assembly. Such a Chairman, when presiding over the Council has the

same powers'as the President.

72D 364. Business and procedure in the Governor’s Legislative Conn-

ell: The rules regulating the conduct of business in a Governor's Legis-

lative Council are identical mafatis mutandis with those of the Indian

Legislature, exceptdn a few cases such as legislation and grant of supplies.

The Rules regarding interpellations, resolutions, motions for adjournment

to discuss a definite matter of ui^ent public importance, closure and points

of order are exactly the same. The difference in procedure regarding

the budget, etc., is very minute and the same exists because sometimes

the previous sanction of the Government of India is required to be taken.

365. Quorum; The Quorum in the Bombay Council is fixed at

25 members.

72D 366. Budget: Provtadal Budget: The estimates of annual expen-

(2) diture and revenue of a Governor's Province are laid before the Council

every year in the form of a statement on the day and the time appointed

by the Governor
{
such estimates arc prepared by the Finance Depart-

ment of the Province on the strength of the information furnished to

it by various departments of the Government. Discussion is not

allowed on the Budget on the day on which it is first presented.

General discussion first, begins on the budget then specific demands
for grants are made by the Ministers concerned, and the votes are taken

on such demands. When the demands are put to vote the Council

may assent, or refuse its assent, to a demand or may reduce the amount
therein referred to, either by reduction of the whole grant or by the
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bmission or reduction of any of the items of expenditure of which the

grant is composed

Extraordinary or emergency powers; The Local Government

shall have, however, power in relation to any such demand, to act as

if it had been assented to, notwithstanding the withholding of such

assent or the reduction of the amount therein referred to, if the demand
relates to a Reserved subject and the Governor certifies that the expen ^

diture provided for by the demand is ^ential to the discharge of his

responsibility for the subject. The Governor shall have power in case

of emergeney to authorise such expendhure as may be, in his opinion,

necessary for the safety or tranquility of the Province or to the carry*

ing on of any department.

No proposal for the appropriation of any such revenue or other

moneys shall be made except on the recommendation of the Governor

communicated to the Council.

368. Non-Votable Heads; The following heads of expenditure

shall not be submitted to the Council : (i) contributions payable by the

Government to the Governor-General in Council; (i!) interest and

sinking fund charge on loans ; (lit) expenditure of which the amount
is prescribed by or under special laws ; (iv) salaries and pensions

of persons appointed by or with the approval of His Majesty or

by the Secretary of State in (!k>uncil, and (v) salaries of Judges of the

High Court and that of the Advocate-General.

369. Difference of Opinion: If any question arises whether any
proposed appropriation of moneys does not relate to the non-votable

heads, the decision of the Governor shall be final.

370. Financial Proposals: It shall not be lawful for any member 80C
of any Local Legislature to introduce any measure affecting the public

revenues of a Province or imposing any charge on those revenues with-

out the previous sanction of the Governor.

3/1. Procedure regarding Bills.* Where any bill has been introdu- 72D
ced or any amendment to a bill is moved or proposed to be moved, the

Governor may certify that the bill or any clause of it or the

amendment affects the safety or tranquility of his Province or any

part of it or of another Province and may direct that no proceedings

or no further proceedings shall be taken by the Council in relation

lo the bill, clause or amendment, and effect sboV be given to any such

direction.

Provision may be made by rules for regulating the course of

business, preservation of order, etc*
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Sac. 372. Cate Law t In clause 3 of sec. 72 D, as amended in 1925,

72D the words 'payment or emolumenls payable to or on account of a person

in respect of his office* include the tour expenses and travelling

allowances of the Governors and his Councillors and the Inspector

General of Police, and therefore these expenses are non^votable items.

Even assuming that they were not exempted, the question cannot he

raised in Court of Law by reason of clause 4 ;
Krishna vs.

Government of Bihar and Orisa, 5 Patna, 595 Shanker Roy vs

H. E. A. Cottol, 40 Cal. L. I 515.

72(7) 373. Freedom of Speech: The members of a Provincial Legis-

lative Council enjoy the like rights and privileges and are subject to the

like restrictions as are imposed upon the members of the Central

Legislature.

374. Provision to aeeure the passage of Legislationt White discus

sing section 72D clause 5, we have considered about the passage of a

bill which in the opinion of the Governor is harmful to public safety,

etc We shall now consider how the passage of a bill can be sectt^st

when the Governor thinks that the passage of the bill is necessary ii

the interest of public cause.

72E Where a Governor's Legislative Council has refused leave to intro

duce, or has failed to pass in a form recommended by the Governor, anj

bill relating to a reserved subject, the Governor may certify that th'

passage of the Bill is essential for the discharge of his responsibility fo

the subject, and thereupon the bill shall, notwithstanding that the Coun

cil has not consented thereto, be deemed to have passed and shall oi

signature by the Governor become an Act of the Local Legislature in th

form of the bill as originally introduced or proposed to be introduce

in the Council in the form recommended to the Council by the Cover

nor. The Governor shill send an authentic copy to the Governor

General who shall reserve the Act for the signification of His Majesty*

pleasure, and upon such signification the Act shall become Law. If the

Governor-General thinks the measure to be urgent, he may signify hi'

assent thereto ; and upon such assent the Act shall take the force of Lav

subject to disallowance by the Crown.

An Act, however, made under these provisions shall be laid before

each House of Parliament j and the Act which requires presentation fo

the Crown’s assent shall not be so presented until copies thereof havi

been laid before each House of Parliament for not less than eight days.

If either House of Parliament presented an Address to His Majesty

against the Act, His Majesty would, of course, withhold assent in accor-

dance with the constitutional convention*
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The Control of the Provincial Legislative Council is rather said to Sec.

be complete over Transeferred subjects. The Governor should inter- 726
vene onl/ in exceptional and extraordinary cases.

The other procedure regarding r^ervation or return of bills is 81*
almost similar to that followed in the Indian Legislative Assembly* See* 81

A

however, sec* 81 A.

375* Cases in which the Govenior shall reserva Bills for the

Viceroy's Consideration $ Pursuant to the previsions of the rules, the

Governor is bound to reserve bills affecting following matters, for the

Viceroy's consideration if his previous sanction is not obtained •, bills

(a) affecting the religious rights of any class of British Subjects; or (b)

regulating the constitution or functions of any University; or (c) having

the effect of including within a Transferred subject, matters which might

have been hitherto classified as Reserved subjects, or (d) providing for

the construction or management of light railway or tramway other than

a tramway within Municipal limits, or (e) affecting the land revenue of

a Province. Such bills must be dealt with by the Viceroy himself and

he cannot further reserve them for the signification of the Crown's

pleasure.

Cases in which the Governor may reserve s In the following cases

the Governor may reserve the bills for the Viceroy's sanction if the

same is not previously obtained Bills (a) affecting any matters where*

with he is specially charged under the Royal Instrument of Instructions^

or 0) affecting the interest of any other Province.

376. Non-Govemor’s provinces, Lieutenant-Governors and Chief 7d»
Commissioners : We have seen under the Chapter on Local Govern- 76
ment that there are some Provinces whose heads may be either Lieut*

enant-Governors or Chief Commissioners. According to the provisions

of the Act, such Provinces can have Legislative Councils.

Provisions ere mode to constitute such Legislative Councils and to *7St
hold meetings thereof* Provision is also made for conducting 76
business of meetings of such Councils.

377. Caso Law : The words in sec. 79, *to make laws ior the peace 80A
And good government in territories' are very wide and include a power
to direct that dispute of a particular kind shall be decided in a particular

Vray and before a tribunal specially creiUed for the purpose. Abdul

Rchman vs. Abdul Rehman, 47 All. 513. A tax, in essence, imposed on
the land, can be validly imposed only with the sanction of proper

Authorities under sec. 4 3 and the Statute imposing the burden must

do so in dear and unambiguous terms. Improvement Trust of Calcutta

vs. C. K. Chose, 44 Cal..219.
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Sec. 378. Powers of Local Legitlahiret : The Local Legislature of any

80A Province has powers, subject to the provisions of this Act, to make laws

for the peace and good government of the territories for the time

being constituting that Province*

The Legislature of any Province may, subject to the provisions

given below, repeal or alter as to that Province any law made either

before or after the commencement of this Act by any authority in British

India other than that Local Legislature.

The Local Legislature of any Province may not, without the pre>

vious sanction of the Governor«Generel, make or take into consideration

any law (a) imposing or authorising the imposition of any new tax

unless the tax Is a tax scheduled as exempted from this provision by

rules made under this Act, or {b) affecting the public debt of India, or

the customs duties, or any other tax or duty for the time being in force

and imposed by the authority of the Governor-General in Council for

the general purposes of the Government of India, provided that the

imposition or alteration of a tax scheduled as aforesaid shall not be

deemed to affect any such tax or duty; or (c) affecting the discipline or

maintenance of any part of His Majesty^a naval, military, or air forces;

or(d) affecting the relations of the Government with foreign princes

or states; or (e) regulating any Central subject; or (/) regulating

any Provincial subject which has been declared by rules under this Act

to be, either in whole or in part, subject to Legislation by the Indian

Legislature, in respect of any matter to which such declaration applies*,

or (g) affecting any powers expressly reserved to the Governor-General

in Council, by any law for the time being in force; or (A) altering or.

repealing the provisions of any law which, having been made before the
]

commencement of the Government of India Act, 1919, by any authority ^

in British India other than that Local Legislature, is declared by rules

under this Act to be a law, which cannot be repealed or altered by the

Local Legislature without previous sanction; or (/) altering or repealinf

any provisions of an Act of Indian Legislature made after the commen-
cement of the Government of India Act, 1919, which by the provision*'

of such first mentioned Act may not be repealed or altered by the Local

Legislature without previous unction.

Provided that an Act or a provision of an Act made by a Local

Legislature, and subsequently assented to by the Governor^General in

pursuance of this Act, shall not be deemed invalid by reason only of its

requiring the previous sanction of the Governor-General under this Act*

The Local Legislature of any Province has Power to make any law

affecting any Act of Parliament*
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If the previous sanction of the Governor*General is not obtained, Sec»

that cannot invalidate the bill if the Governor>^General has given his 80A
assent afterwards.

Courts of Law cannot challenge the validity of provincial

legislation.

The Indian High Courts Act cannot be affected by a Provincial

Legislature.

379. Case Law: The words for the peace and good Govern*

ment" are used with the widest significance ; and it is not open to a

Court of Law to consider whether in fact any measure is meritorious in

the Sense that it will conduce to peace or.^ood Government. Girendranath

vs. Birendranath, 54 Cal. 728, Clause 4 of the section is doubtless

wider than a mere provision that the Local Legislature shall nol have

power to repeal an Act of Parliament. Ibid, Section 80A cannot be in-

terpreted to mean that no Local Legislature can by reason of those

words repeal or alter any enactment of its own. Sarjuprasad vs. Bhag-

watiprasad, 23 All. L. J. 373.

380 Vacancy in a local Legislative Council i An official shall not SOB
be qualified for election for a vacancy in the Local Legislative Council

and if any non-official member accepts the service of the crown his seat

shall be vacant.

A Miniater does not vacate his seat in the Council by his appoint*

ment as Minister. He continues to be even a member of a political

party in the Council.

381 Power of the Crown : When an Act has been assented to 82
by the Govemor'General he shall send to the Secretary of State an

authentic copy thereof and it shall be lawful for the Crown in Council

to signify his disallowance of the Act* Such act of disallowance shall

be forthwith notified and thereupon the Act shall become void.

382. Doubts os to validity t A Law shall not be deemed invalid 84
solely on account of any one or more of the following reasons : (a) in

the case of an Act of the Indian Legislature, or of a Local Legislature,

because it affects the prerogative of the Crown ; {b) in the case of any
law, because the requisite proportion of non-official members was not

complete at the date of its introduction into the council or its enactment

;

or (c) in the case of an Act of a Local Legislature, because it confers on
magistrates being justices of the peace, the same jurisdiction over Euro*

pean British subjects as that Legislature by Acts duly made, can

lawfully confer on magistrates in the exercise of authority over other

British subjects in like cases.

23
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Sec* 383, Salarle* and allowance of Goveraor''General i There shall

85 be paid to the Governor*General of India, and to the other persons

mentioned in this Act, out of the revenues of India, such salaries not

exceeding in any case the maximum specified in that behalf and such

allowance, if any, for equipment and voyage, as the Secretary of State

in Council may by order fix in that behalf, and subject to or in default

of any such order, as are payable at the commencement of this Act.

86 384. Leave of absence to die Governor-General, Governors and

Members of Executive Councils t The Secretary of State in Council

may grant to the Governor^General, and, on the recommendation of

the Governor-General in Council to the Commander-in-Chief, leave

of absence for urgent reasons of public interest, or of health or of private

affairs.

87 On the recommendation of the Governor-General in Council, the

Secretary of State in Council may grant to a Governor leave of absence

on similar grounds f and similarly, the Governor-General in Council or

a Governor in Council, as the case may be, may grant to any member

of their Executive Councils sudt leave of absence,

89 Such leave of absence shall not exceed a period of four morths

during his tenure of office, provided the Secretary of State in Council

may extend such period if they see sufficient reasons. But such reason.^

shall be laid down before both Houses of Parliament* The person

obtaining the leave shall not vacate his office.

87 385. Acting Appointments! A person shall be appointed to act in

the place of the person, who has t^en leave under section 86, during

his absence* His Majesty's Government by a Warrant under the Royal

Sign Manual will appoint an Acting Governor^General, a Commander*
in-Chief or a Governor.

The Governor-GeneraUOesignate is empowered to exercise the

powers of the said office before he takes his seat in Council.

386. Rocommondations of the Indian Statotory Committion

( 1/(7/ //, Paras ffff-ffP).* Life of the New Council: They recommend
the normal statutory life to be five years, with the power to the Gover-

nor to extend the period in certun circumstances.

Size of the Council is also recommended to be enlarged.

Separate electorate was recommended to be maintained, but these

recommendations can be said to have been superceded by H. M/s
Government's decision on the composition of and the nature of electo-

rates regarding future Provincial Legislatures. These recommendations

are considered at page 180 p(7s/*
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Official bloc IS recommended not to be ‘'maintained. We have dis- S«c*

cussed at the proper place the merits and demerits of the existence of

such a bloc.

Separate interests will continue to be represented.

Ministers, as before, will not lose their seats on their being appointed

Ministers Non-elected member of the Cabinet will also be a member
of the Council in virtue of his office.

They recommend to do away with the present provision that a

non 'legislator, if appointed a Minister, should seek election to the

Council within six months from the date of the appointment,

^Constituent’ powers: A Legislature can have either only 'Legisla-

tive* powers or both Legislative and 'Constituent* powers. Constitu-

tional powers enable the Legislature to deal with constitutional problems.

They recommend that after the lapse of ten years, it should be within

the powers of a Provincial Legislature to pass a constitutional resolution

providing for changes in (1) the constituencies, (2) franchise, (3)method

of election and (4)* method of communal representation. Such a

resolution should be passed by the majority of two thirds of the

community representing.

Legislative powers will be to a certain extent extended in light of

the recommended ministry,

386(u)« Provincial Autonomy: It is necessary to understand the

real meaning of the phrase "Provindal Autonomy**, Autonomy means

"the condition of an entity, which is law unto itself or makes its own
laws.*’ Mr. A. Zimmern defines the term as "a territory over which

there is a Government claiming unlimited authority**. Another autho-

rity defines it as "in general, freedom from external restraint and self,

government". It is also defined as " a polity in which the citizens of

any state manage their own governnjent**. Indian Constitutionalists

have generally meant it to be * a form of Provincial Government free

both from the external control of the Government of India and

Home Government in England and the internal political condition of

representative and responsible government**. But so far as it con be

Applied to the Indian conditions "the true meaning would lie in the

former interpretation only*', Provindal Autonomy docs not necessarily

imply the form of autonomous government prevailing in any of the

states of the U. S. A. or in any of the dominions. At present, it can

be said that only the shadow of Provincial Autonomy exists, meaning

thereby that it is only in embryo. Even in the Provindal Autonomy
OS conceived by the Indian Round Table Conference, Provinces will not
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Sec. have the same kind of Provincial Autonomy with its true constitutional

meaning and significance.

No one, seriously or otherwise, desires the abolition of the Sover-

eignty of Parliament. But so long as the administration in fndia is res.

ponsible to Parliament, the real Provincial Autonomy cannot exist.

In the Dominions, the Sovereignty of Parliament exists only in (consti-

tutional) theory. So long as Parliament retains its full Sovereignty

and so long as Responsibility is not conceded at the Centre, Provincial

Autonomy cannot exist in its true significance. /

The Indian Round Table Conference (1930) had appointed a Pro-

vincial Constitutional Sub^Committee which submitted their report to

the Conference held on 16th December, 1930.

It was appointed to consider (a) the powers of the Provincial Legist

lature and (b) the constitution, character, powers and responsibility of

the Provincial Executive.

It recommended the abolition of Diarchy and further recommended

responsible form of government regarding all provincial subjects in-

cluding law and order.

The Sub'Committee recommended a form of Responsible Execu*

tive, all Ministers being jointly responsible to the Legislature* They
further recommended that while appointing Ministers, the Government

shall follow the established Parliamentary practice in that behalf. They
recommended that an official should not be appointed in the Cabinet.

They recommended repeal of sub-section 3 of section 52 of the

present Act. However, they recommend special and emergency powers

to be vested in him regarding finance and the unexpected break.down

of the constitution.

Regarding the composition of the Provincial Legislature they make
certain recommendations whi^ are not now useful in view of the

decision arrived at in that behalf by His Majesty's Government.

Provincial Antomony as proposed in the White Paper t The pro-

posed Provincial Automony has been discussed, while considering the

Proposals contained in the White Paper regarding the Provincial

Government.

386(6). Compoaitlon of the Provincial Lei^elatara in the fntore

constitution: On 17th August, 1932, His Majesty^s Government
published their decision regarding the composition of the various Pro-

vincial Legislatures. Their main recommendations are (1) unicameral

form of Legislature, (2) special electorates, (3) extension of franchise to
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women with separate electorates for them and for each community, (4) S^c.
separate electorates for commerce, industries and labour, and (5) reten*

tion of nomination of Officials.

While publishing the decision of His Majesty’s Government the

Premier issued a statement wherein he says “ for many years past sep-

arate electorates ..have consequenly found a place. However much the

Government may have preferred a uniform system of joint electorates ••

in the meantime, however, the Government have to face facts as they

are and must maintatn this exceptional form of representation’'. In

Bombay, if Sind is not separated, there shall be 200 seats which will

be distributed as follows: 97 for general constituencies in which 5

will be reserved for women and 7 forMarathas, 63 for Muslims includ-

ing one woman; 10 for depressed classy ; 8 for Commerce and Indus*

try; 8 for labour; 4 for Europeans; 3 for Indian Christians; 3 for land-

holders; 2 for Anglo-Indians; one for Backward Areas; and one for the

University.

In the Punjab, the Muslims in effect shall have the maiorityof 51

per cent and in Bengal, they, in effect, shall have 48.4 per cent.

In the absence of any agreement inter se, the Premier had to decide

the nature of the electorate and the distribution of seats. The Premier

himself in his statement regrets the continuation of the principle of

separate electorates. But the fact remains that the principle is continued.

This principle has been extended even to women, depressed classes

and Indian Christians who had notgot sej>arate electorates previously.

By an agreement, subsequently arrived at between the necessary

parties, the decision regarding the depressed classes was modified; and,

in effect, the separate electorate was replaced by the joint electorate

with reservation of seats for them.

386(c). Miaiatriee, how to be forio^ ?: It must have been noted

that Indian Round Table Conference have persistentiy recommended

that the Ministry should be formed on the basis of joint responsibility

and on the constitutional practice and theory prevailing in England and

other Dominions. The decision of His Majesty’s Government, how^

ever, shows that elections will not be fought on the basis of specific poli-

tical programmes as it is done in England; but the elections will be fought

on the basis of different non-constitutional parties. Following the con-

stitutional practice, the Governor will be obliged to invite the leader of

the party commanding a majority in the Legistature to form a Ministry.

It is, therefore, seriously apprehended that there will neither be the

Provincial Autonomy nor a substantial form of responsible government
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Sec* in very near future. To *form such a kind of government, elections

must be fought on the basis of political programmes which will be absent

in the recommended Provincial Legislatures* There will, therefore, be

absence of ^Party Government^ Moreover, so long as no responsible

government exists at the Centre, the Provincial Autonomy with its

true meaning and significance cannot operate*

387* PropoeaU in the White Paper Regarding Provindal LegUlatnre

Powers and non-powers of the Provincial Legialatnre

:

This subject has been discussed in para 357 ante while considering

powers and non-powers of the Federal Legislature* (Paras 49, 52, S3
and 54, Introduction; paras 110 to 124, Proposals.)

The observations in this behalf on the Federal Legislature should

be noted.
^

387(a)* Governor to represent the Crown t In every Province

there will be a Provincial Legislature consisting of the King represented

by the Governor, and a Chamber known as the Legislative Assembly*

387(d)* Ob« Chamber or bicameral t Except in the Provinces

of Bengal, the United Provinces and Bihar, there will be only one

Chamber, to be known as the Legislative Assembly* In those three

Provinces there will be two Chambers to be known respectively as the

Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly* However, a provi-

sion is proposed to be made to abolish the second Chamber in those

provinces, if the Legislature of those three Provinces pass an Act to the

effect that there will be only one Chamber. In the Provinces where

there will be only one Chamber, a provision is sought to be made to

create anotherChamber by presenting an Address toHis Majesty praying

that the Legislature may be reconstituted with two Chambers.

387(c). Orders in Coancili It has been proposed that Orders in

Council will be issued derermining (1) the composition and method

of election and (2) such other censequential matters regarding the re*

constitution of the Legislature. (Para 74, Proposals.)

387(d). Enactment t Every Act of a Provincial Legislature will be

expressed os having been enacted by the Governor, by and with the

consent of the Legislative Assembly, or, where there are two Chambers,

of both Chambers of the Legislature. (Para 7 4, proposals.)

387(^X Power to Summon, etc., will vest in the GovemcN’, almost,

as at present.

387(/). Composition and Franchise of the Provincial Leglslatare

:

fis there are many political questions connected with the proposals in this
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behalff it is unnecessary to consider them at this stage* (Paras 28, and S^c*

31, 78, 82, Proposals. W«P«
387(g')» Panalty tor sitting or Voting as a member, when he is not

qualified for membership, is proposed to be the same in this behalf as

one made regarding a member of the Federal Legislature* (Para 85, Pro-

posals.)
'

387(^). Legislative Procednre will almost be the same as that

proposed for the Federal Legislature- (Paras 88, - 92, Proposals.)

387(0« Bill to be reserved for the eonaideratioo of the Gorernor-

General i A Governor General will be empowered to reserve the bill for

the consideration of the Governor-General in addition to the similar

powers of reservation by a Governor-General in this behalf. (Para 89,

Proposals.)

387(y )> Govemor*a Act : Governor's special reaponalblliliet t

Proposals in this behalf are, almost, similar to those proposed for the

Governor.General. (Paras 92, 93, 94, Proposals.)

367(A:). Procedure with regard to Financial Proposals is almost

similar to the one proposed to be prescribed with regard to Federal

Financial Proposals (Paras 85 to 101, Proposals.)

Procedure in the Legislature will also be similar to one proposed

for the Federal Legislature.

387(/). Ordinance by the Governor t It is proposed to empower

the Governor to issue Ordinances having effect in the Provinces on

the basis similar to the one proposed lor the Oovernor-General.

(Paras 103 and 104, Proposals.)

397(m), Breek<-down of the Cosatitution t Provision in this

behalf is similar to one proposed for the break-down of the Federal

Constitution. (Para 105, Proposals.)

387(n). Relations betweon the Federation and Federal Units t

This subject has been discussed in the foregoing psras et convenient

places.

387(0). Administrative reletions between the Federal Govern
ment and the Provincial Units have been considered in paras 125 &
^26 of the Proposals.

CHAPTER Vll

STATUTORY COMMISSION, FEDERATION AND OTHER
CONSTITUTIONAL PROBLEMS

388. We have to invite the attention of the readers to the famous

Announcement of 20th August, 1917, which appears at page 51 ante.
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Sec* It stated, inter alia, that *the policy of His Majesty’s Government is

that of increasing association of Indians in every branch of administra-

tion and the gradual development of self-governing institutions with a

view to the progressive realisation of responsible government in India

as an integral part of the British Empire*.

84A Section 84A of the Act provides for
**
the appointment of a Statu-

tory Commission within 10 years of the passing of the Act for the

purpose of enquiring into the working of the system of government,

growth of education, development of representative institutions and

matters connected therewith, with powers to the Commission to report

as to whether and to what extent it is desirable to establish the principle

of responsible government or to extend, modify, or restrict the degree

of responsible government then existing therein, including the question

whether the establishment of Second Chambers in the Provincial Legis

latures is, or is not desirable.’* Since such a Commission is provided

for under the Statute, it is called a Statutory Commission. In 1927,

Parliament appointed such a Commission consisting of seven members

of Parliament (of both the Houses thereof). Sir John Simon was

appointed the Chairman of the said Commission, and therefore, it is

commonly known as the Simon Commission though in legal termino'

logy it must be known as the Statutory Commission.

Difficulty arose whether under the then existing section a Statutory

Commission could be appointed within the petiod of ten years os (he

section provided ’ at the expiration of ten years.* Many opined that a

Commission could be appointed earlier.

Amendment: But with a view to obviate any difficulty the section

was amended and the words ‘ at the expiration of ten years * were

replaced by the words * within ten years/

389. Interpretation of the section : Lord Birkenhead, the then

Secretary of State for India attempted to interprete and construe the

section in a way which is submitted to be incoriect.

84A Lord Birkenhead contended that under the section, if properly

( 1 ) interpreted, members of Parliament only could be appointed members
of the Commission. Clause (1) of section 84 (Aj deals with the

appointment of the Commission. Ths wordings are :
** The Secretary

of State with the concurrence of both Houses of Parliament shall sub*

mit for the approval of His Majesty the names of persons to act as a

Commission for the purposes of this section’*. There is nothing in

these words to warrant that only members of both Houses of

Parliament can be appointed members of the Commission. Lawyers
in India carefully considered the construction sought to be put upon these
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words by Lord Birkenhead and opined that he was not justified in so

interpreting them*

390. Asaembly t At its Winter Session, in 1928, the Indian Legis-

lative Assembly passed a resolution to the effect that the Indian

Legislative Assembly should have nothing to do with the Statutory

Commission so appointed at any stage or in any form.

Committees t When th^ British Statesmen saw that Indian politi-

cal feeling was almost unanimously acute and against the interpretation

of the section^ they tried to devise a scheme whereby feelings of some

Indians may be allayed. They proposed that every Provincial Legis-

lature should elect a Committee of seven persons to co-operate with the

Statutory Commission on 'equal footing and equal status^ in their task.

According to the said scheme each Provincial Committee was to sit

with the Statutory Commission when the said Commission was to in-

quire into the affairs of that Province.

An Indian Central Committee was also proposed to be elected to

co operate with the Statutory Commission on equal footing and equal

status. This Committee was to sit with the Commission at all places

in British India and in England- The Central Committee was to be

elected from amongst both Houses of the Indian Legislature. But the

Indian Legislative Assembly being against the original scheme of the

appointment of the Commission on fundamental principles* the Vice-

roy thought it futile to get a Central Committee elected* He
therefore formed a Central Committee by nominating some members
from both Houses of the Indian Legislature.

Various Committees i Special Committees to advise the Commis-
sion on technical questions like Army* Finance and Education were
also appointed.

391. Work by the Statutory Commission t In the latter half of

the year 1929* all Provincial Committees and the Central Committee
submitted their reports to the Statutory Commission.

In June 1930* the Statutory Commission submitted its report to

Parliament.

The recommendations of the Commission are dealt with at their

proper places.

How received? t At its meeting in July 1930* the Indian Legisla*

hve Assembly expressed the opinion that recommendations of the

^mmission were inadequate and unacceptable.

While informing the Home Government* the Government of India

reported lo have slated in iheir Heporl that the recommendations of

See*
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the Commission were generally found by responsible Indians to be in

sufficient, inadequate and unacceptable.

392. Round Table Conference $ As representative and respon-

sible Indians refused to accept the Statutory Commission under the

circumstances already discussed, the then Labour Government (presum-

ably on the suggestion of Mr. M. A ]innah) proposed to invite a

Round Table Conference in London. Various announcements in

connection therewith are discussed in Chapter I hereof.

393. Army, Military and Navy t Statutory Commission Report:

(Vol. II, Paras 196 to 21S)t The recommendations of the Statutory

Commission regarding army are said to be retrograde. In their

opinion Che question of external defence is one affecting the Imperial

Government and therefore to a certain extent there is Imperial

responsibility for the same. They also contend that many difficulties

would arise if the army is placed under the control of Ministers. Under

these and some other circumstances, they recommend that the Indian

army should be placed under the Imperial authority. They also

propose that the Indian revenues should contribute to the Imperial

Government an annual total sum for the army. Such contribution

would be non«votable.

The ComffliasioD also feels that there is need for British troops

and Indianisation of the army can and must proceed at a alow

pace.

The difficulties which seem to be insurmountable to the Commission

can be solved if a Sandhurst is established in India and if compulsory

niilitary training is introduced. Every student in the schools and colleges

should undergo compulsory military training for at least five years

unless otherwise exempted on medi<»l or such other grounds. Similarly,

every citizen between the age of 21 and 45. should compulsorily be

required to undergo military training unless exempted on medical or

such other grounds. One may raise the question of financial difficult-

ies to meet such proposals, but a scheme properly framed and carried

out would obviate all difficulties, financial or otherwise.

Military aiid Political The constitutional position of Military

Vis-a^vis politics has been discussed at page 88 ante*

' 394. Indian Conatitntion whether unitary ; In the second part of

this treatise we have explained and discussed what is meant by unitary

type of government. Keeping the mein incidents of such a type of go-

vernment in view, it must be said that, in working, India has an

unitary type of Government.
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The m%in inctdenU aret (1) No difference between fundamental Sbc*

and ordinary laws, (2) Sovereignty of Parliament/ (3) nothing like ad-

ministrative laws and (4j Courts have no authority to pronounce on the

validity or otherwise of an Act of Parliament. The Indian Constitution

has some of the similarities of this type of constitution because (1) Indian

Courts cannot pronounce on the validity or otherwise of an Act of Par-

liamentj (2) Legislatures can override the decisions of Courts of Law,

(3) resolutions of Indian Legislatures are not laws and (4) the voters

have political influence and not legal. Dletioiilerittee are: (1) there is a

difference between fundamental (constitutional) and ordinary laws, (2)

the Indian Legislature is not vested with Sovereignty, (3) Viceroy can

himself make laws and (4) Courts could pronounce on the validity or

otherwise of an Act of the Indian Legislature.

395. Whether Federal: Incidents and particulars of a federal type

of government are also discussed in the second part hereof. Principal

incidents of a federal constitution are three, viz^, ( 1) Supremacy of the

constitution, (2) Distribution of powers and (3) the power of the

Judiciary.

Dealing with the first incident, i. e., the supremacy of the constitu«

tion. we find both similarities and dissimilarities. Simllaritiet are : In

both the Indian and the Federal constitution, the constitution is written

and supreme. In a Federal system, the constitution is rigid. Indian con-

stitution can be said to be both rigid and flexible; flexible, because

Parliament can make and unmake any law without difficulty and there-

ore Parliament can amend the Government of India Act and thereby

change the Indian constitution at any time; rigid, because it would

not be changed by the Indian Legislature and Indians cannot get it

changed according to their own way and will. Moreover, Parliament

will not amend the Act easily. A number of years would be occupied

in investigating whether any change is necessary. Disiiroilaritiea are :

The Indian Constitution cannot legally be said to be rigid as explained;

and (2) the legislatures in India are noD'SOvereign law-making bodies.

Dealing with the 2nd incident, we find also similarities and dis-

simiiarifies. Similarities are $ There is to a certain extent distribution

of powers
; the Presidents of the States in America and the Governors

and the Governor-General in India stand, to a certain extent, on a

similar footing. It may, however, be noted that distribution of powers
in India is only formal, because, it is proved in actual working that the

ultimate powers of superintendence and ccmtrol are with the Secretary of

State for India.

Dealing with the last incident, we find that the judiciary, both in
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Sec* India and America, is appointed under the constitution* Similarly, they

have powers to interprete and declare the validity or otherwise of the

Acts of legislature* Indian courts cannot, however, question the validity

of an Act of Parliament.

396. Whether federal Constitatlon for British India Possible?

Some of the observations in the Mont'Ford Report, some recomendations

of the Statutory Commission and the White Paper suggest a federal

constitution for British India. Still, it is a question whether such a form

of government is a practical possibility. The administration, associa|ions

and ideals have so grown or developed that it would be almost impossible

to create either a Presidency or a Province on the basis of various States

of the United States of America. The fundamental principles and

incidents underlying a federal constitution would be absent in any form

of Indian constitution that may either be formed, grown or developed

in British India. There will be various difficulties in creating any Pre>

sidency or Province absolutely independent.

Confederation t In the second part of this treatise, we have discuss,

ed the meaning and constitutional significance of the term *confedera.

tion/ His majesty’s Government {by the White Paper) have

decided that the future constitution of India must be based on the

principle of Federalism The principle of ^confederation* had been drawn

into discussion by Sir Manubhai Mehta who was a delegate at the said

conference representing the Indian State. Sir Manubhai (as reported in

the ‘Times of India* d4 ted30-4-193 i) contends that the States do not

desire to have Federation but what they want is Confederation. In a

Confederacy, the Central Government has no authority directly over the

citizens of various States, but, only on the States as individual units

entering into the compact. It presupposes a league ol several inde.

pendent States who without parting with their individual sovereignty,

enter into a campact for certain common purposes, usually, that of

defence. The letter addressed by Lord Reading (the then Viceroy) to

H. E. H. the Nizam, makes it very clear that the Native States are in

noway independent and sovereign States*, paramountcy vests in the

Crown and the Crown is responsible for the good governmcnti peace

end tranquility of British India. It is, therefore, clear that Sovereignty,

if there be any, in Indian Princes is a Sovereignty-at-will. Such being

the constitutional and legal position of Indian Rulers, Confederation is

an impossibility. Sir Manubhai further contended that in the event of

federation coming into existence, there would be double citizenship and

double allegiance. Although, ostensibly, these things may not at

present appear to exist in the States, they exist both in theory and
practice, as suggested by the letter of Lord Reading.
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397* Federation: Seven Federal Constitatione of the World: See*

Main charaeteriadet in each t

There are seven Federal Constitutions of the World* vlz,^ the Unit-

ed States of America ; Switzerland; Republican Germany; the Common*
wealth of Australia (the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act*

1900, 63 © 64 Viet. ch. 12) ; South Africa (the South Africa Act,

1909, 9 Edw. VII ch. 9); the Irish Free State (the Irish Free State

Constitutional Act, 1922, 15 Geo. V. ch. 1) and Canada (the British

North America Act 1867, 30Vict. di. 3) The last four have to be

read with the Statute of Westminster, 22 Geo. V. ch. 4.

The constitutions of the first three aforesaid States were made by
those countries themselves ; whereas* the constitutions of the last four

Dominions were made by British Parliament ; but by ‘the Statute of

Westminster, they are made ^HCtsi-independent. In Ireland, the

Premier tendered (constitutional) advice to the King in October 1932

and upon such advice* the Governor-General of Ireland tendered the

resignation of his office.

There are some main chararteristics peculiar to Federalism and

we shall consider how each characteristic exists in each of the aforesaid

constitutions.

397(al SOVEREIGNTY*
fn America^ Sovereignty vests in the Federal Legislature (Cong-

ress), which, however, shares the same with the States and the

people as a whole; in fact, it derives its powers solely from the people.

.And therefore, Sovereignty in America resides in the people as a

whole.

In Switzerland

,

^^Thc Cantons (L e.* States! arc Sovereign in so

far as their Sovereignty is not limited by the Federal Constitution, and
as such they exercise all the rights not explicitly delegated to the Federal

power.'' It may be noted that the (Constitution of Switzerland is much
more Confederal than Federal and therefore **the peoples of the 22 So.

vereign Cantons of Switzerland ..compose together the Federation."

The Swiss Nation as a whole has got a right, by referendum, to decide

any fundamental question and therefore the Swiss people, in effect* is

the uncontested and direct Swiss Sovereign.

In Republican Germany, FederiUism exists only in form but the

Sovereignty vests in the people. In Imperial Germany (before

1919) Confederacy prevailed and therefore each of the States had retain*

ad its own Sovereignty as they had confederated together for the pur:

pose of external defence. In the Republican Germany* the people are

the Sovereign as laid down in Article I of the Constitution*
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Sac* In Australia, legal Sovereginty still vests, in theory, in the Crown
and the Imperial Parliament, but the political Sovereignty resides in

the people of the Commonwealth. But by the Statute of Westminster

even the legal Sovereignty, if there be any. is practically vested in the

people of the Commonwealth.

fn South Africa, the Federalism in its true meaning and signify

cance, does not really prevail. By implication, the Sovereignty vests in

the South African Nation.

The Irish Free State Constitution follows mainly the Canadian

Constitution. Sec. 3 of the Irish Free State Constitution Act, 1922 (13

Geog. V, ch. I) lays down :
**

if the Parliament of the Irish Free State

makes provision to that effect, any Act passed before the passing of

this Act which applies to or may be applied to self-governing Dominions

shall apply or may be applied to the Irish Free State in like manner as

it applies or may be applied to self-governing Dominions^* By Article

2 in Schedule first to the said Act, the Sovereignty has been vested

in the people of Ireland. By Article 6, the liberty of the people has

been made inviolable

In Canada, the Sovereignty, in effect, vests in the nation.

397(6). THE RESIDUE OF SOVEREIGNTY:

In America, the residue of Sovereignty belongs to the States

Individually or to the people as a whole In Africa, it belongs

to the Union. The Canadian Constitution *'is more generally speak'

ingofthe centripetal character.' In Axisfralia, the residue vests on

the American modeL In Switzerland, the residue is vested on the

basis of complete Provincial Autonomy. And in Republican Germany,

it vests in the Central Government.

307(c). LEGISLATIVE POWERS.

In America, *'all Legislative Power herein granted shall be vested

in a Congress of the United States, which shall consist of a Senate and

a House of Representatives.’'

In Australia, '*The Legislative Power of the Commonwealth shall

be vested in a Federal Parliament."

In Canada, "There shall be <mic Parliament for Canada. The ex.

elusive Legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada extends to all

matters coming within the clauses of subjects next hereinafter

enumerated.''

In Switzerland, the Legislative Power is vested in the Federal Le^

^islature; but in some cases, subjKt to the Referendunv
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In South Africat section 59 of the Act gives the Parliament of the Sec,

Union full power to make laws for the peace* order and good govern*

ment of the Union. Section 85 of the said Act deals with the powers

of the Provincial Councils.

In Germany^ the Legislative Power is vested in the Legislature.

In Ireland^ by Article 12, all Legislative powers are vested in the

Irish Parliament consisting of the King and the two Houses. The Par-

liament has got ^*the sole and exclusive power of making laws for the

order and good government of the Irish Free State.*'

397(rf). IMPLIED POWERS:

The doctrine of “Implied Power" is evolved from the

American Constitution. When an express provision is not made re-
-

garding Legislative Powers in the C<Mistitution itself, one has to loolc

either to the case-law or to the precedents or to the implied

meaning of the section. In M'CulIoch vs. The Secretary of State

of Marryland, the Chief Justice Marshall propounded the doctrine of

implied powers. According to the said decision, the Federal Govern-

ment has such powers.

Concarrent Powers t Regarding some subjects, both the Central

and Provincial Legislative have got concurrent legislature powers.

397(e). PRESIDENT OR MINISTRY OR EXECUTIVE :

In America, **tht President is the supreme Federal Executive
’

authority, and derives his powers direct from Sovereign people."

/n ^USfra/ta,Governor.General in Council are the administrators

on the basis of 'Responsible Government.'

In Svfitzerland, "the Nation is Monarchy, the Executive and the

members of the Legislature are the people’s agents or Ministers.’' The
executive Federal Government in Switzerland, is different from the

Cabinet system of England, France, etc., tmd from the Presidential form

of Government of America. Though not responsible in the English

constitutional sense, there exists the most efficacious responsible form

of government.

In Soath Africa, the executive form of government is similar to

one prevailing in England.

In Ireland, the Executive is appointed under and derives its powers

from Articles 51, 55 and 60, It is based on the model of the Canadian

Constitution.

In Republican Germany, there ore (Central) National Govern-

ment and Slate Governments in accordance with the German Consti-
*
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5«c» lution* In the National Government there are National Presidents

for the National Cabinets as provided for in the Article 48, The Pre«

sident of the Republic is elected in a way similar to the election of

American President.

397(/). fUDlGlARY:

In America^ '^The limits of Judicial Powers are more difficult in

definition,'* There is the Supreme Court which derives its power from

the Constitution, and interprets the Constitutional Laws.

In Switzerlandti\itTt\B A Federal Judiciary which is less power-

ful than the American Supreme Court. This Federal Judiciary has no

officer of its own for the enforcement of its judgments and therefore

they have to rely on the Executive for executing their judgments.

In the Dominions^ the Judiciary derives its power from the Con-

stitution and the Tribunals are constituted as provided for therein.

In Ireland, reference to the Judiciary is made in Articles 64,68, and

69. **The Judicial power shall be exercised in the public Courts establi-

shed by the Irish Parliament, by Judges appointed in manner hereinafter

provided'*/ The Judges continue in office during good behaviour.

**AU Judges shall be independent subject only to the Constitution and

the Uw.“

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS

;

In America, the manner to which the constitution can be amend-

ed is laid down in Article Fifth of the Constitution which runs

as follows % '*The Congress, whenever two-thirds of both Houses shall

deem it necessary, shall propose amendments to the Constitution, or

on the application of the Legislatures of two thirds of the several States

shall call a Convention for proposing amendments, which in either case

shall be valid to all intents and purposes as part of the Constitution

when ratified by the Legislatures of two-thirds of several States or by

Convention in three-fourths thereof, as the one or the other ratification

may be proposed by the Congress, provided that no amendment, which

may be made prior to the year 1808, shall in any manner affect the

first and fourth clauses in the fifth section of the first Article and that

no State, without its consent, shall be deprived of equal suffrage of its

State.*’ It is clear from this Article that the proposal for amendments
lAay either emanate from the Congress or from the States, two-thirds

whereof may agree. The Constitution of any State can be amended
also on the principle analogous to the one laid down in the said fifth

Article* The proposal can emanate from a minimum number of electors

in a certain prescribed way*
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In Australia, the procedure for amendment is laid down in Chapter See.

VI11» Article 128 1 The proposed law for alteration thereof must be

passed by the absolute majority of each House of Parliament...*’* If

either House rejects or fails to pass it or passes it with some amendment

to which the other House may not agree» the GovernoroGeneral may
submit the proposal as last proposed by the first mentioned House» with

or without, amendments, to the electoia of each State qualified to vote

for the election for the House of Representatives’. The Costitution

is amended according to the vote of all the electorates. This is done by

the Governor General submitting to the Crown the vote of the total

electorate. It is noted hereinabove that the Constitutions of Dominions

are framed by Acts of Parliament, and therefore Parliament is the final

authority to amend the said Acts. But by the aforesaid provision,

^’Parliament voluncartly transferred Co the Australian people and the

Australian Parliament one of the fundamental factors in National

Sovereignty.'’ ‘’Parliament is bound to carry out the proposal as

decided by the vote of the total electorate; in default, the secession of

Australia from the British Empire would be imminent,” at least, after

the passing of the Statute of Westminster. '

In Canada, no specific provision is made in the Act for constitu*

tional amendment. It can therefore be inferred that the power of

amendment does not rest with Canada but rests with the Imperial

Patliament. There is, however, no difficulty in having an amendment
made, if and when desired. An Address to the Sovereign msy be voted

by both Houses of Parliament at Ottawa askinjt for the amendment speci-

fied. According to the un written Constitution, the vote on the Address

must be unanimous (or practically unanimous) or it will not be forward-

ed to London. When the Address is received by the Colonial Secretary

in London, the desired amendment to the British North America Act is

passed by the Imperial Parliament as of course and without debate,

“This is, in substance, si m,^ly giving legil validity to an amend-nent

agreed upon by the parties to the original contract, which they desire to

amend.” (Mr. Justice Riddell.)

In Africa, the procedure for the amendment is laid down in Article

125. “Parliament may by law repeal or alter any of the provisions of

the Act, provided both Houses of L^slature at their joint sitting

passed an amendment in a certain form and in a certain way.” This

provision is in a strict sense different from the customary Federal form.

However, if the South African people agree fo a certain amendment
Parliament is bound to amend the Act accordingly.

In Switzerliind, the process is not so simple as it looks. Federal

constitution may be revised by the Federal Legislature after the amend-
25
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Sec* menl is passed through both Houses, if. however, one Chamber rejects

the proposal of the other or if a requisition is sent duly signed by 5000
voters demanding an amendment* the whole matter is submitted to the

vote of the entire Swiss electorate. The result is that the 'amendment
is subject to the referendum* This process vests the Swiss Nation

with complete Sovereignty.

The provision for amendment, in Imperial Germany^ was made
in Ch. XIV, Art. LXXVIII. Article 76 of the present German consti-

tution lays down the procedure for carrying out amendment of the

Constitution. The Constitution may be altered by Legislation. ^'But

decision of Reichsti^ os to such alteration comes into effect only if two>

thirds of the total number of members be present and if at least two^

third of those present have given their consent.^' The decision of

the Reichstag in favour of alteration of the constitution also requires a

majority of two-third of the votes cast. Where an alteration of the

constitution is decided by an appeal to the people, at their request, the

consent of the majority of voters is necessary. If the Reichstag have

decided upon an alteration of the constitution inspite of the protest

the President of the Federation is not allowed to promulgate this

law if the Reichstag, within two weeks, demand an appeal to the

people.^' It must have been noted that the referendum is contemplated

if any event happens as contemplated in the latter portion of the said

Article 76.

In Ireland^ provision for constitutional amendment is made in

Arts. 48 and 50. Impliedly, it is based on the principle of referendum

397(/r). Essence t *^The maintenance of the line os fixed by the

federating agreement is of the essence of modern Federalism, as exhi-

bited in three Anglo-Saxon Federations of tO'day. (namely) the United

States of America, the Commonwealth of Australia and the Dominion

of Canada.'* In Canada, '*they agree to commit themselves to the control

of one common Government, in relation to such matters as are agreed

upon as of common concern. leaving each local Government independ-

ent and autonomous in all other matters." (Mr. Justice Clement.)

398. Federal Constitutoin for All-India ; If. however. British

India, and Indian States are to be brought together under one Power
or sovereignty, it can be done under a federal constitution- In that

event. British India may be one unit; Native States may be

made various units*, and then a federal constitution may be framed.

Sir P. S. Shivswami Iyer points out some difficulties with reference

to units to be framed out of Indian States. His main difficulty

is that there are in all about 561 States, a preposterously large number
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for ihc provision of separate representatives for each State; he further See.
argues that there is no equality in all these States and therefore there

would be absence of the principle of equality between the constituent

States, which is of great necessity in a federal constitution. Sir S. Iyer

also feels that repesentatives of the States would merely represent States

and not directly the people of the States and therefore the Federal-

Assembly will not be compatible with the principle of Responsible

Government* But, it is believed that if serious attempts are made in

that behalf, a proper solution can be found out.

399. Recommeodationa of the Round Table Conference : At

page 158 a/i/e proposals made by the Federal Structure Sub-Commi-
ttee are considered and discussed. We therefore do not propose to repeat

what has been stated already, it shall be interesting to note here the

observations of Mr. Bright, M. P., made by him on the floor of the

House of Commons at the time of the second reading of the Govern-

ment of India Bill of 1858. 'T would propose, that instead of having

Governor-General and an Indian Empire, we should have neither

the one nor the other. { would propose that we should have

Presidencies and not an Empire, if 1 were a Minister. and

if the House were to agree with me, I propose to have at

least five Presidencies in India, and I would have the Govern-

ment of those Presidencies perfectly equal in rank and in salary^

The Capitals of those Presidencies would probably be Calcutta, Madras

Bombay, Agra, and Lahore. £ will take the presidency of Madras as

an illustration . it has the advantage of being more co.-npact..*than the

other Presidencies. It has a Governor and a Council. 1 wouId.MCon-

fine all their duties to the Presidency of Madras. And I would treat it

just as if Madras was the only portion of India connected with this

country. I would have its finance, its taxation, its justice and its police

department os well as its public works and military departments, preci-

sely the same as if it were a State having no connection with any other

part of India and recognised only as a dependency of this country. I

would propose that the Government of every Presidency should corres-

pond with the Secretary of State for India in England ..1 have no doubt

that 1 shall be told that there is insufficiency of finance in the way of

such an arrangement and I shall be sure to hear all the military diffi-

culties. But I know that military experts often create mistakes. I would

have the Army divided, each presidency having its own army just as

now, care being taken to have them kept distinct and I see no danger of

any confusion or misunderstanding when an emergency arose in having

them brought together to carry out the views of Government.*' If the

principle of Federation in its true meaning and significance is to be
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See* applied to the future constitution of lndia» the suggestion madebyMr*
Bright ought to be first carried out. Unless each Province or Presi-

dency is made independent and autonomous in the way in which it

was suggested by Mr* Bright, it is impossible, that the prindple of

Federation can be carried out. The first essence of Federation

is decentralisation. At present, there is so much centralisation

that it is practically impossible to have as clear and sufficient decentra-

lisation as is necessary for the formation of a Federation. However,

if the Provinces are made independent and autonomous either on the

basis suggested by Mr. Bright or on the basis of the present premier

Native States, Federation may be evolved and be made a success,

400. The Proposed Burman Constitationt At page 32 Qtite the

Committee of the Round Table Conference for Burma has been

referred to. The said Committee recommended the separation of

Burma from India, but subject to the vote of the Burman Legislature,

which was to be elected on the mue of separation* The Government

have published their proposals for the future Burman Constitution*

Legislature! They propose two Houses of Burman Legislature,

but they propose that the powers of both Houses should be equal in

respect of Legislative functions including * money bills but the power

of ‘ supplies * should Vest only in the Lower House* (^ote : The proce-

dure of investing the Upper House with the power of dealing with 'money

bills ’ seems Co be a departure from all constitutional doctrines* Even

in India, where all constitutional powers have not been conferred upon

the Indian Legislature, the Upper House is not given such powers.

The Ministry : Regarding the Ministry, their proposals are that the

Ministry should consist of six but not more than eight Ministers, who
sliould be appointed by the Governor-General, should hold office during

his pleasure, and, should be responsible to the Legislature In appoint-

ing Ministers, ihe Governor should normally seek the advice of the

leader of the party commanding the largest following in the Lower
House. The Governor shall have the right to preside over the meetings

of the Ministry. (Nole They do not propose to introduce the principle

of joint responsibility in the Ministry $ they also do not propose to have

the principle of Premiership, as they propose that the Governor should

have the right to preside over the meetings of the Ministry.

)

Finance: It is proposed that the direction of monetary policy

including exchange, currency and coinage should be reserved to the

administration of the Governor*
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Safe-guardtt It Is proposed that services should not be put under Soc»

the control of the Ministry. (Notes Our comment on the diarchy is

applicable here also.) They also propose that the Statute should provide

for the appointment by the Secretary of State of a Financial Adviser to

Government* (Note: Our comment on the heading finance' applies

here also.) The Governor is not necessarily bounds it is proposed, to

act on the advice of his Ministers; and the Ministers are to continue in

office during his pleasure. (Note: These proposals are contrary to the

constitutional doctrine of Responsible Government.)

CHAPTER VIII

THE PUBLIC SERVICES

401. By the Charter Act of 1793 (since repealed), the Company's
Civil Service was strictly regulated by seniority and was confined to

one Presidency only. By the Indian Civil Service Act of 1861 (since

repealed), the restrictions under the Act of 1793 were removed but

number of appointments were reserved for members of the Covenanted

Civil Service.

Under this Act, the Secretary of State has got powers with the 06B
concurrence of a majority of votes at a meeting of the Council of India, (2)

to frame rules for regulating and classifying Civil Service of India,

and for fixing terms and conditions as to recruitment, pay, etc. He is

allowed to delegate such powers to the Government of India or to

Local Governments or to various Legislatures in India.

402. Case Law: A Government servant is entitled to bring an

action against the Secretary of State for damages for wrongful dismi''

sal. The Government is bound to follow any provision which might

have been laid down in the Statutory Rules. By breach of the said

jRules, the Government makes theSecr^ary of State liable for damages.

Vimal Charan vs. Trustees of the Indiau Museum, 57 Cal 231

;

Satish Chandra vs. Secretary of State 54 Cal. 44; J. R. Borroni vs.

Secretary of State, 1929 Rang. 207.

403.
** Accruing Rights ” ; Inspite of the provisions of this Act, Provt-

the Civil Servants appointed prior to this Act are entitled to retain (heir so to

pre-exHting and ** flccra/ngf" rights. The expression * accruing rights' d6B
has caused much controversy. It means, according to the Law Officers (2)
of the Crown, all rights to which members of the Civil Service are

entitled whether by Statute or by Rule, or by Regulation in force at the

time of their entry into the service. They do not, however, include ^

prospects of promotion except in cases where the promotion is no more
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Sec* than advancement by seniority to increased pay^ as in the case of

86B various appointments borne upon the ordinary list of time^scales of pay.

In particular, they do not apply to general expectations of possible

appointments to offices which are not included in the ordinary tim^^

scale list Civil Servants, on the other hand, are reported to have dis**

agreed with the opinion of the Law Officers, and claim their prospects

of promotion to all higher posts existing at the time of the passing of the

Act ; in the alternative they claim compensation.

404. Office *daring pleasure* : Subject to the provisions of the

Act and the Rules made thereundo*, all persons in the Indian Civil

Service hold office during his Majesty's pleasure and may be employed

in any manner, by any proper anthority, within the scope of his duty.

They are not liable to be dismissed by any authority subordinate to

that by which they were appointed. Without prejudice to any other

right of redress, they have got a right to complain to the Governor of

the Province, and the Governor has to examine such complaint and

require such action to be taken thereon as may appear to him just and

reasonable.

90C 406. Public Service Cemalsalon t There shall be established in

India, Public Service Commission, consisting of not more than five

members, of whom one shall be Chairman, appointed by the Secretary

of State in Council. Each member shall hold office for five years, and

may be re-appointed. No member shall be removed before the expiiy

of his term of office, except by order of the Secretary of State in

Council. The Secretary of State, with the concurrence of a majority of

his Council, shall make Rules as to qualifications for appointment, pay,

pension, etc* The Public Service-Commission shall discharge functions

in regard to recruitment and control of the public services and such

other functions as may be assigned thereto.

The Royal Commission, commonly known as the Lee Commission,

recommended that the following functions should be assigned to the

Public Service Commission; (1) The recruitment of personnel for the

public services and the establishment and maintenance of proper

standards of qualifications for admission to them ; (2) quasi-judicial

functions connected with the disapHnary control and protection of the

services.

From the time when Mr. Lloyd George was Prime Minister in

England, the 'Indian Civil Service’ has come to be known as steeU

frame. Many Britishers have paid glowing tributes to this steel.frame.

OSD 406. Financial Control i An Auditor<‘General in India shall be

appointed by the Secretary of State in Council end shall hold office
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during the Crown^s pleasure. The Seci^tary of State in Council shall, S»c.

by Rules, make provision for his pay, powers, duties, etc. 9^D
Subject to any Rules made by the Secretary of State with the con-

currence of a majority of votes at a meeting of the Council of India, no
office may be added to or withdrawn from the public service and the

emoluments of no post may be varied, except after consultation with

such financial authority as may be designated in the rules.

The Rules referred to in this Chapter shall not be made by the

Secretary of State without the concurrence of a majority of votes at a

meeting of the Council of India.

407. Ten per cent cat in the Salaries t {Indian pay {Temporary

Abatement) Actf 1931,22 Geo, V, ch, VJI): Owing to financial

difficulties, it was suggested that there should be retrenchment ‘in India

and therefore salaries of statutory .(covenanted) and other officers

should be reduced by lO per cent. It was contended that the Govern-

ment had no power so to do- Therefore, the said Act was passed,

whereby the salaries of the I. C. S. and other statutory officers .were

temporarily reduced by ten per cent* There was no legal difRculty

regarding the Provincial Service which* is not a covenanted one. The
salary of those in the Provincial Service can be reduced by the Govern-

ment without resort to any new Act

;

and their salaries were, also,

reduced by 10 per cent. By a subsequent amendment, it is made 5%.

Rules for admission to the L C. S. t The Secretary of State in

Council may with the advi..e and assistance of the Civil Service

Commissioners, make rules for the examination of British subjects

and of persons in respect of whom a declaration has been made

S
pder section 96A of this Act, who are desirous of becoming can

(dates for the examination of the L C. S. The rules shall pres-

cribe the age and qualifications of the candidates and the subjects

pf examination. AH rules thus made shall be laid before Parliament

within fourteen days after they are made. The candidates certified

to be entitled shall be recommended for appointment according to the

order of their proficiency as shown by their examination results. Such
persons only shall be admitted to the 1. C. S. by the Secretary of State

in Council. The Secretary of State is empowered with the concurrence

of a majority of votes at a meeting of his Council, to make appoint

ments to the 1. C. S. of persons domiciled in India

There are, at present, five methods of recruitment to the 1, C. S.
Wz., (1) open competitive examination in London, (2) open competi-

tive examination in India, (3) nomination in India, (4) promotion
from the Provincial Civil Service, and (5) appointment from the Bar*
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Sec.

96E

^ 98
lOO

409. Provindel end Subordinate ServicMs These are services

lower in the grade than [. C* S. Such services are known either as Pro*

vincial or Subordinate Services. Appointments to these services are

made by competition, by direct nomination or by promotion.

410. Recommendatiooa of the Indian Statutory Commisaion, ( Vol.

11); The control of the Secretary or State over the services will conti*

nue. (Paras 182 and 301).

They recommend safeguards for the position of existing officers

and for retiring officers on proportionate pension. (Paras 362 to 369)

1. C. >S Governor: During the Mont.Ford period, some members
of the I. C. S. are appointed Governors in Provinces. The Statutory

Commission recommend special pension to such Governors on the

ground that they have to strain their brains more.

411. H« M. Queen Victoria and the aervicea; In 1898, Her
Majesty the Queen is reported to have written a veiy important letter

to Lord Curzon (then Mr. Curzon) the then Viceroy-Designate; "The
future Viceroy must really shake himself more and more free from his

red-tapist, narrow minded council entourage'% When writing to Lord

Salisbury, she is reported to have expressed herself as follows; '^He

must be more independent; mi^t hearfor himself what the feelings

of Nativei really are and do what he thinks right and not be guided

In the case of the examination held in India, the Viceroy in Coun-

dl may at their discretion limit the maximum number of candidates to

two hundred for admission to the examination. A candidate must

neither be less than twenty-one nor more than twenty-three in age on

the first day of August in the year in which the examination is held. The
persons so selected in India have to proceed to England to remain there

on probation for a period of two years. Such probationers have to

appear at two examinations—one at the end of the first year, and the

final examination at the end of the next year.

Provisions as to nomination in India are made with a view to

encourage certain minorities and backward communities, and also to

encourage persons of ^proved merit and ability."

Some persons in the Provindal Service of importance to the State

and of proved merit and ability, should be encouraged and with this

view provision is made for promoting such members to the I. C. S.

408. Offices reserved to the L C. S. : Subject to the provisions

of this Act, all vacancies happening in any of the offices specified or

referred to in the third Schedule of this Act, and all such offices which

may be created hereafter, shall he filled in from amongst the members

of the I. C. S.
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by the snobbish and vulgar, overbearing and offensive, behaviour of Sec.

our civil and political Agents*^ On another occassion, H M. The W.^«
Queen is reported to have expressed, **if we are to get on peacefully and

happily in India,** it could not be done by “trying to trample on the

people and continually reminding them and making them feel that ^ey
are conquered people.” (**The Letters of Queen Victoria ”)

412. Proposals Regarding the Public Services in the White Paper t

The main divisions of the Public Services will be: (1) The All India

Services (including the the Indian Civil Service, the Indian Police, the

Indian Forest Service and the Indian Service of Engineers; (2) The
Provincial Services and (3) the Central Services (including the Railway

Services, the Indian Post and Telegraphic Services and the Imperial

Customs Services),

All persons appointed by the Secretary of State in Council cannot

be dismissed from the service by any authority subordinate to the

Secretary of State in Council. Their pay will be made subject to the

vote of the Legislature; and, they will have an ultimate right of appeal

to the Secretary of State in CLouncil. It is proposed to provide for

such rights even after the commencement of the Constittuion Act.

(Paras 70, 71, Introduction.)

Merits and demerits of these rights have been discussed while

considering the questions of and incidental to the Diarchy at

pages 107 to 120 ante*

412(a). Orders la Council : The existing system of making appoint*

meats by the Secretary of State will continue till His Majesty by

Order in Council will designate another authority for the purpose^

412(^). Statutory Enquiry: At the expiration of five years from

Ihe commencement of the Constitution Act, a Statutory Enquiry will

be held into the question of future recruitment for those Services, except *•

the Foreign Department and the Ecclesiastical Department. (Para 180,

jj^roposals.)

Other Provisions, in this behalf, are contained in paras 190 to 194

of Proposals.

The decision on the result of this enquiry, with which the Govern-

ment of India will be associated, will rest with His Majesty^s Govern-

ment, and be subject to the approval of both Houses of Parliament.

(Para 189, Proposals.1

412(c) Public Service Commission: There will be a Federal

Public Service Commission and Provincial Public Service Commission
for each Province, but by agreement the Provincial Commission
'viil be enabled to serve twojor more Provinces jointly* (Para 195 to

201, Proposals.)

26
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CHAPTER IX

THE JUDICIARY & ECCLESIASTICAL ESATBLISHMENT

I. INDIAN HIGH C0URT5

Sec* 413. CoBctitatton of JHigh ConrU s Indian High Courts are

101 generally established by the respective Letters-Patent. Each High Court

shall a Chief Justice and as many other Judges as His Majesty

may think fit to appoint, but the maximum number of Judges (include

ing permanent, acting and additiMial) includnig the Chief Justice shall be

twenty. A Chief Justice must be a Barrister; neither an Advocate nor a

Pleader can hold the permanent office of a Chief Justice though both of

them can act as a Chief Justice for short periods. Qualifications for

holding the office of a Judge in the High Court are i (a) He must be a

Barrister of at least five years' standing, or, (6) a member of the 1. C. S*

of at least ten years' standing having previously served -as a District

Judge, or, (c) a member of a Provincial Service of at least five years'

standing, or,(d) he must be a pleader of a High Court of at least ten

years' standing. At least one third of the total number of Judges must

be Barristers and one third must be members of the I. C. S.

At present, there are High Courts at Bombay, Calcutta, Madras,

Allahabad, Lahore, Patna and Rangoon. All these are established by
the respective Letters-Patent granted by the Crown* His Majesty is

empowered to establish additional High Courts with such jurisdiction,

powers, etc., as he thinks necessary.

TjW /rtviwiT LcgcsUcarccta any High Coart wrfA the

ous sanction of the Secretary of State in Council.

414. Case Law r 'Proviso to sec. 101 of the :Act does n^t

mean that an appointment of temporary Judges can only be made f^r

periods not exceeding two years in all. Kanda Swami vs* Muttra, 3^
Mad. L. J. 787. The usual strength of a High Court consisted of a

Chief Justice and Puisne Judges. Owing to the retirement of one

them, the Court consisted of an Acting Chief Justice and five Puistie

Judges of whom two were Barristers and two were members of the

Civil Service. On these facts, it was held by the Court that the Cong.,

titution of the High Court did not offend against sec. 101 of the Act.

9 All. 625, KB. 1 U. P. L. R. (a C.) 38.

102 415 Office during pleasure : Every Judge of a High Court holds

his office during His Majesty's pleasure, but any Judge of any High
Court except that of Calcutta, can lender his resignation to the LoC{d

lOl Government; a Judge of the Calcutta High Court can tender his resig.

nation to the Governor^General in Council*
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416. Additional Judge* : The Governor.General in Council may
appoint additional Judges of any High Court for a period not exceeding

two years» as may be required.

Px»:^ple of appointment : It must be admitted that it is a good

principle to recruit Judges from the Bar^ either English or Indian, It is

doubtful whether it is desirable to appoint additional judges. The reasons

twofold. Such additional judges will be recruited from the Bar; a good

practising counsel will not like to give up his practice for a temporary

period; a person once appointed a High Court Judge should not return

to the Bar again. Once he is promoted to the Bench, it is desirable

that he should bid farewell to the Bar. It is not desirable that a person

should be connected alternately with the Bench and active surrorund.

ings of litigation. Very recently, lawytfs in some provinces passed a

resolution to that effect.

Acting appointments s If a vacancy occurs in the office of the 108
Chief Justice or that of a Judge, the Governor*GeneraI in Council in the

case of the Calcutta High Court and the Local Government, in other

cases, shall appoint a person to act as a Judge as the case may be during

the period of vacancy. Another Judge of the same High Court—
the most senior Judge for the time being—is appointed to act as a

Chief Justice, in the case of a Judge, the Local Government may
appoint a person who could answer the qualifications laid down in

this Act.

Prindple of Teaore: It has been noted above that a High Court 103
Judge remains in office during the Crown’s pleasure. This principle

does not seem -to be sound. As in England, they should be allowed

to hold office during good behaviourf so that they could be removed

in consequence of a conviction for some offence or on the address

tSoth HoiM^of Parliament. The tenure-during good behaviour,

wggld act ol^fteat constitutional safe-guard against executive inter,

frfence with tKe administrate^ of justice.

417. Precedence of High Court Judges t The Chief Justice shall 109
have precedence and rank before the other Judges of the same Court
and all other Judges according to the seniority of their appointments,

unless otherwise provided for in their Patents.

The Chief Justice has rank and precedence immediately after the

Governor, and, other Judges after the Members of the Executive

Council.

418. Salaries, etc t The Secretary of State in Council are empo- 104
wered to fix and alter salaries, allowances, etc,, and expenses for

equipment and voyage of the Chief Justin and pother Judges of High

Sac.

lOl
2(0
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Soc. Courts. No change shall be made in the salary of a Judge who is

104 already in office. Similarly, they are empowered to pay the personal

legal representatives of a Judge-designate, if he dies on voyage or with-

in six months after his arrival in this country, such sum of money

which may amount to one year’s salary inclusive of what he has already

got. Similarly, if he dies in harness and after the expiration of six

months, they are empowered to pay six months’ salary.

106 419. Jorltdicfclon : Ordinaxy Original CWil Jurisdiction $ O. O.
C. J. means jurisdiction within such local limits as from time to time be

declared and prescribed by any law to receive, try and determine suits

of every description The suits could be originally filed in the High

Court if they have only such original jurisdiction. Bombay, Calcutta

and Madras have got such O. O. C. J» The other High Courts have

got only appellate jurisdiction, L e., they should hear appeals against

and review the judgements and orders of their subordinates, but they

cannot receive, try and determine original suits

Extraordinary O. C. J. includes the power lo remove, try and

determine suits being or falling within the jurisdiction of Subordinate

Courts. This power is exercised by all the High Courts.

O. O. Ct, J« Ordinary Original Criminal Jurisdiction is granted to

Bombay, Calcutta and Madras High Courts. Calcutta High Court has

such jurisdiction within the local limits of the town of Calcutta, where-

as Bombay and Madras have got such jurisdiction within the limits of

D their O. O. C. J. and also in respect of persons beyond such limits over

whom they have crimtnaf Jur^diction at the date of the respective

Letters-Patent. The O. O. Cr. J. is the original iurisdiction to try

and determine cases (with the help of a jury) in respect of all persons

commitated to the High Court Sessions in due course of law by ram*

mitting Magistrates (or Courts),

Extraordinary O. Cr. J., is exercised in respect of all persons

residing within the jurisdiction of all Subordinate Courts of the Char^

tered High Court and on chafes preferred by the Advocate^^neral

specially empowered in this behalf*

In the case of O O. Cr. J there is no right of appeal but a trying

(Sessions) Judge of the High Court may, in his own discretion, reserve

any point of law for the opinion of the Appeal Court. No appeal lies

also to the Privy Council, but it may interfere in case of extreme

necessity and absolute failure of justice.

Testamentary and Intestate Jnrisdiction t These High Courts

have got jurisdiction to grant Letters of Administration and Probate of

'Wills. Such jurisdiction is called T. & 1. ].
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MAtiimoiiial Juriidiction : Jurisdiction to receive^ try and deter* Saa»,

mine matrimonial petitions, L e., petitions for divorce, etc*, is called IQS'
Matrimonial Jurisdiction.

Insolvency Jurisdiction : Jurisdiction to receive, try and determine

petitions under the Insolvency Act is called Insolvency Jurisdiction.

Admiralty Jurisdiction t These Courts have admiralty jurisdiction

also The several Hi^ Courts have such jurisdiction, original and ap-

pellate, including Admiralty Jurisdiction, in respect of offences committed

on the Seas and all such powers and authorities over or in relation to

the administration of justice, including power to appoint clerks and

other ministerial officers and power to make rules for regulating the

practice of the Court. The Letters*Patent may be amended or altered

by the Crown.

420. Case Law: The High Court has powers, apart from sec. U 5

of the Civil P. C., to call for the proceedings of any Subordinate Court

by virtue of sec. 106 and 130 of the Act. The B. S. N. S Co. vs,

Vasudeo, 29 Bom, L. R 1551. No appeal lies from the decision of a

Judge to whom a case is referred under some Act for final decision,

Gangaram vs Chief Court of Revenue Authority. 29 Bom, L. R,

1511. The Chief Authority is under an obligation to refer a serious

question of law under sec. 51 of the Indian Income Tax Act to the

High Court : Alcock vs. Chief Revenue Authorities. 25 Bom, R.

920 P. C. See B,E, S. T, S Co.# vs. Collector of Madras. 35
Mad,L. J. 23,

421. Powers of High Courts with respect to subordinate Courts: 107
Each of the High Courts has got powers of superintendence over all

^urts subject to its appeallate jurisdiction and may (a) call for returns;

(6) direct the transfer of any suit or appeal from one Court to another

Court of equal or superior jurisdiction: (C) frame and issue general rules

and formsj (d) prescribe forms for keeping books, etc. ; (e) and settle

tables fees to be allowed to the Sheriff, attorney, etc. These rules,

tables, etc., must not be inconsistent with the provisions of any law and
forms must require the previous sanction of the Governor.General in

the case of the Calcutta High Court and that of the Local Government
in the case of other High Courts.

422. Case Law. Although the provision regarding the powers of

superintendence ordinarily given by the Criminal Procedure Code to

the High Court can be repealed by an Ordinance, the High Court can

exercise similar powers under sec. 107 of the Act ;
these powers are to

a certain extent limited, but the High Court is certainly empowered to

invoke the assistance of sec* 107 in the case of an extreme legal neccssi-
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See* ty; (As per Beaumont C« J. and Broomfield J*^Nanavaty J. differing). In

107 Ret Phansalker, 34 Bom. L. R. 1523. In the said case» the Advocate^

General for the Crown contended that sec. 106 should be read subject to

sec. 107; and therefore the operation of the powers given under sec. 107

can also be temporarily suspended by an Ordinance; but the contention

was over-ruled by their Lordships who held that the provisions of sec*

107 cannot be repealed by any law passed by the Indian Legislature.

Consequently, the Viceroy cannot promulgate an Ordinance repealing

the sard sec, 107* Ibid, See Malukdhari vs, Jetsari, 30 All. 612;

marchandra vs* Basar, 22 C* W* N. 627; Raghunath vs* Azari,

2 Patna L. J. 130; In Re: V. Krashanna Swami, 35 Mad* 512; 1 Patna

L. J- 467; 4 Patna L. J 20; 3 Patna L. J. 382. The High Court has

Jurisdiction to interfere in revision, with an order of a Munsif punishing

a party for contempt- Kadhurivs* Emperor, 42 All. 29. The High

Court has no general power of superintendence in respect of the procee-

dings taken under Ch. 12th of the Cr* P. C- Surendranath vs EmDeror,

40 AH 364; Moiram vs. Mrijan, 24 C. W N. 97; 19 Cal. 127; 16 All

L. J. 189; Sakkaval vs. Emperor, 41 All. 302. Under this section, the

High Court can interfere with the order made under sec. 145 of the Cr.

P. C* Alimahomed vs. Piggot; 32 Cal. L. J. 270; The Indian Iron &
Steel Co* vs. Bansu, 32 Cal. L* J* 54; 41 Mad. 318 ; 14 Cal. 361 ; 26
Cal* 188; 25 A11.537j 24Bom. 527; 36 Mad 275* The applicability

of sec. 107 to proceedings under the Legal Practitioners Act is discussed

in the matter of Janak Kishore, 1 Patna L> J. 576 ;
proceedings under

the Land Aquisition Act are judicial and are open to revision uuder

sec. 107 ; 12 CaJ W. N. 241; Parmeshwar vs. Land Acquisition Collec-

tor, 42 Mod. 231; 33 Bom L, R, 1007. Section 107 empowers the

High Court to prevent the perversion by the Magistrate of the law laid

downinsec. 144Cr.P. C. 7CW.N. 140; flC* W.N 79; 5 Clal.

7 ; 25 Cal. 852; Govind vs. Perumal, 25 Mad, L* J 370. Where a

Court dismisses a suit on the plaintiff's failure to amend a plaint with-

out giving him an opportunity to continue the trial with the plaint as

it was, it refuses to exercise a jurisdiction and its order is open to revision

under sec 107; 4 Patna L,J. 277; 4 Patna L. J, 57 and 4 Patna

L. J. 371; 20 C. W. N. 1080; 42 Gal. 926; 16 Cr. L. J. 375.

423i While Peperr Prapaeel to repeal sec* lOT ( The Federal Legis-

lature will have power to regulate the powers of superintendence

exercised by High Courts over subordinate Courts in the Provinces.

In Phansalkar vs. The Crown, 34 Bom. L. R. 1523, it was held

that the Indian Legislature cannot pass any Act repealing sec. 107.
They further held that the Ordinance cannot, therefore, repeal the pro-

vision of that section. But by this proposal, the Governor-General by
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the Ordinance will be able to suspend the Provisions of that section Sac

and deprive the High Courts of their powers of superintendence. 107
(Para 175, Proposals.)

IMatribiitioa of work: Each High Court may in its own rules 108
provide as it thinks fit for the exercise of the original and appellate

jurisdiction. The Chief Justice decides distribution of work amongst

the other Judges.

We have already considered under the Chapter on the Government lOO
of India that the Governor.Generai in Council may transfer any terri-

tory or place from the jurisdiction of one to the jurisdiction of any other

High Court.

425. Exemption: We have also considered that the Governor. IIO
General, Governors, Members of the Executive Council and such other 111
officers, are exempted from the jurisdiction of High Courts. But they

are not exempted from the jurisdiction of any competent court in England

in respect of certain acts amounting to misdemeanour, which are as

follows:

426. Certain Acta to bo Miademeanonr : If any person holding office 124
under the Crown in India does any of the following things, that is to

say—(1) Oppresiion^“\i he oppresses any British subject within his

jurisdiction or in the exercise of his authority; or (2)

dience^ii (except in case of necessity, the burden of proving which

shall be on him) he wilfully disobeys, or wilfully omits, forbears or

neglects to execute, any orders or instructions of the Secretary of State;

or (3) Breach of daty^li he is guilty of Mdlful breach of the trust and

duty of his office; or (4) Trading—if being the Governor-General, or

Governor, Lieut-'Governor or Chief Commissioner or a Member of

the Executive Council of the Governor-General or of a Governor or of a

Lieut.'Governor or being a Minister appointed under this Act, or being

a person employed or concerned in the collection of revenue or the

administration of justice, he is concerned in, or has any dealings or

transactions by way of trade or business ^n any part of India for

the benefit either of himself or of any other person, otherwise than as

a shareholder in any joint stock company or trading corporation; or

(5) Receving Present—if he demands, accepts or receives, by himself

or another in the discharge of his office, or any promise of the same,

except in accordance with such rules as may be made by the Secretary

of State as to the receipt of presents, and except in the case of fees

paid or payable to barristers, physicians, surgeons and chaplains in the

Way of their respective profession, he shall be guilty of misdemeanour;

and if he is convicted of having demanded, accepted or received, any
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Sec, such gift, gratuity or reward, the same or the full value thereof shall be

124 forfeited to the Crown, and the Court may order that the gift, gratuity^

or any part thereof be restored to the person who gave it, or be giveP

to the prosecutor, or informer and that the whole or any part of any fine

imposed on the offender be paid or given to the prosecutor or inform^f

as the Court may direct.

Provided that notwithstanding anything in this Act, if any member

of the Governor-General's Executive Council or any member of any
' Local Government was at the time of his appointment concerned <jr

engaged in any trade or business, he may during the term of his offic'^

with the sanction in writing of the Governor-General or in the case

Ministers, of the Governor of the Province, and in any case subject t<>

Oil ‘such general conditions and restrictions as the Governor-General in

t f 1 Council may prescribe, retain his concern or interest in that trade dt

business, but shall not during that term, take part in the direction df

management of that trade or business.

125 427. Loam to Priacet or Chiafa: (1) If any European British

Subject without the previous consent in writing of the Secretary

State in Council or of the Governor-General in Council or of a Loc^l

Government, by himself or another (a) lends any money or oth^r

valuable thing to any Prince or Chief in India
;
or (b) is concerned in

lending money to, or raising or procuring money for any such Prince d'

Chief or becomes security for the repayment of any such monay ; d'

(c) lends any money or other valuable thing to any other person for

is concerned in any bond, note or other security granted by any su^h

Prince or Chief, for the repayment of any loan or money, herinbefof*

referred to ; he shall be guilty of misdemeanour. (2) Every bond, not?

or security for money, of whatsoever kind or nature taken, held Ot

enjoyed, cither directly or indirectly for the use and benefit of any
European British Subject contrary to the intent of this section, shall

be void.

126 428. Carrying on Dangerous Correspondence: If any person Carries

on mediately or immediately any illicit correspondence, dangerous to th®

peace or safety of any part of British India, with any Prince, Chiefr

landholder or other person having authority in India or with the Gort**

mander, Governor or Resident of any foreign European settlement

India or any correspondence contrary to the rules and orders of th«

Secretary of State or the Govemor-General in Council or a Governc?**

in Council, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanour
;
and the Governoi^'

General or the Governor may issue a warrant for securing and detainifig

in custody any person suspected of carrying on any such correspondence i
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(2) if on examination taken on oath in writing of any credible witness Sect

before the Govemor^General in Council, there appears reasonable 128
ground for the charge, the Governor-General or the Governor may
commit the person suspected or accused to safe custody and shall within

a reasonable time not exceeding five days, cause to be delivered to him

a copy of the charge on which he is so committed ; (3) the person

charged may deliver his defence in writing with a list of such witnesses

as he may desire to be examined in support thereof ; (4) the witnesses

in support of the charge and of the defence shall be examined and cross-

examined on oath in the presence of the person charged, and their

deposition and examination shall be token down in writing ; (5) if not-

withstanding the defence there appears to the Governor-General in

Council or the Governor in Council reasonable grounds for the charge

and for continuing the confinement, the person charged shall remain in

custody until he is brought to trial in India or sent to England for trial;

(6) all such examinations and proceedings or attested copies thereof

under the seal of the High Court shall be sent to the Secretary of State,

is soon as may be, in order to their being produced in evidence on the

:rial of the person charged in the event of his being sent for trial to

England
; (7) if any such person is to be sent to England the Governor-

General or the Governor, as the case may he shall cause him to be so

lent at the first convenient opportunity, unless he is disabled by illness

Irom undertaking the voyage, in which case he shall be so sent as soon

IS his state of health will safely admit thereof; (8) the examination

ind proceedings transmitted in pursuance of this section shall be

received as evidence in all Courts of Law, subject to any just exceptions

IS to the competency of the witnesses.

429. Prosecution of Offences in England: If any person holding 12T
affice under the Crown in India commits any offence under this Act

any offence against any person within his jurisdiction or subject to

us authority, the offence may without prejudice to any other jurisdiction

be enquired of, heard, tried and determined before His Majesty’s High

Court of Judicature in London and be dealt with as if committed in the

County of Middlesex.

430. Limitation for Prosecution in British India: Every prosecution 128
before a High Court in British India in respect of any offence referred

•o in the last foregoing section must be commenced within six years

^fter the commission of the offence

43L Penalties: If any person commits any offence referred to in 129
his Act, he shall be liable to such fine or imprisonment or both as the

Court thinks fit and shall be liable at the discretion of the Court to be

ncapable of serving the Crown in India in any office, civil or military;

27
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Sec< end if he is convicted in British India by a High Court, the Court may
order that he be sent to Great Britain.

114 432. Advocate-General t ft is already noted that the Crown by war.

rant under His Royal Sign Manual, appoints an Advocate^General

each of the Presidencies of BombaVt Bengal and Madras. The Advocate

General is empowered to take such proceedings on behalf of the CroWn

as may be taken by the Attorney-General in England In case Qf

Bengal, the Government of India is empowered to make temporary qj-

acting appointments: and in the case of Bombay and Madras, the

respective Local Governments are so empowered.

433. Case Law : The term Advocate-General means the person

who, for the time being, holds the office. If the permanent incntobant

either goes on leave, or on deputation, or relinquishes his office even

temporarily for any other reason, and if another person is appointed in

his place as provided for in sec. 144, such holder of the office Is

‘AdvocatC'GencraP and not the permanent incumbant. The person sq

appointed to act as 'Advocate-GeneraP is entitlled to all the duties,

rights, obligations and privileges of that office. 33 Bom. L» R. 1500.

434. Jadicial Commiaaioners t At some places there are no Hi^h

Courts, e. g.» in Sind, Nagpur, Kathiawar, etc.: in such places Judicial

Commissioners are appointed by the Government of India, with the

powers of a High Court.

107 433. Subordinate Judiciary; Subordinate Criminal Conrta; Every

P/ovmc£ is divided into Sessions divisions which are sub-divided into

magisterial divisions. If there is more work in a division, the Sessiofig

Judge is assisted by an Additional or an Assistant Sessions Judge.

VS 1 Their powers are defined by the Criminal Procedure Code.

436. Subordinate Civil Courte: The Province is divided into

several districts having District and Subordinate Judges to administer

civil justice. Their jurisdiction, powers and functions are defined hy V

the Civil Procedure Code.

43/. Privy Council i In civil matters an appeal lies from a fina|

> appellate decree of the High Couit or any other Court of final appellate

jurisdiction, and from any other decree, if the case is certified by the

High Court to be fit for appeal to the Judical Committee of the Priyy

Council. The Civil Procedure Code lays down under what circumtances

and in what cases an appeal would He to the Privy Council. If the Hi^h

Court refuses leave to appeal to the King in Council, the Privy Countil

has right to grant Special Leave if it so thinks fit. All the Decrees

Orders of the Privv Council are drawn ud in the name of the Kins.
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This Judicial Commitlee of the Privy Council sits in England and Sec*

adjudicates upon matters as stated above. It is said that it is more 1^7
difficult to be a member of the Privy Council than to be a Peer. At

present two Indians have the honour of sitting on the Judicial Commit-

tee of the Privy CouudL

438. Suggeetion of Supreme Court s It is urged by some Indian

schools of political thought and by some Indian lawyers that a

Supreme Court should be established in India with the powers and

functions of the Privy Council. It is also urged that about two
or three English Privy Councillors may be invited to come to

India and preside over the Bench of the proposed Supreme Court during

cold weather, and the sittings of the Supreme Court may be held only

during cold weather. If these suggestions are accepted and a Supreme

Court is established on that basis, it is certain that justice would be

cheaper and speedier. Proposals regarding the establishment of a

Supreme Court are published in the White Paper.

439 RecommendaUona of the India Statutory Commission regard*

ing High Courts [Vol. ll, Paras 341 to 349] t From the observations,

one must have noted that the High Court at Calcutta is mainly under

the jurisdiction of the Central Government; whereas the other High
Courts are under the jurisdiction of the Local Governments, except in

the case of additional and permanent appointments of High Court

Judges.

The Coi'iTrtwJ’Jwn High Com-t to^ be the Ceatre}

subject and to be placed under the Central control.

The superintendence, direction and control of High Courts over the

^||jkbordinate judiciary will however remain the same

^ 440. Proposals fa the White Paper regarding judiciery, I.e.,

IThe Federal Court, The Supreme Court and The Provincial High Court.

Federal Courts'. Principle: In a constitution created by the Fede-

ration of a number of separate political units, a Federal Court has

always been recognised as an essential element to interprete authori-

tatively (1) the Federal Constitution itself; (2) the conflicting laws

and (3) the conflicting spheres.

440(aX Proposed varioui kinds of Jurisdiction t It is proposed

that the Federal Court should have b^h an ^iginal and an appellate

Jurisdiction. On its original side, it will determine judicial disputes

between the Federation and any Federal Unit* On its appellate side

which will be an exclusive jurisdiction, it will hear appeals from any

High Court or State Court on the question involving the interpretation:
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Sec* of the Constitution Act* Provision is sought to be made for an appeal

to the King in Council against the decision of the Federal Court*

(Paras 62, 63* 64, Introduction and paras 155, 156, Proposals.)

440(^)> Number of Jndgeai Appointment ; Special ease on facts

stated: Other consequential proposals are considered in para 65
of the Introduction and laid down in paraa 157 to 162 of the Pro-

posals*

440(c)^ The Supreme Court : It is proposed to create a

Supreme Court of Appeal for British India. In certain matters, both

Civil and Criminal, it will be a final Court of Appeal; and in certain

matters it shall have concurrent jurisdiction with the Privy Council*

It is also proposed to provide for appeals to the King in Council

againstEthe decision of the Supreme Court. (Para 66, Introduction;

para 163, Proposals*)

440(tf) Supreme Conrt : Ite Jurirdiction and Powers : It will be a

Court of Appeal from the High Osurts in British India* (Para 165, Pro*

posals). Such appeals in civil cases will be subject to the provisions now
applicable to appeals to the King in Council. (Para 166, Proposals).

It will also be a Criminal Court of Appeal; appeals in criminal cases will

lie only where a sentence of death has been passed or where an acquittal

on a criminal charge has been reversed by a High Court; in the latter

case, a certificate by the High Court, that it is a fit case, will be neces^

sary. (Para 166, Proposals). A direct appeal from a High Court to the

King in Council will, therefore, be barred* An appeal from the Supreme

Court to the King in conncil will be allowed in civil cases only on leave

by Supreme Court or by special leave* No aiminal appeal will lie to

the King in Council, not even by special leave. (Para 167, Proposals,)

Hie Preeident: The Chief Justice of such a Court will be know^
as the President. (Para 164, Proposals)*

440(c). Appointment, etc* : The President and Judges of the

Supreme Court will be appointed by His Majesty and will hold office
'

during good behaviour The term of office will cease on their attain^

ing the age of 63 years.

440(/). Tenure : An important change is proposed by providing

that Judges will continue in office during good behaviour and not

during pleasure.

440('g)* The Provincial High Courts: Proposed changes: (1)

The existing provision regarding certain proportion of Barristers, LGS ,

Advocates and Pleaders, is proposed to be repealed. There will be no

reservation for any class. (2) They will continue in office during good

behaviour and not during pleasure ; (3) they will continue in office
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upto their attaining the age of 63 years; (4) any person qualified to

be a Judge will be eligible for the office of Chi^ Justice; (5) the

salaries, etc., will be regulated by Orders in Council; (6) the power to

appoint temporary additional Judges and also to fill in temporary

vacancies in High Courts will be vested in the Governor*^neral

in his disaetion; and (7) the Courts can be deprived of their power of

superintendence as provided for under the existing sec. 107, by any Act

of the Federal Legislature or any Ordinance by the Governor-General*

fParaa 168 to 175t Proposals.)

11. BCCLEdlASTlCAL BSTABLISHMBNT

441. Sections 115, 116, 117r 118, 119, 120 and 121 were repealed 115
by schedule 1 of 17 and 18 Geo* V> ch. 40; but, similar provisions to

were embodied in the said Act of Parliament* (17 3 18 Geo. V, ch. 40*) 121
The establishment is primarily maint^ed for the purpose of pro-

viding the administration of religion for British-born European servants

of the Crown. The Bishops of Bombay, Bengal and Madras are appo.

inted by the Crown by Letters-Patent. They ate paid out of the

revenues of India such salaries, allowances, expenses of visitations, etc.,

as fixed by the Secretary of State in Council*

The Bishop of Calcutta is the Metropolitan Bishop in India and

exercises such ecclesiastical functions as the Crown by Letters Patent

may direct*

Provisions arc made to make payment to personal legal represent-

tatives of a Bishop or a Bishop-designate In case of his death, by the

Secretary of State in Council.

'are also nvade to o peoaiorv to any Evsbop.

His Majesty may make rules regarding leave of a^fiODC for Bishop

of Bombay, Calcutta and Madras.

Provision is made for the establishment of Chaplains of the Church 122
of Scotland in the three Presidencies.

Provision is also made granting sudi sums of money as may be 123
expedient for the purposes of instructions or for the maintenance of

places of worship, by the Government of India with the sanction of the

Secretary of State in Council

It is urged that the State should not defray the expenses from

public treasury, in any event, for an establishment exclusively for only

any one religious class.

442. Propoesb in the White Paper : The Ecclesiastical Depart*

ment will be a Reserved Department under the direct administration of

the Governor-General* The Legislature will not have power or autho*
1‘ity to interfere with the administration of this department. Even on
the financial side, the Legislature will not have any voice. (Paras 14,

15, 25 and 26, Introduction; and paras 6, Ht 21 and 42,
Proposals.)





GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT
AS AMENDED UPTO FEBRUARY 1934

An Act to consolidate enactments relating to the

Government of India

Be it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the

advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this

present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

PART I

HOME GOVERNMENT
THE CROWN

1. GoverninCDt of India by the Crown: The territories for the time being

vested in His Majesty in India are governed by and in the name of His Majes-*

ty the King Emperor of India, and alt rights which, if the Government of India

Act, 1858, had not been passed, might have been exercised by the East India

Company in relation to any territories, may be exercised by and in the name
of His Majesty as rights incidental to the government of India.

History of Law ..Chapter 1

Home Government . 42

The Crewn.«,42 The PostMon of the Crown as fore-

The Crown’s Statntory Execntlve «hadowed in the White Paper...44

powers ..43 British India and White Paper...45

His Statutory, Legislative, Jndidal Pnndamentel Rights ..74

R. The Secretary of State: (1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the

Secretary of State has and performs all such or the like powers and duties relat-

ing to the government or revenues of India, and has all such or the like powers

over all officers appointed or continued under this Act, as, if the Government
of India Act, 1858, had not been passed, might or should have been exercised

or performed by the East India Company, or by the Court of Directors or Court

of Proprietors of that Company, either ^one or by the direction or with the

sanction or approbation of the Commissioners for the Affairs of India, in

relation to the government or those revenues and the officers and servants of

that Company, and also all such powers as might have been exercised by the

said Commissioners alone.

(2) In particular, the Secretary of State may, subject to the provisions of

this Act ^[or rules made thereunder], superintend, direct and control all acts,

1 These vrordb were iueertod by II of Soh. 11 of the Government of India Aot 1819

(9 and 10 Geo, 5. oh. 101).

and Eccleniantleal powert...44

Hit ConttituHonal powert*»44
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operations and concerns which relate to the government or revenues of India,

and all grants of salaries, gratuities and allowances, and all other payments and

charges, out of or on the revenues of India.

^[(3) The salary of the Secretary of State shall be paid out of moneys pro-

vided by Parliament, and the salaries of his under secretaries and any other

expenses of his department may be paid out of the revenues of India or

out of moneys provided by Parliament.]

The Secretary of State ...46

Colonial Secretary and the Secre-

tary of State for India 46

Hie Powera...46

Under-Secretaries...48

The Act of Indemnity t 20 & 21

Geo* V. ch. 9...49

3. The Coun^ of India t ( f ) The Council of India shall consist of such

number of members, not less than ?Ceight] and not more than ^[twelve], as the

Secretary of the State may determiner

^[Provided that the Council as constituted at the time of the passing of the

Government of India Act, 1919, shall not be affected by this provision, but no

fresh appointment or re-appointment thereto shall be made in excess of the

maximum prescribed by this provision.]

(2) The right of filling any vacancy in the Council shall be vested in the

Secretary of State*

(3) Unless at the time of an appointment to fill a vacancy in the Council

{one half] of the then existing members of the Council are persons who have

served or resided in {..*] India for at least ten years, and have not last left {•>»]

India more than five years before the date of their appointment, the person

appointed to fill the vacancy must be so qualified.

(4 ) Every member of the Council shall hold office except as by this

section provided, for a term of ^[five] years.

{Provided that the tenure of office of any person who is a member of the

Council at the time of the passing of the Government of India Act, 1919,

shall be the same as though that Act had not been passed.

(5) The Seaetary of State may, for special reasons of public advantage,

re-appoint for a further term of five years any member of the Council whose

1. This Bub^eotion was sabstitated by part n of Bob 11 of the GoTernment of India Act,

1919 (9 and 10 Geo. 5, oh. 101). 9. The words **eigbt” and * twelve" were Bubstltated for tiro

words "ten" and “fourtoen'* reepeotively by ibid. 3 This proviso was added by ibid. 4. The word

*'one‘balf " was sabstiuted for the word * oiae** by ibid. b. The word “British ” was omitted fay

ibid. 6, The word " firitieh" was omitted by Soh, 1 of tbe Gaveroment of India (Ameodmest)
Aot, 1916 16 and 7 Geo. 6, oh. 37). 7. The word "flTc" was substllntod for "soTea" by part II of

Beh. II of (he Government of India Aot, 1919 iQ and 10 Goo. 5, oh,.101) 8 Thij proviso was

Inserted by ifad.
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term of office has expired. In any such case the reasons for the re-appointment

shall be set forth in a minute signed by the Secretary of State and laid before

both Houses of Parliament* Save as aforesaid^ a member of the Council shall

not be capable of re-appointment.

(6) Any member of the Council may» by writing signed by him, resign

his office. The instrument of resignation shall be recorded in the minutes of

the Council.

(7) Any member of the Council may be removed by His Majesty from

his office on an address of both Houses of Parliament.

'[(8) There shall be paid to each member of the Council of India the

annual salary of twelve hundred pounds s

Provided that any member of the Council who was at the time of his

appointment domiciled in India shall receive^ in addition to the salary hereby

provided, an annual subsistence allowance of six hundred pounds.

Such salaries and allowances may be paid out of the revenues of India or

out of moneys provided by Parliament.

(9) Notwithstanding anything in any Act or rule, where any person in

the service of the Crown in India is appointed a member of the Council before

the completion of the period of such service required to entitle him to a pension

or annuity, his service as such member shall, for the purpose of any pension or

annuity which would have been payable to him on completion of such period,

be reckoned as service under the Crown in India whilst resident in India.]

The Council of India ..48

The History of Law 50

Object..,50

Exceptions 51

Whether necessary. ..51

Binding Character of the Minority

of tihe Council,..202, 205

Recommendations of the Statntory

Commission ..51

Proposals in the White Paper, ,.52
Agency work...54

4. Seat in Conncil dlsqualiftcation for Parliiment: No member of the

Council of India shall be capable of sitting or voting in Parliament.

5. Duties of Council : The Council of India shall, under the direction of

the Secretary of State, and subject to the provisions of this Act, conduct the

business transacted in the United Kingdom in relation to the government of

India and the correspondence with India " ? *=*

Duties and Functions of the CoancU...54

1. Sub-oeotions (8) & {0) of seotion 8 wets sobsUtuted tot old BDb-aeoiion (B) by Part 11 of

5ch, 11 of the OoTUEQDiont of India Aot, 1919 (9 & 10 Geo. o, Cb. lOl). 2, Tho romaining words
ware oiulited by ibid,

28
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6* Powers of Coancilt (1) Alt powers required to be exercised by the

Secretary of State in Councily and all powers of the Council of India, shall be

exercised at meetings of the Council at which {such number of members are

present as may be prescribed by general directions of the Secretary of State*]

(2)

The Council may act notwithstanding any vacancy in their number.

7. President and vice president of Council : (1) The Secretary of State

shall be the president of the Council of India, with power to vote.

(2) The Secretary of State in Council may appoint any member of the

Council to be vice-president thereof, and the Secretary of State may at any-

time remove any person so appointed.

(3) At every meeting of the Council the Secretary of State, or, in his

absence, the vice president, If present, or, in the absence of both of theitii one

of the members of the Council, chosen by the members present at the meeting,

shall preside

8. Meetings of Council: Meetings of the Council of India shall be

convened and held as and when the Secretary of State directs, but one such

meeting, at least shall be held in every ^month.]

&. Procedure at meetings $ (1) At any meeting of the Council of India

at which the Secretary of State is present, if there is a difference of opinion on

any question, except a question with respect to which a majority of votes at a

meeting is by this Act declared to be necessary, the determination of the Secre-

tary of State shall be final*

(2) In case of an equality of votes at any meeting of the Council, the

person presiding at the meeting shall have a second or casting vote.

(3) All acts done at a meeting of the Council in the absence of the

Secretary of State shall require the approval in writing of the Secretary of

State*

(4) In case of difference of opinion on any question decided at a meeting

of the Council, the Secretary of State may require that his opinion and the

reasons for it be entered in the minutes of the proceedings, and any member
of the Council, who has been present at the meeting, may require that his

opinion, and any reasons for ii that he has stated at the meeting, be also

entered in like manner.

Procedure ..54

lO. Committees of Council and bouitesa : The Secretary of State may
constitute committees of the Council of India for the more convenient trans-

action of business, and direct what dq)artments of business are to be under

those Committees respectively, and generally direct the manner in which '‘(.the

business of the Secretary of State in Council or the Council of India shall be

1. rhfibe words were Bubsfcituted for "nob lew than five members ate preseDt" by PatL II uf
Sch. II of the Government of ludia Act, (9 & 10 Geo j ,

oh. lOl) 2. The word ^'month*' Wte
bttbstituted loi the word “week ’ by 8 Theao word^ were snbb&ituted for “all bnaineD^ of the
i^ouncil ox OommitteeB bheroof is to be tEanaacbed'’ by tbuf.
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transacted, and any order made or act done in accordance with such direction

shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, be treated as being an order of th^

Secretary of State in Council].

[^11. Correspondence between Secretary of State and India } Subjec't

to the provisions of this Act, tlie procedure for the sending of orders an^

communications to India and in general for correspondence between the Secr^*

tary of State and the Governor-General in Council or any local governmerft

shall be such as may be prescribed by order of the Secretary of State in

Council.]

15. Communication to Parliament aa to orders for commencing hostilities*

When any order is sent to India directirg the actual commencement of hostili*

ties by His Majesty's forces in India, the fact of the order having been ser^^

shall, unless the order has in the meantime been revoked or suspended,

communicated to both Houses of Parliament within three months after

sending of the order, or if Parliament is not sitting at the expiration of tho#^

three months, then within one month after the next meeting of Parliament.

1 6. [Correspondence by Governor-General with Secretary of State*]

(Omitted by Part 111 of Sch. II of 9 3 10 Geo. 5, ch. 101.)

ESTABLISHMENT OF SECRETARY OP STATE

17* Establishment of Secretary of State t (1) No addition may
made to establishment of the Secretary of State in Council, to be laid before

both Houses of Parliament within fourteen days after the making thereof, pr

if Pailiament isnot then sitting, then within fourteen days after the neJft

meeting of Parliament*

\‘i') "The Tu’ics ma6e VAwjWfcy tm'Aictfies, probT*-

tion or other tests of fitness, in relation to appointments to junior situations in

the civil service, shall apply to such appointments on the said establishment.

(3) The Secretary of State in Council may, subject to the foregoing pro*

visions of this section, make all appointments to and promotions in the said

establishment, and may remove any officer or servant belonging to the

establishment

IP. Pensions and grataitieas His Majesty may, by warrant under the

Hoyal Sign Manual, countersigned by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, grant

to any secretary, officer or servant appointed on the establishment of the Seefe*

tary of State in Council, such compensation, superannuation or retiring allow-

ance, or to his legal personal representative such gratuity, as may respectively

he granted to persons on the establishment of a Secretary of State or to tha

Paisonal representatives of such persons, under the laws for the time being in

force concerning superannuation and other allowances to persons having held

civil offices in the public service or to personal representatives of such persons*

I .Section 11 wsb Bnbstitutcd for old bootione 11 to 14 bj Part 1 of Boh. II of the Govt.
Iniia Vet, 1919 19 &. 10 Geo. 6 , oh, Ul).
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MILITARY APPOINTMENTS

10. Military Appointments t ^I) The Commander m Chief of His

Majesty’s forces in India is appointed by His Majesty by warrant under the

Royal Sign Manual.

(2) ^ In the appointment of officers to His Majesty’s army

the same provision as heretoforCf or equal provision^ shall be made for the

appointment of sons of persons who have served in India in the military or

civil service of the Crown or of the East India Company.

RELAXATION OF CONTROL OF SECRETARY OP STATE

[3

1

0A • Relaxation of Control of Secretary of State t The Secretary of

state in Council may* notwithstanding anything in this Acti by rules regulate

and restrict the exercise of the powers of superintendence, direction and control

vested in the Secretary of State and the Secretary of State in Council by this

Act, or otherwise, in such manner as may appear necessary or expedient in order

to give effect to the purposes of the Government of India Act, 1919.

Before any rules are made under this section relating to subjects other

than transferred subjects, the rules proposed to be made shall be laid in draft

before both Houses of Parliament and such rules shall not be made unless both

Houses by resolution approve the draft either without modification or addition,

or with modification or additions to which both Houses agree, but upon such

approval being given the Secretary of State in Council may make such rules in

the form in which they have been approved, and such rules on being so made

shall be of full force and effect.

Any rules relating to transferred subjects made under this section shall be

laid before both Houses of Parliament as soon as may be after they are made

and if an address is presented to His Majesty by either House of Parliament
^

within the next thirty days on which that House has sat after the rules are

laid before it praying that the rules or any of them may be annulled, His

Majesty in Council may annul the rules or any of them, and those rules shall

thenceforth be void, but without prejudice to the validity of anything previous,

ly done thereunder.]

The Control over Transferred Sub

Jects...57

The Control over Reserved Sob-

jecta...S9

The cases in which the previous

sanction necessary 56

Recommendations of the Statutory
Commssion...58, 60

Fiscal Policy and the Home Govern-
ment.., 60

Fiscal autonomy Convention.. 61

Currency Policy} Gold standard: The
Convention...63

Inserted by g. 3 of the Govt, of India ('Leave ,of Absence
Aot. 192A 114 A 15 Geo 5, oh S8}. 2. Certain words were omitted by Part 11 of Soh. Zl cf the Go-
Tetnment of India Act. l91d (9 A 10 Geo. 5r oh. 101}. S. section 19A was inserted by Part lot
ibid. i. M Oal. g^O (l02l.2^.

^
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CoDAtitQtloiMl qaettioas aad Caie

AW...64

Recommeadationt of the Stetatory

'oBimiMioa regarding the eonvMi-

ton...65

The Relaxation of Control...66

The Nature of tho Control to Domi*

atone. ..67

Imperial Cooferencee of 1926 and

1^0 aad Dominion Statue...68

The Statute of Weetmineter*

11931 ...68

PART 11

THE REVENUES OF INDIA

20. ApplicnEon of rerennet $ (IJ The revenues of India shall be received

or and in the name of Hia Majesty, and ahaJI^ subjecf to the provisions of th»
\ct, be applied for the purposes of the government of India alone.

(2) There shall be charged on the revenues of India alone ~
(a) all the debts of the East India Company; and

(b) all sums of money» costs^ charges and expenses which if the

Government of India Act, 1856. had not been passed, would have

been payable by the East India Company out of the revenues M
India in respect of any tr^ties, covenants, contracts, grants, Pr

liabilities existing at the commencement of that Act ; and

(c) all expenses, debts and liabilities lawfully contracted and incurred

on account of the government of India; and

(d) all payments under this Act ^[except so far as is otherwise prO'

vided under this Act.]

(3) The expression the revenues of India in this Act shall include

all the territorial and other revenues o^ or arising in British India, and, In

particular^
(i) all tributes and other payments in respect of any territories which

would have been receivable by or in the name of the East India

Company if the Government of India Act, 1858, had not been

passed; and

(//) all fines and penalties incurred by the sentence or order of any court

of justice in British India, and all forfeitures for crimes of any
movable or immovable property in British India ; and

((70 all movable and immovable property in British India escheating or

lapsing for want of an heir or successor, and all property in British

India devolving os dona vacantia for want of a rightful owner.

(4) All property vested in, or arisir^ or accruing from property or rights

rested in His Majesty under the Government of India Act, 1858, or this Act,

ir to be received or disposed of by the Secretary of State in Council uodar
his A ct, shall be applied in aid of the revenues of IndU^^

1. Tiieaa woids ware inaarted bj Fbct XI of Sob, li of the Oovenmeak of Ipdla Aot,

f %sd 10 Gko. 5, Ob. 101).
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21. Control of Secretary of State over expenditure of revennes t

^[Subject to the provisions of this Act» and rules made thereunderj» the ex.

penditure of the revenues of India, both in British India and elsewhere, shall

be subject to the control of the Secretary of State in Council, and no grant or

appropriation of any part of those revenues, or of any other property coming

into the possession of the Secretary of State in Council by virtue of the

Government of India Act, 1858, or this Act, shall be made without the

concurrence of a majority of votes at a meeting of the Council of India.

^[Provjded that a grant or appropriation made in accordance with pro.

visions or restrictions prescribed by the Secretary of State in Council with the

concurrence of a majority of votes at a meeting of the Council shall be deemed

to be made with the concurrence of a majority of such votes.]

22. Application of revenues to nUlttary operations beyond frontier •

(i) Except for preventing or repelling actual invasion of His Majesty's Indian

possessions, or urder other sudden and urgent necessity, the revenues of India

shall not without the consent of both Houses of Parliament, be applicable to

defraying the expenses of any military operations carried on beyond the exter.

nal frontiers of those possessions by His Majesty's forces charged upon those

revenues.

’*[(2) Where any naval forces and vessels raised and provided by the

Governor.General in Council are in accordance with the provisions of this Act

placed at the disposal of the Admiralty, the revenues of India shall not with,

out the consent of both Houses of Parliament, be applicable to defraying the

expense) of any such vessels or forces if and so long as they are not employed

Off Jfidwj jMVjeJ -dF.fejWv

The Revenues of India and their Application thereof to Military

application...68 operations...69

Rule# in that behalf-. 69 Note... 69

23« Accounts of Secretary of State with Bank : ( 1) Such parts of

the revenues of India as arc remitted to the United Kingdom, and all money
arising or accruing in the United Kingdom, from any property or rights vested

in His Majesty for the purposes of the Government of India, or from the sale or

disposal thereof, shall be paid to the Secretary of State in Council, to be applied

for the purposes of this Act.

(2) All such revenues and money shall, except as by this section is pro.,

vided, be paid into the Bank of England to the Credit of an account entitled

"The Account of the Secretary of State in Council of India."

1. Tlteae words were iaseited by Pert If of Soh. II cf fbe Go.ernnie 't of India Aot. X91()

(9 & 10 Geo. 5, ch. lOl'. 8. These words were added by Soh. I of the Oovemment of India

(Amendmeat) Aot, 1916 (0 and T Geo. 5, oh. 37). 3.ThiB sob- section was added by the Govrrn-

ment of India Hudlan Navy) Aot, 1B27 ^17 and IS, Goo. 5, oh- 8'.
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(3) The money placed to the credit of that account shall be paid out on

drafts or orders, either signed by two members of the Council of India and

countersigned by the Secretary of State or one of his underosecretaries or his

assistant under-secretary, or signed by the accountant-general on the establish-

ment of the Secretary of State in Council or by one of the two senior clerks in

the department of that accountanU^eneral and countersigned in such manner
as the Secretary of State in Council directs; and any draft or order so signed

and countersigned shall efi’eciuatly discharge the Bank of England for all money
paid thereon.

(4) The Secretary of State in Council may, for the payment of current

demands, keep at the Bank of England such accounts as he deems expedient
: and

every such account shall be kept in such name and be drawn upon by such

person, and in such manner as the Secretary of State in Council directs.

(5) There shall be raised in the books of the Bank of England such acc-

ount as may be necessary in respect of stock vested in the Secretary of state in

Council; and every such account shall be entitled ''The Stock Account of the

Secretary of State in Council of India.*'

(6) Every account referred to in this section shall be public account.

The Secretary of State and the
j

^Control of the Secretary of State ..70

Bank...69 Securities 70

24« Powers of attorney for sale or parch see of stodk. and receipt of

dividends t The Secretary of State in Council, by power of attorney executed

by two members of the Council of India and countersigned by the Secretary of

State or one of his under-secretaries or his assistant under- secretary, may
authorise all or any of the cashiers of the Bank of England—

(a) to sell and transfer all or any part of any stock standing in the books

of the Bank to the account of the Secretary of State in council; and

(b) to purchase and accept stock for any such account ; and

(c) to receive dividends on any slock standing to any such account

;

and, by any writing signed by two members of the Council of India and coun-

tersigned as aforesaid, may direct the af^lication of the money to be received in

respect of any siKh sale or dividend:

Provided that stock shall not be purchased or sold and transferred under

the authority of any such general power of attorney, except on an order in

Writing directed to the chief cashier and chief accountant of the Bank of Eng-

land, and signed and countersigned as aforesaid-

25. Provision as to socuiities: All securities held by or lodged with the

Bank of England in trust for or on account or on behalf of the Secretary of

Stale in Council may be disposed of, and the proceeds thereof may be applied,
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as may be authorised by order in writing signed by two members of the

Council of India and countersigned by the Secretary of State or one of his

under-secretaries or his assistant under-secretary» and directed to the chief cashi.

er and chief accountant of the Bank of England.

26, Accounts to be annually laid before Parliament : (1) The Secret

tary of State in Council shall, within the first i[twenty eight days] during

which Parliament is sitting next after the first day of May in every year, Uy
before both Houses of Parliament

—

(a) an account, for the financial year preceding that last completed, of the

annual produce of the revenues of ln(ba, distinguishing the same under the

respective heads thereof, in each of the several provinces; and of all the annual

receipts and disbursements at home and abroad for the purposes of the

government of India, distinguishing the same under the respective heads

thereof;

(d) the latest estimate of the same for the financial year last completed
;

(c) accounts of all stocks, loans, debts, and liabilities chargeable on the

revenues of India at home and abroad, at the commencement and close of the

financial year preceeding that last completed, the loans, debts and liabilities

raised or incurred within that year, the amounts paid off or discharged during

that year* the rates of interests borne by those loans, debts, and liabilities res>

pectivcly and the annual amount of that interest;

440 $40 $$$ »•> sae

(e) a list of the establishment of the Secretary of State in Council, and
the salaries and allowances payable in respect thereof*

(2) If any new or increased salary or pension of fifty pounds a year or

upwards has been granted or created within any year in respect of the said

establishment, the particulars thereof shall be specially stated and explained

at the foot of the account for that year.

(3) The account shall be accompanied by a statement prepared from
detailed reports from each province, in siuh form as best exhibits the moral and
material progress and conditions of India.

27« Audit of Indian accounts in United Kingdom ; (1) His Majesty, by
warrant under His Royal Sign Manual, countersigned by the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, appoint a fit person to be auditor of the accounts of the Secretary
of State in Council, and authorise that auditor to appoint and remove such
assistants as may be specified in the warrant.

1 These words were sab8ti6tttcd for the word* *' foorteoD days ' by Soh I of the Goveranton t

«f ladia tAataadnieuil Act, ItfXd <6 oud 7 Geo, 6, oh. 371, Sf. F*ragrapb (J) was ropcdIc<l by
Sell, II ot iMd.
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(2) The auditor shftll examine and audit the accounts of the receipt,

expenditure and disposal in the United lOngdom of all money, stores and

property applicable for the purposes of this Act.

(3) The Secretary of State in Council shall by the officers and servants

of his establishment, produce and lay before the auditor such accounts accom*

panied by proper vouchers for their support, and submit to his inspection all

books, papers and writings having relati^ thereto.

(4) The auditor may examine all such officers and servants of that

establishment, being in the United Kingdom, as he thinks fit, in relation to

such accounts and the receipt, expenditure or disposal of such money, stores

and property, and may for that purpose, by writing signed by him, summon
before him any such officer or servant.

(5) The auditor shall report to the Secretary of State in Council his

approval or disapproval of the accounts aforesaid, with such remarks and
observations in relation thereto, as he thinks fit, specially noting cases (if

any) in which it appears to him that any money arising out of the revenues

of India has been appropriated to purposes other than those to which they are

applicable.

(6) The auditor shall specify in detail in his reports all sums of money,

stores and property which ought to be accounted for, and are not brought into

accounts or have not been appropriated in «>nformfty with the provisions of

the law, or which have been expended or disposed of without due authority,

and shall also specify any defects, inaccuracies or irregularities which may
appear in the accounts, or in the authorities, vouchers or documents having

relation thereto.

l7) The auditor shall lay all his reports before both Houses of Parlia-

ment, with the account of the year to which the reports relate.

(8) The auditor shall hold office rkiringgood behaviour.

(9) There shall be paid to the auditor and his assistants, out of the reve«

nues of India, or out of moneys provided»by Parliamentj, such salaries as

His Majesty, by warrant signed and countersigned as aforesaid, may direct.

(10) The auditor and his assistants (notwithstanding that some of them

do not hold certificates from the Civil Service Commissioners) shall, for the

purposes of superannuation, Hor retiring] allowance *LBnd their legal personal

representatives shall for the purposes of gratuity), be in the same position as if

the auditor and his assistants] were on the establishment of the Secretary

&f State in Council*

liThese words were ioBerted by Pact II of Bsh, II of the GoTemment of India Aot, 1919 (9

end 10 Geo. f), oh. 101) S.^Theee woeda were inaettod by Bch. I of (ho Goyeenment of India (Am*
endment), Aot, 1916 (4 and 71Geo, .5, ch, 'SR). 8. Tbeae wordb were aabatitated for the word ‘'they"

by ibid.

29
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PART in

PROPERTY. CONTRACTS AND LIABILITIES

28m Power of Secretary of State to eell. mortgage and bay property t

(1)

The Secretary of State in Council may, with the concurrence of a majority

of votes at a meeting of the Council of India, sell and dispose of any real or

personal estate for the time being vested in His Majesty for the purposes of the

government of India, and raise money on any such real ^[or personal] estate by

way of mortgage, ^[or otherwise], and make the proper assurances for any of

those purposes, and purchase and acquire any property.

(2) Any assurance relating to real estate, made by the authority of the

Secretary of State in Council, may be made under the hands and seals of

^[two] members of the Council of India.

(3) All property acquired in pursuance of this section shall vest in His

Majesty for the purposes of the government of India.

28m Contracts of Secretary of State: (1) ^[Subject to the provisions

of this Act regarding the appointment of a High Commissioner for India,] the

Secretary of State in Council may, with the concurrence of a majority of votes

at a meeting of the Council of India, make any contract for the purposes of

this Act.

(2) Any contract so made may be expressed to be made by the Secretary

of State in Council.

(3) Any contract so made which, if it were made between private persons,

would be by law required to be under seal, may be made, varied or discharged

under the hands and seal of two members of the Council of India

(4) Any contract so made whidi, if it were made between private persons,

would be by law required to be signed by the party to be charged therewith,

may be made, varied or discharged under the hands of two members of the

Council of India

^(5) Provided that any contract f(^ or relating to the manufacture, sale,

purchase or supply of goods, or for or relating to affreightment or the carriage

of goods, or to insurance, may, subject to such rules and restrictions as the

Secretary of State in Council prescribes, be made and signed on behalf of the

Secretary of State in Council by any person upon the permanent establish-

ment of the Secretary of State in Council who is duly empowered by the

Secretary of State in Council in this behalf. Contract so made and signed

shall be as valid and effectual as if mode as prescribed by the foregoing Provi-

l.Theas wopdg were iDb«rted Sob. I ol tbe Oort, of IndiJi (Aineodmeot) Act, 1916 (6 A 7 Goo,

5t0h, 371 S.TLis word wsb sabBlltutod for the word ‘tbree’ by ibid. StThese wotdfa Wero Insertod by

Park 11 ol 11 of (bo GovBriimiot of ladi* Aot, 1919 (9 and 10 *ow 5. ob. 101.) 4. 38 Cal 754.
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sions of this section. Particulars of al! contracts so made and signed shall be

laid before the Secretary of State in Council in such manner and form and

within such times as the Secretary of State in Council prescribes

.

(6) The benefit and liability of every contract made in pursuance of this

section shall pass to the Secretary of State in Council for the time being.

Contracts of the Secretary of
|

Case Law., ,72

State >.72 I Loans...73

New ChaBge...72

T20 A. High Commissioner for India t His Majesty may by Order in

Council make provision for the appointment of a High Commissioner for India

in the United Kingdom, and for the pay, pension^ powers, duties, and condi-

tions of employment of the High Commissioner and of his assistants
; and the

Order may further provide for delegating to the High Commissioner any of

the powers previously exercised by the Secretary of State in Council, whether

under this Act or otherwise, in relation to making contracts, and may prescribe

the conditions under which he shall act on behalf of the Governor-General in

Council or any local government.]

High Commiasioner ;
hit duties,

j

Reeommandatimu of the Statutory

powers to seal aod to aocoaot...73, 74 I CommisrioD..»74

Proposals in the White Paper. ..74

30* Power to execute assurances, Ac., in India: (1) The Governor-

General in Council and any local government may, on behalf and in the name
of the Secretary of State in Council, and subject to such provisions or restric-

tions as the Secretary of State in Council, with the concurrence of a majority

of votes at a meeting of the Council of India, prescribes, sell and dispose of any

real or personal estate whatsoever in British India, within the limits of their

respective governments for the time being vested in His Majesty for the

purposes of the Government of Indii^ or raise money on any such real ^[or

personal] estate by way of mortgagei ^or otherwise,] and make proper assur-

ances for any of those purposes, and purchase or acquire any property in British

India within the said respective limits, and make any contract for the purposes

of this Act.

^(la) A local government may on behalf and in the name of the Secre-

tary of State in Council raise money on the security of revenues allocated to it

under this Act, and make proper assurances for that purpose, and rules made
under this Act may provide for the conditions under which this power shall be

exercisable.]

K2} Every assurance and contract made for the purposes of Tsub-section

1 .fieotlon 29A was Inserted by Part I. Bob It oi the Government ot India Act, 1919 (9 and
lO Goo. r>, oh, 101). 2. These w,.rds were ioeofted ^ Boh. I of the Government of India,
(Amendment) A.t, 1916 (6 and 7 Oeo. 5, ob. 37) S. Bub-seotion (is) was inserted by Part II
of Bch. II of the Government ot India Aot, 1919 (9 and 10 Gao. 5, oh, 101) a. 120 I, 0 Glfi
A. I. &. 1930 Lah. 364. 5, These words and figure were snbbtitnted for (he words this seotion "
b^ Part ii of Seb. If ot the Govemmeot ot India Aot, (9 and ID Geo, 5, oh. 101),
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of this section] shall be executed by such person and in such manner as the

Governor-General in Council by resdution directs or authorises^ and if so

executed may be enforced by or against the Secretary of State in Council for

the time being.

(5) All property acquired in pursuance of this section shall vest in His

Majesty for the purposes of the Government of India.

Case Law...72

The purposes for which the loan

may he raised... 73

31. Power to di^ose of escheated proper^, &c.: The Governor-Oene-

ral in Council, end any other person authorised by any Act passed in that

behalf by the ^Indian legislature] may make any grant or disposition of any

property in British India accruing to His Majesty by forfeiture, escheat or

lapse» or by devolution as bona vacantia^ to or in favour of any relative or

connection of the person from whom the property has accrued, or to or in fav-

our of any other person.

32. ^Rights and liabilities of .Secretary of State In Council t ( 1 ) The
Secretary of State in Council may sue and be sued by the name of the Secre*

tary of State in Council as a body corporate.

(2) Every person shall have the same remedies against the Secretary of

State in Council as he might have had aginst the East India Company if the

Government of India Act, 1858, and this Act had not been passed.

(3) ^The property for the time being vested in His Majesty for the purpo-

ses of the Government of India shall be liable to the same judgments and execu-

tions as it would have been liable to in respect of liabilities lawfully incurred by
the East India Company if the Government of India Act, 1858, and this Act

had not been passed.

(4) Neither the Secretary of State nor any member of the Council of

India shall be personally liable in respect of any assurance or contract made by
or on behalf of the Secretary of State in Council, or any other liability incurred

by the Secretary of State or the Secretary of State in Council in his or their

official capacity, nor in respect of any contract, covenant or engagement of the

East India Company; nor shall any person executing any assurance or contract

on behalf of the Secretary of State in Council be personally liable in respect

thereof; but all such liabilities, and all costs and damages in respect thereof,

shall be borne by the revenues of India,

Right! and Ifabilities of the Secretary of State In Council ,.73

Cue Law...73

1. Th«M words were substituted for tbs words ‘(JoTSTDOT'Cteneral in Legislative Couuall' by

Part 11 of Bob. It of the Goreroment of India Aot. 1919 (9 A 10 Geo. 5, ob« lOl). 9. 97 Mad,
fi«e also f)4 Cal. 969 (10^22.) 8. 11 0. 68,

Contracts of the Secretary of

State...72

The Change ..72
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PART IV

THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL IN COUNCIL

GENERAL POWERS AND DUTIES OP GOVERNOR-GENERAL
IN COUNCIL

33 Powers and control at Goveraor-Ganeral in Council: ^[Subject to

the provisions of this Act and rules made thereunder^] the superintendence,

direction and control of the civil and military government of India is vested in

the Governor-General in Council, who is required to pay due obedience to all

such orders os he may receive from the Secretary of State.

^Pruv/ded that His Majesty may by Order ia Council transfer to and vest

in such person or authority as may be specified in the Order, the superinten-

dence, directinn or control of the military government of Aden ; and any such

Order may contain such supplementary provisions as may be necessary for

giving effect thereto and may be varied or revoked by any subsequent Order in

Council made in like manner.

(2) Any Order in Council which may be made in pursuance of the powers

conferred on His Majesty by this section shall be laid before both Houses of

Parliament as soon as may be after it has been made, and if an address is

presented to His Majesty by either House of Parliament within the next thirty

days on which that House has sat after the Order in Council is laid before it,

praying that such Order in Council may be annulled, His Majesty in Council

may annul such order, and such Order shall thenceforth be void but without

prejudice to the validity of anything previously done thereunder.

(3) In this section the expression *Aden' includes any dependencies of

Aden whereof the military government is under the superintendence, direction

or control of the Governor-General in Council.]

Function and powers..,80

Control of the Government of India

...80, 85, 86

Its relation with Local Govern-
ment 85...

Proposals made by the Indian Statu-
tory Commission . 88

Proposals In the White Paper.. 91

THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL

34. The Governor”Generali The Governor-General of India is appointed
by His Majesty by warrant under the Royal Sign Manual.

Viceroy and Governor-General...^
|
powers ..76

His Statutory and other special I Hiv duties and respotttiblUtiea.«.77

1. These woras were inserted b; Part n of Boh. li of the OoretDinent of India Aot, 1919 (9 a
10 Cfeo. .5, eh. 101) 2. Thio pvjrieo and sab.«aoaon (8) and 13) wom Isserted by the Oovemiasat
Of India (Aden) Aet, 1929 (20 Qso 9, ch. 2),
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Head of Foreign and Political De-

partmeatM.T?

His Prerogative... 77

His posidon regarding Indian Ap-
pointments...77

His position Vis-a-vis the Seeretarp

State. ..78

Recommendations of the Statutory

Commisrion ..87

Proposals by the Round Table Con*

ference...90

Proposals in the White Paper...91

3H* [Constitution of the Govemor^GeneraPs Executive coaucil.] Omitted

by Part II of Scb. II. 9 and 10 Geo. 5« di. 101.

36. Members of Conncih (1) The ^[*] members of the Governor^

GeneraPs executive council shall be appointed by His Majesty by warrant

under the Royal Sign Manual.

(2) The number of the >[*]meml»rs of the council shall be ^[such as His

Majesty thinks fit to appoint.]

(3) Three at least of them must be persons who »[••**] have been for at

least ten years in the service of the Crown in India, and one must be a barrister

of England or Ireland, or a member of the Faculty of Advocates of Scotland,

or a pleader of a High Court] of not less than Tten] years' standing.

(4) If any member of the Council (other than the Commander-in-

chief for the time being of His Majesty's forces in india^] is at the time of his

appointment in the military service of the Crown, he shall not, during his con-

tinuance in office as such member, hold any military command or be employed

in actual military duties.

^[(5) Provision may be made by rules under this Act as to the

qualificatons to be required in respect of the members of the Governor-Gene-

ral’s executive council in any case where provision is not made by the fore-

going provision of this section.]

Constitution of Viceroy’s Executive

Council...78

Departmental System...79

Pflndple of appointment of the .Ca-

binet...83

Nature of Responsibility of the Ca-

blnet...83, 84

Joint Responsibility...63. 84

Comparison and Contrast with Bri-

tish Cabinet...83

Control of the Govemment of India

...85, 86

Recommendations of the Statutory

Commission ..87

Proposed Federal Constitution : the

White Paper. . .91 to 100.

1. lh« word ’'ordiDarj” was omitted by Fort Xl of Boh. II of the Goveroment of India Act,

1919 (9 & lO Geo 5, oh. lOl). 2. These vordi were substituted for the words 'five, or if His

Vajesty thinks fit to appoint a sixth member, by ilnd. 3. The words “at the time of their

appoiotment” were omitted by tMd. 4. These words were inserted by ibid. 5. This word was
sabstitated for the word “five" by ibid. 6. These were substituted for ths words “person appoint*

^aa ordinary member of the oounoil" by ibid. 7. Bubnuotlon (5) was Inserted by ibid.
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Rank «nd preG«denGe of CommaLDder-^n-Cfatoft If the Command
der-in Chief for the time being of his Majesty’s forces in India is a member of

the Governor^General's executive council he shall, subject to the provisions of

this Act, have rank and precedence in the Council next after the Governor^

General.]

38. Vice-president of Counetlt The Governor-General shall appoint a

member of his executive council to be vice-president thereof.

Supremacy of Civil Power...62 | See nnder section 44A.

38. Meetings: (1) The Governor-General's executive council shall

assemble at such places in India as the Governor-General in Council appoints.

(2) At any meeting of the council the Governor-General or other

person presiding and ^[one member of the council (other than the Commander-
in-Chief) may exercise all the functions of the Governor-General in Council.

40« Businesa of Governor-General In Conncilt (1) All orders and other

proceedings of the Governor-General in Council shall be expressed to be made
by the Governor-General in Council, and shall be signed by a secretary to the

Government of India, or otherwise, as the Governor-General in Council may
direct j[and when so signed shall not be called into question in any legal pro-

ceedings on the ground that they were nM duly made by the Governor General

in CounciL]

(2) The Governor-General may make rules and orders for the more

convenient transaction of business in his executive council, and every order

made, or act done, in accordance with such rules and orders, shall be treated sb

being the order or the act of the Governor-General in Council.

Various Departmeats . 82

41. Procedure in case of difference of opiniont (1) If any difference

of opinion arises on any question brought before a meeting of the Governor-

General's executive council, the Governor-General in Council shall be bound
by the opinion and decision of the majodty of those present, and, if they are

equally divided, the Governor-General or other person presiding shall have a

second or casting vote.

(2) Provided that whenever any measure is proposed before the Governor-

General in Council whereby the safety, tranquility or interests of British

India, or of any part thereof, are or may be, in the judgment of the Governor-

General essentially affected, and he is of (pinion either that the measure pro-

posed ought to be adopted and carried into execution, or that it ought to be sus •

pended or rejected, and the majority present at a meeting of the council dissent

from that opinion, the Governor-General may, on his own authority and

responsibility, adopt, suspend or reject the measure, in whole or in part.

It SeotloD S7 was fcubstiitated bj Fact II of Boh. II of the GoToinmsnt of India Aot, 1919
(9 & lo Ges 5i ch. lOL). 2. These irocds were aubstltnted for the vtordi ''one ordinary member
of the Counoil" by ibxfi S, These words were toberted by ibid*
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(3) In every sudi case any two members of the dissentient majority may
require that the adoption^ suspension or rejection of the measure, and the fact

of their dissent be reported to the Secretary of State, and the report shall be

accompanied by copies of any minutes which the members of the council have

recorded on the subject*

(4^ Nothing in this section shall empower the Governor-General to do

anything which he could not lawfully have done with the concurrence of his

a>uncil*

Basinets & Procedure of the
]

In ease of any difference of

CaUnet.*.80 i opinioa*»>81

4>2* ProviakMi for absence of Goveraor'Ceneral from meetings of

Conndli If the Govemor.General is obliged to absent himself from any meet-

ing of the council, by indisposition or any other cause, ^
]

the vice-president, or, if he is absent, the senior ^membr (other than the Com-
manderdn-Chief j 1 present at the meeting, shall preside thereat, with the like

powers as the Governor<General would have had if present $

Provided that the Governor<General is at the time resident at the place

where the meeting is assembled, and is not prevented by indisposition from

signing any act of council made at the meeting, the act shall require his signa-

ture } but, if he declines or refuses to sign it, the like provisions shall have

effect as in cases where the Governor-General, when present, dissents from

the majority at a meeting of the council.

Powers of Govemor-Geneiml in absence from connol t (I) When-
ever the Governor-General in Council declares that it is expedient that the

Govemor.General should visit any part of India unaccompnied by his execu*

tive council, the Governor-General in council may, by order, authorlsethe

Governor General alone to exercise, in his discretion, aU or any of the powers
which might be exercised by the Governor-General in Council at meetings of

the Council*

(2) The Governor-Ceneral during absence from his executive council

may, if he thinks it necessary, issue, on hfe own authority and responsibility,

any order, which might have been issued by the Governor-General in council,

to any local government, or to any officers or servants of the Crown acting

under the authority of any loc^ government without previously communicating
the order to the local go^rnment ; end any such order shall have the same
force as if made by the Governor-General in Council ; but a copy of the order
shall be sent forthwith to the Secretary of State and to the local government,
with the reasons for making the order.

(3) The Secretary of State in Council may by order suspend until
further order all or any of the powers of the Govcrnor-Gcncral under the last
foregoing sub-section •, and those powers shell accordingly be suspended as
from the time of the receipt by the Governor-General of the order of the
Secretary of State in CounciL

1, The wordi “end eigaiflea hie ioloaded abeeaoe to the ooanoir* were omitted by Pert III
of Boh. II of the Oovernaiout of India Aot, 1919 fg & 10 Geo. T;, oh. lOlj 9. Theee words were
•ahititated foe the worde “ordinary member*’ by 11 of Boh. 11 of
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^43 A* Appointment of coimtii lecretaries : (1) The GovernoroGeneral

may at his discretion appoint from among the members of the Legislative

Assembly, council secretaries who shall hold office during his pleasure and

discharge such duties in assisting the members of his executive council as he

may assign them.

(2) There shall be paid to osuncil secretaries so appointed such salary as

may be provided by the Indian legislature.

(3) A council secretary shall cease to hold office if he ceases for more than

six months to be a member of the Legislative Assembly*

See under section 52 109

WAR AND TREATIES
44* Restriction on power of Governor-General in Council to make war

or treaty: (1) The Governor-General in Council may not, without the

express order of the Secretary of State in Council, in any case (except where

hostilities have been actually commenced, or preparation for the commencement
of hostilities have been actually made against the British Government in India

or against any prince or state dependent thereon, or against any prince or state

whose territories His Majesty is bound by any subsisting treaty to defend or

guarantee), either declare war or commence hostilities or enter into any treaty

for making war against any prince or state m India, or enter into any treaty

for guaranteeing the possessions of any such prince or state.

(2) In any such excepted case the Governor-General in Council may not

declare war, or commence hostilities, or enter into any treaty for making war,

against any other prince or state than such as is actually committing hostilities

or making preparations as aforesaid, and may not make any treaty for

guaranteeing the possession of any prince or state except on the consideration

of that prince or state actually engaging to assist His Majesty against such

hostilities commenced or preparations made as aforesaid.

(3) When the Governor-General in Council commences any hostilities

or makes any treaty, he shall forthwith communicate the same, with the

reasons therefor, to the Secretary of State.

‘44A. Any naval forces and vc»els which may from time to time be

raised and provided by the Governor-General in Council shall be employed
for the purposes of the Government of India alone, except that if the Governor-

General declares that a state of emergency exists which justifies such action,

the Governor*General in Council may place at the disposal of the Admiralty

or any of such forces and vessels, and thereupon it shall be lawful for the

Admiralty to accept such offer.

Supremacy of Civil Power.. .82 I White Paper ; Statutory Railway
The Army Department ..82 (

Board.*.82

. Varioua other departmenta .*82

1. benticn -iSA was intorested by Fart I of Sob. (1 of tbs GoTernmont of lodld Act, 19i9 \9& 10 Qeo. 5. oh. lO) 2. Thib fieolioa wab insoztod by Ibo Qoveramtnb of ludio Aob <ladl«a Navy)
Aci,, Wa? tit & L8 Goo. 5. oh, 8)

30
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PART V
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

GENERAL
4S, Relation of local governmentt to Governor-General in Council $ (1)

^[Subject to the provisions of this Act and rules made thereunder] every local

government shall obey the orders of the Governor-General in Council, and

keep him constantly and diligently informed of its proceedings and of all

matters which ought, in its opinion, to be reported to him, or as to which he

requires information, and under his superintendence, direction and control in

all matters relating to the government of its province

^ (2) [No local government may make or issue any order for commencing
hostilities or levying war, or negotiate or conclude any treaty of peace or other

treaty with any Indian prince or state (except in cases of sudden emergency or

imminent danger when it appears dangerous to postpone such hostilities or

treatyX unless in pursuance of express orders from the Governor-General in

Council or from the Secretary of State; and every such treaty shall, if possible

contain a clause subjecting the same to the ratification or rejection of the

Governor-General in Council. If any governor, lieutenant-governor or chief

commissioner, or any member of a governor’s or lieutenant-governor’s execu«

tive council, wilfully disobeys any order received from the Governor*General

in Council under this sub-section, he may be suspended or removed and sent

to England by the Governor-General in Council, and shall be subject to such

pains and penalties as are provided by law in that behalf.]

(3) The authority of a local government is not suspended by the presence

in its province of the Governor.GencraL

See under the followiag eection.

^[45A. ClassiAcation of central and provincial subjects : (1) Provision

may be made by rules under this Act :

(a) for the classification of relation to the functions of government, as

central and provincial subjects, for the purpose of distinguishing the functions

of local governments and local legislatures from the fuunctions of the Gover-

nor-General in Council and the Indian l^islature ;

(&) for the devolution of authority in respect of Provincial subjects to

local government, and for the allocation of revenues or other moneys to those

governments;

(c) for the use under the authority of the Governor-General in Council

or the agency of local governments in relation to central sucjects, in so far

as such agency may be found convenient and for determining the financial

conditions of such agency; and

1 These words were inaer.ed by Fart II of Sok. 11 of the Government of India Aot, 1919 (9 &
10 Oao, 6, ch. 107) 2. Eac-aeotion (2) ebonld be reed as if re-enacted by 20 Geo, 5, ch. 2; S.Scotlon

A5.A was lUBcrted bv Fart 1 of Sob 11 of tbe Government of India Aol,‘.1919 19 & lOGeo.6,

oh. lOl.
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{d) for the transfer from among the provincial subjects of subjects (in this

Act referred to as
**
transferred subjects’^) to the administration of the

governor acting with ministers appointed under this Act, and for the

allocation of revenues or moneys for the purpose of such

administration.

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing powers, rules

made for the above mentioned purposes may~

il regulate the extent and conditions of such devolution, allocation, and
transfer

;

(ii) provide for fixing the contributions payable by local governments to

the Governor-General in CZouncil, and making such contributions a
first charge on allocated revenues or moneys;

(iii) provide for constituting a finance department in any province, and
regulating the functions of that department;

(iv) provide for regulating the exercise of the authority vested in the local

government of a province over members of the public services therein;

^v) provide for the settlement of d*>ubts arising as to whether a.i/ matter

does or does not relate to a provincial subject or a transferred subject,

and for the treatment of matters which affect both a transferred

subject and a subject which is not transferred; and

(vi) make such consequential and supplemental provisions as appear

necessary or expedient;

Provided that without prejudice to any general power of revoking or alter-

ing rules under this Act, the rules shall not authorise the revocation or suspen.

sion of the transfer of any subject except with the sanction of the Secretary of

State in Council.

(3) The powers of superintendence, direction, and control over local

governments vested in the Governor-General in Council under this Act shall,

in relation to transferred subjects, be exercised only for such purposes as may
be specified in rules made under this Act, but the Governor-General in Council

shall be the sole judge as to whether the purpose of the exercise of such powers
in any particular esse comes within the purposes so specified.

(4) The expressions "central subjects" and "provincial subjects" as used
in this Act mean subjects so classified under the rules.

Provincial subjects, other than transferred subjects, are in this Act referred

to os "reserved subjects."]

Definition...100 I Note: See also notes under sec-

Presidencies...l01 1 tions ..33, 34 & 36

Paties and reUtfnn of Provindal Government*...101
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Agency Work.. .101

Goremor’e Province...102
Partition of Provincial GovariL

sent . 102
Dntiee of a Governor...103

Recommendationo of the Statutory

Commlccion ...122

Propoeele in White Paper regarding

Local Govemnient...l25

46. K 1 ) Local government in fovenwra' province*: IJ The presidencies

of Fort William in Bengal. Fort St. George, end Bombay, end the provinces

known as the United Provinces, the Punjab, Bihar and Orrisa, the Central Pro-

vinces. and Assam, shall each be governed, in relation to reserved subjects, by a

governor in council, and in relation to transferred subjects isave as otherwise

provided by this Act) by the governor acting with ministers appointed under

The said presidencies and provinces are in this Act referred to as “governor's

provinces'’ and the two first named presidencies are in this Act referred to as

the presidencies of Bengal and Madrits.]

*(2) The governor of the said presidencies are appointed by His Majesty

by warrant under the Royal Sign M^uual, and the governors of the said pro-

Vinces shall be so appointed after corisultation with the Governor-General.]

(3) The Secretary of State i>iay if he thinks fit, by order revoke or

suspend, for such period as he may direct, the appointment of a council for any
or all of * [the governors’ provinces] • and while any such order is in force the

governor of tht ‘^[province] to which the order refers shall have all the powers
of the Governor thereof in Council.

See under section 47.

4T. Members of governors^ e^tecutive conncllt (1) The members of a
governor's executive council shall be appointed by His Majesty by warrant
under the Royal Sign Manual, and shall be of such number, not exceeding four

as the Secretary of State in Council directs.

‘’(2) One at least of them miwt be a person who at the time of his
appointment has been for at least twelve years in the service of the Crown in

India.

^(3) Provision may be made by rules under this Act as to the qualifica..

tions to be required in respect of members of the executive council of the
governor of a province in any case where such prevision is not mode by the
foregoing provisions of this section.

1. (1936) M. ^V N . 043; A. I. R. 1930 9C6. 2. BuVseotloD 1 of Motion 46 was subBti-
uled by Pott I of gob. II of the Governineot of lodio Act, 1919 1(9 ± 10 Geo. 5, eb. 101). The
prorinooofBurinawaBConatUutedajioTcruCT'a^P^^^ A rWa sttA-aea-
tion was subatitnted by Part 11 of ibid, 4. 'Theae worde were aubstituted for the word 'thew
pieflidenolee' by ibid 5 Thii word was aub^utated for the word ‘'proBidenoy’ hj ibid. 3.The.e
wordfl were eobsMtuted for the words '‘Two »t feast of them mast be petaona who at the time
•I their appoinlanent have been * by ibid. 7, Thii eab-aeoUoa was aabatituted by ibid.
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Governor in Councili..l03

Executive Council...104

Portfolio System. ..104

Joint ResponsibilityMtlOS

Recommended Cabinet..*126

Propossls in die White Paper...125

49* Vice-president of council : Every governor of a ^[province] shall

appoint a member of his executive council to be vice-president thereof.

^ [49« Business of governor in council and goremor with ministers

:

(1) All orders and other proceedings of the government of a governor's province

shall be expressed to be made by the government of the province, and shall be

authenticated as the governor may by rule direct, so, however, that provision

shall be made by rule for distinguishing (N'ders and other proceedings relating to

transferred subjects from other orders and proceedings.

Orders and proceedings authenticated as aforesaid shall not be called into

question in any legal proceeding on the ground that they were not duly made
by the government of the province.

(2i The Governor may make rules and orders for the more convenient

transaction of business in his executive council and with his ministers, and

every order made or act done in accordance with those rules and orders shall be

treated as being the order or the act of the government of the province.

The governor may also make rules and orders for regulating the relations

between his executive council and his ministers for the purpose of the transac*

tion of the business of the local government

.

Provided that any rules or orders made for the purposes specified In this

section which are repugnant to the provisions of any other rules made under

this Act shall, to the extent of that repugnancy, but not otherwise, be void.}

Businesfl in and procedure at meetings...105

Case Law ..105

60« Procedure in case of difference of opinion In execntlve council

:

(1) If any difference of opinion arises on any question brought before a meeting

of a governor's executive ccuncil, the governor in council shall be bound by the

opinion and decision of the majority of those present, and if they are equally

divided the governor or other person presiding shall have a second or casting

vote.

(2) Provided that, whenever any measure is proposed before a governor

in council whereby the safety, tranquility or interests of his ^[province}, or of

any part thereof, arc or may be, in the judgment of the governor, essentially

affected, and he is of opinion either that the measure proposed ought to be

adopted and carried into execution, or that it ought to be suspended or rejected,

1. Thu word was Babatituted for the word “PreBidenoy” by Part IT of Boh. I[ of the Ctovern-

ment of India Aot, 1919 {9 & 10 Geo. 5, oh, 101). 2. Bection 49 woa BUatituted by Port I

of ibtd. 42 Mad. 865 ;
58 U L. J. 633 ; 49 Mad. 49. .3. This word was substituted for the word

*' Prefldmoy " by that.
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and the majority present at a meeting of the council dissent from that opinion

»

the governor may on his own authority and responsibility, by order in writing

adopt, suspend or reject the measure, in whole or in part.

(3) In every such case the governor and the members of the council

present at the meeting shall mutually exchange written communications (to be

recorded at large in their secret proceedings) stating the grounds of their respec-

tive opinions, and the order of the governor shall be signed by the governor and

by those members.

<4) Nothing in this section shall empower a governor to do anything

which he could not lawfully have done with the concurrence of his council.

In Cmo of dfforenee of opinlon..«103

51. Provision for absence of governor from meetings of council; If a

governor is obliged to absent himself from any meeting of his executive council,

by indisposition or any other cause, *[***] the vicc'president, or, if he is absent,

the senior member present at the meeting, shall preside thereat, with the

like powers as the governor would have had if present t

Provided that if the governor is at the time resident at the place where the

meeting is assembled, and is not prevented by indtsposition from signing any

act of council made at the meeting, the act shall require his signature
;
but, if

he declines or refuses to sign it, the like provision shall have effect as in cases

where the governor, when present, dissents from the majority at a meeting of

the council.

^SSS. Appointment of mloistert and coaucil Secretaries; (1) The
governor of a governor’s province may, by notification, appoint ministers, not

being members of his executive council or other officials, to administer

transferred subjects, and any minister so appointed shall hold office during his

pleasure

There may be paid to any minister so appointed in any province the same
salary as is payable to a member of the executive council in that province

unless a smaller salary is provided by vote of the legislative council of the

province.

(2 ) No minister shall hold office for a longer period than six months^

unless he is or becomes an elected member of the legislature.

(3) In relation to transferred subjects, the governor shall be guided by the

advice of his ministers, unless he sees sufficient cause to dissent from their

opinion, in which cose he may require action to be taken otherwise than in

accordance with that advice

:

Provided that rules may be made under this Act for the temporary admi.
nistration of a transferred subject where, in cases of emergency, owing to a
vacancy, there is no minister in charge of the subject, by such authority and in

such manner as may be prescribed by the rules.

1. The -words '‘and signifies his intended absenoe to the council " were omitted hy Part 111
of Sch. It of the Government of India Act. 1919 (9 & lo ^o. ft, cti, lOl), 3, The word
'* '* WAS omitted by S Beotian TrS was substituted by Part It of
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(4 ) The Governor of a Governor's province may at his direction appoint

from among the non-official members of the local legislature, council secretaries,

who shall hold office during his pleasure; and discharge such duties in assisting

members of the executive council and ministers as he may assign to them.

There shall be paid to council secretaries so appointed such salary as may

be provided by vote of the legislative council.

A council secretary shall cease to hold office if he ceases for more than six

months to be a member of the legislative o^uncil.l

Ministers : Theory 107

Principle of their appointment...107

Party lines and Stability. ..20S

Party Government ..108

Minister, whether an official .. lOS

Appointment of Minieters and Coan*

cil Secretaries...109

Joint Responsibility and appoint'

ment...li^9

Tenureeee108

Ministers' Salary...109

Who are their Masters 7...110

Their relaCion with Governors ..110,

12, 113

MinieteTs vis^a^vis the Coniicii.«.llV'

I

CDnatitattosal question... 112

: Revenues and Transferred Subjects

I
...113

Emergency and temporary ndmiols-

tration of transferred subjects... 114

Ministers: their following : Constitu-

tional issue ...llS

Parliament and Ministers. ..115

Finance department and Ministers

...116

Diarchy and Its defects ..117 to 122

Recommendations by the Statutory

Commission. . ,123

Proposals in die White Paper.,.125

See under tec. ..84

^CS2A. Constitution of new provinces, etc » and provision as to beck*

ward tracts: (1) The Governor-General in Council may, after obtaining an
expression of opinion from the local government and the legislature affected, by
notification, with the sanction of His Majesty previously signified by the Secre-

tary of State in Council, constitute a new governor’s province, or place part of

a governor's province under the administration of a deputy^governor to be

appointed by the Govemor-General, and may in such case apply, with such

modifications as appear necessary or d^irable, all or any of the provisions of

this Act relating to governor's provinces, or provinces under a lieutenant-gover.

nor or chief commissioner, to uiy such province or part of a province.

(2) The Governor-General in Council may declare any territory in

British India to be a **backward tract," and may, by notification, with such

1. Sdotion 69A and 5SB were iaierted by Part I of Sob. Zt oi the Ooreronieiit of India

Aet, I9l9 19 and 10 5, oh. lOl). The prorinoe of Baroza was coQgtltuted a aoveraor'e

prorlnoe from effect from January g, 1933 by notifloatlon No. dated 7th October, 1921

and notification No, 1192 . dated Slid Janoacy, 19^, Siiuilarly. 27. W. Frontier wae couetltuted

a aovernor's province with effect from
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sanction as aforesaid^ direct that this Act shall apply to that territory subject to

such exceptions and modifications as may be prescribed in the notification*

Where the Governor*General in Council has, by notification* directed as

aforesaid* he may* by the same or subsequent notification* direct that any Act

of the Indian legislature shall not apply to the territory in question or any part

thereof* or shall apply to the territory or any part thereof subject to such ex«

ceptions or modifications as the Governor«General thinks fit, or may authorise

the governor in council to give similar directions as respects any Act of the

local legislature.]

.
ConstltaUoD of new provincea...l21

i[52B. Saving : (1) The validity of any order made or action taken after

the commencement of the Government of India Act, 1919, by the Governor^

General in Council or by a local government which would have been within the

powers of the Governor-General in Council or of such local government which

if that Act had not been passed, shall not be open to question in any legal

proceedings on the ground that by reason of any provision of that Act or this

Act, or of any rule made by virtue of any such provision, such order or action

has ceased to be within the powers of the Governor-General in Council or of

the government concerned.

(2) The validity of any order made or action taken by a governor in

council, or by a governor acting with his minister shall not be open to question

in any legal proceedings on the ground that such order or action relates or does

not relate to a transferred subject of which the minister is not in charge].

LIEUTENANT-GOVERNORSHIPS AND OTHER PROVINCES

53. Lieutenaiit-Goveroorshlp t (1) ^The province of] Burma, is, subject

to the provisions of this Act, governed by a lieutenant-governor ^C****].

(2) The Governar>General in Council may* by notification, with the

sanction of His Majesty previously sonified by the Secretary of State in

Council* constitute a new province under a Lieutenant-Governor.

54. Appointment, etc * of lieutenant-governors; ( 1 ) A lieutenant-governor

is appointed by the Governor-General with the approval of His Majesty.

(2) A lieutenant-governor must have been* at the time of his appointment

at least ten years in the service of the Crown in India.

^(3) ^ •

1. See footnote on page 239 eapea. 2. Theiw woida were eabatltuted for the words " Each
of the following proTlnoes, Bame]y* there hnowo as Bihar and Orina* the United Provinoes of

Agra and Oudh, the Punjab and " tij ^art II of Soh II of tho G overnment of India Acr, 1919

(0 a 10 Goo. 5, ch. 101). 3. The words '* with or without an oxeoulivo council were omitted

by ibid. 4. Sub-seotion (S) was omitted by P«rt 111 pf ibid.
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S6. Power to creete ezecotlYe eouncUt of lieutenant’ gorernoret (1) The
Governor.General in Council, with the approval of the Secretary of State in

Council* may* by notification* create a council in any province under a lieute-

nant-governor* for the purpose of assisting the lieutenant-governor in the ex-

ecutive government of the province* and by such notification

—

() make provision for determining what shall be the number (not exceed-

ing four) and qualifications of the members of the Council; and

() make provision for the appointment of temporary or acting members

of the council during the absence of any member from illness or other-

wise*, ^[and for supplying a vacancy until it is permanently filled] and

for the procedure to be adopted in case of a difference of opinion

between a lieutenant-governor and his council* and in the case of

equality of votes* and in the case of a lieutenant-governor being obliged

to absent himself from his council by indisposition or any other cause t

Provided that* before any such notification is published* a draft thereof

shall be laid before each House of Parliament for not less than sixty days

during the session of Parliament* and if* before the expiration of that time* an

address is presented to His Majesty by nther House of Parliament against the

draft or any part thereof, no further proceedings shall be taken thereon* without

prejudice to the making of any new draft*

(2) Every notification under this seaion shall be laid before both Houses

of Parliament as soon as may be after it is made.

(3) Every member of a lieutenant-governor's executive council shall be

4>pointed by the Governor-General* with the approval of His Majesty*

S6. Vice-president of lieutenant-governor's council t A lieutenant-go-

vernor who has an executive council shall appoint a member of the council to

be vice-president thereof, and that vice-president shall preside at meetings of the

council in the absence of the lieutenant-governor*

5T. Bnsinoss of Ueutonant-govenior In conndl : A lieutenant-governor

who has an executive council may, with the consent of the Governor-General
in Council, make rules and orders for more convenient transaction of business

in the council* and every order made, or act done* in accordance with such rules

and orders* shall be treated as being the order or the act of the lieutenant-

governor in council. ^[An order made as aforesaid shall not be called into

question in any legal proceedings on the ground that it was not duly made by
the lieutenant governor in council.]

1« Theio woedb wero insoeted by F,itt III ol Boh. 11 of the Gorerment of ladla Act* 1910
(9 eod 10 deo* 3, ch 101)* 9 These woxdb were iu..eitoI by Pih.t II of i3td.

31
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58» iChief Comndfsionen x Each of the following provinces, namely,

those known as •.« m94 3 the North West Frontier

Province, British Baluchistan; DelVu, Ajmer- Merwara, Coorg, and the Andaman
and Nicobar Islands, is subject to the provisions of this Act, administered by a

Chief Commissioner*

69. Power to place territory under authority of Governor-General in

Councih The Governor-General in Council may, with the approval of the

Secretary of State and by notification, take any part of British India under the

immediate authority and management of the Governor-General in Council, and

thereupon give all necessary orders and directions respecting the administration

of that part, by placing it under a Chief Commissioner or by otherwise provi-

ding for its administration.

BOUNDARIES

60. ’‘Power to declare and oltor boundaries of provinces: The Governor^'

General in Council may, by notiffcati<Mi, appoint or alter boundaries of any

of the provinces into which British India is for the time being divided, and

distribute the territories of British India among the several provinces thereof in

such manner as may seem expendient, subject to these qualifications, namely;

(1) an entire district may not be transferred from one province to

another without the previous sanction of the Crown, signified by the

Secretary of State in Coundl; and

(2) any notification under this section may be disallowed by the Secretary

of State in Council.

6 1 . Smvinp oa to laws : An alteration in pursuance of the foregoing pro-

visions of the mode of administration of any part of British India, or of the

boundaries of any part of British India, shall not affect the law for the time

being in force in that part.

Cose Law..il22

62. Power to extend boundaries of presidency'towus : The Governor of

Bengal in Council, the Governor of Madras in CouTKil and the Governor of

Bombay in Council may, with the approval of the Secretary of State in

Coundl, and by notification, extend the limits of the towns of Calcutta,

Madras and Bombay, respectively; and any Act of Parliament, letters-patent,

charter, law or usage conferring jurisdiction, power or authority within the

limits of those towns respectively shall have effect within the limits as so

extended.

1. 48 C. L. J. 5S8. S. Th« worde **Aeaam, the Oenttal ProTloots" were omitted by Fart

11 of Boh. II of the Goveiniaent of India Aot, 1919 (9 and 10 (ieo, 5, uh. lOli. 3, 6 Pat, L. J
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PART VI

INDIAN LEGISLATION

THE INDIAN LEGISLATURE

^[03* India -1 LegUUture; Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Indian

l^islature shall consist of Governor-General and two chambers, namely, the

Council of State and the Legislative Assembly.

Except as otherwise provided by or under this Act, a Bill shall not be

deemed to have been passed by the Indian legislature unless it has been ^reed
to by both chambers, either without amendment or with such amendments only

as may be agreed to by both chambers.]

Indian Leglilataret its meaning ..128 A Indian Legislative Procedure ..139
Legislative Pfocedare . 139 Joint Sittings...139
Difference between Parliamentary

Proposals regarding the fntare Indian Legislature...158 to 169

[63A. Council of State: (I) The Council of State shall consist of

not more than sixty members nominated or elected in accordance with rules

made under this Ac<, of whom not more than twenty shall be official members,

(2) The Governor^General shall have power to appoint from among the

members of the Council of State, a president and other persons to preside in

such circumstances as he may direct-

(S) The Governor-General shall have the right of addressing the Council

of State, and may for that purpose require the attendance of its members.

Features & Formation of the Coun*
cil of State...l29

President...130

[63B. Legislative Assembly t

Anomalysee130

Right of AddreBs..»130

(1} The Legislative Assembly shall

consist of members nominated or elected in accordance with rules made under

this Act.

(2) The total number of members of the Legislative Assembly shall be

one hundred and forty. The number of non elected members shall be forty,

of whom twenty-six shall be official members The number of elected members

shall be one hundred.

Provided that rules made under this Act may provide for Increasing the

number of members of the Legislative Assembly as fixed by this section, and

may vary the proportion which the classes of members bear one to another, so,

however, that at least five-sevenths of the members of the Legislative Assembly

shall be elected members, and at least one-third of the other members shall be

non.official members

The Governor-General shall have the right of addressing the Legislative

Assembly, and may for that purpose require the attendance of its members.]

1 . Sebtion^es, C3A, 63B, 630. 63D. 63B, and 64 w«re ssbstitutod for moHoqs 6.3 nad 04 by

part I of Sch 11 of (he Oor«runsut 9( India Aot, 1919 (9 and 10 Geo. 5, oh. lOt),
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Indian LegitUtlve At««mbly t Com-
po»ltlon..>132

Comparison and Contrast widi

Doniinlons...l32

Nominated Members...l31433

Ri^t of Address. ».132

Right of a member of the EneentfYe

Conncii to participate in riie Proceed'

lng>...131

Whether President can 6x the venue

of the Sessions eft*132

[63C* President of Lerislatfve Assembly t (I) There shall be a president

of the Legislative Assembly, who shall, until the expiration of four years from

the first meeting thereof, be a person appointed by the Governor'General, and

shall thereafter be a member of the Assembly elected by the Assembly and

approved by the Governor>QeneraU

Provided that, if at the expiration of such period of four years the Assem.'

bly is in session, the president then in office shall continue in office until the

end of the current session, and the first election of a president shall take place

at the commencement of the ensuing session*

(2) There shall be a deputy-president of the Legislative Assembly, who
shall preside at meetings of the Assembly in the absence of the president, and

who shall be a member of the Assembly elected by the Assembly and approved

by the Governor-General.

(3) The appointed president shall hold office until the date of the elec-

tion of a president under this section, but he may resign his office by writing

under his hand addressed to the Governor-General, or may be removed from

office by order of the Governor-General, and any vacancy occuring before the

expiration of his term of office shall be filled by a similar appointment for the

remainder of such term*

(4)

An elected president and a deputy-president shall cease to hold office

if they cease to be members of the Assembly. They may resign office by-

writing under their hand address«i to the Governor-General, and may be

removed from office by a vote of the Assembly with the concurrence of the

Governor-General-

(5)

A president and deputy-president shall receive such salaries as may
be determined, in the case of an appointed president by the Governor-Gene-

ral, and in the case of an elected president and a deputy-president by Act of

the Indian legislature-

President of the Assembly.**133

Who can propose noiirinatioa.-»134

ParlUmeDtary Practlce...l34

President and Politics—.134

Deputy President. ..134

Powers of President . IdS

His mliugs and constitutional Issues

...135

President and pretence of the

Members sse136
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*
Catching Prwidant^a efo*... 137

President vls*a^vis the Esecative

„.138

[63D* Duration and aeationa ol LogialallTe Afaembly and Connell of

Statet ( 1 ) Every Council of State shall continue for five years, and every

Legislative Assembly for three years from its first meeting:

Provided that

—

() either chamber of the legislature may be sooner dissolved by the

Governor*General ; and

() any such period may be extended by the Governor*General if in

special circumstances he so thinks fit ; and

fc) after the dissolution of either chamber the GovernoroGeneral shall

appoint a date not more than six months, or with the sanction of

the Secretary of State not more than nine months, after the date

of dissolution for the next session of that chamber.

(2)

The Govemor*General may appoint such times and places for

holding the sessions of either chamber of the Indian legislature as he thinks fit

and may also from time to time, by notification or otherwise, prorogue

such sessions.

President end Precincts of the

House . 136

Assembly Secretariat...137
PrMld«nt*a rivbl lo aznal ..137

(3) Any meeting of either chamber of the Indian legislature may be

adjourned by the person presiding.

(4) All questions in either chamber shall be determined by a majority

of votes of members present other than the presiding member who shall,

however, have and exercise a casting vote in the case of an equality of votes.

(5) The powers of either chamber of the Indian legislature may be

exercised notwithstanding any vacancy in the chamber.]

Duration aod session of the Coundl

of State...129

Term of office ..131

Extension ..133

Allocation ...133

DeBnltions ...138

[63E. Membership ofboth chambers i (i) An official shall not be qua-

lified for electior as a member of either chamber of the Indian legislature, and
if any non official member of either chamber accepts office in the service of the

Crown of India, his seat in that chamber shall become vacant.

(2) If an elected member of either chamber of the Indian legislature

becomes a member of the other chamber, his seat in such first mentioned

chamber shall thereupon become vacant.

(3) If any person is elected a member of both chambers of the Indian

legislature, he shall, before he tgk^s his sest in either Camber signify /n
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writing the chamber of which he desires to be a member, and thereupon his

seat in the other chamber shall become vacant*

(4) Every member of the Governor*Generars Executive Council shall

be nominated as a member of the Indian legislature, and shall have the right

of attending in and addressing the other chamber, but shall not be a member

of both chambers ]

[84* Sapplementaiy proviaioos aa to eompocltton of Logielative Asaem-

bty and Conactl of State t Subject to the Provisions of this Act, provision

may be made by rules under this Act as to~

(a) the term of office of nominated members of the Council of State

end Legislative Assembly, and the manner of filling casual vacancies

occuriog by reason of absence of members from India, inability to

attend to duty, death, acceptance of office, or resignation duly accep*

ted or otherwise
;
and

(h) the conditions under which and the manner in which persons may be

nominated as members of the Council of State or the Legislative

Assembly;‘and

(C) the qualification of electors, the constitution of constituencies, and

the method of election for the Council af State and the Legislative

Assembly (including the number of members to be elected by com-

munal and other electorates) and any matters incidental or ancillary

tliereto
; and

((f) the qualifications for being or for being nominated or elected as

members of the Council of State or the Legislative Assembly j and

(e) the final decision of doubts or disputes as to the validity of an election

and

(/) the manner in which the rules are to be carried into effect*

(2) Subject to any such rules, any person who is a ruler or subject of

any state in India may be nominated as a member of the Council of State

or the Legislative Assembly*!

SupplemMiUTy Provieioas.*.143 ) ElecUon petltion**.143

66* ^Powers of Indian LegUlatnre t (1) The ^ [Indian legislature] has

power to make laws >

((2) for all persons, for all courts, and for all places and things, within

British India ; and

1. 40 I. A. 4ft. laAO Oal. 391). 40 Bom. 1161 Bom, L. B, 492). 2. T1)ob« noxdB were

9obstltated for the words '‘Oovaroor-Gensml io Leg)a)ativ<» CoudoU" by Part If of Sch. If oi the
(^vennneDt of Iztdla let, 1919 (9 a 10 Geo 5, ob. 101)
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(&) for all subjects of His Majesty and servants of the Crown within

other parts of India ; and

(c) for all native Indian subjects of His Majesty, without and beyond as

well as within British India ; and

(d) for the government of officers, soldiers, ^[air-men] and followers in

His Majesty^s Indian forces, wherever they are serving, in so far

as they are not subject to the Army Act ^[or the Air Force Act]} and

(e) for all persons employed or serving in or belonging to ^[(^ny naval

forces raised by the Govemor-Generat in Council, wherever they

are serving, in so far as they are not subject to the Naval Discipline

Act] and

(f) for repealing or altering any laws which for the time being are In

force in any part of Britifh India or apply to persons for whom the

^Indian legislature] has power to make laws

v2) Provided that the ‘[Indian legislature] has not, unless expressly so

authorised by Act of Parliament, power to make any law repealing or

affecting^

(0 any Act of Parliament, passed after the year one thousand eight

hundred and sixty and extending to British India including the

Army Act, *[the Air Force Act] and any Act amending the same; or

(li) any Act of Parliament enabling the Secretary of State in Council to

raise money in )he United Kingdom for the government of India

}

and has not power to make any law affecting the authority of Parliament, or

any part of the unwritten laws or constitution of the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland whereon may depend in any degree the allegiance of any
person Co the Crown of the United Kingdom, or affecting the sovereignty or

dominion of the Crown over any part of British lndia» *

(3) The ^[Indian legislature] has not power without the previous approval

of the Secretary of State in Council, to make any law empowering any court,

other than a high court, to sentence to the punishment of death any of His
Majesty’s subjects born in Europe, or the children of such subjects, or abolish-

ing any high court.

Powers of Indian Legislature.. 163
|

powers...144

Division of powers.. 144
j

Case 1 aw... 145

Legislative powers . 144 ! Viceroy’s special powerst sec. 67...145

Where the Legislature has not White Paper: Proposals...l45

1. These words were iueerted hy Part IJI of 6cb. II of the Ck>yeEomeiDt ot lodls Aot, 1929
w « 10 Geo. 5, ch. lOl)- 2 These words were sabatltuted for the words '‘The Royal Indian
Vatine Bervlcee'’ by ihe Government of India (Indian ITavy) Aot, 1927 (17 and 18 Geo. .7, oh. 8).
3. These worda were aubstiluted for the words "Governor-Ooneral” by Part It of goh. II of the
Qovernineat of India Aot. 1919 (9 & 10 Geo. 5. oh. lOl). i. 1 Lah. ^6 (47 I. A. 128), 39 Had.
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^60« Laws for die Royal ladUn Marine Serricet Subject to the provisions

of this Act, provision may be made by the Indian Legislature for the applica-

tion to the naval forces raised by the Governor-General in Council of the

Naval Discipline Act, and that Act, if so applied, shall have effect as if

references therein to His Majesty's Navy and His Majesty’s ships included

the forces and ships raised and provided by the Governor-General in Council,

subject, however

—

() in the application of the said Act to the forces and ships raised and

provided by the Governor-General in Council, and the trial by court*

martial of officers and men belonging to those forces, to such modi-

fications and adaptations (if any) as may be made by the Indian

Legislature to adapt the Act, to the circumstances of India, including

such adaptations as may be so made for the purpose of authorising

or requiring anything, which under the said Act is to be done by or

to the Admiralty or Secretary of the Admiralty, to be done by or

to the Governor^General in Council or by or to such person as may be

vested with the authority by the Governor.General in Council ; and

() in the application of the said Act to the forces and ships of His

Majesty's Navy not raised and provided by the Governor-General in

Council, to such modifications as may be made by His Majesty in

Council for the purpose of regulating the relations of the last men-

tioned forces and ships to the forces and ships raised and provided by
the Governor-General in Council t

Provided that, where any forces and ships so raised and provided by the

Governor-General In Council have been placed at the disposal of the Admiral-

ty, the said Act shall apply without any such modifications or adaptations as

aforesaid.]

67. Buelneee and proceedings in Indian Legislatare i ^1) Provision may
be made by rules under this Act for regulating the course Of business and the

preservation of order in the chambers of the Indian legislature and as to the

persons to preside at the meeting of the Legislative Assembly in the absence

of the president and the deputy-president ; and the rules may provide for the

numbers required to constitute a quorum and for prohibiting or regulating the

asking of questions on, and the discussion of, any subject specified in the

rules.]
,

(2) It shall not be lawful, without the previous sanction of the Governor-

General, to introduce at any meeting of ‘^[either chamber of the Indian legis-

lature] any measure affecting

—

(n) the public debt or public revenues of India or imposing any charge

on the revenues of India ; or

1. This new eeotion was sabatituted for Uie ocigiaei eeotlon bf the QoTeinmsut of India
( Indian Navy) Act 19*27 (I7 18 Goo. 5, oii. 8) 2. Thia eiib-aootion wae gnbatitutei by 1 art I
of Sob. 11 of the Govecnmont of India Aot, 1919 19 to 10 Croo. 5, oh. 101.) 3. Theiie wotdt wars
Bubatiinted for the words ‘*the Council’' by Pari It %btd.
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(6) the religion or religious rit« and usages of any class of British

subjects in India ; or

(c) the discipline or maintenance of any part of His Majesty^s military.

^[navalf or air] forces ; or

(d) the relations of the Government with foreign princes or states f

*[or any measure

—

(!) regulating any provincial subject* or any part of a provincial subject*

which has not been declared by rules under this Act to be subject

to legislation by the Indian legislature ; or

(//) repealing or amending any Act of a Local legislature ; or

(it/) repealing or amending any Act or Ordinance made by the Governor*

General.]

3[(2a) Where in either chamber of the Indian legislature any Bill has been

introduced* or is proposed to be introduced* or any amendment to a Bill is

moved* or proposed to be moved* the Governor-General may certify that the

Bill* or any clause of it* or the amendment* affects the safety or tranquility of

British India* or any part thereof* and may direct that no proceedings* or that

no further proceedings shall be taken by the chamber in relation to the Bill*

clause* or amendment* and effect shall be given to such direction.]

^[(3) If any Bill which has been passed by one chamber is not within six

months after the passage of the Bill by that chamber* passed by the other

chamber either without amendments or with such amedments as may be agreed

to by the two chambers, the Goveraor^General may in his discretion refer

the matter for decision to a joint sitting of both chambers t Provided that

standing orders made under this section may provide for meetings of members
of both chambers appointed for the purpose* in order to discuss any difference

of opinion which has arisen between the two chambers.

(4) Without prejudice to the powers of the Governor^General under

section sixty-eight of this Act, the Governor-General may* where a Bill has

been passed by both chambers of Indian legislature* return the Bill for reconsi-

deration by either chamber.

(5) Rules made for the purpose of this section may contain such general

and supplemental provisions as appear necessary for the purpose of giving full

effect to this section.

(6) Standing orders may be made providing for the conduct of business

and the procedure to be followed in either chamber of the Indian legislature

li These words were substituted foe the words or u»yal " b; Part Ui of Soh II of the

Oovernment of India Act, 1919 (9 A lO Ooo. 5, oh, 101). 2. Theso olauses were iuserted b;
^ert 11; ibi^. 3. Sub-aectioub t2a) was iiuorfod b]r sb«2. 4- Bub-McUoua (3), (4), (5), (6) ^7) Wots

BUbbtltuted for sub-esotign (3) by Fart I; ibuf.
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in so far as these matters are not provided for by rules made under this Act

1 he first standing orders shall be made by the Governot'General in Council,

but may with the consent of the Governor/General be altered by the

chamber to which they relate.

Any standing order made as aforesaid which is repugnant to the provisions

of any rule made under this Act shall, to the extent of that repugnancy but

not otherwise, be void.

(7) Subject to the rules and standing orders affecting the chamber there

shall be freedom of speech in both chambers of the Indian legislature. No
person shall be liable to any proceedings in any court by reason of his speech

or vote in either chamber, or by reason cf anything contained in any official

report of the proceedings of either chamber.]

Legislative Procedure...139
|

Freedom of Speech.. 141

Differeiice...l39 Powers regarding interpelladoas,

Joint Sittings of both Cham* Resointiona, ete....lS6

hers. ..139 Questions. ..156

Procedure after a Bill is passed by Resolutions ..157

both Chambers,. 139 Motion for Adioumment...l41, 157

Powers for extraordinary essential General Information.. .157 •

Ugtslation...l40 Point of Order 158

White Paper Proposal .,140 ClofureM.15B

^ [67A* Indian Budget*. ; (ll The estimated annual expenditure and

revenue of the Governor'General in Council shall be laid in the form of a

statement before both chambers of the Indian legislature in each year.

(2) No proposal for the appropriiUion of any revenue or money for any

purpose shall be made except on the recommendation of the Governor'

General.

^3) The proposals of the Governor-General in Council for the appropria-

tion of revenue or moneys relating to the following heads of expenditure shall

not be submitted to the vote of the Legislative Assembly, nor shall they be

open to discussion by either chamber at the time when the annual statement is

under consideration, unless the Governor-General otherwise directs—

(i) interest and sinking fund charges on loans ; and

[ii) expenditure of which the amount is pre.scribed by or under any law

and

Salaries and pensions payable to or to the dependents of

(o) persons appointed by or with the approval of His Majesty or by the

Secretary of State in Council
i

1. Section 67A was Insetted by Part 1 ot Bob. XI of the Oovernment of India Aot, 1919 (0 A
10 Geo. 5, db, 101). S. These paragraphs were sabsfltufeod foe the original paragraphs by the

O-.vextiineut of India iCivil Berviues) Aot, 1925 (15 & 1& Goo. 5, oh. 83),
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(b) chief commissioners and judicial commissioners;

(c) persons appointed before the fint day of April 1924, by the Gover-

nor General in council or by a local government to services or posts

classified by rules under this Act as superior services or posts and

{iv) Sums payable to any person who is or has been in the civil service of

the Crown in India under any order of the Secretary of State in

Council, of the Governor-General In Council or of a Governor, made
upon an appeal made to him in pursuance of rules made under this

Act.]

(y) expenditure classified by the order of the^ Governor-General in

Council as—

() ecclesiastical;

() political; 't.O

(e) defence.

^[For the purposes of this sub'section the expression ^‘salaries and

pensions'* includes remuneration, idlowances, gratuities, any contributions

(whether by way of interest or otherwise)out of the revenues of India to any

provident fund or family pension fund, and any other payments or emoluments

payable to or on account of a pension in respect of his office.]

(4) If any question arises as to whether any proposed appropriation of

revenue or moneys does or does not relate to the above heads, the dedsion of

the Governor-General on the question shall be final.

(5) The proposals of the Governor-General in Council for the appro-

priation of revenue or moneys relating to heads of expenditure not specified in

the above heads shall be submitted to the vote of the Legislative Assembly in

the form of demands for grants.

(6) The Legislative Assembly may assent or refuse its assent to any

demand or may reduce the amount referred to in any demand by a reduction of

the whole grant.

(7) The demands as voted by the Legislative Assembly, shall be submitted

to the Governor-General in Coundl, who shall, if he declares that he is satis,

fied that any demand which has been refused by the Legislative Assembly is

essential to the discharge of his responsibilities, act as if it had been assented to,

notwithstanding the with-holding of swh assent or the reduction of the amount
therein referred to, by the Legislative Assembly.

(8) Notwithstanding anything in this section the Governor-General shall

have power, in cases of emergency, to authorise such expenditure as may, in his

^
l. ThU pftxagrapb fcy ths <3c^rB»«nt Inflia lOlvil SotvlooB) Act, 19S5 ((5 4tW Ge'j. 5, ch. R3.)
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opinion, be necessary for the safety or tranquility of British India or any part

thereof.]

Powers regarding Indian Badget Procednre,..145

...146 Viceroy’s Emergency Power... 140,

Non'Votable grants ..146 148

CoDstittttionai issue 148

^[67B« Proriuon for case of fidlnre to pass legislation : (1) Where
either chamber of the Indian Legislature refuses leave to introduce, or fails to

pass in a Form recommended by the Governor-General, any Bill the Governor

General may certify that the passage of the Bill is essential for the safety, or

interests of British India or any part thereof, and thereupon

—

(a) If the Bill has not already been psssed by the other chamber, the Bill

shall on signature by the Governor-General, notwithstanding that it

has not been consented to by both chambers, forthwith become an

Act of the Indian Legislature in the form of the Bill as originally intro-

duced or proposed to be introduced in the Indian Legislature, or (as the

case may be) in the form recommended by the Governor-General
f
and

(A) If the Bill has not already been so passed^ the Bill shall be laid before

the other chamber, and, if consented to by that Chamber in the form

recommended by the Governor-General, shall become an Act as afore-

said on the signification of the Governor.Generars assent, or, if not

so consented to, shall, on signature by the Governor.General, become

an Act as aforesaid.

(2) Every such Act shall be expressed to be made by the Governor*

General, and shall, as soon as practicable after being made, be laid before both

Houses of Parliament, and shall not have effect until it has received His

Majesty’s assent, and shall not be presented for His Majesty’s assent until

copies thereof have been laid before each House of Parliament for not less than

eight days on which that House has sat ; and upon the signification of such

assent by His Majesty in Coundl, and the notification thereof by the Cover-

nor-Generai, the Act shall have the same force and effect as an Act passed by

the Indian legislature and duly assented to:

provided that where in the opinion of the Governor^General a state of

emergency exists which justifies such action, the Governor General may direct

that any such Act shall come into operation forthwith, and thereupon the Act

shall have such force and effect as aforesaid, to disallowance by His Majesty

in Council.]

1. Seotion 67 B wttf iDwrtad by Part lot Bch. ll of the GoTeraineat o{ India Aet, 1&I9 (9 A
10 Geo. 5, Oh. 101.)
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Powert of CerHficatfon...l40
) White Paper Proporal...140

68. Attent of Goremor-Generel to BilUt (1) When Bill] has been

passed ^[by both chambers of the Indian legislature]; the Governor General,

], may declare that he assents to the *[BiU], or that he

withholds assent from the ^[Bill], or that he reserves the ^[Bill] for the signifi-

cation of His Majesty's pleasure thereon.

(2) ''[A Bill passed by both chambers of the Indian legislature shall not

become an Act] until the Governor-General has declared his assent thereto, or

in the case of '’[a Bill] received fcM- signification of His Majesty's pleasure,

until His Majesty '’[in Council] has signified his assent .. ],

and that assent has been notified by the Governor- General.

Procedure after the Bill la patted

by both chainbert..«139

Some points of procedure.. ,141

69. Power of Crown to ditallow Act t (1) When an Act of the ‘'[Indian

legislature] has been assented to by the Governw-General, he shall send to

the Secretary of State an authentic copy thereof and it shall be lawful for

His Majesty ^*[in Council] to signify »[ ... ] his disallowance of

any such Act.

(2) Where the disallowance of any such Act has been so signified, the

Governor«General shall forthwith notify the disallowance, and thereupon the

Act, as from the date of the notification, shall become void accordingly

.

70. [Rnloa for conduct of legitlaUve hntinett] t Omitted by Part 11 of

Sch. 11 of 9 S 10 Geo. 5, ch. 101,

REGULATIONS AND ORDINANCES

71. Power to make RegulaHoos; (1) The local government of any

part of British India to which this section for the time being applies may
propose to the Governor-General in Council the draft of any regulation for

the peace and good government of that part, with the reasons for proposing the

regulation.

1 , These words weta enbetitnted for the words "an Aot" bj Part II oi 6ch. II of the

Governtaent of India Aot, (9 dk 10 Qao. Q , oh. lOlK 9. These words were inserted for the words

"at a meeting of the ladian Lesialatire Ccooefl*’ hj ibid. 9 The words ’’whether he was or

was not present is Council at the paseing thereof ’ were omitted by ibid, 4. This word was

substitnted for the word "Aot" bj ibid. 5. These words were substituted for the words "An
Aob of the Gorernor*Gene>al in LegisUtive Conscil has no validity" b; ibid. 6. Tbeie words

Were substituted for the words "an Aot ' by ibid. 7. These wotda ware Inserted by ibid. 8. The
words *'bo the Governor'General through the Secretary of State in Counoil" were omitted by
ibid. 9. These words ware substituted for the words ''QoTernor-General in Legislative Counofl"

by ibid. lO* Those words were substltated by ibid, 11 .'The woede “through the Bacietaryof

State Is OooBoll" were omitted by ibid.

Freedom of Speech... 141

Memher'a Speechea: Preia Ordi-

naBcea...l4l
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(2) Thereupon the Governor*Geneial Jn Council may take any such

draft and reasons into consideration; and when any such draft has been approv-

ed by the Governor-General in Council and assented to by the Governor-

General, it shall be published in the Gazette of India and in the local official

gazette, if any, and shall thereupon have the like fcK'ce of law and be subject to

the like disallowance as if it were an Act of the ^Indian legislature].

(3) The Governor*General shall send to the Secretary of State in Council

an authentic copy of every regulation to which he has assented under this

section.

>[(3A) A regulation made under this section for any territory shall not be

invalid by reason only that it confers or delegates power to confer on courts or

administrative authorities power to sit or ^t outside the territory in respect of

which they have jurisdiction or function, or that it confers or delegates power

to confer appellate jurisdiction or functions on courts or administratives autho-

rities sitting or acting outside the territory.]

(4)

The Secretary of State may. by resolution in the council, apply this

section to any part of British India as from a date to be fixed in the resolution

and withdraw the application of this section from any part to which it has been

applied.

72« * Power to make ordinance in case of emergency x The Governor*

Genecal may, in casts of tmergercy, make and promulgate Ordinances for the

peace and and good government of British India or any part thereof, and any^

Ordinance so made shall, for the space of not more than six months from its

promulgation have the Vihe force oi law as an Act passed hy the ^Indian legis-

lature] but the power of making Ordinance under this section is subject to the

like restrictions as the power of the ’[Indian leeislature] to make laws; and

any Ordinance made under this section is subject to the like disallowance as an

Act passed by the ^[Indian legislature] and may be controlled or superseded by
any such Act.

The Special Legislative powers of

Viceroyaos148

Regulations...148

Ordinances••• 149

Origin: Alms; Objects.. .149

Pabifc Safety OrdiiiDBce...l5l

Various Ordinances of 1930, 1931

1932...151, 153

Case Law...153, 155

Other qaesttons: whether consti-
tutional & tf/fra Vires... 1S3

1 . Ibess words were subBtltoted for the words ••Govemct-General in Legislative Council"
by Part II of Bob II of the aovsrnnient of ladla Act, 1919 (9 A 10 Geo. 7), ch. 101), 2. TM"
sub-section was Inserted by section 2 (1) of tbe Govccoment of India (Amendment) Act, 19l6
6 4 7 Geo. 5, ch. 37). 3, 4 1 A. (=4 Cal. 173), A. I. R. 1929 P. C. 23, A. I It. 1930 Lah. 781;
31 Bom. L.R. P.ige No, 33 Bom. L.R. 9ft0. 4, These words were substituted for the "words
Govoraoi-General in Legislative Council' by Part Il:of Soh, II of the Government of India
Act, 1919 (94 10 Qeo. 5 oh 101.)
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Whether Ordinaoeee can be con- Proposals in the White Papef

tinned ..154 regarding Ordinances...155

Similar provision^ whether In DomI' The Crown uid the Viceroy 155

Dions. ..155 The phrase Unanrttten Laws...156

Supremacy or Role of Law...156

LOCAL LEGISLATURES

(A) GOVERNORS' PROVINCES

Composition of Governors' legislative conneil t ( i) There shall be

a legislative council in every governor's province which shall consist of the

members of the executive council and of the members nominated or elected as

provided by this Act.

The governor shall not be a member of the legislative council, but shall

have the right of addressing the council, and may for that purpose require th^

attendance of its members.

(2) The number of members of the governor's legislative council shall bs

in accordance with the table set out in the First Schedule to this Act: and of

the members of each council not more than twenty per cent, shall be ofBci^l

members, and at least seventy per cent, shall be elected memberst

Provided that—

(a) subject to the maintenance of the above proportions, rules under this

Act may provide for increasing the number of members of any

council, as specified in that schedule f
and

(b) the governor may, for the purpose of any Bill introduced or propose^^

to be introduced in his iegisUtive council, nominate, in the

of Assam one person, and in the case of other provinces not mofs

than two persons, having special knowledge or experience of

the subject-matter of the Bill, and those persons shall, in relation

to the Bill, have for the period for which they are nominated

the rights of members of the council and shall be in addition to

the numbers above referred to ; and

(c) members nominated to the legislative council of the Central Pr<’-

vinces by the governor as the result of elections held in ths

Assigned Districts of Berar shall be deemed to be elected members

of the legislative council of the Central Provinces.

(3) The powers of a governor's legislative council may be exercised not-

withstanding any vacancy in the council.

1. Btotion 7SA waB Inttarteil bj I of Sob. I of ibe OovoEDmoat of ludio Aot, I9i9

^ 10
, G«o^ .>), oh. 1011.
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(4) Subject as aforesaid^ provision may be made by rules under this

Act as to-
la) the term of office of nominated members of governors* legislative

councils and the manner of filling casual vacancies occuringby

reason of absence of members from India, inability to attend to

duty, death, acceptance of office, resignation duly accepted or

otherwise; and

ib) the conditions under which and manner in which persons may
be nominated as membem of governors' legislative councils and;

(C) the qualification of electors, the constitution of constituencies,

and the method of election for governors* legislative councils,

including the number of members to be elected by communal
and other electorates, and any matters incidental or ancillary

thereto; and

(d) the qualifications for being and for being nominated or elected a

member of any such coun^ ; and

(e) the final decision of doubts or disputes as to the validity of any

election ; and

(/) the manner in which the rules are to be carried into effect

;

Provided that rules as to any such matters as aforesaid may provide for

delegating to the local government such power as may be specified in the rules

of making subsidiary regulations affecting the same matters,

(5) Subject to any such rules any person who is a ruler or subject of any

State in India may be nominated as a member of a govemot’s legislative

counciJO

Conatitucion of LegNUtive Couq-
,

Provincial Aatonomy.,. 179

cli..*199
I

H, M,*s Government** decision

Nomination of Expert*. «.170
j

regarding constitution of future

Rule*. ..170 ’ Provincial Legislature 171, 187 to

The Bombay Legislative Council.,170
' 183

i[72B. Sessions and duraUon of governors' legislative councils: (1)
Every governor's legislative council shall continue for three years from its first

meeting s

Provided that

—

() the council may be sooner dusolved by the governor ;
and

() the said period may be extended by the governor for a period not
exceeding one year, by notification in the official gazette of the
province, if in special circumstances (to be specified in the notifi-

cation) he so thinks fit ; and
(c) after the dissolution of the council the governor shall appoint a date

not more than six months or, with the sanction of the Secretary
of State, not more than nine months from the date of dissolution
for the next session of the council,

1. fieotious a 79C wore fabsttsd b; FAit I of Suh. II of the (rOTorumout of ludia
Act, 1019 (9 a 10 Oeo. 5, ch. 101).
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(2) A Governor may appoint such times and places for holding the sessions

of his leglislative council as he thinks fit, and may also, by notification or other-

wise, prorogue the counciL

(3) Any meeting of a governor’s legislative council maybe adjourned by

the person presiding.

(4) All questions in a governor’s l^slative council shall be determined by

the majority of votes of the members present other than the person presiding,

who shall, however, have and exercise a casting vote in the case of any equali-

ty of votes.

Sessions and dnratlon of Legislative coancils»*»171

[72C. Presidents of Governors’ Legislative Councils : (1 ) There shall

be a president of a governor’s legislative council, who shall, until the expiration

of a period of four years from the first meeting of the council as constituted

under this Act, be a person appointed by the Governor, and shall thereafter be

a member of the council elected by the Q>uncil and approved by the ^vernor

:

Provided that, if at the expiration of such period of four years the council

is in session, the president then in office shall continue in office until the end of

the current session, and the first election of a president shall take place at the

commencement of the next ensuing se^ion.

(2) There shall be a deputy'president of a governor’s legislative council

who shall preside at meetings of the council in (he absence of the president,

and shall be a member of the council elected by the council and approved by
the governor.

(3^ The appointed president of a council shall hold office until the date

of the first election of a president by the council under this section, but he may
resign office by writing under his hand addressed to the governor, or may be

removed from office by order of the governor, and any vacancy occurring before

the expiration of the term of office of an appointed president shall be filled by
similar appointment for the remainder of such term.

(4) An elected president and a deputy^president shall cease to hold office

on ceasing to be members of the council They may resign office by writing

under their hands addressed to the governor, and may be removed from office

by a vote of the council with the concurrence of the governor.

(5) The president and the deputy'president shall receive such salaries as

may be determined, in the case of an appointed president, by the governor, and
In the case of an elected president or deputy-president, by Act of the local

legislature.]

Preaident...l71
|

Powers of PrestdenLMl72

Ch«iiina]i...l72

33
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^[72D* BntiftMt and proecdare In governors’ legitlatiTe coQDciUt 0)

The provision contained in the section shall have effect with respect to business

and procedure in governors’ legislative councils.

(i) The estimated annual expenditure and revenue of the province shall

be laid in the form of a statement before the council in each year, and the

proposals of the local government for the appropriation of provincial revenues

and other moneys in any year shall be submitted to the vote of the council in

the form of demands for grants. The Council may assent, refuse its assent,

to a demand, or may reduce the amount therein referred to either by a ‘reduc.

tion of the whole grant or by the omission or reduction of any of the items

expenditure of which the grant is composed

Provided that t

() the local government shall have power, in relation to any su^h

demand to act as if it had been assented to, notwithstanding the

withholding of such assent or the reduction of the amount therein

referred to, if the demand related to a reserved subject, and the

governor certifies that the expenditure provided for by the dematid

is essential to the discharge of his responsibility for the subject .

and

() the governor shall have power in cases of emergency to authorise such

expenditure as may be in his opinion necessary for the safety or

tranquility of the province, or for the carrying on of any depart-

ment.} and

(c) no proposal for the appropriation of any such revenues or other

moneys for any purpose shall be made except on the recommen-

dation of the governor, communicated to the council.

(3) Nothing in the foregoing sub.section shall require proposals to be
submitted to the council relating to the following heads of expenditure:

(/) contributions payable by the local government to the Governqr-

General in Council; and

(if) interst and sinking fund charges on loans; and

{Hi) expenditure of which the amount is prescribed by or under ahy
law; and

*t(iv) Salaries and pensions payble to or to the dependents of—

(fl) persona apppointed by or with the approval of His Majesty
or by the Secretary of State in Council;

1. Beotlon 721) w»e lowited Fart I of Sob. II of tbe GoFeroiaeofc of Indio Aot, 1919,

(9 ft lO Gao. 5. cb. 101). Ht Pol 595. A.I.B. 1925 Ta], S73. 9. These paregrophe were etibeblfeaied

for ihe orlglnol peragnphi by tbs Ooverament of India (Civil Bervlueb) Aot, 1925 (15 and 16
0«o. 5, oh. 83.)
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(6) Judges of the high court of the proWncei

(c) the advocate-general;

(cf) persons appointed before the first day of April 1924, by the

Governoi'General in Councfl or by a local government to services

or pasts classified by rules under this Act as si^erior services

or posts; and

(v) Sums payable to any person who is or has been in the civil service

of the Crown in India under any order of the Secretary of State

in Council, of the Governor^Generat in Council, or of a governor

made upon an appeal made to him in pursuance of rules made

under this Act.]

^[For the purposes of this sub 'Section the expression 'salaries and pensions'

includes reruneratton, allowances, gratuities, any contributions (whether by

way of interest or otherwise) out of the revenues of India to any provident

fund or family pension fund, and any other payments or emoluments payable

to or on account of a person in respect of his office*]

(4) Where any Bill has been introduced or is proposed to be introduced

or any amendment to a Bill is moved or proposed to be moved, the governor

may certify that the Bill or any clause of it or the amendment affects the

safety or tranquillity of his province or any part of it or of another province,

and may direct that no proceedings or no further proceedings shall be taken

by the council in relation to the Bill, clause or amendment, and effect shall be

given to any such direction.

(5) Provision may be made by rulra under this Act for the purpose of

carrying into effect the forgoing provisions of this section and for regulating

the course of business in council, and as to the persons to preside over meet-

ings thereof in the absence of the president, and dcputy.president, and the

preservation of order at meetings; and the rules may provide for the number
of members required to constitute a quorum and for prohibiting or regulating

the asking of questions on and the discu»ion of any subject specified in the

rules.

(6) Standing orders may be made providing for the conduct of business

<tnd the procedure to be follov/ed in the council in so far as these matters are

not provided for by rules made under this Act. The first standing orders

shall be made by the governor in council, but may subject to the assent of the

Sovernoi. be altered by the local l^islatures. Any standing order made as

l. Ihii paTsgrapb was Inserted I17 .the QoTetaiaent of India (Civil Setvioet) Aot, 1935
15 aod 16 Qeo. 5, oh. 83)
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aforesaid, which is repugnant to the provisions of any rules made under this

Act shalU to the extent of that repugnancy but not otherwise, be void.

(7) Subject to the rules and standing orders affecting the council, there

shall be freedom of speech in the governors' legislative councils. No person

shall be liable to any proceedings in any court by reason of his speech or vote

in any such council, or by reason of anything contained in any official report

of the proceedings of any such council.

Business and procedure in a legisla- Difference of opinion...173

live CouneilM«172 Financial proposals...173

Quorum... 172 Procedure regarding Bills...173

Provincial Budget...l72 Case Law...l74

Extraordinary or Emergency powers Freedom of speech•••174

•••173 Provision to secure the passage of

Non-votable heads ..173 Legislation...174

^C72E. Provision for case of failure to pass legislation in governors*

legislative councils: (1) Where a governor's legislative council has refused

leave to introduce, or has failed to pass in form recommended by the governor

any Bill relating to a reserved subject, the governor may certify that the passage

of the Bill is essential for the discharge of his responsibility for the subject^

and thereupon the Bill shall, notwithstanding that the council have not

consented thereto, be deemed to have passed, and shall on signature by the

governor become an Act of the local legislature in the form of the Bill as

originally introduced in the council or (as the case may be) in the form recom-

mended to the council by the governor.

(2) Every such Act shall be expre»ed to be made by the governor, and

the governor shall forthwith send an authentic copy thereof to the Governor-

General, who shall reserve the Act for the signification of His Majesty's

pleasure, and upon the signification of such assent by His Majesty in Council,

and the notification thereof by the Governor General, the Act shall have the

same force and effect as an Act passed by the local legislature and duly

assented to:

Provided that where in the opinion of the Governor-General a state of

emergency exists which justifies such action, he may, instead of reserving such

act, signify 'his assent thereto, and thereupon the Act shall have such force

and effect as aforesaid, subject however to disallowance by His Majesty in

Council.

1. BaoUon 72B was laaerted by Fait I of Sch. II of the Qoyernmeat of India Aot, I9l9

& 10 Geo. 5, oh, 101),
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(3) An Act made under this section shall as soon as practicable after

being made be laid before each House of Parliament^ and an Act which is te^

quired to be presented for His Majesty's assent shall not be so presented until

copies thereof have been laid before each House of Parliament for not less than

eight days on which that House has sat.]

(fl) LlBUTBNANr-GOVERNOilS' AND CHIEF COMMISSIONERS'
PROVINCES

73. Legislative eouncile of liantaBant-govemors and chief commission#

ers *. (1) For purposes of legislation, the council of ] a lieutenant#

governor having an executive council, shall consist of the members of his exe-

cutive council '^rand of members nominated as hereinafter providedJ.

3(2)

(3) The legislative council of a Uentenant-governov not having an execu-

tive council, or of a chief commissioner, shall consist of members nominated or

elected <[as hereinafter provided.]

3
( 4 )

• • * • .

74* Constitation of legislative coandlt in Bengal, Madras and Bombay %

Omitted by Part U of Schedule 11 of 9 and 10 Geo. 5, ch. 101.

7S« Meetings of legislative coaoclls of Bengal, Madras and Bombay t

Omitted by Part II of Schedule II of 9 and 10 Gea 5, ch. 101.

73- Constitution of UgisUtive councils of lleutenant.govemora and

chief commissioners t (1) The number of members nominated or elected to

iAe kgisiatTW osaacti of a or chief oommts^ottcrf the

number of such members required to constitute a quorum, the term of office

of such members and the manner of filling casual vacancies occurring by reason

of absence from India, inability to attend to duty, death, acceptance of office

or resignation duly accepted, or otherwise shall, in the case of each council, be
such as may be prescribed by rules made under this ^[section].

[Provided that the number of members so nominated or elected shall n()t

in the case of the legislative council of a Heutenant.govemor, exceed one
hundred.]

(2) At least one^third of the persons so nominated or elected to the

legislative council of a lieutenant-governor or chief commissioner must be
^non-officials].

1. 1 he words “ a goremor, oi of *’ were omitted hj P<irt II of Boh, II of the Goyernmeot, of
mdie Act, 1919 (9 & 10 Geo. S, oh. 101), 2. These words were sobstituted for the words “with
the addition of membere noiBinated or elected In acoordsDoe with roles made under this A(>t "

^ ibid. 3, Sab-BeoUsn (2) wae omitted by Part III of 4 These word^s were substituted forwa words “in acooidanoe with the rules tnade'uadez this Act" by Part 11 of %b%d. 5, Bub-seotton
laiwas omitted by ibid. 6. This word was eabstUuted for the word “Act" by ibid. 7. This
ptoylso waa substitnted by Fart I, ibid. 9. This word was subatltuted for the worde '* persons
*tot In the otyll or military serylce of the Crown in India “ by tbid,
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(3) The Governor-General in council may, with the approval of the

Secretary of State in council make rules as to the conditions under which and

manner in which persons resident in India may be nominated or elected

members of any of those legislative councils, and as to the qualifications for

being nominated or elected, a member of sny of those councils, and as to any

other matter for which rules are auth<^ised to be made under this section, and

as to the manner in which those rules are to be carried into effect.

i[(3a) Rules made under this section may provide for the final decision

of doubts or disputes as to the validity of an election.]

\(3b> Subject to any rules made under this section any person who is a

ruler or subject of any state in India shall be eligible to be nominated a

member of a legislative council.]

(4) All rules made under this section shall be laid before both Houses of

Parliament as soon as may be after they are made, and those rules shall not

be subject to repeal or alteration by the ^[Indian legislature or the local

legislature.]

77« Powar to coostitote local leglslaturo In lientenant-goveraors* and

chief commfaaioiiera’ provinces t (1) When a lieutenant-governorship is con^

stituted under this Act, the Governor-General in Council may, by notification

with the sanction of His Majesty previously signified by the Secretary of State

in Council, constitute the lieutenant-governor in legislative council of the

province, and define the limits of the province for which the lieutenant-governor

in legislative council is to excercise legislative powers.

(2) The Governor-General in Coundi may, by notification, extend the

provisions of this Act relating to le^slative councils of lieutenant-governors,

subject to such modifications and adaptations as he may consider necessary to

any province for the time being under a chief commissioner.

7S« Meetiags of legislative conacUs of lleatenant-govensors and chief

commissioners : ( 1 ) ^[A lieutenant governor or a chief commissioner who has

legislative council may appoint such times and places for holding the sessions

of his legislative council as he thinks fir, and may also, by notification or other-

wise, prorogue the council, and any meeting of the legislative council of a

lieutenant-governor or chief commissioner may be adjourned by the person

presiding.] Every lieutenant-governor who has no executive council, and every

chief commissioner who has legislative <»uncil, shall appoint a member of his

legislative council to be vice-president thereof.

1. Bab'ieatlon (3a) and {.=)&) were loaerted by seotion I (2) of the Government of IndJe

(Amendment) Aot, 1916 (6 end 7 Geo. ft, oti. 37) 2, Tbege words were tnbstKuted for the words
“ GovecDOT-Geneial In Legibletive Connoil ” by Pnrt II of Scb. It of the Gjyernment of India

Act, 1919 (9 and 10 Geo. fi, oh* lOl). 3. These words were ineerted by Fort I, thtd.
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(2) In the absence of the lieutenant-governor or chief commisioner frona

any meeting of the legislative council the person to preside thereat shall be

the vice-president of the council, or in his absence, the member of the count^il

who is highest in official rank among those holding office under the Crown
who are present at the meeting, or, during the discussion of the annual finaii*

E

ial statement or of any matter of general public interest, ^[or when questions

re asked, ] the vice-president, or the member appointed to preside * * * 3*

^[(3) All questions at a meeting of the legislative council of a lieutenant-

gpvernor or chief commissioner shall be determined by a majority of vot^s

pf the members present other than the lieutenant-governor, chief commission*

kr, or presiding member, who shall, however, have and exercise a casting

vote in case of an equality of votes.

^[(4) Subject to rules affecting the council, there shall be freedom nf

speech in the legislative council of lieutenant-governors and chief commission*

|ers. No person shall be liable to any proceedings in any court by reason

|of his speech or vote in those councils, or by reason of anything in any

official report of the proceedings of th^e councils.]

79. Powers of local legislatures t Omitted by Part 11 of Sch. II of ^

and 10 Geo. 5, ch< 101.

80* * Business at meetings of councils of lieutenant-governors and cbi^f

commissioners! (1) At a meeting of local legislative council ^ [(other than a

governor's legislative council)] no motion shall he entertained other than a

motion for leave to introduce a measure into the council for the purpose of

enactment, or having reference to a measure introduced or proposed to b^

introduced into the council for that purpose, or having reference to some rule

for the conduct of business in the council, and busines shall be transacted oth^r

than the cosideration of those motions or the alteration of those rules.

(3) Notwithstanding anything in the foregoing provisions of this section

the local government ''

[ of a province other than a governor's .province ] may
with the sanction of the Governor-General in Council, make rules authorisinS

at any meeting of the local legislative council, discussion of the annual financial

1. These trords were loeerted by Soh. I of the goveroaieat of India (Amendment)
Aot 19l6 \6 & 7 Geo. r>, oh 37) 2. The words * la aooordmos With rules made under this Aot"
Were omitted by Part II of the Goverooient of India Aot, 1919 (9 ^ 19 Geo, 5, oh. lOl), 3. Bub*
Kotioos

l3) and (4) bubstituted for sub-seotiou (3) by tbid. 4 41 Bom. 390; 47 All. 513; 44 Ceh
9l9> •'). These words were inserted by tirid. 3* Sub'sectiou (2) was omitted by ibid. 7. TheM
Words were Inserted by ibid.
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statement of the local government^ and of any matter of general public interest

and the asking of questions, under such conditions and restrictions as

may be prescribed in the rules. Rules made under this sub-section for

any council may provide for the appointment of a member of the council

to preside at any such dtscussiMi '[ or when questions are asked] in the

place of the ] lieutenant-governor or chief commissioner, as the case

may be, and of the vice-president, and shall be laid before both Houses

of Parliament os soon as may be after they are made, and shall not be

subject to repeal or alteration by the ^ Indian legislature] or the local

legislature.

H4) The local government of any province (other than a governor's pro-

vince) for which a local legislative council is hereafter constituted under this

Act shall, before the first meeting of that council, and with the sanction of

the GovernoroGeneral in Council make rules for the conduct of legislative

business in that council (including rules for prescribing the mode of promulga-

tion of laws passed by that counciDf

^(5) The local legislature of any such province may, subject to the assent

of the lieutenant governor or chief commissioner, alter the rules for the conduct

of legislative business in the local council (including rules prescribing the mode
of promulgation and authentication of laws passed by the council), but any
alteration so made may be disallowed by the Governor-General in Council*

and if so disallowed shall have no effect.]

( C) GENERAL

^[ 80A< Powers of Local Legisiatares : The local legislature of any

province has power, subject to the provisions of this Act, to make laws for

the peace and good government of the territories for the time being constitu-

ting that province.

(2) The local legislature of any province may, subject to the provisions of

the sub-section next following, repeal or alter as to that province any law

made either before or after the commencement of this Act by any authority

in British India other than that local l^islature.

(3) The local legislature of any province may not, without the previous

sanction of the Governor-General, make or take into consideration any law~

1. These words were Inserted 67 8oh. I of the GoTernment of ladii (Amendment)
Act, 1916 (6 & 7 Oeo. b, ob. 97). 3. The word "governor” Wm omitted fart ll of Soh. II of

the government of India Act, 1919 ( 9 A 10 Oeo. d. oh. lOl ), 8 . These words wore snbstituted

for the words "Governor in Legialativo Council ' by ibid. 1. Sub-aoeblou (4) wae inbaitod by

i&id. 5 8ab-ieotlon (.’)) wea Inserted by ehid. 6. Section BOA was inserted by Part I ibidt
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(d) imposing or authorising the imposition of any new tax unless the

tax is a tax scheduled as exempted from this provision by rules

made under this Act ; or

(fr) affecting the public debt of India or the customs duties, or any

other tax or duty for the time being in force and imposed by the

authority of the Govern<w<'Generai in council for the general

purposes of the government of India, provided that the imposition

or alteration of a tax scheduled as aforesaid shall not be deemed

to affect any such tax or duty ; or

(c) affecting the discipline or maintenance of any part of His Majesty's

naval, military, or air forces ; or

(d) affecting the relations of the government with foreign princes or

states ,* or

(e) regulating any central subject ; or

(/) regulating any provincial subj^ which has been declared by rules

under this Act to be. either in whole or in part, subject to legisla-

tion by the Indian Legislature, in respect of any matter to which

such declaration applies; or

(g) affecting any power expressly reserved to the Governor.General in

Council by any law for the time being in force ; or

(A) altering or repealing the provisions of any law which, having beea

made before Che commencement of Che Government of India Act,

1919, by any authOTity in British India other than that local

legislature, is declared by rules under this Act to be a law which

cannot be repealed or «altered by the local legislature without pre-

vious sanction ; or

(/) altering or repealing any provision of an Act of the Indian legislature

made after the commencement of the Government of India Act,

1919, which by the provisions of such first^mentioned Act. may not

be repealed or altered by the local legislature without previous sanc-

tion:

Provided that an Act or a provision of an Act made by a local legislature

ind subsequently assented to by the Governor-General in pursuance of this

Vet, shall not be deemed invalid by reason only of its requiring the previous

lanction of the Governor^General under this Act*

(4) The local legislature of any province has not power to make Any law
effecting any Act of Parliament*]

Case Law*Ml75, 177

34
i Powers of local Legislatures ..176
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HSOBa Vacation of teat in local legialative council i An official shall

not be qualified for election as a member of a local legislative council^ and if

any non>official member of local legislative council^ whether elected or nomi^

nated, accepts any office in the service of the Crown in India, his seat on the

council shall become vacant:

Provided that for the purposes of this provision, a minister shall not be

deemed to be an official and a person shall not be deemed to accept office on

appointment as a minister.]

^L80C« Financial Proposals $ It shall not be lawful for any member

of any local legislative council to introduce, without the previous sanction of

the governor, lieutenant-governor or chief commissioner, any measure affect-

ing the public revenues of a province, or impeding any charge on those revenues.

81 . Ataent to Bills: (1} When Bill] has been passed ^[by] a local

legislative council, the' governor, lieutenant-governor or chief commissioner,

^[
* *

] may declare that he assents to or withholds his assent from the ^[Billl

(2) If the governor, lieutenant-governor or chief commissioner withholds

assent from any such ^[Bill], the ^[Bill] ^ [shall not become an Act ].

(3> If the governor
, lieutenant-governor or chief commissioner assents

to any such ^[Bill], he shall forthwith send an authentic copy of the Act to

the Governor-General, and the Act shall not have validity until the Governor-

General has assented thereto and that assent has been signified by the Gover-

nor-General to, and published by, the governor, lieutenant-governor or chief

commissioner.

(4) Where the Governor-General withholds his assent from any such Act

he shall signify to the governor, lieutenant-governor or chief commissioner in

writing his reason for so withholding his assent-

‘'[81Af Retuxii and reiervation of Bills : (1) Where a Bill has been

passed by a local legislative council, the governor, lieutenant-governor or chief

commissioner may instead of declaring that he assents to or withholds his assent

from the Bill, return the Bill to the ooundl for reconsideration, either in whole

or in part, together with any amendments which he may recommend, or, in

cases prescribed by rules under this Act, may, and if the rules so require, shall,

reserve the Bill for the consideration of the Governor-General.

(2) Where a Bill is reserved for the consideration of the Governor-

General, the following provisions shall apply:

—

1. Seotioas 80B and 80C were IxiBeited by Pvt I of Bob. 11 of the Oorernment of Icdla Aot,

1919. \9&l0 Geo. b, cb. 101). 2. These 'words were rabetlluted lor the words *'an Aot” by Part

II, 3. This word wae aubstitoted lor the words "at a meeting of' by ibid. 4. The words

"whether, he was or was not present In Cooscil at the passing of the Aot" were omitted by
part 111, ibid. 5. This word was substituted for the word “Act" by Part II, tbtd. G. Theio words

wore aubbtituted for the words "has no effect'' by ibtd, 7. Bectiom 8lA wae inserted by i&ti.
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a) The governor, lieutenant-governor or chief commissioner may, at

any time within six months from the date of the reservation of the

Bill, with the consent of the Governor<'General, return the Bill for

further consideration by the council with a recommendation that the

council shall consider amendments thereto :

(6) After any Bill so returned has been further considered by the council,

together with any recommendations made by the governor, lieute.

nant<'govemor, or chief commissioner relating thereto, the Bill, if

re-affirmed with or without amendment, may be again presented to

the governor, lieutenant-governor or chief commissioner t

(C) Any Bill reserved for the o)nsideration of the Governor^General

shall, if assented to by the Governor-General within a period of six

months from the date of such reservation, become law on due publi-

cation of such assent, in the same way as a Bill assented to by the

governor, lieutenant-governor or chief commissioner, but if not

assented to by the Governor-General within such period of six

months, shall lapse and be of no effect unless before the expiration

of that period either

—

(/) the Bill has been returned by the governor, lieutenant-governor or

chief commissioner for further consideration by the council
; or

(//) in the case of the council not being in session, a notification has been

published of an intention so to return the Bill at the commencement

of the next session.

(3) The Governor-General may except where the Bill has been reserved

for his consideration, instead of assenting to or withholding his assent from

any act passed by a local legislature, declare that he reserves the Act for the

signification of His Majesty's pleasure thereon, and in such case the Act shall

not have validity until His Majesty in Council has signified his assent and his

assent has been notified by the Governor-General.]

S2m Power of Crown to disallow Acts of local legtslatares : (1) When
i[an Act] has been assented to by the Governor-General he shall send to the

Secretary of State an authentic copy thereof, and it shall be lawful for His

Majesty ®’[in Council] to signify •[ * ] his disallowance of ^[the Act].

(2) Where the disallowance of *[ao Act] has been so signified, the

governor, lieutenant-governor or chief commissioner shall forthwith notify the

disallowance, and thereupon the Act, as from the date of the notification, shall

become void accordingly.

1, Thaw words were sabstitated lor w(»dB ** may suoh Aob ’

'

b;- Part II of Soh, II of tfae

GoTsrnmeBt of India Act, 1919 (9 A lO Gso. 5, ofa, lOl). 2, Those words were inaesbed by abU,

3. The words " tbcongh the Seocetsrj of State in Ooonoil '* were omitted by «bid.
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83« [Rules for conduct oMeftolative bnsincM.]: Omitted by Part II o(

Schedule II of 9 and 10 Geo. 5» ch. 101.

VALIDITY OF INDIAN LAWS

84* Removal of doabta as to validity of certain Indian Laws: (1) A
law shall not^ be deemed invalid solely on account of any one or more of the

following reasons :

—

(a) in the case of i[an Act of the Indian legislature] ^or a local legis-

lature]^ because it affects the prerogative of the Crown ; or

0) in the cese of any law, because the requisite proportion of *Cnon-

official members] was not complete at the date of its introduction

into the council or its enactment ; or

(c) in the case of ^[an Act of] a local legislature, because it confers on

magistrates, being justices of the peace, the same jurisdiction over

European British subjects as that legislature, by Acts duly made,

could lawfully confer on magistrates in the excercise of authority

over other British subjects in the like cases.

^[A law made by any authority in British India and repugnant to any

provision cf this or any other Act of Parliament shall, to the extent of that

repugnancy, but not othenvjse, be void.]

^[(2) Nothing in the Government of India Act, 1919, or this Act, or in

any rule made thereunder, shall be construed as diminishing in any respect the

powers of the Indian legislature as laid (fewn in section sixty-five of this Act,

and the validity of any Act of the Indian legislature or any local legislature

shall not be open to question in any legal proceedings on the ground that the

Act affects a provincial subject, or a central subject, as the case may be, and
the validity of any Act made by the governor of a province shall not be so open

to question on the ground that it does not relate to a reserved subject.]

Doubts as to validity... 177

RecoiDmendations of the Statutory

Commission»..178

Life of the Legislatures...178

Separate electorate...176

Separate interest...178

1. These words were subetituted for the words ** a law made b; the Govetnox-Oeneial In

Leglelatire Ooxinoil " by Part II of Bob. H of the Government of India Act, 1919 (9 ds 10 Gee,

5i ob. 101). 2. These words were Inserted by seottoa 9 12) of the Government of India (Amend*

meat) Aot, 1916 (6 A 7 Gee. 5, ob. 37). 8. Theee words were snbetltoted for the words " morn-

beta not holding office nndet the Grown tn India'* by Part II of Boh. II of the Goveemneat of

India Act, 1919 (9 & 10 Geo. 5, ch, 101.) Theie words were anlistltaied for the woida ** a
law made by ” by ibhf, 5. Tbli sab'seotlos wai Inserted by Part I of ihhf,
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Bfinister*•M 179

Conttihient Powert,ft*179

Le^tlatlve Powcrs«..179

Prorlndal Aiitoiiom7«*»179

Composition of fnture Covadls
,.160

Miidstriot how to bo formed?...181

PART VIA

STATUTORY COMMISSION

> C84A. Statntocy Commission t (1) ^ [Within] ten years after tha

passing of the Government of India Act» 1919^ the Secretary of State with

the concurrence of both Houses of Parliament shall submit for the appproval

of His Majesty the names of persons to act as commission for the purpose

of this section*

(2) The persons whose names are submitted^ if approved by His Majesty*

shall be a commission for the purpose of inquiring into the working of the

system of government, the growth of education, and the development of re-

presentative institutions, in British India, and matters connected therewith, and

the commission shall report as to whether and to what extent it is desirable to

establish the principle of responsible government, or to extend, modify, or

restrict the degree of responsible government then existing therein, including the

question whether the establishment of stcond chambers of the local J^islatures

is or is not desirable.

(3) The commission shall also inquire into and report on any other

matter affecting British India and the provinces, which may be referred to the

commission by His Majesty.]

Interpretation of the old Section***

183

Amendment...184

The work by the SlatntoryCommis-

tion and after.. 185

The liidtan Constitatlon, Whether
IJnitary?...185 to 167

Whether federal 7...187 to 168

Confederation.*.188

Federation i Seven Federal Consti-

tuHone of the World...189 to 194

EaseDce...l94

Federal consHtotion for All-India ..

194

Recommendationt of tile Round
Table Conferenee.,.19S

1 . Section 84a was Insetted by Part 2 of Bch. 11 of tba Oorernmant of India Aot, 1919 (9 4:

IOQoo. 6, oh. 101). 2. This word was snbititnted for the words "At the explntlon of* by the

^oramment of India (Statnlery Connniulon) Aot, 1927 U9 4 19 Oeo. 6, oh* 84.)
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PART VII

SALARIES, LEAVE OF ABSENCE, VACATION OF OFFICE,
APPOINTMENTS, ETC.

85* Salaries and allowances oi Governor-General and certain other

officials in Indiat (4) There shall be paid to the Governor-General of India

and to the other persons mentoined in the Second Schedule to this act, out

of the revenues of India, such salaries, not exceeding in any ca^e the maxi<'

mum specificed in that behalf in that Schedule, 'and such allowances (if any)

for equipment and voyage, as the Secretary of State in CouncH may by order

fix in that behalf, and, subject to or in default of any such order, as are

payable at the commencement of this Actt

(2) Provided as follows:—

(o) an order affecting salaries of members of the Governor GeneraPs

executive council may not be made without concurrence of a majority

of votes at a meeting of the Council of India ;

fd) if any person to whom this section applies holds or enjoys any

pension or salary, or any office of profit under the Crown or under

any public office, his salary, under this section shall be reduced by

the amount of the pension or profits of office so held or enjoyed by

him;

(c) nothing in the provisions of this section with respect to allowances

shall authorise the Imposition of any additional charge on the reve-

nues of India,

(3) The remuneration payable to a person under this section shall com-

mence on his taking upon himself the execution of his office, and shall be the

whole profit or advantage which he shall enjoy from his office, during his

continuance therein.

^[Provided that nothing in this sub-section shall apply to the allowance or

other forms of profit and advantage which may have been sanctioned for such

persons by the Secretary of State in Council.]

^86. Power to grant leave of absence to Governor-General, etc*: (1)

The Secretary of State in Council may grant to the Governor General and, on

1. This proviso vrae insetted by Fart III of Bch. 11 oi the G^overnmont of India Aot,
1919 (9 A 10 Qeo. 5, ch. 101). 2, This s. R6 was Bustitated by the Governmont of India
(Leave of Abeenoe) Act, 1924 (14 and 15 Geo. 5, oh. 28) for (he original s. 86 vrhioh lan
as follows

86. (1) The Ooveraor-Generat fa ConnoK may grant to any of the members of Ms
exeoutlve oonnoil (other than the oommandot-in-Ohief), and a governor in

Leave ^absence oouncil [and a lientenant governor in oonnoil) may grant to any member of

ratm M?Den exeautive eounoil, leave of ab.enoe under mediesl oertihoato for a
period not exceeding six months.

(2) Where a member of Oonnoil obtalzu leave of absence In purenanoe of this seotlon he
fthall retain hia offioe daring hts abeenoe, and ehall on hie return and resumption of his dntiee

be entitled to receive half hie salary for the period of hie abeenee, but If his absence exceeds vx
monibs hia offioe ehall become vaoant.
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recommendation of the Governor'Genetal in Council, to the Commander-in-

Chief, leave of absence for urgent reasons of public interest, or of health or of

private affairs.

(2) The Secretary of State in Council may, on the recommendation of

the Governor-General in Council, grant to a Governor, and the Governor-

General in Council, or a Governor in Council, or a Lieutenant-Governor in

Council, as the case may be, may grant to any member of his Executive

Council (other than the Commander^in-Chief), leave of absence for urgent

reasons of health or of private affairs.

(3) Leave of absence shall not be granted to any person in pursuance of

this section for any period exceeding four months nor more than once during

his tenure of office t

Provided that the Secretary of State in Council may, if he thinks fit,

extend any period of leave so granted, but in any such case the reasons for the

extension shall be set forth in a minute signed by the Secretary of State and

laid before both Houses of Parliament.

(4) Where leave of absence is granted to any person in pursuance of this

section, he shall retain his office during the period of leave as originally granted,

or, if that period is extended by the Seaetary of State in Council, during the

period as so extended, but, if his absence exceeds that period, his office shall be

deemed to have become vacant in the case of a person granted leave for urgent

reasons of public interest as from the termination of that period and in any

other case as from the commencement of his absence.

(5) Where a person obtains leave of absence in pursuance of this section,

he shall be entitled to receive during his absence such leave-allowances as may
be prescribed by rules made by the Secretary of State in Council, but, if he does

not resume his duties upon the termination of the period of the leave, he shall,

unless the Secretary of State in Council otherwise directs re-pay, in such man-
ner as may be so prescribed as aforesaid, any leave^allowances received under

this sub-section.

(6) If the Governor-General or the Commander-in-Chief is granted leave

for urgent reasons of public interest, the Secretary of State in Council may,
in addition to the leave-allowances to which he is entitled under this section,

grant to him such further allowances in respect of travelling expenses as the

Secretary of State in Council may think fit.

(7) Rules made under this section shall be laid before both Houses of

^orliament as soon os may be after they are made. ]
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^[87, Acting appointmcnU dnrlng the ebcence of the GoYernor-Geaeral,

etc. on leave I (1) Where leave is granted in pursuance of the foregoing

section to the Governor-General, or the Commander^in'Chief^ or to a governor,

a person shall be appointed to act in his place during his absence, and the

appointment shall be made by His Majesty by warrant under the Royal Sign

Manual. The person so appointed during the absence of the Commander-in-

Chief. may. if the Commander«in.Chief. was a member of the Executive

G)uncil of the Governor-Generalf be also appointed by the Governor-General

in Council to be a temporary member of that Council.

{2) The person so appointed shall, until the return to duty of the per-

manent holder of the office, or, if he does not return, until a successor arrives,

hold and execute the office to which he has been appointed and shall have and

may exercise all the rights and powers thereof and shall be entitled to receive

the emoluments and advantages appertaining to the office, foregoing the

emoluments and advantages (if any) to which he was entitled at the time of

his being appointed to that office.

(3) When during the absence on leave of the Governor-General a

Governor is appointed to act in his pliue. the provision of this section relating

to the appointment of a person to act in the place of a Governor to whom
leave of absence has been granted In pursuance of the foregoing section shall

apply in the same manner as if leave of absence had been so granted to the

Governor.]

88« [CondlHoDal appolntnaestel t Omitted by part III of Sch. 11 of 9
,

and 10 Gea 5. ch. 101.
j
1

S9« Power for Govemoi^Geaeral to exercise powers before taking aeatt i

(1) If any person *[**’] appointed ®[ * ] to ^[the office of Governor- ^

General], is in India on or after the event on which he is to succeed, and think

it necessary to exercise the powers of Governor-General before be takes his

seat in council, he may make known by notification his appointment and his

intention to assume the office of Governor-General.

1, Tbls s. 67 WM cubsUtuted by (be Qoyeramest of IsdJ* iLasve of Abseone) Aeb, 1921 (l4

and 15 Geo. 5. <^. 28) (oc the original e. 87 wbloh ran as follows :

—

87. (1) If the OovetnorOeneral, or a governor, or the Gonunander'iJ'Chief ot Hia
UaJeatj’e fotoei in India, and [save in the case of abseneo on epeoUl

Provialons as to duty or on leave under a medloal certifleete] if any [ * ] member of

absence from India, the executivo oounci] of the GovernoT'iyeDBr^ [(other than the Com-
mandec-in-ohiet)] or any member of the exeontlve counoil of a governor

[or ol a lieutenanb-governor) departs from India, intending to return bo Butope his olhoe ahali
thereupon become vacant,

(2)^o): E^ealed by Soh. IT of the Government of InJU (Amendment) Aot, 1916 (6 and
7 Gao. 5, oh. 37i

S. The word "entitled under a oandltioual appoiobmenb to euooeed to the office of Gover-
nor.Oeneral or" were omitted by Fart III of Soh. XI of tho Governmaab of India Act, 1910 i9 &
10 Geo. 5 1 oh. lOl). 3. Thetroed "absolutely” vraa omitted by ibid. 4. Thetso wordawore
anbstituted for the words "that offioe" by ibid.
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(2) After the notification, and thenceforth until he repairs to the place

where the council may assemble, he may exercise alone all or any of the powers

which might be exercised by the Governor-General in Council

(3) All acts done in the council after the date of the notification but be-

fore the communication thereof to the C^ncxl, shall be valid, subject, neverthe-

less, to revocation or alteration by the person who has so assumed the office

of Governor-General.

(4) When the office of GovernoroGeneral is assumed under the foregoing

provision, the vice-president, or, if he is absent, the senior ^[member of the

council (other than the Commander'in^Chief) ] then present, shall preside

therein, with the same powers as the Governor^General would have had,

if present.

90. Temporary vacancy in of^e of Govemor^General t (1) If a vacancy

occurs in the office of Governor-General when there is no
* *

] sue-

cessor in India to supply the vacancy, the governor Kof a presidency] who
was first appointed to the office of governor ‘’[of a presidency] by His Majesty

shall hold and execute the office of Governor>GeneraI until a successor arrives

or until some person in India is duly appointed thereto.

(2) Every such acting Governor-General, while acting as such, shall have

and may exercise all the rights and powers of the office of Governor-General,

and shall be entitled to receive the emoluments and advantages appertaining to

the office, foregoing the salary and allowances appeitaining to his office of

governor } and his office of governor shall be supplied, for the time during

which he acts as Governor-General in the manner directed by this Act With

respect to vacancies in the office of governor.

(3) if, on the vacancy occurring, it appears to the governor, who by virtue

of this section holds and executes the office of Governor-General, necessary to

exercise the powers thereof before he takes his seat in council, he may make
known by notification his appointment, and his intention to assume the office

of Governor-General, and thereupon the provisions of ^[section eighty-nine of

this Act]
* • ] shall apply.

(4) Until such a governor has assumed the office of Governor-General,

if no ‘' [ ] susccssor is on the spot to supply such vacancy, the vice-

president, or if he is absent, the senior ^[ ... ] member of the executive

council (other than the Commender-in-Chief ) ] shall hold and execute

the office of Governor-General until the vacancy is filled in accordance

with provisions of this Act.

1. These words wore sabirtikaed ioc the words "ordinary member of the Council ' by Part
|I of doh. II of the Government of India Aot, 1919, (9 & 10 Geo. 5, oh. 10). 3. The words
"conditional or other" were omitted by Mrt III, rbtd S. Th se words were Inserted by
Part n, *bid. 4. The words were eubetituted for the words "this Act" by Part lit,
ii. The words "respsotjng the Kbumptlon of the office by a person oondibionally appointed to
sUuLQcd thereto" wore omitted by t6uf. 6. The words ''conditional or other" were omitted by
ibul 7 The word "ordiuary" wa» omitted by I'arl ZI. ibid. S, These wotl^ were maoitcd
by tbiJ
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(5) Every vice-president or other member of Council so acting

Governor General, while so acting, shall have and may exercise all the rights

and powers of the office of Governor-General and shall be entitled to receive

the emoluments and advantages appertaining to the office, foregoing his

salary and allowances as member of o>uncil for that period.

91« Temporary vacancy in o^e of governor: (1) If a vacancy occurs

in the office of governor when no a«o aae ] successor is on the spot to

supply the vacancy, the vice-president, or, if he is absent, the senior member of

the governor*s executive council or, if there Is no council, the chief secretary to

the local government, shall hold and execute the office of governor until a
successor arrives, or until some other person on the spot is duly appointed

thereto'

(2) Every such acting governor, shall while acting as such, be entitled to

receive the emoluments and advantages appertaining to the office of governor,

foregoing the salary and allowances appertaining to his office of member
council or secretary.

92* Temporary vacancy in office ol member of an executive conndU •

(1) If a vacancy occurs in the office ^ ^a member] of the executive council

of the Governor^General ^ (other th^ the Commander-m-Chief) ], or

member of the executive council of a governor, and there is no ]

successor present on the spot, the Governor-General in Council, as the case may
be, shall supply the vacancy by appointing a temporary member of council.

(2) Until a successor arrives the person so appointed shall hold and ex^r

cute office to which he has been appointed and shall have and may exercise

all the rights and powers thereofand shall be entitled to receive the emoluments

and advantages to which he was entitled at the time of his being appointed tg

that office.

(3) If ^ C a member 3 of the executive council of the Governor-General

[ (other than the Commander-in-Chief) ], or any member of the executive

council of governor is, by infirmity or otherwise, rendered incapable of acting

or attending to act as such, or is absent on leave, ^ [ or special duty
]

’>1 3 the Governor General in oHincii or governor in council, as the co^e

may be, shall appoint some person to be a temporary member of council.

^[(4) Until the return to duty of the member so incapable or absent^

the person ^ [ 3 temporarily appointed shall hold and execute

office to which he has been appointed
, and shall have and may exercise lUl

1. The words "oondittoiul or other'* were omitted bf Part III ol Sch. II of the Govet^
meat of lodia Aot, I9l9 (9is lO Oeo. C, ch lOl). 8. There words were aobstitoted for the worg.
* All ordjnery membei " by Port II, 3. These words were loserted by sb»d. 4 These wor^g
were substituted for the words “any ordinary member'' bji iM. f). These words were insert^ by
,buZ. 6. These words were inserted bj Boh. I of the Government ol India ^Amendment) Aot,19[g

(9 A 10 Gieo. .5, ch. 97i. 7. Certain woras were omitted hy Part 111 of sbwf. 8 Sub-beotlon (4) h\a
(4A.) were substituted by S. 2 of the Goversuout of India (Leave of Abbonoe) Act, 19^ (14 & ir,

G«o. 5, oh. 28). 9. Tho words ‘'ooaditioaally or" were omitted by Part III of %btd.
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the rights and powers thereof, and shail be entitled to receive the emoluments

and advantages (if any) to which he was entitled at the time of his being

appointed to that office.

i(4a) When a member of an Executive Council is by infirmity or other-

wise rendered incapable of acting or attending to act as such and a temporary

member of council is appointed in his place, the absent member shall be entitled

to receive half his salary for the period of his absence.]

(5) Providedas ,folIowsj<-~

() no person may be appointed a temporary member of council who
might not have been apprinted *“ * * ] to fill the vacancy

supplied by the temporaiy aj^intment; and

() if the Secretary of State informs the Governor-General that it is

not the intention of His Majesty to fill a vacancy in the Gover-

nor-General's executive council, no temporary appointment may
be made under this section to fill the vacancy, and if any such

temporary appointment has been made before the date of the

receipt of the information by the Governor-General, the tenure

of the person temporarily appointed shall cease from that date.

93. Vacancies in lagUlattve counetl : (1) A nominated or elected mem-
ber of ^either chamber of the Indian legislature] or of a local legislative council

may resign his office to the Governor-General or to the governor, lieutenant-

governor or chief commissioner as the case may be and on the acceptance of

the resignation the office shall become vacant.

(2) If for a period of two consecutive months any such member is absent

from India or unable to attend to the duties of his office^ the Governor-

General, lieutenant-governor, or chief commissioner, as the case may be, by

notification published in the government gazette, declare that the seat in counci I

of that member has become vacant.

94. Leavo t Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Secretary of State

in Council may, with the concurrence of a majority of votes at a meeting of the

Council of India, make rules as to the absence on leave *[or special duty] of

persons in the service of the Crown in India, and the terms as to continu-

ance, variation or cessation of pay, salary and allowances on which any such
’’ [absence may be permitted].

1. >u •.'Bs. (4) and {4A) w«r« subatitated bj 14 & 15 Geo. 5, ob. 39 for the origia ii aub-s. (4)
wbioh ran aa iollowB

—

Uofcil the returo to duty of the membet so iooapble or abBsat ths peraoa [
* * j tompora-

rlly appointed shall h)ld and exsoute the olfioe to whioh he hu been appointed, sad shall hsye
Had may sxerciae all the rights and powers thereof , an 1 shall be entitled to racslvo balf of
the eaUry of the member of ooaaoil whose pUoe he fille, and also hatf of the salary of any
other office which be may hold, if he holds any euob offios, the ramaining half of snob last

named salary being at the dlspoeal of the gorernor-general in oouncll oi governor in oonncll
04 the ease may b).

2. The words “under this Act'* were omitted by Part 11 of Bch. 1[ of the Gorornment of
India Act. 1919 i9& 10 Geo. 5, oh. 101), 3. These words were snbatituted for thewordi “(ha Indian
Iiegialatlve Council" by ibid. 4. These words were iuierted by Boh. 1 of (he Government of Indie
(Amendment) Act, 1916 (6 & 7 Geo. .5, oh. 37^. 3. These wordswera substituted for the words
“leave may be granted" by ibid.
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9S* Power to make raUt at to Indian military appointment*: (1) The
Secretary of State in Council, with the concurrence of a majority of votes at

a meeting of the Council of India, may make rules for distributing between the

several authorities in India the power of making appointments to and promo*

tions in ^[military] offices under the Crown in India, and may reinstate

^ [military] officers and servants suspended or removed by any of thoae

authorities,

f2) Subject to such rules, all ai^intments to ^[military] offices and

commands in India, and all ^[military] promotions, which, by law, or under

any regulations, us<^;e or custom, are, at the commencement of this Act, mode

by any authority in India, shall, subject to the qualifications, conditions, and

restrictions then affecting such appointments and promotions, respectively,

continue to be made in India by the like authority.

96« No dlaabilitiea in respect of religion, colour or idace of Idrths No
native of British India, nor any subject of His Majesty resident therein, shall,

by reason only of his religion, place of l^rth, descent, colour, or any of them be

disabled from holding any office under the Crown in India.

^[96A. QuaUffcation of raters uid subjeeta of certain atatei for ofHoo •

Notwithstanding anything in any other enactment, the Governor-General in

Council with the approval of the Secretary of State in Council, may, by notifi'

cation, declare that, subject to any conditions or restrictions prescribed in the

notification, any named ruler or subject of any state in India shall be eligible

for appointment to any civil or military office under the Crown to which a

native of British India may be appointed, or any named subject to any state*

or any named member of any independent race or tribe, in territory adjacent

to India, shall be eligible for appointment to any such military office.]

PART VI I

A

THE CIVIL SERVICES IN INDIA

^96B. ^Tho civil aervicet in India * (t) Subject to the provisions of

this Act and of rules made thereunder, evey person in the civil service of the

Crown in India holds office during His majesty's pleasure, and may he

employed in any manner required by a proper authority within the scope of

his duty, but no person in that service may be dismissed by any authority

subordinate to that by which he was appointed, and the Secretary of State in

Council may (except so far as he may provide by rules to the contrary) reinstate

any person in that service who has been dismissed.

If any such person appointed by the Secretary of State in Council thinks

himself wronged by an order of an official superior in a governor's province,

1. Tbifi word -wa^ ioHtted by Part II of Sob n of the CVoveinmsnt of India Aob, 1919 (9 10
Qeo. 5. oh, 101). 3, Beotloa 96A W'Ib iuserted by asotiou 3 of the Governmant of India (Azaosd*
mantl'Aot, 1916 (6 d 7 Cteo. b, ch. 37)- 3. Section 9dB vas ioeerted by Part I of Boh. If of

(loveinment of India Act, l9l9 (9 & 10 Geo. 5,cb. lOi), 4. 64 Oal. 44,
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And on due Application made to that superior does not receive the redress to

which he may consider himself entitled, he may, without prejudice to any other

right of redress, complain to the governor of the province in order to obtain

justice, and the governor is hereby directed to examine such complaint and

require such action to be taken thereon as may appear to him to be just and

equitable.

(2) The Secretary of State in Council may make rules for regulating the

classification of the civil services in India, the methods of their recruitment,

their conditions of service, pay and allowances, and discipline and conduct.

Such rules may, to such extent and in respect of such matters as may be

prescribed, delegate the power of making rules to the Govemor>General in

Council or to local governments, or authorise the Indian legislature or local

legislatures to make laws regulating the public services :

Provided that every person ap^^nted before the commencement of the

Government of India Act, 1919, by the Secretary of State in Council to the

civil services of the Crown in India shall retain all his existing or accruing

rights, or shall receive such compensation for the loss of any of them as the

Secretary of State in Council may consider just and equitable,

(5J The right to pensions and the scale and conditions of pensions of all

persona in the civil service of the Crown in India appointed by the Secretary

of State in Council shall be regulated in accordance with the rules in force at

the time of the passing of the Government of India Act, 1919. Any such rules

may be varied or added to by the Secretary of State in Council and shall have

effect as so varied or added to, but any such variation or addition shall not

adversely affect the pension of any member of the service appointed before

the date thereof.

Nothing in this section or in any rule thereunder shall prejudice the rights

to which any person may or may have, become entitled under the provisions

in relation to pensions continued in the East India Annuity Funds Act, 1874.

(4) For the removal of doubts it is hereby declared that all rules or other

provisions in operation at the time of the passing of the Government of India

Act. 1919, whether made by the Secretary of State in Council or by any other

authority, relating to the civil service of the Crown in India, were duly made
in accordance with the powers in that behalf and are confirmed, but any such

rules or provisions may be revoked or added to by rules or laws made under

this section.

^[(5) ^No rules or other provisions made or confirmed under this sec*

tion shall be construed to limit or abridge the power of the Secretary of State

in Council to deal with the case of any person in the civil service of the Crown

1. This tnb-aeobioB was inserted bf ttte Government of India (Oivll Bervine) Aot, 1985

U5 and 16 Geo. 5, ch, B3). 9. 54 Cal. 44; 57 CaU 2SI; 27 A. L. J. 670.
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in India in such manner as may appear to him to be just and equitable^ and

any rules made by the Secretary of State tn Council under sub-section (2) of

this section delegating the power of making rules may provide for dispensing

with Of relaxing the requirements of such rules to such extent and in such

manner as may be prescribed ;

Provided that where any such rule or provision is applicable to the case of

any person, the case shall not be dealt with in any manner less favourable to

him than that provided by the rule or provision-!

Public eervic6a...l97 I 'Accrning Rights'..*197

Case Law...l97
|

Office during pleesura...l97

^C86Ca Public Service Commiialont (1) There shall be established

in India a public service commission, consisting of not more than five members
of whom one shall be chairman, apj^inted by the Secretary of State in

Council. Each member shall hold office for five years, and may be re-appoint-

ed No member shall be removed before the expir/ of his term of office,

except by order of the Secretary of State in Council. The qualifications for

appointment, and the pay and pension (if any) attaching to the office of

ctuiirman and member, shall be prescribed by rules made by the Secretary of

State in Council.

(2) The public service commission shall discharge, in regard to recruit^

ment and control of the public service in India, such functions as may be

assigned thereto by rules made by the Secretary of State.

Public Service Conimiauon.,.196

i[960. Finaudal Controls An auditor^general in India shall be

appointed by the Secretary of State in Council, and shall hold office during

His Majesty’s pleasure The Secretary of State in Council, shall, by rules,

make provision for his pay, powers, duties, and conditions of employment,

or for the discharge of his duties in the case of a temporary vacancy or absence

from duty.

(2) Subject to any rules made by the Secretary of State in Council, no

office may be added to or withdrawn from the public service, and the emolu'

ments of no post may be varied, except ^ter consultation with such finance

authority as may be designated in the rules, being an authority of the province

or of the Government of India, according as the post is or is not under the

control of a local government*]

Fluancial Control ..198

^[Q6E. Rolee under Part VHA * Rules made under this Part of this Act

shall not be except with the concurrence of the majority of votes at a meeting

of the Council of India.

1. BmUoh 96 C. 96 D ftnd 06 B were by Parti of Sob. H Qi the Qoyoro^ont ot
Indtft Aot. 1919 (9 & 10 Geo. 5, oh. lOi).
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tiuliaii Pay (Temporary Abatement) Statutory Commitrion...200

Act, 1931. ..199 H.M.Qaeen Victoria ftSerrlcea.,.200

Recommendationa of tha Indian 1 Propoaales White Paper...201

PART VIJI

THE INDIAN CIVIL SERVICE

d7* Rules for admUeion to the Indian CWii Service : (1) The Secre*

tary of State in Council may with the advice and assistance of the Civil Service

Commisaionera, make rules for the examination, under the superintendence of

those Commissioners, of British subjects '[end of persons] in respect of whom
a declaration has been made under ^Section 96A of this Act] who are desire

ous of becoming candidates for appointment to the Indian Civil Service*

(2) The rules shall prescribe the age and qualifications of the candidates,

and subjects of examination.

^[(2a) The admission to the Indian Civil Service of a British subject

who or whose father or mother was not born within His Majesty^s dominions

shall be subject to such restrictions as the Secretary of State in Council, with

the advice and assistance of the Civil Service Commissioners, may think fit to

prescribe, and all such restrictions shall be included in the rules.]

(3) All rules mode in pursuance of this section shall be laid before

Parliament within fourteen days after the making thereof, or, if Parliament is

not then sitting then within fourteen days after the next meeting of Parliament*

(4) The candidates certified to be entitled under the rules shall be recom-

mended for appointment according to the order of their proficiency os shown by
their examination*

(5) Such persons only os are so certified may be appointed or admitted to

the Indian Civil Service by the Secretary of State in Council.

*C(6) Notwithstanding anything in this section, the Secretary of State

^in Council] may moke appointments to the Indian Civil Service of persons

domiciled in India, in accordance with such rules as may be prescribed by the

Secretary of State in Council with the concurrence of the majority of votes at

a meeting of the Council of India.

Any rules made under this sub>section shall not have force until they have
been laid for thirty days before both Houses of Parliament.]

1 . Those \7orda were ioeerted by geetioa 4 of the Goveroment of India (Amendmant) Act,

(i) and 7 Geo. 5. oh. 37). 2. Theee wocde were eubetituted for "the last foregoing aeotion” by
^ort It of Soh. U of the <3o7flrameiit of India Act, 1913 10 Geo. sj, oh. 101). 3. This snb*

section was ioeeited by section 4 of the GoTernment of India (Amendment) Act, 1913 (6 and 7
t'Oo. 5 , ch. 37). 4. This bub'seotion was inserted by Fart I of Sob. II of tho Government of India
Aot, 19(9 (9 und lO Geo. 6

,
vh. lOl). 5. ThebO wordb wire inserted by tho Goyemment of India

(Civil buvicei) Aot, 19SS (15 and 16 Geo. S, cb. 8S).
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98> Officer* reserved to the Indian Civil Service : Subject to the provi-

sions of this Act, all vacancies happening in any of the office specified or refer*

red to in the third Schedule to this Act» and all such offices which may be

created hereafter, shall be filled from amongst the members of the Indian

Civil Service.

99* Power to enMdnt certain persons for reserved oHicet » (1) The
authorities in India, by whom appointments are mode to offices in the Indian

Civil Service, may appoint to any such office any person of proved merit and

ability domiciled in British India and born *[ ] of parents

habitually resident in India and not established there for temporary* purposes

only, although the person so appointed has not been admitted to that service

in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this Act.

(1) Every such appointment ^oU be made subject to such rules as may
be prescribed by the Governor-General in Council and sanctioned by the Sec-

retary of State in Council with the concurrence of a majority of votes at a

meeting of the Council of Indio.

(3) The Governor-General in Council may, by resolution, define and

limit the qualification of persona who may be appointed under this section,

but every resolution made for that purpose shall be subject to the sanction of

the Secretary of State in Council, and shall not have force until it has been

laid for thirty days before both Houses of Parliament.

100« Power to make provlaloBal appointment* in certain case* t

(1) When it appears to the authority in India by whom an appointment is to

be made to any office reserved to members of the Indian Civil Service, that a

person not being a member of that service ought, under the special circum-

stances of the case, to be appointed thereto, the authority may appoint thereto

any person who has, before his ^pointment, fulfilled all the tests (if any)

which would be imposed in the like cose on a member of that service.

(2) Every such appointment shall be provisional only, and shall forthwith

be reported to the Secretary of State, with the special reasons for making it;

and unless the Secretary of State in Council approves the appointment, with

the concurrence of a majority of votes at a meeting of the Council of India,

and within twelve months from the date of the appointment intimates such

approval to the authority by whom the appointment was made, the appoint-

ment shall be cancelled.

1.1 he words “in British Indl»“ were ropceled by Sch. I oi the Governmeat oi India

(AmendnieBtl Act, 1916 ('6 aud 7 Geo. 5, oh. 37).
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PART tX

THE INDIAN HIGH COURTS

CONSTITUTION
lOl. CoMUtatioB of High conrti t (1) The high courts refenedtoin

this Act arc the high courts of judicature for the time being established Jn

British India by letters patent.

(2) Each high court shall consist of a chief justice and as many other

judges as His Majesty may think fit to appoint t

^Provided as follows

{/) the Governor.General in Council may appoint persons to a^t as

additional judges of any high court, for such period* not exceeding

two years, as may be required and the judges so appointed

whilst so acting, have all the powers of a judge of the high court

appointed by His Majesty under this Act.

iii) the maximum number of judges of a high court including the chief

justice and additional judges, shall be twenty.

( 3 ) A judge of a high court must be

—

(a) a barrister of England or Ireland* or a member of the Faculty of

Advocates in Scotland* of not less than five years* standing; or

(b) a member of the Indian Civil Service of not less than ten years*

standing, and having for at least three years served as or exercised

the powers of* a ^strict judge ; or

/aI Aperson havif\g held judicial office not inferior to that of a s\;j3ev'.

dinate judge or judge of a small cause court* for a period of not le&s

than five years ; or

[(d) a person who has been a pleader of one of the high courts refer,

red to in this Act, or of any court which is a high court withii^ tJie

meaning of clause 2 4 o( section 3 of the Act of the Indian

ture known as the General Clauses Act* 1897* for an aggregate

period of not less chan ten years.]

( 4) Provided that not less than one*third of the judges of a high court*

including the chief Justice but excluding additional judges, must be such barrio

atersor advocates as aforesaid, and that not less than one^third mu^t be
members of the Indian Civil Service.

(5) The High court for the North.Western Provinces may be style<i the

high court of judicature at Allahabad* and the high court at Fort Williain {ji

Bengal is in this Act referred to as the high court at Calcutta.

Comtitutlon ef High Conrta ..202 ) Case Law...2(ffi

1. 38 M. L, J T87 2. ThU oIauw wa» wibbUtuted by Uie Iitdinn High CmiEtB Aot, 19^ 13
& 13 Ow. ch. aoi. J. y au

36
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102. Tenure of office of jodgA* of hlffh eoortt : (1) Every judge ofe
high court shall hold his office during His Majesty's pleasure.

(2)

Any such judge may resign his office, in the case of the high court at

Calcutta, to the Governor-General in Council, and in other cases to the local

Governments.

Princ{ple...203

103. Precedeiice of judges bi|^ courts i (1) The chief justice of a

high court shall have rank and precedence before the other judges of the same
court.

(2) All the other fudges of a hi^ raurt shall have rank and precedence

according to the seniority of their appointments, unless otherwise provided in

their patents.

104> Salaries, fire, of judges of high courts: (1) The Secretary of

State in Council may fix salaries, allowances, furloughs, retiring pensions and

(where necessary) expenses for equipment and voyage, of the chief justice and
other judges of the several high courts, and may alter them, but any such

alteration shall not affect the salary of any judge appointed before the date

thereof.

(2) The remuneration fixed fw a judge under this rection shall commence

on his taking upon himself the execution of his office and shall be the u hole

profit or advantage which he shall enjoy from his office during his continuance

therein.

(3) If the judge of a high court died during his voyage to India, or within

six months after his arrival there, for the purposes of taking upon himself the

execution of his office, the Seerctry of State shall pay to his legal personal re-

presentatives, out of the revenues of India, such a sum of money as will, with

the amount received by or due to him at the time of his death on account of

salary, make up the amount of one year's salary.

(4) If a judge of a high court dies while in possession of his office and
after the expiration of six months from his arrival in India for the purpose of

taking upon himself the execution of his t^ice, the Secretary of State shall pay

to his legal personal representatives, out of the revenues of India, ,over and

above the sum due to him at the time of his death, a sum equal to six months*

salary*

lOS. ProvisioB for vacancy in tbo ^Rce of chief joatice or othor jodgoa:

(1) Cn the occurrence of a vacancy in the office of chief justice of a high

court, and during any absence of such a chief justice the Governor.General in

Council in the case of the high court at Cdcutta, and the local Government in

other cases, shall appoint one of the <rther judges of the same hjgh court to

perform thoSArties of chief justice of the court, until some person has been

appointed by His Majesty to the office of chief justice of the court and has

entered on the discharge of the duties of that office, or unt^lMe chief justice

has returned from his absence, asthecasp ranniraR.
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(2) On the occurence of a vACAncy in the office of any judge of a high

court, and during any absence of any such judge or on the appointment of any

such judge to act as chief justice, the Governor-General in Council in the

case of the high court at Calcutta, and the local Government in other cises,

may appoint a person, with such qualifications as are required in person to be

appointed to the High court, to act as a judge of the court*, and the person so

appointed may sit and perform the duties of a judge of the court, until some
person has been appointed by His Majesty to the office of judge of the

court, and has entered on the discharge of the duties of the office, or until the

absent judge has returned from his absence, or until the Governor*General in

Council or the local Government, as the case may be, sees cause to cancel the

appointment of the acting judge.

Acting Appolntai6nts...203

JURISDICTION

' 106* Unrlsdietlon of high eonrUt (1) The several high courts are courts

of record and have such jurisdiction, original and appellate, including admiralty

jurisdiction in respect of offences committed on the high seas, and all such

power and authority over or in relation to the administration of justice, in<

eluding power to appoint clerks and other ministerial officers of the court, and

to make rules for regulating the practice of the court, as are vested in them by

letters patent, and, subject to the provisions of any such letters patent, all such

jurisdictions, power and authority as are vested in these courts respectively at

the commencement of this Act.

The letters patent establishing or vesting jurisdictfon, powers or

authority in a high court may be amended from time to time by His Majesty

by further letters patent.]

(2i Ihe high courts have not and may not exercise any original jurisdic.

Mon in any maMer concerning the revenue, or concerning any act ordered or

Jone in the colleciion thereof according to the usage and practice of the country

or the law for the time being in force.

Various kinds of jarfsdictioa...2(M
|

Case Law.»*204

107« Powers of high coart with respect to subordinate courts t Each
of the high courts has superintendance over all courts for the time being subject

to its appellate jurisdiction, and may do any of the following things, that is to

say’t—

(fl) call for returns j

(b) direct the transfer of any suit or appeal from any such court to any

other court of equal or superior jurisdiction

;

(c) make and issue general rules and prescribe forms for regulating the

practice and proceedings of such courts

;

1 47 Bom. 142; (1932) Bom. L, R. 1623. S. This saVwotlon waBlaaeitod by Boh. 1 of the

OovQrnment of India (AmondmoDV'Aot, 1916. (7 &6, Oeo. 5, oh 371. 3»>(l932) Bora, 11i,R 1'33.
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{d) prescribe forms in which books, entriest and accounts shall be kept

by the officers of any such courts ; and

(e) settle table of fees to be allowed to the sheriff, attorneys, and all

clerks and officers of courts

;

^Provided that such rules, forms and tables shall not be inconsistent with

the provisions of any -[law] for the time being in force, and shall require the

previous approval, in the case of the high court at Calcutta, of the Governor^

General m council, and in other cases of the lo»l government.

Powers of High CoarU with respect Sobordinato Jadiciarf<«i2n
to Subordinate Courts.. 20S Privy Council .>210

Case Law...208 Supreme Coartr*»2n

White Paper : Proposals., ,206, 211

1 08. Exercise of jarisdietion hy single Judges or division courts : ( 1

)

Each high court may by its own rules provide as it thinks fit for the exercise,

by one or more judges, or by division courts constituted by two or more judges

of the high court, of the original and appellate jurisdiction vested in the

court*

(2) The chief justice of each high court shall determine what judge in

each case is to sit alone, and what judges of the court whether with or without

the chief iustice, are to constitute the several division courts.

108. Power of Governor-Geaeral in coancll to alter local ifmita

jarUdiction of high courts t (1) The Governor«General in Council may by
order, transfer any territory or place from the jurisdiction of one to the juris'

diction of any other of the high courts and authorise any high court to exercise

all or any portion of its jurisdiction in any part of British India not included

within the limits for which the high court was established, and also to exercise

any such jurisdiction in respect of ^[any British subject for the time being

within] any part of India outside British India.

(2) The Go\ernoT<General in Council shall transmit to the secretary of

State an authentic copy of every order made under this section.

(3) His Majesty may signify, through the Secretary of State m council,

his disallowance of any such order, and such disallowance shall midce void and

annul the order as from the day on which the Governor-General notifies that

he has received intimation of the disallowance but no act done by any high

court before such notification shall be deemed invalid by reason only of such

disallowance'

110* Exemption from jarltdictioii of high courts (1) The Governor*

1. ftl Bom. 410 (ssi9 Bum. L. K. 361). 2. Tbis word wm sabititated for the word 'Act* by

Soh. I of lha OoTernment of India [AmeadiaaDt^ Aot, 1916, (6 A 7 Geo, 5, oh. 37), 8 Theae

^rdiwera enbetitated for the wotda “ChriiUan eubjeoti of Hla Mejeaty midant in'' ffrii.
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General, eech governor, iCHeutenant-governor and chief commissioner] and each

of the members of ^[the executive council of the Governor-General or of a
governor or lieutenant-governor] ^[and a minister appointed under this Act]

shall not~

(o) be subject to the original jurisdiction of any high court by reason of •

anything counselled, ordered or done by any of them in his public

capacity only : nor

(b) be liable to be arrested or imprisoned in any suit or proceeding in

any high court acting in the exercise of its original jurisdiction; .nor

(c) be subject to the original criminal jurisdiction of any high court

in respect of any offence not being treason or felony.

<2) The exemption under this section from liability to arrest and impri.

Bonment shall extend also to the chief justices and other judges of the several

high courts.

111. Written order by Governor-General justification for act in any court

in India t The order in writing of the Governor-Ge eral in Council for any

act shall, in any proceeding, civil or criminal, in any high court acting in

the exercise of its original jurisdiction, be a full justification of the act, except

so far as the order extends to any European British subject; but nothing in

this section shall exempt the Governor-General, or any member of his execu-

tive council or any person acting under their orders, from any proceeding in

respect of any such act before any competent court in England.

LAW TO BE ADMINISTERED

\ 12m Law to be administered in case of iaboritauce and euccoMlou t

The high court at Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay, in the exercise of their origi.

nal jurisdiction in suits against inhabitants of Calcutta, Madras or Bombay,
as the case may be, shall, in matters of inheritance and succession to lands, rei\ts

and goods, and in matters of contract and dealing between party and party,

when both parties are subject to the same personal law or custom, having the

force of law, decide according to that personal law or custom, and when the

parties are subject to different personal laws or customs having the force of

law, decide according to the law or custom to which the defendant is subject.

ADDITIONAL HIGH COURTS

113« Power to eatabliali addiUonal high coiirta t His Majesty may,
>f he sees fit by letters-patent, establish a high court of judicature in any terri.

tory in British India, whether or not included within the limits of the lo^l

jurisdiction of another high court, and cemfer on any high court so established

^ny such jurisdiction, powers and authority as are vested in or may be conferred

on any high court existing at the commencement of this Act; and where a

1. These words were Insetted by iWd. 3. These woxde were Ineerted by Past I of fich. 11 of
^ho GoTemment of India hot, 1019 (9 dt 10 Geo 5, oh. lOl)*
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high court is so established in any area included within the limits of the local

jurisdiction of another high court, His Majesty may, by letters patent, alter

those limits, and make such incidental, consequential and supplemental provi-

sions as^ay appear to be necessary by reason of the alteration,

ADVOCATE^GENERAL

114, Appointmeat Md powers c»f Advoeale'General t (1) His Majesty

may by warrant under His Royal Sign Manual, appoint an advocate-general

for each of the presidencies of Bengal Madras and Bombay.

(2) The advocate-general for each of those presidencies may take on

behalf of His Majesty such procedings as may be taken by Hi^ Majesty's

Attorney-General in England-

^[<3} On the occurence of a vacancy in the office of advocate-general

or during any absence or deputation of an advocate^general, the Governor-Ge-

neral in Council in the case of Bengal, and the local government in other cases,

may appoint a pe son to act as advocate-genera^ and the person so appointed

may exercise powers of an advocate general until some person has been appoint-

ed by His Majesty to the office and has entered on the discharge of his duties,

or until the advocate-general has returned from his absence or deputation, as

the case may be, or until the Governor-General in Council or the local govern-

ment, as the case may be, cancels the acting appointment.]

Advocate-Genaral 210 Privy council...212

Case Law.. 210 Suprema coaito,*,212

Suterdinate ludiclaTy.,.211

Recommendations of Stetutory CMDiii]ssioD.,.212

PART X
ECCLESIASTICAL ESTABLISHMENT

115* [Jurisdiction of Indian Bfsbops,] Hep. by Sch. I of 17 and 18

Geo, 5, ch 40.
' 1 16« [Power to admit to holy orders.] Rep, by Sch, II of 6 and 7,

Geo 5, ch. 37.

1 1 7« [Consecration of person resident in India appointed to bishopric.]

Rep. by Sch, 1 of 1 7 and 1 8 Geo. 5, ch, 40,

118« [Salaries and allowances of bishops and archdeacons.] Rep. by

Sch. I of 17 and 18 Geo. 5, ch. 40.

1 lO, [Payments to repraseutativas of bishops] Rep# by Sch. I of

17 and 18 Geo^ 5, ch. 40.

12C. [Pensions to bishops.] Rep. by Sch. I of 17 and 18 Geo, 5,

ch. 40.

121, [Furlough rules.] Rep. by Sch. I of 17 and 18, Geo. 5, ch, 40.

1. This Bab-seotion wm sdded by Sah. 1 of ibeOoverDmenl of India (Amcadment) Aot, 19r»

(r>a 7G«o. eh 87),
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122* EttablUhment of Cbaplaint of Church of Scotland t (1) Two
members of the establishment of Chaplains maintained in each of the presi.*

dencies of Bengal, Madras and Bombay must always be ministers of the

Church of Scotland, and shall be entitled to have, out of the revenues of India,

such salary as is from time to time allotted to the military chaplains in the

several presidencies.

(2

)

The ministers so appointed chaplains must be ordained and inducted

by the presbytery of Edinburgh according to the forms and solemnities used

in the Church of Scotland and shall be subject to the spiritual and ecclesiastical

jurisdiction in all things of the presbytery of Edinburgh, whose judgments

shall be subject to dissent, protest and appeal to the Provincial Synod of Lothian

and Tweeddale and to the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland,

White paper proposals... 213.

123. Saving as lo grants to Christians: Nothing in this Act shall pre-

vent the[Governor«General in Council from granting, with the sanction of the

Secretary of State in Council, to any sect, persuasion or community of Chri-

stians, not being of the Church of England or Church of Scotland, such sums

of money as may be expedient for the purpose of instruction or of the mainte-

nance of places of worship.

PART XI

OFFENCES, PROCEDURE AND PENALTIES

124. Certain acts to be misdemeanours t If any person holding office

under the Crown in India does any of the following things that is to say~

(1) Opprostiont if he oppresses any British subject within his jurisdiction

or in the exercise of his authority? or

(2) Wilful disobedifBcet if (except in case of necessity, the burden of

proving which shall be on him) he wilfully disobeys, or wilfully omits, forbears

or neglects to execute, any orders or instructions of the Secretary of State? or

(3) Breach of duty? if he is guilty of any wilful breach of the trust and

duty of his office? or

(4) Trading? if, being the Governor-General, or a governor, lieutenant-

governor or chief commissioner, or a member of the executive council

of the Governor-General or of a governor or lieutenatant governor

1 [or being a minister appointed under this Act] or being a person

employed or concerned in the collection of revenue or the administra*

tion of justice, he is concerned in, or has any dealing or transactions

by way of trade or business in any part of India, for tfie benefit

either of himself or of any other person, otherwise than as a share-

holder in any joint-stock company or trading corporation? or

1. TheM words were lubtrtcd by Part II of Seb II of the Goveminent ofIndk Aet, 1919

(9 10 Om. r», oh. 101).
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(5 ) Reeairinf preteaCt t if he defflftflds^ accepts or receives* by himself or

another, in the discharge of his office, any gift, gratuity or reward,

pecuniary or otherwise, any promise of the same, except in

accordance with such rules os may be mode by the Secretary of State

os to the receipt of presents, and except in the case of fees paid or

payable to barristers, physicians, surgeons and chaplains in the way
of their respective profession,

he shall be guilty of a misdemeanour; and if he is convicted of having

demanded, accepted or received any such gift, gratuity or reward, the same, or

the full value thereof shall be forfeited to the Crown, and the court may order

that the gift, gratuity or reward, or any port thereof, be restored to the person

who gave it, or be given to the prosecutor or informer and that the whole or

any part of any fine imposed on the offender be paid or given to the prosecutor

or informer, as the court may direct :

^[Provided that notwithstanding anything in this Act, if any member of the

Governor*General'8 Executive Council or any member of any local govern*

ment was at the time of his appointment concerned or engaged in any trade or

business, he may, during the time of his office with the sanction In writing of

the Governor General, or in the case of ministers, of the governor of the pro*

vincc, and in any cose subject to such general conditions and restrictions os the

Governor*General in Council may prescribe, retain his concern or interest in

that trade or business, but shall not during that term, take part in the direction

or management of that trade or business.^

126« Loam to prlncef or chief* *. (1) If any European British subject

without the previous consent in writing of the Secretary of State in Council

or of the Govemor-General in Coundl or of a local government, by himself

or another,—

(a) lends any money or other valuable thing to any prince or chief in

India ; or

(b) is concerned in lending money to^ or raising or procuring money for

any such prince or chief, or becomes security for the payment of any
such money ; or

(c) lends any money or other valuable thing to any other person for the

purpose of being lent to any such prince or chief ;
or

(d) takes, holds, or is concerned in any bond, note or other security

granted by any such prince or chief for the repayment of any loan

or money hereinbefore referred to,

he shall be guilty of a misdemeanour*

l. This proviso wib iuserted by P^rt X of Sob, ll of Ibe Govenunvok of India Act, 191

(0 A to a«o. 6. oh. lOl.t
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Every bond» note, or security for money, of what kind or nature

soever, taken, held or enjoyed, either directly or indirectly for the use and bene«

fit of any European British subject, contrary to the intent of this section, shall

be void.

126. Carrying on dangerons corretpandaneei (1) If any person carries

on, mediately or immediately, any illicit correspondence, dangerous to the peace

or safety of any part of British India, with any prince, chief, landholder or other

person having authority in India, or with the commander, governor or presi*

dent of any foreign European settlement in India, or any correspondence,

contrary to the rules and orders of the Secretary of State or of the Governor-

General in Council or a governor in council, he shall be guilty of a misdemean-

our; and the Govenor^General or governor may issue a warrant for securing

and detaining in custody any person suspected of carrying on any such corres«

pondence*

(2) If on examination taken on oath in writing of any credible witness

before the Governor-Genera] in Council or the governor in council, there ap-

pear reasonable grounds for the charge, the Governor-Qeneral or governor may
commit the person suspected or accused to safe custody, and shall within a
reasonable time, not exceeding five days, cause to be delivered to him a copy of

the charge on which he is committed.

(3) The person charged may deliver his defence in writing with a list of

such witnesses as he may desire to be examined in support thereof.

(4) The witness in support of the charge and of the defence shall be exa-

mined and cross-examined on oath in the presence of the person charged, and

thier depositions and examination shall be taken down in writing.

(5) If, notwithstanding the defence, there appear to the Governor-General

in Council or governor in rauncil reasonable grounds for the charge and for

continuing the confinement, the person charged shall remain in custody until

he is brought to trial in India or sent to England for trial.

(6) All such examinations and proceedings, or attested copies thereof

under the seal of the high court, shall be sent to the Secretary of State as

soon as may be, in order to their being produced in evidence on the trial of

the person charged in the event of his being sent for trial to England.

(7) If any such person is to be sent to England, the Governor-General
or governor, as the case may be, shall cause him to be so sent at the first

convenient opportunity, unless he is disabled by illness from undertaking the

voyage, in which case he shall be so sent as soon as his state of health will

safely admit thereof.

(8) The examinations and proceedings transmitted in pursuance of this

Section shall be received as evidence in all courts of law, subject to any just

exceptions as to the competency of the witnesses.

37
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187* Prosecntioa of offcncet in EoBlandt (1) If any person holding

office under the Crown in India commits any offence under this Act or any
offence against any person within his jurisdiction or subject to his authority,

the offence may, without prejudice* to any other jurisdictions, be inquired of,

heard, tried and determined before His Majesty^s High Court of Justice, and be

dealt with as if committed in the county of Middlesex.

(2) Every British subject shall be amenable to all courts of justice in the

United Kingdom of competent jurisdiction to try offences committed in India

for any offence committed within India and outside Britsh India, as if the

offence had been committed in British India.

f28* Limitatloii of proseeuti<HU in British India: Every prosecution be*

fore a high court in British India in respect of any offence referred to in the last

foregoing section must be commenced within six years after the commission of

the offence.

129. Penalties t If any person commHs any offence referred to in this

Act he shall be liable, to such fine or imprisonment or both as the court thinks

fit, and shall be liable, at the direction ^ the court, to be incapable of serving

the Crown in India in any office^ civil or military: and, if he is convicted in

British India by a high court, the court may order that he be sent to Great

Britain.

PART XII

SUPPLEMENTAL

i[129A* Proriaimia aa to rules a (1) Where any matter is required to

be prescribed or regulated by rules under this Act and no special provision is

made as to the authority by whom the rules are to be made, the rules shall be

made by the Governor-General in Council, with the sanction of the Secretary

of State in Council and shall not be subject to repeal or alteration by the

Indian legislature or by any local legislature.

(2) Any rules made under this mU may be so framed as to make different

prevision for different provinces.

(3) Any rules to which sub'section (1) of this section applies shall be laid

before both Houses of parliament as soon as may be after they are made, and

if an address is presented to His Majesty by either House of Parliament within

the next thirty days on which that House has sat after the rules are laid before

it praying that the rules or any of them may be annulled. His Majesty in coundl

1, SMtipa 189A wsi lastrisd by Ft«t I oi Boh. 11 of tbe OovecBmeni of ladia Act, 1019

(9 A 10 Gm. 5. oh, 101)
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iii*y annul the rules or any of them and those rules ahall thenceforth be void*

but without prejudice to the validity of any thing previously done thereunder t

Provided that the Secretary of State may direct that any rules to which

this section applies shall be laid in draft before both Houses of Parliament^ and

in such case the rules shall not be made unless both Houses by resolution ap-

prove the draft either without modification or addition, or with modifications

and additions to which both Houses agree, but upon such approval being given,

the rules may be made in the form in which they have been approved, and such

rules on being so made shall be of full force and effect, and shall not require

to be further laid before Parliament.]

1 30. Repeal : ^[The Acts specified in the Fourth Schedule to this Act are

hereby repealed, to the extent mentioned in the third column of that Scheduler

Provided that] this repeal shall not affect r

—

(a) the validity of any law, chara^er, letters patent, Order in Council,

warrant, proclamation, notification, rule, resolution, order, regulation,

direction or contract made, or form prescribed, or table settled, under

any enactment hereby repealed and in force at the commencement of

this Act, or

(b) the validity of any appointment, or any grant or appropriation of

money or property made under any enactment hereby repealed, or

(c) the tenure of office, conditions of service, terms of remuneration or

right to pension of any officer appointed before the commencement

of this Act.

^Any reference in any enactment, whether an Act of Parliament or made

by any authority in British India, or in atfy rules, regulations or orders made

under any such enactment, or in any letters patent or other document, to anv

enactment repealed by this Act, shall for all purposes be construed as references

to this Act, or to the corresponding provision thereof.]

’[Any reference in any enactment in force in India, whether an Act of

Parliament or made by any authority in British India, or in any rules, regular

tions or orders made under any such enactment, or in any letters patent or other

document, to any Indian legislative authority, shall for all purposes be construed

as references to the corresponding authority constituted by this Act.]

SAVINGS
13 1 • Savings as to cert^ rights and Powers t (1) Nothing in this Act

shall derogate from any rights vested in His Majesty, or any powers of the

Secretary of State in Council, in relation to the Government of India.

(2) Nothing in this Act shall affect the power of Parliament tocontrol the

proceedings of the Governor-General in Council, or to repeal or alter any law

made by any authority in British India, or to legislate for British India and the

inhabitants thereof.

1. Thu portion andBoh. IV were r«p8aled by the Btatnte law BaTisloa Aot, 1937 (17 and
Id Cteo, 5, oh. 43^ 2. Theae paxagrapha ware {oBerfed by Pait I of Soh, II of the Governmint of
ladle Aot, 1919 (9 and 10 Goo. 5, oh. lOl).
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(3> Nothing 111 this Act, sh«]l affect the power of the ^[Indian Icgi^hire}

to repeal or alter any of the provisions mentioned in the Fifth Schedule to this

Act, or the validity of any previous excercise of this power.

132* Treaties, coatracts and liabilittes of East India Company t All

treaties made by the East India Company^ so far as they are in force at the

commencement of this Act, are binding on His Majesty, and all contracts and

liabilities incurred by the East India Company may, so far as they are out**

standing at the commencement of this Act, be enforced by and against the

Secretary of State in Council.

133. Orders of East India Companyt All orders, regulations and

directions lawfully made or given by the Court of Directors of the East India

Company, or by the Commissioners for the affairs of India, are so far as they

are in force at the commencement of this Act, deemed to be orders, rules and

directions made or given by the Secretary of State under this Act.

1 34. Dafinitions t In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

(1)
** Governor-General in Council^* means the Govemor.General in

executive council { (2)
**
governor in council

** means a governor in

executive council ; (3) lieutenant-governor in council*^ means a

lieutenant-governor in executive counciL *[(4) ** local government **

means, in the case of governor's province the governor in council or

the governor acting with ministers (as the case may require), and, in

the case of a province other than a governor's province, a lieutenant#

governor in council, lieutenant#governor or chief commissioner
t

'*
local legislative council " includes the legislative council in any

governor's province, and any other legislative council constituted in

accordance with this Act ;
" local legislature " means, in the case of

a governor's province, the governor and the legislative council of the

province, and, in the case of any other province, the lieutenant-

governor or chief commissioner in legislative council]
j (5) "office "

includes place and employment
; (6) " province " includes a presi-

dency ;
and (7) references to rules made under this Act include* rules

or regulations made under atiy enactment hereby repealed, until they

are altered under this Act.

®CThc expressions “ official " and aon#official," where used in relation to

any person, mean respectively a person who is or is not in the civil or military

service of the Crown in India,

Provided that rules under this Act may provide for the holders of such

offices as may be spedfied in the rules not being treated for the purposes of

this Act, or any of them, as offidals.]

^[135. Short title: This act may be cited as the Government of India Act.

J

1. These words were substituted for the words *' GoTsmor-Gsustal in CounoU' by Part II

of Sob, II of the Go7Miunent of India A«t, 19l9 (9 k 10 Oeo, 6, oh. lOl). S. PAi«gTap]i (4)

was BQhstitated by ibid. S. This paragraph was J&serted by Part il ibid. 4. Bee. 135
substituted by Part II, ibid.
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SGHBDULBS

^3

^ FIRST SCHEDULE
NUMBER OP MEMBERS OP LEQISLATIVB COUNCILS

L^Ialatlre Coonatl
Eomber

of

Uemben

I

Madras ... aae ... ... tr ••• ...

Bombay ... eea ... ... ...

Beugal •U aa aaw
• ^ on.M ae*

United Provinces aaa ... 'iiaC nlfu. aaa aea

Punjab a«a aaa aoa Mr* ... aaa

Bihar and Orissa aaa aaa a«A iUW ... ...

Oenttal Piovlnoes aae •ea eoo a^a •sa •aa

Asinin ese aa4 oo# aaa aoa aaa

118

111

185

118

83

98

70

53

1 This SohodolawM fabatltated by Part I of tba OoTMMUHt ol IdOU Act, 1919( 8 A 10

Geo. 5, eh. 101). . .

< SECOND SCHEDULE ^2

[Rep. by the Statute Law Revision Act, 1927 (17 St;I8 Geo. 5*^ 42)].

OFFICIAL SALARIES, ©c, a M

Oflloer,

Ooveraor-General ot India ...

Goremoc of Bengal, Kedrae, Bombay and the
TToited ProTlnoes.

Commandet'in>Chlef of Hie Ifajeity's loroes

in India.
Governor of the Panjab. and Bihar and

Oriesa

Governor of (he Genteel Provinoea

Governor of Aeeam
Lientenant Governor
Member of the Governor Genecari Eieoatlve

Connoil pother than the Gommandef«in
Chief.)

Member oi the exeontive oonncil ol the
governor of Bengal, Madras, Bombay, and
the United Provinces. ...

Member of the ezecntive oounoU of the
governor of the Panjab, and Bihar and
Oriesa.

Member of the ezecntive oouncll of the
governor of the Central Pfovlncea:

Member of the ezecntive connoil ol the gover*
nor of Aieam:

Uazimam Annual Belary.

Two hnndred and fifty slz thousand myees.
One hundred and (srentyelght thonsand

rupees.

One hundred thonsand mpees.

One hundred (bonoand mpeea

Seventy two thousand rnpees.

&izty-elz tboasand mpesa.
One hondred thoound rupees.

Eighty thousand mpeea.

Sixty'four thonsand nipses.

Sixty thonsand rupees.

Forty-eight thousand rupees.

Forty-two thousand rupees.
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TOIRD SCHEDULE.

OFFICES RESERVED TO THE INDIAN CIVIL SERVICE

A-^Oj^ices under the Governor-General la Council

I. The offices of secretery, joint secretary, and deputy secretary in every

department except the Army, Marine, Education, Foreign, Political and Public

Works Department: Provided that if the office of secretary or deputy seCTetary

in the Legislative Department is filled from among the members of the Indian

Civil Service, then the office of deputy secretary or secretary in that depart-

ment, as the case may be, need not be so filled.

2* Three offices of Accountants General.

B.—0//fces (fl the provinces which were known in the year as

** Regulation Provinces"

The following offices, namely i

—

1. Member of the Board of Revenue.

2. Financial Commissioner.
'

< > 3. Commissioner of Revenue.

4. Commissioner of Customs.

5. Opium Agent.

6. Secretary in every dcpartmait except tl» Public Works or Marine

Department.

7. Secretary of the Board of Revenue.

8. District or sessions judge.

9. Additional district or sessions judge.

10.

District magistrate.

I I. Collector of Revenue or Chief Revenue Officer of a District.

1. Thii SohedtUe was aubaUtatel by Fart U of Bib U of tbo OovaraioeDt of ladi*

A«t, 191^ (9 A 10 0«o. ob. XQt\
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FIFTH SCHEDULE
PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT WHICH MAY BE REPEALED OR

ALTERED BY THE HlNDlAN LEGISLATURE!

SeoUoa. Snbjeot*

62 ... a«a Power to extend Umlki of preoldanoy towns.

106... • ea JorUdlotlont power and authority of high eonrte

108 (1) aea Exeroisa of larltdietlon of high conrt by tingle Jndge or dtrlsion

courts.

109... oak Power lor Oovemor^xeneral in ConnoU to altar local limits of

jurisdiotlon of high oonrts, ate.

no... oio Exemption from jurisdiction of high oourts.

111... ««• Written order by Governor-General In Oonnoil a jusUfioatlon

for aot in high oout.

112... oe* Law to be administered in oases of Inheritanos, sueoesrioiir

contract ai^ dealing between party and party.

114 {%) *«« Pcwen of advooata-general.

124 (1) ... Oppression.

194 (4)>-so far M it nUtM
to persons employed or
eonaeined In the eoUeotion

ofrersnne or the adnAnls*
tration of jnstiee.

Trading.

14 (5)—so far as it relates

to persons other than the

Govemor'Gsnetal, a gover.

nor or a member of the

BxecutiTe Coonotl of the

GoTernor-Genecal or of •
governor.

Rwaivlog pNseata.

135... ... Loans to princes or ehiefs.

128... ... Garsylng on dangsrons oonespondanoe.

198... ... LimltaUon for prossontioat la British India.

129... ... Psnaltlee,

!• Thif Bobedule wm tubBtltuted by 8«b. I of the Ooremment of India (Amendment) Aot(
pi6 16 & 7 Geo. 6 Ch. 37) 2. These words w<ee substllated for the words "GoTeroorGeueral
in Legiilatiy^OounoU'* by Part II of Sob. Il of the Qovezoment of India Aot, 1919 (9 & 10
0^. 5, Ch. 101).
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THE CONSTITUTIOAL LAW OF ENGLAND

CHAPTER I

^ WHAT IS CONSTITUTIONAL LAW?
1 • Social Sciences: Political Science is one of the Social Sciences, which

are divided intoi (i) Sociology^ or the science dealing with forms of human
associations; (if) Econotfiics^ or the science dealing with the material well-

being of man, (iii) Ethics, or the science of human conduct, as it ought to

be; (iv) Social Phychology, or the science of the social behaviour of man;

and (v) Political Science, or the science which deals with society as organised

under a supreme authority for the maintenance of orderly progress.

P* Close AfflnUy: These various social sciences are closely allied to

one another. In fact, political science is in a sense a branch of sociology, for a

study of the structure and government of political communities can never be

useful unless it has for its basis the broader sociological aspect* The aim of

sociology includes the aim of political science. It is to find some central con-

ception in the light of which both what is uniform and what is variable in

social mentality and institutions would become intelligible. It is also dependent

to some extent on economics, but not identical with it Material existence and

ideal value are not necessarily identical. Again, in stud> ing social and political

institutions, we cannot ignore ethical values and ideals which more often

than net inspire human conduct. Every act of human will inspired by these

forces, in a sense, destroys the complete sequence of cause and effect between

the material and the social world. A personal pique of a Gladstone or a gastric

trouble of a Napolean have been known to change the destinies of nations and

alter the course of history. Politics has also a psychological basis. To use the

Words of GD.H. Cole, *‘all political theories and all practical judgments

about politics are bound to rest on assumptions, or dogmas, or doctrines about

the nature of men, their instincts, desires, teachability, strength of will, pa-

tience, suggestibility, initiativeness and a host of other characteristics innate

or acquired.*'

3. Fanctioo of Political Science : However connected political science

may be with other social sciences, it is strictly concerned with society as a

po/t7/ca//y organised unit. It deals with the state, its nature, its origin, its

purposes and functions. It studies and classifies the institutions which the

state builds up, and the constitution which it evolves to make its existence

secure. The proble.n of political science is to decide the nature of Sovereignty

snd to trace where, in the ultimate analysis, it rests and how it is distributed

in the mcchnaism of government. There is the external sovereignty, /. €,,

with reference to other states *, there is the internal sovereignty, i, e., with re-

ference to the individuals and associations within the territory of the state
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There is again (i) the titular sovereign, t, g,, the King of England^ (ii) the

legal sovereign, /« e*, the person or institution in which sovereignty resides

occcording to the law recognised by the Courts. It has the right to moke or

unmake any law, which no other person or body can override. The “King in

Parliament*’ would answer this description in Great Britain. And (iii) the

ultimate sovereign, L e.. the body of persons in whom sovereignty finally

resides, e g., the electorate in Great Britain. These terms have to be consider"

ed in every case in the light of political theory advocated, but the extreme legal

doctrine of sovereignty gives some idea of the mysterious nature of this

attribute of the state. As Maciver puts it t “Sovereign power is absolute and

perpetual, independent with regard to other states, so that it may make peace

or war at will; unlimited within its own, ^ that it need never ask in anything

the consent of any superior or equal.” As things are, however, this description

is scarely applicable to the sovereignty in modern states. Modem political

experiments have so sub-divided and distributed sovereignty that very often

it becomes impossible to trace it in any one person or institution, or any set of

them, within a given territory.

Am Main Diviaions : For the purposes of studying political science as

manifested in the organisation of a particular state, we must deal with it from

four different view-points, viz , (i) historcial^ (ii) descriptive^ 'iii) theoreticai

and (iv) applied* It is difficult to give a single definition of sfg/e, for every

political theorist defines the state In his own charateristic way. Prof* Hether*

ington defines the state as “the Institution or a set of institutions, which, in

order to secure certain elementary common purposes and conditions of life,

unites under a single authority the Inhabitants of a clearly marked territorial

area." President ^^i^8on's definition is yet more appropriate, “A state is

a people organised for law within a definite territory.’* The main purpose o(

this treatise is to study the constitutional law of the state known os the United
Kingdom (comprising the countries of England, Wales, Scotland and a part

of Ireland, excluding the Irish Free State), and to that end it is requisite to

know the evolution of the institutions of that state and the present working of

those institutions. The treatment followed, therefore, in subsequent chapters

is to trace the evolution of the constitution of the United Kingdom, and the

functions appropriated by the various institutions forming the said constitution

to manifest the common will of the State*

S* Meaning of “Conakitatioii"j The term “Constitution** is used in two
widely differing senses. It may mean a written instrument oi fundamental
lew which outlines the governmental system, defines the powers of the Gover-
ning bodies, enumerates and guarantees the rights of citizens and lays down
other principles and rules to be observed in carrying on the affairs of the state.

It may also denote the whole body of laws, customs and precedents, either
partially or not at all committed to writing which determine the organization

and working ofgovernment*
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6* Unwritten t For the purpose of studying the Constitutional Law of

England, one has to look at the English constitution in the second sense of the

term. That constitution is not contained in any single document or in a group

of documents; a portion of it is not in written form at all. Besides, as we have

already seen, unlike the constitutions of other countries, it was not adopted at

any one time; it is a product of fifteen centuries of political growth, and much
of it was never formally adopted at all. Prof. Dicey calls it ^^uwritten^* in this

sense. The fundamental principles of the constitution are, however, found in

written form in ^ch authorised documents as the Ma^na Carta, the Petition of
Right and the Bill of^ighta. The United Kingdom is the only state in the

world with an unwritten constitution; all other states have a written constitu-

tion, /.e., a constitution embodied in one single document. ^

7. FleziUa not rigid s Besides being unwritten, the English constitution is

flexible and not rigid like that of some other countries. In the latter, a sharp dis<'

tinction is drawn between the powers of constitution-framing and amendment
and the powers of ordinary legislation* For instance, in the United States of

America, the congress, the central legislative body, which is empowered to legis*

late on matters concerning the country, cannot amend the constitution unless the

change is supported by an affirmative vote of the legislatures of three-fourths

of the States. in^ngland|^ the powers are not so divided. Parliament is the

sovereign body possessing both these powers in equal degree. It can enacts

repeal or revise any measure affecting the fundamental principles of the govern-

mental system, that is, the constitution, with the same ease and procedure with

which it can enact, repeal or revise any other ordinary measure. It can do and
undo anything except that it cannot turn a man into a woman, or a woman
rnro a man* The keystone of the htw of the constitution is the omnipotence of

Parliament in the spheres both of constitution-making and ordinary legislation.

In other words, to test whether the constitution of a State is flexible or rigid,

we have to find out whether the process of passing ordinary laws is the same
as for making or altering constituent laws. If it is the same, the constitution

is flexible; if the process is different, the <x}nstitution is rigid. Besides England

various other states like Italy, New Zealand and Finland, possess flexible

constitutions.

8- Unitary, not federal t The third important characteristic of the English

constitution is that it Is unitary and not federal in form. In a federal state the

political sovereign distributes the powers of government among certain agen-

cies, central and divisional, through the medium of constitutional provisions.

These central and divisional agencies are not responsible for making these

constitutional provisions, and have no power individually to alter or rescind the

same. Thus, that distribution is made by an authority superior to both cen-

tral and divisional governments. The British constitution, is, unitary because

all power under it is concentrated in a single integral government centering at
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London. It creates count ies, boroufihs and other local bodies according to its

own convenience, endows them with such powers as it chooses to give and is

free to alter them both in their organization and power, or to abolish them alto-

gether at any time. Various other states, besides the United Kingdom, have

unitary constitutions. The most notable among them are France, Italy, the

Irish Free State, New Zealand and fugo-Slavia. On the other hand, the note-

worthy federal states are the United States of America, Switzerland, Australia,

Canada, the German Republic, and others. The main characteristics of the

constitutions of these several unitary and federal states are discussed in subse*

quent chapters.

The other distinguishing characteristics of the constitutions of different

states of the World aret (I) Whether the Constitution provides for a parlia-

mentary executive, e, g., in Switzerland. (2) Whether there is adult suffrage,

as in England, or manhood suffrage, as in Italy. The two tables taken from

C. F. Strong's ''modern Political Constitutions*' and given at the end of this

Chapter, will show at a glance the kinds of constitutions possessed by the

various states of the World, and will make clear their distinguishing

characteristics.

Conatitotional Law : DiflAitioa: All those rules which directly or

indirectly-affect the distribution or exercise of Sovereign Power in the state,

arc comprised iri the term "Constitutional Law." lt_ includes rules which

define the members of tHe Sovereign Power or regulate the relation of such

members to one another and to the community at large or determine the mode

in which they exercise their authority. The rules are of two kinds; (i) Laws

and (ii) Conventions.

1C. Lawst The laws of the constitution are those rules which are

recognized and enforced by the Courts of Law. They may be either written

or unwritten. The written laws include ia) treaties and other international

agreen.ehts; (6) solemn engagements entered into from time to time by con-

flicting political forces, e* the Magna Carta, the Petition of Right or the Bill

of Rights; (c) those Statutes of Parliament which add to or modify governmental

powers or procedure, e.g., the Habeas Corpus Act (1679) or the Reform Act

(1832); (d) judicial decisions establishing constitutional principles; and

(e) opinions of the Law officers of the Crown on questions put to them by

Ministers or Government Departments. These exist solely in written form.

There is, on the other h^nd, e vast body of legal precept and usage, known as

the Common Law, which has acquired binding and immutable character, ol-

though it has not been reduced to writing except in the form of judicial decisions.

The 'rules’ or laws proper are termed the Law of the Constitution.

Illustrations * (a) "The King can do no wrong" is a maxim which

belongs to the first division of the Law of the Constitution. The King may

Sea also Ch. YU. Pert 1.
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even kill anybody and there is no procedure known to the Law of England, und-

er which any court can try and punish him for murder, (b) But the King has no
power to dispense with the obligation to obey any law. No person can

commit murder and plead successfully that he was authorised to do so by the

King or by any superior officer. In short, no person can be excused for

doing any act in obedience to his superior's orders, even if that superior be the

King, if the act is not justifiable by law. Similarly, (c) the rights of jurymen,

(d) the privileges of the Houses of Parliament and of their members, (e) the

right to personal liberty, (fj the right of public meeting, (g) the rights and duties

of the police, (h) the order of succession to the throne, (i) the rights and duties of

electors and various other matters, come within the category of laws.

1 1« (ii) Conventions : The Conventions of the Constitution are those

understandings, habits, usages or practices «hich are not enforceable by the

Courts, although they may relate to matters of the most vital importance. These

conventions regulate a large proportion of the actual relations and operations of

public authorities, and are as important as any of the laws. They are not in

written form and do not appear in the Statute Book or any instrument which

can be made the basis of an action in a Court of Law.

Illustrations t (j) *The King cannot veto a measure passed by both

Houses of Parliament.’ If he does so the legality of his action cannot

be questioned in a Court of Law, but the consequences might be serious.

(b) ^Ministers resign if and when they cease to command the confidence of

the House of Commons.' (c) 'In cases of difference of opinion between the

two Houses, the House of Lords must ultimately give way.' (d) 'Money Bills

do not originate in the House of Lords/ (e) 'Parliament must be convened

annually/ (/) bill must be read three times before It is finally voted

upon.' These and many other rules of a similar nature fall within the category

of conventions and no court will interfere even if they are violated. Some of

these rules are almost inviolable because of the tremendous force of public

opinion behind them }
others are not ^nsidered so very strong. But all of

them have one common characteristic, that if violated no Court of Law will

enforce obedience to any of them, and as such they are distinguished from

the law of the constitution, which can always be so enforced.

1 2. Three guiding principles : It will be evident from this that the true

Constitutional Law consists of legal rules, such as those determining the legal

position of the Crown or the legal rights of his Ministers or the constitution of

both Houses of Parliament. It is to be collected from various sources from

which the ordinary law of England is collected. For the study of this Consti^

tutional Law there are three main principles of guidance. These principles

tre: (0 The Legal Sovereignty, /. e., the unlimited power of legislation of

Parliamenl; (2) the Supremacy or Rule of Ordinary Law, and (3) the Relation

snd Interdependence of the Law of the (institution and its Conventions.

1 , Koe farther dcUUs lea obapter Sg ,



TABLE A*

UNITARY STATES

Parii«metitar7 Executive

f-
FlesiUe Conatltution

UMihood ^SuffiAse
1

A'lolk fo0t*ge

f

ACaltl-Membex Coobtifeiiuioy Blngle'Membar Conalitiienoy Unlti Kembet Oonatitiuitoy

NOB'Bleoted Seooad
Chember

I

ijafy

Non*£lMled Scootid Ellflcled Beooud
Ghunbct Chamber

I

CrwU Bfttaw

)
Noa'Hleetod

Second Chamber

yaw Zealand

(Cni'Cametdii)
.fVnIan<{

f

Rigid CoeaHtutlMi

f )

HMhoed 6Q0rag« Adult Safftaga

f \
I

[

-

\

Blngle-Mambec HnlU'Meinber Siuflle-Member Uiiltl.Member
OoniUittsney OoDjUllaeoey Co^ioenor Oonetitoenojr

r
1,

} 1 r ^
1

Elected Non- Elected
1 Non- Elected Non- Elected Baooud •Mon-

Saoond 1 Ejected Second 1 Elected Second Bleoted Chamber Elaoted
Chamber Second Chamber Booond Chamber Second

1
Second

1
Ohember

1
1 dLaznbee I Chamber Irtbh Fr$e ChamI er

Spam 1
Stance Denmark

1
State

South yapon Belgium
1

Hungaiy Poland
Afnca Ceecho-
Portugal (Uol-Cameeal) Slovakia
Greeee '

1
Jugo’Slawta Norway

CMte 1 The NePur-
1 lands

tUal-Caaieeal) Bumama
1 Sweden

Bulgaria Free City of
Turkey Dantsig

iUni-C fcinoral )

Lithuama
Ssthoma
Latvia

Fiom Cl Fi 6tcoiig*8 "Modan Political OoaetltaltooB *, p.



TABLB B*

FEDERAL STATES

Rigid CoQititution

pArliamcntAry Executive

I

Adolfc Saffnge

I

tUngle-lfembei
OonitilMDOj

Ualfci'Msnibu
CooBtibuena7

SlfloLod

Soaond
Chamber

Nozi-Elected
Second

Chamber

Elected
Second
CbAmber

f
NoD-PcrUemcotar; Executive

£Ton*Eleoted
Second
Ohambex

Manhood Sutfraga

Multi-Member
CoDBtiiuenoy

iJtAdult Suffeage

Single-Uembar
Constituency

Multi-Member
Oonatitnency

Elected
Seoond
Chamber

Nou-Elecled
Second
Chamber

Elected
Second
Chamber

Elected
Beooud
Chamber

Brani SwUaerlani Untied hlaUe
Agientvic

Jfftnoo

* Fiom €• T. Btioiig'a ''Modws PblliSoU OoDbtilutlona", p. 355*
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CHAPTER H

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION

13« Introductory : As stated in the first chapter of this part, for the

proper study of the Constitutional Law of England (L e., of the United King-

dom) it is necessary to follow the events that led to the development of the

present system of government in England.

England has achieved great distinction in solving for the World the prob-

lem of constitutiofialgovern^m^t. that is, of government with authority, but

limited by law, controlled by public opinion and respecting personal right and

freedom. Her political development has been orderly, continuous and prolonged.

And, although, governmental organization of the country has undergone many
serious changes in recent years, her political institutions are none the less still

pre eminently rooted in the past.

The development of the present system of constitutional government of

England can be divided into six periods t

14* First Period: Before the Norman conquest, 1066 : The first period

of Anglo-Saxon settleme. t and rule extends from the fifth century to the Nor-

man Conquest in 1066. Some of the institutions, chiefly Kingship, the

Witenagemot and the local government divisions, which originated during this

period, were of prime importance in Isttfr times.

1 5« Kingship : Monarchy in England is an indigenous, not an import-

ed institution. The earlier kings were various chieftains of victorious war-

bands ruling over their tribal kingdoms. Eventually, in the ninth century, the

whole of the occupied portion of the country was brought under the control of

a single sovereign. The King was primarily a war-leader. His office was

elective and of limited power. He was chosen by the wise-men sitting in

Council, who may pass over an immediate heir in favour of a remoter but

abler relative. As lawgiver his **dooms'* were framed, in consultation

with the wise-men. He held no court and had little to do with the adminis-

tration of justice He had no control whatever over local affairs

.

16. Witenagemol t The composition of this body was determined by the

King and varied from time to time. The persons most likely to be summoned

were the members of the Royal family, the greater ecclesiastics, the King's

thegns, the ealdormen, other leading officers of the State and of the King's

household and the principle men who held land directly of the King. Popularly

elected representatives were not then included. It was summoned three or four

times a year, and acting with the King, it made laws, levied taxes, negotiated

treaties, appointed ealdormen and bishops and sometimes heard cases not

disposed off in the Courts of the shire and the hundred* As it could elect and

depose the King, he was obliged to recognize a certain responsibility to it. The
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monarchy was thus limited from its very inception and the Council was the

supreme authority in the land.

17* Local govamment diiriaionst There were ^^^eral units of local

government, (i) The smallest of these was the township which consisted

usually of a village surrounded by arable lands» meadows and woodlands.

The fown-moot was a primary assembly of the freemen of the village. Presi-

ded over by a reeve it administered the township^s affairs. A varitation

of the township was a borough with similar arrangements for government

though larger in population and greater in political independence, (ii) A group

of townships formed a hundred. It was presided over by a hundredman, who
was ordinarily elected but sometimes appointed by the landowner or prelate to

whom the land of the hundred belonged. He was assisted by the hundred-moott

a council of twelve or more freemen. The principle of representation was intro,

duced here; for, to the meetings of this body came the reeve, the parish priest

and four 'best men' from each township and borough included in the hundred.

It met once a month. Its principle function was to adjudicate upon civil, crimi«

nal and ecclesiastical cases. (Hit The next unit was the shirty presided over

by an ea/dor/Tia/t, who was appointed by the King and the Witan. There

was also the shire-reeve or who, though at first subordinate to the

ealdorman, overshado A'ed him later on. He was a representative of the

Crown sent to assume charge of the Royal lands, collect revenues and receive

fines imposed by the Courts. Each shire had a moott a gathering of the freemen

of the shire* All freemen were entitled to attend either in person or by reprei*

sentative. It met twice a year and decided disputes over land and tried suits

for which a hearing could not be obtained in the Court of the hundr^

18. Second period: 1066'1216$ This period extends from the Conqu'

est by William in 1066 to the death of King John in 1216- It witnessed the

growth of the King’s power and the building of a great centralised admini-

strative system.

19« Powerful Monarchy: In Anglo-Saxon days monarchy was weak.

The powerful and statesmanlike Conqueror skilfully manouvered the results of

the invasion so as to moke the King a real master of the country, and England

became a united and centralised monarchy, of the most absolute type. The
two main departments of government, l.c., Justice and finance were skilfully

organised. The department of justice compn^d the curia presided over by the

chancellori that of finance, the exchequer was headed by the Treasurer* The
principal officials of the two departments formed a single body of men. The
Justices of the Curia held Court throughout the realm. The sheriffs came up
twice a year to render an account of the sums due from the shire to the Ex-
chequer. The central and local governments were thus knit together. From
this Curia several of the departments of the present-day adniinistration hgv^
sprung up.
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20* Commune Condlium: Thi commune Concilium or the Com'
mon or Great Council was associated with the King from the first* It was
summoned thrice a year and consisted of the great ecclesiastics^ the principal

officers of the State and such tenants-in-chief of the King as were individually

summoned. This gathering of magnates was consulted by the King> like the

Witenagemot, on all important questions of legislation, finance and public poli-

cy. Out of this Council evolved, in time. Parliament, the Cabinet and the

Courts of Law. Henry II(1154<89) added greately to the importance of this in^

stitution by habitual presentation to it of leading questions of state. He also put

on a permanent basis the provincial visitations of the Royal justices and exten-

ded the principle of the jury in the local administration of justice and finance.

2 1 • Magna Carta (1215) : The system which was in general beneficent

and bearable in the hands of able Kings became intolerable in the hands of weak
or vicious rulers. Under King John, a long accumulation of grievances led the

barons into open rebellion. The King was compelled to grant them the famous

body of liberties known as the Great Charter. The document is of the utmost

importance in the history of the English Constitution it furnished a remark,

able summary of the fundamental principles of English government in so far

as they had ripened by the 13th century. Its main object was not a new con>

stitution but good government in conformity with the old one It aimed at the

redress of present and practical grievances. Although, its provisions related

primarily to the privileges of the barons, it also contained clauses that affected

all classes of society. It laid down Important regulations concerning govern'

ment and law, notably that whenever the King should propose the assessment

of **scu0ges** or of unusual financial ** aids he should take the advice of

the Great Council. There are other clauses also calculated to guarantee impar-

tial justice and personal freedom to the individual The principal idea running

through the entire instrument is that of limitation upon the autocratic power

of the King. In short, the Great Charter laid down two fundamental princi-

ples, Viz,, first, that there exist in the State certain laws so necessarily at the

basis of the political organization at the time that the King or the Government
must obey them, end secondly, that if the Government refuses to obey these

laws, the nation has the right to force it to do so even to the point of over
throwing the Government and putting another in its place.

'As?. Third Period: Formation of Parliament i The Magna Carta thus

began the age-long contest between the ruler and the ruled. It ended only when
the people established their right to be in all respects their own master. The
leading role in this conflict on the side of the people was played by the great

institution which did not then exist, Viz., the Parliament. The creation of Parlia-

ment came about through the enlargement of the Great Council of Norman
days by the introduction of representatives of various classes in the community,

chiefly the merchants and small landowners, who had no standing there tp
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[feudal days. * The principle of representation was no new thing in the 13th

century ; it was doing good service in the sphere of local justice and finance.

It was found expedient to adopt this principle into the domain of national

affairs, to facilitate taxation This adoption gradually converted the feudal

assembly into a national'Parliament.

King John took the first step in this direction in 1213 under stress of fiscal

and political difficulties and addressed writs to sheriffs commanding that four

** discreet knights’* from every county be sent to the Council at Oxford. Henry

III needing money for his \(^ars similarly sent for two knights ** from each

county, in 1254. The supplies were, however, refused and the contest resulted

in a Civil War, between the King and the barons, After the King*8 defeat at

\ Lewes in 1264^ Simon de Montfort, leader of the barons, summoned a Parlia-

ment including four knights from eachshiiB. In 1255, he again summoned a

Parliament which included also two burgesses from each town. The repre*

sentatives of the towns were thus brought into political co-operation with the

barons, clergy and the knights for the first time.

23. ' Model Parliament *
I Edward 1*3 * Model Parliament fixed the|

type for all time to come. The King summoned to this Assembly the two

archbishops, all bishops, greater abbots, more important earls and barons, two'

knights from each shire, two citizens from each city and two burgesses from'

each borough. In the assembly were thus brought together all the leading class,

cs of the community, viz,, the ppbiliiy, the clergy and the commons and from

this time forth Parliament became an estabKslTed institution. * All these three

classes sat and transacted business separately fora long time Practical interests,

however, led to a different anangement. The lesser clergy continuity tried to

throw off their obligation of membership. The greater clergy and the greater

barons developed sufficient interests in common to be amalgamated in one

body. Lesser barons similarly found their interests identical with those of the

country freeholders represented by the knights of the shire and the burgesses.

Gradually, the assembly divided into two groups, one forming the House oL

Lor^J“the other the House of Commons. By the end^of Edward Ill’s reign

(1377/ this two-house organization became complete', theJLJppcr Housf
pfaCTtcally 'perpetuated the old feudal CouncTr, while *t1te Lower House was

composed of representatives of non.feudal classes.
~

24. Gfowth of Power: Although its meetings were irregular and
infrequent. Parliament steadily gained in power. It asserted and .t lintained

authority in the two most important domains of finance and legist (1)

In finance, it established the ^wo principles that 'i) the right to levy taxes of

every sort lay within its hands, and that fii) the Crown should impose no
direct tax without its assent, nor any indirect tax that could not be justified

under the customs recognised in Mi^na Carta. For the first time in 1395

appeared the formula employed to this day in making Parliamentary grants, viz.,
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**bv the Commons, with the advice and assent of the Lords Spirirual and

Temporal." .In 1407, Henry IV'^avc formal assent to the principle that

money grants should be initiateJin the Commons, be agreed to by the Lords and

only thereafter be reported to the King. (2) In the domain of legislation, also,

the power was gradually usurped by Parliament. Originally it was not conceived

of as a law-making body. The Old Council was entitled to advise the Crown
in legislative matters and Parliament followed the same course for some time.

/At first, the laws were made **by the King with the assent of the magnates at

lithe request of the Commons.** The Commons were thus recognised as peti-

Itioners for new laws *, it was for the King and his councillors to decide whether
' the legislation was required, and if so, what form it should assume. This system,

naturally did not work to the satisfaction of the Commons. Even when the

legislation asked for was promised, their intent was often frustrated, as both

form and context were determined arbitrarily by the King .and his Council.

They, therefore, fought for a right that the Statute in its final form should be

identical with their petition* In 1414, Henry V granted that “frpm henceforth

nothing be enacted to the petitions of the Commons that be contrary to their

asking, whereby they should be bound without their assent.** The rule being

however, frequently violated, a change of procet^re was brought about late in

the reign of Henry VII ('422-61), under which drafted bills began to be intro,

duced in either House The formufa then adopted **by the King's most exce.

llent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and

Temporal and the Commons in the present Parliament assembled, and by the

authority of the same*' continues to be employed even to day, unless the

Statute i^ passed under the terms of the Parliament Act of 1911, in which

cose mention of the Lords is omitted.

25« The Privy Council and the Law Courts; Side by side with the

development of Parliament
,
there emerged the Privy Council, ^nd the four prin-

cipal Courts of Law, also, from the Great Council. Those members of the

Council, who were immediately attached to the Court or to the administrative

system, acquired a status different from that of their colleagues. The Great

Council and likewise Parliament met irregularly and infrequently, but the

service of the Court and the business of government must go on continuously.

To look after these affairs, there grew up a body from the Council which later

on became independent and came to be designated as the Permanent Council.

Its composition varied from time to time. To facilitate its work trained law-

yers, expert financers and men of special aptitudes, who were more often

mere commoners, were introduced into it. Its powers were enormous, as it was
required to give attention to administrative, judicial and financial matters.

The mass of business steadily grew and various committees split off from this

body to each of which was assigned a particular branch of administrative or

judicial business. The four great Courts of Law arose out of these Commi.
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tteest (i) The Court of Exchequer exeixised jurisdiction over fiscal causes

which directly concerned the Crown. (H) The Court of Common pleas

dealt with civil cases between subject and subject, (in) The Court

of King's Bench handled cases for which no other provision was made, (iv) The
Court of Chancery exercised equitable jurisdiction. All these were co>ordinate

courts and an appeal from them lay to the Kingpin-Council, As time went on

this Permanent Council became so enlarged in membership that it ceased to be

a wo^fng body in the 15th century and a smaller and more compact adminis-

trative group was detached therefrom which came to be called the ^'Privy

Cpouncil.** In the I7th and 18th centuries, the Privy Council also became too

large for practical use and the important functionaries detached therefrom

u^er the n^e of ^Cabinet” became the working executive of the realm.

26. Joarth Periodt Parliamentary'Develo^ant: We have already seen

Parliament grow in power in the middle of the 15th century in the domains of

finance and legislation. During the Tudor Period (/^&S-X6Q3), it appeared

as if Parliament was losing ground. The struggle, however, was not between

strong~rnoharchy and Parliamentary government. The nation had to choose

between strong monarchy and baronial anarchy and it certainly preferred the

former. A strong executive was necessary to the national unity, and in the

face of the dangers which threatened the country at home and abroad, the

Sovereign was allowed a free hand. The Tudor monarchy was essentially a

national monarchy: it was popular with the people and was supported by the

inlTuenti'arclasses. Parliament continued to exercise a certain control over le«

gislation and taxation but its further development was arrested for the time

being. The functions of government were carted on mainly in and throu.

gh the Privy Council, which practically ruled the realm in all important matters

whether administrative, judicial, ot legtslaUve. It supervised administration*, it

issued Ordinances in (he name of (he Crown and exercised extensive and des.

potic jurisdiction, both original and appellate, as a High Court. It also wielded

control over taxation.

Parliament was obliged to give its sanction to all these. It became almost

a tool in the hands of powerful sovereigns. Whenever unpopular measures had

to be enacted or large supplies of money obtained the Tudor kings or queens/

came to Parliament Henry Vlll bullied his Parliaments shamelessly. Elizo-j

beth attained the same end by cajolery, flattery or deceit. They employed vari^

ous devices to evade the limitations theoretically imposed by the Parliamentary

authority. They issued “ProclamationsV, having the authority of law and
affecting the most sacred liberties of the people They could also suspend, of

dispense with the laws in individual cases or in times of crisis generally. The
range covered by_^ese prerogatives was broadjind undefined, as the Sovereign

was free from Parliamentary control owing to hi& relative independence in
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finandal matters. There were numerous sources of revenue over which

Parliament had as yet no control

The spirit of independence was> however^ gradually growing. The com.
pnalfrion ofthe two Houses was not yet clearly defined* The ffouse of Lords

was only a small body \ only those lords* spiritual and temporal, who were

individually summoned by the King could attend and their number was

indeterminate. Eventually, the principle became fixed that a man once sum-

moned must always be summoned and so also his eldest son after him. The
membership during the l4th century fluctuated around ISO; it became smaller

in the I5th century. Qudngttie Tudor period, the principal devel^ment was

tl^ substitution of temporal for spiritual preponderance. New hereditary

peers were created on one hand, while the number of the clergy decreased on

the other, owing to the closing of the monasteries.

L
The House of Commons was a body of about 3^2 members during the

gp^f Henry VIU. tt consisted^ ^Icnighta of the shire representing the

counties and a shifting quota of representatives of cities and boroughs. Members

we e elected by the body of freeholders present aT a"6ounty Court. But

the franchise was limited by a Statute of 1429 to freeholders resident in the

county and holding land of the yearly rental value of 40 shillings. The elec-

toral system was, however, not uniform and the same state of affairs cohtinu,

1832. The number of members, however, was increased from time to

lime, ^uring the Tudor period, according to one calculation, 166 new members

.were added to the Lower House. This was due to the growing prosperity of

"the country, which added new constituencies from time to time and also to the

habitual reliance of the Tudors upon the commercial and industrial classes.

Parliament also developed in the matter of frequency and duration of its

sessions. Before Henry Vlll, the life of a Parliament, as a rule, was confined to

a single session, and was often brought t^cther for some specific piece of busi-

ness. During the Tudor period. Parliament gained a recognised position in

the polrtical sy^em ^the nation Its life was not confined to a single session,

nor to a single piece of business. Besides, both Houses started to keep their

journals and committees and various ether features of modern Parliamentary

procedure had their beginning during this period.

’ Fifth Period; Struggle for Supremacy: During the Stuart period

[1603-1688), (he struggle for supremacy between the King and Parliament

again came to a head. Jamespropounded his theory of the ''Divine Right of

Kings*' that “the Sovereign rules by the will of God. As to dispute what God
may do is blasphemy, so is it sedition in a subject to dispute what a King may
do in the height of his power." The Tudor kings held exactly the same views
but they were not tactless like the Stuarts to proclaim it from housetops*

Besides, the conditions had changed* There was no longer any need for a

strong monarchy. All danger of feudal Action had been removed andTotcign
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invasion was no more to be feared. Parliament had also grown strong in the

meanwhile as an organ of public wilL All these factors combined to con-

tribute to the success of Parliament in establishing the constitutional rights and

privileges of the people as against the absolute power of the King. It reitera-l

ted more than once, boldly and frankly, the fundamental principles,

(i) that the electors must have free choice in electing their representatives; (ii)

that these representatives must be free from restraint and imprisonment; (iii)l

that they may speak and dabate freely on all matters concerning the state^

and (iv) that the King and both Houses make but one political body.

The Stuart doctrine also ran counter to the common law principle that the

King while subject to no man, was always subject (o Law, and that Law had

its proper source in the people, as represented in Pailiament' Throughout the

struggle Parliament contended for the recognition of this doctrine' It also laid

ever-increasing emphasis on the rights of man as individuals. In the Petition

of Right (1628), which marked the end of the first stage in Parliament's

progress to victory, these tights were recognised by the King, viz,t (i) exempt*

tion from certain forms of taxes except when imposed by an Act of Parlia«

ment, (ii) the right to know, through the writ of Habeas Corpus, the cause

of imprisonment or detention by Royal Order, and (iii) exemption from the

quartering of soldiers and from the processes of Martial Law. These rights

together with various additions and modifications were often asserted and

tested in the Courts and came to be known under the formula *'Iife, liberty

and property." Parliament again tried by the Grand Remonstrance in 1641

to impose constitutional restriction u£on the Crown, but it did not succeed in

its efforts anef th^Civil War broke out which cost Charles 1 his head»
• %

DUfin^Thrperiod ot the Com i onwellh (1649-54), an attempt was made

to establish manhood suffrage but met with no success. In 1653, a Written

Constitution, first of its kind in Europe, known as the "Instrument of Govern-

ment" was adopted and put into operation. It set up as executive power a

Ufe-Protector assisted by a Council of 13 to 21 members, and as the legislative

organ a one House Parliament of 460 members elected by all citizens posses-

sing property of the value of £300/ . In 1657, "the other House” was added.

But the English people were monarchist at^ heart and the restoration of

monarchy ^BS-inevitable. Soon'Tfrer the death of Cromwell, Charles II was

restored to his father's throne (1660).

The restoration of the Stuarts really meant a compromise in the struggle

started during the reign of James I, between a strong monarchy and the supre-

macy of Parliament. The compromise meant that while the form and appearance^

remained with the King,1he reality remained with Parliament. The result of

the struggle may be formulated thus t "Sovereignty resides in the King in his

Parliament. The King is in theory sovereign, but his sovereignty can only be

declared and exercised in ParliamenU" The King gave up the power to deter*

40
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mine by his individual will the policy of state, but the surrender was disguised

by an appearance of power and for a long time by the exercise of very sub"

stantial powers and the permanent possession of important rights and influence*

Thus Parliament came to control the actual government in fact rather than in

form, indirectly, not directly and an actual republic was concealed under the

ceremonial and theoretical forms of a continu d monarchy* Charles 11 was

tactful enough to realise his real position and recognize the limits beyond which

he could not safely go. James II was a man of different temper and owing to his

arbitrary resumption of the ancient prerogative had to flee the country.

( Past experience with the Stuarts had made the people wiser and they put

into writing a considerable portion of their constitution as it then existed.

This writing known as the Oeclaration n//?/gh/(l689) was formally accepted

by William of Orange'an^Mary before they were installed on the throne.

This document was made a part of the law of the land, under the name of

Bill of Rights, by an Act of Parliament, during the same year. It is not a

constitution in the modern sense of the term. It does not affirm the sove*

reignty of the people or of Parliament* It does not fully enumerate the rights

of the individual citizen. It concerns itself only with the practical difficulties

experienced during the past two generations to which the Stuarts had laid

claims and also guaranteed certain fundamental rights including those of petition,

freedom of elections, and freedom of speech for members of Parliament It >

also affirmed the necessity of frequent meetings of Parliament and excluded'

Roman Catholics from the throne.

The Bill of Rights, as one writer puts it, marks in a very important sense

the culmination of English constitutional development* All that followed was
but the detailed application of the prmdples established in the 17th century

t and the elaboration of the machinery of Parliamentary control. The Sove^

I
reignty of the nation, the supremacy of law and the omnipotence of Parlia-

ment were never again seriously questioned. And the Kingship continued as

I an useful instiCution, dependent not upon the divine right, but upon the con-
' sent of the nation as expressed through Parliament.

28« Sixth Period ; Changes since 1689 : Wc will now proceed*to see

how the fundamental principles of the constitution established in the 17 th

century were applied in practice in the 18th and the 19th centuries. The three

main principles, viz*, (i) laws could be made only by ^*the King- in Parliament'',

(ii) t^es could be leived in the same manner, and (lii; the liberty of the in.

dividual should be protected, established in 16P9, are the same upon which the

government is operated at the present day. From 16^89 began an era of

change in which the governmental system was expanded, carried in new^irec"

tions and continuously readapted to fresh and changing conditions* These
changes were made gradually, cautiously and very often even unconsciously

The moat important of these changes may be noted here.
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28« Decline in King's power t The most important of these changes is

the transfer of power from the hands of the King to those of Parliament*

Parliament acting thr ugh Ministers began to exercise during this period

complete and continuous control over the affairs of the nation. The process

was very gradual. William III had an innate love of power, which he never

attempted to conceal. Anne was equally attached to the interests of strong

monarchy. However, during the reigns of the first two Georges (1714-1760)1

most of the powers hitherto re'ained by the King slipped finally into thel

grasp of the Ministers and of Parliament. During the next 60 years (1760A
1820), under George 111, the monarchical idea revived. He was determined to )

recover the prestige and authority that his predecessors had lost and exercised

so much influence over the affairs of the State that the Commons were alarm-
,

ed. They gave expression to their apprehension in several resolutions asserting

unequivocally that "the influence of the Crown has increased, is increasing and
ought to be diminished." Providence intervened in the shape of the King's

insanity and all that was regained was again lost. Under Ge(2j:ga-lV.(18 10-20^
even the popularity of the Sovereign reached its lowest point- William IV
(1830-37) regained popularity but not power. It was Queen Victoria (1837-

190
1 ) who rehabilitated the monarchy in the respect and affections of the peo-

ple, and the position thus recovered has been maintained intact by Edward VII

and George V. Instead of power, however, the Sovereign wields influence in the

actual conduct of public affairs. That influence^ though merely a shadow of

the authority the King once possess’^, is by no means unimportant. Itisi

largely'personal than legal and is more frequently asserted in the domain of ;

foreign affairs. It is, however, powerless against the will of the nation as ex'
j

pressed through Parhanrent.

30. Increase in the power of the House of Commons t With the

power of the King, the power of the House of Lords also gradually declined.

The centre of gravity shifted from the Upper to the Lower House. While
Robert Walpole remained Prime Minister (172 1-42\ the Commons rapidly

rose to preponderance, mainly because of the power of the purse wielded by

them This, however, did not mean the triumph of popular government. The
House was composed of representatives elected on a very restricted franchise

or appointed by either close corporations or magnates. Beginning with the

Reforms Act of 1832 and culminating in the Representation of the People

(Equal Franchise) Act of. 1928, a series of memorable Statutes were passed to

democratise the House. These Statutes extended the franchise to groups of

people hitherto politically powerless, reapportioned seats to fairly distribute

political influence among the voters and laid down rules for the conduct of

elections and other necessary operations.

31. Rite of Cabinet ey^cm : The third change wrought during this

period was th^ rise of the C^inet system of government, the most remarkable
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'eature of the English Constitution, have already seen before how the Privy

w Permanent Council was detached from the GreaJt^Council orNorman days

In time the E^ivy Council also became too unwieldy md hence ^'unfit for the

secrecy and dispatch that are necessary in many great affairs.*’ The King there-

fore^ got into the habit of drawing round himself a few Ministers who had his

confidence and were also influential with Parliament* They gave collective

advice to the King and introduced or supported legislation that the Government

desired* They were at first chosen without considefif^ the wishes of Parlia-

ment; they were responsible only to the King himself. Parliament naturally

got alarmed. No one imagined at the time that the system can be utilized to

bring the King under still further restraint. The institution was looked iy)on

as an agency of intrigue in the interest of the Crown and the word **Cabinet*’

(derived from the habit of the King in receiving the Ministers in a small room

or cabinet in the palacej first came into use as a term of reproach. The institu*

tion, however, met a serious reed and was ultimately indispensable. >Some
arrangement was required whereby the legislature can directly supervise and

control all lines of government policy and executive action The Cabinet

system of government with the principle of ministerial responsibility to Par-

liament met this requirement thoroughly.

The introduction of this principle of mass responsibility to Parliament

was, as usual, gradual and unconscious* William III selected. his Ministers

withouL^Y cc^sideration of the strength of vanour~parties in the House of

< Commons, He, however, failed in his attempt to govern with a mixed

Ministry of and Tories and in
^
1695 drew his advisers exclusively

'^from the Whigs. From this timefiTgradually became an axiom that the King’s

adviser? ofMinisters must be chosen from that party alone which had a

majority in the Lower House. During the days of George I and George 11, the

principle was continually worked out in practice. In 1 7 42, when Robert Walpole,

the first Prime Minister lost support of the majority in the House, he promptly,

and as a matter of course, resigned. Parliament had now begun to understand

how the Cabinet system enabled it to enforce the collective and individual

responsibility of Ministers, and willingly dropped the old and almost obsolete

remedies of impeachment and the Bill of Attainder. Although, the Cabinet sys-

tem was not fully understood in all its implications and bearings till the middle

of the 19th century, certain conceptions were definitely fixed by the end of the

18th century, vi2 ,, that ihe Cabinet q^sisted of m^bers of Parliament of eith-

er House, holding the same political views, chosen from tlie party having a

majority in the commons, prosecuting a concerted policy, under a common
responsibility to be signified by collective resignation, if they lost support

of the majority, and acknowledging common allegiance to one Chief Minister.

32. RUe of Party Systemt The fourth important development of this

period was the rise of political parties and party system, which play an impor-
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taut role in the government of the country. In the present'day sense of the

term^ a party means a group of members of parliament^ having a distinctive

theory of governmentt a reasonably stable and continous organisation

and a purpose to con trollegislation by means of a majority in the House of

Commons The first political parties that answer this description were the

Whigs and the Tories, The Whigs stocKl for toleration in religion and Parliao

mentary supremacy in government; the Tories for Anglicanism and Royal

prerogative. As we have seen, William III tried to govern with the help of a

mixed Ministry of Whigs and Tories and failed. He had, therefore, to fall

back upon the support of the Whigs alone. In 1702, when the Whigs were,

turned out of office, the Tcries came in power, ' They in their turn gave place

to their rivals on the accession of George I. It can be easily seen that between

the rise of the cabinet system and the growth of government by parties, there is

a close and inevitable connection As has been pointed out, the Cabinet was

to be composed of men belonging to or in sympathy with the party having a

majority in the House of Commons and all of them must resign in a body as

soon as that majority proved hostile to them.

CHAPTER 111

PARLIAMENT

33« The BritUh Parliament, which originated in the 13th centur^

became definitely organised into two Houses in the 14th century, wrested at

control of the nation's affairs from the King in the 17 th century and under-l

went a thoroughgoing democratisatio ^ in the 19th and the 20th centuries, Jgf

the oldest and the most powerful of mcxlern legislative bodies. It is rightly

called the ^'MotlKr of Parliaments." The jurisdiction which it exercises includes

the whole domain of government; its power, both in law and in fact, is absolu.

te and unrestricted. It is the only and the sufficient depository of the authority of

the nation, and therefore, within the sphere of law,,irrcsporsib)e and omnipotent.

In order, therefore, to understand how the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland is governed, we must, study the constitution of this powerful body*

It is composed of the ''three Estates of the Realm," as they are sometimes called,

viz
, the Crown, the House of Lords and the House of Commons. Each of

these component parts has its distinct rights and privileges and plays an

important role in the government of the country.

I. THE CROWN

34* Powers in theory: The Government of the United Kingdom is,!

in theory, an absolute monarchy; in form, a limited or constitutional monarchy!
and in actual working, a democratic republic. The Sovereign stands at the

head of that system. In theory, he is the supreme executive, the source
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law, the fountain of justice and honour, the commander-in chief of the army
and the navy and such other things. All land is held of him directly or indi-*

rectly. Parliament exists by his will and right to vote for a member depends

upon his grant

The Sovereign, in reality, possessed these and many other privileges for

centuries. To-day, they have little or no political bearing. He is the supre-

me executive only in name; he has very little to do with the composition of

Parliament. On the other hand, the powers of the Q;puui are extensive The
Crown and the Sovereign were once identical; we will presently see how
they became separate and the place each of them fills in the governmental

system of the countty.

3Sa Succession to the thronei Since I689» succession to the throne

is dependant exclusively upon the will of the nation as expressed through

Parliament. The Act of Settlement (I70i}regulated that succession and the

present sovereign George V. the eighth of the Hanoverian dynasty, occupies

the throne under the provisions of that Act. It is within the power of Parlia^l

ment to repeal that Act or abolish kingship altogether.

3G« Rule of Descents Religions The established rule of descent is that

the eldest son succeeds when a vacancy occurs. If he is not alive, his issue,

male or female, succeeds and failing that the succession devolves upon

the second son or his issue. No Catholic or any person marrying a Catholic

can inherit. If a Sovereign embraces Catholic religion, his subjects would be

absolved from alleeiance. He is required to take an oath on his accession that

** he is a faithful Protestant.*'

37. Agei The age of majority of the Sovereign is eighteen. There is

no provision in the constitution for such contingencies as minority or incapa'

city *, they are dealt with when they arise. In such cases a Regent is appointed

by Parliament, A Regency Act of 1811 defines the RegenPs powers and lays

down safeguards for the interests of both the Sovereign and the nation.

38* FrWilegea: The Sovereign enjoys various privileges. There is no

legal process whereby his conduct can be called to account in any Court of law.

On the other hand, he can own property and dispose it off like any other

citizen. At one time, he held vast property which formed his principal source

of revenue. This property is now administered under the direction of Parlia-

ment and in lieu of the income derived therefrom a fixed annual subsidy is

given to the King for the support of the Royal household. This amount is

determined afresh at the beginning of each reign. Before 1688, this amount

included also the expenses for the civil government and for the upkeep of the

army in times of peace. The King was free to use as much of the general

fund for his personal purposes as he liked and the balance went to swell his

purse. After 1688, the King gave up all rights of personal control over th?
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remaining income of the State* He had still to meet out of the annual sum
allocated to him the expenses of the civil service and of pensions and out of the

habit of enumerating items chargeable on the King's fund arose the name

Civil Listf which is now applied to the subsidy itself. The said subsidy was

gradually relieved of all the other charges and is now given and employed

only for the support of the dignity of the King and his household. T he present

sovereign, George V gels annually as Civil List a sum of £ 470 000, which

was fixed at his accession in 1910.

39. Distinction between ‘Crown' and 'Sovereign* : On the social and

ceremonial side, the Sovereign looks an important and imposing figure, but his

control over public affairs, such as legislation, finance, appointments, foreign

affairs, etc
,
is purely incidental. As has already been shown, at one time his

power in these great fields was absolute. Gradually, this power was trans-

ferred into the hands of Parliament and the Sovereign is now reduced to the

position of one who reigns but does not govern. The powers oT the TTrown

are stiTTnumerous and extensive but the Crown is no longer the King* The
Crown, meaning thereby the supreme executive agency in the Government,

was once the King alone, but now it is the Ministers and their subordinates,

with the King as a sort of fifth wheel to the wagon. An illustration or two
will make the distinction quite clear. When we say that the Crown appoints

all public officers, we mean that the King advised by his Ministers makes
these appointments. In practice, the Ministers make the appointments* And, as

we know, these Ministers are aelected by the King only in form \ in reality, by
Parliament* Again, executive acts are performed in the name of the Crown,
though the King may be either ignorant of or even opposed to them. The
fundamental principles of the constitution are t (1) that no public act involving

the exercise of discretion b^ performed by the Crown except through the agency

of a Minister and (2) that for every act performed in the name of the Cro^Sd^
the Minister, who performs it, shall be responsible to Parliament.

40a The real importance of Sovereign: It need not be supposed, how.
ever, that Kingship in England is a si^erfluous and obsolete institution. As
Bagehot puts it, the Sovereign has three rights, the right to be consulted, the

Tight to encourage and the right to warn. A really capable Sovereign can exercise

great influence upon the course of public affairs by the tactful exercise of these

rights* The ancient relation between the King and his Ministers is merely
reversed

; now it is the King who advises and the Ministry that arrives at

decisions. Cabinet meetings at which important decisions are arrived at are

generally preceded by a conference between the King and the Premier and the

subject is completely thrashed out there. It is a well known fact that Queen
Victoria, Edward VII and George V have exercised a good deal of influence on
the course of public affairs and the first two have averted wars more than once,
by their personal influence in foreign affairs.
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41 * Prerogative! The powers exercised by the Crown originate either i

from custom and common law or from Parliamentary grant, i e., by Statutes

Those powers of the Crown that exist by virtue of custom or common
are known as prerogative, which is defined by Halsbury as ''that pre eminence

which the Sovereign enjoys over and above all other persons by virtue of its

common law, but out of its ordinary course, and comprehends all the special

dignities, liberties, privileges, power and Royalties allowed by common law to

the Crown of England.” It is created by common law for the benefit of the

people and cannot be exercised to their prejudice. The earlier monarchs Were

able to commit illegalities in the name of prepogative because its limits and

extent are vague at common law. But as early as 1610, it was settled that

"the King has no prerogative except which the law of the land allows him and
he cannot change any common law, statute law or custom by proclamation.” ^

The Courts have therefore jurisdiction to enquire into the existence or extent

of any alleged prerogative.

42« Sourcear All prerogatives belong to one or the other of the three

sources! (1) The executive powers possessed by the King as tribal chieftain.

From this source are derived the powers and authorities of the Crown entrust^

ed to him by common law as the supreme executive officer in the State. It

includes all the power the executive can legitimately exercise without the

authority of an Act of Parliament. (2) The privileges enjoyed by the King as

feudal lord and ultimate landowner. The King enjoys special rights of

property not only as regards Royal lands but also such rights as that of escheatf

custody over infants and others. (5) The attributes of special pre-eminence

and dignity with which kingship has been clothed. From this source follow

the attributes of absolute perfection’ or of perpetuity*’ as well as legal pri-

vilegs and immunities from proceedings by or against the Crown.

43. RcatrictioiM on the Pcerogative : As many of the powers, now
enjoyed by the Crown, represent original prerogative modified by Par]ia>

mentary enactment, it is difficult to determine whether a particular p^wer

,exists by virtue of a prerogative or by virtue of a Statute. Tl^^much is

'
certain,, that the prerogative of the Crown may be defined, restricted or extend-

ed by ^ Act of Parliament. Dicey therefore defines it as "the residtie of

arbitrary authority which at any given time is legally leTt in the hands of the

Crown.” It is the residue because much of it has been curtailed, limited or

restrained by Statutes. These powers have been reduced in three ways, viz,,

(0 by agreements between the King and the people, e.g’., Magna Carla; (ii)

by prohibitive legislation, e,g,, putting an end to suspending and dispeiising

powers; and {Hi) by disuse, e,g,, the power of the CrownJo o^d to tb* meniber.

1. Csbe of PEOclamatiuni 8 Jao. 1. 1610.

2. '’King oau do no wrong. ”

Si “King neveE dieb.”
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ship of the House of Lords. The powers are also augmented by custom and
more particularly by legislation^ when a system of old age pensions is estab'

lished and fresh duties of administration are imposed upon the King, or he is

given powers of subordinate legislation by the device of ^^Statutory Orders^’ l;)y

virtue of a Statute. These powers fall into three groupse executive, iegis/a~

five and judicial.

As an executive head of the realm, the Crown appoints and removes public

officers, with a few exceptions, executes all laws, spend public money voted

by Parliament, grants charters, creates peers, coins money, commands the army
and the navy and represents the nation in foreign affairs.

In the field of legislation the Crown has suffered very great loss In theory^

the King acts in collaboration with the two Houses. Parliament transacts busi.

ness during the pleasure of the Crown. Houses are summoned and prorogued

and the Lower House can be dissolved by and in the name of the Crown and no
Parliamentary act can be valid without the Crown's consent. In practice, he
has lost his once unlimited power of law-making; he cannot issue Prodarua-

tions and Ordinances and apart from Parliament he has no inherent legislative

power except in Clown Colonies. He is obliged to approve and accept ev^ry

law passed by Parliament. No doubt, Crders-in Council are still promulgated

in his name, but some of them are administrative regulations and not laws
;

others known as ^^Statutory Ordara'’ arc promulgated by virtue of the authority

expressly granted by Parliament. The point is that in issuing them the Crown
acts by delegated and not inherent authority. They arc merely species ©f

subordinate legislation.

In the judicial field, also, the Crown’s prerogative has suffered a good
deaf, in theory, as 6'l'achstonc puts it, the hCihg is "not onfy the chief but

properly the sole magistrate of the nation ?
all others acting by Comiuis.

sioiT from and in due subordination to hini.^ In practice, he docs txot

exercise any judicial function personally. All the superior judges are appointed

by him, on the advice of the Ministry. They hold office for life and cannot be
removed except for irisbehaviour and then only upon an address of bc^jth

Houses of Parliament* All prosecutions for offences are conducted in the

name of the Sovereign and, in theory, be can pardon all offenders, either before

or after conviction. This prerogative can be exercised only on the advice of

the Secretary of State for Home Affairs and is subject to various restrictions.

It is generally exercised in the following cases ; (.a) where fresh evidence

tending to exculpate the accused is discovered after trial; (6) where evidence

relied upon at the trial was untrustworthy and resulted in a miscarriage of

justice
; (c) where the judge himself prefers a recommendation against the

finding of the jury ; or (tf) in the case of political offences, after the danger has
subsided It cannot be exercised in the case(ci) of an impeachment, or (6) of
committing a ptrson to prison out of the realm in contravention of the proyi.

41
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sions of Che Habeas Corpus Act* or{c) where pardon would cause injury to an

innocent person.

44* Who exercUea them? Aithought in theory^ the Crown possesses

these powers, they are, in fact, except in the case of purely personal prerogative,

exercised by the Ministers or the Cabinet in the name of the Crown These

Ministers, although selected by the King in name, are in reality appointed by

the House of Commons. The King's choice in the selection of his Ministers

is limited to the party that is in majority in the Commons, as only those

Ministers, who enjoy the confidence of that House, can continue in office for

any length of time* These Ministers are responsible to Parliament for all acts

done by them in the name of the Crown and in the exercise of his prerogative.

Thus, in practice, the Commons have drawn into their control all the existing

powers of the Sovereign. Had it not been so, England instead of beins the

land of liberty, as it is, would have groaned under the worst form of despotic

rule.

2. THE HOUSE OF LORDS

4 6* Compoaition t The second Estate of the Realm composing ParHa<

ment is the House of Lords. It is the oldest, the largest and the more purely

hereditary second chamber among contemporary Parliamentary bodies. Its

descent can be traced straight from the Great Council of the Norman period or

even from the Witenagemot of the Anglo Saxon times. That body was com'

posed originally of the nobility and the clergy, both greater and lesser. Gradu'

ally, the lesser clergy ceased to attend and the lesser nobles found it to their

advantage to cast in their lot with the knights of the shire and the burgesses

and combined with them to form the House of Commons* It consists of about

750 members at present, and is composed of the following elements!—

4S» (i) Hereditary Lords of Parliament: These are peers of the United

Kingdom. They include (a) 5 Princes of the Blood Royal, (0) 21 Dukes (c)

29 Marquesses, (d) 58 Viscounts (c) 122 Earls, and (/) 4^6 Barons. (1)

These various kinds of peers differ from one another only in respect of their

order of precedence. A hereditary peer is created by Letters Patent signed by

the King followed by a writ of summons to take the seat in the House of Lords.

A peerage descends to the eldest son and to the eldest son of the eldest

son, and so on as a general rule. Women may be created Peeresses either by
Royal grant, or in some cases by descent. But they are not allowed to sit in

the House of Lords. Technically, peers are created by the King but in reality

their creation is controlled by the Cabinet and mainly by the Premier. The
object may be either to honour men of distinction in various professions or

to change the political complexion of the Upper Chamber. This power to create

peers is unlimited and was freely and frequently exercised in the past.

47m (ii) Non-Hereditary Lords of Parliament : These are 16 peers

of Scotland and 28 peers of Ireland, representating respectively the hereditary
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peers of both these countries The former are elected for each Parliament; the

latter are elected for life. Unlike the Scottish peers, Irish peers if not elected to

the House of Lords iray stand for election to the House of Commons, although

they cannot represent the Irish constituencies. While members of the Lower

House, however, they cannot be elected to the Upper House, nor can they

participate in the choice of representative peers.

48. (iii) Life Lords : These include (a) 26 Lords Spiritual, i. c.,

2 Archbishops and 24 Bishops, (b) 6 Lords of Appeal-in-Ordinary, who must

be barristers of 15 years' standing or must have held some high judicial office.

They are appointed by the Crown, receive a salary of £6,000 per annum

and are removeable like other judges on a joint address by both Houses.

Their dignity is not inheritable. They do not cease to be either peers of the

realm or members of the House of Lords, even if they resign their office.

While they hold the office of Lords of AppeaMn Ordinary, it is their duty to

take part in the judicial proceedings of the House. All these Life- Lords arc

entitled to sit and vote in the House for life.

49. Privileges i The House of Lords enjoys various privileges, most of

which are similar to those enjoyed by the Commons. The privileges are : (a)

Freedom from arrest except in cases of treason, felony and breach of peace,

(b) Freedom of speech, (c) The right to regulate its own constitution, (d)

Every individual member has a right of access to the Crown. The members

of the House of Commons can do so only through the Speaker, (e) They

have a right to commit for contempt, like the Commons, but the imprisonment

does not terminate, as in the case of the Commons, with the prorogation of

Parliament, (f ) They arc exempted from service as jurors; not so the Commons,

fg) Their greatest privilege is the exercise of judicial functions t (i) as a Court

of first instance to try peers and peeresses for treason and felony, to try im-

peachments (now obsolete) by the Commons end to try disputed peerage

claims; and (ii) as a Court of Appeal to act as the final Court in Great Britain

and Ireland.

50. Functions : The House of Lords exercises two kinds of functions $

( 1) Legislative and (2) Judicial. (1) A^a legislative assembly, it is, in theory,

an equal of the House of Commons, but politically, its authority is much infe-

rior to that of the latter. Its consent is necessary to every piece of legislation,

but it does not and cannot withhold such consent, when the Commons decide

some matter emphatically and with the apparent approval of the nation. In

this domain, the function that this House exercises is that of cautious, and very

often, conservative revision. When there is some doubt as to the opinion of

the nation, it can stand firmly against the Lower House. After the Parliament

Act of 1911, its legislative power has suffered a great decline; money bills,

Le., bills dealing with taxation cannot be introduced in the Upper House,, and

consent to other public bills can only be withheld for a tim?, The Lord Chan.»
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cellor is the Speaker of the House. (2) Us /udteial functions are exercised, as

stated above in two different capacities ; (a) a^a Court of First Instance and

(&) as the^Supreme Court of Appeal, (fl) As a Court of First Instancet

(i) it tries members of the Peerage charged for treason, felony or misprision,

{Le
,
for failing to give information as to the commission of treason or felony

or concealing the offender). For the trial of such cases a member of the House

is appointed to preside over the court, to which the offender is summoned.
The president so appointed is called the Lord High Steward. If no such appo^

intment is made, the Lord Chancellor presides ; all other members excepting

the Bishops are entitled to attend the Court and vote* (ii)The trial by impeach-

ment by the House of Commons before the House of Lords has now become-

obsolete (iii) The trial by a Bill of Attainder is also rare, (iv) When a person

having an Irish domicile seeks a divorce, the case is heard by the House, as it

cannot be obtained through the ordinary Courts. The trial in such cases is, as

in (iii), by means of a bill introduced in the House, and is, in reality, a iegisla.

tive process, (v) When a peerage or office of honour is claimed or (vi) an

election is disputed, in the case of one of the representative peers of Scotland

or Ireland, the
** Committee of Privileges

**
decides the matter, (vii) When

any person is guilty of breach of privileges or contempt of the House, he is

summoned before and tried and punished by the House, to either fine or impri-

sonment. (6) As the Supreme Court of Appeal^ it acts as the final Court to

hear appeals from the Courts of the United Kingdom. At the time of the hear-

ing of such appeals, at least three members of the House, who are either Lords

of Appeal-fn Ordinary or such peers, who have held high judicial office, must

be present. The Lord Chancellor, who is one of them, presides ex-Officlo,

Si* ^The Lord Chancellor i The Lord Chancellor, also known as the

Lord High Chancellor is appoimed by the Sovereign and holds office during

His Majesty’s pleasure. Usually a person recommended by the Premier, who
has held or holds the office of Attorney or Solicitor-General, is appointed.

He receives a salary of £ 10,000 and on his retirement or removal from office,

the Sovereign may grant to him an annuity not exceeding £’5,000, to con»

tinue during his natural life. His duties fall into three divisions, viz., political,

administrative and judicial, (i) Politically^ be is a member of the Cabinet,

the Speaker of the House of Lords, and the fotmal medium of communication

between the Sovereign and Parliament, (u) His Chief^administratjye function

is to keep the Great Seal, which is to be affixed to important documents, (iii)

As the head of the judicial administration, he is responsible for important

appointments to judicial offices. He is one of the judges of the Supreme

Court and a member and president of the High Court of justice. He is also

the ptesident of the Chancery Division and the Court of Appeal.

52. Reform t For nearly a century, the reform of the House of Lords

) , Hftlsbur^ ; Yol. Yl, paras 832-B54, (Hsiltltani Edition),
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has been one of the greatest issues of British politics. Prior to the Reforms

of^ 19th century, the House of Commons Imrdly more representative

of the people than was the House of Lords. Both were equ^Iy'controlled by

the landed aristocracy and hence continued to be equal partners in the field of

legislation. After 1832, however, the House of Commons gradually became

more and more representative of the mass of the nation, and by 1867, it

was converted into a true organ of democracy. The executive was also brought

un’Her public control by the development of the Cabinet system. But the House

of Lords underwent no corresponding transformation, and still remains an in*

herently conservative body, standing for interests that are not of the nation

at large.

S3* Various Plansi In order to remove this political anomaly, the ques

tion of reform came in the forefront. Various plans were suggested relating

either to its composition or to its powers and functions or both. Frequent atte-

mpts between 1869 and 1888 were made to reform its composition, by means

of legislation, by dropping out the spiritual members and substituting specially

designated members in place of hereditary peers. These attempts, however,

failed, and the issue remained in the background until 1906. During that year

the Liberal p rty came in power and the Conservative element in the Upper

House began to show a disposition to block the Liberal measures on educational

reform and other important matters. The controversy between the two Houses

assumed a very serious character and the Commons adopted a resolution de^

daring that in order to give effect to the will of the people as expressed by

elected representatives, the Lower House ought to be in a position to pass any

measure into law within the life of a single Parliament, notwithstanding adverse

action taken by the Lords This resolution put the House of Lords on the

defensive and in 1908 they appointed a Committee of their body presided over

by Lord Rosebery to report a scheme of reform. This Committee recommend-

ed that elective element be introduced in the Upper House, but the scheme

failed to meet the Liberal demand.

S4. Parliament Act, 1911: The issue came to a head in 1909 when
the Lords refused to pass the Finance ISIll. This act contraven^ the long

accepted principle of the absolute and final authority of the popular branch in

matters of finance. It raised in accute form the question of the actual power
ofjl« Upper House over money bills and precipitated a crisis in the relation of

tlu two* The Commons passed a resolution that ‘'the action of the House of

Lords in refusing to pass into law the provisicn made by the House of Com-
mons for the finances of the year is a breach of the constitution and usurpa-

tion of the privileges of the Commons.'' As a result of this controversy a bill

Was introduced defining a money bill and the same bill also limited the

duration of a Parliament to a m^mum period of five years. The House of

Lords tried to impede and amend the bill by couoler proposals and an appeal
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was made to the electorate, ^s of^the general electfoo the Liberals

secured a majority of 127 inthe Lower Ho^e The bill was reintroduced in

the Commons without alteration and passed untouched in its essentials. At the

same time, a resolution embodying the programme of reconstruction of the

House on an elective basis was introduced in the Lords. They were, however,

obliged to drop it* The Parliament Bill passed by the Commons came up for

consideration and the Lords passed it with an amendment, ^'excluding from its

operation legislation affecting the constitution ard other matters of great

gravity/' 7 he Commons were not prepared to have this loophole and insisted

that the bill should be passed as a whole. Confronted with the alarming

prospect of wholesale swamping,^ the Lords had to pass the bill, which became

the Parliament Act, I9Ilt_aftcr_receiving the Royal assent. That Act robbed

the Upper House practically of all effective power in the matter of fegislation.

In the case of bills certified by the Speaker to be “Money-bills**® they have

in effect absolutely no power nowj in the case of other public bills they can

only exercise a suspensive veto and delay its passing into an Act for a period

of little more than two years.

S5* Farther Reform t The Parliament Act (1911) promised in its

preamble further legislation to define both the composition and powers of the

House of Lords on a popular instead of an hereditary basis. Though until

very recently ’no further attempts at legislation are made in this respect,

discussion on the subject has gone steadily forward and various solutions have

been offered. A Committee with Lord Bryce as Chairman was appointed in

1917. As to functions, this Committee agreed that the Second Chambet

ought not to have equal powers with and should not aim at becoming a rival of

the House of Commons. In particular, it ought not to have the power of

making and overturning Ministries or to enjoy equal rights in dealing with

finance. As to compoaition, the Committee agreed that (1) no one set of poli-

tical opinion should have a marked and permanent predominance^ (2) it should

be so made up as to aim at ascertaining the mind and views of the nation as a

whole and should recognise the responsibilities to the people as a wholej and

(3) persons of experience in various walks of public life, who have no physical

vigour requisite for a career in the Commons and persons who arc not strong

partisans, should be included in it.

56. Various modes of making up the Upper House which would meet

with these requirements wete duly considered, and a plan was ultimately

1 The denoe, hilherto resorted to by the LtbenU, was to advise the Kwg to areate eaUici-

enfc Dumber of hfe-peexe to give them a mejont) id the Upper Chamber The alaiiDiDg prospect

that the Ministry in power might resort to this device, breoght the Lotde (o then senses.

2. The certificate of the Speaker is oonolosive sad ronaot bo questioned in a Conrt oi

Jmw.

S. A bill for the reform of the Upper House wss introduced id the House of Lords by

Sahehniy on 19th Deiembor, 1933. (For further pocUoalanN soc para 60),
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recommended. The plan was thist the total membership to be fixed at 327 t

246 of these to be elected by the members of the Lower House grouped in

13 regional divisions; the Commons from each division electing the Quota, in

the Upper Chamber to which their area is entitled and the remaining 0 1 to be

chosen from the whole body of the peers by a joint committee of two

Houses. All these members should be elated for a twelve year term and one-

third of their membeis should retire every four years Besides, not more than

one-third of the 246 members should be elected by any single House of

Commons, meaning thereby that the system should be put into operation by

degrees.

5T* Another scheme was introduced in the House about the middle of

1929 by Lord Cane, which revived the question of reforms. The object of the

scheme was to strengthen the Upper House as against the House of Com-
mons,- Naturally the Commons were definitely opposed to the scheme and

even the Conservative members did not withhold hostile criticism, in Decem-
ber 1929, Lord Clarendon brought a motion in the House which gave the

scheme a new complexion. The chief idee underlying his proposal was greater

co-operation between the two Houses making for more efficient and less

dilatory discharge of Parliamentary work. It was proposed to limit the number

of members and make suitable provision for an elective representation of

the peerage and for such other representation or nomination as would ensure for

each political party a fair position in the House. To this end it was suggested

that 150 peers be chosen by the general body of peers; another 150 peers to

be nominated by the Crown for the duration of a Parliament, these being in

proportion to the parties in the House of Commons ; and the Crown to have a

further right to create a limited number of life- peers. The Parliament Act,

191 1 ,
as is apparent, is left untouched and the one object of the reforms would

seem to be to enable the House of Lords to perform its constitutional duties

with greater efficiency and despatch,

58. It was accepted on all hands that the question of these reforms will

come again soon into the field of practical politics. A hereditary House of

Lords cannot be perpetual in a free country At the same time, it cannot be

lenied that the House as at present constituted contains a number of able and

minent men, that on many occasions it has imposed a wholesome check

tpon the popular House and that sometimes it has interpreted the will ot the

lation more correctly than the Commons. The most reasonable plan of reform,

herefore, seems to be not a total reconstitution but (1) the adoption of the
Principle that a hereditary peerage shall not itself entitle the possessor to sit,

2) the admission of representatives selected by a whole body of peers and
3) the introduction of men eminent in various walks of life* The House so
onstituted may incline to conservatism but their opposition will be less un-

yielding and less irresponsible than hitherto and with its powers restricted by
:ha Parliament Act (1911), such an alteration will meet all reasonable demands.
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59. Cue more aspect of the problem may also be noticed. It was si^
gested that members of the Upper House be chosen to represent special groups

of interests, including the great professions, e, g., the universities, the learned

societies, the chambers of commerce, the trade-unions, the bankers, the doctors

and the like* A body constituted on these lines will be respectable, capable

and vigorous. Some thinkers are disposed to question whether such an Upper
Chamber will not claim equality of right and power with the popular House?
Experience shows, however, that in the long run an Upper Chamber, no matter

how it is constituted, cannot maintain a parity of power and influence with the

Lower House under a system of responsible government* As is proved by

France, a Second Chamber, although it occupies a subordinate position, has a

legitimate and useful place in the Cabinet system of government Its uses

are to compel delay and deliberation, to serve as an organ of revision and to

be a means for securing representation of interests that is not feasible in a

chamber composed of members elected directly by the people. The object of

such a chamber is not mere obstruction, but instead serious- minded criticism,

deliberation and revision with a view to the general Welfare. With this

object in view, if the House of Lords is wisely reconstructed, there is no

reason why its usefulness should not increase rather than diminish, in future.

60. As a result of ell these discussions and particularly to counteract the

danger of the abolition of the House of Lords by the Socialists, in case they

come in power, Lord Salisbury has introduced a Bill for the reform of the

House, on I9th December, 1933. Sir Stafford Cripps, a Labour M. P. for

Bristol (Eest)» recently indulged in a threat that he and his group of Socialist

‘intellectuals’ would seek to establish a ’dictatorship’ of the Lower House, by

abolishing the Second Chamber It is with a view to neutralise any such

possible contingency that Lord Salisbury, backed up by many other Conserva-

tive Peers, has introduced the Bill in question. It puts forward a scheme,

calculated in the opinion of Its sponsor, to make the Upper House constitu-

tionally immune from Socialistic attack. With that object in view, the Bill

proposes the reduction of the hereditary principle by limiting the membership

to a total of about 320, instead of 700, which may include about ISO here-

ditary peers, 150 Lords of Parliament chosen outside the peerage, the Royal

Peers, Law Lords and a few ecclesiastics. It also proposes to provide a joint

Committee of both Houses with the Speaker as Chairman for the certification

of money bills, instead of the Speaker alone. Further, it provides that if a

measure is rejected by the House of Lords three times by an absolute majority

of the whole House (not merely of those present), the final decision be referred

to the next ensuing House of Commons, whose decision would be conclusive.

It will be apparent from this that (he Bill does not aim at repealing the

Parliament Act of 1911. As Lord Salisbury put it, the bill recognises certain

constitutional principles, viz , that power over finance belongs to the Lower
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House and the final authority is the people; but under the power of the Mouse

of Commons in finance, other legislation might be passed, and such legislation

might not be the deliberate judgment of the people, but only of a passing

majority. In order that the Upper House may prove an efficient check on
such legislation, this bill is introduced. There is a good deal of opposition to

the bill amongst the Peers, and it remains to be seen in what shape it will

finally be put on the Statute Book.

61. Seats for Peeresaas i Side by side with this problem of reconstruc-

tion, a minor question, that of allowing the peeresses-in-their-own-right to

sit in the House of Lords, had come in forefront Ever since the question of

woman suffrage began to agitate the public mind, this question also cropped up
and various attempts have been made from time to time to compel the House
of Lords to accept the principle* The Conservative element, which is predomi-

nant in the House, has successfully thwarted all such attempts so far. The
last attempt was made some time back (on I6th July, 193C) by Lord Astor by
means of a resolution. The Lords, as was expected of them, turned down this

resolution by a. narrow majority (53 to 49) This issue will not, however, be of

any importance, if the elective principle is adopted in reconstructing the House.

3. THE HOUSE OF COMMONS

62* Parlianent means the Commons: It can safely be asserted that

Parliament means for all practical purposes the House of Commons. When we
say' a Minister consults Parliament, he consults the House of Commons.
When King is said to dissolve Parliament, he dissolves the House of Commons.
And a new Parliament means simply the newly electe I House of Commons.

63. ConsUtuHon ; This omnipotent body is the chief depository of power

and the prime organ of popular will. It consists of 6 1 5 members, of whom
492 sit for the English constituencies, 36 for the Welsh, 74 for the Scottish

and 13 for Ulster. Fifteen of these members^re elected by special arrangements

to represent the principal universities; the rest of them are elected, in county and

borough constituencies, under the Sufferage Law which gives voting power to

all adult citizens, male and female,^ of the age of 21 years A person can be

egisterd a voter if he or she possesses any of the following four qualifications,

nz., (1) residence fora period of six months; (2) occupation of business

3. WomdD first became eligible to elt in tbe iloose of Coamoob )a 1918. Sarl^yiaUiAt

'eac, the Repieaentatioo of the People Aot was paaeed, which enfranehiBed eix million women.

l!hat Aot said nothing about Women being eligible for eleotion. Consequently, the Qnallfioa-

Ion ot Womon Aot wae passed la Kovembec 1918. It fixes no age limU. At the elections of

he fallowing month. Countess de Matkierieswab Ibe fiict and only ivoman to be elected a

Bomber Being a Sinn Feioee, however, she did not take her seat as a protect against not

grunting independoacc to Irelai'd The first woman, who actually semd as a member, was

Lddy Abkt, who, as u Uulouikt cand'dulo, dafeuted hue Liberal and Labour rivalb In a byo-eleQ*

iion on Novt.mbeE 15, 1919

42
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premises of an annual value of not less than £ 12; (3) the husband or wife of

the person entitled to be registered in respect of such business premises; and (4)
possession of a university degree. Any British subject of either sex» who
is of age» is qualified for election by any constituency. There are exceptions

to this rule» such as, peers, clergy, bankrupts, aliens, lunatics, holders of office,

government contractors and persons convicted of treason, felony and corrupt

practices. Once elected, a member cannot resign, a relic of old days when re-

presentatives were unwilling to serve. The only way to retire from the House
before a general election is to accept some public office. He will then be ipso

facto disqualified to sit under the Place Act of 1707. The memb_ers are elect-

ed by a secret ballot for a term of five years and they are paid an allowance

of £ 400 per annum. The party In majority occupies seats on the right of the

Speaker, including the Cabinet, who ocoipy the front bench called the Trea-

sury Bench', while the party in minority, known as the Opposition^ occupies

seats on the left of the Speaker, the leaders thereof occupying the front

bench.

64a Tha Speaker ; On the of^ning day of a new Parliament, the

Commons elect one from amongst them as the Speaker of their House, at the

instance of the Lord Chancellor. He acts as the Chairman, maintains order in

the House, rules on points of order, names members guilty of disorder, signs

Warrants of Committal for contempt and has a casting vote. He belongs to

no party after his election as Speaker. His salary is £ 5,0C0 per annum.

65* Etiquette ; The etiquette to be observed in debates is that no

member should drag in the King's name to influence the House, that no

reference should be mode either to any matter sub-Judice or to any debate in

the House of Lords, that members should not be referred to by name, that no

personal or offensive remarks be mode, that business should not be obstructed,

that seditious and treasonable language should not be used and that speeches

should not be read out. Various other similar rules govern the etiquette of the

House.

66« Privileges i Privilege is to Parliament what prerogative is to the

Crown. These privileges are of two Idnds : (i) some of them are specially

demanded of the Crown by the Speaker at the opening of each Parliament and

granted as a matter of course ; (ii) others are not so demanded by the Speaker,

but they are nevertheless important and are enjoyed by the House.

(i) Those demanded by the Speaker are: ia) Freedom from arrest.

This privilege extends during, and for forty days before and after, a session of

Parliament, except in case of treason, felony, breach of the peace, seditious libel

or other ind/ctabie offences and contempt of Court. When a mertiber is so

arrested the House is informed through the Speaker of the crime by a letter,

(b) Freedom of Speech, (c) Right of access to the Crown through^thc

Speaker. It is a collective right, not. an ThdividuaT privilege, (d) Right of
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most favourable eonstruetlon to be out by thfe-Crowrt Upon the procccdifigs

of the House.

(ii) Those not demanded by the Speaker (a) Right to regulate its

own constitution. This includes the right to determine qu^ions as to the

legal qualifications of its members and the right to exclude or expel members.

Right to regulate its own proceedings. This is sufficiently illustrated

by the case of Bradlaugh vs. Gossett, Bradlaugh was duly elected a member

for~Northampton ;
but he was an atheist and the Speaker did not allow him to

take the necessary oath under the Oaths Act. The House directed Gossett^

who was the Sergeant-at-Arms by a resolution, to exclude Bradlaugh from the

House. Bradlaugh brought an action against him. It was held that '^the

House of Commons has the exclusive {Mwer of interpreting a Statute so far as

the regulation of its own proceedings, within its own walls, is concerned, and

even if that interpretation is erroneous the Court has no power to interfere

with it directly or indirectly.** The House, however, cannot alter any law by

its resolution so as to affect the rights to be exercised outside and independently

of the House. In such cases, the Court will exercise its jurisdiction to see il

such a resolution Ts' illegal This was illustrated by the case of Stockdale va*

//ansjrd, which also brought into prominence (c) the right of the house to

commit for contempt for breach of its privtttges, fTansa^^thc defendant,

published a report by the Inspector of Prisons containing certain defamatory

statements about Stockdale, and sold it by the order of the House Stockdale

brought an action for damages. In defence it was pleaded that the publication

was privileged by the order of the House. The House further passed

resolutions saying (1) that the order of the House is ample justification

for the sale of any papers ; (ti) that the decision of the House on a question of

Parliamentary privilege is final; and (iii) that the Courts cannot decide any ques-

tion of Parliamentary privilege cither directly or indirectly. The Court had to

decide whether a resolution of the House, authorising the act (in this case

publication of a libellous matter) precluded the Court from enquiring into the

leg^ity of the act. It was held that although no action would lie for things done

within the House, its order if illegal, could not help those who carried that illegal

order into effect outside the House. Such a resolution was no bar to an enquiry

by a Court as to the legality of such an act. Hence, the House by a mere resolu-

tion cannot, under the plea of privilege change the law and make libellous matter

non-libellous. _ It cannot make legal what is illegal under the law of the land/*

This decision settled the position that one House individually cannot change

any law and that its resolution has not the force of law. As a sequal to the

case of Stockdale vs. Hansard, the case of the Sheriff ofMiddlesex esxahWshed

the right of the House to commit for contempt any person for breach of its

privileges In execution of the judgment in the former case of Stockdale vs.

Hansard, the Sheriff seized the goods of Hansard. He (the Sheriff) was arrested
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and imprisoned for contempt of the House of Commons by an order signed by
the Speaker. An application was made to the Court for a writ of Habeas
Cotpus* It was held that if the House of Commons commit a person for con^

tempt, without stating any grounds, the Courts have ro jurisdiction to interfere

even if the House was wrong in regard to its view of the privilege Qn the other

hand, if the House gives reasons for contempt and they are arbitrary, unjust or

contrary to the principles of justice, the Courts may interfere. The House saw

its mistake in this case soon afterwards and an Act was passed protecting

persons publishing any matter by order of either House of Parliament. Two
other privileges of the House arc (d) th^ fo exclude strangers and

(e) the right to prohibit publication of its debates,

Ashby va. While : We have already seen above how the House of

Commons came into conflict with the Courts of Law regarding its privileges

Ashby vs, WAtVe is also a case which illustrates and establishes the principle

that the privileges of either House being based on law, either common or

statute, their limits may be ascertained and defined by the Courts of Justice.

Ashby was duly qualified to vote in an election but was prevented by the

returning officers, White and others. The candidates for whom he wanted to

vote were, however, duly elected The Court gave a verdict with £500
damages and costs. The Court of the Queen's Pench reversed it saying that

it was a Parliamentary matter with which the Courts had nothing to do, that

the right of voting is not a matter of property or profit and that its hindrance

is merely an instance of damage without infringement of any legal right. On
appeal, the House of Lords, sitting as a Court, reversed the decision of the

Queen's Bench and he'd that franchise is not an inconsiderable right and inter-

ference with it is an injury or infringment of a legal right, although without

any special damage. While this cose was pending, the House of Commons
passed a resolution that Ashby was guilty of a breach of privilegeof the House

in having applied to the Court for relief instead of to the House itself. Similar

actions were brought by others who were with their legal advisers committed

by the House for contempt

.

67. Supremacy of the Commons t Besides these privileges, the Lower
House has gained one more important privilege, in recent years. The Parlia*

tnentAcfflQlP makes it a dominant body and relegates the House of Lords

to a subordinate position in matters of legislation, (i) In regard to all money
billSf i.e.f bills authorising expenditure or taxation, the Act practically takes

away all legislative power from the House of Lords. If a money bill is sent up

to the Lords at least one month before the end of the session and is not passed

by that House in one month, the bill, unless the House of Commons other-

wise directs, is to be presented to the Crown and becomes an Act on receiving

Royal agseot. In regard to all public billSf other than money bills, the Act

4. Fot the main provielona of the Aot, See Y,
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allows thg Houag of Lords to exercise e mere suspensive veto, whereby it can

prevent^the bill from becoming an Act for a period of little more than two
years Such a bill, if passed by the House of Commons in three successive

sessions^is sent up to the House of Lorcb at least one month before the end of

each session and if rejected by that House in each of those sessions and a

period of two years has elapsed between the date of the second reading in the

Commons in the first session and tl e date on which it passes the Commons
in the third session, then that bill is presented to the Crown and on receiving

his assent becomes an Act of Parliament.

CHAPTER IV

PARLIAMENT {coniinfigd)

4. MINISTRY AND CABINET

68* Ministry ; It has been made clear that the powers of t_heJ2rown

are exercised by the Ministers, whom he chooses only in theory and over whose
acts he has no control. It may be defined as a group of higher executive

officials, who are obligated by rigorous custom to resign office if the House of

Commons deliberately withholds approval of their policy and this characteristic

diatiguishes a Minister from any other member of the executive. They are

nominally appointed by the King, in reality by the Prime^Minister, It includes

heads of departments, members of various boards, some under*secretarie8 and

others Unlike the Ministers, who have a political career, the mass of

executive and administrative officers are permanent and their tenure is not

affected by ups and downs of party politics. The work of administration is

directed and carried on in certain ex^utive departments and most of the Minis,

ters are in charge of or otherwise attached to these departments.

69. The Treasury « This department originated from the Exchequer of

Norman times. The duties connected with it are assigned to a Treasury
Board of five members, including the First Lord of the Treasury, who is, very

often, the Premier. But he is only the nominal head. It is the Chancellor of

the Exchequer who draws up the annual budget and performs other important

functions of the Treasury. In reality, the Chancellor is concerned only with

direction and policy framing and not with the actual administration of the

department. The functions of the collection of revenue and disbursement of

moreyare discharged under the direct supervision of the Comptroller and
Auditor General. Subordinate to the Treasury are the four great offices : (1)

Post Office, (2' Customs, ^3) Inland Revenue and (4) Woods, Forests and
Land Revenues. The first is presided over by a responsible Minister; the

other three are in the hands of the Civil Service and are represented in Parlia-

ment by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, or his deputy^ the Financial Secre-

to the Treasury.
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All revenues are payable at the Bank of England to the account of the

Exchequer and all natioral disbursements are made out of the fund so collected

and known as the Consolidated Fund. Most of the taxes are imposed bv

permanent Statutes but some are laid afresh every year and are liable to annual

revision. Similarly, some expenditures are regulated by standing laws and

others by annual appiopriatlons. Most disbursements fall in the latter cate-

gory ;
only those which it is particulvly desirable to keep out of politics,

the Civil List, the salaries of Judges, the interest on national debt, etc., aggre-

gating to about one-fourth of the total expenditure, are paid without annual

authorisation. The Comptroller and Auditor-General's duty is to see that all

expenditures are authorised by Parliament. The Bank, on his order, pays

the amount to the Paymaster.General for distnbutvon to proper departments.

70* The Navy and the Army t Since 1708, the administration of the

Navy is carried on by the Admiralty Board. This Board consists of a First

Lord, four or more Naval Lords, one or more Civil Lords, a Parliamentary, a

financial and a permanent Secretary. The first Lord, the Civil Lord and the

Parliamentary Secretary arc invariably members of Parliament. The First

Lord has also a seat in the Cabinet. Practically, he is the Minister of Marine

and other members of the Board are reduced to the position of mere advisers.

The administration of the army is also vested, similarly, in a body known as

the Army-Council. It consists of three Ministers in the War Office and four

professional officials, and is presided over by the Secretary for War.

71^ the Poieign Office The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

manages the relations with foreign States, aided by a Parliamentary, a per^

manent and several assistant Undei-Secretaries. The operations are carried on

partly by direct cotrespondence, b\4 mainly through miaisters, ambassadors,

consuls and various other officers. The work of this department is naturally

of a very confidential character Consequently, the department remains to a

certain extent immune from PaiUameniary control. The Premier is kept fully

informed of what is going on and the Sovereign is also freely consulted, who
wields influence more frequently here than in any. other department.

7^* The Home Office; The Secietaiy for Home Affairs, assisted by

his various Under-Secretaries, deals exclusively with domestic affairs Urlike

France, he has nothing to do with the supervision of local government. The
work of the department consists of (1) receiving and transmitting petitions to

the Crown, (2) preparing and counter-signing warrants, (3) administering the

naturalization laws, (4) controlling the London Police, (5) inspecting the

police elsewhere in the country, (6) governing the Channel Islands and the Isle

of Man, (7) advising the Sovereign upon the exercise of the power of pardon

and (8) approving the arrangements for the circuit judges and others*

Constituted almost on the same line as the Home Office or (he foreign

office, there ere four other departments, viz., (])the India Office, (2) the
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Colonial Office, (3) the War office and (4) the Air Minisjjy. These depatu
ments vt managed by the Secretaries of State, assisted 1^ various Under-
secretaries.

73* The Lord High CbaneeUort There is nothing like a department

of Justice in England, as on the Continent or in America. The work is divided

among several officials, the most prominent being the Lord High Chancellor.

Originally, he was merely the King’s scribe. In time, he became a trusted a().

viser and the redress of grievances for which the common law made no provi.

sion, came into his hands. After the fusion of the common law and equity

courts in 1873-76, the control of judicial appointmenta passed ino his hands

He is the chief Judge in the High Court of Justice and in the Court of Appeals;

he is the law-member of the Cabinet and gives his colleagues expert advice
; he

appoints and removes the County Court Judges and presides in the House of

Lords. There are two other important officers, the Attorney-General, and his

colleague and substitute, the Solicitor-General who are known as the 'Taw
Officers of the Crown** and represent the Crown in legal proceedings, espe-

cially in criminal and political trials.

74* Varioua Boardat Various administrative Boards, of comparatively

recent origin, are established not for direct administration, but for supervision

and regulation of private organisations and of local authorities. At the head of

each Board is a President known as the First Commissoner, who performs

the work aided by Jiis staff and a parliAmentary UnderSecretBTy* Nominally,

there are other members including the Secretaries of State and certain

other important petsoaSf but the Board so composed never actually meets.

The Board of Trade, the Board of Eduaition, the Board of Works, the Local

Government Board, the Board of Agriculture and others fall into this category.

They are in fact so many Committees of the Privy Council,

76. Cabinet : The oldest body of King*s advisers, known to the law

of England, is the Privy Council. The number of Councillors is not fixed;

at the present day it is about three hundred. Such a body is too large to admit

of the requisite despatch and secrecy and hence a smaller group which is now
known as the Cabinet was formed. Although unknown to law, this small

body is the most important council in the governmental system of the country.

A Cabinet Member has authority and is known to la'w as a Privy Councillor

The Privy Council is only a formal institution now and meets only on cere-

monial occasions, as important state functions can be legally performed in its

name by as few as three of its members. Hence, any ordinary meeting of
the Cabinet fulfills all legal requirements for a meeting of the Council In fact,

the Cabinet is one of the Committees of the Council; there are various other

Committees carrying on continuous and important work, e. gf«, the Judicial

Ccmmitlee for hearing appeals from Courts outside the United Kingdom as

also the various Boards mentioned above.
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76* Compopltkm: AU those members of the Ministry, with the excc

ption of three or four, who direct the affairs of the main departments and

collectively shape the policy and manage the conduct of the government, as a

group, form the Cabinet. As a body it ia unknown to law; its members derive

their executive functions from their a{:^}ointment to a minisrerial post and their

advisory functions form their membership in the Privy Council Most of them

gain admission to the Privy Council because of their appointment to ministerial

posts. It invariably includes all the Secretaries of State, the First Lord cf

the Treasury, the Lord Chancellor, the ChancelloroF the Exchequer, the First

Lord of the Admiralty, the Lord President of the Privy Council and the Lord

Privy Seal, the last having no executive functions to perform* Beyond this,

it is left to the discretion of the Prime Minister, whether to include a Minister

in the Cabinet or not. His decision may be influenced by the wishes of the

Minister concerned, or by the importance of his office for the moment or by

party interests At any rate, the number of members has never been fixed; and

in fact the size of the group has steadily increased. Thus, it will_be noted that

“Cabinet** is a snmller^rc^p formed out of the “Ministry.**

77. SetaetfoB of Minlateiat When a new Ministry is to be formed the

King sends for the man, who is best able to command a majority in the House

of Commons, names him the Prime Minister and asks him to form a Ministry.

The King's choice in the matter is limited, by a longstanding convention, to the

recognized leader of the party that is in majority in the Commons and he cannot

do otherwise The Premier so selected nominates in his turn, other members

of Iwth the Ministry and the Cabinet, in consultation with the leading mem'

bers of the party. The list of these nominees is placed in the hands of the

King, who formally approves of the same and then the list is published in the

Gazette. The persons named therein are, in theory, said to have been chosen

by the King to occupy the several posts. The “Cabinet" as such is not men

tioned officially. The Premier top has not a free hand in the matter of selection;

he has also to comply with certain prindples. Firstly, all the members selected

by him must have seats in one or the other of the two Houses, and secondly,

all of them must be identified with the party in power or at least with an allied

political group If it is desired to bestow a ministerial post upon a man who
ia not a member of either House the difticulty may be got over either by

making him a peer, which would entitle him to a seat in the House of Lords,

or by procuring his election to a seat in the House of Commons. Besides, a

Statute of 1858^ prevents more than five principal Secretaries of State and five

Under-Secretaries from sitting in one House at the same time and the Lord

Privy Seal, the Lord High Chancellor and the Lord President of the Council

almost invariably belong to the House of Lords, Beyond this, there is no

positive requirement, in either law or custom.
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78* The Recent ETent: The provisions of the Act of 1858 were vio^

leted by the present Premier Mr* Macdon&ld while forming his Labour Cabinet

(in 1929X inasmuch as more than requisite number of principal Secretaries

of State and Under*Secretaries were selected from the House of Commons*

After the Cabinet was formed the Premier’s attention was drawn to the legal

defect in its formation and he was obliged to re^shuffle the various offices.

Dr. Drummond Shiels, who was formerly appointed Parliamentary Under-Sec-

retary of State for India, was transferred to the Colonial Office and Earl

Russel was appointed in his place. Mr* Arthur Ponsonby took the place of Eari

Russel in the Ministry of Transport and instead of being the Under-Secretary

he became the Parliamentary Secretary. The Indemnity Act was also passed to

validate the appointment of all these Ministers and to indemnify them against

the penal consequences incurred by them by sitting and voting in the House of

Commons while holding offices to which they were not legally entitled.

79* Unity, the chief requiiite: The Premier brings together persons, who
will work together most effectively, to fill the various posts* They need not

be the ablest men available in the Parliament* Unity and party harmony

are the most necessary requisites. U is the obligation of every Cabinet mem-
ber to agree, or to appear to agree, with his colleagues. If he is unable to do so,

he must resign x
'*‘*80; ReaponaiblUty of MinUtcfst Every Minister* whether or not in the

Cabinet, is, in theory, individuaily responsible to parliament* i, e*, to the

House of Commons for all his public acts; and h# has to resign if he is made

the object of a vote of censure. //{ practice, responsibility of the Cabinet

is collective and not individual. If an individual Minister falls into disfa-

vour he is either persuaded by his colleagues to modify his course or to resign

before an adverse Parliamentary vote is passed, If not* the Cabinet as a

whole rallies to his support and stands or falls with him. There are four ways

in which a Parliamentary majority manifests its dissatisfaction with a Cabinet

and thereby compels its resignation! (1) by a simple vote of “want of confi-

dence” assigning no definite reason for it ; (2) by a vote of censure for some

specific act; (3) by defeating the measure which the Cabinet advocates and

declares to be of vital importance; end (4) by passing a bill in opposition to the

advice of the Ministers, When any of these four votes is carried in the Com-
mons the Cabinet can do one of two things: (I) if it is clear that the Cabinet

has lost the support not only of Parliament but also of the electorate, the

Ministry has to resign; (2) if there is doubt as to whether the Parliamentary

majority really represents the country the matter at issue,, the Prime Mi-

nister will be warranted in requesting the King to dissolve Parliament and
to order a general election. In the latter case* the Ministry continues in office

until the general election is over. If the elections return a majority prepared

to support the Ministers, they get anew lease of life. If, on the contrary, the

majority is hostile, the Ministry must retire*

43
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81* Secrecy of Procoedinga : Being collectively responsible to Parlia,

ment» the Cabinet has to present a solid and imposing front and this is done

by keeping its proceedings secret. It is a recc^nised principle that a group of

men^ who have to agree upon and execute a common policy^ will succeed in

doing so only if their differences are not published to the world. Although

notices of Cabinet meetings and the names of the members present appear in

the press, nothing is said about the proceedings or about the decisions arrived

at except what is officially reported. A regular record of all such proceedings

is kept and the Prime Minister's secretary sends a record of every decision to

every member of the Cabinet and to any other Minister or department affected

thereby.

82* The Prime Miidater : Another device to preserve solidarity is the

leadership of the Premier. His office was not recognised by law until 1906,

although for more than a century no public office was comparable with it in vo-

lume of actual power. He is the guiding force in the Ministry and more parti-

cularly in the Cabinet. He presides at Cabinet meetings and advises his

colleagues upon matters affecting the administration's welfare. He holds the

office of the First l»ord of the Treasury in particular, but in general, he exer.

cises supervision and control over all other departments. He is the link between

the Cabinet, the ^grown and Parliament. On behalf of the Cabinet, he

advises the Sovereign and communicates to him information concerning minis-

terial acts and proceedings in Parliament In the House, he is the'Leader

thereof, r<^resents the Cabinet as a whole, makes necessary statements and
speaks upon every general or important projected piece of legislation.

83* Position of the Cabinet t In the English constitution, the Cabinet

is the keystone of the arch. It is a Committee chosen by Parliament to n^le

the nation. It is the link that joins the executive and legislative departments

together It is this body that decides upon the executive and administrative

policies end the Ministers and their subordinates put these policies and the laws

of the land into effect. On the other hand, the Cabinet members also direct

individually and collectively the entire work of legislation. Although private

members may submit bills in either house, it is an unwritten rule that measures

of large importance will recieve the serious attention of the Houses only if they

emanate from, or at all events, have the »:tive support of the Cabinet. In' fact,

private bills, if they deal with large or controversial matters, have very little

chance of being passed.

5. ORGANISATION AND PROCEDURE
84* Annual Settioos : In theory, the law requires that Parliament shall

be convened at least once every three years. In practice, however, meeting?*

are annual. As has been already stated, supplies are voted by Parliament for

a period of one year only at a time, and therefore, annual sessions are neces-

sary* A session generally b^ins in February and continues till August or
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September, with brief intervals for holidays. Both Houses must be summoned

together, though either House may adjourn without the other. A prorogation

which brings a session to a close and a dissolution^ which brings a Parliament

to an end, must be ordered for the two Houses concurrently, nominally by

the King and actually by the Cabinet. The dissolution only puts an end

to the legislative functions of a Parliament. The judicial functions of the

House of Lords continue to be exercised during prorogation or dissolution of

Parliament.

8S« Members for Parliament, U e., for the House of Commons are

elected by various constituencies in the Country, at the general election held,

usually, at the end of every five years. This period of five years is the normal

life of a Parliament, as laid down in the Parliament Act of 1911. But a contin-

gency may arise, when it may be dissolved earlier. If the Cabinet loses confi-

dence of the Lower House, they, instead of resigning office, may advise the

King to dissolve Parliament. So, either in the case of such a contingency or

at the end of the usual period of five years, when Parliament is dissolved,

a fresh general election is held. In theory, the King summons, prorogues or dis.

aolves Parliament at will} in practice, he acts in this matter, as in other functions

of State, on the advice of his Ministers. If a Sovereign dies while Parliament

is either sitting or is in prorogation, it continues to exercise or resumes its fun-

ctions, until it is prorogued or dissolved by bis successor. If a Sovereign dies

after the dissolution of one Parliament and before the date appointed for the

assembling of a new one, the dissolved Parliament meets and continues to

function for a period of six months, unless it is prorogued or dissolved sooner.

In the case of prorogation, the members have to be merely summoned again.

The death or expulsion of a member orhb acceptance of office creates a vacancy

in the House, which is filled up by a bye-election.

86. Election of Speaker c At the beginning of the first session of a new
Parliament the two Houses meet, first of all, in their respective chambers

The Commoners are then summoned to the chamber of the Lords, where the

Letteis Patent authorising the session are read and the Lord Chancellor makes
known the desire of the Crown that the Commons proceed to choose a Speaker.

The Commoners then withdraw to their chamber and proceed with the election

of the Speaker. The newly elected Speaker accompanied by the members
presents himself next day at the bar of the House of Lords, announces his

election and receives the Royal approbation through the Lord Chancellor.

He then demands end receives a guarantee of the ancient and undoubted rights

and privilages of the Commons. They then retire to their quarters

where necessary oaths are administered. After this the Commons have to go to
the House of Lords once again. If the King attends in person, he goes in State

to the House of Lords and sits on the Throne. Then the Lord Chamberlain

asks the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod to command the attendance of the
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Coirmons. If the King does not go, the Lords Commissioners ask the Usher

to desire the Commons' presence. The King (and in his absence the L^fd!

Chancellor) then reads the Speech from the Throne prepared by the Cabinet, in'

which the government programme for the session is set forth. The King than

retires and after that the Commons withdraw to their chamber. The Spe^h

from the Throne is re-read in both Houses and an address in reply is voted by

each House. The session is then open for the introduction of fiscal and legi^Ia*

tive proposals of the Cabinet. If the session is not the first one of a Parliament,

the above procedure, with the exception of the election of the Speaker and ^he

administration of oaths, is repeated.

87* The Speaker i The Speaker is elected at the beginning of each

liament from amongst the members and his tenure of office, unless terminated

by resignation or death, continues through the term of that Parliament. Ho*

minally, the choice of the House is subject to the King's approval, which has

never been refused since 1679. A convention is long since established that

he should not be proposed or seconded by any member occupying a seat on

the Treasury Bench. It has become customary, however, to re elect the

Speaker, if willing to serve. The newly elected Speaker then expre^s^^

his grateful thanks for the high honour conferred on him, before he takes

his seat and then pays a tribute to the retiring Speaker. His functions are

numerous and highly important, regulated partly by rules of the House ^nd

partly by legislation. As president of the House, he is strictly a non-parti^^o

moderator, whose business it is to maintain decorum in deliberations, dePi<^^

points of order, put questions and announce the result of votes. A custon'> as

strong as law forbids him to render help to his own side even by private ad-

vice. He makes no political address when he seeks re-election from his coltsti*

tuency at a general election. He never publicly discusses politics and n^ver

enters a political club. He does not vote except in the event of a tie. He acts

as the spokesman and representative of the House, whether in demanding

privileges, communicating resolutions or issuing warrants. He declares and

interprets the law of the House. Where precedents, rulings and orders of

the House are insufficient or uncertain guides, he has to decide what course

would be more consistent with the usages, tradition and dignity of the H^use

and the rights and interests of its members. By the Parliament Act of l9 IL

he is given the sole power, when douln arises to determine whether a particular

measure is or is not a ^money bill.' The symbol of his authority is the Mace,

which is carried before him when he enters and leaves the House and
on the table before him, when he is in the chair. He has an official residence

and receives a salary of £ 5000 per annum. Upon retirement he is su^e to

receive a pension and a peerage.

88. Other Officers t Besides the Speaker, there are other officers of

the House, viz.f the Clerk and his assistants, the Seargent-at-Arms and his
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deputies, tne Cheplains, and the Chairman and Deputy Chairman of Ways
and Means. The Clerk and hi& assistants are non-political officers appointed

for life. The Clerk signs all orders of the House, endorses bills sent or returned

to the House of Lords, records the proceedings and with the concurrence of the

Speaker supervises the preparation of the Official Journal. The Seargent at-

Arms and his deputies are also non-pcditical officers and are appointed for life.

They attend the Speaker, enforce the Housers orders and present at the bar of

the House persons ordered or qualified to be so presented. The Chairman of

Ways and Means fand in his absence the Deputy Chairman) presides over the

deliberations of the House, when it sits as a Committee of the Whole, and

exercises supervision over private bills. Though they are political officers,

they preserve a strictly non-partisan attitude, in both capacities. They are

elected for the term of a single Parliament by the House.

89« Salary for memhera t In the Middle Ages, representatives to

Parliament from counties and boroughs received some compensation from their

constituents. Many constituencies considered this a burden and applied to be

discharged from this costly privilege of sending a representative. During the

Tudor period, the payment of members became obsolete. ^As is well known, the

cost of election and of maintaining oneself as a member of Parliament practically

debarred men of slender means for centuri^ from getting a seat. After 1900,

the Labour party began to subsidiae its needy representatives and for that pur

pose dues were collected from various labour organisations. 1 his was declared

contrary to law by the House of Lords, on an appeal, in December 19v^9. This

decision gave fresh impetus to an agitation started by the Chartists three-quarters

of a century ago, for payment to members so that ptx>r but capable men might

not be kept out of the Commons. Consequently, a resolution was carried in the

House of Commons on 10th August 1911, for the payment of a salary of

£ 400/- ayear to every member of the House, excluding any member who is for

the time being in receipt of a salary as an officer of the House, or as a Minister

or as an officer of His Majesty’s Household.’* The Unionists and the Liberals

were opposed to the innovation, but in due course, the measure became law.

90* The House of Lords and its officers: Although the two Houses

are convened together, the sittings of the Lords are briefer and more leisurely

than those of the Commons. Normally, the House meets four times a we^
and the sittings are concluded within an hour. Attendance is always scant

except on formal occasions and at times when a measure, in whose fate the

members are specially interested, is under consideration.

The Lord Chancellor^ appointed by the King on the advice of the Premier,

is the presiding officer. He may or may not be a peer. If he is not a peer, he

will not be a member of the House. If he is a peer he may speak and vote but

he has no casting vote. His position is purely formal and has no powers even

of a moderator. In his absence, one of the deputy officers presides.
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Amongst other officers are t (1> the Clcrit of Parliament, who keeps the

records, (2) the Seargent^at-Arms, who attends on the Presiding official and acts

as the custodian of the Mace, and (3) the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod*

whose function is to summon the Commons when their attendance is required

and to play useful part on ceremonial occasions. These three officials owa

their position to governmental appointments. One important officer that the

House itself elects is the Lord Chairman of Committees, who presides in tha

Committee of the Whole.

01* CoDimitteea t Five kinds of Committees are devised to economise

the time of the House of Commons. (1) Tht CoitimiftBC of the Whol^^

This is simply the House of Commons presided over by the Chairman 0^

Ways and Means or his deputy, in place of the Speaker. It acts under rules of

procedure which permit almost unrestricted discussion and free consideration

of the details of a measure. When the subject in hand relates to the revenues

it is known as theCommittee of Ways and Means, and when to appropriations,

as the Committee of Supply. (2) Select Committees on pu6Zic bills. Each of

these Committees consists of fifteen members and is selected either by the House

or the Committee of Selection to investigate and report upon specific subjects

or measures. It keeps detailed reports of its proceedings, which is included

with its formal report, in the published Parliamentary papers of the session*

It passes out of existence after it has fulfilled the immediate purpose for whifh

it is set up. (5) Sessional Committees on public bills^ and {A) Standing

Committees on public bills are also bodies of almost the same t>pe as Select

Committees appointed to investigate and report upon particular measures*

Select Committees appointed for an entire year arc known as Sessional Corn*

mittees, e.g», the Committee on Public Accounts A Standing Committee may

also include not fewer than ten and not more than fifteen temporary members,

who may be experts on the subject in hand. (5) Committees on private bills

are similarly appointed to investigate i,nd report upon private measures.

The Committee of Selectionf already referred to above, consists of eleven

members chosen by the House at the beginning of each session, after a confei*.

ence between the leaders of the Government and of the Opposition, which

ignores party lines. It appoints members of Select Committees, of Standing

Committees and of Committees on private and local bills. It also designates a

** Chairman Panel ’*
of eight to twelve members, which selects the Chairman

for each Committee from amongst the ranks of that particular Committee.

02« Procedure t As has already been stated, private members' bills

have very little chance of passing, especially if they are not likely to get support

of the majority, H the Cabinet is opposed to it j and in fact very little time

is allowed for the consideration of such bills. The number of such bills has

steadily decreased. It is the Cabinet that really legislates with the advice aqd
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Ussent of Parliament. It decides what measures are to be brought before the

Houses^ introduces themi presses for their passage, takes full responsibility for

them after they are passed, and gives up the attempt to govern, if any of them

is rejected by the Commons. Such measures are known as the
* Government

Bills/ The private members are entitled to criticise these measures or propose

amendments to them, besides having a right to bring in a few motions and biUs

of their own, if they so desire. It does not follow, however, that the Cabinet's

action is arbitrary* It always feels the pulse of the majority in the Commons
and keeps a vigilant watch on the expressions of public feeling outside* In the

domain of executive and administrative work, these Ministers are answerable

to the House of Commons, singly In small matters and collectively In important

ones. Any member of the House can address a question, subject to the

Speaker's judgment as to its propriety* , to any Minister, with aview to obtain

information. Except in special cases, notice of questions must be given at least

one day in advance and half an hour or more is allowed at four sittings every

week for asking and answering such questions. A Minister may answer or

decline to answer, but unless a refusal can be shown to arise from legitimate

considerations of public interests, Us political effect may be embarrassing. If

the matter is an important one, and the House is not satisfied with the Minister's

reply, the questioner may ask leave to 'move an adjournment of the House',

and if forty members support his request, a debate, nominally on the motion,

but really on the substance of the question, takes place. If the Government
opposes the motion and is defeated, it must resign, or at least the Minister

concerned must. This right of asking questions is liable to abuse, but at the

same time it is a valuable safeguard against maladministration. It is an effect*

ive raetAocf o/frnngmgffreserfrtnV.i’igiVo^ orfrcwnr fo Aear on the action or

inaction of the executive Any member has a right to bring forward a motion

censuring the Government as a whde or any Minister or department thereof.

If a motion of this sort emanates from the leader of the Opposition it leads to a

'vote of non.confidence' upon whose result :may hang the fate of the Ministry,

Beyond this, Parliament does not interfere in the details of administration.

It does not try to meddle into the internal organisation of the department^ or

the appointment of their officials. Although, the legislative and administrative

functions are united in the hands of the same persons, organically they ere

1, In July 1930, Feuutf Brockv^, a labour M. P. asked a question to get information

ooncernlng political situation iu India. i;bo reply given by Mr. Macdonald, the Prime MIqi^
ter, was not satisfaetory and Mr. Brockwey insisted upon further Information. He was suppor-

ted by one Mr. Beckett, also a licbour M. P., end both of them created disturbance In the

Mouse. The Bpoaker did not consider the action of the two members proper, buspen^ad

them in ezeroise of his povrer and asked them to leave the House. Mr, Beckett while going

eslzcd the Mooo of the Speaker and tiled to carry it away. The Sargeent-at-Arms got it hack
from him and restond it to its usual place. This was oousldered an affront to the Hou^e
even by the Labour party and'rebolved to make Mr. Beckett apologiae to the House for i„|,

action.
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always kept separate. It rarely happens that a Ministry will be turned out of

office because of its executive acts. So long as the legislative programme holds

the support of the Commons, their tenure of office remains unbroken.

93f Public Bills : Before a measure can become law, it has to go

through various stages, in both Houses, designed with a view to prevent hasty

and ilhadvised legislation. As a rule, bills may be introduced in either House,

by the Government or by a private meml^r. There are certain classes of bills,

however, which must originate in one only of the two Houses. Thus, money,

bills originate in the Commons and bills of attainder and other judicial hills in

the Lords, only. The procedure in both Houses is substantially the same,

except this that amendments to bills may be introduced in the Lords at any

stage, but in the Commons at only stipulated stages. The methods of con.

ducting business in the Upper House are more elastic than those prevailing in

the Lower one«

The first siase is the drafting of the bill. If it is a Cabinet measure it

is drafted by one of the two officials known as Parliamentary Counsel to the

Treasury or by some independent expert specially engaged. The private mem.
ber's bill fs either drafted by himself or by anyone whom he may employ for

the purpose and bears on its back the name of such member.

The next stage is the introduction of the bill, so prepared, in the House

for the first reading* Some very important Government bills are introduced

at this stage with a speech explaining at length the nature of the bill, which is

followed by a debate and a vote, sometimes consuming several sittings in the

process. In all other cases, this stage has become a mere formality. The
member wishing to introduce the bill ^ves notice to that effect and circulates

printed copies of the seme among the members of the House, technically known

as ^laying the bill on the table’. The discussion at this stage, if at all, relates to

general principles rather than to details. If a bill is to be killed at its first read-

ing, a motion is adopted to the effect that the bill be read a second time at some

date falling beyond the anticipated limits of the session.

At the second reading of the bill opportunity, lor debate is first afforded,

when its principles as well as ^some of its details may be discussed. The bill

that survives the second reading, goes to a Committee. If it is a money.>bjll#

or a bill for confirming a provisional order, or if, on other grounds, the House

so directs, the bill goes to the Committee of the Whole; otherwise, it goes to

one of the Standing Committees assigned by the Speaker. It may, however, be

referred to a Select Committee instead and after it is returned by that Com-
mittee it goes to the Committee of the Whole or to one of the Standing Com*
mittees. At this stage, the bill is thoroughly considered jn ail its details and

amendments introduced. If reported by a Standing Committee or in amended
form by the Committee of the Whole, it is considered by the House afresh and
in some detail. This is known as the **report stage^*. This stage is sometimes
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dmmitted. Finally comes the third readingt the question now being whether

the House approves of the measure as a whole. Any amendment, beyond ver-

bal changes at this stage, makes it necessary to recommit. The whole stage may
take several days or several weeks. It is not impossible, however, for the entire

process to be completed during the period of a sitting. The bill is then taken to

the other House where it goes through substantially the same procedure If

amendments are introduced, it is sent back to the originating House where sug-

gested changes are considered. If they are agreed to, the bill is deposited with the

House of Lords to aweit the Royal assent and after having been so assented to

as a matter of course, is proclaimed as law. If the amendments are rejected by

the originating House and an agreement between the Houses cannot be

reached, the bill fails.

94« Money Bills : The procedure for money bills is a little different.

After the Parliament Act of 19tl, the authority of Parliament in the domain

of finance is wielded solely by the House of Commons. The first step is the pre-

paration of the estimates^ by the executive, every year, concerning expenditure

on Supply Services, which require annual authorisation from Parliament The
expenditure on the Consolidated Fund Services although subject to alteration

by Parliament, are authorised by permanent Acts. Three fundamental rules

are to be observed : (!) No motion entailing a charge on the public revenue

can be entertained unless the outlay is asked for or supported by the Crown.

This prevents private members from introducing appropriation bills or resolu

tiona. (2) Every request for funds should be submitted in the form of an esti-

mate, i.e., a document containing careful calculation of the amount needed

for a designated purpose, with a demand that the amount be granted for the

purpose specified. (3) All such estimates shall be examined and approved of

by the Treasury.

The work of preparing these estimates begins as early as October 1, pre-

ceding the fiscal year to which they relate, when the Treasury sends a circular

to all the departments to make up and submit their esiimates. Throughout

the work, closest contact is maintained with the Treasury and all alterations

of the existing arrange nents are referred to it Asa result, the estimates

finally submitted to the Treasury represent the statement of proposals already

agreed to between the various departments and the Treasury, Matters of gene-

ral policy likely to entail large expenditure are thrashed out in conference

between the Treasury and the department concerned, and also, in Cabinet dis-

cussions

The estimates thus become ready by the time Parliament meets in Febru^

ary, when they are presented during the first two weeks of the session. The
House resolves itself into a Committee of Supply, sitting under the president-

ship of the Chairman of the Committees and proceeds to consider the estimates

by successive votes. The estimates are grouped in about 150 divisions for the

44
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purpose of discussion and a separate vote is taken on each of them in the form

of a resolution. Every such resolution is re^adopted in the form of a bill and

eventually all these bills are gathered into one grand Appropriation Act. During

the process* a private member can move a reduction but not an increase in a

demand. The Committee of Supply <^n vote the grant asked for or refuse t.

It cannot increase it, annex a condition or alter its destination* but it may
induce the Government to introduce a revised estimate.

While this work is going on* the Treasury also keeps ready the estimates

of revenue which can be expected from existing taxes, from proposed increases

in the same and from the new taxes pr^osed to be levied. Soon after the open,

ing of the financial year on April 1* the House is reconstituted as the Com-
mittee of Ways and Means and the Chancellor of the Exchequer presents these

estimates* known as his budget* This financial statement is buttressed by

other documents giving in great detail the estimated income and expenditure of

the year. These estimates of income are considered in the same way as esti-

mates of expenditure and the resolutions adopted thereon are incorporated in

bills These are gathered in two main Acts^the Finance Act, reimposing the

tea duty and the income tax and the Revenue Acf^ giving effect to amendments

of the revenue laws passed by the House. Private members are not allowed

to move new taxationi they can only move to repeal or reduce taxes which

the Government has not proposed to alter.

0o« Private Bills t Botha Government bill and a private member^s

bill are public bills* if they affect the general interests of the state and have

for their object the promotion of common good. A private bill* on the other

hand* is one which has in view the interests of some particular locality* person

or class of persons. The most common object of such bills is to enable persons

to enter into combinations to undertake works of public utility, such as*

building of railways or harbours* the supply of gas, electricity or water* and

such other enterprizes. The promoters as well as opponents of such bills have

to pay the prescribed fees.

After being examined and approved of by Parliamentary officials known
as Examiners of Petitions on Private Bills* a private bill is introdueed in one

of the Houses. That introduction serves as 'its first reading. At the second

readini,
,
a debate on the principle of the measure may take place. If opposed,

it is referred to a Private Bill Committee* consisting of four members and one

disinterested referee; if it is not opposed* (.€•* if no adverse petition is filed by
property owners, corporation or other interests, the Committee is composed of

the Chairman and Deputy Chairmen of Ways end Means* two other members

of the House, appointed by the Committee of Selection and the Counsel to the

Speaker. The committee stage of a contested bill assumes a judicial aspect,

promoters and opponents are represented by Counsel, v^itnesses are examined

and expert testimony is taken. After being reported* the Bill goes through
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the procedure as public bills and becomes an Act. One thing nnust, however,

be observed' It has now become common for the promotion of such enter-

prises to make use of the device known as proWs/onaf Such an

order is issued, after investigation by a government department authorising

provisionally the undertaking of the pcoj^t. Such orders are submitted to the

Houses in batches by the several departments and their ratification is virtually

assured in advance.

96. Hybrid Billet There may be some bills, which are partly public

and partly private in contents. They are handled under some circumstances

similar to the one and under others similar to the other or even under a pro-

cedure combining features of both.

97* Roles of the Hoose x Various rules are devised for the conduct of

bu'^iness in the House of Commons. They coMiat ot {\) standing orders

which are of a permanent character, (2) sessional orders^ operative during a

session only, and (3) general orders, indeterminate in respect to the period of

application.

While speaking, the members address their remarks to the Speaker, and

when more than one desire to speak, the Speaker designates with scrupulous

impartiality, who shall have the ‘floor* of the House. When a ‘division' is in

progress, the members speak seated and covered^ at all other times they speak

standing and bare-headed. No member h allowed to read his speech from a

manuscript The Speaker has the fight not only to warn against irrelevance

or repetition, but also to compel a member to terminate his speech. A member

whose conduct is reprehensible may be ordered to withdraw and upon a vole

of the House, may be suspended from service. A member may not speak twice

upon the same question except in Committee although he may be allowed to

explain portion of his speech, which has been misund erstood. The Speaker

may decline to put a motion if he considers it dilatory.

There are three specie/ devices to keep the debate within bounds of time

and these arc different forms of closure. ( 1) Simple closure is now incorporated

in Standing Order 26, which says* “After a question has been proposed, a

me Tiber rising in his place may cltum to move ‘that the Question be now put*

and unless it shall appear to the Chair that such a motion is an abuse of the

Rules of the House or an infringement of the rights of the minority, the question

“ihai the Question be now put’* shall be put forthwith and decided without

amendment or debate.” Discussion may thus be cut off instantly and a vote

brought on. For this motion to be operative, there must be at least 100

members voting in the majority for its adoption, in the House, and at least

twenty, in a Standing Committee. (2) The Ga///0//ne is a closure by com-

partments. When this is employed the House agrees in advance upon an

allotment of time to the various narts or stages of the measure and at the
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expiration of each period the debate is closed and a vote is taken. (3) The
Kangaroo is a form of closure in which the Speaker is authorised by the House

to pick out for discussion from the amendments proposed for any clause those

which he considers most important* Thereupon a debate can take place on

those particular amendments only and on no others* The form is so nick«

named because the Speaker hops Kangaroo*fashion from amendment to

amendment*

When vote is taken, the Speaker calls for 'ayes’ and 'noes*. He announces

the apparent result and the vote is so rea>rded if his decision is not challenged.

If it is challenged, strangers are asked to withdraw, except from the places re-

served for them, electric bells are rung thrcMighout the building, the two minute

sand-glass is turned and at the expiration of the time the doors are locked. The

question is then repeated and another oral vote is taken. If any member still

refuses to accept, the Speaker orders a division* The 'ayes’ pass into the

lobby at the Speaker’s right and the 'noea* into that at his left* F::ur tellers

are designated by the Speaker, two from each side, who count the members as

they return to their places in the House The result is then announced by the

Speaker.

Q8« The Rules in the House of Lords} The rules in the House of Lords

are more simple. All measures of importance, after two readings, are considered

in the Committee of the Whole and then referred to a Standing Committee for

textual revision. The measure comes back to the House reported and is then

finally adopted or rejected. Committees are appointed for the session or created

from time to time, as and when required* Important questions are decided as

a rule, by a division. The ’ayes’ pass into the lobby at the right of the

W’oolsack and the 'noes’ into that at its left. They are counted by tellers

appointed by the presiding officer. The neutrals take their stand on 'the steps

of the Throne’*

89» Records of Parliairent: It was after 1834 that provision was made
for the accomodation of reporters. Despite that, the records published were frag-

mentary and inaccurate* In 1869, the firm of T. C> Hansard began to publish

the Register and the Debates which subsequently passed into the hands of

other publishers* In 1877 the Government began to subsidize the publication,

which still remained unofficial. In 1909, private enterprise was replaced by

official publication The task of preparing it was entrusted in each House to a

staff of its own reporters. The records of each day’s debates in the Commons
are now prepared by these reporters and are distributed in an unrevised form

to members next morning by breakfast time* The House of Lords, however,

does not permit to put its reports into print until the members have had an op

portunity to revise the proof-sheets of their speeches*
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CHAPTER V

SOVEREIGNTY OF PARLIAMENT

100« Exclusive Power of Law-'msking : Parliament^ as has already

been stated, is the supreme authority in all matters concerning the State It has

I right to make or unmake any law, and by Maw* we mean any rule which will

be enforced by the Court. The law of England recognizes no other person or

body as having authority to override or set aside the law made by Parliament.

This exclusive right or power of law-making is not confined to the United

Kingdom; it extends to every part of the British Empire, except the Crown

Colonies. This right or power is known as the Soveteignty of Parliatnent,

lOl* Sovereignty of Parliamenti Its positive Sidet Every legislative

act of Parliament will be obeyed and enforced by the Courts, hhas a supreme

and unlimited legislative authority, which can be seen in a large number of in-

stances, e,g., the Septennial Actt whereby the then Parliament extended its life

from three to seven years. It was a supreme display of legislative authority,

inasmuch as the members then constituting the House of Commons were elec-

ted to represent the nation only for three years. By extending their term of

office, Parliament deprived the electors of the right of choosing better men in

their places. It was direct usurpation of the rights of the people. This proves

that from the viewpoint of constitutional law, members once elected constitute

a Parliament which is neither the agent nor the trustee for its constituents.

Even the succession to the Throne is regulated by this body, by an Act. It is

legally the supreme legislative power in the State. This is so both with respect

to public as well as private rights of the people. Parliament has habitually

given privileges to particular persons or bodies imposing duties or liabilities

upon other persons, the Railway Acts or other local and private Acts,

Although private rights are held sacred, Parliament is entitled to enterfere with

them by such Acts. Such enactments being the legalisation of illegality are the

highest exertion and crowning proof of the Sovereignty of Parliament.

A few other Acts may be mentioned as evidencing the supreme authority

of Parliament. Tftg Act of SettUmeg} was passed in 1700, fixing the decent

of the Crown upon Princess Sophia and heirs of her body. The present King
therefore occupies the throne by virtue of a Parliamentary title derived from

that Act. Parliament, if it so chooses, may repeal that Act and drive away the

King. Thg of^Union, with Scotland in 17C0 and with Ireland in 1707
are also instances of the Sovereignty of Parliament It was by virtue of those

Acts that Scotland and Ireland lost their separate existance and became united

with England into the United Kingdom. An Acf o/ /nrfc/n/zzVy, w^icM legali-

ses illegalities, constitutes the highest exertion and crowning proof of sovereign

power. The object of such Acts is to free persons, who have broken the law.
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from responsibility for its breachf imd thus make lawful, transactions which

at the time they took place were unlawful.

102* Its Negative Side: There is no other competing legislative

pow^t who can contravene the sovereign power of Parliament. No Court

will obey or enforce rules made in contravention of any Act of Parliament. At

one time, the King, each of the two Houses of Parliament^ the electors, and the

Courts of law claimed or might appear to have claimed to possess and exercise,

singly, independent legislative powers. On minute examination, however,

that claim seems to have been founded on erroneous notions, and cannot be

upheld.

(a) The King once possessed legislative authority, which, strictly speaking,

resided in the ^'King in Council.*' Side by side with Parliamentary legislation

there existed a system of Royal legislation under the form of Ordinances. He
was given the authority by an Act (31 Henry VIII, c. 8) in 1539 to issue

Proclamations. This was the highest mark of legislative authority ever reached

by the Crown. These Proclamations and Ordinances had the force of law and

were recognised and enforced by the Courts The repeal of the said Act has ^

rendered legislation by means of Proclamations impossible The Proclamations

now have no more weight than what they might possess at common law. IX^hile

the repeal of this Act has stopped the King from becoming a despot, it has de>

prived the executive of a power which would have been of great utility. Foreign

legislatures generally confine themselves to laying down general principles

of law and leave the executive free to work out its details; the English Parlia^

mentary legislation is cumbrous because It endeavours to work it out in all its

details. These Proclamations now have, in no sense, the force of law; they are'

issued only to call attention of the public to some law. They cannot them

selves impose any legal obligations, which are not in fact already imposed

either by common law or by some Act of Parliament.

ib) Two Hoaaea of ParlUmentr Both Houses, and especially, the House

of Commons once claimed that their resolutions have something like lega^

authority. This claim, however, cannot be supported. At the same time, thi

much is certain that each House has complete control over its own proceeding

and can protect itself by committ'ng for contempt the person who offends it.

No Court will enquire into the mode by which the House exercises these powers,

which it by law possess. The principle that the resolution of neither House is

law, is well illustrated by the case of Stockdale V. Hansard* In this case the

defendant Hansard was authorised by the resolutions of both Houses to

publish their proceedings and sell them outside. One of the publications con*

tained some defamatory statement about the plaintiff Stockdale, who filed a

suit for damages against Hansard. The defendant pleaded that he was pra«

tected by the resolutions of both Houses. The Court decreed the suit in

Stockdale^ favour, saying that the resolutions of either House had no legal
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authority and cannot change the law of the land, L e., they cannot render libel.

{ous~matter nondibellous.^

The Sheriff of Middlesex attached the goods of the defendant Hansard^

in obedience to the decree of the Court as its officer. The Sheriff was there.,

upon imprisoned for contempt under a warrant issued by the Speaker of the

House of Commons. The warrant did not specify any reason for such coni,

mitment; it merely expressed the commitment to be for contempt. When the

Sheriff was brought before the Court on a writ of Habeas Corpus, the jud^e

refused to enquire into the alleged contempt and protect its own officer from

being imprisoned by the Commons, on the ground that the House had com.

plete control over its own proceedings and a right to protect itself by committing

for contempt any person, who commits any injury against or offers an affrotit

to the House and no Court can enquire into the mode in which it exercises

au^ power.^

In consequence of this controversy an Act was passed to give summary-

protection to persons employed in publishing Parliamentary papers by the order

of either House. The necessity of such an Act proves that the resolution r>f

either House has no force of law, so as to alter, suspend, or supersede thereby

any existing law of the land.

(c) Th« Electors: Likewise, the electors, /• e., those entitled to elect by

their votes members for Parliament, have no legislative authority. It is som^.

tii^s asserted in political discussions that this body of voters possesses sortie

kind of legislative authority. No doubt, their wishes often influence the action

of Parliament, but their sole legal ri^t under the constitution is to elect

members of Parliament. .They can only influence legislation indirectly through

their representatives! they cannot make or unmake any law directly. JSo
Court will say an Act is invalid because it is not supported by the opinion

the electorate. Their opinion can only be expressed through Parliament* Folj.

tical sovereignty, to a certain extent, is no doubt vested in electors.

(d) The Courts of Law: We often hear about judge^made law. The
Law Courts, in fact, do not make any new law. Their habit of adherence to

precedents, i. e., their tendency to decide one case in accordance with the princi.

pies established in a former case, leads to gradual formation of fixed rules fcjr

decision. These rules are in effect law. This legislation by the judges i^^

however, subordinate legislation, based on their interpretation of Parliamentary

Statutes. They cannot, by this procedure, repeal any Statute and thus interfere

with the supremacy of Parliament. On the other hand. Parliament exercises

supervision over the law of the judges and often overrides the same, if it do^s

not approve of it*

1 03. Limitations on Parliament’s Power : Various suggestions havg

1. b'oT fulloi dlecumion o{ tha privilegeb of tho two Hoaeea, with pattioulu r«f«rouoo
Uiobu two oaaes, see Clisptei 3.
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been made as to possible limitations on the authority of Parliament^ but none

of them is countenanced by English Law* Three such alleged limiiatiQns

may be considered heret

(1) Private and Public Moral Law : It is suggested that if Acts of Par

liament are opposed to the principles of morality, L C , private moral law or t©

the doctrines of International Law, /. e

»

public moral law, they are invalid By
this it is meant that Parliament cannot make any law opposed to private or

public morality. This assertion is to be taken in a very restricted sense. In

theory, there is no such limitation on the power of Parliament Even if ParlU.

meet passed an Act opposed to morality, it will still be law. The advocates of

motaUty go even so far as to assert that the Courts will refuse to enforce such

laws. In reality, this only means that judges will give such meaning and

interpretation to the Statute as may be consistent with the doctrines of private

or international morality. In doing so, they will presume that Parliament did

not intend to violate those doctrines. But under no circumstances can this

doctrine repeal or over-ride the law enacted by Parliament.

(2) Prerogative of the Crownt It^jilso asserted that Parliament has no

power to touch the prerogative of the Crown, This is a matter of history,^ 7 he

Crown did possess once very wide and indefinite powers under the name of

^^prerogative,'' and it was also asserted by some of the Kings that this prtro*

gative was superior to the ordinary law of the land, Jt cost Charles i his head.

No doubt certain powers are still left by Uw in the hands of the Crowr, but

only in theory; these powers are, in practice, exercised in the name of the

Crown by the executive, who are responsible to Parliament for all their official

acts. Many of the powers once en;oyedby the Crown, in the name of prero-

g^ive, are either abolished or modified by Parliamentary Statutes; those that

are still left in the hands of the Crown can equally be abolished or modified by

the same body. Any Act of Parliament affecting the prerogative will be en>

forced by the Courts like any other Act and its validity will never be questicjn

ed by them.

(3) Euactmeote of preceding Parliamenlt : That the legislative authority

of an existing Parliament is limited by the enactments of preceding Parliamerits,

is asserted by some writers. This is sometimes asserted even in Acts of

Parliament Such attempts though often made have always proved futile.

In law, no parliament can tie the hands of its successors for all time to come
Various Statutes had been so framed intended to last for ever and some of these

have been either repealed or modified, already A few instances may be quoted*

The Act of Uaiop with Ireland, passed in_ 1707, united the Churches, of

England and Ireland and made provision for the discipline and government of

the United Church to remain in full force for ever. The Irish Church Act,

1869 buj)erseded the said Act andi>m.3& end tp that arrangi^ent. Another

r. See Chapters 2 and i
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Stance is that of the Act oLUnion. ^ith Scotland (1700X which required

every professor of Scottish University as a fundamental condition, to subscribe

to the Confession of Faith. But the University (Scotland) Act, 1858,

relieved the professors from this burden. Some point at the Taxation of

Cc^gnies Act, 1778, as a very strong instance of this possible litnitation on

Parliament's power. It provided that “Parliament will not impose any duty,

tax or assessment whatever, payable in any of His Majesty's Colonies, pro*'

vinces and plantations in North America CM* the West Indies, except only such

duties, as it may be expedient to impose for the regulation of commerce, the

net produce of such duties to be always paid and applied to and for the use of

the colony, province or plantation in which levied." There is nothing in the

law or the conventions of the constitution to prevent the present-day Parliament

from altering or amending this enactment* Although prudence and policy

may condemn the repeal of this Act, there is no legal difficulty in doing so in

the way of Parliament. It is certain that no particular Parliament can bind its

successor, an equally sovereign body, perpetually by its enactment. Similarly,

a person or body possessing sovereign power, and while retaining the same,

cannot restrict its own powers by any particular enactment. It must not be

understood, however, that a sovereign body rannot put an end to its sovereign-

ty. It can do so by putting an end to its own existence in two ways : (a) It can

dissolve itself without providing means for the constitution or composition of

another sovereign body in its place, (b) It can transfer its own sovereign

power to another person or body. This was what the separate Parliaments of

England, Scotland and Ireland did by the Acts of Union, referred to above, by

putting an end to their own separate existence and by transferring their own
sovereign power to the united Parliament of the United Kingdom.

Thus the sovereignty of Parliameat is complete both on its positive and

negative side* It can legislate on any subject whatever and no rival power can

interfere with that authority. None of the limitations alleged to be imposed

by law on this authority has any real existence. This legislative supremacy of

Parliament is the very keystone of the English Constitution.

104* Dlfficultiei in accepting the Pectrise : But some persons expe-

rience two kinds of difficulties in accepting this doctrine of Parliamentary

sovereignty as true. They say i (1) sovereignty resides either in Parliament or

electors; (2) there are many enactments which Parliament never would and

never could pass. Hence the doctrine is no better than a legal fiction. Let us

examine these difficulties.

(1) Legal and Political Sover^gnty r sovereignty^^ means the power
of making laws, unrestricted by any legal limit placed on its authority, that

**legal sovereignty*' resides in Pariiament. This is a strictly legal sense of the

term. "Politically*, however, the electors arc the body in which thesovereign

power is vested. No doubt, the present arrangements of the constitution are

45 —

^
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such that the will of the electors shall always assert itself in the end, by regular

and constitutional means at the time of election. But this is a political, not a

legal fact* The Courts take no notice of the will of the electors. They will

not question the validity of a Statute because it is in opposition to the wishes

of the electors. It is asserted, that the members of the House of Commons
are **irustees** for the electors, and are restricted in the exercise of their

sovereignly by that trust reposed in them. This is no doubt true, but only to

a particular extent. The members of the House of Commons are trustees of

the electors only politically and not in a legal sense. The Courts know nothing

of such trust Thus, while the ultimate **political'* sovereignty resides in the

body of electors, the **legal** sovereignty resides in Parliament. The members

of Parliament can enact any law, if they so desire, however opposed to the

wishes of the electors, disregarding the fact that they may be turned out at the

next election, if they do so. The electors, after they have elected their

representatives to Parliament^ have no means to restrict them in their actions

until the next election. In the meanwhile, the representatives so chosen have

unrestricted authority in law to exercise their sovereign power.

(2 ) External and Internal Limitations 2 The second^difficulty is com*

mon to all sovereign persons or bodies. There are always two kinds of

limitations, external and f/zfer/ia/, (limitations both from within and without)

placed upon their authority, (a) The pwsibility or certainty of resistance or

disobedience to oppressive laws by subjects may deter even the most absolute

ruler from making or altering every law at pleasure. The authority of a sove-

reign depends upon the readiness of his subjects to obey his orders and this re-

adiness must always be limited. Thus the sovereignty of Parliament is limited

by the possibility of popular resistance. Parliament can legally enact many laws

but would not venture to do so in the teeth of public opinion to the contrary.

The theoretically boundless sovereignty is thus curtailed by this external

limit in practice, (b) '^e Internal limit arises from the nature of the sovereign

body itself. The historical traditions by which the character of Parliament is

moulded and the circumstances under which it lives put a limit on its authority.

It will not be thought prudent for Parliament to tax the colonies, with the

experience of the 18th century before it*

These limits are not definitely marked and do not always coincide. The
aim of representative government is to produce this coincidence? at any rate it

may diminish the divergence between the two limits. The whole Stuart

period teems with instances of such dive^ence. It was remedied by the transfer

of power from the Crown to the House of Commons. The House being re*

presentative of the people, the wishes of the electorate are made to coincide

with the will of the government and the divergence between the two limits dis-

appears in the end.

lOS* Recent changea 2 It has already been stated that the sovpreien
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)Wer of law-making resides in Parliament, L e., in the King, the Lords and the

ommons constituting jointly one sovereign body. The share of sovereignty,

>s5essed by the King once, has long since been curtailed and modified*

Imost all the powers nominally vested in the Sovereign are now exercised

by and through his ministers, who are responsible for their official sets, done

in the name of the Crown, to the House of Commons.' The House

of Lords, also, once possessed an equal share of sovereign power with

the House of Commons. Since the passing of the Parliament Act

of 1911, the nature of this sovereign power has undergone a considerable

change, which is worth our notice* The effect of the said Act is that all

power is taken away from the House of Lords in respect to all money
bills. The Upper House can discuss the bill for a month but cannot prevent it

from becoming a law. In respect of other public bills, the Lords can exercise

a mere suspensive veto and can prevent any of them from becoming law for a

period of little more than two years Thus although the sovereignty still

resides in Parliament, /. e., in the King and the two Houses acting together, the

share of sovereignty possessed by the House of Commons has greatly increased

and that of the Lords has greatly diminished, it will be wrong, however, to

suppose that sovereignty resides now only In the House of Commons^ Despite

the Parliament Act (1911), and without in any way contravening any of its

provisions, the King and the two Houses acting together have still got power
to make or unmake any law. The House ofCommons, no doubt, can effect any
change in the constitution, also, under the power given to it by the said Act,

but at the same time the House of Lords still possesses substantial power to

prohibit the passing of any act, the eff^iveness of which d^ends upon iis

bawft passed without delay.

The power of the House of Lords is not considered by some as sufficient*

ly effective, against hasty and ilLconsidered legislation by the House of

Commons It is feared that the House of Commons is likely to be easily

swayed by the momentary impulses and sentimental feelings of the electors.

The Conservative party is much inclined to this view-point. During the

regime of the Baldwin Ministry, an attempt was therefore made (in July 1927)
to introduce some reforms in the constitution of the House of Lords, so as to

make it a more effective second chamber. It was asserted by them that the

Parliament Act (i9U) gives too much power to the House of Commons, which
may prove dangerous in the interests of the nation At present, there is no
check on a party commanding a transient majority in the Commons from
making fundamental changes affecting the life, liberty and property of the

people, although the electors may be opposed to such changes. The essence of

democracy is that while ordinary questions are settled by representatives elect*

ed by voters, the voters themselves must have the final word on all fundamental

1. Soo Chapter 3, paras 43 and 44,
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questions. As it is, since the passing of the Act of 1911, the United Kingdom
{g

governed practically by a single chamber. To remedy this state of affairs, LOf^j

Fitzalan brought a resolution before the House of Lords and a three«days debate

took place welcoming the measure, Iiffliting and defining the membership of t))^

House, without a division* A billwas to be accordingly introduced with the pt>o.

visions that the number of members be limited to 300 or 350, that a large p>Q.

portion of these members be elected from among and by the hereditary pee^g^

that a certain number be nominated by the Crown on the recommendation

the Premier and that more substantial powers be given to such newly cons^j.

tuted chamber (Such a bill is now introduced by Lord Salisbury in the Lot-^g

and is being discussed.^ ) The Labour and the Liberal parties, who are jealous of

the powers of the House of Commons, strongly protested against this atten^pt

of the Conservatives,which they allege is intended to strengthen the conservative

element in the Upper House* They demanded that the powers of the House of

Commons must not be curtailed unless and until the political sovereign of the

State, I* £•» the electorate desires to do so. Asa result of -the general election,

(1929), the Conservative party lost office and the Labour party came into pow^r.

The question of the reform of the House of Lords, therefore, lost for sometit^e

its practical and political importance.^

106« Th« Parliament Act (1911) t The most important provisions of

the Parliament Act (1911) arc as follows t

Sec* 1* (1) If a Money Bill, having been passed by the House of Commons
and sent up to the House of Lords at least one month before (he

end of the session, is not passed by the House of Lords without

innwTuliiwn* willbiruit^* imnirtbaiiVi*' ii*itrstr sein^op-rtril^af

House, the bill shall, unless the House of Commons direct to the

contrary, be presented to His Majesty and become an Act of

Parliament on the Royal Assent bieng signified, notwithsta^d,

ing that the House of Lords have not consented to the Bill*

(2) A Money Bill means a Public Bill which in the opinion of ^he

Speaker of the House of Commons contains only provtsiq^s

dealing with all or any of the following subjects, namely, ^he

imposition, repeal, remission, alteration or regulation of taxati^fi

the supply, appropriation, receipt custody, or issue of accounts

of public money, the raising or guaranteeing of any loan, or ^^y
subordinate matters incidental thereto, but not that raised hy
local authorities or bodies for local purposes.

(3) There shall be endorsed on every Money Bill, when it is Sgjjt

up to the House of Lords and when it is presented to ^jg
Majesty for assent the Certificate of the Speaker of the Hoysg
of Commons signed by him that it is a Money Bill

t. flea Para BO. 2. For farther dtsoauien, See Chapters.
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SeCt 2 (1) If any Public Bill (other than a Money Bill or a Bin contAinfng

any provision to extend the maximum duration of Parliament

beyond five years) is passed by the House of Commons in

three successive sessions (whether of the same Parliament or

not), and, having been sent up to the House of Lords at least

one month before the end of the session, is rejected by the

House of Lords in each of those sessions, that Bill shall on its

rejection for the third time by the House of Lords, unless the

House of Commons direct to the contrary, be presented to His

Majesty and become an of Parliament on the Royal Assent

being signified thereto, notwithstanding that the House of

Lords have not consented to the Bill. Provided that this provi-

sion shall not take effect unless two years have elapsed bet"

ween the date of the second reading in the first of these sessions

of the Bill in the House of Commons and the date on which

it passes the House of Commons in the third of those sessions.

(2) When a Bill is presented to His Majesty for assent in pursuance

of the provisions of this section, there shall be endorsed on the

Bill the Certificate of the Speaker of the House of Commons
signed by him that the provisions of this section have been

duly complied with.

(3) A Bill shall be deemed to be rejected by the House of Lords

if it is not passed by the House of Lords without amendment
or with such amendments only as may be agreed to by both

Houses.

Sec. 3. Any Certificate of the Speaker of the House of Commons given

under this Act shall be conclusive for all purposes and shall

not be questioned in any Court of law.

Sec. 7. Five years shall be substituted for seven years as the time fixed for

the maximum duration of Parliament under the Septennial Act,

1715.

107« Extent of SoTereigntj ; ^e have already stated that t^^severei-

gnty of Parliament is not confined to the United Kingdom but extends to the

British Dominions as well, except, of course, to Crown colonies. No doubt,

Parliament, though theoretically omnipotent throughout the British Dominions,

does not exercise its power in practice in its full effect upon any other part

except the United Kingdom. The relations of Parliament to the Dominions

situate beyond the seas, such as, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and the

Union of South Africa (the great Dependency of British India may also be

included in this category) will be discussed in the next chapter. It will suffice

here to that rarliament exercises sovereign power, though with constantly
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increasing caution^ over alt the Dominions in all matters directly affecting

Imperial interests, e. g., in waging wars or making treaties. Under a constitu-

tion granted bv an Act of Parliament, each Dominion is independent but that

independence is confined to local matters only. The Dominion legislatures are

in fact, created, and exercise powers delegated to them by Parliament. Al-

though these legislatures have supreme authority to make and unmake laws

concerning the internal affairs of the country, they are in reality subordinate

and non sovereign law-making bodies, so far as their relation with the outside

world is concerned. Parliament has not transferred authority to any Dominion

legislature to repeal any Act of Parliament, affecting the said dominion.

108* Limited in practice s Although, in theory, Parliament still

possesses supreme power of legislation in respect of self-governing Dominions,

that Power is exercised with increasing caution, so as not to injure the sus«

ceptibilities of the Dominion people. Even in the matter of foreign affairs

some freedom is conceded to the Dominions. The right of every Dominion to

independence in internal matlers has heen admitted by J'arliament long since.

The Dominion legislaiutes are empowered to legislate in regard to matters

solely concerning their internal interests and in some cases even the right to

alter their constitution is conceded to the Dominions. During the Great

European War (1914 to 1918) the practice of holding Imperial Conferences

came into vogue, to consult and discuss on all matters concerning the interests

and policy of the Empire- The primary object of these Conferences has been

to bring about a closer union of the United Kingdom and the Dominions and

to readjust constitutional relations for that purpose. There is a mutual re-

cognition of benefits on both sides. The Dominions enjoy peace and safety

from external attack under the Union Jack and the United Kingdom receives

the strength and moral support from the Dominions in foreign affairs. This has

engendered a new sentiment, that of uniting the whole Empire into one polity.

The Imperial Conferences weresummoned with this object in mind. As a result

thereof the Dominions are granted some more rights. (/) In 19)7, the Con-
ference adopted a resolution recognising **

the right of the Dominions and India

to an adequate voice in foreign policy and foreign relations
** and agreeing to

**
provide effective arrangements for continuous consultation in all important

matters of common Imperial concern, and for such necessary concerted action,

founded on consultation as the several governments may determine.’* (ii) in

1^19, the PeaceTreaty was signed by therepresentatives of the Dominions and

oHhe Government of India, thus giirtng them, though only nominally, a status

in foreign affai s. (iii) In 192 3, the Conference resolved, that henceforth in

the negotiation of international treaties, the Dominions and India should be

separately represented.'' By the same resolution, each Dominion was accorded

the right of concluding independent treaties on matters which concerned itself

only, subject to the granting of full power to its representative; by the Home
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Government. This, howeveri does not mean that the Dominions have an

at)soni!ety unrestricted and unfettered right to make a foreign treaty, (iv) A
special Committee consisting of the Prime'Ministers of the United Kingdom

and the Dominions together with the representatives of the Government of

India presided over by Lord Balfour was appointed to consider the machinery

to give effect to the independent status of the Dominions in foreign affairs*

The report of that Committee (1926) made a declaration of full autonomy,

while at the same time left the essential unity of the Empire unimpaired* We
will consider the possibility or otherwise of establishing any such machinery

in a subsequent chapter. Cne of these Conferences was held in 1930 to consider

the operation of Dominion Legislation and Merchant Shipping Legislation. The
recommendations of the said two Conferences of 1926 and 1930 were framed

with the object of **carryiog into full effect the equality of status established at

the root of the principle governing the relations between the members of the

British Commonwealth and indicating methods for maintaining and strengthen-

ing a practical system of free co-operation.'^ One of these recommendations was

that '‘the power of the Crown to disallow or veto Dominion legislation on the

advice of the Ministers of the United Kingdom cannot any longer be exercised."

To this effect it was recommended by the Conference that an Act be passed by

Parliament affirming that Dominion Parliaments are fully empowered to

make laws having extra territorial operation. Another far-reaching recom-

mendation of the Conference was that "inasmuch as the Crown is the symbid

of the free association of the members of the Commonwealth, a convention

should be framed laying down that any alteration of the law touching on the

succession to the Throne or Royal Style and Titles shall hereafter require the

assent of the Parliaments of all the Dominions as well as the Parliament

of the United Kingdom."

lOB* Statute of Westmioster : ^ As a result of the various resolutions

passed by the Imperial Conferences held in 1926 and 1930 and to give legal

sanction to the same, the Statute of Westminster, 1931 (22 Geo. V, ch. 4)

Was' passed by the British Parliament. It Jays down mainly that (i) any

alteration in the Law, touching the succession to the Throne or the Royal Style

and Titles shall hereafter require assent of the legislatures of all the Dominions;

(ii) nojaw hereafter made by the British Parliament shall extend to any of the

Dominions os part of the jaw of that Dominion, otherwise than at the request

and with the consent of that Dominion; and (Hi) the Parliament of a Dominion
ha^ full power to make laws having extra-territorial operation.^ It will be

evident, that this Act limits the extent of the Sovereignty of the British Parlia-

ment so far as the self-governing Dominions are concerned and almost reduces

it to a nullity.

1 10« The Case of Newfoundlaad : However, with the consent of the

1. Fot furOiBr detailB see Fait I, p«m 64 Acd U8-143, pp. 41 & 66.
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Parliament of a particular Dominion, the British Parliament can, at any
time, again assume full legal sovereignty, with respect to that Dominion.
Owing to financial difficulties engendered by a vicious and corrupt political

system, it became impossible to carry on the government of Newfoundland

and a Royal Commission was appointed to enquire into the matter and make
necessary recommendations. The Commission's recommendations were accept-

ed by the British Parliament, and at the request of the said Dominion, an Act

was passed by the former, placing the tatter outside the Statute of Westmins-

ter. The Act received Royal assent on 22nd December, 1933. Under the

said Act, the administration of the island will now be carried on under the

general supervision of the Secretary of State for Dominions* The Gover-

nor is invested with full legislative and executive powers and will act on the

advice of a special Commission of six members appointed by the King on the

advice of British Ministers. The King is empowered to disallow legislation. It

is understood that the Act is an interim measure and the Statute of Newfound

land would be restored within a short period.

CHAPTER VI

NON-SOVEREIGN LAW-MAKING BODIES

111* The three chief characterietics of the English Constitution as

contrasted with'those 6! the constitutions of either the British Dominions or

other independent countries are that (I) it is U/iwriffe/t, (2)insy/ex/Me and

(3) it is unitary. And the chief characteristic of the British Parliament, as

we have already seen,* is its sovereignty. We will now proceed to study the

characteristics of the constitutions and legislatures of other chief countries

of the World and compare and contrast them with the characteristics of the

British constitution and British Parliament.

1 12« Uawrltten and written Unlike the British constitution, which

is unwritten, in the sense that it was not formulated at any one time and can-

not be gathered from any one document, the constitutions of other countries

are written. They were formulated and adopted at one time and can be

gathered from one document as a whole. To find out what the constitution

requires in respect of any particular matter, one has to look into that single

document and interprete the provisions laid down there, in short, chat docu

ment is an immutable law of the land. It is not so with the British Constitu-

tion. It cannot be gathered from any one document and much of it is not in

written from at all ^

113* Sovereign and Non-sovereign Bodies : (1) The. chief characteris-

tic,of a constitujion. with a sovereign Parliament is, that it is flexible^ L e.
^
the

I, Seeoh.g. 2. See oh. 5.
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Parliament is at once a legislative and a constituent body. It can make laws

to^ange the basis of the constitutbi with the same ease that it can make
any other ordinary law. As a consequence of this flexibility^ three important

results follow: (a) Parliament acting in its le^slative capacity can make or alter

both constitutional and ordinary laws. An Act to reform or reconstitute either

House and an Act to permit a railway being built are on the same footing and

may be passed in the same manner, (b) In the powers of such a sovereign

body there is no distinction between constitutional and ordinary laws. The
constitution as a whole is never reduced to writing because it is changeable at

the will of Parliament. No particular sacredness or immutability is ascribed

to the rules of the constitution ; they can be modified, expanded, amended or

abolished with equal ease as any other law. It does not require any extra-

ordinary mode of legislation for that purpose. It must not be supposed^

however, that the whole law of the constitution cannot be reduced to writing

in the form of a code. And, such a code can be equally kept flex ble to be

altered or moJified at the will of Parliament, as at present, (c) No person or

body of persons in the British Empire can question the validity of any enact-

ment passed by Parliament on any ground whatever. There exists no authority

judicial or otherwise, that can sit on judgment on the constitutionality or other-

wise of the Acta of Parliament and declare them void or unconstitutional.

These three points make up the quality, known as the flexibility of the British

Constitution and distinguish it from the rigid constitutions of other countries.

(2) The law-making bodies, under the rigid constitutions, are the exact

opposite of a sovereign body, in the matter of these three characteristics and

that is why we call them non-sovereign law-making bodies. (1) These bodies

are created by a written csiTsTitution formulated at one time, which they have

to obey but cannot change. In effect, the constitution of such bodies is rigid

and can be changed only by some extraordinary method. (2) A marked dis-

tinction is always observed between the fundamental or constitutional laws

which affect such bodies and the ordinary laws which they arc empowered to

make or unmake under the authority of that constitution. (3) There always

exists some authority, under the constitution, which keeps a vigilant watch on

the enactments of these bodies and pronounces upon their constitutionality or

otherwise, whenever such a decision is required.

So far we have discussed only two fundamental characteristics of the

British Constitution, vi^., its umrltten character and xlsjlexibility. In both

these particulars the constitutions either of the British Dominions or of other

independent countries differ from it. The third characteristic is that the British

constitution is u/»7flry, Jn the sense that all power is concentrated in the hands

of the soverign Parliament and that there is no other co-ordinate or conflicting

authority to question its acts, unlike the Federal constitutions of some countries

which hund in sharp contrast to it, in that respect. It will be more convenient

IS
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to deal with the more prominent unitary and federal constitutions in separate

chapters*

114* Two classes of No&osovereiga Bodies: The noQ<'SOvereign law-

making bodies can be divided intotwo separate classes, These classes are : (1)

subordinate law-making bodies and (2) non>BOvereign legislatures.

115» (1) Subordinate Law Making Bodies: (a) Corporations, Mu*
nicipalities or railway companies are instances of such corporations. They are

created by an Act of Parliament. They are empowered by the Act creating

them to make laws, ue,, byedaws w regulations for the conduct of their own
business. For instance, a railway company may be empowered to make regu-

lations for travelling on its line The public travelling on the line as passengers

will be bound by such regulations and may be liable to pay a penalty imposed

by the company for breach of such regulations. The company will be entitled

to enforce these regulations against its passengers by proceedings in the Courts

and the Courts will treat such regulations in all respects as laws. Thus, these

corporations possess legislative power, but they are non-sovereign law-making

bodies. Their legislative authority is subordinate to that of Parliament in three

ways: (1) A corporation has to obey ait laws and particularly the Act of Par-

liament which creates it It cannot change that Act, or for the matter of that,

any law by its regulations. The sovereign Parliament, on the other hand, an
change its constitution at will, and has not to obey any law passed by any

other authority outside it. (2) Thus there is a marked distinction between

the Act constituting the corporation, i.e*, its constitution and the bye-laws or

regulations which it is empowered by that Act to make or unmake. The_said

Act can only be changed by the sovereign Parliament that enacted it. Hence,

a corporation, though a law-making body is not a constituent body. (3) Again,

there is an outside authority, viz., the Courts empowered to pronounce upon

the constitutionality, and hence, upon the validity of such bye-Uws or regula-

tions If a case comes before the Courts, which depends upon a bye-law or

regulation of a corporation, they are bound to decide whether the said bye-law

or regulation is or is not within the powers conferred upon the corpoiation by

the Act of Parliament creating it. In short they have to judge whether a

particular bye law or regulation is or is not valid for the purposes of that par-

ticular case before them. The Courts, however, cannot go further than this^

they cannot affirm or annul the bye law or regulation itself. It can be declared

void and annulled either by the corporation itself under a power given to it or

by Parliament.

116 (b) LagisUturea ol Brltlob India : The Indian legislatures situate

either in the Provinces or at the Centre are likewise subordinate law-making

bodies. No doubt, they have wide powers of legislation. (1) Apart

froffi ^he _fact that their laws can be disallowed by the Oown^ the authority

which these l^islatures possess,.is derived by them from and is subordinate to
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tl^ Acts^f Parliament. These Acts impose upon them rules which can only

be changed by Parliament (2) These Acts form a set of constituHonallaws

for India and stand in marked contrast with the laws made by the Indian legi«.

latures under the power given to them by these fundamental Acts. V^ious
restrictions are imposed upon Indian legislatures by these Acts as to the nature

of laws that they may enact ; in particular, they are prevented from making

laws which may affect the authority of Parliament or any part of the British

Constitution,
**
whereon may depend in any degree the allegiance of any person

to the Crown or
*
the sovereignty or dominion of the Crown over any part

of India.” (3) Any Court in India or in any other part of the British Empire is

empowered to question the constitutionality and validity of the enactments of

the Indian Legislatures, while deciding a particular case brought before them.

They, however, cannot declare them void or annul them directly. In this

connection, they will be treated by the Court like the byedaws of a corpo<>

ratiop.i

117* (e) Legislaturea of Britiah DommioDat These law.making bodies

stand on a slightly different footing than those discussed above, inasmuch as

some of them arg even empowered to change their constitution* (1) But all

the same, they are subordinate legislative bodies, because they are all created

by Acts of Parliament and their legislative power is derived from such Acts.

(2) These Acta, which create them, define their powers and stand apart from

the laws they make. In the case of New Zealand, for instance, Parliament

has authorised the Colonial legislature to change the articles of its constitution*

But as this power is derived from the Act of Parliament, it does not impair in

any way the legal sovereignty of HarHament. That authority can as well be

revoked by Parhamenf a( any time. Thus the New Zealand Par/iamenf fs

at once a subordinate and a constituent assembly. This also shows that a

written constitution need not always be immutable as is supposed by some

writers. The legislatures in other Dominions which are not empowered to

change their constitution are only subordinate law-making bodies, without

being constituent bodies, also, at the same time. (3) The constitutionality

and vilidity of the laws made by these legislatures can be questioned by ai\y

Court within the British Empire and more particularly so by the Court of the

Dominion to which that legislature belonp. While pronouncing upon the

validity of these laws the Courts have to apply the rules of test laid do^n

1. TbacasB oi Emperor V, J3w ah iUnaitaleu tfaa priDOlple laid down lieze. TbaHlgj^,

Ooaetof Calcutta allowed an appeal from two priioneie on tbe ground (hat the law applied waa
enacted by the Governoi-Oenotal In Couaoil in excess cf the aatbority giren to them by PdtUa>

ment and was Ihetelora void On (utthet appeal, tbo Privy Counoil was of opinion that the

lavr m quosti:;n was within the powen oenfecred upon tho Indian Lagifilature by Parliament i

and thereforj valid. The Privy OonneU, however, did not question the authority of the High
Court to eniiuiisinto and ptouounoe upon the oonstltotionality and validity of ap-iriloular l^w
u applied to a given case bafoie
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in the Colonial Laws Validity Act of 1865. These tests are: (i) When
a colonial law is repugnant to the provisions of any Act of Parliament

extending to ^hat colony or any order or regulation made under the authority

and having the forcfe or effect of such Act, it is void and inoperative to the

extent of such repugnancy, (ii) A colonial law is not void or inoperative

merely because it is repugnant or opposed to the English common law ; it

must not be repugnant to or inconsistent with any Act of Parliament, order or

regulation, as aforesaid. The Courts ^will keep aside the colonial law in such

cases as if it does rot exist and give effect to the Act of Parliament or an order

or regulation made under the authority of such Act. This is an inevitable

result of the legal sovereignty of Parliament. (Hi) Instructions from the Crown

except those contained in Letters Patent issued to the Governor in relation to

any Colonial law, do not invalidate that law, if passed with the concurrence of

the Governor, (iv) The Colonial Law must always be passed in such manner

and form as required from time to time by any Act of Parliament, Letters

Patent, Order in Council or Colonial Law in force for the time being. Thus,

the Colonial Legislatures, although they are soverign bodies within their own
spheres, their freedom of action is circumscribed and controlled by the sovereign

Parliament of the United Kingdom.

1 18. Colonial Leglalatlve Freedom and Parliamentary Sovereignty :

How is Colonial legislative freedom made compatible with the legislative sove.

reignty of Parliament 1 Although it may sound paradoxical to say that the

legal supremacy of Parliament is the chief cause of the wide power allowed to

Colonial Legislatures, it is nevertheless true, because, the constitutions of these

Colonies depend upon Acts of Parliament and the same can be altered or re-

pealed by the latter body* Similarly, Parliament can legislate for the Colonies

at any moment* If a Colonial Act contravenes an Imperial Act, it is legally

void. If a Colonial Act does not contravene any Statute, but is opposed to

the interests of the Empire, Parlicment can pass an Act and render the former

ineffectual. But that course is rarely taken In practice, the Crown's veto is

frequently exercised over such undesirable Colonial enactments. This is done

in four ways : {a) The Governor of a Colony, as King's representative,

may directly refuse the assent, (h) The bill may be reserved for the considera^

tion of the Crown. If Royal assent is refused or the statutory period of two

years expires and still it is not given, the bill lapses, (c) A clause may be in^

serted in the bill to the effect that it will not come into operation until the

signification of Royal assent Under these three forms of the exercise of veto, a

measure passed by a Colonial Legislature never comes into operation in the

Colony as law. (rf) Although (he Governor has given his assent the Crown may
subsequently refuse it. The Governor’s assent is not final and conclusive. Under

this mode the Colonial Law which has already come into operation may be dis-

allowed by the Crown from the date of such disallowance. This Royal assent iq
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effect means the assent of the English Ministry and therefore indirectly of Par-

liament.^ This ultimate supremacy of Parliament obviates the necessity for care-

fully limiting the power of Colonial Legislatures The use of the Crown's veto

prevents conflict between Colonial and Imperial Laws. Besides, treaty-making

power resides in the Crown and all Imperial treaties are legally binding on the

Colonies. No Colonial Legislature can make treaty with any foreign power. To
appreciate the nature and extent of this control two points must be kept in mind.

In the first place* as a matter of policy, Parliament interferes less with the

action of the Colonies. Secondly, although a Colonial Act is given Royal assertt,

it will be declared void, if found repugnant to any Act of Parliament applying

to the Colony.

119 Objactloos Examined : Before we leave the discussion of this subject

of subordinate law-making bodies, it is worth our while to examine the objec-

tions advanced by some writers for grouping together such bodies as corpota*

tions with Indian and Colonial Legislatures under one and the same caption.

No doubt, in very many material particulars corporations differ from legislatures,

however subordinate they may be They differ very widely in their sphere,

of action and especially in the number of individuals affected by their measures.

(1) However there is nothing absurd Of ridiculous if we put a railway com-

pany and an Indian Legislature in the same group, for the purpose of comparing

their common characteristics. If two widely different things have seme points

in common, these may be made clear by such comparison. A logician is never

called absurd or ridiculous, if he compares a human being with birds and calls

him a **{€atherless biped/* He does nt^ mean to sayf and no reasonable man
Vninks be wan\^ , by aucb comparisem \ba\ a man is m a\\ respects Vibe ft

bird. He is only comparing them from the viewpoint of their common posses-

sion, Viz.f two feet. (2) It is asserted by some that the powers of a corpora-

tion can generally be exercised only reasonably and that its bye-laws or reg^^-

lations will be invalid if they are unreasonable. According to them this is not

true of the laws made by a legislature. Why this is presupposed, one fails to

understand* Both corporations and legislatures are composed of human beings

and one is as likely to err and become unreasonable as the other. It is a matter

of common knowledge and experience that both corporations and legislatures

sometimes do enact measures which may be called unreasonable. But such

measures are not necessarily invalid. Unless a measure directly contravenes

or is in excess of the power under which it is enacted, it will not be declared

invalid by a Court of law, although it thinks it to be unreasonable, whether the

same be enacted by a corporation or a legislature. The measures of both these

bodies partake of the nature of laws and that is the sole point of comparison

between them. (3) And, it is not true to say that the bye-laws or regulations

I. Bee the leoomnieiidatloai of the Imperial Cenfetesoe ^i930| In this oonneotion
; c|i

psmlOS,
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of a corporation are not laws because they affect a very limited number of

persons in comparison to laws of a subor Hnate legislature which affect the

whole country or a province. The difference is merely of degree* It is assert-

ed by some that the bye-laws of a railway company affect their passengers in

addition to the general law of the land to which they are subject* whereas the

laws of a legislature constitute the general law of the country* over which that

legislature has jurisdiction* Those who advance this argument seem to forget

that the people of a country possessing a subordinate legislature also bound in

addition to the laws of their own legislature by the Acts of Parliament which

created that legislature. In reality* the passengers of a railway company and

the inhabitants of a country with a subiM'dinate legislature are subject to two

sets of laws and that is why the comparison is real*

ISO. (2 ) Non-Sovereign Legitlatnres t (a) French or Belgian Legislaturet

Foreign countries like France and Belgium are independent sovereign states*

but a detailed examintion of their legislatures shows that though apparently

sovereign assemblies, they are non^sovereign law-making bodies* Both the
' constitutions are mainly based on the distinction between constitutional

laws and other ordinary laws* (i) Under the various constitutions, France

had from time to time* this distinction existed. Even the present Re-

publican constitution lays down that a certain number of laws cannot

ht changed by its ordinary Ptfliament of two Houses* viz,, the Senate

and the Chamber of Deputies. That supreme legislative power of changing

the constitution is vested in the jcNot body composed of the Senate and the

Chamber of Deputies sitting together and forming what is known as the

“National Assembly.” It is a ‘‘rigid" constitution and not a “flexlblc^^

one* like that of the United Kingdom, under which the rules of the cons-

titution can be changed as easily as ordinary laws. A rigid constitution

requires a special machinery or arrangement for a change in the articles of the

constitution, which are otherwise held to be sacred and immutable. Of course

these articles do not always refer to matters of paramount importance. While
the French constitution makes provision for this special machinery* it is strange

that it does not contain a single article providing against the possibility of the

ordinary Parliament enacting laws in excess of the powers conferred upon it by

the constitution* Any enactment passed by that Parliament and promulgated

by the President becomes law and will be held valid by all the Courts through-

out the country. The rules of the constitution which the said Parliament is

prohibited to change are not in reality laws so as to be enforced by the Courts

in the last resort* and any ordinary law infringing or contravening these rules

will not be declared unconstitutional or invalid by them. The true character

of these rules is that they arc maxims of political morality. Their main
strength lies in the fact that they are formally included in the constitution and
are supported by public opinion, (iif The constitution of Belgium is likewise
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A rigid constitution inasmuch as the ordinary Parliament is prohibited from

changing them by ordinary methods of legislation The constitution provides

a special machinery for such change. But this constitution also, like that of

France, does not make provision for invalidating ordinary laws passed by

Parliament in excess of its authority. In theory, no doubt, it is asserted that

an Act of Parliament opposed to any article of the Constitution will be treated

as void by the Courts. But so far there is not a single instance of the Courts

having ever pronounced upon the constitutionality and validity of any law

passed by that Parliament. The restrictions on the scope of its authority are

mere constitutional understandings, not laws, so as to be enforced by the Court

and are mainly supported, as in Prance, by moral or political sentiments of the

people.

121* (b) American Legislatures. Unlike the French and Belgian con^

stitutions, the constitution of the United States of America makes provision

for pronouncing upon the validity or otherwise of the laws enacted by either

State or Federal Legislatures. The constitution provides a special machinery

for the change in its rules and prohibits the ordinary legislatures from doing bo.

Such changes are to be proposed by the Congress, i. the Senate and the

House of Representatives with the approval of two* thirds majority in both

Houses or by a general convention of two-thirds of the State Legislatures sum-

moned on an application to the Congress. The changes so proposed must be

ratified by three-fourths of the State Legislatures before they can be finally

adopted. The State Legislatures or the Central Legislature cannot make laws

which are in excess of the authority conferred on them by the constitution. If

any such law is passed, the Central Judiciary, which is constituted the sole arbiter

of the constitution, is empowered to pronounce upon its constitutionality and

validity and to treat it as void. It will be clear from this that the American

constitution is a rigid constitution and the legislatures constituted under the

authority of the same are non-sovereign law-making bodies.

122* MeriN and defocts: Both the flexible and rigid constitutions

have their merits as well as defects. A flexible constitution can be changed at

will as circumstances may require. Revolution and bloodshed may
therefore be averted and avoided. At the same time there is a danger that a

transient majority in the legislature may make such changes in the constitution

as might endanger the fundamental rights of the nation. The rigid constitu-

tion, on the other hand, puts a strong check upon hasty and ill-considered

changes in the fundamental rights of dtizens. At the same time, it checks

gradual innovation required by changing circumstances and thereby provokes

revolution* A question may well be asked: Does the rigidity of a constitu-

tion secure its permanence or immutability ? History gives an indecisive answer

to this query. While, on the one hand, the rigid constitutions of countries like

Belgium or the United States have endured for more than half a century or a
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century respectively^ without any material change, the twelve so-called un.

changeable constitutions of France, on the other hand, have each lasted on an

average for less than ten years. The flexibility of the constitution has trans-

formed English polity within sixty years and averted a revolution, while its

rigidity in France has undermined the foundations of the State and provoked

frequent revolutions* Hence, historically it cannot be said decisively that the

rigidity does always ensure permanence.

123* Two Safegaarda: Our discussion of the rigid constitutions

makes it clear that there are two methods by which a rigid constitution can be

safeguarded against unconstitutional legislation! (1) The reliance placed upon

the force of public opinion or sentiment is one of them. This method is

adopted by France and its Continental followers in restraining the legislature

from passing unconstitutional measures. They have laid down maxims

limiting the spheres of their legislatures* To restrain the letter from making

inroads upon the former, they trust to public sentiment or political considera^’

tions They have not provided any special machinery to bring to book the

unconstitutional enactments of these ordinary legislatures The result is that

constitutional restrictions placed upon the legislature are not in reality laws,

since they cannot be enforced by the Courts. They are merely constitutional

understandings or maxims of political morality, deriving their strength from

public opinion* (2) Another safeguard is to give authority to a person or

body of persons, preferably to the Courts, to adjudicate upon the constitutional

lity of ordinary legislative enactments and to declare them void if inconsistent

with the rules of the constituion. This course is safer and surer and is followed

by the authors of the American constitution. This sort of contrivance helps to

nullify the effect of unconstitutional enactments of non-sovereign legislatures.

124* **
Uocoiis*ihitionar* i Three diferent meanings \ We may also

make clear here the meaning of the wor^T ^nconsiitutionar’. It is employed

in three different senses according to the nature of the constitution under the

rules of which a particular law is declared '*unconstitutionaL" (1) Under the

British constitution, an Act of Parliament, if declared unconstitutional , means

that it is ^^opposed to the spirit of the constitution*'' But no authority can de^

dare it void. (2) Under the French constitution, an Act passed by French

Parliament, if in excess of its authority, means that it is **opp(^ed to the articles

of the constitution.” However, no Court will refuse to enforce it and hence

it is not void The word "unconstitutional” in these two cases, is merely a term

of censure. (3} Under the American constitution the word has a definite

meaning. An Act passed by the Congress in excess of its authority is simply

"void.” The Courts _will refuse to enforce such a law and will declare it void.



CHAPTER VII

UNITARY CONSTITUTIONS

I, France

125* Conttitation t After the famous Revolution in France, various

attempts were made at constitulion>making between the years 1791 and 1875.

The present constitution, adopted in 187 5 is the product of compromise between

the Republicans and the Monarchists. It is a brief, partial and unsystematic

document, rather a set of three separate documents. It does not cover all the

ground that a written frame of government is generally expected to cover. It

contains no general bill of rights, nor, indeed, any specific guarantees of the

rights of the citizens as against the government. It also does not say how the

members of Parliament shall be elects. And, it leaves the judiciary, too,

almost untouched.

126« Amendment 1 For any amendments of the constitution the

initiative may come either from the President or from either branch of Parlia..

ment. The suggested changes are first considered by the two Houses separately.

If both Houses decide by an absolute majority of their members, that a revision

is desirable, the members of both Houses meet in one 'National As&embly\

in which amendments can be carried by absolute majority. Thus a special

arrangement is provided for constitutional changes. It was devised with a view

to make it somewhat difficult to make changes in the fundamental law, which

is considered sacred. This is evidenced by the special restriction placed in 1884

upon the National Assembly itself. Even that body is forbidden to make the

republican form of government a subject of proposed revision. Of course, the

restriction is at its best a gentleman's agreement rather than an insurmountable

restraint. What one sovereign body, in this case the National Assembly, has

done cannot bind for all lime and can be undone by another equally sovereign

body.

127* Changes by ordinary Lawt : Although the amending power is

used sparingly, changes in the governmental system are freely and easily made
by ordinary laws. Without formally amending the constitution, Statutes,

such as electoral laws, which can be called strictly constitutional laws, are

freely enacted Such Statutes are termed 'organic' Acts.

1 28« Comparison t The discussion, so far, shows that the constitution

In France, like that in England, is at the mercy of Parliament. The people in

47
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both countries have tacitly surrendered the exercise of constituent powers to

their legislatures. The procedural distinction in France, no doubt, may act as

a restraint; otherwise the situation is the same in both countries. Even
the tradition which is now growing up in England, that no great constitutional

change shall be made until the people have an opportunity to express th^m>

selves upon it at a general election, does not exist in France.

129* Executive: President: The most fundamental function of

government is the execution of law and it is essential that ample provision for

the exercise of executive power by some continued authority, is made. In

France, the elected President is the head of such executive, (n) He is elected

for a term of seven years ^^by an absolute majority^' of votes of the Senate

and the Chamber of Deputies united in the ^'National Assembly/* (h) The
qualifications for the post are not laid down in the Constitution. It is under-

stood that a male French citizen, twenty-one years of age or above and in

possession of full civil and political rights, is eligible. In practice, a man, who
has long been a member and has perhaps served as President of one or the other

of the two Houses of Parliament, has had experience in committee work as a

cabinet officer and is not too aggressive or domineering in temperament, is

more likely to be elected than anybody else. He is also eligible for re-election

immediately and indefinitely (0 Responsibilltyt He is not responsible to

the legislature. Every act of the President should be countersigned by a

Minister and the Ministers are collectively responsible to the legislature for the

general policy of the Government and Individually for their personal acts. He
is, however, responsible for treason, and may be impeached by the Chamber of

Deputies and tried by the Senate. Tn (his respect, his position is iike that of the

President of the United States, to a certain extent. While the former is liable

for treason only, the latter is liable also fot bribery and other high crimes ^nd
misdemeanours, (d* Powers; His powers arc wide end many, but only

theoretically, like those of the King of England
; in practice, his powers are

exercised mainly by Ministers over whom he has little or no effective control.

In theory, he has full executive authority. He promulgates the laws and controls

the administrative machinery through which they are enforced. He appoints

civil and military officers and removes them. He negotiates and approves

certain treaties He is commander-in-diief of the naval and military forttgs*

He has also the powers of pardon and reprieve. •

1 30* The Ministers are the real executive, (a) Responsibility t As
is already stated, every act of the President is countersigned by a Minister and
they are all collectively and individually responsible for their policy and their

acts to Parliament, /. e^ both Houses and the nation, unlike the British

Ministry, who are responsible only to the Lower House. The responsibility^

of the French Ministry is of three kinds ; (i) Political responsibility, which js

collective, consists in the moral obligation to resign office when the support
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of a PsrHamentary majority has baen lost, {n) Penal responsibility is the

legal liability of a Minister^ who, in the exercise of his functions, has perform,

ed an act defined and prohibited by the Penal law. (iii) Civil responsibility is

his liability for an act by which the State is made to suffer, e.g
, an unauthoriso

ed disbursement of public money. They lead and control legislation and they

make all appointments to civil and military offices. They are not res-

ponsible to the President, although he sits and presides over the Ministry

at its frequent meetings for the consideration of executive business. He does

not, however, attend the sessions at which questions of political policy

including party affairs are discussed, (b) Thenumber of Ministers to be appoint,

ed is not definite
;
the Constitution is not explicit on this point. The decision

generally rests with the Ministers t they can increaseor reduce the number of

portfolios and alter the distribution of functions at will, except, in so far as

they must look to Parliament for necessary funds. These Ministets are

essentially co ordinate and present an aspect of symmetry, which is altogether

lacking in the British Ministry. They include all of the regular administrative

services, (c) Appointment t The President under his general power of

appointment names the Premier, when a new ministry is to be selected
\ and

the decree for the same is countersigned, curiously enough, by the retiring

Premier. By convention, the President has'to call in the recognised, leac|^r of the

majority in the Lower House, but there being numerous parties, it is difficult

to find a man, who can succeed in bringing together a Ministry, that will com.

mand majority support. Hence, the President exercises far more discretion

and power in the selection of the Premier than the King of England. The
Premier in his turn selects other Ministers and assigns them their posts.

Through the distribution of portfolios among a certain number of groups, so

that, each member will bring to the support of the Cabinet a body of adherents,

he succeeds in creating a majority. The Ministeis may be drawn from either

House, but whether members or not, they are entitled to attend all sessions of

both Chambers and to take a privileged part In debate.

13 1« Parliament: The French Parliament consists of two branches,

v/z., the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies. 0) The Senafe consists of

300 members distributed among the departments (something like our districts-

geographical divisions) in approximate proportion to population and chosen in

all cases by bodies of electors all of whom have themselves been elected. Elec-

tion is thus indirect. Their term is nine years, one.third of the seats falling

vacant every three years. All this is provided by the constitution*

(2) The Chamber of Deputies is composed oi over 600 members, the

number varying with the growth or otherwise of population The Constitution

beyond providing that the members of this body “shall be elected by universal

suffrage, under conditions determined by the electoral law*^, does not say

anything further end the details are therefore woiked out by ordinary legisla-
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tion. The electoral law extends franchise to all men of the age of 21, who are

not bankrupts, under guardianship or tn active military or naval service and

who have not by judicial condemnation lost their civil and political rights. No
educational or property qualifications are required. Women are not yet given

right of voting* The country is divided Into districts (communes\ in one of

which where he has been a resident for six months* the voter has to get his

name registered* The members are elect&l for a four^year term. They must

be voters themselves and not less than twenty-five years of age^ Residence

in the constituency they represent is not necessary.

132. Seatlonii The Constitution provides (i) that Parliament shall

assemble annually on the second Tuesday of January, unless convened at an

earlier date by the President; (ii) that both Houses shall continue in session

through at least five months of each year; and (iii) that the sessions of both

Houses shall always begin and end at the same time. The second of these

requirements does not compel Parliament to actually sit* even if there is no

business; it only means that they have a right to sit so long, and the President

cannot adjourn the Houses to deny them that right . The President convokes

all extraordinary sessions, closes all sessions and also adjourns the Chambers

subject to the limitation ju5t mentioned. He has also the power to dissolve

the Lower House, with the consent of the Senate* The power to prorogue

does not exist*

133. The Meinben of ParliameDt represent not only their own
constituency individually but the whole nation, which expresses its will through

the electorate, and thus the elected Chambers become the organ of the sovereign

people. Each House Is judge of the qualifications of its members and has

complete control over the continuance of a member in its ranks A member

who accepts s salaried office automatically vacates his seat in the Chamber,

though not in the Senate. Exception is made in favour of deputies who
become Ministers or Undcr^Secretaries? they continue to be members and arc

not even required like British Ministers to seek re-election. Every member
enjoys entire freedom of speech and voting and he cannot be prosecuted or

arrested for any crime or misdemeanour except upon the authority of the

House of which he is a member. Every member receives an annual

salary of 15000 francs and, in addition, is entitled on payment of a nominal

sum to travel free on all French railways*

134* Procedure t I* Eureairs t At the opening of each regular session,

the Chamber of Deputies is divided by lot into eleven bureaus of about 57
members each and the Senate into nine bureaus of 33 or 34 members each.

A new distribution takes place every month while the session lasts. Each
bureau names its own president and secretary. (2) The President of the

Senate ranks second and the President of the Chamber of Deputies ranks

third, among the dignitaries of the State, the first being the President of th«
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Republic. They perform the functions of a moderator during debate, but can

quit the chair to participate in debate. They represent their Chamber on

ceremonial occasions, in its dealing with the other Chamber, and with executive

authorities. (5) Bills or other proposals are first considered in a bureau,

where they discuss the general principles involved. Then each of the eleven

or nine bureaus chooses by ballot one of their members. These eleven or nine

members so chosen form a Committee for more detailed scrutiny of the

proposal. In the case of an important measure the House may ask the

bureau to designate two or three representatives each.

13S. 'The AiocefofM of PorUaaaent are threefold. (1) Legislafiont

Each House adopts by resolution at the beginning of a session the rules under

which it proposes to work during that session* The President as well as

members are entitled to initiate bills As a rule, measures initiated by the

President are in reality of the h misters. They may as well be presented by

the Premier or some other Minister. A private member*s bill must pass the

scrutiny of a special Committee, whose report furnishes the House the basis

for discussion as to whether it will tedte the proposition for consideration

If the decision is in the negative, the bill cannot be re-introduced within six

months; if it is in the affirmative, the bill follows the same course as a

government measure By this individual initiative much valuable time is

wasted and the modern tendency is to restrain the same. The government

bills are referred in the Senate to bureaus and through them to special

Committees; they are similarly referred to the Chamber of Deputies but if they

relate to specified subjects they go to the Standing Committees instead.

Reports of Bureaus and Committees are printed and supplied to members, before

the debate in the House begins. A measure must pass two readings in each

Chamber. The two Houses arc equal in dignity, power and function and each

of them can^adopt, reject or amend any measure that comes to it from the other.

A bill to become law must pass both Houses in exactly the same form. If i^

passes in somewhat different form, some means must be employed to bring the

Houses into agreement. If it is a government bill, the Ministers in charge of it

can readily pass from one Chamber to another, winning a concession here and

inducing a surrender there, until at last the difference is ironed out. If the

Ministers do not care for the fate of the bill, it is referred to a Special Joint

Committee, in the event of disagreement between two Houses.

(2) Fiscal control i The power of the purse is primarily with the

Lower House. The Constitution requires that all finance bills shall be consL

dered first in the Lower Chamber. However, measures entailing expenditure^

an old age pension law, sometimes make their first appearance in the

Senate. The budget is voted every year, allocating in detail the anticipated

revenues to particular services, leaving the executive and the administrative

authorities very little disaetion in the matter.
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(3) Supervision of fhe execufivet The third main function of Parlia.,

ment is to enforce the principle of Ministerial responsibility. In practice, this

means the ceaseless supervision of and interference in the routine of adminis^

trative work, in England, the Cabinet gets free scope in administrative matters.

In France, Parliament generally interferes in the matter of appointments and
promotions, issues orders and meddles in affairs that do not properly concern it.

Even in trivial matters Ministries are thrown out and that is why they are less

stable than in England.

136* The Judiciary : (i) With one exception the Constitution makes

00 provision for the judicial system; it depends entirely upon Statute. The
exception is the Senate which is constituted a High Court of Justice for the

trial of impeachment cases and of cases involving attempts upon the safety of

the State, (ii) Another feature of the French judiciary is the maintenance of

two entirely separate sets of tribunals, one for the trial of ordinary civil and

criminal cases; the other for the handling of controversies between the adminis

trative authorities and private individuals, (ui) Civil and criminal cases,

although the rules of procedure differ, are heard and determined by the same

Courts not by separate Courts. This is, however, so far the lower Courts are

concerned. The superior Courts, are as a rule, divided into civil and crimina]

Chambers, (iv) The Courts again are sutionary and not moving like those in

the United States, (v) The Courts, except, those held by the Justices of the

Peace, are composed of several judges and no judgment is valid unless concurred

in by at least three members of the bench.

J 37« (a) Th9 OrBixutry Casrt* civiJ, rriminaJ and commet-

cial tribunals. (1) At the bottom of the structure stands the Court of the

Justice of the Peace, (ii) Then comes the Court of First Instance or the District

Court, with three judges at least in each Court. It is known as a 'Correctional

Court^ when it handles criminal matters, (iii) Above these" Courts are

twenty^five Courts of Appeal, each with a definite territorial jurisdiction and

divided into Chambers, each consisting of a president and four judges. They
hear appeals in civil and criminal cases from the District Courts, Original juris,

diction is limited and incidental, (iv) Every three months a Court of Assize

is set up consisting of a specially designated member of the Court of Appeal

and two other magistrates, chosen, either from the same Court or the District

Court* This Court is assisted by a jury of twelve men, (v) At the apex

stands the Court of Cassation, the supreme tribunal of the State sitting at

Paris, It consists of a first president, three sectional presidents and forty/five

judges. It is divided into three sections, v/^r,. Court of Petitions, Civil Court

and Criminal Court. Their function is to review the decisions of any tribunal

in the country, save those of an administrative character. It decides upon the

principles of law involved and upon the competence of the original Court. It

can either confirm or quash the decision; it cannot substitute a new one sn4
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refers the matter bode to a tribunal of the same grade as the original one,

whose decision is amended

138» (b) The AdmiaUtratiee Courts; Under all forms of government

the dealings of the administrative officers with private citizens give rise to many
disputes, e,g,, a policeman runs down an innocent person while in pursuit of an

offender and the citizen claims redress. The individual officer or the

Government he represents may or may not be liable according as the rules of

administrative law prescribe or allow. The administrative law may be defined

as a body of legal principles by whidi are determined the status and liabilities

of public officials, the rights of private citizens as against these officials and the

procedure by which these rights and liabilities may be enforced. The idea

underlying it » that the Government and its agents have rights, privileges

and prerogatives differing from those of the private citizens and that the nature

and extent of the same are to be determined on principles essentially distinct

from those that govern the relation of citizens inter se. In English-speaking

countries the function devolves upon the ordinary Courts of Justice. In countries

whose jurisprudence is based on Roman Law> a separate system of Courts is

set up for the handling of cases of an administrative nature. These adminis*

trative Courts play an important role in Prance. Although originally designated

in the interest of the Government rather than of the citizen, their primary

object to-day is the protection of the individual against arbitrary or illegal

administrative acts. (1) In every department (district) there is a Prefeeiaral

Council^ presided over by the Prefect. It is appointed by the President of the

Republic and in addition to adjudicating administrative disputes, advises the

Prefect on executive or administrative matters. (2) The Appeal Court is the

Caanccl cf State, It is the supreme tribune} for the edjadicetha of adminis-

trative disputes. Members of this Court are appointed by executive decree

with the advice and consent of the Ministry and can be removed only in the

same manner. It considers and replies to all questions relating to the adminis-

trative affairs, submitted to it by the Government and in all administrative

cases, it is the Court of last resort. Experience shows that these Courts

preserve a high degree of independence and the Government does not seek to

extort favourable decisions. (5) When there is a conflict of jurisdiction

between the ordinary and administrative Courts, the question is decided by the

Qoart of Conflicts. It is composed of the Minister of Justice as cx-o/ffc/o

president, three judges each of the Court of Cassation and of the Council of

State and two judges chosen by these seven foregoing members.

1 38« (c) Th« Senate ; In England, the House of Lords acts as the

highest Court of Appeal. The Senate in France is ^so empowered by the

Constitution to try certain important cases. The President of the Republic and
the Ministers can only be impeached before the Senate at the instance of the

Chamber of Deputies for crimes committed in the exercise of their functions.
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The Sendte also acts as a High Court of Justice in cases involving allega

attacks on the safety of the States by officers or individucd citizens.

2. Italy

140* The ConstftutioQ t The unitary Constitution oHtaly resembles

that of the United Kingdom in almost all particulars, except in its written

character. The Statute which embodies this Constitution was granted hy

King Charles Albert in March 1848, to his Piedmontese subjects. In lafer

years various other parts of Italy also desired by a popular vote (plebiscite) to

come under the system of government provided by the said instrument*

141. Amendmeat: The Statuio was originally granted as PoVal

Charter and in doing so the King relinquished the largest part of his powsr.

He became a King subject to the restrictions of a written constitution* a

national Parliament and a Cabinet system. It is a solemn and irrevocable

contract between the King and the people and it is beyond the power of (he

King to alter it although in the form of a Charter* In the Sfafufo itself th£>^a

is no provision for amendments, but the Italian jurists are agreed that it can ha

modified by Parliament by ordinary legislation and no constituent assembly

is required for the purpose, la fact, the Italian Parliament has enacted

time to time such laws as subtract from or otherwise alter the constitutio^^al

system iti various particulars. There is no legal obstacle to prevent Parliam^iif

from enacting such laws and even from altering the text of the Statuio itself*

It is thus made clear that a written constitution is not necessarily either rigid

or immutable.

142. Ihe Crown: The Italian Monarch enjoys a Civil List of about

15,000,000 lire. His powers are extensive in theory, but strictly limited io

practice. The Ministry is the working executive, continually responsible to the

Lower House. All acts of the King are done in his name by the Ministry*

Even the power of veto is rarely or never used. However, like the English

Sovereign, the Italian King also exeicises a good deal of influence over admirals,

tratlve affairs* He is perhaps more powerful than the English King. His v^ice

in foreign affairs carries much weight ; he is the Commander.in>Chief of the

forces, actually taking the field at the head of the troops
; he appoints the

Premier and exercises wide discretion in doing so; he attends and presides o^er

Cabinet meetings
;
he exercises ultimate control over the Ministers and is not

bound to act always upon their advice ; and he can even dismiss them irrespac

live of their relations with Parliament.

143a The Ministry : (i) Composition’. The Ministry consists of the

heads of about fourteen executive departments. The premier is chosen by the

King* There being many parties and party^groups, the King exercises a wide

discretion in this choice, like the President of France. And every Ministry
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necessarily a coalition* The Premier nominates his colleagues and the King

appoints them offically. To be eligible a man must be a member of either

House; if he is not« he must seek election on the next seat falling

vacant in the Lower House, after his appointment, unless in the meantime

he is made a Senator. In fact, all of them, including the Premier

are selected from the Lower House, except. Ministers of War and of Marine

who are frequently selected from the Senate, because of their technical qualify

cations* Each Minister is assisted by an Under-Secretary. (2) Funciions and

Status : The business of the Ministers is, individually, to manage the affairs

of their several departments, and collectively, to determine policies, initiate

legislation and to perform ell other functions belonging to the Ministers under

a Cabinet system of government* The Premier convokes and generally presides

over their meetings. In respect to administrative methods and political policy,

ministerial uniformity and solidarity is considered essential. The Ministers

and Under^Secretaries are entitled to appear in either House and take part in

debate ; they can, however, vote only in the House in which they are members.

The Chambers can make a formal request for the presence of i particular

Minister in their midst, and it will generally be honoured, but they cannot

compel them to do so* Like the French Parliament, Italian Parliament keeps

a close watch on the Ministers and upaetsGovernment by entering into adminis-

trative details* Frequently, Legislative Commissions are set up to investigate

an administrative act or policy. (5) Exercise of Ordinance powert The
administrative system of Italy has been modelled upon that of France* It gives

an unusually large place to the promulgation and enforcement of Ordinances by

(he executive. The constitution empowers the executive to *^make decrees and

regulations necessary for the execution of the laws without suspending their

execution or granting exemptions from them.'* In practice, the power is

stretched sometimes to the creation of temporary law or virtual negation of

Parliamentary enactments* Parliament itself is seldom disposed to stand

rigidly upon its strict rights in this matter and sometimes expressly delegates

to the Ministry the exercise of sweeping legislative authority. This is, in fact,

tlic source of the absolute power wielded by the present executive under

Sr, Mussolini, about which we have heard so frequently in recent years.

144. Parliament* The legislative functions are vested by the consti-

tution in the King and Parliament, the latter consisting of two Chambers,

(1) The Senate is composed of (a) all Princes of the Royal blood, sitting by

right at the age of 21 years and voting at the age of 25 and after; and (b)

persons appointed for life by the Crown, t. e., by the Ministry. In fact, it is

a nominated Upper Chamber. The King's choice is not restricted but he

generally selects from twenty*one specified classes of citizens, which include

high'officers of Church and State, persons of fame in science and literature,

income-tax payers to the amount of 5000 lire and others. The constitution

requires that every member of class (b) must be at least 40 years of age,

48
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The number is not fixed and the device of swamping the opposition

to meet the political situation of the moment is often used.

As a result, its legislative independence is reduced to a nullity. It is

useful only as a revising agency and sometimes manages to secure

important changes in the details of proposed laws, like the British House of

Lords. But it is no longer a checking or an initiating branch, and as a rule, does

not oppose the great measures of the Lower House at all. (2) The chamber of

Deputiest The Lower House consists of 508 members elected simultaneously

by direct vote in single-member districts for a term of five years. In theory^

the two Houses have concurrent powers of legislation, but in practice, most

of the bills are initiated in the Lower House. The bills that have a distinct

judicial bearing are introduced first in the Upper House, while all money-bills

must be introduced first in the Lower Chamber. As ai'ule, the members of the

Ministry initiate new legislation, but private members also introduce bills freely

unlike those in England.

14S« The Judiciary t The Kingdom is divided into 1535 Manda-

mentif 162 tribunal districts and 20 appellate court districts (1) In each

Mandamenti there is a magistracy trying both civil and minor criminal cases.

(2 )The district Courts are Courts of First Instance for offences involving a fine

of more than 1000 lire and for appeals from lower Courts. There are also

Courts of Assize for higher criminal cases. They have also jurisdiction in cases

of press offences and those involving attacks upon the security of the State, when

the Senate, is not organised as a High Court of Justice. (8) The Appeal Courts

hear appeals on the decisions of the penal tribunals, in cases not dealt with by

the Assize Courts. (4) The Courts of Cassasion have final jurisdiction in all

cases involving questions of error in the application of ordinary civil law.

They also decide questions of conflict of jurisdiction between different Courts.

These Courts are five in number, each assigned to a separate defined territory.

There is no appeal from one to another. (5j The Senate may be constituted

by the King a High Court of Justice for the trial of cases involving treason or

other attempts upon the safety of the State, and for the trial of Ministers,

against whom impeachment proceedings are brought by the Lower Chamber.

146* Admlnletrative Courts : Although a sharp distinction is main'

tained between public and private law, the separation of functions between the

ordinary and the administrative Courts is not so clear-cut as in France. (1) A
Court with a Prefect end certain assistants is set up in each province with

inferior administrative jurisdiction. (2) A section of the Council of State,

composed of a president and eight councillors named by the King serves as

Higher Administrative Court. In practice, the ordinary Courts exercise juris-

diction in matters where the question is one of private right { if it is one

merely of private interest

,

it goes to the administrative Courts for decision*



CHAPTER VIII

FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONS

1. GENERAL

147* General Principlee : Federalism is opposed to unifarianism.

In an unitary state, the strength of the state or the governing power is

concentrated in the hands of one visible sovereign body or person. That body

or person, in whom the power of the state is located, may either be a popular

and representative assembly like parliament or an absolute despot like the Czar.

In a federal state, on the other hand, the power of the state is distributed among
a number of co<ordinate bodies each originating in and controlled by the

constitution.

148« Cireamstances favonring federalism s When groups of cofAmu*

nities united by common interests but possessing no political unity of a visible

kind have grown to a certain size in numbers, wealth and territorial extent, then

the problems of nationality, statehood, sovereignty and government arise. It

is by the operation of sentiment and economics combined, with the instinct of

self-preservation as the final spur, that nations acquire their first sense of

nationality and subsequently experience the need of institutions to embody,

protect and sustain it.

149« Reqaiaiteat (1) So the first requisite of federalism is the

existence of a group of countries or state that are closely connected together

by contiguity, history, race, traditions and the like elements. When such

states are threatened by outside attack, they desire union with their neighbours

for mutual protection. If we examine the history of various federations of the

World, we find that fear of foreign attack was the immediate cause of their

union. For instance, the fear of invasion from east and west alike drew the

German States together; and likewise the dread of England made the American

Colonies come together to form a union. (2 ) But while these states desire

union with one another, they do not desire unity. Their love for their indivi-

dual state, their local patriotism is too powerful to allow them to merge into a

unitary state and put an end to their separate existence as a state. So they

become fused together into a single central state in regard only to matters

affecting their common interests, but retain separation and independence as

individual states in regard to all other matters. Such fusion is known asfedera

lion. A single nation is thereby formed in regard to common matters, such as

common defence or relations with foreign countries, without sacrificing indep-

endence and autonomy of individual states in matters cotKerning their internal
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government. The strongest federal unions are those in which the local

patriotism finds a comfortable place within the embrace of larger national

patriotism.

150« The language, as some writers unduly emphasize> is not an

absolute requisite for the formation of a federal state. No doubt, a common
language is a great harmoniser and a powerful agency, but the want of it is not

a bar to such union. In the well known federal states of Switzerland, the

United States and the Union of Scmth Africa one political allegiance covers

many tongues and the factor is by no means a serious hindrance.

151* Characteristics of Federal Institutions s A constitution to be

called truly federal must present prominently certain political features. These

characteristic factors are four in number.

(1 ) The Supremacy of the Conetitntion is the pivot of federalism. A
federal state comes into being by means of a constitution, which controls all

powers, whether executive, legislative or judicial and whether belonging to the

nation or to the individual states. Nobody can exercise a single power which

is inconsistent with the articles of the constitution, which constitute the
**
Su'

preme Law ” of the land. It is supreme over all other laws. There is no such

distinction between supreme law and ordinary law in English polity. It is a

solemn contract between two parties, not an ordinary Statute. This doctrine

is peculiar and essential to federalism. It involves three consequences
:
(a)

It must be a written constitution. A federal state can be formed only by a

contract between different states and to avoid future misunderstanding the

terms of the treaty must be clearly recorded in writing, [b) It must be a

rigid constitution. The law of the constitution must be either unchangeable or

changeable only by means of a special machinery. That power cannot be

safely vested in any ordinary legislature, acting under the authority of the

constitution. Such legal sovereignty in the United States of America is vested

in the States’ Governments forming an aggregate body, represented by three,

fourths of the States forming the Union. Such a sovereign is hard to rouse

and hence a federal constitution tends to be immutable, (c) Every legislative

assembly existing under such a constitution is a subordinate law-making body
whose enactments become invalid or unconstitutional as soon as they over^step

the limits of the authority conferred upon them by the constitution. They are

not sovereign bodies like the English Parliament.

(2) The divisioa of Authority : As has already been stated, the aim of

federalism is to reconcile and fuse together the sentiment of national unity with

that of independence of invidual states, (a) This object involves the division

of authority between the component parts of the federation, viz., the national

government and the separate states. They are assigned specific functions by
the constitution in legislation, in judicial competence and in executive action*
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This divinon of functions and subjects may vary in different federal constitU'

tions» but there is always a certain minimum of powerwhich the central govern*

ment possesses^ leaving the residue in the hands of the states. However^ to

prevent the central government from encroaching upon the rights retained by the

states, their spheres of action must be rigorously defined and the lineofdemarca«

tion must be definite for the smooth operation of the federal system* Thus the

constitution of the United States of America delegates special and closely

defined powers to the executive, legislative and judicial bodies of the Union and

those powers that are not so delegated or specially prohibited are left to the

individual States. The foreign reiations« defence, national communications^

commerce, coinage, banking, issue of paper money and insurance are generally

the subjects assigned to the Central Government, the first two being the most

essential, (b) Again, in the Central Government instead of concentrating

this authority in any single official or body it is distributed amongst three

different authorities, such as the President, the Congress and the Courts.

These authorities are at once co-ordinate with and independent of each other.

No one of them can encreach upon the powers of another* (c) Besides this

division, certain principles of policy or of justice are enforced upon the Central

Government and the different States further i restricting the powers of both.

These maxims have special claim to respect and observation. This tendency

of federalism to split up and limit authority on every side distinguishes it from

an Unitarian system, like that of England. While in the United States of

America, the executive, the judiciary and the legislature all stand on a level

with one another, in England both the executive and the judiciaty are legally

subject to the control of Parliament in which body all the power of the realm is

concentrated. Under a federal system the powers of the Federal state are

distributed amongst several co.ordinate bodies which originate from and are

controlled by the constitution ; under an unitary system the whole power is

concentrated in the sovereign person or body.

(3) The power of the Judiciary: The third chief featureof afederalconsti-

tution is the power given to the Courts of Law to guard against unconstitu.

tional enactments of the legislature. Under such a system, the legal supremacy

of the constitution is essertial to the existence of the federal state. This pro-

blem has been solved by the founders of the American Constitution by invest-

ing the Judges with the power and the duty of deciding whether Acts of the

legislature are consistent or otherwise with the Constitution. Judges of indi-

vidual 6'tates as well as of the Supreme Court are bound to treat as void all

enactments of either State or Central Legislatures, if they are repugnant to the

Constitution. The Courts derive their existence from the Constitution and
stand on the same level as the executive and the legislature* The Supreme Court
controls all these Courts whether aState Court or a Federal Court, by its appel-

late juii'uliction and thus becomes (he final interpreter of the Constitution^
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The Judges of these Courts have their independence secured by the fact

that they hold office during good behaviour and their salaries cannot

be diminished while they are in office. Besidest the judicial department^

at the head of which stands the Supreme Court, has its own officers to execute

its judgments. And this power of the Courts is not a dead letter. Itisfre'

quently exercised, but only in cases that (»me before them for decision. They
can only petrorm judicial functions and decide cases before them as the Courts

in England decide whether a particular bye-law of a corporation is consisteni

with the Act of Parliament from which the Corporation derives its existence.

In this respect, the American statesmen have only applied to their own case the

conceptions of English law which they inherited, and in doing so, they created

the most completely developed federalism.

(4) Direct contact with the people: The division of functions and

subjects are so defined as to permit federal and provincial powers, respectively,

the completest possible freedom of action, each in its separate area, including

direct contact by the government with the individual citizen in respect of its

legitimate functions. The separation of spheres is to be accompanied by the

power in each government to make its will effective within its proper sphere.

152* Federal States and Coofederaclei : A federal state derives its

force from the will of the people and not by way of delegation from the consti-

tuent states. The latter are juristically supposed to have divested themselves

of their Individual sovereignties and melted into the general body of the people,

who create the federal constitution and re*create the individual states.

The independence and autonomy of these states then depend upon the

constitution which creates a central state with national citizenship. A
confederacvi on the other hand, is a league of several independent states, who

without parting with their individual sovereignties enter into a compact for

certain common purposes, usually that of defence. In the central government^

which is created thereby, there is no fusion, no formation of new political

society with sovereignty, andno divestingofold individual sovereignties. While

cessation from a fedration is illegal, withdrawal from confederacy is not, juris

tically, illegal. In a confederacy, the central government has no authority

directly over the citizens of various states, but only on the states as individual

units entering into the compact. In a f^eral state, there is double government,

double citizenship, double allegiance and double patriotism, the central govern-

ment claiming obedience directly of all dtizens of all the component states.

2. The United States of America

153. Distribution of Sovereign Power t The G)nstitution of the United

States of America is the most completely developed type of federalism. When

we compare it with that of England, we find that the former is the exact

opposite of the latter in the principle of distribution of powers. As se^n
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already^ in the unitary Constitution of England^ the sovereign power is cori^

ccntrated in Failiament. In the American polity the executive, the legislative

and the judicial powers ore distributed amongst bodies, each of which is Co-

ordinate with and at the same time independent of the other. This distribution

is the essence of the federal form of government.

154* The Constitution of the United States of America was drawn Up

by a Convention of thirteen States in 1787. It was to come into operation

when ratified by nine States and that ratification took place in [une 1783*

The remaining four states gave their assent before the end of May 1790.

Since that date thirty-two other States have been admitted into the Union.

Between 1789 and 1934 twenty amendments have been incorporated into

the Constitution, the last of them being for the repeal of the ammendmetit

concerning prohibition of drink (1934).

15S. The President is the supreme federal executive authority arrd

derives his power direct from the Constitution. Article 2 (sec* 1) of the con>

stitution recites the oath which he takes on assuming office. It is a pledge that

he will saupulously regard the rights of the individual States and acknowledge

the sovereignty of the people, as laid down in and manifested by the Consti.

tution. The aim of the framers of that document was to create a

National Government strong enough to defend the country from external

attack or internal disruption, but the same time they shrank from endowing it

with power which might tempt it to usurp the functions of the States or to

override the popular will. The oath was purposely prescribed to provide against

these contingencies. Article 4 (sec. 4) of the constitution gurantees to every

State a republican form of government and enjoins upon the Central Govern-

ment the duty of protecting them against invasion as well as domestic violence.

The Federal Government of which the President is the chief executive officer

receives from the constitution only that irreducible minimum of functions

absolutely needed for national welfare. It is placed in direct contact with all

the citizens in respect of these 'functions, and the normal course of Federal

Administration rum on a different plane from that of the States. When this

normal course is disturbed, the Central Government encroaches upon the

otherwise protected autonomy of the States. When any State attempts to

overthrow the republican form of government or to resist the legitimate action

of Federal officers in the course of their duty, the President can interfere, if

necessary, by force of arms. He is under constitutional obligation to maintain a
Federal army or to require the assistance of the militia of another State, on
the request of any State, by the resolution of the State legislature or appeal

from the State executive (when the legislature cannot be convened) in suppres.

sing domestic violence.

The President and the Vice-President are elected for four years. A num-
ber of electors equal to the whole number of Senators and Representatives that

each State is entitled to send to the Congress axe appointed in each State by
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popular ballot. These electors meet in their several States and give their votes

separately for a President and A Vice-President. The results are sent to the

President of the Senate, who declares the final result according to the majority

of votes. In case of equality, the President is chosen by the House of Repre*

sentatives by ballot, vote being taken by States, each State having one vole

The Vice-President^ in a similar contingency, is chosen by the Senate.

The duties and powers of the President are carefully defined. He is the

Commander'in-Chief of the naval and military forces, grants reprieves and

pardons, except in case of impeachment, makes treaties and appoints judges,

naval and military and other public officers, with the advice and consent of the

Senate. He is also empowered to convene and in certain cases to adjourn the

Congress. Subject to the advice and consent of the Senate, he appoints seven
j

State Ministers, who are the heads of the seven state departments created by ;

the Constitution, and form the Cabinet. ^
156« Cabinet I These Ministers are, however, not responsible to the

Congress; they are solely responsible to the President, who has the power of

dismissing them. The President alone is responsible to the Congress.

157« Legislatures t The Central legislative power is vested in the

President and the Congress which consists of two Houses, the Senate and the

House of Representatives. (1) The Senate is composed of two representatives

from each State, formerly chosen by their respective State legislatyres. but now
by direct election among the people at large, for six years

; one-third of the

members h^e W retiie every two years. The Vice-President of the United

States is the President of the Senate or in his absence a person chosen by the

Senate itself presides. The House can initiate all bills except money-bills.

Its advice and consent are necessary for the President in the appointment of

public officers and in the conduct of foreign affairs. It has the sole power of

trying impeachments of all public officers, including the President instituted

by the other House. It is thus an executive council, a judicial tribunal and

a legislative body. It represents all the States in equal strength and is the true

Federal House, wielding greater powers over public affairs than the House of

Representatives (2) The f/ouse of Representatives is composed of members
elected for two years by the various States in proportion to their population,

but not exceeding one for every 30,000. It has the power of initiating money-
bills as well as other bills and of instituting impeachment before the Senate.

The assent of both Houses and the President is necessary for the passing of a

measure. If the President declines, the measure is returned to the House
which initiated it and if it is again passed by a majority of two thirds in both

Houses, it becomes law. (3} The State legislatures are constituted for

dealing with local affairs. I'hetr powers are defined by Article 10, of the Con-

stitution, which enacts that the * powers not delegated to the United States by

the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the Stales respectively, or to the
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people*^' The scope of Federal legislation is defined by Article I (sec 8) which
includes defence^ foreign relations, banking, national communications, and

others. Sections 9 and 10 of the same Article prohibit certain actions on the

part of individual States.

158* This division of functions leaves such vital functions of govern,

ment as law and order, civil law, criminal* law, local government, education,

public health, the raising of the militia and the police power in the hands of

each individual State. They are original and inherent powers which belonged

to the State before they entered the Union. If a question arises as regards

any particular power, it is presumed to be enjoyed by the State, unless it can

be shown to have been taken away by the Constitution. A State is not deemed

to be subject to any restriction which the Constitution has not distinctly

imposed. The powers granted to the National Government are delegated

powers enumerated in and defined by the Constitution. If a power is not

distinctly conferred on the Union, it is not possessed by it and it cannot interfere

with the action of a State in that respect. The Congress can legislate only in

matters in respect to which a positive grant of power in the Constitution can

be pointed out. The authority of the National Government is exercised not

through the State organizations, but dir^tly treating the citizens of diffe*

rent States as its own citizens. The individual State stands on its own feet

and goes on its own way, touching the National Government at but few points.

These few points of contact are the subjects on which the Congress and State

legislatures have concurrent power of legislation, e. g., bankruptcy, elections,

pilotage and ports. If the Congress, acting within its constitutional powers,

passes an Act, which conflicts with an existing State statute, the latter gives

way and the Federal Act becomes the only law. It, however, merely suspends

the State law which becomes valid again and does not require re-enactment, if

and when the Federal Act is repealed. In short, a State law on any of these

subjects operates only in absence of a Federal law.

159. The qaallflcaUoBs of electore are governed by the State law and

not by the Federal law and the latitude left to the States in this matter is

wide. There are many remarkable anomalies still in existence in the matter

of general franchise and the Congers has not so far interfered with them,

although it has power to make one uniform electoral law for the whole country

.

160* Amendment of the Conatitation t The Constitution cannot be

amended by the Congress alone. Such amendments are to be proposed by

that body with the approval of two-thirds of both Houses or by a convention

summoned on the application of two.thirds of the State legislatures. The amend'

dments so proposed must be subsequently ratified by at least three-fourths o{

the State legislatures. The ultimate legal sovereignty thus resides in this

special machinery and the Congress alone becomes a mere non-sovereign law-

making body, unlike the British Parliament. The ultimate pcditical sovereignty,

49
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however, resides in the people as a whde, in both the countries. Tendency to
emphasise the popular origin of sovereignty is evidenced in the United States

by the recent substitution of popular for an indirect election by the State legis.

latures in the case of members of the Senate, and also in the practical elirm*.

nation of the Electoral College in the election of the President. U is asserted

by the students of American polity that the Constitution is sustained by
the over*whelming force of loyal public opinion* The legal form in which that

popular will can manifest itself is through the special machinery for amendment
described above. It is purposely devised to protect the interests of the minorhy.

It will be difficult to carry any amendment through if the minority is a little

powerful, sufficiently numerous or if the desire of the majority is not sijf.

ficiently vehement. It is evident that such a sovereign cannot be easily roused

and hence the Constitution tends to be immutable. It need not, however, be

forgotten that the Constitution has been amended twenty times during the

course of 145 years.

161 « The Judiciary : The judicial power of the Federal Government

is vested in the Supreme Court, the judges of which are appointed by the

President and hold office during good behaviour. This Court has power to

try all cases arising under the ConstitutMNi and hasoriginal jurisdiction in ca^es

where ambassadors or public officers are concerned or where any State is a

party. The Central Judiciary is thus constituted the sole arbiter of the Con^ti*

tution. Under the Supreme Court there are subordinate Federal Courts

established in different States side by side with the State Courts. These Courts

ofiisrh individual Staie iiava jucciuaiva ^iurisdktinn in maUars joot lovolvii^g

interpretation of United States Statutes or falling within the jurisdiction of Che

Federal Surpreme Court. The limits of judicial power are more difficult of

definition. A citizen can sue or be sued in either Court. The result is that

suits are often transferred from State Courts but not vice versa. This is

done, when a plaintiff who has brought his action in a State Court finds when
the case has gone a certain extent that a point of a Federal law is involved.

In that case the suit will either be transferred to a Federal Court if the decision

of the State Court goes against the applicability of the Federal law. Within

its proper sphere of State law there is no appeal from a State Court a^d

though the point of law on which the case turns may be one which has arisen

and been decided in the Supreme Federal Court, the State Court is not bound

to follow it. Again, where the question is one of State Uw, in which Stette

Courts have decided one way and a Federal Court the other way, the St^tc

Judge ought to follow his own Courts. Even a Federal Court in administering

State law will reverse its own previous decision rather than depart from the

view which the highest State Court has taken.
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3. Switzerland

162« ** The Swiss Federal Constitution '' says Professor Dicey ''may

appear to a superficial observer to be a copy in miniature of the constitution

of United States No doubt the former resembles the latter in one or two

points and notably in the formation of the Council of States or Senate. But

for all this, Swiss Federation is the natural outgrowth of Swiss hisCoryt ftnd

bears a peculiar character of its own.

The Conatitutioii unites the peoples of twenty-two sovereign

Cantons of Switzerland into a federation. Article 3 declares that " the

Cantons are sovereign in so far as their sovereignty is not limited by the federal

constitution, and, as such, they exercise all the rights not explicitly delegated to

the Federal Power Although this article declares the Cantons as sovereign^

in effect, fundamentally, the Swiss people is the Swiss Sovereign.

1 64 • The Federal Council t The Federal Executive is composed of

seven Ministers elected for three years by both Houses of Federal Legblature

sitting together as the Federal Assembly or Congress, but they are not dismis.

sible by that body. They keep their pla<%s till the next Assembly meets, when
a new election takes place. They need not be, but in fact are, elected from

among the members of the Assembly and though they lose their seats on elec-

tion, for all practical purposes they are considered members of the same. They
may speak or Introduce measures in either House, but they may not vote.

The President and Vice-President of the Council are nominated annually by
the Assembly. The President always retains the control of foreign affairs ;

other executive offices are annually distributed amongst the members of the

Council, (a) The e;rccaf(ve/ancffons confided to the Council ere wide. It

possesses the authority naturally belonging to the National Government. It is

the centre of the whole federal system and as such keeps up good relations

between the Cantons and the Federal Government and generally provides for

the preservation of order and maintenance of law, throughout the country.

All foreign affairs fall within its supervision. Although not dismissible by the

Assembly, in fact it has no independence. It is expected to carry out and does

Carry out the policy of the Assembly and ultimately the policy of the Nation.

Politics in Switzerland are a matter of business and the system of its govern-

ment is entirely businesslike. The Council like a good man of business obeys

and carries out the orders of its master, the Assembly. No doubt, constitu.

tionally, many matters arc to be decided by the Assembly, which, however
leaves them in the hands of the Council, But the Council reports its actions

to the Assembly and if the latter expresses a distinct resolution on any subject,

effect would be given to it by the Council. (2) The Legislative functions
of the Council arc performed without any particular responsibility attaching to

them. Any proposal or law presented by that body may be rejected by the
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Assembly or vetoed by the people
; in such a contingency, unlike the British

Ministry^ the Council is not expected constitutionally to go out of office* In

fact, the Council does not represent a majority in the Assembly, as does an

English or a French Ministry, The Councilors though elected for three years

are re*eligible and in fact are re-elected more than once. There have been

cases in which the majority in the Assembly belonged to one party and tha^

in the Council to another and still this want of harmony in political views did

not lead to inconvenience. In truth, the Council is not a Cabinet but a Board

with the President of the Republic as their Chairman. It resembles a Beard of

Directors in a joint-stock company. The shareholders can control the action

and reverse the policy of these Directors. However, so long as things go well,

the shareholders do not interfere. Similarly, the Federal Council carries on the

administration like a body of men of business; it is independent and permanent

and never thinks of coming into conflict with the Assembly or the nation (3)

The Judicial functions of the Council pertain to questions of administrative

law and also to certain classes of legal questions. The Council gives the required

sanction to the constitutions or to alterations in the constitutions of the Can-

tons and determines whether the same are or are not consistent with the Federal

Constitution. It also determines to what extent the Cantonal legislation could

go. It thus determined some years back the right as to public meetings of the

Salvation Army and the extent to which the Cantonal legislation could regu-

late or prohibit the same. An appeal on certain questions of administrative

law lies from the Council to the Assembly.

1 65. The Federal Astembly.* The Federal Legislature is composed of

two branches. It is modelled to a certain extent on the American Congress.

When the two Houses sit together, it is known as the Assembly. They meet

together for several purposes, the notable among them being the election of

the Federal Council, The Assembly also sits as a Court of Appeal on certain

administrative matters from the CounciL The main function of the Assembly

is to receive reports from the Council and to legislate. For the purpose of legis-

lation it sits in two separate chambers, (1) Council of States is composed

of two representatives from each Cantem. In that respect it resembles the

American Senate but unlike that body is not so influential and plays only a

secondary part. It is less powerful than the Lower House. The members are

paid by the Cantons they represent, who also regulate their term of office

which is generally very short. Unlike the American Senate, no special func^

tions are entrusted to it under the Constitution, (2) The National Council

direclty represents the citizens. Its number varies with the population, each

Canton being represented in proportion to its population. Nominally, both

Houses are on an equal footing as to originating legislative measures.

166. The Federal Judlciaryt The Federal Tribunal is constituted on

the model of the American Supreme 'Court. It ia less powerful, however.
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than its American prototype. It is composed of fourteen judges and as many
substitutes elected for six years by the Assembly, which also designates the

President and Vlce'President of the Court for two years at a time. It has cri.

minal jurisdiction in cases of high treason as well as other high crimes and

misdemeanours, but its powers as a criminal Court are rarely put into operas

tion. It has also jurisdiction as regards suits between the Federal State and the

Cantons and between the Cantons themselves. In fact, it interferes In all suits in

which the Federation or a Canton is a party. It also determines all matters

relating to public law and acts as a general Court of Appeal from Cantonal Courts

in cases arising under Federal laws, where the amount in dispute is more than

3COO francs. Besides, it entertains complaints of the violation of the constitu-

tional rights of citizens, whether the alleged right is guaranteed by the Federal

or Cantonal constitution. Though possessed of such wide and somewhat inde-

finite jurisdiction, it is not so powerful as the American Judiciary, because it has

no jurisdiction in controversies with reference to administrative law reserved to

the Federal Council and the Assembly. And, the domain of administrative law

covers as a law a wide range of subjects from the consideration of which this

Court is excluded. The tribunal, moreover, though it can treat Cantonal laws

as unconstitutional and therefore invalid, is bound by the Constitution to treat

all Federal laws as valid. Unlike the American Supreme Court, it stands alone,

instead of being at the head of a national judicial system, and has no officials of

its own to enforce its judgments* These judgments are executed primarily by
Cantonal authorities and if they fail in their duty, by the Federal Council.

In case of conflict of jurisdiction between the Council and the Tribunal, the

decision rests with the Assembly, and hence, the Court is able to exercise

very incomplete control over the acts of Federal officers. This conflict of

jurisdiction between the Tribunal, the Council and the Assembly with regard to

questions, which will generally be decided in England or in America by a law
Court, serves to make clear to us, that inSwitzerland there is imperfect recogni-

tion of the ^rule of law', as it is understood in England, or of the 'separation

of powers', as the doctrine is understood In Continental countries.

167, The Referendum: The mc^t peculiar characteristic of the Swiss

Constitution is the institution of Referendum, which is entirely of native

growth, it is an arrangement by which no alteration or amendment
of the Constitution, and no Federal law which any large number of Swiss

citizens think of importance comes finally into force until it has been sub.,

mitted to the vote of the citizens and has been sanctioned by a majority of

the citizens who actually vote. It must be added here that the change in

the constitution thus referred to the people comes into force only if it is ap-

proved not only by a majority of the citizens who vote, but also by a

majority of the Cantons. This arrangement of referendum exists in one

form or another in all the Cantons except one and hence it is oq
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essential feature of Swiss constitutionalisin. It is in effect a nation*s

veto. It gives to the citizens the power of arresting legislation, the power of

which was once possessed in fact, and is now possessed in theory, by the

English Monarch* As some writers, therefore, put iti the nation in Switzer*

land is the Monarchy, the Executive and the members of the Assembly are

the people’s Agents or Ministers. The citizens occupy the position of an abso-

lute monarch, who can veto the measures of his councillors. When a law

passed by the Assembly is submitted to them and they refuse their assent, it

does not beeome in reality a law. Besides this negative power, there is also a

positive power in the hands of the Cantonal Constitutions. This power is

known as the It is a device by which a number of citizens can

propose a law and require a popular vote upon it despite the refusal of the

Assembly to adopt their views. Both these institutions, viz,, the Referendum

and the Initiative show how the citizens take direct part in legislation.

168* Effect of Refereadam 2 The Referendum taken with other pro*

visions of the constitution produces two effects in particular. (1) The first

effect is to alter the position of the executive and the legislature. It decreases

their powers and they bow to the popular will without any discredit to them*

selves. They are not therefore obliged to resign and in fact the electors re elect

the members whose legislation they refuse to accept. (2) In the second place,

it discourages the growth of party government. When the citizens themselves

can veto undesirable legislation, it matters very little to them that some of

their representatives should entertain political opinions which do not at

the moment commend themselves Co the majority of the electors. The

habit acquired by direct participation in legislation accustoms Swiss citizens to

consider any proposed law on its own merits, unlike the voters in other

countries, who are prone to support only a party programme as a whole,

whether they like all its provisions or not.

169. American and Swiee •ystemet (i) As contrasted with the

American system, we find the Senate in America more influential and

powerful than its prototype, the Council of State in Switzerland, (ii) The

Federal Judiciary also cannot stand ht comparison with the supreme Court,

(ii) The exercise of judicial functionsby the Council and the Assembly are not

in unison with the modern ideas as to due administration of justice.

4. The Commonwealth of Australia

170* The Constitution: The Commonwealth of Australia Act,

enacted by the British Parliament in 1900, created a federation of six States,

V/Z-, (1) New South Wales, (2) Queensland, (3) Victoria, (4) South

Australia, (5) Tasmania and (6) Western Australia* As the preamble of the

Act describes, it is not the individual States but the people of these six States,

who are united together in one indissoluble Federal State under the Crown of

(he United Kingdom,
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171* Amendment: The CmistituHon can be altered by an Act passed

by an absolute majority in both Houses. If one House refuses to pass such an

Act,another Act can be passed only after an interval of three months and that

also must have an absolute majority in either House to be effective* The Act

so passed must then be referred to the electorate and must be passed both by a

majority of all the electors and by a majority of the electors in a majority of

the States. The last stage is to present it for the Crown's assent. There is

one restriction well-worth noting. No alteration diminishing the proportionate

or minimum representation of, or effecting the provisions of the Constitution

with regard to any State can become law unless approved by a majority of

electors in that State* It is evident from this that though legal sovereignty

still vests in the Crown and the British Parliament, the political sovereignty

resides in the people of the Commonwealth. The British Parliament, in

passing this Act, assigned to the people of Australia some of the highest

attributes of sovereignty and from that moment, its own power to restrain

Australia from doing what she wishes to do, has ceased to exist, in practice,

though not in theory. In theory, the British Parliament still possesses the

sovereign power and can repeal the Act and dissolve the Federal State.

172« The Executive : The executive power of the Commonwealth
approximates to the British model in its close relation to the legislature. It is

vested in a Governor^^General appointed by and representing the Crown and a

Federal Executive Council of members chosen by the Governor^General.

(1) The Governor-General is given various statutory powers, by which he is

empowered to do many things in theory, but, in practice, these powers arc

exercised according to the will of the people Though he is not reduced to a

cipher and can get many opportunities to exercise his discretion, the Federal

legislature, in virtue of its control of the Ministry, is a factor more important

than the executive, in the working of the Constitution. (2) The Executive

Council is composed of the Ministers of State chosen by the Governor-

General, from amongst the members of the legislature. They act as the heads

of various government departments. In theory, they form the advisory council

of the Governor-General, but in reality they are responsible Co Che Federal

Parliament.

173« The Legislature: The Federal Parliament is composed of the

King, represented by the Governor-General, the Senate and the House of

Representatives. (1) The Senate isr^mposed of members elected by the

Various States in proportion to their population for six years, half their number

retiring in rotation at the end of three years. (2) The //ousc of {Representatives

consists of members elected for three years, similarly, by the States in propor-

tion to their population* The number of members is double those of the Senate.

174* ' Power* of Federal Parliamenlt The grant of powers to Parlia-

ment is designed on the American plan. It is given certain exclusive powers of
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legisUtiofi and it may also legislate on a certain number of matters expressly

specified by the Act. It is empowered to legislate for the peace, order and good

government of the Commonwealth with respect to thirty<>nine expressly specified

subjects. Thirteen of these subjects are only applicable to the Commonwealth
as a whole and were created by the Act to vest in the Federal Parliament, being

essential for the performance of duties naturally belonging to a sovereign

government. Three more, formerly vested in the States are now exclusively

assigned to Federal Parliament, namely, bounties on mines, naval and military

defence and coinage. Twenty-three remaining subjects formerly belonged to

the States exclusively, but are now within the concurrent legislative powers of

both Federal and State Parliaments. In these cases, if any inconsistency arises

the law of the Federal Parliament prevails.

17S« The Power of the States : The position of the States in Australia,

like those in America, is that of the holders of the residue of sovereignty, or

at least the sharers of it with the people. Their Constitutions are guaranteed

by the Act. The Governors are appointed directly by the Crown and not by

the Governor- General. The Parliament of a State is entitled not only to

maintain and execute the Constitution but also to amend it. It is also empO'

wered to legislate on various matters affecting the State, within the limits and

in the manner prescribed by the Constitution. Under the Australian Consti-

tution Act, 1907, bills passed by the State Legislatures must be reserved for

His Majesty's pleasure, which (a) alter theConstitution of the State Legislature

or its either House, (b) affect the salary of the Governor, or (c) are required

to be so reserved by an Act of the State Legislature or by the bill itself.

176* The Judiciary : The judicial power of the Central State is vested

in a High Court, which has jurisdiction to hear appeals from its original side,

from the Supreme Court of any State and from the Inter State Commission*

This Commission is constituted by the Act to execute and maintain the provi-

sions of the Constitution relating to trade and commerce. The decisions of

the High Court are final as a rule, but His Majesty can grant special leave to

appeal to the Privy Council in England. But in some cases even for such

special leave, a certificate from the High Court, to the effect that the question

is a proper one for appeal, is required. The right, however, of appeal from

the State C^ourts, direct to the Privy Council, has not been taken away by

the Act. The High Court aho decides questions of the constitutional status

of the Commonwealth and of the individual States.

5. Dominion of Canada
177. The Constitution. The Dominion of Cansde was created by

the British North America Act, 1867. It was composed originally of four
States. VIZ., the Provinces of (a) Ontario, (b) Quebec, (c) Nova Scotia and (d)
New Brunswick. Subsequently, by the British North America Acts of 1871
and 1886 six more Provinces were admitted into the union, v/2., Oj the Pro>
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vince of Manitoba, (2) British Columbia^ (3) Prince Edward Island, (4) The
North-West Territories, (5) Alberta and (6) Saskatchewan The original

Act described the Constitution as **similar in principle to that of the United

Kingdom^’* However, it is not similar in principle except in one grand

essential. The practice of responsible government, with a Cabinet sitting in

Parliament, is almost an exact copy of British practice,

178* Asnendment t Unlike Australia, there is no power in Canada to

amend the Constitution. Every proposal for amendment must be made in the

British Parliament. The latter, on the other hand, could enact nothing in the

way of Canadian constitutional amendment except on the invitation, and with

the consent of the Canadian people and Parliament. This special arrangement

is largely due to the existence of communal and religious apprehensions

prevailing in the country at the time the Act of l867 was passed.

1 79. The Executive t The Executive power of the Central Govern^

ment is vested in the Crown and is exercised by a Governor^Gerteral appoint-

ed by the Crown, and a Privy Council composed of members nominated by

the Governor General. The members of the Council, who act as the heads of

various government departments, form the Cabinet, which is responsible to the

Canadian House of Commons. The Governor-General acts on the advice of

the Cabinet in all matters relating to administration.

ISO* The Legislature : The legislative power of the Dominion is

vested in the Crown and a Parliament of two Houses. (1) The Senate or the

Upper House is composed of members nominated for life by the Governor.

General and not elected by the various Provinces. (2)The House of Commons

is composed of members elected for five years by each Province in proponion

to its population. The number may increase or decrease with the growth or

decline in population every ten years when the census is taken. There is one

exception to this rule in the case of Quebec That Province is always to be re-

presented by sixty-five members.

131 , The power of Parliament t The Canadian Parliament is einpo.

wered by the Act of 1867 to legislate on all matters not comingwith/n the

classes of subjects exclusively assigned to Provincial Legislatures. Thus the

residue of power is vested in the Federal Government. The converse is the

case in the United States of America and the Commonwealth of Australia*

At the seme time, the Dominion Parliament is empowered exclusively to make

laws on certain classes of subjects. With regard to such matters as are not

assigned exclusively to cither, both the Dominion and Provincial Legislatures

have a concurrent power of legislation, subject to this condition, that Provincial

Acts arc void so for as they are repugnant to Dominion Acts,

182. The powers of the Provinces: Each province enjoys a responsible

government, the executive power being vested in. a Lieutenant-Governor ap-
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pointed by the Governor-General and an Executive Council appointed by the

Lieutenant'Governor. The Legislature of each Province is composed of the

Lieutenant'-Governor and an elected L^ialative Assembly, except in the case of

Quebec and Nova Scotia, which have in addition an Upper Chamber, compos*

ed of members elected for life by the Lieutenant-Governor in-CounciL These

Provincial legislatures have the power of altering their own Constitutions except

with regard to Lieutenant-Governors. As already stated they are given power

of exclusive legislation in certain matters.

1 83* The Judiciary : The Supreme Court of Canada i^ made the inter-

preter of the constitution by the Act. In the matter of concurrent legislation,

cases of conflict.often arise between the Dominion and Provincial legislatures,

which are settled by this Court, and in doing so, it interprets the Constitution

according to the terms of the Act. in the Provinces there are district and county

Courts, and appeals, in civil and criminal cases, from the Court of final resort

of each Province, lie to the Supreme Court as well as to the Privy Council in

England, concurrently. If, however, appeal is taken to the Supreme Court, the

decision is final, except in the case where the Crown grants special leave to

appeal to the Privy Council.

6. Proposed Imperial Federation

164« Proposal : The topic of Imperial Federation of the United

Kingdom has found a prominent place in British imperial politics during

recant years ; and various schemes have been proposed with a view to closely

unite in a federal state, the several parts of the Empire.

16S« Reqtdramaats t As has already been stated, various requirements

must be fulfilled before a successful federation can be formed (1) The most

essential requisite is a group of contiguous states ready and desirous of forming

an union. The Empire, in fact, consists of countries which are in no way con-

tiguous; they are separated from the United Kingdom by thousands of miles.

No doubt, the distance is extremely minimised in these days of scientific in-

ventions and developments. i2) Another difficulty is that these various states

are inhabited by races and tribes widely differing from one another in customs

and manners that are the product of absolutely different histories. (3) Again

these states must all stand on a footing of equality and must be equal

partners in the federal union. The position of British India and the Crown
Colonies is not on the same level as that of the self-governing Dominions

The Union, therefore! of the united Kingdom and the self-governing Domi-

nions is likely to be prejudicial to the best interests of British India and the

Crown Colonies until self-government is granted to them and they become

equal partners. (4) If the proposal is to be considered only from the view-

point of the United Kingdom and the self-governing Dominions, there must

exist a real deriie and readiness on their part to form a union. This desire
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and readiness can only be based upon the recognition of mutual advantage*

The union, if formed, must prove advantageous for all parties concerned, at

least for a certain class of purposes.

188* Advantage* and disadvaataget s (1) United Kingdom: From
the viewpoint of the United Kingdom such a union is desirable for three

reasons (a) The country is limit«l .in area and its natural resources are not

very extensive. The limit of expansion and progress appear to be within a mea.

surable distance of being reached. Such a country naturally feels the strain of

holding her relative position with other countries, who,e natural resources are

greater in extent than her own. The United Kingdom once surpassed them in

power and wealth but they are now drawing level with her and may eventually

surpass her (b) The population of the United Kingdom is far in excess of that

which can be supported by her native natural resources. She has, therefore,

to depend upon other countries for herfood materials and for the raw products for

her industries. Both in the purchase of raw products and in the sale of manu-
factured commodities she has been hedged round with hostile tariffs and is

steadily losing ground in the great markets of the world. The other rival coun-

tries, with their growing power and wealth, threaten to overshadow her position.

It is, therefore, considered necessary that mutual commerce with other parts of

the Empire be encouraged and that they should combine tc^ether in fighting

the hostile tariffs of other countries. This is one of the most important objects

which draws the United Kingdom towards federation. With this object in

view, a Conference of the representatives of the various countries of the

British Empire was held in 1933 at Ottawa (Canada) and an agreement was

arrived at giving preference to one another within the Empire in the matter of

tariffs. The said agreement is known as the Ottawa Pact for Imperial

Preference, (c) The third and equally important object is the need for combi-

nation for purposes of mutual defence and protection to enable the Empire to

m&int&in its position in foreign politics. Side by side with these advantages

to be gained from a closer union, there are also disadvantages which cannot be

overlooked, (a) A federation will necessitate the creation of an Imperial

Parliament composed of the representatives of the United Kingdom and of

other parts of the Empire. So far as the self-governing Dominions are con-

cerned, the people of these countries will be no doubt properly represented.

But in the case of British India and the Crown Colonies so far, there is no

provision to represent the people
; only their Governments, who are not

responsible to the people and do not in reality represent the views and senti-

ments of the people, may be represented. Various Imperial Conferences have

been so far held to consult and discuss on all matters concerning the interests

and policy of the Empire. The constitution and working of these Conferences

have aroused much suspicion and opposition in British India and the Crown

Colonies, (b) Again, the Federal Parliament, if formed will be superior to th?
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present British PaTliament, which will take place of a State le&'slature. In the

first place, Parliament itself will not agree to such a sweeping change in its

position { British India and the Crown Colonies will also object. The Bri^sh

Parliament has hitherto acted as the common trustee of the peoples in these

countries. The creation of a Federal Parliament will mean the transfer of

trusteeship to the peoples of six countries, instead of those of one, Viz,, the

United Kingdom, as at present. It is feared that these new trustees might

exploit the resources of these dependent countries to their own advantage* (c)

It must also be taken into account that the federal spirit has no existence what-

ever throughout the United Kingdom. The idea of federalism is incompre-

hensible to the mind of an ordinary Britisher ; and local patriotism reigns

supreme. Some of the self governing Dominions are already contemplating

secession from the British Empire.

187. (2) The Colonies t The viewpoint of the Colonies is also not yet

very encouraging. The need for closer union has not yet presented itself in any

very forcible form, (a) Their natural resources are not yet fully exploited and

they do not feel any need for seeking fiesh fields of expansion and the conse^

quent necessity of taking a part in foreign politics, (b) On the other hand, the

tendency in each of the self-governing Dominions is to increase rather than

lessen their own independence. And, the essence of federalism is to limit the

independence of its component parts to make the central gavernment really effeC'

tive for the attainment of common objects, (c) The Dominions, like the United

Kingdom, at (he same time, feel increasingly the harmfuleffects of hostile tariff5.

At present, the main bulk of their export trade consists of their raw produce and

the prices realised for the same are considerably affected by hostile tarriffs. (d)

They also feel that with their increasing prosperity and progress, they will have

to take their place in foreign politics in near future. In this connection, they have

realised the importance of combining for the purpose of mutual defence and

protection and contributing their share in maintaining adequate naval and
military forces for the same These two factors, viz,, hostile tariffs and common
defence are the only impelling forces in favour of federalism. No doubt, the

United Kingdom and Che Dominions working together in union for these two
purposes will be mutually benefitted thereby. Much saving and economy will

result from the joint maintenance and control of one Imperial naval, military

and air force of the whole Empire. The actual and moral weight of the Empire
as a whole will exceed that of any individual State in the field of foreign politics

and incidentally in combating the hostile tariffs of foreign nations.

188* Tba CoB«titutiOB Propoted ; It will not be difficult to find

subjects which can properly be entrusted to the control of the federal govern
ment- Foreign affairs, defence, trade and commerce, Imperial finance, currency

and coinage and such other subjects can with advantage be transferred. The
important question, however, is es to what form the federal constititution
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should take Various suggestions have been made in this connection from

time to time. (I) The first method that readily suggests itself to mind is the

creation of an Imperial Parliament and an Imperial Executive composed of re*

presentatives of all the component parts in proportion to their population. As
already stated, such a Farliameat would be superior to that at Westminster,

the latter taking the position of a state legislature. Some of the administrative

and legislative powers now enjoyed by the British Parliament and by the

Dominion Legislatures shall have to be assigned exclusively to the new Imperial

Parliament) and in some matters» all the three will have concurrent right of

legislation and administration. In any caset the laws made by the Federal

Parliament will be superior to those of any of the existing legislatures. The
British Parliament is not in favour of such a drastic change in its constitution.

The constitutional and political sovereignty possessed by it is too dear to be

cast away so easily. A federation must, therefore^ proceed by gradual stages

of development. (2) The second scheme is the conversion of the present British

Parliament by inclusion of Dominion representatives in both Houses. If this

is put in practice, Parliament shall have to be relieved of its duties with regard

to matters purely of local interest, which may be handed over to local bodies

or to a new Home Government. This scheme is less feasible than the former.

It will merely be of a patch^work nature and will result in a medley of conflict-

ing powers, interests and duties. (3) The third scheme is to create a Colonial

Council of Advice to assist the British Cabinet with regard to matters in which
the Dominions are interested. Such a Council, having no legislative or

executive functions, will possess no weight or authority. Jt will be very

difficult for the Councillors, also, sitting in England, to gauge the precise shade

of public opinion in their own Colonies at any particular moment. Besides, the

purpose of such a Council will be more effectively fulfilled by holding Imperial

Conferences consisting of the British and Dominion Premiers, at regular

intervals.

It is evident from this review that the formation of a federation of the

British Empire, is not likely to be achieved in near future. The consensus of

opinion at present is against such a drastic change. No doubt, there are certain

advantages to be gained by such a combination, but the major part of the

Empire, viz., British India, the Crown Colonies and the Protectorates cannot

join the union equal partners unless and until they are granted Dominion
Status. Any attempt at federation, therefore, at this moment will be full of

peril to all the parties concerned and also to the maintenance of the British

Empire.



CHAPTER IX

SUPREMACY OR RULE OF LAW

189« The Mcead di^Hiigaitblng featoret As we hive already seen, the

frrst distinguishing feature of the English Constitution is the omnipotence of the

Central Government. This authority was at first in the hands of the Crown;

It has now passed into the hands of Parliament The second distinguishing

feature of the Constitution is the Supremacy of LaWt if s^cuTity giv^n

under the Constitution to the rights of individuals. The legality of English

habits and the rule of Law under which the country is governed is peculiar to

England on the Continent The love of and respect for justice and the intro,

duction of the Judge into the domain of politics are the most marked character

iscics of the English people.

190. Abaoluto Supremacy of Ordinary Law r Three distinct though

kindred conceptions are included under the expression
*
'Supremacy or Pule of

Law'*. (1) The first meaning is absolute supremacy or predominance of

regular law as opposed to the influence of arbitrary power. It deludes the

existence and exercise of arbitrary powers of prerogative and also of wide dis.

credonary authority on the part of the executive. Th^isjneans that no person can

be made to suffer except for a distinct breach of law, proved in a Court of law,

in the ordinary legal manner, laid down for the purpose. In this sense, the

rule of law is peculiar only to countries which have inherited English traditions.

In this category may be included not only the various parts of the British Empire,

but also the United States of America. Thu system may be contrasted with

that prevalent in many foreign countries, especially Continental countries, where^

by the executive exercises wide, arbitrary and discretionary powers in matters

of arrest, imprisonment, expulsion and the like. This arbitrariness or discretion

tends to make legal freedom of the subjects insecure. Although at present the

rule of law is well established in almost every country in Europe, the things

were different in the eighteenth century. Persons in authority or people with

influence may ilhtreat any body, and the injured person* if he dared to

protest, will not only get no redress, but will be further ill-treated. And even

now, the arbitrary power cfaimed by the executive in these countries is much

wider than that either legally claimed, or in fact, exercised by the executive in

England. The countries which claim to be thoroughly republican and guarantee

the rights of their citizens, especially individual liberty, by their Constitutions

are still far behind the United Kingdom in this respect. A man may be

arrested in these countries by the executive and detained in prison "without

going through any legal formality. Trial by jury is still unknown to some of
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them. Even in customs and habits the people of these countries differ widely

from those of the United Kingdom. An average Englishman shows strong

love of and respect for justice and dislike for the use of force. An averse
French or Swiss citizen is lacking in these qualities* Prom this view-point

England is much more republican than Franc.' or Switzerland.

131. (2) Equality of all Classes: Sccondlyf it means of
classes before the law. The phrase means that every man» whatever his raiik

and position^ is subject to the ordinary law of the land as administered by

the ordinary Courts. There is no distinction between an official and an

ordinary person in this respect* An official is as much liable as aiiy

ordinary person^ not only for wrongs committed in his personal capacity^ but

also for acts done in excess of his lawful authority. Although^ to

a certain extent he is governed by what may be called law, he thereby

is not exempt from his duties, as an ordinary citizen. A Minister of the

Crown cannot plead the orders of the Crown as an exemption from liability

for anlllegal act. Since the Bill of Rights {1688>, the Crown can no longer

dispense with the provisions of Acts of Parliament in favour of individuals*

Again, since the Act of Settlement (1700), a pardon by the Crown is no

longer a bar to an impeachment by the Commons. This is not so m
some of the Continental countries and notably so in France. The officUls

there are to a certain extent exempt from the ordinary law and are governed

instead by official law administered by official bodies. The idea underlying

the system of administrative law in France is that the government end its egeOts

have rights, privileges and prerogatives differing from those of the private citi-

zens and that the nature and extent of the same are to be determined on

principles essentially distinct from those that govern the relations of citizens

inter se,^ In English speaking countries, this function devolves upon the ordi-

nary Court of Justice. The case of Entick V. Carrington* illustrates the

English viewpoint in this matter. Plaintiff Entick, in this case, was suspected

of a seditious libel. The defendant Carrington siezed hrs papers under the

warrant of a Secretary of State. It was held that the warrant was illegal.

Lord Camden C. J. observed in the courae of his judgment; “With respect to

the argument of state necessity or a distinction that has been aimed at between

state offences and others, the common law does not understand that kind of

reasoning nor do our books take any notice of such distinction*'. Like the

Ministers, a soldier or a policeman is also liable equally with ordinary citizens

to be sued for illegal acts and triable by the same tribunals. He cannot plead

the orders of his superior officer as a valid difence. As will be sho.in in a

subsequent chapter, a soldier is in a less favourable position than the ordinary

citizen. He remains subject civilly to all the liabilities of the ordinary subject

1 Bee Ohaptei TlT.

2. (1765) 12 St. Tri. 1U67.
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and at the same time he is further subject to liabilities under the military law*

He runs the risk either of rendering himself civilly liable by obeying the orders

of his superior officer, wHch are clearly and manifestly illegal, or, on the

other hand, of committing an offence under military law and rendering himself

liable to be punished by Court Martial, if he disobeys the commands of his

superior.

192 Exceptiona: To this conception of the rule of law, there are

certain well recognised exceptions which must be noted here (i) The Crown is

a partial exception to the rule. Under the maxim *'the King can do no wrong/^

the Crown is exempt from criminal pr^ecutions and even from civil actions

arising out of torts* In other civil actions, a special procedure has to be fol^

lowed. In actions, such as, for the recovery of real or personal property against

the Crown or his servants, the remedy is by a particular process of Petition of

Right.^ The remedy is available to the subject in cases of debt or for damages

for breach of contract,^ only as a matter of grace and not as of right, and it is

not available in actions arising out of tort.^ The prerogative of the Crown,

however, forms part of the ordinary ^mmon law of the land, and as such,

the extent of the prerogative itself is cognizable by ordinary Courts* It will,

therefore, be erroneous to suppose that anything like administrative law exists

in the United Kingdom. The proc^ute by Petition of Right is in practice

and in really an action at law* A formal sanction of the Attorney.General is

necessary and the same is never refused. The contracts with govern-

ment departments can thus be enforced and damages obtained

for their breach. In the matter of torts, the person, who actually

does the wrongful act, is liable at law, whether he be a servant of the CroArn or

an ordinary citizen. The person iujured thereby suffers no injustice because of

the technical immunity of the crown. Of course, the Government generally pay

the damages awarded for the wrongful acts of its officers, done in the course of

their official duties, (ii) The public officers are also immune, being the servants

of the crown from being sued personally or in their official capacity upon

contracts mada by them in their official capacity. This was decided in the case

of Macbeth vs. Haldimand,^ The remedy in such cases would apparently

be by a Petition of Right. Tlie principle is applicable equally to all

high and low public officers. However express statutory provision may
be made empowering the government departments or public officers to

sue and be sued in their corporate or official capacity. Thus the Lord

Commissioners "of the admiralty are empowered by statute to sue and be

sued. Public officers are generally liable in actions of tort to be sued in their

individual capacity. It is not necessary to show malice or want of probable

1. Petition of Right Act I860 (23 & 2i Ttot., C. 34). 2. Att. Gen. v. De Koyeer'e

Hotel 0020) A. c. j08. 3. Tobin . Reg. 0664) 16 G. B. (K. B.) 810. 4. (1786) I Term. Rep.

173. Beo aIbo OGr^dy v. Cardwell (1672) 20 W. R. 842 and Duoa r Ueedonald (189?) 1

Q. B655.
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cause on their part. In their official capacity they are not liable and especially

so in cases of trespass.^ (iii) The fudges are not liable to be sued for any acts

done in their official capacity, _whether maliciously or otherwise. The

exemption extends to acts done even outside their jurisdiction. They will not

be so exempted, however, if they knew and had means to know that the act com#

plained of was outside their jurisdiction.® (iv) Similarly, yzzsf/ces of the Peace

are also protected but not to same extent as the judges. While keepingwithin their

jurisdiction if they act maliciously or without any reasonable and probable cause

an action will lie against them.^ For acts done outside their jurisdiction they

are always liable and the plaintiff need not prove malice or want of reasonable

and probable cause to obtain damages. They arc, however, subject to special

procedure for acts done in their official capacity, and so are mayors, constables

and certain other officials, in certain cases,‘ The period of limitation for such

actions is six months, from the date of act complained of.’ The public

Authorities Protection Act, 1893''
, generally provides that actions against

public officers in respect of acts or neglects or defaults, in the execution of Acts

of Parliament, or of any public duty or authority, must be commenced within

six months of the act or default, or in the case of continuing injury or damage,

within six months after the ceassing thereof.

103. (3) Constitution, the result of Ordinary Law t The third sense is

that the constitution is the result of the ordinary law of the land^ meaning

I
thereby that the rules of the constitution are deduced from decisions of

! the Courts of Law determining the tights of individual citizens in

' particular cases brought before them. (I) While in other countries the rights

of individuals are secured by the constitution, they are, in England, the result of

judicial decisions and form a part of the constitution. In countries like France

the rights of individuals are enunciated and guaranteed by the constitution*

On the other hand, the English constitution does not declare or define these

rights. They are not deduced from the principles of the constitution, but are

generalisations based upon particular decisions of the Courts. These rights are

secured, in England not by the constitution, but by the ordinary law of the land.

No doubt, the chief landmarks of the British constitution, such as Magna Carta,

the petition of Right and the Bill of Rights, contain enunciation of such princi-

ples. These principles are not, however, in the nature of declaration of right,

as understood in France and other countries. Even before the said documents

came into” being the rights were in existence end the only object of reiterating

them in these documents was to condemn the claims or practices on the part of '

the Crown and to pronounce the same as illegal. In fact, every right enumerated

in these documents refers to some distinct excess of authority indulged in

*

1. Kalelgh T.OoBoLen (i3<8} 1 Oh, 73. 2, Anderson Gorrio (l8Dj) 1 Q. B, 670. Caldee

V. Ilalkat(l839). 3Moo, P. C.38. 8. Jerm' Aol. See (11 & li Vic., c. 41), 4. Sso, 2, Ibid.

5. Sec. 18, Ibid. 16) Sec. 8, Ibid, G. 56 & 57 Ylct. c.61, Bee 1.
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by the Crown» in the name of his prerogative. If we examine the establishment

of such vastly important principles as the independence of juries and the

immunity of judges for acts done in their official capacity^ we will be able

to see distinctly the importance of judge made law to the constitution. These

principles were only established by judicial decisions in particular instances,

(a) Until 1670, juries might be, and in fact, frequently were, severely

punished for verdicts proved wrong on appeal, or even for a verdict

contrary to the direction of the Court. The BushelVs case\ settled this prin^

ciple once for all. A jury was fined and osmmitted in default by the Recorder

of London, for acquitting two accused. A writ of habeas corpus was applied

for. It was pleaded that they were committed for having returned a verdict

"against the plain and manifest weight of evidence and against the direction of

the Court on a point of law'’. Vaughen C. J. held that a jury could not be

punished in a criminal case for not finding in accordance with the weight of

evidence and the judge^s direction, (b) The immunity of judges was esta-

blished by Howell's case* which was a suit arising out of Bushell’s Case* One
of the jurors Imprisoned brought an action against the Recorder for false im

prisonment. The Court of Common Pleas unanimously held that no action

would lie against a judge for wrongful acts done in his judicial capacity, (ii) It

is also Co be noted, Chat while foreign constitutionalists have devoted so much

attention and shown so much anxiety in defining these rights, they have almost

often failed to make adequate provision for the enforcement and protection of

the rights they so loudly proclaim. The Englishmen, on the other hand, have

fixed their minds more intently on providing remedies for the enforcement of

particular rights or for averting definite wrongs, than upon any declaration

of these rights. The maxim ** for every wrong there is a remedy*'

is quite well known Of course, this difference has nothing to

do with the existence of a ^'written" constitution, or the declaration of rights

contained therein. The same condition of things prevails in the United States

of America, as in England, despite a written constitution. Eesides, declaring

these rights in the constitution the American statesmen have shown unrivalled

skill in providing means for the enfor^ment and protection of these rights,

^iii) Another thing to be noted here is that where rights of individuals are

deduced from the constitution, the idea readily occurs that they can be suspended

or taken away. On the other hand, where they form a part of the constitution

because they are inherent in the ordinary law of the land, they can hardly be

destroyed without a thorough revolution in the institutions and manners of the

nation.

1 &4r. Recent decline : This reverence for the rule of law has suffered

a marked decline during the last few years. This decline makes itself in

three ways-, (1) 7^
'

rs/, by actual ughlation. Acta hayg^bcen passed

I. (1670) fit. Tel. 999; Taugh. 185. 9. Hamtuond Y. £EoweU, ((878; 2 Mod. 219.
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recently, e. g*t the Fectory Acts^thc Education Acta, giving judicial

or quasi-judicial powers to* officials and diminishing thereby the authority

of the Law Courts. The cases arising under these acts are taken out of the

jurisdiction of the ordinary Courts and the sphere of the lule of law is

thereby curtailed. (2) Secoji^ly^byiihfmstofJudge$andofCourfs. This

is specially noticeable in the working of the trade unions* Th^tiy to enforce

their rules upon their members. In doing so they often come in conflict with

the ordinary law of the land, because* although these rules may be benificial to

the trade generally, their exercise often interferes with the right of individual

liberty. And, it is claimed by the upholder of trade unions, that to be really

effective and beneficial these institutions must be protected from the intervene

tion of judges. (3) Thirdlv, by ike tendency io use lawless methods for the

attainment of social or political ends. This tendency has grown in importance

in recent years. Such law breakers who are properly known as passive reais.

tera or conscientious objectors, justify their lawless actions by the nobleness of

the aims they strive to achieve. A popular belief has grown up in England

during the last forty years that the attempts of passive resisters or concientious

objectors are not only allowable, but they arc praiseworthy also, if the person

doing so is moved by higher ideals. The idea that a breach of law is per se

an act of immorality and worthy to be condemned by all good and law abiding

citizens, has long since been exploded. This state of affairs is due to various

reasons, (i) With the spread of democratic sentiment amongst the masses, people

have begun to demand that every law should be in accordance with public

opinion and if it is not so, every person in the land has a right to break the

same and show his resentment for not being consulted. When the sentiment

takes the form of mass civil disobedience it becomes a very effective weapon in

the hands of the people against the arbitrary powers of the executive, (ii^ Side

by side there is also a belief that even the use of brute force will be morally

justifiable against unjust and pppreasivc law. This, however, is likely to be

misconstrued. Open rebellion and use of armed force against the executive leads

bloodshed and does mote harm than good to the community in general. How.

ever, if such attempts arc successful they benefit the people as a whole in the

long run. For this teasan if people ni^e such attempts with honest convic-

tion and for no personal gain, they must not be blamed or punished for rebellion

(iii) The mismanagement of party government also engenders certain amount

of lawless spirit. Strict adherence to patty rules and programme may some*

times go against the best interests of the nation and the dictates of true

patriotism.

2 . Droit Admlnlstrstlf or Administrative Law
195. Notable Difference t When we compare the constitution of England

with that of France, we find a notable difference. While absolute supremacy

of OTdinaiy.Iaw_pr0vails m England and is a notable feature qf its constitution.
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a scheme of administrative law prevails in France givings protection to servants

of the State against the ordinary law of the land.

196* What is Administrative law ? It is made up of a body of rules

devised to regulate the relations of the State towards ordinary citizens. It forms

a part of the French law which deals with (a) the position and liability of State

officers; (b) the rights and liabilities of ordinary citizens in their dealings with

officials as representatives of the State., and lays down (c) procedure to enforce

their rights and liabilities. The case of Entick vs. Carrington discussed ere this

affords a good illustration in this respect. If that case had happened in France

the Ministers of the Interior need not have stopped at issuing a warrant merely

for ^tizjng his papers, alleged to contain a seditious libel, as did the Secretary of

State in England. The former could have even imprisoned him and his case

could only have been enquired into by an administrative Court and not an

ordinary Court as in England. This law has grown up during the 19th

century. Its development may be divided into three periods.

197 , Fint Period, ISOO-ISSOi Napolean and the Restoration : In fact

the administrative law of France (DroU Administratif) can be traced back to

the ancient regime, but Napolean adapted it to the changed conditions of his

time. It received a new character and a new life, at his hands. Two chief

principles on which this system of law is founded arc : (i) The servants of the

State, as representatives of the nation, possess special privileges, rights and pre>

rogatives as against private citizens* A private citizen does not stand in his rela-

tion with the State on the same footing as that on which he stands in his dealing

with another private citizen. The extent of the privileges, rights and preroga*

tives of the administrative officials are, therefore, to be determined on

principles different from those which determine the legal rights and liabi-

lities of the citizens in their relations towards one another, (ii) The second

principle is about the separation of powers of the executive, the judiciary

and the legislature so as to prevent them from encroaching upon one

another's domain. This leads to the result of keeping the State officers im-

mune from the jurisdiction of the ordinary Court. The doctrine of separation

of powers is understood in a different sense in England. The executive, the

legislature and the judiciary are each to be independent of one another in their

own particular domain, and must exercise their authority without being in any

way hampered or influenced by the one or the other of the remaining two

powers. In France, while the principle that the judges ought to be irremovable

and thus be independent of the executive, is accepted, they maintain, at the

same time, that the officers of the executive, while acting officially ought to be

independent also and exempt from the jurisdiction of the ordinary Courts. Under
that system, the officials are not liable to be tried by the ordinary civil Courts for

acts done in their official capacity; they must be tried in special courts created

for that purpose and generally composed of a large proportion of officials.

1. See pace 191.
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198. Chief characteritUcs: The chief characteristics of the system of

administrative law prevailing in France are {Q) The ordinary laws governing the

relations of private individuals to one another differ considerably from the law

govering the relation with the State and its officers, These laws are not passed

by any legislature and are not in the form of a code; they are merely case'law

made by officials, not by ordinary judges (b) Two different classes of Courts

are created to regulate these two sorts of relations. The '
ordinary law Courts'*

take cognizance of the former class, while the ^^administrative Courts**^ deal

with the latter class, (c) Whenever there is a conflict concerning jurisdiction

the voice of the administrative Court prevails. The ordinary Courts are not

allowed to define the limits of their own jurisdiction, (d) The administrative

law aims at protecting the servants of the State for acts committed by them '

in bona fide obedience to 'superiors or in discharge of official duties, from the

control of the ordinary Courts, (e) The administrative Courts are composed'

of officials and they look upon the actions brought before them from the

executive view-point. The spirit prevailing in these courts is different from

that which influences the decisions of ordinaiy judges.

The protection thus afforded between 1800<72 was of threee kinds; (a)

An official could not be held responsible before a Law Court for an ** Act of

State.*’ The expression means an act done bona fide with the object of

furthering the interest or the security of the country. (&) Article 114 of the

Penal Code protected (and still protects) an official from the penal consequences

of violating the personal liberty of a citizen, if he acted under the orders of his

superior, (c) Article 75 of the ennatitution of 1800 (now repealed) required

that no official can be prosecuted or otherwise be proceeded against (e- g*, for

damages) for any act done in pursuance of his official duties, unless permitted

by the Council of State, the highest administrative Court, which also decided

the questions concerning jurisdiction*

199. Second Periodi 1830<1870! The Orleans Monarchy and the

Second Empire: This period was, as a whole, a time of civil order. It was an

age of peaceful progress. Owing to the development of Parliamentary govern-

ment, the Council of State lost many of its political functions, but judicially it

remained the great administrative Court. And, the system of administrative

law also retained its essential features. This is evident from two facts: (a)

The Council of State, although it rose in repute every year, never became a

thoroughly judicial body The members constituting it were drawn from

official circles and were not entirely immune from official influence (b)

Secondly, the amount of protection given to officials was not in any way ditni

nished. Both the Articles mentioned aboved remained in full force despite the

public opinion condemning the protection thus granted to official wrong-doers.

1- For the orgauUation of the ' AdminUtrsUve Conrte" eee chApter Vll.
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200 Third Period.- ISTthlSOSs The third Repnhlie: During this period

three drastic changes were made in the administrative law of Frances (o)

The above-mentioned Article 7 5 was repealed and contrary to French tradi-

tion has not been revived as yet. The reason is that the effect of that repeal

is to a great extent nullified in practice. The effect of this repeal should be

that f^ any act done in his official capacity an official can now be sued without

obtaining permission from the Council of State, but the dogma of '^separa-

tion of powers**' came in the way. It had to be respected. And doing so,

it still rests with the Council of State to decide as the conflict court whether a

particular case fell within the jurisdiction of the ordinary Courts, or within thnt

of its own. (.b) The decisions of the Council of State received the obligatory

force of judgments for the first time, (c) This change tended to diminish

jurisdiction. The functions of the conflict court were hitherto performed by the

Council* The former now became a separate body, so constituted as to represent

equally the ordinary and Administrative Courts. These three reforms were

carried out by legislation and met the requirements of the time. Though

apparently sudden, they were an outcome of the change in public opinion, which

was trying to assert itself for nearly a century.

201. Compared with the Rale of Law. When compared with the Rule

of Law obtaining in England under the ccNistitution, the administrative law of

France suggests several points of similarity as well as of difference between the

two. We may briefly notice these points.

202. A. (1) Similarity: (q) Similar ideas concerning the prerogative of

the Crown were current in England during the 16th and 17th centuries. These

ideas were put forward to give the Government special rights similar to those

enjoyed by the French Executive under the rules of administrative law.

The attempt failed, mainly because the whole scheme of such prerogatives

was opposed to the traditional ideas of the English people, of equality before

the law.

(A) Another point of resemblance is that the administrative law is like the

common law of England entirely a judge-made law. Unlike the codified civil

law of France, it is made up of judicial decisions,

(c) The evolution of the Council of State in France and that of the Privy

Council in England also resemble e^h other. At first, they were executive

bodies advising the Crown in the performance of his duties. Then they were

converted into judicial or quast-judteial bodies and finally transferred these func-

tions of a judicial nature to its own committees. The judgments of the judicial

committees of the English Privy Council are still published in the form of advice

to the King,

(</) The history of administrative law in France and that of the English

show a rapid development of case-law in both the countries. This is due
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to the f«ct that judges in both the countries have always adhered to precedents,

and the Courts have shown a tendency to follow the decision of superior

tribunals.

202« B (2) Differences: (a) It often appears to a superficial observer

that in England there are statutes, which contain regulations determining the

position of the servants of the State and which can be identified with adminis-

irative law of France. But such a con^rison will be misleading. While the

English statutes of that sort, e. g., the admiralty Act and the Army Act, are

concerned only with one or the other class of the servants of the executive, viz,t

the Navy and the Army, the administrative law affects every citizen. Nor can

the latter be compared with such laws as Factory Acts or Education Act, which

confer wide powers on the executive. The reason is obvious. The servants of

the State acting under the authority of these laws will be personalty liable if

they exceed the authority and wilt be amenable to the jurisdiction of the ordinary

Courts The obedience to the orders of a superior cannot avail them as a

successful defence. It will be otherwise under the administrative law of France.

The relation of an individual citizen to the Slate under the law is regulaled by

principles different from those obtaining for the relation of one private citizen

to another. Further, the case arising between a citizen and an officer will be

cried by an administrative Court and the bona-fide obedience to a superior's

order will excuse Che latter entirely for his wrong act.

(6) It may also be supposed that such Acts, as mentioned above, try to

introduce the principles of administrative law, into the law of England. What«

ever may be the powers given to the members of the executive by these laws

the extent of that power is determined in England by the ordinary Courts and

not by any administrative Court. If the said ordinary Court decides that the

order under which the official acted was not legal and valid, the latter will be

exposed to the full penalty prescribed by the ordinary law for his wrongful act,

while under the administrative law, no official will be amenable to the jurisdic-

tion of the ordinary Courts for an ^*Act of State".

203. Merita and demerit* of the two eyatems t M/e may now enume-

rate briefly the merits and demerits of both these systems. Let us first look at

the English system of the Supremacy of Law. The merits of the system are:

(I) that it secures individual free^mand(2) that it begets reverence for the

Courts. There are also defects in the system. (1) The reverence for law tends

to degenerate into rigid legalism, which may cause injury to the nation. Under
this system the official and private citizens are placed on the footing of absolute

equality. Some act of the former may be of such a nature as to cause injury to

the country and may still go unpunished because it is not an offence under the

ordinary law. Against this, however, it must not be forgotten that the system
has prevented in England the development of the arbitrary powers of the execu-

tive. (2) Again the fact that bona fide obedience to a superior's order does
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not afford any valid defence under the law, has often worked to the injury of

public interest, in the case of detaining unseaworthy ships from proceeding

on their intended voyage.

The merits, on the other hand of the system of administrative law are not

so very apparent* (1) But the Council of State in France, has worked out in

practice remedies for various abuses not touched by the ordinary law and has

thereby secured personal freedom for the ordinary citizens to a great extent.

(2) The distinction drawn by the Council, between damage resulting from the

personal fault of an official and the damage resulting without such fault, has

secured to a great extent the responsibility of official for their personal action.

Individuals have obtained compensation from the state for the legitimate use of

their power, The defects on the other hand, are very patent from the English

vieW'point* (1) The increasing power of the Council must and does lessen

the dignity of and respect for the ordinary Courts. The restriction imposed by

the system of administrative law on the authority of the ordinary Courts have

undoubtedly diminished the moral Influence of the whole judicial system, which

is so very prominent in England. The English Court from their undoubted

power to intervene in matters of State, possess an amount of dignity which the

French Courts do not, (2 ) The position of the official and their character is

also extremely influenced by this system. In Prance, if an official obeys (fona

fide the commands of his superior, he is entirely exempt from all liability,

even if the act involves a distinct breach of law and the jurisdiction of the

Courts is ousted. In England, the servants of the Crown are not subject to

any peculiar kind of law or amenable to special tribunals as regards their offi.

cial duties. They get no protection whatever for their actions involving

wrongB to private persons, and are, like any private citizen, accountable to

Courts where the verdict is given by a jury. Under the circumstances, they are

checked, unlike French officials, from becoming arbitrary and indifferent to

private citizen’s rights and privileges. <3) Again, however, the sympathetic ad-

ministrative Courts may be, they cannot from their very nature give adequate

protection to personal freedom. Their very existence proves that the servant.^

of the executive need protection from the control of the ordinary Courts,

against individul citizens* Even the distinction mentioned above as its merit,

emphasizes the same fact, that it is a sort of new protection for the agents of

the executive. (4) Besides, owing to the existence of this system and the

principles involved in maintaining the same, the French law recognizes a large

list of State acts, bearing on matters of policy, which do not fall within the

jurisdiction or control of even the administrative Courts. Such aces are en

tirely without a remedy, even if they involved a wrong to private persons or

infringement of their fundamental rights as citizens of the State*
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3. Relation of the Rule of Law with the
Sovereignty of Parliament.

204« Interdependent & The Sovereignty of Parliament and the Rule of

^aw are interdependent. { 1 ) The suprema^ry of Parliament favours the supre-

-nacy of law, and (2) the predominance of rigid legality prevailing throughout

he British political Institutions necessitates and, in fact, thereby increases the

3ower of Parliament We may review this relation in detaiL

SOS. (1) The Sovereignty of Parliament favonra the Rule of Law :

There are two peculiar features of the British Parliament which distinguish it from

9ther sovereign powers, it is out of these features, that the relation arises, (a)

We have already seen that Parliament is co nposed of three elements, p/^., the

Crown; the House of Lords and the House of Commons. The commands of

this body can only be expressed through the combined action of its component

parts; and the only method of expressing the said commands or will of that

3ody is by means of Acts, formally enacted. It is only through formal and

ieliberate legislation that Parliament can convey to the outside world what it

desires. A despotic monarch can invade the domain of the law of the land

ay his ordinances or decrees, promulgated through his servants: Parliament

circumscribed as it is by various formalities and composed as it is of different

elements can only express Its will in a deliberate manner in the form of an Act*

This naturally increases the authority of the Courts. As soon as a bill is

passed into law and placed on the statute book, it becomes subject to judicial

interpretation. The judges in interpreting such Acts construe them as they

stand and do not attempt to go behind thdr history. This system establishes

the power of the judges and contributes largely to the fixity of the law. (b)

Secondly, Parliament never directly exercises executive functions. It docs not

appoint officials of the Government and never interferes in the details of the

administration of any department. Although, in practice, Parliament has ob-

tained and enjoys the right of appointing Prime-Minister and other Ministers

of the Cabinet, these members of the executive are still, in theory, the servants

of the Crown. Parliament does not enjoy even that much right in the appoint*

ment of other officers. And, in fact, in respect to members of the Cabinet, also,

the choice of the electors plays a prominent part, as these Ministers are neces-

sarily to be chosen from the party that has been returned to Parliament by the

electors in a majority. Parliament has, therefore, never been able to interfere

with the regular course of law. In fact, it has never dreamt of using its sover*

eign power for any such interference. Besides, Parliament has always been very

jealous of and therefore looks with entire disfavour on any exemptions, granted

to officials from the ordinary liabilities of citizens under the law of the land or

fioni the juriidiction of ordinary Courts. And, with this object in view. Parlia-

ment has always shown a tendency to prefect the independence of the judges,

52
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who, after they are once appointed are only removable from their office on an

address of both Houses.

2O0« (2) The Rule of Law neccMltatea asd increases the power of

Parliament : We may now see how the supremacy of law necessitates the

the exerciset and thereby increases the sovereign power of Parliament* As we
shall see in the next two chapters, under certain circumstances e*g., in times of

political disturbance, the rigidity of law constantly precludes the executive from

taking immediate steps from fear of the Courts questioning the legality of their

action. Public interest may then require recourse to exceptional legislation

granting discretionary powers to the executive* Thus in times of disturbance

or civil war the executive is called upon and expected to keep the turbulent ele-

ments in check and maintain peace and order unimpaired. To fulfil this

function, the ordinary law of the land may not suffice. The circumstances

may require that the disturbance be put down by force, or that the ring leaders

be arrested and imprisoned without any judicial trial. Even some of them may
have to be arrested or even expelled on mere suspicion. On such occassions,

the executive either asks the Parliament to grant them wider powers than whet

they already possess or if the circumstances do not permit them to wait until

such powers are formally granted to them by Parliament, they assume the neces-

sary powers and exercise them, for the time being on their own responsibility*

Generally, Parliament grants them the power asked for by means of an emer-

gency and temporary legislation, taking into consideration the particular

circumstances under which they are needed. This is one way in which Parlia'

ment is called upon to exercise its sovereign power. The other way, and the

more important one, in which the exercise of its sovereign power is necessitat-

ed, is when it is called upon to pass an **Act of Indemnity*^' The real nature

and the significance of such acts must be properly understood by us. When
the circumstances necessitating arbitrary powers in the hands of the executive

disappear, that is, when the disturbances cease and everything returns to nor-

mal conditions, the emergency and temporary Acts passed by Parliament will

be, of course, repealed. Such repeal will expose the executive officer to

penalties imposed by the ordinary law for their wrongful acts committed

during the disturbances. The special authority viz., the emergency legislation

under which they committed these acts
,
is extinguished by the repeal of such Acts,

and then they are liable under the ordinary law* There is nothing else to

protect them against the jurisdiction of ordinary Courts and the provisions

of ordinary law* Again, in cases where they could not want for the formal

sanction of Parliament, in the shape of emergency legislation, they will be

liable under ordinary law, for their arbitr^y and wrongful acts, as soon as the

same are committed* Parliament comes to their aid in such cases and protects

them from the rigours of ordinary law by passing an Act of Indemnity. Such

an Act puts to an end all legal actions, either civil or criminal, against them for
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acts committed by them. The Act is the highest manifestation of the Sover-
eignty of Parliament inasmuch as it legalises illegalities. It clearly proves

the relation of interdependence between the Rule of Law and the Sovereigt^ty

of Parliament. It is the rigid rule of ordinary law that necessitates the exercigg

of Parliament's sovereign power in this respect. Again, an Act of Indemni(y
is the expedient for reconciling the Sovereignty of Parliament and the Rule of
Law with the free exercise of arbitrary and discretionary power by the exeQ^.

tive at some critical times. It, however, does not mean that the despoitc powers
of the Crown are transferred to Parliament in this form. That body has

own external and internal limitations, and cannot afford to be despotic: it

be entirely against its own nature and character to do so. And, the executiyg

acting under its authority cannot, also, afford to be despotic, in the exercise of

the arbitrary power so granted by Parliament. Since these powers can only be
exercised either under an Act of Parliament already passed or in expectation of
an Act of Indemnity to be passed by the same body, the executive is requirg(j

to be very careful in the measure it may adopt during critical circumstance^.

Again, even when armed with the widest authority under an Act of Parliament

the executive necessarily places itself under the strict supervision of the Cour^g

whose duty it is to interpret the extent to which it is empowered to go. Tbg
powers granted by Acts of Parliament are circumscribed and limited by thg

words and expressions used and the judges put, as a rule, very strict interpt>g,

tation on such powers, which go beyond and, in fact, form exceptions to tl^g

fundamental rules or principles established by common law.

- I. Soe Ohaptor T.



CHAPTER X
Rule of Law In Practice

207* Two Maxima! We may now proceed to see how the rule of law

applies in practice4 The right of citizens as against each other stand on the

same footing as the rights of citizens against any servant of the executive and
are governed by the same rules of ordinary law. Both private citizens and

public officers are subject to the same penalties of law for their wrongful act.

These rights of individual citizens are derived from the application of the rules

of ordinary law and the law of the constitution is the result of these rights

This law of the constitution is enforced and maintained by the courts by strict

adherence to two maxims, We., (1) equality before the law. and (2) personal

responsibility of every wrong doer. The former makes every one liable as an

ordinary citizen and amenable to the jurisdiction of the ordinary Courts. The
latter excludes obedience to the order of a superior as a defence of the

subordinate, who is guilty of any breach of law.

208* Various aabjecta I 7 here are some subjects which belong appa-

rently to the law of the constitution, and are founded at bottom upon the rules

of civil or criminal law of the land. There are others which though primarily

deduced from the rules of ordinary law form a foundation of the constitutional

law of the country, The subjects belonging to the former class are four, yJz ,

(0 Martial Law; (2) Army; (3) Revenue, and (4) Legal Responsibility of

Ministers.

I . Martial Law
209* An Exception: As the state of things prevailing under whet is

known as Martial Law^' forms an exception to the general rule, that no man

may be punished or imprisoned, except for a breach of law, proved in a legal

manner, before an ordinary Court of Law, it is necessary to consider what

'^Martial Law" is and how it is admitted by and reconciled with the law of

the United Kingdom.

210. Martial Law end Military Law : Before the passing of the Mutiny

Act, the Crown by his prerogative could exercise martial law in time of war,

but not in time of peace. The term "martial law" was then applied alike to

what is now known as "Military Law*\ viz., that code of laws to which ihe

soldier as distinct from the civilian, is subject for the maintenance of discipline

and which now derives its authority from the Army Annual Acts; and also to

the sense in which the term "martial law/* is now understood, viz., that autho>

rity which is exercised by the military by virtue of the royal prerogative in

time of war, insurrection, riot or rebellion to restore peace or preserve public

safety. After the passing of the Mutiny Act, and the establishment of a stan-
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ding army in time of peace on a legal footing, the two terms "martial law**

and **niilitary law” became distinct. The former, /•£., ^'martial law*' is now
always understood to apply to those exceptional methods which are adopted to

preserve discipline and order during war, not or rebellion. The term ^'military

law** now applies to the code of taws by which discipline is maintained in

the army at all times.

21 1« Temporary Suapenaioc of the Rule of Law t The term **martial

law** itself, as opposed to '^military law*' is understood to apply to two quite

different things t >0) In its proper sense, as understood on the Continent, it

means temporary suspension of the rale of ordinary laWt i,e., of Civil

Government, and government of the realm or a part of it by military tribunals,

instead. It applies, in short, to that state of things which exists, when by
‘

virtue of the prerogative, the military authorities in time of war, riot or

rebellion claim the c^nizance of certain c^fences by means of military tribunals

to the exclusion of Civil Courts. In su<di a state of affairs, which is akin to

what is known in France as a State of Siege <atat de siege) and which is fully

recognized by the Articles of the French constitution, civil jurisdiction is handed

over to military tribunals. Such a state of things is utterly unknown to

English Law. There is nothing in the United Kingdom equivalent to a

^*State of Siege*' in France. In this sense, martial law has not been put in

force in England by virtue of the prerogative, since the days of Charles L It

was, however, proclaimed by statutory authority in Ireland in 1799, In

cases, where it is so proclaimed by authority, /.e., by virtue of an Act of

Parliament, little or no difficulty presents itself. But in cases where without

any statutory authority, the officers of the Crown proclaim Martial Law and

the military tribunal acting under the authority of such proclamation exercises

jurisdiction over certain offences and sentences civilians to death, imprisonment

or fines, it becomes necessary to examine how far the prerogative of the

Crown to issue such proclamation extends under the law of the British

constitution.

212* Prerogariva and Martial lawt The Petition of Right did not in

terms condemn martial law in time of war, but only in time of peace The
Mutiny Acts are only necessary to authorise the Crown to apply in time of

peace those regulations which the Crown may by prerogative apply in time of

war or of rebellion, which amounts to war. The case of Ex parte Marais *

Illustrates the point distinctly. Marais residing in Cape Colony was arrested

and imprisoned under a warrant front the military authorities, martial law

having been proclaimed in the district previously. He presented a petition to

the Supreme Court of the colony, alleging that his arrest and imprisonment

Were illegal. The application was refused, whereupon he appealed to the Privy

1. (190alA.O.l09ai61,
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Council. The Earl of Halsbury^ L. observed during the course of his

judgment: may often be a question whether a mere riot» or disturbance

neither so serious nor so extensive os really to amount to a war at all, has not

been treated with an excessive severity, and whether the intervention of the

military force was necessaryi but once let the fact of actual War be established

and there is an universal concensus of opinion that the civil Courts have no juris-

diction to call in question the propriety of the action of military authorities.

The framers of the Petition of Right knew well what they meant when they

made a condition of peace the ground of the illegality of unconstitutional

procedure/* It may be noticed here that Acts of Indemnity were passed by the

Cape Parliament to indemnify the officers and persons acting under the authority

of proclamations. It is evident from this that the proclamation of military

law is very grudgingly recognised in time of war or in circumstances amounting

to war, but not in time of peace, as a mere necsssary evil, by the English

Courts, Under the French constitution, however, the state of siege may be

declared without any such limitaticn. When it is so declared all constitutional

guarantees for the rights of citizens become suspended, the ordinary law is also

suspended and any man will be liable to be arrested, imprisoned or sentenced to

death by military tribunals.

213* Right to reaift force by force 1 (2) Secondly, the term ^'martial

commonlQW right of the Cram and his servants together

with all citir^ns, not only to resist and repel force by force but also to do all

such acts as fall within their common law duty in order to restore peace or

suppress insurrection, riot or rebellion. In this sense ^‘martial law*’ is fully

recognised by the law of England. All public officers and citizens are entitled

under this right to use so much force as is necessary for self-protection or for

the suppression of insurrection, riot or rebellion, even to the extent of taking

human life* But this right is strictly limited by necessity. In such cases,

officers and citizens are not only entitled to use force, but it is their

public duty also to use all the powers which the law allows in order to

maintain the King’s peace and for a breach of this duty they will be cri'

minally liable. The case of Rex v. Pinney^ illustrates this point. Mr. Finney,

the Mayor of Bristol, was prosecuted for not having done all in his power to

suppress the riots which occured in that city in October 1831. He was held

liable by Littledale J. who said in Ms judgment; **He had not done all that

could reasonably be expected from a man of ordinary prudence, firmness and

activity, under the circumstances in vhich he was placed.’* In such circumstances

the measure of a man's right to use force is co«relative to his duty, he will be

criminally liable for acts done in excess of his duty, and, on the other hand, he

will be liable for ommissions of duty amounting to criminal negligence*

1. (1832)3 B&4d. 947
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214* Individaftl liability: It is evident from this that individual liability

attaches to both officers and civilians alike in such cases. They are not exempt

from their liability, as ordinary citizens, at law, for their conduct. Each one of

the persons whether a soldier or a civilian employed in such a task is liable

for his conduct and so is a person, who does not help, liable for non^'performance

of his duty. Each one of them can employ only such force as is required by the

necessity of the case. If excessive or unnecessary force is used they will be

called to account before a judge and a jury. The occasion on which force is to

be employed and the kind and degree of force which it is lawful to employ are

det^mined by the necessity of each case. The commands of a superior are

no justification for unnecessary or excessive violence, unless the command is

not necessarily or manifestly illegal, though in time of war, the command of a

superior officer might be held an absolute justification for all acts done, whether

manifestly illegal or not^

.

2 IB. Two Cases are worthy of our notice in this connection: (1)

Wolfe Tone*s casei^ Wolfe Tone, an Irishman, took part in the French in.

vasion of Ireland. He was arrested and a Court Martial in Dublin tried and

sentenced him to death. He held, however, no commission as an English officer^

his only commission being one from the French Republic. A writ of Habeas

Corpus was applied for and it was granted by the Court, on the ground that

not being a military man he was not subject to the jurisdiction of a Court

Martial and hence cannot be punished by the same. (2) With reference to

the Jamaica Insurrection^ the nature of martial law as known to English

law is well expressed in the opinion of two eminent lawyers, Edward James,

Q..C* nnd Fitz James Stephen, Q. C Their views may be summed up

thus » (a) Martial law is the assumptic^ of absolute power, by the officers of

the Crown, exercised by military force fw the suppression of an insurrection and

the restoration of order and lawful authority, (b) The officers of the Crown

and all citizens also are justified in any execution of physical force, extending to

the destruction of life and property to any extent, and in any manner that may be

required for this purpose. They are, however, not justified in the use of exces*

sive or cruel means and will be liable for such excess, civilly end criminally.

And, after resistance is suppressed and ordinary Courts reopened they are not

justified in inflicting punishment.* If they use their power wantonly or without

due regard to humanity, they will be liable even though the martial law is in

full force and an Act of Indemnity is passed, (d) In fact, the Courts Martial

are not courts at all. They are justified, with any form and in any manner,

to do whatever is necessary to suppress insurrection and restore peace. But

tAeywiiV ftif djr acft which they commA m excess oi^ fhaf

power, even if they act in strict ao-ordance with the Mutiny Act and the

1. KeighUy 0 U86o) 4 F. and F. 790. 2. (1798) 27 St. Tri. 613. 8. Forsyth. V, i-

S»d Wolte Tonu’i case.
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Articles of War* It is doubtful^ however^ whether prisoners-can be sentenced

to long terms of imprisonment unless such sentences are confirmed by an

Act of Parliament* In sentendng people to long term of imprisonment.

Courts Martial in fact, belie the necessity under which alone jurisdiction of

Courts Martial can lawfully exist in cml society,^

216« ConcluaioDB: The following conclusions may be deduced from

the foregoing discussion on the subjects of martial law : (i) The Crown's

prerogative to declare martial law does not exist in time of peace, at all. Its

extent in time of war has not so far been judicially determined and the only

justification for its existence is the necessity occasioned by an actual state of

war or riot or rebellion amounting to war. (ii) The exercise of force is strictly

limited by and must cease with the necessity which gave rise to it. The
civil courts will grant writs of habeas corpus to persons detained in military

cuf<tody after the war is over, (iii) On such necessity being shown, Parlia-*

ment will either sanction the use of fcNce or pass an Act of Indemnity subse

quentiy. (iv) When a state of war actually exists and is recognized by the

ordinary Courts, they have no jurisdiction over the action of military authorities,

even though they may be sitting for some purpose. (Exparte Marais), It is,

however doubtful whether sentences of fine or imprisonment will be valid

without being confirmed by Parliament, (v) The officers and citizens will be

liable, both civilly and criminally, for act, done in excess of authority.

2. The Army

217« Sabordinate to Ordinary Law t The army in England derives its

existence from is subordinate to the ordinary Jaw of the land. Jt consists

of two main divisions; viz-, (i) the Standing Army, technically known as the

Regular Forces, and (iij the Territorial Forces, or the Mflitia-'a voluntary

farce*-as it was known in mediaeval times.

218« The Standing Army $ Historically, the Militia is an older instt'

tution than the permanent army. At first sight the existence of a standing

army appears to be inconsistent, with the existence of a free government* A
body of paid soldiers is absolutely subject to the commands of superior officers

and may as such help to establish despotism in the country. This sentiment

was predominant in England prior to the Revolution of 1688 and for long time

subsequent to that Parliament did not grant recognition to a regular standing

army* Before the regular forces came to be recognized upon legal footing,

there existed two legal kinds of military forces at the disposal of the Crown,
W>., (i) the old /cffflfuf array, resulting out of the tenures by military service,

and fii) the old train band which became known as the Militia, \(^hen mili

tary service was commuted into money payments, the feudal array ceased to

1. S«e Itr, Sergeant Bpankie's opinion: Forsyth P. Stl.
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exist. The Militia^ could legally be used only for domestic or defensive pur>

poses only and could not be sent abroad*

219* Origin and constitution s The danger of foreign invasion neces-

sitated the maintenance of a standing army, the existence of such a body being

absolutely necessary for national defence. Parliament, however, could not be

pursuaded to sanction such an army,foraiong time. Charles II maintained a force

of Guards to the Sovereign, for the first time, with Parliamentary sanction.

Jame II increased their number to 30,000 on his own authority. The traditional

notions of law and government under which Englishmen are brought

up for the past so many centuries, helped to solve this practical diffculty.

Parliament could see that the maintenance of a standing army was an absolute

necessity and for that reason individual liberty must be sacrificed to a certain

extent for the preservation of national independence* The way they found out

was to vote these grants annually, thus keeping a constant check on the power

of the King The army is now maintained on a legal footing by means of

Annual Acts, known, down to 1881, as Mutiny Acts, and since then as Army
Annual Acts* The Act re-enacted every year with necessary amendments or new
clauses added, and with the regulations made thereunder forms the code of mili-

tary law for the discipline of the forces. It may be noted here that the Crown
has no power to compel enlistment in time of peace. The Regular Forces consist

of six divisions. (1) The I^egular Forces: After enlistment a soldier is

required to serve in this division for a term of seven years. The term may be

extended, if necessary. (.H) Th»*. Army JRcservest This division consists of men

(a) who have served in the Regular forces and are transferred into the Reserve

or (b) enlisted or re-engaged in pursuance of the Reserve Forces Act, 1882.

(ill) The Militia or Special Reserves: The division is composed of men who
have not served in any of the Regular Forces, (iv) The Marines: These form

pirt of the Regular Forces and serve in the navy, (v) The Indian Forces:

This division is composed of officers and men of the regular British Army
serving in India, and the Indian Army proper composed of Indian troops

under British Officers, (vi) Colonial Forces: These are either forces raised

by order of His Majesty beyond the limits of the United Kingdom and

India*

220* The Territorial Army : The Territorial Army or the auxiliary

forces consisted of the following j (i) The Militia : The term, as has already

been seen, was applied to the old train bands in mediaeval times. Prior to the

passing of the Territorial and Reserve Forces Act, 1907, there were two kinds

of Militia, general and local, raised on a voluntary system, (ii) The Yeomanry

consisted of mounted volunteer troops, (iii) The Yolunteers: All these

three have now become merged in the Territorial Force, It is formed by

Voluntary enlistment. The members of this army are subject to the same

military law. There is, however, one exception* It cannot be compelled to

53
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serve outside the country. Such an army can lawfully be embodied only in

times of national danger. In case of urgent necessity this army can be embo-

died even without the sanction of Parliament, but its continuance will ultimately

depend upon the Act passed by Parliament.

221* Two-fold liability of a soldier $ V7e have seen above, how
Parliament reconciled the maintenance of a standing army with the existence

of a free government by providing a constant check on the power of the King

by means of Annual Acts. In doing so, they adhered to one fundamental

principle of English law, that a soldier may be subject to special regulations as

a soldier but thereby he is not exempt from his ordinary liabilities as a citizen.

The Army Annual Act lays down this principle. An analogy to this situation

is afforded by the position of the Clergy. A clergyman belonging to the Estab-

lished Church is subjea, tike a soldier to two kinds of rules. As a clergy he

enjoys the privileges and is bound by the restrictions peculiar to his order $ but

at the same time he is also subject to the ordinary law of the land as any other

ordinary citizen. In the case of Ecclesiastical Courts also, as in the case of

Courts Martial, it Is the common law Courts that determine the legal limits of

their jurisdiction. The liability of a soldier, therefore, is twofold: (1) as a

citizen, and (2) as a soldier.

222* (1) A eoldlar'a poeitloa am a cltisen: It is the fixed doctrine of

English law that a soldier in the standing army, /. e,, a person subject to military

law, is in England subject to ail the duties and liabilities of an ordinary citizen.

The Army Act, under the provisions of which he is enlisted in the army, clearly

lays down that he is not exempt because of such enlistment, from the ordinary

process of law. This provision is a key to English legislation with regard

to the standing army, while employed in England. A soldier, no doubt, under-

takes many obligations by his enlistment, in addition to the duties incumbent

upon a civilian. But because of these additional obligations he cannot escape

from any of the duties of an ordinary citizen,

(a) Criminal liability: A soldier is subject to the same criminal liability

as a civilian While he is in the British Dominions, and either murders or robs

anybody, he will be tried by a competent civil Court; his military character will

not save him from the consequences of such acts under the ordinary law.

(b) Civil liability: His liability under the civil law is also the same as

that of any other ordinary citizen. In respect of debts, however, he enjoys

certain privileges. He can claim exemption from being forced to appear in Court

and he cannot be arrested for any debt not exceeding £ 30,

(c) Conflict of jorUdiction : Where there is a conflict of jurisdiction

between a civil and a military Court, the authority of a civil Court prevails.

An acquittal or conviction by a Court Martial for manslaughter or robbery is

no box to a trial for the same offence before the Court of Assizes. But an
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acquittal or conviction for an offence by a competent civil Court will certainly

be a bar to a trial for the same offence l^fore a Court Martial.

(d) Obedience to anperior no defence t When a soldier is tried on a

charge of crime, obedience to a superior's order is not of itself a defence, A
soldier is, no doubt, bound to obey any lawful order which he receives from his

military superior. But he cannot avoid his responsibility as a civilian for

breach of the law, by pleading that he committed the breach in bona fide

obedience to the orders of his superior officer. His position is, therefore,

difficult. He is liable to be shot by a Court Martial if he disobeys the order

and to be hanged by the judse and jury if he obeys it. If the order of a

superior officer is justified by the civil law, a soldier can act in obedience to it

without any fear of involving a breach of duty as dtizen. In fact, he is bound

to carry out such an order. For instance, an officer orders his soldiers to fire

upon rioters during a riot. The order is justified by the fact that the distur-

bance must be put down and no less energetic action will be sufficient

under the circumstances. A soldier is bound to carry out such an order both

from the legal and military points of view. Being a lawful order, he will be

only performing his duty as a soldier and as a citizen in carrying out the same.

On the other hand, if an order cannot be justified by the civil law, the duty

of a soldier is to obey the law of the land even at the risk of disobeying his

superior. Supposing there is a political excitement and an officer commands his

soldiers to arrest and shoot down a popular leader. No crime has been proved

against the leader and he is not tried by any Court. He is only suspected of

treasonable designs. If the soldiers obey the command, both they and their

officer will be guilty of murder and liable to be hanged when tried by the ordi.

nary Court. The obedience to such an order will not save a soldier from its

consequences. His civil liability, therefore, turns upon the nature of the order

he obeys. If the officer giving it is legally justified in doing so, well and good;

if not, the officer and his men, all are liable. As laid down by Stephen J., if

a soldier reasonably thinks that his officer had good grounds for giving an order

he will be protected, if he obeys the same. For example, if an order is given

to fire into a disorderly crowd, which appears to have been engaged at the mo
ment in acts of dangerous violence, he can reasonably think that the officer had
good grounds in giving such an order. But if he is ordered to fire a volley on a

peaceful meeting of citizens, where there is no disturbance of any kind and

none can reasonably be apprehended, then a soldier cannot reasonably think

that his officer had good reasons in giving that order and must take the conse-

quences if he obeys the same. If the doctrine, that a soldier is bound under all

circumstances to obey the commands of his superior officer, is carried too far,

it might prove fatal to military discipline itself. A soldier, in that case, would
be justified, in shooting down the Colonel by the commands of his Captain.

As this action cannot be justified, so also, shooting of unoffending civilians
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will not be justified. No doubt, the ^sition of a soldier is difficulti

being subject as he is to two jurisdictions* He is under a double necessity

of preserving on the one hand the rule of law end on the other the discipline

of the army. The hardship so caused is much diminished by the exercise of

a power of the Crown to nullify the effect of an unjuf>t conviction by means
of a pardon.

223* (2) A aoldier's positionm a member of the Army : As has
been stated above, a person on his enlistment as a soldier becomes subject to

military law, i. e., the provisions of the Army Act and the regulations made
under it* This law is very rigorous and requires strict discipline. Hence, acts

which if done by a civilian would be either no offence at all or only slight mis.

demeanours, would become serious crimes if done by a soldier. For instance,

an insult to or assault on an officer will expose a soldier to serious punishment.

He occupies a position totally different from that of a citizen. He is subject to

the liabilities imposed by military law, in addition to his duties as a citizen.

But even as regards this position of his, as a military man, the rule of law is not

excluded from the army, at any rate in time of peace.

(a) Jarisdiction of Civil Courts : Enlistment, by which a person becomes

subject to military law, is a contract and hence subject to the jurisdiction of the

ordinary courts. It being a civil preceding, the Courts have right to enquire

whether a particular person is duly enlisted or whether he is entitled to his

discharge.

(b) Supervision of CoartS'Martial: The ordinary Courts exercise

supervision on Courts>MartiaJ as well as on officers, when the former exceed

their jurisdiction or the latter do any acts not authorised by law. This super,

vision may take the form either of civil or of criminal proceedings, as the parti*

cular case requires. Civil proceedings may either be preventive or remedial.

The Court may restrain the commission or continuance of an injury by injunc

tion or afford a remedy for injury already suffered. Criminal proceedings are

in the form of an indictment for various crimes, such as, assault, imprisonment

or murder. The Courts-Martial are restrained by means of writs of prohibi

tion and remedy against acts of individual officers is afforded by means of

writs of habeas corpus, addressed to an officer, e.g,, a gaoler in whose

custody the alleged offender is detained.

{c\ Check by Parliament: The discipline and continual maintenance of

the army depends entirely upon the Army Act, which is to be re enacted every

year* By this process Parliament is able to exercise supervision, and its will

being expressed in the form of an Act, the army governed by that Act, comes

under the jurisdiction of ordinary Courts, if the Act is not re-enacted, it will

go out of force automatically and no soldier will be bound by it.

224« Position of a soldier in the Territorial Army: This force, as

has already been stated, is raised by voluntary enlistment. The members of
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this body are not subject to military law, except, when they are in training or

when the force is embodied, /. e., it is converted into a Regular Force. Even

when the force is so embodied, it cannot be legally required to serve abroad

outside the limits of the United Kingdcxn. With regard to this force also, care

has been taken to ensure that it shall be subject to the rule of law. It is a force

recognised by the constitution and relied upon by Parliament in the past as the

only national army for the defence of the country. It is also constituted by an

Act of Parliament and hence comes under the jurisdiction of ordinary Courts*

It can only be embodied into a Regular Force in case of imminent national

danger or a great emergency. Except, under these ciicumstances, the embodi-

ment cannot be carried out without the sanction of Parliament. When it is so

embodied it becomes a regular force and all that has been said about the posi-

tion of a soldier ere this applies equally to the members of this territorial

army.

3* Revenue

225* National Income « The supremacy of law is also evident in the

domain of national income. The transaction appertaining to the collection

and expenditure of revenue in the United Kingdom are governed by strict

rules of law. This subject can be considered under three separate heads, viz.,

(1) the sources of public revenue, (2) the authority for expending public

revenue and (3) the securities provided by law for the due appropriation of

public revenue, that Is, for its being spent in the exact manner which the

law directs.

226* (1) Sonrces of public rovenae t Historically speaking, there are

two divisions of the sources of public income in the United Kingdom, (a) The
revenue arising from Crown lands, droits of admiralty and the like is known as

hereditary or ordinary revenue This forms a very insignificant portion of

the national income and does not amount to more than £500,000 a year.

Again it docs not belong to the Crown at the present day, although it continues

to be known as ‘hereditary revenue'- The Crown is paid a fixed Civil List amount-

ing to £470,000/. annually for the support of his dignity and for the mainte-

nance of Royal household and the income derived from the hereditary source

goes to swell the national exchequer. (6) The revenue depending upon taxes

imposed by Parliament is known historically as exira-ordinary revenue.

In reality, it is the ordinary revenue. Being wholly raised by taxes

imposed by Act of Parliament, it is also known as Parliamentary

revenue. In a normal year, before the Great European War,

the national income of the United Kingdom from this source amounted

to about £145,000,000/-, This amount is raised in two ways: (i)

By permanent Acts of Parliament : The history of the struggle between

Parliament and the Sovereign iq the matter of levying taxes likely to
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engender an idea that no taxes could be levied if Parliament does not meet. No
doubts no taxes can now be legally levied without the san<!tion of Parliament.

It is, however, wrong to believe that no taxes will be legally payable if ParlU-
ment ceases to meet. In fact, a considerable portion of the national income V^ill

flow into the exchequer every year, even if Parliament did not sit at all. This
is because almost three-fourths of the revenue comes from taxes imposed by
permanent Acts, (ii) The rest of the income is derived from taxes imposed by
annual Acts, These taxes, notably amongst them the income tax and the

customs duties are revised and voted by Parliament every year. On the other

hand, the land tax, the excise, the stamp duties, and others are levied by perffla-

nent Acts. If Parliament did not sit and renew the annual Acts the people

could not be legally compelled to pay the taxes imposed by them. In sh<»^t,

this much must be borne in mind that a single peony can be obtained by

the Government by way of tax unless an Act of Parliament, whether perrfla-

nent or annual, sanctions the same.

227. (2) Authority for Expenditure: The real check by Parliament

over the nation's income comes in the matter of expending the amount ^
collected. At one time, an idea prevailed that if taxes were imposed by
Act of Parliament, the income arising from such taxes was in reality a

grant or gift to the Crown by Parliament, and the Crown or his Ministers

can spend the same in any manner he or they liked, without any further

sanction from Parliament for such expenditure. That idea has now been

exploded. Public revenue is not the private property of the King and «
not voted by Parliament to go into his pocket. At one time the salaries of the

Judges and other charges were mixed up with the King's private expenditure

but they are now separated from the Civil List and the whole of public

revenue now forms the national income, out of which not a penny can be

spent without the authority of an Act of Parliament. The whole revenue is

received at the Inland Revenue Office, where moneys, paid as taxes are col-

lected into a Urge box. The amount so collected is removed by two Offices

of the Bank every day to the Bank of England and paid there to the Exchequer

Account. This account cannot be operated upon and monies cannot be with-

drawn therefrom for expenditure except in accordance with an Act of Parliament,

(a) As it is in the matter of oollectir g revenue, so also in the matter of expending

the same, permanent and annual Acts pUy their part. Civil List, interest on

National Debt, the salaries of Judges and other charges are paid under the

authority of permanent Act of Parliament, (b) In other cases, e, g'., for the

support of the army and navy, the autlK>rity to make payments is given by an

annual Act, known as the Appropriation Act, which determines the mode in

which the supplies granted by Parliament, are to be spent. In either c^se,

whether the expenditure is athourised by a permanent Act, or by an annuaj

Act, this much is certain that all payments made out of the national income are
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made by and under the authority of some Act of Parliament. The details of

method by which the supplies are annually voted and appropriated have been

treated by us already in a previous chapter^ and need not be repeated here,

What is necessary to bear in mind here is that both the collection and expen

diture of revenue are regulated by Parliamentary enactments.

228. (3) Secnrity for proper expenditure t What is there^ however,

to show that taxes paid by the people and authorised to be spent by Parliarnent,

will be spent in the exact manner and for the objects specified* in accordance

with the will of Parliament ? This is quite a natural question to ask. Unless

there is a real check placed on the authority of the Crown or his Ministers* in

this respect* the intention of Parliament could be easily flouted. This check or

security is provided by an elaborate machinery of control and audit. Under

this system* the Government cannot obtain even a penny of public money*

without the authority of persons who are quite independent of the Cabinet

and whose duty it is to see that no payment is made out of the exchequer

without legal authority for the same. These special officers* who pay the

money* also* come to know ultimately how the moneys paid by them are

spent by the government departments concerned. It is also a part of their

duty to report to Parliament* if any expenditure appears to them to be

in contravention of the authority given by Parliament. ’ The chief officer,

who runs this machinery and is the centre of this system of Parliamentary

control and audit, is the Comptrotter and Auditor OeneraL He and

his immediate assistant, the Assistant Comptroller and Auditor General,

are appointed by a Patent under the Great Seal, hold their office during

good behaviour and con be removed only on an address from both Houses

of Parliament* He cannot be a member of either House and cannot take

part in politics. He combines in his person two duties. As Comptroller*

he controls the issue of public money to government departments, and os

Auditor, he supervises how the amounts so issued by him are spent by
them* that is tossy* he audits their accounts, (a) In his capacity as Comp^
frol/er-Ge/iera/ he is bound to see that the moneys paid into the Bank of

England are not paid out* except under the authority of an Act of Parliament*

The Treasury cannot obtain from the Bank any amount unless the same

is authorised to be paid by the ComptioUer-General. Whenever the Treasury

wants money, it makes a requisition to the Comptroller>General authorising

the payment of a definite sum from the public moneys deposited at the

Bank. Before granting the necessary credit in accordance with such

requisition the Comptroller-General satisfies himself that such payment

is authorised by Parliament, either by a permanent or an annual Act*

and that all legal formalities, necessary for such a withdrawal from

the Bank are gone through. Unle^ he is so satisfied he will not grant the

1, See Ohaptet IV.
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credit required end the Bank will not pay without his authority. The strict

observance of legal formalities gives an opportunity to the ComptroUeroGenera)

to prevent irregularities on the part of the Government. There Isy however,

a danger of its being pushed too far» as it happened at the time of war with

France in 1811. Parliament had granted a million pounds for the navy, but the

King being a lunatic no authority could be legally given to the Comptroller*

General under the great Seal or the Privy Seal, unless a Regency Bill was passed

The then Comptroller-General, Lord Granville, refused to grant credit, until

the formality was gone through and the Ministry had to get the Regency Bill

passed before they could obtain payment of the amount, (d) Auditor-

General he audits all public accounts of government departments and reports

them to Parliament every year. In the beginning of every session of Parliament

accounts of expenditure under the Appropriation Act are submitted by him to

the public Accounts Committee of the House of Commons appointed to examine

these accounts. The committee examine these accounts very minutely and

strictly and report the result of their discussions to Parliament. Under this

elaborate system very accurate accounts are kept, every penny of the national

income is scrupulously guarded and expended only under the authority of some

Act of Parliament

Check oa Comptrolier-Generalt It may happen that the Comp-
troller-General may raise difficulties and refuse grants so as to stop entirely the

ordinary transaction of public business. Two means are open to overcome his

perversity. One of them, already stated, Is an address from the Houses to

remove him from office. Another is by a writ of Mandamus from the High

Court to compel him to perform his duties. Such a course has not been tested

os yet, since no such necessity has arisen in the past. But the fact that the

executive may have to take this course, in case of need, shows clearly to what

extent the transactions concerning the revenue are governed by the ordinary

law of the land.

4. Legal Responsibility of Ministers

230. Two kinds of ResponstbSUy ; The Ministers of the Crown in

the United Kingdom are subject to two kinds of responsibility! Viz., ( 1) to the

ordinary law of the land, and (2) to Parliament. The first kind of responsL

bility, i.C., legal responsibility, is governed by the rules of ordinary law. Of
course, there is no dear enactment to the effect that all acts of the Crown must

be done by and through some Minister, but, in practice, the rule does exist in

England. There is nothing in the English constitution like explicit statement

as is found in most foreign constitutions, that the acts of the Sovereign must

always be done by and through a Minister. The acts of the Crown are, in

reality, the acts done in the name of theCrown in the United Kingdom, and are

expressed in writing which are always countersigned by a Minister.
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231* Acto of die Crowns The Royal will in the United Kingdom »
expressed in three ways (i) by Order in Coundl; (ii) by Order, Commission or

Warrant under the Sign Manual; and (iii) by Proclamation, Writs, Patent and

other documents under the Great Seal, The Royal will so expressed to have

any legal effect must in general have the assent of or must be expressed through

Wme Minister, who will be held responsible for it.

(i) The Order in Council is made by the King, by and with the advice of

his Privy Council As only three members of the Privy Council can make the

legal quorum, in practice, these orders are made in consultation with and at the

instance of Ministers, who are Privy Councillors. Those members present at

the meeting when the order was made, are held responsible for the same in law

(ii) The order, Commission or Warrant under the Sign Manual are made
also at the instance of one or more ministers. It must he countersigned by one

or more of them, and they must bear responsibility for the same.

(iii) The documents under the Great Seal are issued generally on the

responsibility of the Chancellor.

232* By and through a Ministert It is evident from this that all acts of

the Crown must be done by and through a Minister. The Minister who
takes part in so giving expression to the Royal will is himself legally responsible

for the act. He cannot get rid of his liability by saying that he acted in the

manner he did, in obedience to the orders of the Crown. If the act done is

illegal, Che Minister is personally liable to civil or criminal proceedings in a

Court of law. The old procedure of impeachment, is now obsolete but the

result origif ally aimed at by impeachment can now be obtained, and certainly

in a nionf etsitr wsy, by means ofproceedings before an ordinery Court,

The principle of law is now welUestablished that the Crown can act only

in accordance with certain presribed fonns, which necessarily require the co-

operation of a Minister, who becomes not <mly morally but legally responsible

for the act. Thus indirectly, every action of the executive, and in effect a(«,o

of the Crown, is brought under the supremacy of the ordinary law of the land.

233* (2) Parliamentory ReapMMibility of MlnUtera : Another sense

in which the Ministers in the United Kingdom are responsible is that they are

individually and collectively responsible to Parliament. This means that the

Ministers are liable Co lose their offices, if they cannot retain the confidence of

the House of Commons. This is a matter depending upon the convention

with which the law has no direct concern, if the Ministry, upon losing the

support of the majority in the House of Commons, does not resign, or, in the

alternative, does not appeal to the country by advising the King to dissolve

Parliament and order general election, nobody in the country has got power to

proceed against them in a Court of law, for that breach of the convention. The
King, however, may refuse to listen to their advice for dissolving Parliament

54
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And may ask for their resignation straightway without giving them a chance to

appeal to the electors*

234* Parliamentary and nonoParltamentary Executive : This Parlia-

mentary responsibility of the British Executive distinguishes it from the

executives in other countries, where no such responsibility exists. Representa-

tive government exists at the present moment in many countries, but it does

not mean one and the same thing everywhere. It generally exhibits two types,

as considered from the viewpoint of the relation between the executive and the

legislature* (i) Under one form of representative government, the legislature,

or at least the elective portion thereof, enjoys the power of appointing and

dismissing the executive, which is chosen from among its own members. Such

an executive is called a **Parliamentary Executive,** (ii) Under the other

form of representative government, the l^islature neither appoints, nor dismis-

ses the executive, which may be called a Non-Parliamentary or fixed

Executive.'* A few points may be noted here in connection with this

subject.

235* New principle of divitton t (1) The distinction between a Parli-

amentary and a non-parliamentary executive affords a new principle of

division between the constitutions of different countries. Rearing that

distinction in mind we can classify the constitutions of countries like the

United Kingdom. France and Italy into one group and those of the countries,

like the United States of America and Switzerland into another group.

The nature of executives in England, Fiance and Italy is the same. They are

all parliamentary executives appointed and removable by the legislature. On
the other hand, the executive in the United States is not appointed by the

legislature and cannot be dismissed by it.

236« Conatituent Parliament not nacessary ; (2) The nature of the

executive also affects in a way the sovereign power of the legislature. It may
safely be asserted that the British Parliament is really a sovereign legislature

because it possesses the power of appointing and dismissing the Cabinet,

at least in practice if not in theory, the British Cabinet is still appointed and

dismissed by the Crown, but in practice the support of the majority in the

House of Commons is absolutely necessary for its continuance in office. This

is in fact, the ultimate aim of parliamentary government. It may be said to

have reached its full development when the tenure of office of the executive is

made to depend upon the pleasure of Parliament. The government then be

comes in fact, the government by Parliament. It, however, is not absolutely

necessary that a Parliament to reach this stage in its development must also be

a sovereign or constituent Parliament. A Parliament need not have the power

to change the constitution of the country, in order to have a parliamentary

executive. The Dominion Parliament Australia or Canada are not sovereign

parliaments in the sense in which the British Parliament is, and yet they control
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their executives. So the combination of parliamentary sovereignty with a

parliamentary executive is not essential. In fact, British Parliament itself has

been a sovereign Parliament for centuries, but the country was governed by a

non>parliamentary executive, until the ttme when Robert Walpole established

tjie convention of mass responsibility of the Cabinet to Parliament.^ Another

instance is afforded by the pre-war German Empire. The legislature was

a sovereign body in the sense that it could change the constitution of the

country, and still the Emperor or his Ministers could not be appointed or

dismissed by Parliament.

237* Who appoints them: (5) As is already stated^ the British

Cabinet in theory is a non-pariiamentary executive. In reality, however, it is

a parliamentary executive as the King*s choi<^ is limited to the party that is in

Parliament. The man selected by the King to act as Prime-Minister must be

the recognized leader of this majority party. The other Ministers are appointed

by the King in name
; in reality they are chosen by the Prime Ministers from

his own party. If we look deeper into the matter, at bottom it is the electors,

who really appoint the executive, and also to a certain extent dismiss it. The
result of a general election in effect is the choice mide by the electors, as to

which party shall govern the country and as to who shall be the Prime-Minister.

A time might come when the Premier might be elected by a popular vote, as is

the President in the United States of America.

236« (4) The MertU and demerit* of a Parliamentary Executive may
also be considered. (n) As it depends upon the pleasure of Parliament and support

of the majority, it hardly ever thinks of ^ming into conflict with that body.

This want of friction saves the country from many evils which such conflicts

necessarily carry in their wake. The wheels of government run smoothly and

political disturbances are easily avoided. This merit is also its defect from

another viewpoint (6) A parliamcalary executive must necessarily be weak.

It has always to keep its finger on the pulse of the majority in Parliament and

on that of the electors outside. It cannot afford to run counter to their wishes.

Not only that, it must always be amenable to the wishes and even the fancies

of its masters. In matters of administr^ion and legislation the transient

passions and fancies of a parliamentary majority and the electors are often

likely to be reflected. Such an executive therefore tends to be a mere creature

of its creator.

239« (5) The merits and demerits of a non-parliamentary Executive

are the exact opposite of those of a parliamentary executive. Where the one is

weak, the other is strong and vice versa, (fl) The comparative independence

of a non-parliamentary executive makes it a strong body. No doubt, under a
representative government, such an exeoitive would alviays try to be on good

* 1, Bee chapter It,
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terms with the legislature, but that does not mean that men of strong will would

long remain amenable to the wishes of the legislature, especially where they feel

that these wishes are an outcome of transient passions and fancies and are in

fact gainst the best interests of the country. On such occasions a strong-willed

end independent executive can confer a great boon on the country by running,

counter to the wishes of the legislature, (b) This merit, however, causes friction

between the executive and the legislature and leads either to bloodshed or

impedes the conduct of public affairs. France supplies more than one instance

of this demerit of a non-parliamentary executive.

S240. Solotioo; Swifli axacaUva: (6) Is it possible to form an execu*

five which combines the merits and at the same time avoids the demerits of

both these systems? It is suggested that to achieve this object the executive

may be appointed or elected by the legislature but the latter should not have the

power to dismiss it. The Swiss people seem to have solved this problem.

Their Federal Council is elected by the Assembly, for three years, but is not

dismissable by that body. The executive thus possesses a permanence and stabi-

lity which generally does not characterise a parliamentary executive. And
strange to say, it dees not come into conflict with the legislature. Again,

the members of the Council are eligible for re-election for a further period of

three years, and as a rule they are re-elected. But then the Swiss Council is a

businesslike body, more in the nature of the permanent civil service in England

than a Military or Cabinet. Public affairs in Switzerland are managed in the

same fashion in which a board of directors manage the affairs of a joint-stock

company. It may, therefore, be said that the Swiss solution of the problem is

not a solution which may be of much use to other countries.

CHAPTER XI

Rule of Law in Practice (continued.)

24 1 • Rights of Citizens: We have discussed in the last chapter certain

subjects which belong apparently to the law of the constitution, but are founded

at bottom upon the rules of civil and criminal law of the United Kingdom.

There are certain other subjects, which though are primarily deduced from the

rules of ordinary law, form a foundation of the constitutional law of the country

These subjects embody the three fundamental rights of citizens of an independ-

ent and sovereign state. They are (0 the Right to Personal Freedom; (2) the

Right of Freedom of speech; and (3) the Right of Public Meeting*

1, Personal Freedom

242. What it means: The right to personal ’freedom means that no

man may be punished, imprisoned or coerced, except for a breach of law proved
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in a legal manner before an ordinary tribunal As understood in the United

Kingdom, every citizen has an inherent right not to be subjected to imprison-

ment, arrest or other personal coercion or violence in any manner, that cannot

be justified in a Court of law. It will be prima facie illegal, if a man is made

to suffer any physical restraint, except under two conditions only, viz ,(1) that

he has committed some offence and is to be taken before the Court to stand his

trial, or (n) that he has been already tried for some offence and sentenced to

imprisonment or some other punishment for the same.

243. How It is aecnred $ In most of the foreign countries, like France

or Belgium, possessing a written constitution, this right of individuals to enjoy

personal freedom is declared and guaranteed in unmistakeable language. It is

laid down as a general proposition in one of the articles of the constitution.

On the other hand, the personal security enjoyed by British citizens cannot be

found as depending upon or originating from any general proposition contained

in any written document. Some writers think that this right flows directly

from the provisions of the Magna Carta, the Petition of Right and the Bill of

Rights, the three great landmarks of the British constitution. The last of these

enactments, no doubt, declared the Court of High Commission to be illegal

and put an end for ever to the attempts of the Crown to set up Courts, where

men might be tried in an uncertain &nd arbitrary manner. It is also true that

these documents recite, *'no freeman was to be arrested, imprisoned, put out of

his freehold outlawed, exiled, punished, or put upon in any way except by law.

ful judgment of hia peers or the law of the land*^ But these enactments are

only records of the existence of such a right. It neither originated from these

documents nor docs it depend upon them. The right itself existed even before

these documents came into existeiKe. And, it is an outcome of the ordinary law of

the land enforced by the Courts, not a special privilege, as in France, to be guaran-

teedand insured by something having power over that ordinary law. In the United

Kingdom, this right is the basis and foundation, not the result of the constitu-

tion. The mere proclamation of the right in the constitution gives little security

that it will be translated into action. On the other hand, if it is an outcome of

the ordinary law of the land, there is always a guarantee that it will be duly

enforced in practice, and it is secured in the United Kingdom by the strict

maintenance of the principle that no man can be arrested or imprisoned except

in due course of law.

244. Safeguards: The chief safeguard for the liberty of the subject

lies in the legal remedies which have been provided in case of its infringement.

The adequate legal means for the enforcement of this principle by the Courts

of law are of two kinds: (A) The remedies by criminal information and indict,

ment or in civil action for damages are a means of obtaining redress for an

injury already committed. (B) The remedy for false imprisonment or illegal

detention of the citizen’s person is by means of u writ of habeas corpus^
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which in & proper case puts an end to the imprisonment or detention itself.

(O Besides these legal remedies there is also an additional rights that of self-

defence, which citizens can exercise within the limits prescribed by law.

24S. (A) RedrcM for (ofury eommifted $ A person is said to get

redress when he either gets the wrong-doer punished or obtains compensation*

froTp him for the damage caused to him by the wrong, (i) In the first

case the remedy is by way of criminal proceedings. For instance, if A
assaults B or detwns him, in the legal phraseology ^'imprisons” him, against

his will or without his conni^mnee, B can bring an action against A in

a criminal court and have him punished. Even if A is an officer of the

Government, such an action will lie against him in an ordinary Court of law

in England and B will not be obliged to go to an administrative Court

for redress, as in France. In giving such redress the Courts adhere to two

fundamental maxims of the constitution. In the first place evpry man is

himself personally liable for every unlawful or wrongful act in which he

takes put. This means that such a man cannot plead in his defence that he

did the act under the orders of his master or superior officer. So a servant

of the Crown and a servant of a private citizen are like responsible for their

wrongful acts. This doctrine, as we have seen, is the great constitutional

doctrine of ministerial responsibility and has helped much to curb the arbitra-

riness of the Crown. Even the orders of the King, therefore, will not justify

A in bis wrongful or illegal act. Secondly^ the Courts will remedy the infring

ment of a right, whether the injury be great or smell and trifling. Even the

most trifling injuries will be remedied by them. The law of England protects

the citizens against every kind of infringement and given the same kind of re*

dress, only differing in degree, for the pettiest as for the gravest invasions on

personal liberty. And, all offences, great and small, are dealt with on the same

principles and by the same Courts. That law knows nothing of special

offences or special tribunals, (ii) In the illustration given above B can take

a civil action also, if he so chooses, and file a suit for damages

in a civil Court. If he can convince a jury that this personal freedom was

seriously interfered with by the wrongful act of A, he can obtain damages in

money from his assailant. The measure of such damages will certainly depend

upon what the jury think that B deserves.

248« (B) Romedy for recovailDg liberty : The above-mentioned

methods of redress will not be of much use to B, however, unless he can first

become free from restraint, to enable him to proceed against A, civilly or

criminally* If A keeps him imprisoned, B cannot console himself by thinking

that he will get him punished or obtain damages from him, on being free.

The first necessity therefore is to provide a method by which he can recover

his liberty. The mere fact that B can put his oppressor on trial before a Court

of law afterwards, affords the most insufficient security for personal freedonii
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His liberty cannot be properly secured unless the law provides for him a means
to get free from wrongful confinement. The writ of habeas corpus provides

such security, (i) Writ of habeas Corpust This writ provides adequate

security that every one who, without legal justification, is placed in confine*

ment shall be able to get free. It is an order issuing from the Court of King's

Bench, upon affidavit either of the prisoner himself or some other person,

showing probable grounds for supposing that a case of false imprisonment

exists. There are various forms of the writ, one or the other of them

being issued according to the various purposes for which it is

desired to have the person so confined brought up before the Court, (a)

Habeas Corpus ad subjiciendum is the great constitutional remedy

for testing the legality of a commitment or any other form of forcible

detention of the person* This is the most frequently used form of the writ, (b)

Habeas Corpus ad testificandum is used for bringing up prisoners to give

evidence, (c) Habeas Corpus ad respondendum is used for bringing up prison-

ers to be tried upon some fresh charge, id) Habeas Corpus ad delibera-

ndum and recipias is used for rensoving prisoners from one custody to

another for trial, (e) Habeas Corpus simple is used for bringing a prisoner

from the King's prison into Court to be charged with a writ of attachment. (//)

Nature of the writ: The writ, as is already stated is in the form of an order

from the Court of the King's Bench addressed to a person by whom a prisoner

is alleged to have been kept in confinement to produce such prisoner before the

Court, to let the Court know on what ground he is so confined and to give

opportunity to the Court to deal with him as the law may require. The words

**Habeas Corpus'* mean co "have his body." So the prisoner’s body is to be

produced before the Court. 7'he essence of the whole transaction is that the

Court may obtain knowledge of the reason of his confinement and it may
either set him free immediately if the came of his detention is insufficient, or

see that he is brought to trial speedily, if he is alleged to have

committed any offence, punishable by the penal law of the

country. He will be released on bail in cases of misdemeanour and if

not admitted to bail, in cases of tr^son or felony, he will be kept in

custody, but is entitled to be tried at the next Sessions, unless the

delay is occasioned by the inability of prosecution witnesses lo attend. Such a

writ can be issued by the Court on the application of the prisoner himself, if

he is in a position to do so, or by some person on his behalf. The Court always

grants it as a matter of right on being satisfied by affidavit that prf/nfl/flc/e

there is reason to believe that a person is wrongfully deprived of his liberty.

And, the writ can be addressed to any person whether an official or a private

citizen in whose custody the prisoner is supposed to be. Any disobedience to

the writ will expose the wrong*door to summary punishment for contempt of

Court and also to heavy damages, recoverable by the party aggrieve^, (iil)

Habeas Corpus Actsx The right to get such a writ issued is founded ‘on the
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common Itw and existed long prior to 1679» when the first Habeas Corpus Act^

was passed. This Act applied to persons imprisoned on a charge of crime.

Another Act^ was passed in 1816 and applies to persons imprisoned otherwise

than on a charge of crime. These Acts are now treated as the foundation of a

British citizen's right to enjoy personal freedom, despite the fact that the right

existed at common law, before the said Acts were passed by Parliament. The
reason is that the Common law right to get the writ issued was often evaded

under various pleas and excuses. The Acts are designed to frustrate all such

devices at evasion, either on the part of the judge or of the pers<Mi in whose
custody the prisoner is supposed to be.

247- (1) Act of 1679 *. If a person is imprisoned on a charge of crime

Without any legal warrant, he has a right to be set free under the first Act If

he is detained under a legal warrant, then if his offence is a light one. he has

a right to his liberty on giving proper bail to ensure his appearance at the time of

trial. If on the other hand, he is accu^ of a serious crime, like felony or

treason he cannot be admitted to bail and set free, but he has the right to be

brought to a speedy trial. The effect of the writ would be evaded if the

Court fails to examine into the validity of the warrant and to either set him
free or bring him to speedy trial The Act provides against these possible

failures of justice. The jailor is bound to produce the prisoner before the Court

with the cause of commitment on receipt of the writ, as directed therein. If

the cause is insufficient the prisoner is set free at once. If accused of a minor

offence, he can insist upon being admitted to bail; and if accused of felony or

treaaon, he can insist upon being tried at the next Sessions. If he is not tried

even at the second,, he can insist upon being released without bail. Thus a

person, even on a charge of crime, cannot be kept in prison for a long time

under any circumstances, except when he is duly tried and found guilty for

the same.

248 « (2) Act of 1816; The second Act deals with persons detained

in confinement otherwise than on a charge of crime. The machinery for

obtaining the writ in case of such persons, was imperfect before this Act came

into force. It applies equally to Englishmen and foreigners. The writ of

habeas corpus under this Act affords means for his protection. If he is wrong-

fully confined, the Court will at once release him, on his person being produ

ced before it, in obedience to writ. Under this Act any person can regain his

liberty. Cn showing prima facie good grounds, the Court will issue a writ

to anyone who has the aggrieved person in his custody, to have him brought

before the Court and to set him free if found suffering restraint without lawful

causes. So long as there is a single individual willing to exert himself on behalf

of the victim, there is always the certainty, under this Act, of getting his case

investigated and of recovering his freedom, if found wronged. _

1 . 31 Cae. It, oh. 2. 2. 56 Geo. Ill «b. 100.
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249. RttoediM more important: The history of these Acts brings into

prominence the fundamental difference between the British polity and foreign

polities These Acts strongly illustrate the predominant attention paid by the

British polity to remedies to make the legal rights real and effective and to get

satisfied by mere declaration of such rights in the constitution* They are essen-

tially procedure Acts aiming at the improvement of the legal mechanism to

enforce acknowledged right to personal liberty and are mainly intended to meet

actual and experienced difficulties. It is more difficult to secure the enforce-

ment of a right than to merely declare it. These Acts have done for the

liberty of British citizens more than could have been achieved by a thousand

declarations of the right to personal liberty. They also illustrate that the British

constitution is at bottom a iudge-made law.

250. Effect of the Act : The Acts also bring out prominently the effect

produced on the power of the judiciary and the executive^ and illustrate the

relation in which they stand to each other under the British constitution. The
authority to enforce obedience to a writ gives the judges power to release a

person, who is, in their opinion, unlawfully deprived of his liberty. Thus in

effect, they are invested with the authority to hamper or supervise the adminis-

trative actions of the executive and of putting their veto on them, if such actions

are not authorised by law. This power is often exercised and the knowledge of

its existence helps to keep the executive within prescribed bounds and regulate

their actions. As this power is exercised by the Courts in accordance with the

strict rules of law, it cuts down the discretionary and arbitrary powers of the

executive. It often prevents them from taking precautionary measures, because

the English Judges do not recognize any administrative reason, as is done in

some foreign countries. All that a Judge can inquire into is whether any rule

of common law or statute law authorises a particular act. This power has

prevented in England, the development of what is known as "administrative

law” in the Continental countries. The political struggle of the 17th century

mainly ranged round the position of the judiciary, because the Parliament saw

clearly that the working of the fundamental principles of the constitution

depends solely on the degree of authority and independence conceded to the

Courts of Law, and also that it was a royal road to obtain sovereignty for

Parliament.

25 1« The Suapensfon Acts: This power of the judiciary to issue a

writ and thereby compel either the release or the speedy trial of persons

charged with crimes, has been found an inconvenient and sometimes a danger.*

ous restriction on the power of the executive, and especially so in times of

political stress To remedy this a method has been devised to suspend to a

certain extent and for a particular period of time the power of the Court, under

the Habeas Corpus Acts. This is done by passing annua) Acts, popularly

knjowD as fiabeas Corpus Suspension Acts. Under these Acts a person im-
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prisoned under a warrant of the Secretary of State on charge or suspicion of

high treason only cannot insist upon his release or speedy trial. Thus the

power of the Court is taken away while such an Act is in force, but only so far

as the high treason cases are concerned. There is nothing like a general

suspension of the right to the writ of habeas corpus. Besides, being an

annual Act, it must be renewed by Parliament every year, if it is to continue

force. This gives Parliament power to supervise the acts of the Ministry

during the period of suspension. Thus the executive gets a power to defer

trial of persons imprisoned on the charge of treason. But this power is a mere

trifle in comparison to the power conferred upon executives in some foreign

countries by what is known as * suspending the constitutional guarantees,”

It cannot in fact prevent the Court from issuing a writ in the case of a person

charged with a crime other than high treason. Besides, while called upon to

renew it, the Parliament would not do so. if the necessary circumstances have

disappeared*

2S2« Acta of Indemnity : The Habeas Corpus Suspension Acts have to

be supplemented by Acts of Indemnity* Under ordinary circumstances, when

the period of the Suspension Acts is over, the aggrieved person or his friends

can move the Court for redress. The Court, in case where the person is

unlawfully detained, will not only release him, but will also award him com*

pensation, to be paid by the authority, who detained him unlawfully. Thus
the executive will be liable to actions for their illegal conduct as soon as the

term of the Suspension Acts expired* That such an Aa was in force, when

the alleged illegal act was committed by them, will afford no defence whatever*

Besides, during the time such suspected person is detained in prison, a good

number of other unlawful acts will Iwve been committed by the agents of the

executive and they all will be liable for these acts. To avert thU situation an

Act of Indemnity is passed by Parliament. It^is^a retrospectivejStftlute freeing

persons, who have broken law, from respcmsjbility, for its breach. The, effect

of this Act is to make lawful, acts which v^en committed were unlawful. It

affords a supreme instance of the ezercig^pf Parliamentary sovereignty inas*

much as it legalises illegality.

2S3« How the supremacy of law remaioh unimpaired} Although

the Suspension Acts, coupled with (he Acts of Indemnity enable the

executive to do acts, which though politically ei^edient, are not

strictly legal and arm them with arbitrary powers, it musT^e supposed that the

supremacy of law is destroyed in any way. The Suspension Acts are passed

by Parliament only when it is convinced that a crisis has arisen when rights of

individuals must be postponed to considerations of state* These Acts become

M'dinary laws of the land and whatever illegal acts are committed by the

executive are committed under thetr authority. The object of these Acts is to

> allow free exertion to the discretionary power of the executive for public-good
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and they will certainly fail in their object, unless the executive is assured that

their botia^fide acts will not be questioned, at some future date, by the Courts,

The expectation that an Act of Indemnity will be passed, protecting them,

gives this assurance. Here again, the supremacy of law is evident. The Act

of Indemnity which protects them is passed by Parliament and becomes an
ordinary law of the realm. Although it is a legalisation of illegality, it is also

itself a law.

254. Uncertain assurance keepe die execnttve in check : It must also

be noted that the assurance given by an Act of Indemnity is prospective and
uncertain. In the first instance, when Parliament is called upon to pass Sus.

pension Acts, it wants to be convinced that political expediency necessitates

such a course. Again, when it is called upon to pass an Act of Indemnity, it

sits on judgment on the acts of the executive committed under the authority of

the Suspension Act. If it finds that the power conferred upon the executive

has been misused or abused, it can refuse to pass an Act of Indemnity and
leave the executive exposed to the rule of law and to the mercy of the law-

courts. Besides, even an Act of Indemnity will not protect an official, who
has acted malajide and was influenced by malice or corrupt motives. Thus
these two kinds of Acts bring into prominent relief the Sovereignty of Parlia-

ment and the supremacy of Law, the two principal characteristics of the

English constitution.

255. (C) The Right of Self-defence : If a citizen is subjected to un-
lawful restraint or violence, e, if another person tries to detain him unlaw-

fully or assaults him without any justification in law, the citizen so treated

has a right in law to repel such restraint or violence by force. This right is

known as the right of self-defence. This right is necessarily circumscribed by
various limitations, inasmuch as it involves taking the law into one's own
hands. The law, in putting limitations on the right of self-defence, tries

to effect a compromise. On the one hand, the right is to be maintained to

allow every citizen to repel the wrongdoer^ on the other hand, it is also

necessary to see that private warfare is not encourged hereby. The
law tries to effect a compromise between these two necessities, that

of allowing the citizen to maintain his personal liberty against the

wrongdoer and that of suppressing private squabbles. If the right of

seif.help is denied the loyal citizens tend to be slaves of ruffians; if it

is over- stimulated the jurisdiction of the Court is substituted by that of

recourse to arms, which involves a great danger to public peace It is accepted

on all hands that there is no right of attacking another person for injuries past

or impending, for, in such cases, one must have recourse to proper tribunals for

redress. Again, a popular but erroneous notion exists that a citizen can

lawfully use any amount of force which is necessary, and not more than

necessary, for the protection of his legal right. It must borne iii mind that
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it is not every right that may be lawfully defended by the force necessary for

its assertion. For instance, if A trespasses on the ground of B, B has no right

to shoot at A to prevent him from doing so. Two theories, of course, meaning
at bottom the same thing, are current regarding the legitimate use of force

necessary for the protection or assertion of a man's right. We may examine

these theories*
*

256. (i) Necessary and reas<mabie Force t The first theory is that

a man may lawfully use any amount of force which is both ‘'necessary’* and

''reasonable” or "proportionate*’ to the injury intended to prevent. He cannot

use in defending his liberty, person or property, an amount of force which is

either unnecessary or unreasonable. The word "necessary*’ means "not more

than enough to attain its object.” And the words "reasonable*’ or "proper,

tionate’* mean "the force that does not inflict upon the wrongdoer mischief

out of proportion to the injury or whtdi the force used intended to prevent
**

This theory is known as the doctrine of legitimacy of necessary and reasonable

force. The force used can be considered necessary onlyjf the mischief sought

to be prevented could not be prevented by less violent means, and. if the

mischief done by, or which might reasonably be anticipated from the force used

is not disproportionate to the injury or mischief which it is intended to prevent.

The force so used must be needful for the protection of rights and must not

inflict damage out of all proportion to the injury to be averted or to the value

of the right to be protected.

257. (ii) Force necessary for self.defence t The second theory is

that in repelling an unlawful attack upon his person or liberty, a man is

justified in using against his assailant so much force, even amounting to the

infliction of death, as is necessary for r^elling the attack. The infliction of

death must be justified by the necessities of self-defence. This theory is

known as the doctrine of legitimacy of force for self defence, i.e., defence of

life, limb or permanent liberty. It produces the same practical result as the

first theory. It means that before a man can use force to protect his life, limb

or liberty, he must do everything in his power to avoid the use

of extreme force. If A threatens to attack B, B can avoid

danger to himself by retreating as far as he can. If however B is driven

to the wall and there is no room for further retreat, .he may lawfully repel A
by force Let us take another instance. A is walking on a footpath which

runs through a ground which B claims as his own. B asks A not to use the

footpath. If A considers this an invasion of his right he can push 6 by and

walk through Supposing, on being so pushed B runs at A with a knife in his

hand A is then entitled to repel him by using such force as might cause bodily

injury to or death of B. But if before A came to the footpath, he had reason

to believe that B would rush at him with a knife, if thwarted, he must avoid

going there even if it necessitated, to take a longer route to reach his destina-
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tfon. Under these circumstances, A has no right to inflict bodily injury on
B to establish his legal right of passage. A can then have redress against B in

a (»urt of law, if he can establish his ri^t to walk through the grounds.

2S8 (iii) Use of force for the advancement of public joaHcet Be^

^ides this legal view of the right of selMefence. there exists an inherent right

in every citizen to use for the advancement of public justice. It is not only a

right but a duty also. For instance, there is a disturbance and a breach of the

peace takes place. A loyal citizen who is present at the time is bound to put an

end to the same and use as much force as is necessary for the purpose. If some
violent crime is committed in his presence, he is bound to arrest the criminal*

If he remains negligent and allows the offender to escape he will be liable to

imprisonment himself. It is his duty to use his best endeavours to prevent his

escape. Supposing a person attempts to rob or murder another person or to

break open a house at night, he can be lawfully assaulted and arrested either

fay the person against whom the crime is intended or his servant or any other

person, who is present. If the criminal tri^ to escape, his escape may be pre*

vented by knocking him down, if there is no other means to prevent the same.

If the man dies from the blow, the man striking it shall be acquitted and dis-

charged. It will only be a justifiable homicide, the blow having been given in

discharge of his public duty.

2. Preedoiii of Speech

259. The Law of Libel t The right of an individual citizen to freedom

of speech is secured in France and Belgium, like the right to personal freedom,

by declarations to that effect in the Constitution. It is known by various

names, such as, the right to free expression of opinion, or freedom of discus-

sion or the liberty of the press. These r^hts, especially the last named, are

embodied in France and Belgium in the Articles of the Constitution. Although

the ideas are borrowed by the statement of these countries from the United
Kingdom, these phrases can rarely be found in any statute or rule of common
law. They are not the fundamental do^rines of the law of England in the same
sense in which they form part of the fundamental law of France and Belgium,

In fact, this right is deduced from the ordinary penal law of the land, viz,, the

law of libel. Any person can say or write anything and about anybody,

subject to the restriction only that he will expose himself to the risk of punish-

ment if he publishes anything which he is not legally entitled to publish In

plain terms, it means that a person has no right either to defame another or

to spread sedition or blasphemy. There is no press-law in England recognising

in general any special privilege of the press. The law which applies to it is

the ordinary law of libel The British lew in general establishes that no one

can be punished except for a breach of law* The principle applies in this

also, and no man can be punished for any statement unless the same is proved
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3 be a breach of law, in a legal manner, before a Court of Law. Unless the

berty given to the individual by law, to say anything he likes, is misused, the

iw does not intervene. In case, it is proved to have been misused, the person

efamed can get damages, or if the statement is against the Government or

ciorality, he may be fined or imprisoned, as the circumstances require.

2GO. Restriction# on the Righti (1) As regards individualsi The
English law of libel places several restrictions on the right of individuals to make
.tatements regarding other individuals. There are many statements which no
nan is entitled {o make in public regarding another man. It will be a libel to

publish an untrue statement which is calculated to injure the interests, character

iT reputation of another person. And, all those who ''publish*^ such statements

will be held individually liable in law. The gist of the offence is ''publishing'*

X making known such a statement. Hence, not only the person who makes

the statement and authorises its publication but also the publisher who publishes

it for sale or distribution, the printer who prints it, and the man who sells or

distributes it will all be individually liable to be sued for defamation 'and

damages. For instance, if A writes an untrue statement regarding B, which is

calculated to injure his interests, character or reputation, C authorises its

publication in his newspaper, D prints the newspaper and E sells the said

newspaper containing the statement, then B can sue them all individually for

damages on the charge of defaming him. This separate liability of individuals

concerned in a breach of law is the most notable characteristic of English Law.

No amount of good intentions or honest belief will avail the wrongdoers as a

legal defence for his act, if the statement is, in fact, false. Again they are equally

fiabte even \f they rcesonahfy heheverf the statement to 6e true at the time

they published it. It is sometimes believed that fair criticism is not libellous.

This may be so,butonlysofar as the critic keeps himself within lawful bound:*.

He cannot make his criticism a veil for personal attack and the line

between fair criticism and personal attack must be carefully drawn by him.

That delicate question is to be determined by a jury and a little transgression

may involve the critic into heavy damages. It must also be borne in mind that

mere truth of a statement is not of itself a sufficient defence to protect the

person from the consequences of his liability. Besides, being true, the statement

must have been in public interest, A person will be ciminally liable for pub.

lishing a statement, which though true, injures an individual without causing

any benefit to the public, thereby. (2) As regards Government'. The law

of libel also restricts the right of individuals to make statements as regards the

the conduct of the Government in the administration of public affairs. If a

person published any statement which is calculated to bring the Government

established by law into hatred or contempt or to cause disaffection against the

the same he is guilty of sedition. The same principle applies if t.he statement^

so made are calculated to bring into hatred or conten^t or cause disaffectiotL
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against the King, the eonsititution, either House of Parliament or the admini^

stration of justice. If the statements are published in a written or printed

document, the publisher is guilty of seditious libel. It will also be sedition

to excite the citizens of the United Kingdom to attempt the alteration of any

matter in Church or State, by any means other than lawful or to cause tU-

feeltng and enmity between different classes and communities of the realm.

No doubt, every citizen has a right to criticise in bonajide manner the conduct

of public affairs, with the laudable intention of showing its defects and bringing

about reform of existing institutions by legal methods- The law does sanction

such criticism, but as in the case of individuals, so in this case also, the line of

demarcation between bona fide criticism and statements calculated to be

seditious must be carefully marked and must not be transgressed. The question

as to what is a bona fide critirism and what is a seditious statement will also

depend upon the mind of the jury. (3) As regards religious or moral oplnionsi

The law is generally the same as regards freedom of discussion on religious or

moral topics. Besides being defamatory, statements may also be either bUs.

phemous or obscene or both If such statements are written and published or

spoken in the hearing of others, they constitute a misdemeanour at common law
punishable by fine or imprisonment on indictment or criminal information be-'

fore the Courts. It may surprise us to know that the old law of blasphemy stm
exists la the United Kingdom. It means the speaking or writing and publi.

shing of profane words vilifying God, Jesus Christ, the Holy Ghost, the Old
and New Testments, the Book of Common Prayer or Christianity in general,

with intent to shock and insult believers or prevent or mislead the ignorant

and unwary. If such statements are intended to wound the feelings of
others or to excite contempt against the Church by law established, the
wrongdoer will be punishe.d for the same. It is considered doubtful whether
such statements, if they are intended, in good faith to propagate opinions

which the person who publishes them regards as true, will be exempted from
the character of blasphemy. This much is, however, established that it is tio

longer blasphemy nor contrary to the policy of law, soberly and reverently to
examine and question the truth of Christian doctrines.^ Similarly, ob^ne
statements calculated to deprave and ccx^rupt or promote immorality in those
whose minds are open to such immoral influences, constitute an offence en-
tailing penalties imposed by law,

261* Aroonot of freedom varies : When we take into consideration

these restrictions placed on the right to freedom of discussion by the common
law and statute law of the United Kingdom, we are led to suppose that the
right in question does not exist in that country, in the form in which it exists

in France or Belgiu'n, by virtue of a definite and specific declaration in the
constitution* Much, however, depends in the United Kingdom upon the fact

as to how and by whom the law is to be applied in practice. In substance, as

1, Shore V. 'Wilson C[, c F. Keg. t. & Foote (1883) 48 L. T.

Bowman v. Sat.uUr Sooiet; (1917) A.C. 406,
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s already aeeiit the determination of the question whether a particular state-

ment is or is not a libel depends upon the decision of a jury. The questions of

truth, fairness and intention, which affect the legal character of a statement in

question are determined by them and whether the man publishing the same is

to be convicted and punished depends upon their judgement. Thus in effect

the right to freedom of discussion in the United Kingdom depends upon what
twelve shopkeepers think it necessary should be spoken or written. Hence,

the amount of freedom naturally varies at different times and in different

circumstances, which necessarily influences the minds of these twelve gentle*

men of the jury. Much will, therefore, certainly depend upon the trend of

popular sentiment prevalent at the time when and the circumstances under

which the statements are published. One thing, however, must be specially

noted. Where the Judge is satisfied that the publication cannot be a libel in

law, he is justified in withdrawing the same from the cognizance of the jury.

Again, no special privileges are accorded to the *pres8' or to periodical literature,

as is understood by that word in common parlance in this respect. The
statements written and published by persons connected with the press in

newspapers and other periodicals stand on the same footing as the statements

spoken or published in any other form by other persons We might even say

therefore, and without fear of exaggeration, that the liberty of the press is not

recognized in the United Kingdom by the law of the land.

262« Liberty of the Presa
: (1) History: This was not always the

case. At one time, in the sixteenth century, the Crown claimed the monopoly

of all presses by virtue of his prerogative. No one could print except by speci*

al license. The exclusive right of printing and publishing was then held by

nineCy^seven stationers who formed themselves into a company, with

power to seize all publications by persons not belonging to their guild.

Besides this restriction, the Court of Star Chamber claimed the regulation of

all press matters and press offences were tried by it without a jury, and heavy

penalties inflicted. A regular system of ^^nsorship was established by that

Court and no book or document could be published unless read over and

licensed by various authorities. The restrii^ion as to the number of presses

eventually broke down, but the system of licensing of books before publication

was made more stringent by the Licensing Act, 1682 ^ The system continued

upto 1693, when the Act expired. An attempt was made to renew it in 1695

but it failed and since then the liberty of the press has come to depend upon

the law of libel, (2) No previous licensex Despite the restrictions on the

freedom of discussion, however, the press in England is free and notably so,

because there are neither special restrictions placed nor special privileges

showered upon it by any special enactment, k is subject to ordinary law of

the land and illustrates very strongly the supremacy of law prevalent in all

1. ISaodUCax. 11. oh. 33.
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English institutions. The press can print anything now without a previous

license, subject of course to the consequence of law. If the publication is illegal,

the publisher is exposed to its penal consequences. There is in fact a mere
application of the general principle that no man is punishable except for a dis.

tinct breach of law. Any idea of license or censorship will be repugnant to

fhis principle. Even the Courts cannot restrain the circulation of a libel,

except temporarily in rare coses, unless the publisher is convicted by a jury of

twelve of his countrymen. With the single exception of the licensing of ploys,

no such thing as a license or censorship of the press is known in England,

because the pervading principle of English law is that men may be interfered'*

with or punished, not because they may or will break the law, but only when
they have committed some'definite and assignable legal breach. If we analyse

the situation properly, it becomes evident that the press is free because it is

subject to the ordinary law of the land and nothing else. The writer and
sender of a private letter and the writer in the press or publisher of a news,

paper stand in the satne position legally. (3) Trial by ordinary Courtx The
offences connected with press are tried and punished by the ordinary Courts.

This may not seem to be very important at first sight, but it has helped con-

siderably to establish the liberty of the press on firm foundations, and to

curtail the power of the executive Generally speaking, the executive will

desire to check the excesses of public writers in times when the public senti-

ment is against it. But the twelve jurymen forming a part of the public and
sharing the same sentiment will look at the publication in question not from

the view.point of the executive, but from that of the public, and will sym.

pathise with the writer whom the government wishes to punish. Hence, it is

an even chance that they will hold such censures as fair and praiseworthy

criticism of official errors. Thus it is that the trial by jury which is in fact

the universal predominance of the law of the land has ensured practical freedom

of Che press in England. A press in offence in England is nothing else but an

offence under the ordinary law—in this cmc the Uw of libel—of the land and

is to be tried in the same way as laid down for the trial of other offences.

283. Press Law In France r In Prance, the position of the press is the

exact opposite of that in England. In England, as we have already noticed

the press is left alone; no special legislation appears to have been needed for

either securing its freedom or curtailing its rights and press'offences are on the

same level as other offences. In France, the pressdaw forms a special branch of

legislation and press offences form a special class of crimes. This is due to

the feci that opposite doctrines prevail in these two countries concerning the

relation of the State to expression of opinion in print. The doctrine in England

is that the State has nothing to do with the guidance of public opinion, its

duty is only to punish libels, whether in writing or in print* Hence, the press-

law in England is nothing else than the applica'ion of the law of libel On the
*56
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ther handf the prevailing doctrine in Prance is that it is the duty of the State

lol only to punish libel but also to guide and control the expression of opinion^

•o as to prevent propagation of dangerous doctrines* Following up this doctrine

n practice, the legislature made it a monopoly to print and sell books and
severe penalties were imposed upon those who published books without a license.

The newspaper did not practically exist till the Revolution. After the Revolu*
*

tion restrictions upon the press were removed in theory and the right of every

individual to publish his opinions was recognised by the constitution. This

declaration and guarantee became worthless in practice* because of the doctrine

mentioned above The State continuously attempted to stifle expression of

public opinion by various devices. Preas^offences have continued to be special

offences and are not given the benefit of a jury* The' result is that while in

England the press has become completely free from Slate control without any
pious declaration of the right in the constitution, the press in France is still

shackled despite such solemn declarations.

264. How this libartj was seeurod ; Let us see for a moment how
this liberty of the press was secured in England. Ti>e position of the press

was the same* as in Prance, as we have seen* during the 16th and the 17th

centuries. Special license was required to exercise the printing trade and

press<offences constituted a special dass of crimes. The censorship survived

till the year 1695* The Parliament refused in 1695 to renew the Licensing

Act not because they entertained any notions concerning the right of every

individual to freedom of thought and opinion, but because the Act caused many
petty grievances distasteful to the public. And once abolished, it was never

revived in England. On the other hand, despite the solemn declaration of the

right to free expression of thought* the system of censorship was abolished and

revived several times in France, The question occurs how is it that in both

these countries, the principles governing the pressdaw continued to be the

same upto the beginning of (he 18th century and are so essentially different

now? The explanation is afforded by the supremacy of law which distinguishes

the English constitution. Before the I8th century, ihc circumstances in both

the countries were similar and produced naturally the same result. The same

administrative ideas regarding relation of the Stale to individuals prevailed and
the public opinion required the executive to treat the control of literature as an

affair of the Stale. These notions are traditional in France* The doctrine,

that the State has superior rights and powers as against individuals, has always

prevailed there and the subsequent OTurse taken by the State after the begin-

ning of the 1 3th century in connection with the press is entirely in keeping with

that traditional idea. The system of censorship has continued there because

the doctrine of general reverence f<N’ the authority of the State has also con-

tinued. The exercise of that authority harmonise with the general spirit of

the French Law with regard to the press. The administrative machinery
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created by that spirit places at the disposal of the executive adequate means
for enforcing that discretionary authority.

265* Spirit of legalism—the only cause : In England on the other hand,

the notions prevailing in the 16th and 17th centuries were dictated by the needs

,
of the age, but were, in fact, at bottom repugnant to the traditions of the people.

The Englishmen are traditionally against the use of arbitrary power and

always desire to be ruled by the law of the land. Although they hardly ever

cared for the liberty of the press, they refused to renew the Licensing Act,

because it gave arbitrary power to executive. That Act was abolished not

because the Parliament wished to secure the right to freedom of discussion,

but because the Act was not in keeping with the general tendency of law as

it sanctioned exercise of discretionary power by the executive* Such a

sanction would not be in harmony with the English conceptions of the rule of

law.

26S. Ezeeptioaas A few exceptions must be noted here. For ordinary

publications no special enactment exists and no previous license is required.

There are however certain special kinds of publications which are regulated by

special Acts of Parliament* (1) The Theatres Regulation Act, 1845^ empowers

the Lord Chamberlain to forbid the acting or representing of any play or part

of a play, for the preservation of good manners, decorum and public peace.

The same Act requires aU theatres to be licensed* (2) Lord Campbell’s Act,

18 57^, empowers the Magistrates to seize all the stock at the publishers' and

the booksellers’ and prevent the further issue of any copies of books proved to

be obscene. (3 ) The Court o! Chancery and the House of Lords exercise juris-

diction over intended publications of libels amounting to contempt of Court or

of statements calculated to be defamatory. (4) The Newspapers, Printers,

and Keading Room Repeal Act, 1689' requires that every paper or book in'*

tended to be published must bear upon it the name and address of the printer.

(5) The Newspaper Libel and Registration Act, 1881' requires that all news«

paper proprietors must register their names at Somerset House, with the object

of enabling persons libelled to ascertain who is responsible.

3. Public Meeting

267. Result of Liberty of Person and of Speech t The right of indi-

vidual citizens to assemble in a public meeting is also deduced from the

ordinary law of the land, in the United Kingdom-. While the constitutions of

other countries declare and secure the right of public meeting as one of the

fundamental rights of citizens, by embodying it in an article of their constitu-

tion, the British law docs not recognise any such specific right, either for a poli-

tical or for any other purpose directly. That right in England is nothing

1, 6 ADd 7 Viet., ch. 68; 2. 20and 9lYlot., oh, 83;

. 4. 44 and 46 Viet., eh. 60.

8, 82 and 33 Viet , (di. 24.
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more than the natural result of the view taken by the British Courts of the two
rights of individuals discussed by us above> viz,, of individual liberty of person

and of individual liberty of speech* There is no special law in the United King-

dom securing this right to the people. It only results from the application of

the ordinary law of the land by the Courts.

268. Application of the two rights s As seen already, in England,

every citizen is at liberty to go wherever he likes and to speak whatever he

pleases. That means he has full liberty of person and of speech. Now if a

number of citizens go to the same place and discuss there whatever topic they

choose, the same rights are exercised by each of them. The only limitations on

these rights are that each individual citizen must go for a lawful purpose and

act in a lawful manner. From these circumstances results what is known as

the right of public meeting. Like that in some foreign countries, it is not a

special privilege regulated by special and careful restrictions It may be that in

exercising these rights, the individuals forming the meeting, come to break the

law. Each one of them will be individually liable if he goes to the meeting,

either with an intent to commit a crime or break the peace. In that case, the

meetings will be an unlawful assembly and can be broken up by force. Both,

the purpose for which the individuals meet and the manner in which they con^

duct themselves, must be lawful. If otherwise, they will expose themselves

to all the consequences of the ordinary penal law of the land.

269. Right to meet in poblie places t Although no such right is known
to the law of the United Kingdom, the citizens in that country meet together

for political as well as for other purposes in open places, like parks and com'

mons, which are accessible to the whole world or in public halls, where also

the public can go unle«s the admission is restricted and in that case the as

sembly meeting there cannot be called a public meeting, in the strict sense

of the term. These public meetings be either for amusement or for serious

discussions on public and other affairs. Even certain spaces may come to be

recognised by custom as dedicated to the public to be avilable for holiday

public meeting. The Courts however, do not recognize any such spaces as

set aside for that end. In this respect a thousand people stand on the same

footing as an individual. Each one of them must have a right to be there as

an individual. He must not invade the rights of private property, and must

not interfere with convenience of the public, in short, he must neither com-

mit a trespass nor create a nuisance. It, therefore, need not be assumed that

all open spaces are available lawfully for the holding of a meeting. The claim

of such persons to remain assembled in a place to the detriment of others hav-

ing equal rights is in nature ir-recondlable with the right of free access of

the public.

270* AuUnlawfal Awemblyi The expression **unlawful assembly*'

signifies meeting of persons who either intend to commit or do commit or who
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lead others to entertain a reasonable fear that the meeting will commit a breach

of the peace. It is not everv meeting of which the purpose is unlawful, that

constitutes as unlawful assembly. If five or more ruffians meet together to

work out a scheme of robbery or murder, they can hardly be said to constitute

an unlawful assembly. The breach of the peace is the essential characteristic

to' declare the meeting an unlawful assembly, (i) A meeting, therefore, which

either disturbs the peace, or inspires reasonable person in the neighbourhood

with a fear that it will cause a breach of the peace, come in this category.

This requires that all the attendant circumstances, such as, the state of public

feeling, the class of persons, the mode in which they meet and the like, must

be considered to determine the character of meeting. (lO Again, a meeting need

not be the less an unlawfubassembly, because it meets for a legal object. A
meeting assembled for a lawful purpose may easily be or turn into an unlawful

assembly. The mere lawfulness of its object does not make it lawfuL ((70

A meeting, as already stated above, assemble for an unlawful purpose is not

necessarily an unlawful assembly unless the persons composing the same con-

template the use of force and inspire others with a fear that peace will be

disturbed. ((V) A meeting assembled for the promotion of a purpose which is

criminal and which if carried out will promote a breach of the peace is itself

an unlawful assembly.

27 7 « Guiding Principle t What is then the guiding principled It often

happens, that although the object for which a meeting is called and the manner
in which the individuals composing such meeting conduct themselves are perfectly

lawful, they are such as to excite their opponents to break the peace and fill

the peace loving citizens with reasonable fear that peace will be broken. Such

a meeting will not be an unlawful assembly merely because it is likely to

excite opponents to break the peace os to act otherwise in an illegal way, A
magistrate cannot lawfully forbid such a meeting or break it up, if the act is in-

nocent in itself and is done with an innocent intent. The remedy in such a

case will be to keep sufficient for present to prevent the opponents from
interfering with the exercise of legal rights. The principal that probable mis-

conduct ot wrongdoers, who arc deteriiuned to break the peace to prevent a

meeting, does not render such a meeting unlawful if it is otherwise lawful and
cannot be forbidden or broken up by the authorities, is a well-established rule

in England.

272. EzceptioiM: There are, however, some exceptions to this rule:

(1) Of course, if there is anything lawful or illegal in the conduct of persons

forming a meeting and it is of such a nature as to provoke opponents to break

the peace, the meeting becomes an unlawful assembly. But even if the object

and conduct be strictly lawful and still of such a nature as to provoke a breach

of the peace, and it becomes impossible to preserve the peace except by dis-

persing the meeting, the authorities can call upon the members to disperse and
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if they do not^ the meeting becomes an unlawful assembly. Such a course can

only be dictated by the necessity of the case. If peace can be restored or pre

served by any other means, the authorities are bound to adopt that course,

rather than disperse the meeting. This i^triction imposed upon the ordinary

freedom of individuals arise<! from the paramount necessity of preserving the

King’s peace This necessity makes it lawful for the authorities to interfere

with the legal rights of an individual, if the peace cannot otherwise be

preserved.

(2) Again, a meeting otherwise lawful may become unlawful, if a notice

or proclamation is issued by the authorities, prohibiting the same. Such a

notice or proclamation does not in any way alter the character of the meeting. It

only informs the reader of the character of the meeting, which, if illegal, affects

his responsibility for attending the same. However, if the meeting is lawful,

it does not become unlawful because of the proclamation. The function of the

State being to punish and not to prevent crimes, the executive has no power to

prohibit meetings which are otherwise law^l.

(3) The third limitation is an in/erna/ one. A meeting may be lawful

but may be of such a nature that wise or public spirited citizens would hesitate

to call. It will be injudicious to call a meeting, which may provoke a breach

of the peace owing to surrounding local circumstances. No wise man will e^er

think of exercising his legal right, if he be reasonably sure that such an exercise

would be distasteful to the locality in which the meeting is called and would

lead to results dangerous to public peace.

273, Right of the Crown and ite eervanto. As is seen above, the

authorities have a right to disperse an unlawful assembly by force, (i) Magis-

trates, policemen and all loyal citizens are not only entitled, but indeed are

bound to disperse an unlawful assembly by force, and they are not bound to

wait until a riot has occurred The mode of dispersing and the extent of force

which it is reasonable to use depends entirely upon the circumstances of each

case, (ii) If any assembly creates a riot after meeting in a lawful manner, a

magistrate on being informed is bound to declare the assembly unlawful by

making a proclamation which is popularly known as ^'reading the Riot Act.”

If they do not disperse within a given time the magistrate and those acting

with him may arrest the rioters or disperse them by using any amount of force

necessary for the purpose They are protected by the Riot Act from liability

for hurt inflicted or death caused in dispersing the meeting. The powers given

by the Act do not in any way lessen the common law right of a magistrate and

indeed of every citizen, to put an end to a breach of the peace and consequent'

ly to disperse an unlawful assembly* fiu) Again, every person who takes part

in an unlawful assembly is guilty of a misdemeanour, and the Crown may
therefore prosecute every such person ior the offence in a Court of Law.

Whether any given person has really "taken part” in an unlawful assembly by
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tnerely being present there is a question of fact in each case, to be decided

before the man is convicted, if the man is unaware of the real character of the

meeting he will not be held guilty and that is why proper notice is given by

reading the Riot Act.

,
27 Uee of force by members of an assembly t Let us suppose the

meeting assembles for a lawful purpose in a place where the members have a

right to meet, but their opponent attempt to break it up by force. What are the

rights of the members of such an assembly to use force against their assailants?

The same question may be asked when the assailants are the authorities, who
unjustifiably declare the assembly to be unlawful. The dispersal of a meeting

involves assaults on individual members. For this every individual member

so assaulted has a right to take civil or criminal proceedings against his assail*

(ants, whether they be officers or private citizens On the other hand, has

such a member a right to maintain his ri^t to take part in the meeting by

using force against his assailant? He certainly has such a right in law and the

same is regulated by principles which regulate the right of self-defence, dis-

cussed above. In such a case, if the assulants are private citizens moderate force

may be used to repel them, but the use of firearms will not he held justifiable in

law, since U will be unreasonable and out of proportion to the value 'of the

right intended to maintain. If, however, the assailants are policemen, acting

under the orders of the Commissioner of Police or the Secretary of State who
has declared the assembly unlawful by a notice, the members have no right to

use force to maintain the tight. They can only resist passively and allow

themselves to be arrested. They are not in peril of rbeh life or Jimh, They
have nothing to dread by temporary imprisonment and appearance before a

magistrate who will deal with their rights according to law. The law does not

give an individual cilieen any right to resist by force policemen who with ifona

fide intention to discharge their duty, disperse an assembly which may ulti«

mately turn out not to have been an unlawful assembly.

CHAPTER Xn
The Conventions of the Constitution

275. Rules of Constitutional Morality: The term ^^constitutional

law,*’ as we have already learnt, includes all rales which define the members
of the sovereign power, which regulate the relations of such members to one

another and which determine the mode in which the sovereign power or the

members thereof exercise their authority. We have also seen that these rules

contain two sets of principles or maxims of a totally distinct character. One

1 G«o. 1, but. 3, Osp. “}, B. 2.
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set of these rules sre in the strictest sense lawSf i-e,, rules which are enforced by
the Courts. So fsr we have devoted our attention to the discussion of these

rules on the laws proper . We roust now turn our attention to the other set

of rules, which form a part of the constituttonal law of England. These rules

consist of understandings, customs, habits, maxims, practices or precepts which

are known by the name of conventions and which are notreci^nisedor enforced

by the Court of Law. These rules of constitutional morality make up a

body of constitutional or political ethics, not of laws. Our study of the coas<'

titutional law of England will not be complete unless we study also the nature

of these conventions of the constitution and define or ascertain the relation

between the legal and the conventional elements of th . constitution. We will

therefore now proceed to study the constitution of the United Kingdom from

the viewpoint of its conventions

I. Nature of Conventlona

276* Not less sacred than law* 1 The effort would be fruitless if one

tried to search for these conventions in any page of either the statute or the

common law. Although we cannot find these precepts of constitutional

morality in any written or unwritten law of the land they are not held the less

sacred in practice then the rules of law. They, in fact, form the most impor-

tant Unwritten part of the constitution, and the most important of them are

observed and followed very strictly in practice.

277« Difference in meaning t The terms ^'constitutional'' and ''un*

constitutional" are used in England in a sense entirely different from the sense

in which they are employed in foreign countries possessing written constitU'

tions. The latter countries employ the terms to mean either "legal ' or "illegal".

If the American Congress passes an Act which is opposed to or contravenes any

ot the articles of the constitution, the Supreme Court will declare it to be

unconstitutional, that is, illegal and therefore void. The British Parliament

being a sovereign and constituent legislature no Act passed by it can be declar-

ed illegal by the Court, in the same manner. However, the terms "constitu-

tional" and " un oonstiCutional ” are frequently employed in politics. For instance,

if a Ministry is defeated in the House of Commons and still it does not resign

office or appeal to the country, we will say that their contineance in office is un-

constitutional. We do not mean thereby that il commits any illegal act by such

continuance. As has been shown, in theory and in law, the Ministers are the

servants of the Crown, are appointed by him and continue to be in office during

his pleasure, until they are dismissed by him. In practice, they are appointed

by the party in majority in the House of Commons, continue tobe in office until

that majority supports them in their actions and must resign as soon as that sup-

port is withdrawn. But that is a mere convention and not a rule of law, which

will be enforced by the Court. By continuing in office, despite the adverse vote
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in the House of Commons^ they do not contravene any law of the land; they

merely break the convention. This breadi of convention on their part is

unconstitutional. It could not be made the subject either of a prosecution in a

lower Court or of impeachment in the High Court of Parliament itself.

> 27& A few illaetraiions t The conventions of the constitution are too

numerous to be mentioned here. Nob<xiy has ever attempted to reduce all of

them to writing. The task, if not an impossible one, is at least a very difficult

one, since new conventions grow up every day and some may go out of use

and become obsolete or superfluous Again, some of these may become

embodied in an Act of Parliament and thus become rule of land and cease to be

mere conventions. We will therefore study a few of the more important of

these conventions here. U will be more convenient to consider the n in two

groups.

27d. let groiipt Reaponaibility of the Executive i We have already

mentioned one or two conventions of this group above, viz., (i) ^'A Ministry

which is outvoted in the House of Comtncms is in many cases '‘bound*’ to

retire from office". The word "bound** is employed here in the moral sense

and not in the legid sense. Again, the words "many cases’* are significant.

The Ministers are appointed by the Crown and are dismissible also by the

Crown alone They are not legally bound to resign, nor is the Crown obliged

in law to dismiss them, merely because they lose the support of the majo*

lity of the House of Commons. Besides, another convention allows them to

wait for some time, (ii) "A ministry when outvoted on any vffaf question,

may appeal once to the country by means of a dissolution" , The meaning of

this convention is that a Cabinet is not bound even morally to resign if they

are defeated in the Commons on a minor question. The question on which

the majority withdraws its support must be a vita! one showing thereby in

unmistakable terms that the Cabinet has lost the confidence of the House. It

must amount to a vote of censure to the effect that the general course of its

policy docs not seem to be wise or beneficml to the nation, in the opinion of a

majority of the House of Commons. But even if so outvoted, they need not

resign at once. They can wait fcM* sometime and in the meanwhile advise

the King to dissolve Parliament and c^der a general election. It does

happen sometimes that the representatives of the nation in the Commons
may not reflect truly the real opinion of the electors, for the time being. The
Cabinet may therefore appeal to the electors and thus get a decision from them

whether they should continue in office or not. If as a result of the general

election, they get a majority in its favour, it continues in office. If on the

other hand, the majority is still against them, the wiser course for the Cabinet

is to resign and if they do not do so, the Crown may force them to resign or

may distniss them. If not, it would be impossible to carry on the Government

as we shall presently see. This situation is also embodied in a convention.

57
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(iii) an appeal to the electors goes against the Ministry, they are bound to

retire from office, and have no right to dissolve Parliament a second time/'

The situation will be impossible, if they were allowed to dissolve Parliament

more than once. The reason of these conventions is that according to the

fundamental principle of the constitution the people or electors are the ultimate

Sovereign of the State. The government of the country is to be carried on in

accordance with the desire of that Sovereign. Such a Sovereign can only

express its desire either through its representatives in Parliament or by voting

for a particular party at the electi^. The executive being the servant of this

Sovereign must give up office whenever the Sovereign may demand either directly

or indirectly, (iv) *The Cabinet are therefore responsible to Parliament as a body

for the general conduct of public afairs.*' This r^ponsibility is both joint and

several, (v) *'Every Minister is responsible for his acts individually, done by him

in the name of the Crown". Other conventions also spring up from this state

of affairs, (vi) “The party, who for the time being command a majority in

the House of Commons, have a right to have their leader placed in office."

(vii) “The most influential of these leaders ought to be appointed the Prime.

Minister**. That is what happens in practice always. The Crown sends for

the leader of the party that is in majemty in the Commons, appoints him the

Premier and entrusts to him the task of forming a new Ministry Other mem-
bers of the Ministry are selected by this leader, generally from amongst the

party-his own party-that is in majority and they are appointed as Ministers by

the Crown on his advice All these are constitutional understandings refer-

ring to the position, formation and responsibility of the executive in the

United Kingdom.

280. 2nd Group : Miscellaneous t There are various other conventions

referring to the conduct of public affairs, (i) “The Crown ought not to make

a treaty which will not command the approbation of Parlianaent.” and (ii)

“The wish of the House of Commons must be followed in foreign as in dome

Stic affairs'’ These conventions refer to the prerogative of the Crown. In

theory, the conduct of the foreign affairs and the power to moke treaties are left

in the hands of the Crown. As is already made clear, the Crown acts in all

matters of public administration through its servants, that is, the Ministers.

So in foreign affairs and treaty-making also the Minister acts on behalf of

the Crown. In theory, Parliament cannot question their actions, but in pratice

the Ministers have to study the will of Parliament, that is of the House of

Commons, in this respect also, being as they are individually and collectively

responsible to Parliament. This situation is again negatively expressed in a

separate convention (iii) “The action of the Ministry would be highly

unconstitutional, if it involves the proclamation of war or making a peace, in

defiance to the wishes of the Commons.** By the Parliament Act of 1911,

greater share of sovereign power is enjoyed by the House of Commons«nd
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that is why the will of that House finds a ptominent place in the conduct of

public affairs. In fact, before the Parlhimenl Act» 1911, was passed, the House
of Commons was constitutionally mon important than the House of Lords and
a convention was established that (tv) **i{ there is a difference of opinion

between the two Houses, the Upper House must give way, at some point, not

definitely fixed, and if the Lords do not so yield and the Commons continue

to enjoy the confidence of the electors, it is the duty of the Crown or its

Ministers, to create or threaten to create new peers in sufficient numbers to

allay the opposition of the Upper House and restore harmony between the two
Houses.*' The Act in question embodies this convention to a certain extent and
while obviating the necessity of creating new peers, provides for the

preponderance of the House'of Commons in the long run. The only power left

in the hands of the House of Lords is a sort of suspensive veto, whereby they

can at the most delay the passing of a measure for a period of little more

than two years. One more convention be mentioned here, (v) ^'In case of

emergency, like insurrection or invasion, the Minister must convene Parliament

if they want additional authority to meet the situation and must obtain such

powers for the protection of the country. In the meanwhile, they are also

bound to take all necessary steps for restoring order or repelling attack, even

at the peril of breaking law and must rely on Parliament to give them protec-*

tion by passing an Act of Indemnity.’* Under such emergent and critical

circumstances the Crown Acts through Us servants by virtue of the prerogative

but the orders of the Crown cannot absolve the Ministers from the ordinary

legal consequences of their acts. This a>nvention, therefore provides for their

protection, for all acts done by them in bona fide exercise of their duty, in the

interests of the nation.

28 1 • Common Characteristics t These and various other rules make
up the constitutional morality of England at the present day. Although they

are constantly observed in practice, they are not acted upon as laws by the

Court.^. Almost all these rules have one common characteristic. They are

rules determining the mode in which either the ‘‘prerogative" we mean the

remaining discretionary powers of the Crown, whether exercised by the King
himself or by his Ministers.^ Such discretionary power is still legally left in

the hands of the Crown to a certain extent, that is, power to take certain action

without applying to Parliament tor new statutory authority, We are not con-

cerned here with those discretionary powers which ore conceded to the Crown
or its servants by Acts of Parliament, By ‘‘Privileges” we mean the discre-

tionary authority of each House of Parliament. In short, the nature of these

conventions is that they determine the mode in which the discretionary authority

of one or the other members of the sovereign body is to be exercised,

' * l. For taller desortpCioQ of the *‘Prefo^Uve" seo Oltapter lit anfo.
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282a Ultimate Aim t But the ultimate aim of these conventions is

lat this discretionary authority of the legally sovereign body, L e.. Parliament
trill be exercised so as to give effect uiiimatriy to the will of the ''political"

overeign of the State, L e., the nation, strictly speaking, the majority of the

lectors. As seen before, Parliament ig only the legal sovereign. The Political

overeign of the realm is the nation, whose will is represented by the legisla?

ure. That is the essence of representative government. The conventions aim
It securing harmony between the action of the legal sovereign and the wishes

if the political sovereign. They are customs or rules maintained to secure the

ultimate supremacy of the nation As 'the conduct of the legislature cannot
wholly be governed by laws, these understandings are necessary to regulate it

-so A? jt jKK*.b aW' JKiJJ Ahe aaehti. O/ie or two w}}}

suffice to show how this result is achieved in practice.

283« (1) Exercise of the PreFogatWe : (fl) Let us take for instance

the convention that the Ministers are tesponaible to the Commons and if out-

voted by the House, they are bound to resign. These Ministers are not

appointed by Parliament but by the King in virtue of his prerogative. Theore-

tically. they hold office during his pleasure, but practically, so long as they

command confidence in the House. As soon as they lose that confidence

two courses are open to the King. If he thinks that the House represents

truly the will of the nation he may demand resignation from the Cabinet. If

he has any reasonable doubt about it he dissolves the Parliament and appeals to

the nation. The wishes of the ultitnate political sovereign arc thus given

effect to either directly or indirectly. The convention gives ultimate control

of the executive to the nation. (6) Again, the Crown can legally dissolve Parlia-

ment even if the Ministry is supported by a majority in the House of Com-
mons. He can also dismiss the Ministry that is so supported by the House.

The Crown has got these powers in law by virtue of the prerogative* How are

these powers exercised so as to give effect ultimately to the will of the nation?

At first sight, the exercise of these powers appears to be incompatible with

the will of the electorate, inasniuch as the representatives of the

nation are dismissed and their will over-ridden by the Crown* However,

it may sometimes happen that the representatives of the nation

in the House of Commons do not reflect truly the will of that

ultimate sovereign. If the Crown reasonably believes this state of things

to exist, the exercise of the prerogative will mean an appeal from the legal to

the political sovereign. Even if the Crown is wrong in its belief the country

does not suffer by the exercise of its powers. The dissolution of Parliament

gives Jjtie electorate an opportunity to verdicts Hhioty jtffeo'ds two
notable instances of the exercise of this power* 10 In 1784, the King dis-

missed a Ministry supported by a majority in the Commons and dissolved the

House. At the general election, the electorate gave verdict in favour of the
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Ministry and proved the Crown to be in the wrong, The same party was

returned in majority and the same Ministry had to be reinstated in office, (//)

In 1834, the result of the dissolution, and consequent general election was

against the Ministry. These instances prove beyond doubt that the ultimate

aim of the exercise of the prerogative, ^ regulated by the conventions, is to

give effect to the will of the nation. It is the political sovereign which ultimate*

ly determines the right or power of the Ministers to retain office*

264* (2) Exercise of the Prlvtlegest Take for instance the under*

standing that in case of difference between two Houses, the House of Lords

must give way at a certain point. It b evident that the Commons represent

the nation's will and the Lords must not be allowed to over*ride the wishes of

the political sovereign. What then if the Lords do not give way ? Under

such circumstances the Crown is expected to nullify their resistance by creating

new peers, by the exercise of his prer<^tive, if he thinks that the Commons
represent on the matter in dispute the deliberate decision of the nation* This

is the only convention concerning the privileges of Parliament and that too

requires the exercise of the prerogative* Consequently, we can safely assert that

all conventions are rales of moratity determining the mode of exercising

the prerogative of the Crown so as to coincide it with the will of the-

ultimate political sovereign^ the Nation, Their aim is to secure ultimate

supremacy of the electorate, as the true political sovereign of the State,

26S. Relation to Sovereignty of Parliament t The Crown's right of dis-

solution existed, as we have seen, for the purpose of ascertaining the ultimate

will of the political sovereign. There has been a good ideal of controversy

over the two historial instances of dissolution just referred to above. In

1 7 8 4 .
George 111 dissolved the House although the Ministry commanded the

confidence of the House. In 1834, William IV. dissolved the House because

it did not support the Ministry appointed by him. Although the circumstances

of the two cases differ widely, the King in question acted constitutionally.

The desire was to appeal to the nation and to ascertain whether the will of the

political sovereign coincides with that of its representatives in Parliament, the

legal sovereign of the country. These rules as to dissolution like other conven-

tions of the constitution aim at securing the ultimate supremacy of the political

sovereign, and stand in close relation to the sovereignty of Parliament.

The rules of this sort are not necessary under a constitution like that of the

United States and the right of dissolution may be dispensed with there. The
constitution provides that no change of vital importance can take place without

referring the same to the people, and the reelection of the two legislatures at

stated intervals keeps up, in the long run, harmony between the sentiments of

the nation and those of its representatives. On the other hand, in a sovereign

and constituent Parliament some further security for maintaining such harmony

U required and the same is provided in the United Kingdom by the right of
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iasolution. It enables the Ministry or the Crown to appeal from the legislature

> the natho,

266* Recent Changes : There have been some notable changes in the

inventions of the constitution during the last two or three decades, (a) Some
ew conventions have arisen, without any change in law, to meet the wants
f a ne\s' time. In this category may be placed the convention that the electorate

ecides at the general election that a particular party shall come in power or

ven that a particular person shall be the Prime-Minister. Another convention

lat has gradually grown is that the reigning monarch shares and gives

xpression to the moral feelings of the British Nation. Rules of procedure

ave also changed and the various devices like closure^ or guillotine have helped

le executive, when supported by a disciplined majority, to carry through

sgislation which would otherwise be impossible. (6) Some of the old

inventions have been converted into law by a statute, e»g„ the convention

lat the House of Lords cannot originate a Money Bill, by the Parliament Act

f 1911. This Act also restrains the convention concerning the creation of

eers. Another result of the Act is that each Parliament shall endure for its

j11 legal term Le, five years. T^is security of tenure has enabled the

lajority of the Commons to overrule the will of electors on more than one
ccasion. e. g in the matter of passing the Home Rule Act for Ireland. Thus
has now become possible to make fundamental changes in the constitution

ven against the will of the political sovereign.

287* Gaaeral Teadency } The general tendency of these new conven.

ions is to increase the power of the party, who for the time being commands
majority in the House of Commons, and to place the control of legislation

nd government entirely in the hands of the Cabinet. Owing to these circum>

tances, legislation has now become the exclusive business of the Cabinet and
t very rarely occurs that a private member can carry a Bill through Parliament

r the same is not supported by the Ministry. This body, the Cabinet, is as a

eneral rule the representative of a party, not of the whole nation The
lectors now remain only nominally supreme but they can make their sovereign

)ower felt at the time of general elections, when they can transfer the govern- .

nent of the country from one party to ant^her.

2, Mow are they enforced?

288* Sanction behind Conventions: We have seen already that the

inventions of the constitution arc merely rules of political morality. They
ire not laws, i. e., rules which will be enfwccd by the Courts. The question,

herefore, naturally arises, what is the sanction by which these rules are enforced

n the practice? Although they are not laws, they are considered to be as

sinding as the laws. What is the force which compels obedience to them ?

Suppose a Prime^Minister is outvoted in the Commons on an important ques^
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tion. He exercises his right to advise the Crown to dissolve Parliament. As a
result of the general election, the majorit/ is returned to this House; which
^ain defeats him. If he continues in office after the second censure, we will

say that he has acted unconstitutionally. But we cannot say that his continu.

,
ance in office is illegal and no action can be taken against him in a Court of Law
for breach of the convention. How then can he be compelled by Parliament

to leave his office? Let us search for an answer to this querry.

28d« Not iDTariably obeyads In our search for a satisfactory answer to
the querry, we are confronted, in the first place, by the fact that it is not all the

conventions which are always and invariably obeyed in practice. There are

many constitutional maxims or underatandings which are in fact often dls>

obeyed. This fact is viewed by some writers as showing that convention have
really no sanction behind them. They are merely rules of constitutior^al

morality end may or may not be obeyed. Satisfied with this explanation,

they do not proceed further in their search for an answer to the querry noted
above. There are others who, however, take an entirely different view. They
assert that no true constitutional rule is ever disobeyed, and that those maxir^s

which are disobeyed do not in reality form part of the constitution. That is

not so, Although obedience rendered to different conventions is of a variable

nature and in some cases even fictitious to a certain extent, the assertion is quite

true that all conventions have nearly the force of law. Again, we must bear

in mind one thing and it is this. All those conventions, the aim of which is

that government must be carried on io accordance with the will of the House
of Commons, and ultimately with the wili of the nation as expressed through

the repfeseatetives -of the aatia/? its thet House, eiweye cbeyed .w the

run. Although they are not laws such conventions are as good as laws, not in

the sense that they will be enforced by the Courts, but in the sense that they

will be invariably obeyed in practice.

290* Unsatisfactory Answers : Some writers content themselves

by finding one or two insufficient answers to the querry in question.

(1) Public opiniom The most popular answer is that it is the force of public

opinion and the dread of popular censure that secure obedience to the

conventions of the constitution. In a sense this is true but only to a particular

extent. Of course, the nation expects that the Cabinet will resign office bn
being outvoted by its representatives and no public man wili probably daretogo

against that expectation. But instances have happened when Ministers^ have

not resigned even though they were defeated a second time, after an appeal to

the Country. The dread of public opinion did not deter them from continuing

in office* The moral force of public opinion is not therefore sufficient to

enforce obedience to conventional precepts. (2) Ftur of Impeacfimer^f;

1. Lord PalmeEftton did not feaigo although he wa-» cenBured a Beooad time by the neiyir

Aeetod Honse of Commons.
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Some writers think that the conventions are ultimately enforced by the fear

3f impeachment* As we have seen, impeachment is a sort of legal proceedings

ivherein the House of Commons is the complainant and the House of Lords

lets as the Court. If this answer were true or sufficient, the conventions would

oe rules of law and not mere maxims of constitutional morality. The procedure,

of impeachment is a legal procedure thoi^h not before an ordinary Court, but

before an extraordinary tribunaLlIt is d<Mibtful whether breaches of conventions

can be made subject of such proceedings. Again, the weapon of impeachment

has gone out of use and become obsc^ete. The answer appears to be

insufficient from another viewpoint also. It is one of the conventions that

Parliament should meet once at least in each year. Suppose a Minister breaks

this convention by advising the Crown not to summon Parliament. There

cannot be any impeachment proceeding unless the Parliament is sitting. The
Minister may thus avoid impeachment proceedings against himself by

continuing to break the convention year after year and make it impossible for

Parliament to enforce the remedy. /

28 1 • The true Answer t PoKe of Law t It is therefore, neither the

dread of public opinion, nor the fear of impeachment which enforces obedience

to conventions. No doubt, public opinion does exercise some moral influence

and the fear of impeachment at one time also kept the unscrupulous statesmen

in check to a certain extent, but the conventions are enforced in practice by

something else. The true answer to the querry is that it is ultimately the force

of law which enforces obedience to these conventions The fact is that the

breach of conventions brings the offender ultimately into conflict with the ordi-

nary law of the land and the Courts of Law and that is why they are observed

as strictly as any of the laws.

282* How it works x (l) Responsibility of Ministers $ Let us test the

truth of this explanation Take for instance the convention, that the Ministers

are responsible to the Commons and ought to resign as soon as they lose confi-

dence of the House, Supposing, the House of Commons passes a vote of

censure on the present Ministry and shows beyond doubt that they have lost

their confidence. Constitutionally, there will be two courses open to the

Ministry. They may either resign their office at once or advise the King to

dissolve Parliament and thereby appeal to the electorate Now suppose, the

electorate returns a majority against the Ministry and thereby approves of the

action of the Commons. Constitutionally under such circumstances, the duty

of the Ministry will be t<r resign their office, if they wanted to observe the

conventions. They do not wish to do anything of the sort and continue in

office in defiance of the majority in the House. What will be the consequences?

If the Parliament is sitting, they can fortt the hands of the Ministry by refusing

to pass the annual Acts, e, g,, the Army Act or the Appropriation Act. The
consequences will be that all persons acting under the authority of the said Acts
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will be liable either to proceedings or prosecutions in the Courts of law for their

actions, which will then be unlawful. Take for instance the Army Act.

The discipline of the Army depends upon the passing of this Act. If it is not

passed all means of controlling the army without a breach of law would

disappear and the officers as welt as soldiers would be exposed to the danger of

aiminal proceedings for their acts. Take again the case of the Appropriation

Act. If that Act is not passed it will be illegal for the Ministers to handle the

revenue and if they did so, they will be liable in a Court of law for their

illegal acts. In this case, again, they shall have to deal with officials, like the

Comptroller-General and the Governors of the Bank, who have no connectior

with the Administration. . It will be evident from this how the force of law

ultimately, enforces observance of the conventions. The consequences wil

be the same even if the Ministry do not dissolve the Parliament and appeal tc

the electorate.

203* (2) Annual Meetfag of Parliament: It may be suggested that

they will not convene the Parliament. In doing so, they will violate the con-

vention that Parliament must meet every year. And, if it does not meet, the

Annual Acts will expire ipso facto; and there being no Parliament to renew

them, the acts of the Ministry would necessarily be illegal. Thus, in any case,

they shall have to observe the conventions and will be compelled to resign their

office. The very fact that Parliament possesses this power to compel the execu*

tive to act in accordance with its wishes has proved sufficient in England to

enforce obedience to the conventions of the constitution. The mere existence

of this power makes its use unnecessary.

294« Law and the uae of Force t It may be suggested that even law

may be over-ridden by the use of force. What then about the conventions ?

Of course, nobody asserts that the conventions have more force than the law

itself. Our effort is only to show that no authority can violate the conventions

without ultimately breaking the law. If the law can be defied, the conventions

can also be defied. But the characteristic feature of the English constitution,

the sovereignty of Parliament is a sufficient safe guard against violent attacks

on the constitution. What can be achieved by a revolution, can more easily

be achieved by a Parliamentary majority. The flexibility of the constitution

is a sure safeguard against revolutionary attacks.

2dS« Why old methods are obsolete: Such is, in fact, the relation

between the law of the land and the conventions of the constitution. The old

methods, like impeachment of compelling obedience to the will of the nation as

expressed through Parliament have fallen into disuse because they have become
unnecessary. These conventions are variable by their very nature because the

will of the nation, which they are supposed to enforce, is variable. No one can

aay definitely to what extent the will of the nation requires rigid observance,

at a given moment; and that is the reason why these conventions obtain a

varying amount of obedience. This indefiniteness often justifies the action of

58
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the executive of disobeying the will of the House of Commons. The essential

thing is they have to obey the H<xise as representing the nation and if they

have reason to think the House does not correctly represent the will of the

nation, they can defy the House for the time being. The same is the case with

the convention that the House of Lords must give way at some point* That

point is not definitely fixed. A Ministry may exist without the confidence of

the Lords and may follow the policy or otrry out legislation of which the latter

do not approve. At bottom this is due to the fact that the nation has power

to compel their obedience. But that power (of creating new peers) is vague

and therefore the degree of obedience it<x>nimands from the House is indefinite.

20S* Crown's Prerogative s Even the exercise of the Crown's prero*

gative, which these conventions regulate, is vague and uncertain. In fact,

though every act of state is done in the name of the King, the real executive

power is in the hands of the Cabinet. And, this is also equally true, that

although the King has no direct osncem with the act done in his name, he can

exercise his personal influence in the matter. The conventions which regulate

and control the exercise of this influence are vague because no hard and fast

rules can be prescribed for the same in view of the fact that the King's action is

to coincide with the will of the nation and no body knows what is the amount

of interference desired by the nation at a particular moment.

297* Crown's porsonal Inflnoncei This much is certain, however, that

the existence of the prerogative gives the King many chances to exercise his

legitimate influence as a constitutional ruler, since he is to be consulted and in*

formed about the important acts of state done in his name. Again, the exercise

of the prerogative tends to increase the authority of the House of Commons
and ultimately of the electorate which that House represents. This may appear

to be a paradox, at first sight, because the exercise of the prerogative invests

the Cabinet with discretionary and arbitrary power, which are constantly

exercised free from PaiUamentary control. But on detailed examination, it

appears to be a simple truth. If the C^inet can act only in accordance with

the Acts of Parliament the influence of the House of Lords comes into play.

An Act is passed generally not according to the wishes of the Commons, i. e.,

the electorate, but according to their wishes as modified by the Lords. Thus

the power of the Cabinet which can be excercised only in virtue of a statute

are to a certain extent controlled by the Upper House. The powers derived

from the prerogative, on the other hand, can be exercised by the Cabinet, to

give effect to the wishes of the nation, even if those wishes are opposed by the

Lords* Even if the Lords, hamper a particular piece of legislation, the effect

of their obstruction can be nullified by the exercise ^ the prerogative. ^T-
prerogatives of the Crown have in fact become privileges of the nati?

can now be exercised by the Cabinet who are in reality the servai

electorate.
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